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The X-ray standing-wave data described in the
previous report [1] was analyzed to determine the
interface structures of c-axis-oriented ultrathin

Gd-Ba-Cu-0 and Eu-Ba-Cu-0 films on SrTiOalOOl)
substrates. The both materials are analogues of
superconducting YBa2Cu.l07-.v with the well-known
triple perovskite structure. The analysis shows
that the rare-earth fluorescence profiles obser
ved near the 001 Bragg peak of SrTiOa can only be
explained by either a BaO layer interfacing the
TiOz plane of SrTiOs or the CuO or Cu02 layer
interfacing the SrO plane. The whole research
has been published in Physical Review \2\. We
report here the outline of the data analysis.

The atomic structure at the film-sulistrate inter

face was determined by calculating the XSW field
strength at the rare-earth atom {R) layer in a
model c-axis oriented /?BCO film with one of the

CuO(l), BaO(2), Cu02(3), R{i), Cu02(5) and BaO(6)
layers interfacing the substrate t,op atom plane.
Both the Ti02 plane and the SrO plane were con
sidered for the SrTiOalOOl) surfa<-e. The calcu
lation was based on a rigid-sphere-ion model with
contacting and noninterpenetrat ing interface
atoms. They were given ionic radii modified from
Pauling's radii. The distance of the first over-
layer (dp) from the top substrate plane depends
on the atomic configuration in the interface
planes and their relative position. Symmetry
consideration produced 15 possible dp values for
the 6 atom planes in GdBCO on the Ti02 surface of
SrTiOa [2|. Assuming 11.746 A for the c-axis
length of GdB(X), which is slightly mismatched to
three times the lattice spacing of cubic SrTiOs ,
we obtained 15 values for hi , the height of the
first Gd atom plane in the film from the top
substrate Ti02 plane (Fig. 1). The phase of the

Gd(4)
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dfidoot
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<fooi|
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Fig. 1 Model GdBCO/SrTiO3(001 ) interface struc
tures with the Ti02 plane (a) and the Si-Q
plane (b) for the substrate top layer. All
distances are illustrated in the units of

dooi, the (001) lattice spacing of SrTiOs .

XSW at the mean Gd layer position in the A-layer
film is given by 27r zed where

zed = In - 7h/(27r) + (3/2)( N - 1 )| ( dot/ dooi) - 1 ].

V i»/(27r ) is the shift of the standing-wave anti-
node from the TiOz plane, which was as large as
-0.113 at the 2.0 keV photon energy used in the
experiment. The last term represents the dis
placement from hi of the mean Gd layer position
in a ten-layer-thick (N = 10) GdBCO film due to
the lattice mismatch. The displacement only
amounts to 0.036 in our case.

Calculation of the field strength at the
mean Gd layer position show that 0.6 < zed <0.8
is needed to reproduce the Gd fluorescence pro
file with an asymmetric dip on the low-angle side
of the SrTiOs 001 Bragg peak without a marked
peak, that was observed in the experiment | 1 ].
Of the 15 model interface structures considered,
only BaO(2), Gd(4) and BaO(6) layers at the
interface are associated with zed values in this

range. The Gd layer is removed from the probable
interface layers on the ground of electron micro
scopy observations. Figure 2 shows how well the
obiserved 1.19 keV Gd Ma emissions and rocking
curve are explained by the calculated profiles.
A similar line of analysis led to the CuO or Cu02
layer for the likely first epitaxial layer on the
SrO surface of SrTiOa .

The almost equal ionic radii of Gd'^* and
Eu^' suggest that the above conclusions also
apply to the EuBCO film. The ionic radius for
Y^' is 0.1 A smaller than /-(Gd^*) and r(Eu^').
The small difference is far from changing the
conclusion if we observe a dipped Y emission pro
file from an YBCO film.

(1) M. Nakanishi, S. Maeyama, M. Sugiyama et al.:
Photon Factory Activity Report #10 (1992) 1.

12] M. Nakanishi, H. Hashizume, T. Terashima, Y.
Bando et al,: Phys. Rev. B 48 (1993) 10524.
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2 Observed (open circles) and calculated
(line) emission profiles from Gd atoms at zed
= 0.699, 0.651 and 0.717. The first value is
calculated for the BaO(2) layer on the Ti02
plane while the last two values for the

BaO(6) layer on the Ti02 plane of SrTi03 .
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1. Introduction

Diamond is a prototype wide band gap
semiconductor. The surface electronic properties are
of interest in understanding and comparing group IV
semiconductor surfaces such as silicon and
germanium. Diamond - hased semiconductor devices can
he applied for high temperature operation,
metal/insulator/metal (MIM) resonant tunnneling
operation and photocathoties" .

In order to realize these applications, hetero-
epitaxial crystal growth of metal and semiconductor
films is required. Therefore, we investigated
initial stage of hetero - epitaxy on diamond films
using surfactant atoms such as arsenic and
antimtxiy.

2. Experimental
Experiments were [Xirformetl at the HL-IA of the

Photon Factory. For AsJd, Sh4d and valence hand
spectra, about 100 eV photons were used for
obtaining surface sensitive information.

Poly - crystalline diamond films® were grown on
Si(Ill) p * wafers by a plasma CVD(chemical va|K)ur
deposition) with CO + Hz gas of 40 Torr for 4 hour.
After annealing the specimen at about GOO"C in an
MBE chamber, the surface showed an KllEED ring
pattern. Then, the specimen was transferred to the
analysis chamber in vacuum, and photoelectron
spectra were taken by means of a CLAM analyzer. It
is found that there is almost no charging effect.

Then As< or Sh< molecular beam was irradiated

on the clean surface at various temperatures in the
MBE chamber, and adsorption features were analyzed
by SRPFIS. The base pressure of the MBE chamber was
IxIO Torr.

.1. Results and discussion
We tried to terminate the diamond surface with

As and Sh, both well-known surfactant materials.
Arsenic is reported to act as a surfactant laver^'

Sb4d
hv=99.7eV

Valence band

-40 -30 -20 -10 0

BtOtKS ENERGY (eV)

l*"ig. 1 Photoelectron spectra from As- and Sh
deposited diamond films at r(xim temperature.

for Ge layer - by - layer growth on Si(lll). InAs films
have been successfully grown on diamond(lll) single
crystal using MBE technique" . Figure I shows
photoelectron spectra taken from the diamond
surfaces on which As4 beam and Sh^ beam were

irradiated at room temperature. It should he noted
that although no As3d jx>ak was detected, strong Sh4d
5/2 and 3/2 peaks were clearly observed. The As<
beam was also irradiated on the surface at 200''C,

400 °C and SOO-C for 30 sec. However, no As
adsorption was observed, suggesting that no exchange
reaction between arsenic and hydrogen on the
diamond surface took place. In the case of InAs
growth on diamond(OOl), the growth temperatures were
similar between 250°C <ind tTO'XD, however, the clean
diamond surface might have been annealed before
exposure to higher temperature to remove hydrogen
from the surface, or In mainly acts as surfactant
in this growth process. In the case of Si surfaces.
As - terminated surfaces are easily obtained.

P'igure 2 shows Sh4d photoelectron spectra taken
from the Six beam - irradiated diamond surfaces at RT

and 200°C. The chemical shift of Sh4d toward lower
binding energy by 0.5 eV caused by 200T3 annealing
can he attributed to the bonding change from
physisorption to chemisorption, that is the
formation of Sh-C bondings. These results imply a
possibility of hetero - epitaxial growth of some
overlayers on diamond films.

The drastic difference between As and Sh
adsorption features may he explained by the large
vapour pressure of As. However, further study will
he needed.

References

1) M.W. Geis et al., IEF]E Trans. ED 38(1991)619.
2) 11. Kawarada et al., Proc. lSCSl- 1, 1994, p.161.
3) M. Copel et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 63(1989)632.
4) K.E. Williams et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 61(1992)405.
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Introduction

Structure analysis methods by means of x rays, such as
x-ray diffraction, extended x-ray absorption line structure
(EXAFS), and x-ray standing wave (XSW), have a great
advantage of appiicabiiity for anaiizing buried interfacial
structures. These methods have shown much effectiveness for
anaiizing a clean single domain structure, however, they can
give not so much informations for a complicated multiple phase
or multiple domain structure. To get more insight in such a
complicated surface or interface, a new method that selectively
probes target phase or domain is required.

in this study, the XSW technique'' was modified to be the
chemical state resolved structure analysis method. In
conventional XSW analysis, it is impossible to determine one of
the multiple positions of same element atoms, because
secondary emission signals of particular target phase are not
distinguished from that of others. Our measurements were
performed at photon energies in the XANES region of the
adsorbed atoms to discriminate the chemical slates of the

atoms in the XSW structureanalysis.^

Experimental
The NEXSW experiment was performed on the NTT

beamline lAof the Photon Factory. We used soft x rays, with
photon energies from 2470 to 2570 eV. monochromatized by
InSb(lll) double crystals. The photon energy was fixed and
the incident angle was scanned step-by-step near the (111)
symmetric reflection of the GaAs(1l1)B substrate. Sulfur Ka
fluorescent x rays were collected at each incident angle by a
highly pure Si fluorescent x-ray detector. The photon energies
used in the XSW measurements were changed in the sulfur K-
edge XANES region.

Results and Discussions

Figure 1(a) shows the XANES spectum at normal photon
incidence for the oxidized surface of the sulfur-passivated
GaAs(111)B sample. The lowest-energy peak, which remains
unchanged by the oxidation. Is assigned to the Ga-S bonds.
The peak A at about 2480 eV and the peak B at about 2500 eV
appeared only after the oxidation. The peak A corresponds to
the S1s - p* (S-0) transition and peak B corresponds to the Sls
- s* (S-0) transition. Therefore, sulfur atoms In the Ga-S state
can be selectively excited In the photon region of about 2470-
2475 eV. implying that structural information atxjut only those
sulfur atoms In the Ga-S state can be obtained by the NEXSW
technique. Figures 1(b) and 1(c). respectively, show the
coherent fractions F"and the coherent positions P determined
from XSW results obtained using various photon energies. As
shown in Fig. 1(b), the F value strongly depends on the photon
energy of incident x rays. This means that the distribution of
suffur atoms in the chemical state of Ga-S is distinctely different
from that of sulfur atoms In the chemical slate of Ga-S-Ox-
Figure 1(c), however, shows that the P values are wholly
indipendent of photon energy.

Summary
We have developed a novel surface structure analysis

technique. NEXSW, which is performed by XSW
measurements using photons in the XAf4ES region of the target
atoms. A preliminary study of chemical state discriminated
structure analysis by this method has been done for the multiple
chemical state system consisting of Ga-S and Ga-S-Ox on
GaAs(11l)B surface. This technique is especially suitable for
discriminating the chemical state whose absorption edge is
lowest. A chemical state whose absorption edge is higher can

also be discriminated by using the photon-energy-dependent F
and P values in the XANES region. This new technique has a
great potential for use in interface structure analyses of systems
in which elements are in several chemical slates. Furtherrrtore,
we can estimate a relative ionizatlon cross section of two
chemical state components in the XANES region by comparing
the Fand Pvalues in the XANES region with those at energies
much higher than the absorption edge. Another general use for
the technique, when fine structures are observed in XANES for
adsorbed stoms on crystal surface, is for directly judging
whether the fine structures originate from one chemical state
component that has a single distribution or from different
chemical state components that have different distributions.
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Kawamura of Yamanashi University, Professor Y. Nannichi and
Dr. H. Oigawa of Tsukuba University and Dr. T. Ogino of NTT
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FIG. 1 (a) Sulfur K edge XANES spectra of Ga-S, Ga-S-
Ox/GaAs (111)8, (b) photon energy dependence of
coherent fraction F . and (c) coherent position P
determined by soft x-ray standing waves. The lower
curves in Fig. 2(a) are simply and roughly separated
XANES spectra of Ga-S and Ga-S-Ox components. The
curves in Fig. 2(b) are simulated Fvalues by using these
separeted XANES components.
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Introduction

Growth of semiconductor microcrystals on
semiconducting substrates has the attractive
possibility of realizing the quasi-zero dimensional
quantum well structures. Recently, we reported the
preliminary results of InSb island growth on a Se-
treated GaAs substrate [1], However, in the sample
after In and Sb depositions at 400°C, the average size
of the InSb islands was 0.25 pm x o.90 pm. Thus, in
order to obtain smaller sizes of InSb islands, lower
growth temperature is needed. This work presents in
situ synchrotron radiation photoelectron
spectroscopy (SRPES) studies to investigate the
inertness of the Se-passivated GaAs surface against
impinging Sb atoms at 200°C and reports on InSb
nanocrystal formation on this surface by using
atomic force microscopy (AFM).

Experimental

MBE growth, Se-treatment, and in situ surface
analysis using SRPES were performed in a growth
chamber or an analysis chamber which are
connected each other through ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) at BL-IA. The samples used here were Si-doped
rj-type GaAs(OOl) wafers with a carrier density of
IxlO'^ cm'3. The GaAs sample etched by dipping in a
commercial alkaline based etchant were attached to a
Mo sample holder with In solder and then placed in a
UHV chamber. GaAs was then heated in As

overpressure for about 10 min at 600°C to desorb any
remaining oxides in the MBE chamber. The
temperature was then lowered to about 550°C where a
30-nm-thick GaAs epitaxial layer with an As4/Ga flux
ratio of about 10 was grown, and a fine streaky 2x4
RHEED pattern was observed. In the Se treatment, Se
beam flux was supplied to the As-stabilized GaAs
surface at 400°C for 5 min where the surface

structure changed to show a 2x 1 reflection high-
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) pattern.

Results and Discussion
First, we performed in situ SRPES studies to

investigate the inertness of a Se-passivated

GaAs surface against impinging Sb atoms at 200°C.
Figure 1 shows the SRPES spectra for the sample
depositing Sb atoms at room temperature on the Se-
passivated GaAs substrate before and after annealing
at 200''C. As shown in Fig. 1, after annealing, an Sb
Ad peak almost disappeared, which indicates that the
room-temperature deposited Sb atoms are
physisorbed on this surface, and that, by heating to
200°C, they are easily desorbed from the surface.
This result suggests that Sb atoms do not react with
the topmost Se atoms of the Se-passivated GaAs
substrate at 200°C. On the other hand, in the case of a
clean GaAs surface, Sb atoms deposited on this
surface at room temperature react with the substrate
surface, which is described in the reference [2).

From the AFM image for the sample growing
InSb on the Se-passivated GaAs substrate at 200°C,
the InSb islands were estimated to have an average

size of 30 nm and a density of the order of lO'^ cm"^.

Furthermore, these nanocrystal islands were aligned
along the [100] and [010] directions, where the GaAs
substrate used here was misoriented by 1°±0.5°
toward [010]. The average periodicity of InSb
nanocrystal arrangement was estimated to be about
90 -110 nm. This two-dimensional arrangement can
be explained by preferential nucleation of InSb on
the step edges.

References
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Fig. 1 The SRPES spectra for the sample depositing Sb
atoms at room temperature on the Se-passivated GaAs
substrate before and after annealing at 200°C.
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1. Introduction

Sulfur passivation technique has been shown very
effective in reducinjj density of surface states of
CaAs and improving photoluminescence properties[l].
However, deposition of metals with large work
function such as Pd and Pt causes strong surface
segregation of sulfur from GaAs surface[2].

In this study, we propose a novel interlayer
composed of a sulfur layer as a GaAs surface
passivation and an epitaxial CaF2 thin layer(2ML)
as a reaction suppressor for Pd/GaAs Schottky
contacts.

2. Experimental
Experiments were carried out at HL-IA of the

Photon Factorty. The photon energy was 210 eV for
photoelectron sp>ectra. Samples were n-type GaAs(lll)
B wafers. First, an (NH4)2S , -treated GaAs wafer
was annealed, and CaF2 was epitaxially grown on the
S/GaAs surface at 450 T)-

Photoemission spectroscopy and soft X-ray
standing wave analyses(XSW) were then performed to
determine chemical bondings and interfacial
structure. Then Pd was deposited on CalY/S/GaAs. 1-V
measurements with and without H2 admission were

done with the samples used for the SRPES
measurements.

3. Results and discussion

In order to analyze the interface structure of
buried sulfur layer, XSW analysis[3] was performed
on CaF2 overlayers deposited on S-passivated
GaAs(lll)B surfaces. Figure 1 shows XSW profiles for
the epitaxial CaF2 film(about 5A) and an amorphous
CaF2 film(about 7A) on GaAs(lll)B. By analyzing
these profiles, it is found that both samples have
the same position parameter. However, the coherent
fraction is quite different, indicating that the
possibility of sulfur atoms locating at tbe
position is almost 100%, while that for the
amorphous CaF2 film is about 36 %. Thus, it is
concluded that the epitaxial Cak^2/S system is better
for the reaction suppressor.

< 1.0
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Fig. 1 XSW profiles of an epitaxial CaF2 film and an
amorphous CaF2 film on S-passivated (>aAs(lll)B(a)
and an interfacial structure model(b).

Then Pd was deposited on both epitaxial CaF2film
and amorphous CaF2 film on S-passivated GaAs(lIl)B.
Figures 2a and b show photoemission spectral
intensity change upon Pd deposition. While with the
amorphous CaF2 interlayer S2p photoelectron
intensitiy decrease very gradually and increased
with large amount of Pd deposition, indicating that
the S-passivated GaAs surface may react with the
deposited Pd metal, the epitaxial CaF2 interlayer of
only 5 A effectively prevents the Pd-GaAs
interfacial reactions. It should be noted that the

attenuation slope of Ca3p and F2s in Fig. 2(a) is
about half of that for Ga3d and As3d, implying
interfacial reaction of Pd and CaF2 and slight
surface segregation of CaF2.

We also investigated the effect of the combined
interlayer by 1 - V measurements with hydrogen
admission to Pd/CaF2/S/GaAs. The sharp decrease of
SBH by 20% with IL introduction indicates the
suppression effect of the epitaxial interlayer.

4. Conclusion

Photoemission spectroscopy and X-ray standing
wave analysis of epitaxial CaF2 film/S/GaAs(lll)A
and B reveal that almost all interfacial S atoms
remain well ordered at the interface, and that the
CaF2 interlayer of only 5 A effectively prevents
the Pd-GaAs interfacial reactions.
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Introduction

Surface cleaning is of great importance for
fabrication of thin film tunneling devices using
high-temperature superconductors. However, it is
difficult to obtain a clean, well-defined surface of the
superconducting materials because these materials
are easily subjected to surface degradation during
atomospheric and device processing conditions.
Especially, l:2:3-type superconductors having loosely
bound oxygen, oxygen depletion is observed in near-
surface regions even in the vacuum. Recently, we
have proposed electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)
oxygen ion beam treatment as surface cleaning of
the l:2:3-type superconducting materials! 1]. In this
work, we report on the results of in situ
photoelectron spectroscopy of EuBa2Cu307.y (EBCO)
thin film surfaces treated by an ECR oxygen ion
beam.

Experimental

The samples used here were c-axis oriented EBCO
thin films on MgO substrates and a-axis EBCO thin
films on SrTi03(001) substrates, which were sputter-
deposited by a separate vacuum system. Typical zero
resistivity superconducting transition temperatures
were 92 K and 88 K for c-axis and a-axis films,
respectively. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and synchrotron radiation photoelectron
spectroscopy (SRPES) measurements were performed
at BL-IA. The X-ray source was Mg Ka (1253.6 eV),
and for SRPES analysis the excitation photon energy
of 76 eV was selected to observe the Cu hd satellite
peak due to resonance photoemission of Cu 3p-3d
excitation. The Cu 3d satellite emission is a good
measure for evaluating the EBCO surface degradation
because the emission peak plays an important role in
superconductivity.

Results aiul Discns.sion
Figure 1 shows the Cu 2/75/2 spectra for the

surfaces as a function of ECR treatment duration. For
the initial surface before ECR treatment, the main
peak has a maximum at a binding energy of 933 eV
and the small satellite feature is observed at higher
binding energy. By ECR treatment for 2 and 7 min,
the main peak moves to a higher binding energy by
about 1 eV than that for the initial surface.
Furthermore, 30 min ECR treatment results in great
increase in the satellite intensity. These results
indicate the enhancement of Cu^"^ and thus the
existence of CuO bonding. Figure 2 shows valence
band photoelectron spectra at various stages of ECR
treatment. On the initial surface, the Cu 3d satellite
peak at a binding energy of 12.5 eV is not observed,
indicating the reduction of the CuO layer in the
surface region. On the other hand, the CuO satellite
peak appears by the ECR treatment, which indicates
the existence of CuO bonding.

In conclusion, we employed in situ XPS and SRPES
analyses to investigate the surface quality of the
EBCO thin film treated by the ECR oxygen ion beam
for examining the validity of the surface cleaning
method. It was found that the ECR treatment is

effective in surface cleaning of superconducting
films.
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BE peak that corresponds to a non-superconducting
compound is located around 779.5 eV. The shoulder peak at
around 777.5 eV can be assigned to a superconducting phase
component. After the water immersion, the lower BE peak
increases, whereas the higher BE peak drastically decreases.
This result means that the Ba impurity is soluble in water, and
that only the superconducting phase component can be
observed after the water immersion.

Figure 3 shows Ba Ad spectra of SRPES. The higher and
lower BE peaks can be assigned as the Ba Adzn ^"d Ba Adsa
peaks of a single component, respectively because the energy
separation is almost the same as the literature values[2] and
the peak height ratio is about 2/3, that is almost the same as
the theoretical value. These peaks disappeared and new peaks
appeared at 2.5 eV lower BE after the water immersion. This
energy difference of Ba Ad is the same value of the Ba Msa
main peak energy shift. Furthermore this Ba Ad BE position
is almost the same as the bulk EBCO component[2].
Therefore, the new peaks can be assigned as the bulk EBCO
component. It is possible to determine the in-depth profile of
surface Ba compound by using the difference of surface
sensitivities between XPS and SRPES.By comparing changes
of Ba Ad SRPES spectra with those of Ba Id XPS spectra, the
Ba4d spectra change more drastically than the Ba 3d spectral
case. This means that the non-superconducting Ba compound
distributes topmost surface region. Thus it is clarified that the
surface Ba compound was removed by water immersion.
Howevernon-superconducting oxides can be observed in Fig.
1 whereas the non-superconducting Ba compound was
remained. This means another oxide remains on the surface.

In conclusion, there are non-superconducting oxide
compounds on the surface. The Ba-related surface compound
is soluble in the de-ionized water immersion.

Introduction
Water immersion in photoresist process is inevitable in

fabrication of superconducting devices. To investigate the
effect of the short time water immersion on the surface of
superconductor, chemical bonding of EuBa2Cu30y(EBCO)
thin film surfaces are examined using synchrotron radiation
photoemission spectroscopy (SRPES) and X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) by comparing water
immersion samples to as-received samples. We found that
surface Ba compound is removed by water immersion.

Experimental
The samples were c-axis oriented EBCO thin films grown

on the MgO (001) substrate by a dc magnetron sputter
method[l]. These samples were cut into two pieces. One piece
was transferred to the analysis chamber without any
treatments and the other piece was immersed in de-ionized
water for 5 minutes at room temperature. The resistivity of the
de-ionized water was 18MQ*cm at room temperature. XPS
and SRPES measurements were performed at BL-IA. The X-

ray source was Mg Ka (1253.6 eV). For measuring Ba Ad
photoelectron spectra, photon energy was set at 140 eV since
the escape depth of photoelectrons is minimum. The
monochromatic photon energy was calibrated by measuring
the Fermi edge of Au and the total resolution was determined
to be 0.4 eV for the SRPES measurements.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows O U spectra of as-received and water

immersed EBCO. In these spectra, two components can be
clearly found, which indicates the existence of a bulk
superconducting phase (lower BE component) and a non
superconducting material (higher BE component). After the
water immersion, the higher BE peak intensity decreases,
suggesting that the non-superconducting oxides on the surface
are remov^ by water immersion.

Figure 2 shows Ba 3^5/2 spectra. The as-received sample
spectrum can be resolved into two components. The higher
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INTRODUCTION

We previously showed that the high-energy
satellites in the BK x-ray emission spectra of
boron oxide (B2O2) are caused by the resonant
x-ray Raman scattering due to B1 s-n-*-B 1s" ^
[1,2], This resonant effect is also expected to
affect the photoemission process due to
spectator electrons being excited into the n-*-
orbitals. In this study, we investigate the effect
of resonant photoemission on the *-excitation
of B2 •

EXPERIMENTAL

To prevent electrical charging up, 55-A
thick B2O2 film was prepared on a silicon wafer.
The crystal structure of the film was identified
with x-ray diffraction measurements. The
photoemission and absorption spectra were
measured at BL-IA. The energy resolution of the
incident beam was estimated to be 1 eV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The absorption spectrum (Fig. 1) shows a
partial electron yield. A narrow absorption
peak due to Bls-n-* is observed at 193 eV, which
identifies the B202- Figure 2 shows the
photoemission spectra excited from below the BK
threshold to the continuum. The valence band

structure of B2p(;r), 02p(n), and B2s(<t) is
observed at binding energies of -8.4, -13.7, and
-28.4 eV, respectively. When the incident
energy is tuned to the ;r *-orbital at 193 eV, the
valence photoelectron intensity is enhanced and
four satellite peaks appear in the binding energy
region between -30 and -70 eV. When the
incident energy is tuned to over the ionization
threshold of 198 eV, four peaks due to the
normal B KLL Auger appear. The spectral
profile of the satellites, observed at 193-eV
excitation, is essentially the same as that of the
normal Auger process. Therefore, the satellites
are confirmed by the resonant Auger process on
the TT *-resonance. From the kinetic energy

difference between the normal B KLL Auger and
the resonant Auger electrons, electronic
correlation between the spectator electron and
the valence band is measured to be about 1.6 eV.

These results essentially agree with those for
gaseous BF2[3].

In conclusion, prominent resonance were
observed in the photoemission process as well as
the x-ray emission process on the ;r *-excitation

of B20^ •

[1] Y. Muramatsu et al.; Phys. Rev. Lett., 71, 448 (1993).
[2] Y. Muramatsu et al.; Physica Scripta (in press).
[3] H. Kanamori et al.; J. Phys. B At. Mol. Phys., 17,
3887 (1984).
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Introduction

Growth of semiconductor microcrystals on
semiconducting substrates has the attractive
possibility of realizing the quasi-zero dimensional
quantum well structures. In this study, we report Sb
deposition on Se-treated GaAs substrates by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and discuss the InSb
microcrystal formation mechanism based on surface
chemical bondings measured by synchrotron
radiation photoelectron spectroscopy (SRPES).

Experimental

Si-doped GaAs(OOl) wafer was used as a substrate.
After growing a 100-nm thick GaAs buffer layer at
560°C, Se beam flux was supplied to the As-stabilized
2x4 reconstructed surface at 470°C for 5 minutes

where the surface structure changed to 2x1, which
implies Se-passivated GaAs surface. MBE growth, Se-
treatment, and in situ SRPES were performed at BL-
lA.

Result.s and Discussion

In order to investigate the dependence of Sb
adsorption on the topmost surface atoms of the GaAs
substrates, two kinds of samples were prepared.
Sample A was a Se-passivated GaAs surface obtained
by Se treatment as mentioned above, and sample B
was an As-stabilized GaAs surface obtained by
growing a GaAs buffer layer. Both samples were
irradiated with an Sb beam at 400°C for 20 s, and the
core-level photoelectron spectra were measured. As
shown in Fig. 1, the Se-passivated surface did not
show any Sb 4d peak at all at a binding energy of
around 32 eV after Sb irradiation, whereas the As-
stabilized surface did. This result suggests that Sb
atoms do not chemisorb on the Se-passivated GaAs
surface, while they do bond with surface atoms on
the GaAs surface. Thus, it is thought that the topmost
Se atoms bonding to Ga atoms of the Se-passivated
GaAs do not react with impinging Sb atoms. This
result is consistent with the thermodynamical results
which indicate that the heat formation of GaSb (-
AH-\0 kcal/mol) is less than that of GaSe (-AH = 3 5
kcal/mol). In contrast, Harrison and Kraut calculated
the substitution energy of Sb in the arsenic site of
GaAs to be EGaAs(SbAs)=2.17 eV, suggesting that Sb

atoms do not chemisorb on the GaAs surface.
However, Sb was deposited on the GaAs surface, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). This result can be explained
qualitatively by taking into consideration the high
desorption rate of As species from the substrate
surface at this temperature. From this result, if In
atoms are adsorbed on the Se-terminatcd GaAs, Sb
atoms are thought to bond with the deposited In and
form microcrystals when the Sb beam is irradiated
onto this surface.
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Introduction

Surface structure analysis is necessary for
understanding the passivation effect of
sulfide-treated GaAs surfaces. We have

determined the positions of sulfur atoms on
sulfide-treated GaAs surfaces by soft x-ray
standing-wave(XSW) experiments which have been
made at beamline 1-A in the Photon Factory^^. In
order to verify the detemined positions of the
sulfur atoms by XAFS technique, S K-edge
fluorescence yield EXAFS meausrements have been
done on the sulfide-treated GaAs surfaces.

Experimental

(NH^)zSx'treated GaAs(lOO), (lll)A and
(lll)B samples were annealed at 490°C for 10 min
in vacuum. S iC-edge fluorescence yield EXAFS
measurements were carried out at room

temperature at the beamline 1-A. A pair of
InSb(lll) crystals was used a monochromator for
incident soft x-rays. The S Ka and As La
fluorescence yields were measured by a gas
scintillation proportional counter^^ equipped
with a Be window. The As La yield instead of
photocurrent from a Au grid was used as a
intensity monitor of the incident soft x-rays.

Results and Discussion

Figures 1 and 2 show S X-edge fluorescence
yield EXAFS spectra and corresponding Fourier
transforms of the EXAFS oscillations weighted by
k for the GaAs(lll)A and (lll)B samples in
normal incidence, respectively. The first main
peaks positioned at approximately zA in the
Fourier transforms can be assigned to the
nearest-neighbor Ga atoms bonded with the S
atoms on the basis of the photoemission spectra.
A curve-fi11ing analysis by use of the
theoretical phase shift and backscattering
amplitude^^ was applied to the first main peaks
for determining the S-Ga nearest-neighbor
distances for three samples. The nearest-
neighbor distances obtained by the curve-fitting
are 2.27, 2.31 and 2.34A for the GaAs(lll)A,
(100) and (lll)B samples, respectively. On the
other hand, the S-Ga distances calculated from
the positions of the sulfur atoms determined by
the XSW analysis are 2.23, 2.30 and 2.46A for
those samples, respectively. The former values
do not agree with the latter ones for the
GaAs(lll)A and (lll)B samples except the
GaAs(lOO) sample. The differences between these
values obtained by the two methods can be
interpreted in terms of the surface relaxation.
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Introduction

Sulfide treatment with solution is

an efficient surface passivation technique of
the GaAs. In order to study passivation effect
of the sulfide-treated GaAs surfaces,

photoelectron spectroscopy measurements on these
surfaces have been done by our group at
beamline 1-A in the Photon Factory^^.
Furthermore, we have measured S IT-edge XANES
spectra about the GaAs surfaces to analyze
the sulfide-treated surface by XAFS technique.

Experimental

GaAs(lOO),(lll)A and (lll)B wafers were used
as sample substrates. These wafers were dipped
into an (NH^)2Sj^ solution and annealed at 490°C
for 10 min in vacuum. S K-edge XANES
measurements in the fluorescence mode were

carried out at room temperature at the beamline
1-A. A pair of InSb(lll) crystals was used as a
diffracting elements of the grating/crystal
monochromator for monochromatizing soft x-rays.
The S Ka fluorescence yield detected by a gas
scintillation proportional counter^^ equipped
with a Be window was recorded as a function of

incident photon energy, which was scanned in the
S AT-edge region with a energy step of 0.5 eV.

Results and Discussion

S X-edge fluorescence yield XANES spectra
for the (NH^)2Sjj.-treated GaAs(lll)A and (lll)B
surfaces are shown in Figs.l and 2. In
comparison with the XANES spectra (a) before and
(b) after annealing, drastic changes were
observed in the GaAs(111)A and (lll)B samples as
well as the GaAs(lOO) sample. The edge-jump in
the spectrum after annealing decreased to
about tenth times that before annealing. The
higher peak located at 2482 eV in the spectra
before annealing coincides with the edge-jump
peak of the oxyanions S0^^~ according to the
Tyson's results \ Hence, excess sulfur atoms
including sulfate over the required amount for
S-Ga bonds are desorbed by annealing in vacuum,
since S2p photoemission spectra demonstrate that
S-Ga bonds become dominant after annealing^^. In
addition, a little difference of the S iC-edge
XANES after annealing is found between the
GaAs(lll)A, (lll)B and (100) samples. This
result is considered to be correlated with the

S-Ga coordination number, since the number

varies 1 to 3 for the GaAs(^lll)A, (100) and
(lll)B surfaces, respectively^^
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Introduction

Growth of semiconductor microcrystals on
semiconducting substrates has the attractive
possibility of realizing the quasi-zero dimensional
quantum well structures. In this work, we have
employed synchrotron radiation photoelectron
spectroscopy (SRPES) to clarify the surface chemical
bonding evolution upon InSb microcrystal growth
on Se-treated GaAs substrates by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE).

Exnerimental

Si-doped GaAs(OOl) wafer was used as a substrate.
After growing a 100-nm thick GaAs buffer layer at
560°C, Se beam flux was supplied to the As-stabilized
2x4 reconstructed surface at 470°C for 5 minutes
where the surface structure changed to 2x1, which
implies Se-passivated GaAs surface. MBE growth, Se-
treatment, and in situ SRPES were performed at BL-
lA.

Results and Discussion
Recently we presented the SRPES results that Sb

atoms do not chemisorb on the Se-terminated GaAs
surface whereas Sb atoms are bonding with surface
atoms on the As-stabilized GaAs surface at 400°C.
Thus, InSb crystal islands are supposed to be grown
on the Se-terminated GaAs by sequentially supplying
In and Sb molecular beams at this temperature.
Figure 1 shows the results of the Ga "id and As
core-level photoelectron spectra before and after In
and Sb depositions at 400 C. From this result, it is
found that the difference in binding energy
between the As Ttd and Ga 3d peaks did not change
after the In and Sb depositions and also the full
widths at half-maximum of the Ga 3d and As 3d peaks
were not changed, suggesting that In and Sb do not
react with Ga and As atoms. Figure 2 shows the Ga 3d
and In 4d spectrum after In and Sb depositions. From
peak fitting, the two In 4d peaks attributed to In-Sb
bonding and to probably In-Se bonding,
respectively, are clearly resolved. Furthermore, as
shown in Fig. 3, observed main Sb 4dj/2 and 5/2
peak positions correspond to the In-Sb bonding
states (33.3 and 32.1 eV), respectively, suggesting
that InSb crystals are formed. The other small peaks
in the lower binding energy side are probably the
surface Sb components. Furthermore, the relative
peak intensities of both the Ga 3d and As 3d peaks
decrease with In deposition, and then recover to the

initial values. Here, the nominal In thickness was
less than 1 monolayer (ML). From these results, one
possible mechanism to explain the InSb formation
behavior is schematically shown in Fig. 4. The In
overlayer (<1ML) is grown in a nearly laminar mode
on the Se-terminated GaAs surface, and then Sb
atoms diffuse across this surface until they bond to
In or desorb. Consequently, InSb islands are formed.
This islanding phenomenon is associated with the
energy difference between the surface free energy
of InSb and that of the Se-terminated surface, and
with the strain energy due to the highly lattice-
mismatch (14.6 %) stress.
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Fig. I Ga 3d and As 3d core-level photoelectron
spectra before and after In and Sb depositions at
400°C.
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Introduction

GaAs electronic device development has been hindered
by difficulties in reducing the surface state density and
controlling the Fermi level position. Since the Na2S chemical
treatment was reported by Sandroff et al.,^ a number of
attempts to achieve passivation of GaAs surfaces using sulfide
treatments have been made. One promising passivation
technique is (NH4)2Sx treatment, which was reported by
Nannichi et al.^ In order to clarify the causes of passivation
effects, several studies have been made of the (NH4)2Sx
treated GaAs surfaces. Photoemission spectroscopy studies
have revealed that both S-Ga and S-As bonds exist on the as-
treated surfaces and that themx)dynamically stable S-Ga twnds
become dominant after annealing at 250-500 ^0 in a vacuum.^
Ohno et al.'̂ suggested the optimal adsorption sites for a
monolayer of sulfur atoms on GaAs surfaces by minimizing the
total energy and calculated the electronic structures based on
these optimal adsorption configurations. However, it has not
been verified by structure analysis.

The x-ray standing wave (XSW) technique has been
developed into a highly accurate tectinique of locating the
position of particular atomic species.^ We report here the
three-dimensional positions of sulfur atoms adsorbed on GaAs
(111)A and (111)B surfaces analyzed by using the angle-scan
soft x-ray standing wave technique.®

Experimental
The substrates were n-type GaAs (111)A and B wafers.

The wafers were treated with an (NH4)2Sx. x=3 solution for 1
hour at 60 °C. These sulfur treated samples were then
annealed at about 300 in a vacuum for 10 minutes. Soft x-
ray standing-wave experiments were carried out at the NTT
beamline 1A of the Photon Factory at the National Laboratory
for High Energy Physics. Photons of 2.47 keV were used and
the incident angle was scanned step by step near the Bragg
reflection of the GaAs (111) substrate. Sulfur Ka fluorescent x-
rays were collected by a highly pure Si detector. We have
studied both the symmetrical (ill) reflection and the

asymmetrical (111) reflection for each sample.

Results and Discussions

Figure 1 shows the soft x-ray standing wave results for
sulfur-passivated GaAs(111)A . Determined P values of sulfur-
passivated GaAs (111)A surface indicate that sulfur atoms are
on top of the first layer Ga atoms. On the other hand, those of
sulfur-passivated GaAs (111)B surface indicate that the sulfur
atoms exchange with the first layer As atoms forming bonds
with three Ga atoms.

In conclusion, the surface structures of sulfur-passivated
GaAs (111)A and (111)B are determined by the soft x-ray
standing-wave triangulation. On the GaAs (111)A surface,
sulfur atoms are on top of the first layer Ga atoms as shown in
fig. 2(a). On the GaAs (111)B surface, the sulfur atoms
exchange with the first layer As atoms forming bonds with three
Ga atoms as shown in fig. 2(b).
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The properties ofdevices are mainly influenced by the quality oftheir

surfaces and interfaces. Soit isofgreat interest tounderstand, tocon

trol and to manipulate the properties ofsurfaces. Some examples of

this surface engineering are the modification ofasurface for passiva
tion oratomic layer epitaxy monitored by RHEED and Synchrotron

Radiation Photo Electron Spectroscopy (SRPES). One step further is

thecontrol of themorphology of epitaxial structures. Thiscanbe used

fcs" nanocrystal growth which is important for new quantum devices.

The experiments were carried outat the Photon Factory on beam line

BL-1A inTsukuba inanUHV-chamber described elsewhere [1]. Since

a synchrotron radiation beam of 100 eV was used for phoioelectron

spectroscopy (SRPES), very surface sensitive information was ob

tained. Samples were n-type InP(lOO). After degreasing in ethanol

they were mounted ona Mo-sample holder.

The preparation of a clean InP(100)-surface isstill problematic. Inor

der to remove the native surface oxide the substrate must be heated

above 500°C, approximately 140°C above its congruent tempjerature.
Invacuum, this would give rise to the formation of Indroplets on the

InPsubstratesurface.To avoidthis non-stoichiometric surfaceseveral

methods are discussed in the literature, We compared the most promis
ing of them to be able to prepare a clean stoichiometric surface. A

common way to remove the oxide from the surface is to anneal the

sample in an As4-flux. This leads to a InAs film on top of the InP

substrate showing a bright 2x4-RHEED-pattcrn (see fig. lb). The

thickness of this InAs-layer was estimated from the attenuation of the

XPS-P 2p-intensity to be 5 A(=2 ML). Another possibility is a S-

passivallon of the substrate, but also this method leads not to a clean

surface. The best way to removethe nativeoxide is an ex-situetchof

thesample in HP. After a 30sec. dip inpure HPand a transfer of the

sample toUHV under ethanol atmosphere the amount ofoxygen on

^^9
Fig!^i?RHEED and SEM-pi^res o^ The RHEED-
pictures were taken from the uncovered surfaces, whereas the SEM-

pictures show the SrF2-films detx)sited on different substrates.

the surface was reduced drastically, but in the valence band seems to be

a small F 2p-peak so we suggest the surface is F-terminated. Etching

the sample for 10 min. at RT in a 10% HF / 90% ethanol solution re

duces also the amount of oxygen on the surface, but the valence band

of the sample indicates a clean InP(I00)-surface. So we conclude this

preparation method is best suited to obtain a clean stoichiometric

InP(I(X))-surface. In RHEED a Ixl-structure was observed (see fig.

la).

Afterdeposition of 40 A SrF2 at RTon the F-terminated surface the

In 4d-peak vanished in the SRPES-spectnim,so we conclude the film

is continuous and flat. Even after annealing the film to 500'C this

peak does not reappear so the film still remains continuous and flat.

This is proved additionally by an AFM- and SEM-examination (see

fig. Ic). Furthermore a strong crystallizationeffect is measured in the

SRPES-Sr 4p- and F 2p-spectra.

In contrast to the previously mentionedsample the SRPES-In 4d-peak

docs not vanish completely after RT-deposition of 40 A SrF2 on the

As-stabilized surface. This could be explained by a discontinuous film.

However, with regard to the low deposition temperature it is more

probable that the film is rough and continuous. The intensity ratio of

the In 4d- and the As 3d-peakis the samebeforeand after deposition,

so we conclude that no As has segregated on top of the SrF2-film.

After annealing the film up

to 500'C it showed a spotty

Ixl-RHEED pattern which •>>>••:>. > •
InP

points to a three
.. . , A».stablllz»d InP

dimensional crystalline

film. This was proved by RHPi™- mmm
the AFM- and SEM- i|
examination (see fig. Id).

The intensity of the In 4d- »»aBpositoa at nx

and As 3d-peak in the

SRPES-spcctrum is MKt WBli
increased with respect to the mp

as-deposited film which Sr»> allar anneaimg » SOO-C

points also to islanding. A ^
Fig. 2: Growth model for SrF2

model for the morphology
on As/InP(100)

of the film is shown in fig,

sra anor cknneallog to 500^

Fig. 2: Growth model for SrF2

on As/InP(100)

[1] M. Oshima, T. Kawamura, S. Maeyama, and T. Miyahara: J.

Vac. Sci. Technol. A 6 (1988) 1451
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Introduction

Metal thin film made by vacuum evaporation method is easily

peeled from a substrate. Improvement of adhesion between metals

and ceramics has attracted much attention in (he field of

microelectronics^). Recendy we observed that the adhesion ofCu
fdm to Si02 was strongly enhanced by laser irradiation and this

adhesion enhancement is due to a formation of the chemical bond

between laser-implanted Cu atoms and O atoms in Si02^). In the
present experiment, we try to improve this adhesion by

Synchrotron Radiation (SR) irradiation and to compare SR

irradiation and laser irradiation.

Experimental

Samples were Si02 (fused quartz) substrates on which Cu thin

film of thickness of 250 to 500 A was deposited. These were

irradiated with a 23 ns light pulse of KrF excimer laser in air or

white SR beam in vacuum. The SR irradiation was performed at

the BL-IC station. The beam current of the storage ring was about

300 mA. Surface of the irradiated sample was tested by Scotch

tape to examine an improvement of adhesion. The surface which

cleared the tape test was observed by Scanning Electron

Microscope (SEM) and was analyzed by Rutherford

Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS).

Result and Discussion

Figure 1 shows RBS spectra for 500A Cu deposited Si02

irradiated by KrF excimer laser. It is clearly seen that a part of Cu

is sputtered by laser irradiation and spectra for Cu tail to low

energy side. The result of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

(XPS) shows a partof Cu atoms is implanted intoSi02 ^)-

2 I 1 1 r-—• 1 1

Cu/SiOg*— KrFIaser Cu

non-irrad.,

0.2 J/cm2
0.4 \ \
0.6

0.8 sNo
1.0

1200

Energy (MeV)

Fig.l RBS spectra of 2 MeV He ion for KrF laser irradiated

samples ( SOOAcu /Si02). Numbers in the figure show
the laser irradiation intensity.

Figure 2 shows RBS spectra for 250A Cu deposited Si02

irradiated by SR. Spectra for Cu spread over as far as Si edge and

this tendency is extremely different from the result shown in

Fig.l. The SEM image of the surface of 250A Cudeposited Si02

irradiated by SR for 2 minutes is shown in Fig.3. Many islands of

which size is under 0.5 m can be seen. Spread RBS spectra

might be caused by multiple scattering of RBS prove ion by these

islands. As a temperature rise of sample by SR irradiation is under

lOOt, a formation of islands is not due to heat In the case of laser

irradiation, although the surface of the sample melted, these

islands were not observed. Present results for SR irradiation are

completely different from those for KrF laser irradiation. Further

studies are required to solve this problem.

0.6 0.8 1

Energy (McV)

Fig.2 RBS spectra of 1.2 MeV He ion for SR irradiated samples

( 250Acu /Si02). Numbers in the figure show the SR

irradiation time.

Fig.3 SEM image of SR irradiated 250Acu /Si02sample .The
SR irradiation time is 2min.
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Xmi = (7.123 ±0.356) X10-13 s-i , andThe pjrinciple of our method for measuring the mass of the
electron neutrino was already described in the Photon Factory
Activity Report 1992 (#10). However, some modification
was made as follows; in place of equations (7) and (8) of the
above report, the following equations to obtain Smi andSm2
spectra were used.

SMi(k) =

and

SM7(k) =

SEMi+Ai(k) (emj+Ai^ -Semi-Ai
c^i . ai(EM,-»-A,)

(k)

SEm2-^A2(^) (em^W^ '
c'^2 . a2(EM2+A2)

(1)

(2)

where energies Ai and A2 are comparable with the level
widths of M] and M2 subshells, respectively.

The photon spectrum from a i^3jqo source was measured
in vacuum with a Si(Li) detector (ORTEC) having a Be
window 0.3 mil thick (nominal). The production of i^3jqo
using the i^'iDy(p,2n) reaction and the preparation of the
i^3Ho source are described in our previous paper!).
whole apparatus was shielded with lead 1(X) mm thick. The
counting time was 28.89 days. The total number of 163Ho
atoms in the i^3ho source, Nq, was measured with isotope-
dilution mass spectrometry to be Nq = (6.481 ± 0.012) x 10i3
atoms.

As is shown in Fig. 1, undulator radiations from the 2.5
GeV Photon Factory Storage Ring at KEK were monochro-
mated by a double reflection crystal (InSb) monochromator
and directed onto a Dy target. The intensity of incident
photon beams was measured with a photon counter which
consisted of a proportional counter and a Be-absorber array.
The proportional counter was filled with Kr gas admixed with
10 % iso-butane at about 380 torr. The counter can absorb
the total energy of incident photons in the energy region of
this experiment. Using this counter, we measured the total
number of incident photons, N, for each fluorescence
measurement. Fluorescence M X-ray emitted at 90 degree to
the direction of the incident beam from dysprosium ions
excited with incident photons, was measured with the same
Si(Li) detector as what was used for measuring a photon
spectrum from the i^3jqosource^).

At first, we measured the Mi-edge and the M2-edge of Dy
atom by changing the energy of incident photons. Basing on
these measurements, we decided to take 2.070 keV and 2.020
keV for Emj-i-Ai and Emj-A], and 1.848 keV and 1.826 keV
for EM2+A2 and EM2-A2, respectively. Fluorescence spectra
of Dy for these incident photons were measured, whose
elastic parts were subtracted using respon.se functions3).

Using equations (1) and (2), we obtained Sm] and Sm2
spectra.

Using Smi and Sm2 Ihns obtained, Sp'"^® spectrum was
reconstructed. Then, A-m, and Xm2 were determined to be

Xm2 = (0.6868 ± 0.0343) x 10-13 s-i .

On the other hand, the half life of i^3ho nucleus was
determined by measuring the production rate of i^3Dy dug to
electron capture in 1^3ho with isotope-dilution mass
spectrometry. Our result was^);

Ti/2 = 4569 ± 27 yr (68 % C.L.)
or

Xt = (4.807 ±0.028) X 10-12 s-i .

Using the values of A-Mp ^M2 three constraints,

the mvg, the Q-value and the nuclear matrix element, I 12,
for the decay of i^3ho I63£)y^ were determined from the
formula of the electron capture rate for Gamow-Teller allowed
transition as follows:

1)
2)
3)

m^ = 200±
225
200

eV Q = 2.56 ± 0.09 keV ,

= 0.03314 , log ft. = 5.08 .

Fig. 2 shows a partof these results on a (XmjAi vs XM2A1)-
diagram. Therefore we conclude;

mv„ < 425 eV .

0.014

0.012

Fig. 2

"Vacuum"

Crfttol (InSb

Setup of fluorescence measurement.

0.12 014 0.16 0.10 0 20

Results of the my^ and the Q-value.
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INTRODUCTION

Determining adsorption geometry of molecules on well-
defined surfaces is an important subject concerning chemical
reaction mechanism at solid surfaces. Highly brilliant SR
x-rays are giving new opportunities to study a very initial
stage of adsorption. The structure of adsorbed species in the
"monolayer stage" of a Ni(100)-benzenethiol system was
determined by combining the results of XANES and EXAFS
at sulfur AT-edge^^ and XANES at carbon AT-edge.^) In the
present study, the coverage dependence of adsorption
geometry has been investigated by sulfur A-edgc XANES.

EXPERIMENTAL

A clean Ni(lOO) was cooled down to 125K and
subsequently dosed gradually with benzenethiol gas in a
LIHV chamber. Polarization dependent sulfur A-edge
XANES spectra were measured in the fluorescent x-ray yield
mode at BL-2A for several stages of adsorption .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the sulfur A-edge XANES spectra at
normal incidence (Nl; 0=90°) and grazing incidence (GI;
0=15°) for the benzencthiol/Ni(100) system with five
different coverages of 0.02ML-0.23ML.

At the very initial stage of adsorption (0.02ML), a
prominent peak E of 2473.OeV appears in the Nl spectrum
but has little intensity at GI. This peak should be attributed
to the a*(S-C) resonance and the polarization dependence
indicates that the S-C bond is nearly parallel to the surface.
Peak A at 2470.6eV in the GI spectrum should be ascribed
to a transition to an unoccupied S-Ni band whose energy
position is different from that (2469.8eV) for the atomic
adsorbate.

At the next stage (0.06ML), a broader peak F appears at
2474.6eV in the GI spectrum. We have assigned this peak
as the a*(S-C) resonance of phenylthiolate (C6H5S-)
species. In the Nl spectrum, a shoulder structure B appears
at 2471.4eV, which might be associated with S-Ni bonds of
the phenylthiolate. From the polarization dependence of
these peaks, we can conclude that phenylthiolate is the
dominant species with the S-C bond nearly perpendicular to
the surface.

As the coverage increases, the spectra loose the
polarization dependence and become similar to that of free
molecule. The positions of peak C (2472.5eV) and shoulder
D (2473.4eV) in the 0.23ML spectra are the same as those
for gas and it means the growth of the random-oriented
second or third layer which has no direct interaction with the
nickel surface.
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Fig. 1 Sulfur A-edge XANES spectra for benzenethiol
adsorbed on clean Ni(l(X)).
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INTRODUCTION

XANES spectroscopy, which is somciimcs called as
NEXAFS, is one of the best suitable technique to identify
chemical species including its adsorption geometry on solid
surfaces. We have demonstrated that the adsorption structure
in the "monolayer stage" of a Ni(l(X))-benzenethiol system
was determined successfully by combining the results of
XANES and EXAFS at sulfur A'-edge^^ and XANES at
carbon A'-edge.^) In the present study, thermal
decomposition of adsorbed benzenethiol on Ni(lOO) has been
investigated in detail by sulfur A'-edge XANES.

EXPERIMENTAL

A clean Ni(lOO) was cooled down to 125K and
subsequently dosed by l.OL with benzenethiol gas in a UHV
chamber. Polarization dependent sulfur A'-edge XANES
spectra were measured in the fluorescent x-ray yield mode at
BL-2A for the sample after heated gradually.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the normal (NI) and grazing (GI)
incidence XANES spectra after heating the sample to the
indicated temperature. The topmost spectra for the sample
without any heating show little polarization dependence and
are similar to that in gas phase (not shown). Two peaks C
and D around 2473eV should be ascribed to the transitions

of S Is a*(S-H) and a*(S-C) molecular orbitals but we
cannot recognize which is which at this moment.

At 180-220K, the peak C at 2472.5eV decreases
significantly in both the NI and GI spectra while the peak D
at 2473.5eV keeps its intensity. This can be explained if
the peaks C and D are assumed to be assigned to a*(S-H)
and a*(S-C), respectively, and the S-H bonds cleave
gradually with the temperature increase. There are new
peaks at 247L3eV (B) and 2474.2eV (F) emerging in the NI
and GI spectra, respectively. These were observed also in
the previous experiments and assigned to the transitions to
CT*(S-Ni) and a*(S-C) in phenylthiolate species.^) TheS-C
bonds were found to be nearly perpendicular to the surface
from the polarization dependence of the a*(S-C) peak.
Accordingly, we have concluded that the heating at 180-
220K breaks the S-H bonds to produce phenylthiolate
species adsorbed in the standing configuration.

A characteristic peak of atomic adsorbates grows up at
2469.7eV (A) while the a*(S-C) peak around 2473eV (G)
loses its intensity as the temperature increa.ses. The healing
to lOOOK breaks all the S-C bonds to leave only atomic
sulfur on the surface with c(2x2) LEED pattern.
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INTRODUCTION

The interaction between sulfur-containing molecules and
metal surfaces is an important subject to understand the
mechanism of catalytic hydrodesulfurization. We have
investigated the adsorption behavior of thiophene (C4H4S)
molecule on clean and 0-precovered Ni(l(X)) surfaces at 90K
by means of S AT-edge XANES and found that the molecule
lies flat on the surface.'^ However, in addition to the
molecular adsorbates, some amount of atomic sulfur was
observed at that temperature. We have reinvestigated the
same system but at the lower temperature of 50K using a
newly designed He-cryostat.

EXPERIMENTAL

Clean and c(2x2)0-precovered Ni(lOO) surfaces were
cooled down to 50K, which was measured with a
thermocouple wire directly spot-welded to the crystal, and
subsequently dosed with gaseous thiophene. Polarization-
dependent S A^-edge XANES spectra were measured at BL-2A
in the fluorescence yield mode with a proportional counter.

RESin^TS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the S A-edge XANES spectra of
thiophene (a) in gas phase and adsorbed on (b) O-precovered
and (c) clean Ni(lOO)at 50K. The sulfur coverages indicated
in the figure were estimated from the edge-jump heights.
The first intense peak (peak 1) in the spectrum (a) consists
of two ab.sorption peaks and these are symmetrically
resolved into peaks 2 and 3 in the spectra (b), which should
be assigned to Sir—»7c*(4/7i) and a*(C-S), respectively.^^
All the spectra show no distinct peak around 2470eV which
is characteristic of atomic sulfur adsorbates so that the S-C
bonds should not dissociate at this temperature. Arfalyzing
the polarization dependence of the peak intensity, it was
revealed that the molecule lies flat on both the surfaces. It

is obvious that the n* (46]) peak in the spectra (c) shifts to
the lower energy side by l.OeV and becomes broader in
comparison with the spectra (b). These results indicate that
the molecule is chemisorbed with the n bonding where
electrons are back-donated from the Ni level to the

n*(Ab\) orbital.
From the temperature dependence of the XANES spectra

(Fig. 2), it was revealed that the dissociation of the S-C
bonds starts around lOOK and is completed at 2(X)K. Stdhr
et al. have also measured S A-edge XAFS spectra for the
same system at lOOK and found only dissociative adsorption
on clean Ni(lOO). It may be due to the fact that the
adsorption temperature is too high to study the molecularly-
adsorbed state judging from the present results.
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Fig. 1 S A-edge XANES spectra of thiophene (a) in gas
phase and chemisorbed on (b) O-precovered and (c) clean
Ni(lOO) surfaces at about 50K.
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Introduction

Using monochromatized incident soft X-ray with variable
photon energy tuned near Si K absorption edge, KL Resonant
Raman Scattering (RRS) and KLL Resonant Auger Electron
Spectra(RAES) of Si were measured. When the energy of the
incident photon is tuned across an absorption edge, a resonant
increase in the intensity of the scattered radiation is
observed^). For incident energies below the absorption edge,
observed RRS spectra have asymmetry line shape, and the
energies of RRS exhibit linear dispersion as a function of the
incident photon energies. According to a semiclassical
interpretation^), this RRS can simply be described as a
fluorescence process following creation of a hole in the tail of
the lifetime broadened inner-shell hole state. Therefore, the
existence of Auger electron emission process is expected when
RRS process occurs.

Experimental

The RRS measurements were carried out with a double

crystal monochromator at undulator beam line BL-2A of
Photon Factory. A curved crystal monochromator was used for
energy analysis of the scattered radiation from single crystal of
Si. The RAES were measured with a double crystal
monochromator at BL-llB. The energy of emitted Auger
electron was analyzed by a double pass cylindrical mirror
analyzer.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the Si K absorption spectra measured by
means of total electron yield method. Figure 2 shows the X-
ray emission spectra with incident photon energies in the
vicinity of the Si K absorption edge showed in fig. 1. It is
observed that the intensity of these emission spectra increases
resonantly, as the incident energy approaches an absorption
edge. The peak energies of spectra are shifted linearly with
incident energies, and below the absorption edge, the line
shapes are asymmetry. These features observed in fig. 2 are
the identifying characteristics of the resonant Raman process.
Figure 3 shows Si KLL Auger electron spectra with incident
energies in the vicinity of the K absorption edge. The spectra
exhibit similar features to the X-ray emission spectra in fig. 2.
Consequently, it is obvious that both of the KL RRS and KLL
RAES processes occur when incident photon energies are
tuned near the K absorption edge.
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Fig. 1 Si X X-ray absorption spectra.
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Fig. 2 X-ray emission .spectraof Si.
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Fig. 3 KLL Auger electron spectra of Si
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Introduction

Multiple ionization following inner—shell excitation of

rare gases has been of considerable interest in the

past decade. In excitation of an inner—shell electron

to a vacant Rydberg state, the relaxation ends up in

multiply charged ions even below the ionization limits

[1). The multiple ionization processes from the
resonance have been considered to be due to

competitive two decay mechanisms. One is a direct

ionization channel, in which the excited electron is

shaken-off in resonant Auger decays replacing the

inner-shell hole state with an outer-shell electron

[2]. TTie other is an indirect two-step decay channel,
in which the excited electron remains in its orbital as

a spectator in the resonant Auger decays and

continuously the electron is autoionizcd [1].

Recently, we have measured multiply charged ions

in the vicinity of Ne K-shell ionization, for the

purpose of studying decay processes following the

inner-shell resonances.

Experimental

The experiment was performed using a 10m grazing
incident monochromator at the beam line BL-2B [3].
The monochromator was equipped with a 2400 lines/

mm grating. The spectral resolution was about 0.2 eV
at 900 eV. The ion yields of charge states were

measured by means of a time-of-flight mass spectro
meter operated under a pulse—acceleration method [4],

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows ion yields of charge states in the
vicinity of the Ne K-shell excitation region. The top
of the drawing is total ion yields obtained without any
mass-analysis to separate ionic species. The total ion
yield spectrum is in good agreement with the
photoabsorption spectrum. This total ion yield
spectrur^ exhibits discrete structures corresponding to
the Is np Rydberg series. The structures can be seen

also in the yield spectra of ionic charge states. These
yield spectra exhibit characteristic structures as

follows. The Is 3p resonance is most prominent. The
Ne yield is more dominant^in the resonance. On
other hand, in the other Is np resonances, the Ne
yield increases and the Ne yield diminishes.
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Figure 1. TTie photoionization cross sections of ionic
charge states in the vicinity of the K-shell excitation

region of Ne.
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Transition metal intercalated TiS2 shows vari
ous magnetic and electronic properties depending
upon the guest atom. In order to investigate the
change of the electronic structure of these interca
lated materials, we have done the 2p core excited
resonance photoemission as well as 2p core absorp
tion spectroscopy.

The measurements were carried out using the
combination of the 10m grazing incidence monochro-
mator and the DCMA at the DL-2D of the Photon

Factory. The photon energy resolution in the Ti
2p core excitation region of about 0.15eV and the
overall resolution of about 0.5eV was achieved with

the slit width of lO/nn and the appropriate analyzer
pass energy. The sample was cleaved in situ befor
the measurements and the cleanliness was checked

by the 0 Is and C Is XPS signals.
Figure.1 shows the Ti 2p XAS spectra for (a)TiS2

and (b)Nii/3TiS2- The spectrum of TiS2 shows the
clear four peak structures. The splitting between
the flrst(second) and third(fourth) peak is about
6eV which is due to the spin orbit splitting of the
Ti 2p core level. As for the internal structure of
each spin-orbit component of TiS2, the origin of the
doublet splitting of about 2..3eV is thought to be
due to the crystal field si)litting of the Ti .3d con
duction band in the octahedral symmetry, where
the lower(higher) hn component corresponds to the
excitation to the {2g{cg) state.

In the case of Ni 1^^31382, the intensity of the
lower photon energy peak of each sjjin-orbit compo
nent is much reduced and slightly broadened. Such
a spectral line shape resembles that of the nominally
tetravalent vanadium which has V 3d' configuration
in the ground state. This suggests that the charge
transfer from the guest atom to the Ti atom in the
Ni intercalated TiS2.

Figure.2 shows the valence band photoemission
spectra of Nii/3TiS2 in the Ti 2p core excitation
region. The resonance enhancemant is observed

for the whole structures with F^e = 0-8eV revealing
the Ti 3d hybridization in the whole valence band.

Among them, the intensity enhancement is clearly

observed for the structures at 1^5=0.5,3.5 besides

the enhancement in the larger Eb region above 5eV
as shown in Fig.2. The structure around
can be ascribed to the Ti 3d and S 3p bonding

state as confirmed by the band calculation. The
strong enhancement of the structure just below Ep-
as found in the spectrum of Nii/3TiS2 is not ob
served in the spectrum of TiS2.(not shown in the
figure) This indicates the redistribution of the Ti
3d state, in other words, the hybridization between
Ni and Ti 3d states is important in the Ni interca

lated TiS?.
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Ti 2p XAS
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Fig.l Ti 2p XAS spectraof (a)TiS2 and (b)Nii/3TiS2.
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valGDCG band

binding energy (^)
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Fig.2 Valence band photoemission spectra in the Ti 2p
core excitation region of Nii/3TiS2. The raw data is
shown by the dots and the solid lines are obtained by
subtracting the spectrum 1.
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Introduction
In spite of an extensive development of X-ray
microscopy of biological specimens in recent years^^,
none of microscopy is applicable to the tliree
dimensional observation of thick hydrated specimens. X-
ray holographic microscopy would be an unique
candidate for tliis purpose. A few reports dealing with X-
ray hoIoCTaphy of biological specimens have
appeared^A), but these studies imply some difficulties in
the faitliful reconstruction mainly due to the possible
artificial distortion in the reconstruction process.

In tlie present study, by applying an electronic zooming
tube for recording holograms, we have succeeded in
imaging dried HeLa cells with direct handling of the
digitized data in tlie computer-aided reconstruction
procedure.

Materials and Methods
Experimental arrangement is sho^vn in Fig. 1: Undulator
radiation from BL-2B in a single bunch mode operation
was used in combination with lOm-grazing incidence
monocluomator. Tlie wavelengths chosen were 4,48,
3,26 and 1,42 nm with FWHM of 0,004 mn. X-rays
passing through a pinliole with a diameter of 50 |rm
placed at a focal point of tlie reforcusing mirror were
exposed to fixed and critical-point-dried HeLa cells
(derived from human cervical cancer) on a fonnvar
membrane. The photocatliode of the zooming tube was
situated at the distance of 10.1 nun downstream of die
specimen, Recorded holograms were reconstructed wiUi
computer by the iteration mediod using Fresnel
transform-inverse Fresnel transfomi.

Results and Discussion
Tlie hologram of a HeLa cell recorded at 4,48 mii and its
reconstructed image were shoivn in Fig. 2. Tlie
reconstruction revealed die sharp outline of the cell widi
the inner structure clearly resolved. Tlie spatial resolution
of the hologram was less than 1 )ani. The reconstructed
images based on holograms obtained at other
wavelengdis (3.26 and 1.42 mn) presented different inner
structures from that of 4.48 nm (data not shown),

Tlie present system proved that the electronic zooming
tube is successfully used in X-ray holography, and
particularly highly suited for the computer-aided
reconstruction method. Direct utilization of the digitized
data on the holo^anis to the computer reconstruction
program essentially avoids any possible distortion in the
reconstruction process. Improvement of spatial
resolution is in progress.
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Sm pnictides and chalcogenides with ThgP^
and antl-ThgP^ structures show a wide variety of
magnetic and electric properties. Sm4Bl3 and
SrogSe^ are known as typical mixed valence materi-

O .als, whereas Sm^^ is dominating in Sm^Asg and

Sm4Sb3 which show typical dense Hondo behavior.
Both Sm4As3 and Sm4Sb3 show the ferromagnetic
ordering at —160 K.

Resonance photoemission and core absorption
(XAS) measurements were done by use of synchro
tron radiation. Single crystals of Sm4As3,
Sm4Bi3 and Sm3Se4 as well as a polycrystalline
Sm^Sbg were used for the measurement. The mag
netic circular dlchroism (MCD) of the 4d-»-4f
absorption is measured at the BL-2B beam line.

Figure 1 shows the CFS and CIS spectra of
803864. The calculated raultlplet structures for
the 4d^4f^ and 4d^4f® are shown in the lower
panel of Flg.l. A remarkable feature is the
weakness of the CIS structure in the highest hy
region.

Fig.l

\Eb=7.48V

Q9»L0»V

The Sm 3d core absorption spectra are shown
in Fig.2. The spectrum of SmS is explained by

the atomic calculation for Eu^"''. The spectrum of
Sm4As3 is understood as resulting from the Sm^"*"
state. The spectrum of Sm4Bl3 is well explained
by considering both contributions from Sm^"^ and
Sm'̂ . The spectrum of Sm3Se4 is rather similar
to that of Sm4As3 than to Sm4Bl3. The small bump
between the lowest energy step and the prominent
peak Odg/g) has, however, no counterpart in the
spectrum of Sm4Asg. This feature corresponds to
the main peak of SmS and reflects the Sm^"^ compo
nent or valence fluctuation behavior of Sm3Se4.

Figure 3 shows the 4d core XAS and its MCD

spectra of Sm4As3 measured at liquid nitrogen
temperature. The solid and dashed curves show

the spectrum for the left and right helicity

circularly polarized light. The MCD spectrum
given by the difference of these spectra is shown

by the dots.

Fig.3

Fig.2
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Studies of 3d -♦ 4f resonant photoemission spectra

of the valence and 4d regions of rare earth elements are

important to understand the electronic structure of rare

earth compounds. The valence band PE measurement

at the 3d —* 4f threshold is more bulk sensitive than

that at the 4d — 4f threshold from the relationship be

tween the photoelectron kinetic energy and the mean

free paths.

We observed the resonance of the valence and 4d

PES at the Ce 3d -♦ 4f absorption threshold in the rare

earth compounds Ce3AurPt3_rSb4.

Ce 3d —» 4f resonant PES were measured using a syn

chrotron radiation at the BL-2B undulator beam line in

PF. The photon energy resolution was 0.5eV. The total

energy resolution was 0.7eV. The XAS was measured

by total electron yield method, and then XPS was mea

sured using a double pass cylindrical mirror analyzer.

The output signals of photoelectrons were normalized

by the intensity of the incident monochromatic light.

The sample surface was cleaned in situ by scraping with

a diamond filer until no oxygen and carbon contamina

tion was detected.

XAS spectrum of Ce3Au2PtSb,| is given in Fig.l.

The spectrum consists of two well separated peaks, cor

responding to the excitation from the 3d5/2(M5) and
3d3/2(M4) levels. The spectrum resembles that of 7-
Ce'h reflecting Ce^"^ character. We measured valence
and 4d PES at the photon energies marked in the fig

ure.

Fig.2 displays valence PES in the region of 3d —' 4f

absorption. For the off-resonance spectrum A, the Au

and Pt 5d states(EB=4-8 eV) are contributing to the ob

served spectrum in addition to the Sb 5p statc(EB = 0-8

eV). Around the resonance maximum, two peaks at Eb

~ 0.9eV and 2.1eV arc revealed. These peaks corre

spond to bonding and anti-bonding combinations of the

final f° and f'L states in which the photoinduced f hole

is transferred to the ligand site through the f-ligand hy

bridization. Here, L denotes a conduction band hole.
Fig.3 shows the Ce 4d PES. In the off-resonance spec

trum A, we observe a main peak around EB= 110eV and

an additional peak around EB= 100eV. The main peak

is due to the Ce 4d signal, and the additional peak cor

responds to the Au, Pt 5s and Sb 4p signal. Around

the absorption maximum, the intensity at Eb~ llOeV
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and around Eb~ 125eV is clearly enhanced. The

signal of the 4d®4P multiplets is expected in the latter

Eb region from the theoretical calculation proposed by
A.Haraisaki et al?\ We found that the intensity ofeach
3d''4P multiplet component is dependent on the incident
photon energy. It is found that the peak energy around

Eb~ I25eV seems to shift to larger Eb with increasing
the photon energy. Our interpretation is that the shift is

due to the signal of the Auger electrons which is super

imposed on the component of the 3d^4P multiplets.
The Auger electrons were generated by 3d4d5p Auger

decay.
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Introduction

The hexagonal form of NiS shows a first-order
metal-nonmetal transition at -260K1). Various
types of chemical substitution, also induce metal-
nonmetal transitions: The transition temperature de
creases by Co substitution for Ni and Se substitution
for S2). The band gap in the nonmetallic phase is
that of the S 3p-to-Ni 3d charge-transfer-type and
the nonmetal-metal transition is realized by the clos
ing of the band gap^).

Experimental
We have measured sintered polycrystalline NiS,
Ni0.97Co0.03S in a pellet form. NiS and
Ni0.97Co0.03S have transition temperatures of
~260K and -160K. The temperature dependent XAS
measurements on NiS and Ni0.97Co0.03S were made
at the soft x-ray undulator beam line BL-2 having a
10-m grazing incidence monochromator at Photon
Factory (PF), National Laboratory for High Energy
Physics. The total resolution was - 2 meV atPhoton
energy 890 eV.

Data Analysis
In order to deduce information on the electronic

structure from the Ni 2p spectra, we have performed
a simplified configuration-interaction analysis of
the satellite structures using a (NiS6)^®" cluster
modeH^. The model is characterized by a few pa
rameters such as the Ni 3d-3d intra-atomic Coulomb

energy U (fixed at 4.3 eV), the S 3p-to-Ni 3d
charge-transfer energy A, and the transfer integral T
between the S 3p and Ni 3d orbitals^^ We have de
termined A and T so as to reproduce the relative
intensity and the energy separation between the sat
ellite and main lines. The energy separation hardly
depend on A but does on T while the relative inten
sity is dependent on both A and T. Detailed descrip
tion of the cluster model analysis will be published
elsewhere^).

Results and Discussion

For NiS , we have taken the differences between the
spectra taken in the metallic (room temperature)
and nonmetallic (30K) phases as shown in Fig.l. In
going from the metallic to nonmetallic phases the
satellite intensity increases slightly and the satellite
is shifted toward lower energy by -0.2 eV. These
changes imply that T decreases by -0.1 eV and A
increases by -0.2 eV. The decrease in T and the in
crease in A in the nonmetallic state mean that the
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covalency between the Ni 3d and S 3p states de
creases or that the ionicity increases. For these
changes in the parameter values, the increase in the
band gap is predicted to be -0.3 eV by the cluster
model. In the spectra of Nio.97Coo.03S also, the sat
ellite intensity decreases and the satellite is shifted
toward lower energy by -0.04 eV in going from the
metallic to the nonmetallic states. These changes
mean that T decreases by -0.04 eV and A decreases
by -0.35 eV, consistent with the result on NiS. On
the high energy side of the main Ni 2p peak, there is
a small increase in the intensity in the metallic
phase, possibly due to the core-hole screening by
the metallic electrons^).
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the Ni 2p3/2 XAS spectra of
NiS at room temperature (R.T.) and at -30K (L.T.).
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We have measured s>'mmetr>'-resolved ion-yield
spectra of some K-shell excited molecules with linear
structure by using the lOm-GIM monochromator of
beamline 2B. Instead of the two parallel plate ion-
energy analyzers used in the previous work, two
channeltrons are used as ion-yield detectors; we can
obtain high-resolution symmetry-resolved ion-yield
spectra.

The N2O molecule has two nitrogen atoms in
different chemical environments. Transition energies
and probabilities, and peak widths are dependent on the
chemical environments of the two nitrogen atoms. It is
known that the N Is ionization threshold is 408.5eV for

the terminal N (N{) and 4I2.5eV for the centre N (N^.).
There are valence (o* and Ji*) and Rydberg excited
states converging to the Is ionized state of Nj and N^.

Fig.l shows the N K-shell high-resolution s>'mmctry-
resolved ion-yield spectra. The peaks at 400.9eV and
404.7eV correspond to the ji* resonances from the N{ Is
and the Is. respectively. At the 404.7eV ji*
resonance, double structures are observed in 1(). The
lower peak of the double structures is assigned to the Nj
Is ^3sa Rydberg excitation. Previously it was reported
that the Is ji* peak and the Nj Is ^ .3sa peak are
overlapped. In the present work, these overlapped peaks
are resolved for the first time.

The FWHM of the Is

larger than that of the Is -
explain the widths of the Ji* peaks, we must take
vibrational states into account. To elucidate what

vibrational modes are excited, a preliminary SCF
calculation on the ji* states with a K-shell vacancy is
performed. The result shows that the bond lengths are
slightly changed from the ground state and that the
and Is JT* excited states have bent stnictures with

N-N-0 angles of about 136° and 126°. respectively.
Therefore, it is expected that the bending mode
excitation in the Is jt* resonance state is stronger

than in the Nj Is jt* resonance state. The theoretical
prediction is consisted with the present experimental
results.

jt* peak (1.05eV) is

jt* peak (0.74eV). To
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The 3sa, 4sa, 5sa, 3pjT, and 4pji Rydberg excitations
converging to the Is ionized state are clearly
obseaed. It is found that the peak intensities of the
Is nsa Rydberg series are anomalous. The 4so
Rydberg peak is more intense than 3sa and 5sa; these
are interpreted as the N2O molecule having a vacant o*
orbital below the ionization threshold and the valence-

Rydberg mixing occurs near the 4sa Rydberg state. In
contrast to the case of some diatomic molecules, the nso
Rydberg series converging to the N^, K-edge is relatively
strong. On the other hand, there is no enhancement in
the nscT Rydberg series converging to the Nj, K-edge;
only the 3po and 3pjT Rydberg states are observed as
weak peaks. The o* and nsa Rydberg orbitals are
nearly symmetric and the N^, Is a* and nso
transitions are very weak even if there is a strong
valence-Rydberg mixing between them.
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Fig. 1 N K-edge high-resolution symmetiy-resolved ion-
yield spectra of N2O. The solid line shows the ion-yield
at 90° to the electric vector of the incident light and
dotted line shows one at 0°.
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The angular distribution of fragment ions after the C
Is K* photoexcitation of CS2, OCS and CO2 has
been measured using linearly polarized soft x-ray
radiation. In contrast to the case for diatomic molecules,
the fragment ions after the C Is ^ ji;* photoexcitation of
these triatomic molecules are emitted in not only the
perpendicular direction (I^q) but also the parallel
direction (Iq) to the electric vector of the incident light.
In addition, it has been found that the amount of the
fragments emitted in the parallel direction depends on
the width of the jt* resonance peaks.

Fig.l shows the ji* resonance peak of the C K-shell
excited CS2, OCS, and CO2 in the high-resolution
symmetry-resolved ion-yield spectra. The width of the
K* resonance peak of CS2, OCS, and CO2 are 170meV,
390meV, and 630meV in FWHM, respectively, which
are different from the width of 145meV for the C Is ^

ji* peak CO in the same condition. In the case of OCS,
the K* resonance peak has fine structures. To explain
the peak widths and the fine structures, we must take
into account the bending mode (V2) and the
antisymmetric stretching mode (V3) in addition to
symmetric the stretchingmode(vj).

The ji* resonance peak of CS2 (170meV) is slightly
broader than that of CO (145meV). The Ji* resonance
peak of CS2 involves a few V| and V2 mode.
Considering a relatively wide vibrational spacing of the
V3 mode, the V3 mode may not be excited.

The 71* resonance peak of OCS shows a few fine
structures; two peak and one shoulder. The energy
separation of these structures is about 220meV.
Considering the vibrational spacing in the ground state,
the structures mainly arise in the V3 mode, which has
the widest \ibrational spacing of the V|, V2 and V3
modes. Since the width of each structure is wider than
that of CS2 peak (170meV), the structure may involve
some vj and V2 modes.

The K* resonance peak of CO2 has no fine structure
and is wide (630meV) and asymmetric. It is expected
that the molecular geometry of the Ji* resonance state
strongly changes from that of the ground state; that is,
the ji* peak includes many V2 modes.

The C Is ^ Jt* excited states of these three

molecules have stable bent structures because of the

Renner-Teller effect. The ordering of the k bond
strength is; CS2 (weak), OCS and CO2 (strong).

Therefore it is expected that the Renner-Teller effect is
the strongest for CO2; the V2 mode is most strongly
excited for CO2. This interpretation is consistent with
the present experimental results.

The atomic nuclei may be given momentum along
the potential surface of the 71* excited state; namely,
when the bending vibrational states are excited, the
fragment ions are ejected into the parallel direction (Iq).
Therefore, it is expected that the fragment ions from
CO2 largely lose their imformation about the molecular
orientation on photoabsorption most. This expectation
is consistent with the experimental result: the ratio
I0/I90 = 0.29 for CS2, 0.48 for OCS and 0.78 for CO2.
This means that the bending vibration period is longer
than the lifetime of the K-shell vacancy.

284 286 288 290 292 294
Photon Energy (eV)

Fig. 1 The ion-yields at 0° and 90° to the electric vector
of the incident light, Iq and I^q of CS2, OCS and CO2
in the region of C Is jt* resonance. The solid line
shows a I9Q andthedotted line shows Iq.
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C K-shell photoabsorption spectra of CO2 liave been
reported pre^aously and the 3s, 3p and 4p Rydberg peaks
are observed. The C Isa

sv'mmetiy-forbidden
peak is observed has been not discussed in detail.

Fig. 1 shows C K-shell high-resolution syminetiy-
resolved ion-yield spectra of CO2. The first peak is the
C Isag 3sag Rydberg transition. The fragment ions
following the parallel transition (2^2) are expected to
be detected at the 0° direction to the electric vector of

the incident light. However, the ions are mainly
observed at the 90° direction in the C Is ^ 3sag
Rydberg excitation. The obseixation of the symmetrv'-
forbidden transition and the detection of the ions in an

unexpected direction indicate that the 3sOg Rydberg
excitation is allowed through a vibronic interaction.

In order to elucidate what vibrational mode is

coupled with the 3sc7g Rydberg slate, we discuss the
selection rules associated with the vibronic transitions

from C Is to nso. npa and npn: Rydberg orbitals. The
sv'mmetry of each vibrational mode is H^, for the
bending mode. 2g"^ for the symmetric stretching mode
and for the antisy mmetric stretching mode. Table 1
shows products table of the the symmetry of electronic
states and vibrational modes. The optical transition is
allowed in the condition of g* " u and AA=0 or ±1.
According to the optical selection rule, the excitations to
npa or npji Rydberg states are allowed only when these
electronic states are coupled with symmetric stretching
mode. On the other hand, the transition to nso Rydberg
state is allowed through the couping with antisymmetric
stretching and/or bending modes.

After the parallel transtion AA=0, the fragment ions
are detected at 0° direction to the electric vector of the

incident light. On the other hand, in the case of the
perpendicular transition AA=+1. the ions are detected at
90°. Since the fragment ions are mainly obsened at the
90° direction for the 3sag Rydberg excitation, the 3sag
Rydberg state is mainly interacted with bending mode.

The obserx'ed spacing between the first and the
second fine structures of 3sa, 95meV, is narrower than

the 175meV for 3pji and the 145meV for 4p:n:. The
vibrational pacing increases in order the bending, the

g SsOg Rydberg excitation is
However, the reason why the 3sa„
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symmetric strecthing and the antisymmetric stretching.
The excitation to the 3sag Rydberg state is accompanied
by bending vibrations; on the other hand, the transitions
to the 3pK and the 4pjt Rydberg states involve only
symmetric stretching mode. This result also supports
that the 3sag Rydberg state is coupled with the bending
mode.

Table 1 Products table of symmetry of the electronic
states and the vibrational modes

vibrational modes

sym. stretching

antisym. stretching

bending

electronic states

so pa pji

2 2 n̂ hi

2
g

2 n•^u 'hi

V "g
nu nu "g

CO2
C K-edge

4f>0. n

292 293 294 295 296 297 298
Photon Energy (eV)

Fig. 1 C K-edge ion-yield spectre of CO2. The solid
line shows an ion-yield spectRim at 90° to the electric
vector of the incident light and the dotted line shows one
at 0°.
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Introduction

First-row transition-metal compounds of MPS^feg.
M=Mn,Fe,Ni) are layercompounds with crystal structure of
CdCl2- These MPSj systems have crystal structures similar to
TiSj. Transition-metal and P-P pairs occupy the sites that
titanium would fill in TiSj. Thesingle crystal is constructed of
stack of sandwich layers. Each layer is weakly bonded by van
der Waals forces, then alternate layers of interstices between
the sulfur plane are unoccupied, permitting occupation by other
atoms or molecules. Lithium-intercalated derivatives are

especially possible to use them as cathodes in secondary
batteries.

The magnetic studies indicated that metal atoms in first-row
transition metal thiophosphates exist as high-spin divalent ions,
and these metal ions are ionic bond with fP2Sgl''' cluster. The
magnetic structure of these compounds shows a two
dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering at low temperatures,
the Nfeel temperatures of MnPSj, FePSj and NiPSj being 80,
123 and 155K, respectively'!.
On the other hand, the electrical and optical studies have

indicated that MnPSj, FePSj and NiPSj are wide gap
semiconductor or insulators, with gap values 3.0, 2.49 and
2.6eV, respectively'-^-').
According to study by Piacentini et alJ-'*\ the localized 3d

levels in these compounds are existed in the upper part of the
valence band. Kelly et alJ^ have measured resonant
photoemission spectra of NiPSj at Ni 3p absorption edge.
However, resonant behavior was not seen.

In order to determine the position of localized 3d levels in the
valence band, we have measured the resonant photoemission
spectra of FePSj at Fe Ip absorption edge.

Eiperimentai

Measurements have been performed with a 10m grazing
incidence monochromator at undulator beam line BL-2B of

Photon Factor>'. Samples of FePSj were available as single
crystal, and were cleaved in a vacuum by pealing off with
Scotch tape along the ciystal surface.
The energy of photoclectron was analyzed by a double pass

cylindrical mirror analyzer. Total resolution including the
electron analyzer and monochromator at Fe Ip edge was about
0.2eV.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the Fe Ip X-ray absorption spectra of FePSj.
The first peak which appeared about 709. leV corresponds to

Ip-^f^ absorption, and the second one appeared 722.3eV to 2/j,/2
absorption. Figure 2 shows valence band resonant
photoemission spectra (RPES) of FePS^. TTiese spectra were
measured at photon energy of 703.3, 707.3, 709.1, 711.8, 716.3
and 722.3eV, respectively.
At 709.leV in photon energy which corresponds to Fe 2/7j/2
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absorption peak, tlie spectrum shows resonant increase in
intensity at about 2, 7 and 9eV in binding energ>'.
Comparing the calculation by Piacentini et ai, we can assign

the peak C to the localized 3d level.
The origin of the peak A and B may be attributed to the charge

transfer satellites, w-hich transfer from ligand to metal 3d states.
Consequently, it is shown tliat the localized 3d levels in FePSj

are exist at about 2eV below the Fermi edge.
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Introduction

Rulile (TiOj) is a semiconductor with a wide band
gap of 3.0 eV and applicable for practical use such as a
photocatalyst. In a simplified picture, a titanium ion in
rutile is tetra-valent and has no 3d electron. However,

it is possible that the orbitals of electrons in titanium are
hybridized with those in o.xygen. In this respect, a
many-electron effect showing up as a phenomenon like
satellite spectral lines have been obsened in the PES
spectra.'^)

Experimental

The measurements of TUp and 01s resonance
were performed at the beam line BL-2 of Photon
Factory, KEK. Single crystal of n-type rutile that have
finite magnitudes of electrical conductivity was used in
the measurements. The clean surfaces of these samples
were obtained by scraping with a diamond file in a
sample preparation chamber kept at a pressure below 8x
lO'^torr. The pressures around samples during the UPS
measurements were below 5x10-9 torr.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows valence band spectra of nitile.
These are on the resonance with respect to Tii/?, 2p and
01s core levels, respectively. In the J\3p resonant
spectrum, two satellites S, and are obseiwed at about
19 and 14 eV. respectively. On the other hand, the S,

01s res

530.9(eV)

Ti2p res
458.1(eV)

TiSp res.
47(eV)

02/7 S,

Rutile
(TiO,)

30 20 10 0

Binding Energy (eV)
Fig. 1 On-resonant valence band spectra of rutile.
From bottom to top, T\3p, 2p and 01s resonant spectra.
The S, and S, denote the satellites.

satellite is selectively enhanced in the T\2p resonant
spectrum, while the S, satellite is enhanced in the 01s
resonant spectrum. This site-selectivity of resonance
suggests a different origin of these satellites.

Figure 2 shows the T\3p spectrum at different
photon energy. The UPS spectrum e.xcited by 130 eV
photon, which is non-resonant spectrum, is shown in the
bottom of the figure. In this spectrum, a satellite is
observed at about 13.2 eV as e.xpected by that of the
T'\2p and 2s XPS spectra.^ O This satellite is enhanced
at the 01s resonance as shown in the top of Fig. 2. This
result suggests that the origin of this satellite and S,
satellite of valence band are the same with each other.

On the other hand, another strong enhancement is
observed at about 7 eV from main peak, where any
satellite is not observed in non-resonant spectrum.
From the similarit\' to the case of satellite, it is

thought that the origin of this enhancement would be the
same with the satellite.
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Fig. 2 Ti3p spectra of rutile. The spectrum at bottom
shows UPS spectrum. The spectra at middle and top
show Ti2p and 01s resonant spectra, respectively.
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The high brightness of synchrotron radiation
makes possible the innovative observation method
of changes in the microstructure of materials. The
new method is named "Rapid Crystal Grains
Projection Method".

Changes of crystal grains in size, number and
strain can be observed by projecting crystal grains
directly in a pole figure. Fig. 1 shows a schematic
layout showing the principle of the two-
dimensional recording of the pole figure. An
Imaging Plate does a translation motion
synchronously with the rotation of the sphere of
poles. The apparatus was built using a newly
developed system consisting of a four-circle
diffractometer and a translating Imaging Plate at
BL-3A1). And by this method, dynamic
observation of the secondary recrystallization
process at high temperatures in silicon steel was
also carried out^).

Monochromatic X-radiation, 0.06 nm in
wavelength, was used. It took only 80 s to record
one pattern over an angle range of 40 deg. in
longitude of the surface of the sphere of poles.
This measurement time is one thousandth shorter
than that by conventional point-by-point pole
figure measurement method.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the [111] poles
of aluminum alloy sheets. While the pattern of
cold rolled sample is smoothly continuous, that of
recrystallization sample clearly shows separated
Bragg spots projected by each crystal grain. Thus
the change in the microstructure during
recrystallization was shown distinctly.

It was shown that synchrotron radiation
combined with the Imaging Plate is a powerful tool
for the observation of the microscopic mechanism
of the materials processing in the industry. The
method used here may be applied to the
observation of forming process, primary
recrystallization process and secondary
recrystallization process, as well as structural
inhomogeneity by the measurement in small areas.

1) K. Kawasaki, H. Iwasaki, H. Kawata and K.
Nose,; Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63(1992) 1110.
2) K. Kawasaki, H. Iwasaki,: Photon Factory
Activity Report 10(1992) 49.
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Fig. 1 Schematic layout showing the principle of
the two-dimensional recording of the pole figure.
An Imaging Plate does a translation motion
synchronously with the rotation of the sphere of
poles.

Fig. 2 The distribution of the [111] poles of the
aluminum alloy sheet, 1 mm in thickness. Each
pattern shows the distribution over an angle range
of 40 deg. on the sphere of poles, (a) As cold
rolled, showing continuous pattern, (b) After
recrystallization, showing separated Bragg spots
projected by each crystal grain.
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Structural studies of small and dilute

particles in matrix like nanoscale
precipitates in steels have been performed
mainly by electron diffraction (ED)
method by using transmission electron
microscope (TEM). Although accurate
determination of the crystal structure of
each particle is possible by using the ED
method, the method is usually destructive.
To the contrary, non-destructive analysis
will be possible by using x-ray diffraction
(XRD) technique if a highly brilliant x-ray
source and a highly sensitive two-
dimensional area detector are available.

The purpose of the study is to develop the
new method of the non-destructive

structural analysis of nanoscale particles
in matrix by using a highly brilliant SR
beam by focusing x-ray optics at BL3A^)
and imaging plate (IP) as a highly
sensitive two-dimensional area detector.

The results of the observation of

diffraction arcs from Cu-precipitates in
Cu-added steel are shown as an example.

The highly brilliant SR beam at BL3A,
having a rectangular shape (-1 x 6 mm)
was used as an X-ray source^). The
imaging plate was mounted onto the 29 axis
of the 4-circle goniometer.

The samples used were so-called "Cu-
added steels" including 1.41 at. % Cu, in
which Cu precipitates were formed and
subsequently grew on the aging process^).
The process provides an idealistic test
sample for testing the detection limit of
the crystal size from which the diffraction
arcs can be observed by the method.

The wavelength of the incident beam
was chosen as 1.80 A to avoid an increase
of background level due to emissions of
fluorescence related to the Fe K-edge (X -
1.74346 A) .

Figure shows the IP images from the
sample including precipitates of diameter
ca. 200 A. The horizontal direction
corresponds to the 29 axis in the images.
The d-spacings were determined by the
Bragg law from the coordinate of the 29
axis. While only several diffraction arcs
from Fe-matrix were observed in the IP
images of the sample in which the
precipitates of diameter less than -200 A
were formed (no figure), some other arcs
from e-Cu precipitates were also observed
in the samples including the precipitate of
diameter larger than -200 A. A similar but
much "spotty" image of the arcs was
observed from the sample including the
precipitates of diameter as large as -800 A.
The details of the analysis were reported
elsewhere^L

({iloK {2cfo}/{2n}/|{iid^ •
e-Cu (111} {200} {220} {311} |{11U"
Figure The IP image of diffraction arcs
from the sample including the e-Cu
precipitates of diameter ca. 200 A.
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INTRODUCTION

Small amounts of Pt element (-0.1 at. %)
included in Y-bascd high-Tc
superconductors grown by quench and
melt process (QMG) has an very important
role to suppress the growth of the second
phase (Y2BaCu05), and to improve the
critical current density, of the

superconductors.^^ However, little is
known about local environments of the

element since they are dispersed too finely
to be identified by common analytical
methods like TEM or FIM. To investigate
the local environments of such minutely
dispersed elements the fluorescence XAFS
analysis is one of the most promising
techniques. The measurements were
carried out by using XAFS data acquisition
system at BL3A.2) & 3)

EXPERIMENTAL

The horizontally focused SR beam,
having a typical size of -1 mm (vertically)
X -7 mm (horizontally) was used as the
incident beam. Pt L^ (E = 9.175 keV)

fluorescence emission was used for the Pt

Liii edge (E = 1 1.654 keV) XAFS
measurement.

The sample used for the experiment
were QMG powder which include 0.1 at. %

Pt,U Pt02 (~1 at. %) diluted in presintered
QMG powder, and Pt metal foil (10 pm in
thickness).

KFSULTS AND PLSCUSSION

The Fourier-transfonned k35^(k) of the
samples are shown in the Figure. While
the position of the 1st order peak of the
QMG powder were very close to that of Pt02.
that of the Pt foil was different much from

the former two. The finding suggests the
Pt elements included in the QMG powder
arc not in the metallic state. However,
whether the Pt element formed

independent oxide(s) like Pt02 or

34

substituted for element(s) like Cu, Ba, Y in
the bulk phases like YiBa2Cu307.x and/or
Y2BaCu05 are not known yet since most of
the bond lengths of metal-0 in the phases
are very close to that of Pt02. Further
detailed analyses will be reported later.
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Distance, R (A )

Figure Fourier-transformed k3;((k) of the
samples: QMG and the "diluted" Pt02, and a
metallic Pt foil (taken from a transmission
XAFS pattern).
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INTRODUCTION

Various nanoscale (less than ICQ A in
the average diameter) precipitates in
steels have strong influence on matrix
mechanical properties. For example, Cu-
precipitates in "Cu-added steel" increase
hardness of the matrix very much.')-
However, little is known about the
hardening mechanism since the structure
of the precipitates were not known well.
They are too small to be identified by usual
analytical method like TEM or FIM. The
fluorescence XAFS structural analysis
which can apply such objects is one of the
most attractive method. Several XAFS

studies on the precipitates in similar alloy
systems were reported.^) ^ The aim of
the report is to apply the method to Cu-
added steel, and to offer structural
informations to clarify the hardening
mechanism.

EXPERIMENTAL

The XAFS data acquisition system at
BL3A was used for the experiment."^) The
horizontally and vertically focused beam
having a typical size of ~1 mm (vertically)
X ~6 mm (horizontally) was used as the
incident SR beam. Cu Kct (E = 8.02783 keV)

fluorescence emission was used for the Cu

K-edge (E = 8.9789 keV) XAFS measurement.
The samples used were "Cu-added steels"

including 1.41 at. % Cu, in which Cu-
precipitates were formed and subsequently
grew on the aging process.

RESULTS
Fourier-transformed k^^fk) from EXAFS

oscillation of Cu-added steels on the

various aging stages at 550 °C are shown in
the Figure. The patterns can be roughly
classified into two groups: those of as-
quenched and aged for 30 min.; that aged
for 5 hrs and that of Cu-foil. The former
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patterns show typical features of bcc
structure; the latter ones, those of fee. The
findings suggest the Cu-precipitates
formed bcc structure first in the matrix
steel, and later they were transformed into
fee structure as they increased their
diameters on the aging process.
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Figure Fourier-transformed k^xCl^) of the
samples: as-quenched Cu-added steel, aged
for 30 min. and 5 hrs, and a metallic Cu foil
(taken from a transmission XAFS pattern)
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INTRODUCTION

To study local environments of elements included

in bulk materials for extremely small amounts, the
fluorescence XAFS acquisition system have been
developed^\ by using a high brilliant SR beam generated
by a focusing X-ray optics at BLSA^^ Several
improvements in the system enabled to perform
quantitative data analysis by Fourier transformation for the

first time.

MONOCHROMATOR

The fluorescence XAFS data acquisition system

at BL3A used the horizontally and vertically focused SR
beam, which size is ~lmm (vertically) x ~10mm
(horizontally). The beam intensity is about 100 times
higher than that under an unfocused condition.^) Since this
focusing mechanics were designed for the diffraction
experiment not for XAFS one, unexpected big ripples
often appeared randomly on the monochromatic beam
during energy scans. Such ripples remained on the X-ray
absorption spectra ///q, ratio of fluorescence intensity 7 to
incident beam intensity /q. Therefore, it is important to
remove the ripples in the energy scan.

The main point of improvement for the
monochromator is its mechanical rigidity by reinforcing
various components for scanning and focusing mechanism
in the monochromator.^^ By this procedure, the ripples in
the energy scan under fully focused condition are reduced
more than two digit

DETECTION SYSTEM

The fluorescence detection system consists of a
Ge or Si(Li) solid state detector (SSD), an analog digital
converter (ADC) and a pulse height analyzer (PHA). In the
case of fluorescence measurements for dilute elements by
using SSD, it is important to raise both "signal to
backgroimd ratio (s/b ratio)" and "signal to noise ratio (s/n
ratio)" in fluorescence spectra.

In a fluorescence spectrum, not only an emission
used for XAFS pattem but also other fluorescences from

matrix and/or elastically scattered incident beam appear.
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Such "undesirable" emissions raise a background level.
Thin film X-ray filters are introduced in front of the SSD

to absorb the undesirable part(s) in the fluorescence
spectrum selectivelyFor example, a few pm thick Co-
based film reduces Cu K(x and Kp fluorescence intensity at
near Pt Lm edge, and contributes to raise the s/b ratio.^^

Fast ADC

Another important factor to improve the data
acquisition efficiency is introducing ADC as fast as
possible. Introduction of 450 MHz CANBERRA FAST
ADC 8077 reduces the dead time of the detection system,
and improves the data acquisition efficiency, s/n ratio, as
much as five times.

RESULTS

By above-mentioned several improvements of the
XAFS data acquisition system at BL3A, quantitative data
analysis by Fourier transformation has been possible. The
results of our analysis are reported in the separate
papers.^"®^^^
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Parabolic mirrors act as collimators by making
divergent synchrotron X-rays parallel. In the
BL-3A station, we have tried to bend a flat
mirror (MI) in pseudo-parabolic surface, leading
to match the source divergence to the optical
condition of monochromator crystals.

With the Ml mirror set at a grazing angle, 3.4
mrad {E^ - 25 keV), we performed to establish
the bending technique and to evaluate the optical
quality of the mirror as follows. [1] The degree
of divergence was measured in the Si
setting and form profiles of the mirror surface
were obtained as a function of the vertical

positions of X-ray beams. [2] The degree of
collimation for total beams was estimated as 14.1
arcsec of FWHM in contrast to 42.7 arcsec without

the mirror. [3] Wavelength dependency was
evaluated using two wavelengths of X. = 0.8 and
1.38 A. [4] The use of Ml mirror for NIST
standard powder crystals of CeOi improved the
reflection width and increased peak intensity.

X-rav mirror

A mirror consists of three flat plates of Pt coated
fused quartz (Si02): 400, 700, and 400 mm in
length. Pt layers were coated 1000 A in
thickness after 100 A Cr layers on the quartz.
Root mean squares roughness of the mirror
surface was measured to be 1.2 to 2.6 A by a
Zygo 5500 heterodyne profiler.

The Ml mirror system includes a 1.5 m H-
beam steel holder, a pair of benders, two-plus-two
supporters, height adjustment and a vacuum
chambers.') The mirror blocks are clamped with
spacer on the bottom of the holder which works
to avoid the deflection by weight. A pair of
rods placed at both ends of the holder act as two
fulcmms of moment. For a parabolic surface at I
apart from the center in = /^ix sin^G, the bent
distance k is given:

k = /tanG + 2sinG{L-(L2+L/cosG)'/2]/cos2G,
where L is the distance from a focal point. A
ray-trace analysis suggests an improvement of
beam divergence from 0.4 to 0.026 mrad with
the mirror.

Performance results

The performance tests were made with a triple-
axis/four-circle diffractometer.^) The (+,-,-)
setting of large flat Si(lll) crystals was used to
evaluate the vertical angular divergence at X = 0.8
and 1.38 A, fixing the grazing angle of the mirror
at 3.4 mrad. As an example, the FWHM of angle
resolved scattering curves is shown in Fig. 1 as a
function of vertical beam-size formed by a slit.
Mirror curvature was finally estimated from the
difference of divergence at individual points of
the mirror surface (Fig. 2).

1) S. Sasaki, T. Mori, A. Mikuni, H. Iwasaki, K. Kawasaki, Y.
Takagi and K. Nose, Rev. Sci. Instnim., 63, 1047 (1992).
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Fig. 1, FWHM of outgoing beam versus vertical beam-size at the Si
(+,-,-) setting at 1.38 A. Open circle (with a mirror); solid circle
(without a mirror).
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Fig. 2, Estimated distances from an ideal flat surface in |im are shown
against the jy-coordinatc of the mirror. Open circle (experimental);
solid circle (ideal parabolic).
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INTRODUCTION

Atomic ordering in magnetic alloys,
such as Ni3Mn, Cu2MnAl and etc., strongly
affects the magnetic properties of the
alloys. We have studied the kinetic
behavior of mechanically ground
Cu2MnAl Heusler alloy by X-ray
diffraction and magnetic measurement.^)
Information about local environment

around the magnetic atoms are essential to
understand the magnetic behavior of the
alloy.

EXAFS study by synchrotron radiation is
effective as we can get the information of
local environment of each constituent

atoms by selecting the appropriate
wavelength near the absorption edge of
constituent element in the alloy. This time
we select the ordered magnetic alloy,
Ni3Mn, reference for the study of relation
local environment and magnetic behavior
in disordered and distorted mechanically
ground alloy.

EXPERIMENTAL

The ribbon of Ni3Mn was prepared by
rapid quenching from the melt. The
sample was heated to 600 °C and cooled at
20°C per hour in range 600-500°C and at
20°C per day in range 500-200°C and kept
at 200°C for 34 hours to establish the long
range atomic ordering.

Transmission EXAFS patterns of Ni K-
edge (E = 8.3328 keV) and Mn K-edge (E =
6.5390keV) were measured at room
temperature with Si(lll) double-crystal
monochrom ator on BL-3A.2) The
horizontally and vertically focused SR
beam, having a typical size of ~1 mm
(vertically) x ~7 mm (horizontally) was
used as the incident beam.^)

RESULTS

Figure shows the Fourier
transformation of Ni and Mn K-edge. The
first peak position for both Ni and Mn K
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edge appears at 2.15A. This is shorter than
the nearest neighbor atomic distance
(2.54A) in this crystal calculated from X-
ray diffraction result. The discrepancy can
be attributed to the phase shift which is
almost same for Ni and Mn EXAFS.

It may be hard to make the quantitative
discussion about the local environment

around Ni and Mn atoms only from the
obtained peak heights in the figure.
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K(f)(Mn:k-edg*)
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Figure The Fourier-transformed k^xC^) of
Ni3Mn taken from Ni K-edge and Mn K-
edge EXAFS patterns.
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Introduction

In order to perform high resolution powder
diffraction experiment on BL-3A, the long fine
solar collimator are manufactured. The design of
the solar collimators are based on Parrish et

al.l^. In this report, the results of the reso
lution test will be given. The brief report of
the first experiment by using the present solar
collimators will be also given.

The resolution due to the sollar colliaators

The two sets of collimators were actually made.
The base block was stainless steal. The surface

of the block was polished to have optical flat
ness before the 0.05 thickness stainless foil

were stacked with spacers. It was found that
this process was key factor to make a highly
precise collimator. The dimensions are listed in
table 1. The details of the solar collimators

have been reported elsewhere^).

Aperture Length Diver Trans

gence mission

Type A 0.2mra 300mm 0.076' 80%

Type B 0.1mm 300mm 0.038* 67%

Table 1 The dimensions of the solar collimators.

The solar collimators are mounted on the 2-

clrcle goniometer on the 29 axis of the 4-
clrcle goniometer^K The alignment of the solar
collimators to the incident beam can be carried

out by the 2-circle goniometer precisely. The
obtained powder profiles of Ce02(NIST) are shown
in Fig.i(a) and (b). The peak profiles are
appeared to be very sharp and symmetric. In
table 2, the integrated intensity and FWHMs for
both of the profiles with the case of the single
slit. The present solar collimators achieved
high resolution giving sufficient intensity in
comparison with the case of single slit. But,
the intensity obtained by the Type B solar
collimators are far less than the expected
intensity from the nominal transmission. The
loss of the Intensity seemed to be caused by
unexpected imperfection of the parallelity of
the solar collimators.

Aperture Intensity FWUM

Single Slit 0.2(mm) 1924 0.14'

0.1 894 0.14*

Solar A 0.2 2429 0.072*

Collimators B 0.1 227 0.050*

Table 2 Integrated intensities and full width at
half maximum of Bragg reflection from powder
Ce02.

The MEM electron density of ZnO.
As a first structural study, electron density of
ZnO was obtained by the Maximum Entropy Method
(MEM). The accurate Bragg intensity measurements
are necessary for such a study. In this report,
only the final results is shown in Fig.2. The

MEM results seem to be physically and chemically
reasonable. This may be regarded that the inten
sity measurements with the solar collimators
were done with high accuracy.
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Introduction

The soft x-ray emission (SXE) spectrum provides
information on the occupied states and the relaxation
process. Recently excitation-energy dependence of the
SXE spectra has been reported by some groups.^In
order to investigate the valence-band structure and
relaxation process of the excited states in low-Z materials
by means of SXE spectroscopy, we have recently
developed a new spectrometer consisted of a flat-field
grating (Hitachi, (X)l-0437) and a multi-channel detector
(Hamamatsu, C2321-01). It is able to cover a spectral
range of 50 to 3(X) eV. Arotating analyzer mount^ with
a soft-x-ray multilayer polarizer^ is also installed for
measuring polarization degree of the SXE band. Its
details will be described elsewhere. Using this instrument
we measured excitation-energy dependence of the B K
emission spectra of hexagonal BN, B2O3, and B4C above
the B I5 absorption edge. We observed the definite
dependence just above the B X edge in h-BN, which has
not yet been reported. In this paper the results for h-BN
are described.

Experimental
A h-BN sample was prepared by sintering from powder of
99.7-% purity. The SXE experiments were carried out on
BL-3B. The slit width of the primary monochromator
was 0.5 mm, providing 10^ photons/sec with AE =
0.5 eV. The energy resolution of the spectrometer was
3(X) (AE = 0.6 eV) at ISOeV. An emission spectrum was
usually measured less than about one hour. An excitation
spectrum for the emission was measured by using the
rotating analyzer as a band-pass filter.

Results and Discussion

Figure I shows the B E-emission spectra of h-BN excited
at several photon energies. The excitation spectrum is
shown in Fig. 2, where the positions for stimulating the
emission are indicated with arrows. For easy comparison
of the spectral feature the peak height of all the emission
spectra is made uniform. As is shown in Fig. 2, the
intensity of the SXE at I93-eV excitation was very low.
The spectrum was accumulated for more than three hours.
The major peak at ISO eV is due to the relaxation of the B
2p electron to the Ir hole, while the small peak at 170 eV
is due to the N 2j component. The emission spectrum of
I93-eV excitation shows sharp peaks at 182 eV and 178
eV, which is quite consistent with the result of the band
calculation.^ The peaks become broader with increasing
excitation energy. This behaviour suggests strongly a
drastic change in the core-hole life time. The energy
region of 193 eV corresponds to an electronic excitation
to the n orbitals strongly localized to the c-axis of the
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crystal. The relaxation of the core hole may be closely
related with the existence of the n electrons.

We would like to thank T. Sando of Showa Denko K.K.,
Shiojiri, for preparing the h-BN samples.
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Introduction

Photoionization of positive ions is an important
process in plasma physics, in astrophysics, or in
atmospheric physics. For the neutral atoms, the
photoionization processes have been studied for
many years theoretically and experimentally. For
positive ions, relatively few experimental studies
have been performedWe have designed and
constructed an apparatus for the study of
photoionization of ions. In this report, results of
photoionization of Ba"*" in 4d ionization region are
described. Yields of photoion with a specific charge
state were determined as a function of photon
energy.

Experiment
The experiments of photoionization were made by
using monochromatized synchrotron radiation from a
24m spherical grating mirror monochrometor in the
BL-3B beam line. Figure 1 shows a schematic
diagram of a experimental set up. Ground-state Ba"^
ions produced in a surface-ionization source were
accelerated up to 2keV, and deflected 90° by an
electrostatic quadrupole deflector to merge the photon
beam. Then they were transported to the interaction
region, whose length is 15cm, through a pair of
2mm0 orifice used to collimate the ion- and photon-
beam. An electrostatic parallel plate analyzer was used
as a charge state analyzer. The primary Ba"*" ions were
collected in a Faraday cup(F) whilst product ions
(Ba^"^ and Ba^"*") are detected by two secondary
electron multipliers. The background pressure was

maintaining about 3x10'^^ Torr in the analyzer
chamber and the typical Ba"*" ion current was about
70nA.

Results

Figures 2 and 3 show measured relative ion-yield for
Ba^"*" and Ba^"*", respectively, as a function of
photon energy. The energy resolution {EIAE) for
Figs. 2 and 3 is about 130 and 350 respectively.
The threshold energy of 4d ionization for Ba"*" ion
is not clear experimentally. It, however, is estimated
as 109 eV from the Haitree-Fock calculation. As is
seen from Figs. 2 and 3, some prominent peaks are
observed below 109eV. These peaks may be
explained by the resonance Auger process. The
excited states of Ba"*" produced by 4d —> nl
photoabsorption decay to Ba '̂̂ and Ba^"*". Also it
was found that the peak ob.served at 103eV in
Fig. 2 splits into two peaks in the higher
resolution spectrum in Fig. 3. The yield spectrum
for Ba^"*" reveals a giant resonance structure due to
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4d ionization above 109 eV. Because, above 4d

ionization threshold, the excited Ba^"*'(4<j^6s^) states
produced by photoabsorption autoionize to Ba^"^, no
prominent giant resonance structure is seen for the
Ba2+ spectrum.
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Introduction

Observations of lattice defects in solid helium
by X-ray topography have been tried only our
group'-2-3'. Our observations were started for the
purpose to demonstrate that dislocations are impor
tant to describe the shear flow of solid helium as
in the case of metals and ionic crystals. Our
observations are now extended to solid ^He, which
solidifies at pressures more than 30 atmospheres
even at temperatures lower than 1 K, therefore we
need dilution refrigerator to observe topographs
of bcc 3He. We constructed a dilution refrigerat
or system for X-ray topography as already reported
in the previous report"'.

Subboundaries
It was found that it is quite difficult to grow
good crystals of bcc Mle. A bcc ^He crystal grown
from melt contains many subboundaries parallel to
the growth direction as shown in Fig.l, which is
observed usually in metals and called as columnar
structure. This is quite different from from hep
"He, in which sometimes small grains are left
behind the growth, but does not show such columnar
structure.

Photo.1 A topograph on a bcc ^He crystal

The difference between bcc 'He and hep "He does
not seem to be caused by the difference between
3He and "He, but it seems to be caused by the
difference of the crystal structure. A similar
subboundary formation was observed in the mar-
tensitic transformation from the hep structure
into the bcc structure'' . After the transformation
we observed many columnar microcrystals with many
subboundaries but rather free from internal

stress. Meanwhile after the reverse transforma
tion each columnar crystal bends strongly sugges
ting that there is strong internal stress. It was
well established that the martensitic transforma
tion is accompanied by very large secondary defor
mation by slip or twinning to release the large

transformation strain. In the case, of bcc hep
transformation the strain relaxation takes place
by slip, so that many dislocations are multiplied
and left behind the transformation. A dislocation
in a bcc crystal can easily climb and form
subboundaries provided that there are sufficient
number of vacancies. Meanwhile, a dislocation in
the basal plane of a hep crystal with low staking
fault energy is an extended dislocation so that it
is rather difficult to climb and form a subbound-
ary.

During crystal growth of helium it is difficult to
keep the pressure of helium constant and the
crystal slip by the pressure gradient. disloca
tions multiplied during the crystal growth climb
easily and form subboundaries in bcc ^He. while
dislocations in a hep crystal remains on slip
plane.

Observation of Dislocations
A high magnification topograph is shown in Photo.
2. Tangled white curves are dislocations.

1 () II ni

Photo.2 An enlarged topograph on a bcc ^He crystal

Dislocations in solid helium are difficult to see
by X-ray topography because the dynamical effect
is negligible in helium crystals, and also dislo
cation are usually helical. However, if we are
careful to these two points we can conclude that
the faint curves are dislocation images.
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fingerprints remained at crime scenes are the
most important ones among various physical W
evidences. In general, powder dusting, ninhydrin atf
spraying, silver nitrate soaking or cyanoacrylate
fuming techniques are commonly used for latent R
fingerprint development. These techniques, -i#? ™"
however, would often contaminate and wouldinterfere following medico-legal^ ex^ination of

Photon Factory was tuned at 10 keV by Si (111)
double crystal monochroraator and applied to a
fingerprint model. Synchrotron radiation beam Fig.l Real image of the fingerprint
was previously shaped to ca. 150 by microscope

The real image of the fingerprint by (a) (b)
microscop)e was shown in Fig.l. Total scan on the

Fig.l and Fig.2 shows that mapping patterns on Fig.2
Fig.2 (a), (b) and (c) reflected excellently the Element
fingerprint of Fig.l. For example, the mapping mappings of
pjattem of Fe in Fig.2 (a) represented, what is the finger-
called, minutiae, which means characteristics on print

pattern on the saroe fingerprint shwon in Fig.l (b) Cu

real latent fingerprints in near future. (c)

Fig.2
Element
mappings of
the finger
print
(a) Fe
(b) Cu
(c) Ca
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introduction

Ruthenium (Ru), rhodium (Rh), and palladium
(Pd) are platinum elements, which are valuable to
trace differentiation trends of meteorites. The abun
dances of these elements are quite low (ppm to ppb
order), so that analyses of these elements have been
performed mainly by RNAA methods using bulk or
separated mineral specimens.

Our group has been employing microbeam
XRF using syrtchrotron radiation (SR-XRF) to analyze
trace elements of meteoritic minerals, and detected
trace Ru, Mo in localized areas by this SR-XRF
method^'.

However, we could not detect heavier elements
than Ru by this method because the excitation energy
of 22.5-23 KeV is almost the upper limit under 2.5
GeV operation mode.

In this period, we had a chance to analyze trace
elements by SR-XRF under 3 GeV operation mode,
and detected trace Rh and Pd in an antarctic iron me
teorite and metallic fractions from a stony meteorite.
Here, we present our preliminary results of trace Rh
and Pd analysis in meteoritic FeNi metals.

Samples and Experimental Procedures

We used the SR-XRF unit on BL-4A for the
XRF intensity measurements. The samples were irra
diated by X-ray of excitation energy around 25.0 KeV,
counting times ranging between 4000 and 6000 sec.,
and the beam size ranges from 0.15 X 0.15 mm to
0.50 X 0.50 mm squares.

The specimens used here are FeNi metal
grains (less than 1 mm in diameter) ofALH-77231 L6
chondrite. We first picked up metallic grains in this
specimen by a hand magnet. Because some
amounts of silicates are generally attached with the
metallic grains separated by a hand magnet, a pure
metallic fraction was obtained after treating the hand-
separated sample in concentrated HF acid. After
washing and drying the samples, we purified the me
tallic fraction once again usina a hand magnet.

A polished section of Vamato (Y-) /91694 iron
meteorite was also measured to test the detection of
heavier elements than Ru.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 1. shows a typical spectrum of metallic
fractions from an antarctic chondrite ALH-77231 (L6).
The peaks of Ru, Rh and Pd are clearly seen in the
spectrum. We also tried to detect trace platinum ele
ments heavier than Ru in Y-791694. Accordina to our
previous study, there is no detectable peak of Ru by
excitation of 22.5 KeV X-ray^'. In 3 GeV operation
mode, we can use the X-ray beam with 25 KeV, so

that heavier elements than Ru can be exited. In this
analysis, we can clearly detect the peak of Pd in the
spectrum (Fig. 2). No detectable peak of Rh is found in
this meteorite.

The SR-XRF method under 3 GeV operation
mode shows that it is possible to detect simulta
neously three platinum trace elements (Ru, Rh, Pd) in
localized areas and small metallic fractions in stony
meteorites. The advantage of SR-XRF under 3 GeV
mode is that we can obtain data of elemental ratios
without destruction. This method can be applied to
speedy characterization of small metallic grains in
stony meteorites, and will also be a useful tool for non
destructive characterization of regolith specimens re
turned by future spacecraft missions.

We thank National Institute of Polar Research
for meteorite samples.

References
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2) Saito, J. et al. (1990) Photon Factory Activity Re
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Introduction
Calcitc and aragonitc of calcium carbonate form

the bulk of the shells of oysters. Foliated calcitc is one
of the main component of the shells. While aragonite
distributes some distinct areas such as resilium, the
pads at which the adductor muscle is inserted and
ligostracum in the calcaleous part of the hinge. In the
larval shel^ aragonite, calcite and amorphous were
found. In the present work, we applied synchrotron X-
rays to the studies of crystalline phase of the oyster
shells especially for the growth front of the paper shell
obtained from chambered Japanese oyster, Crassostrea

Exnerlmentfll

The oyster just in a state of paper shell
formation was used in this study(l). Synchrotron
radiation X-ray micro diffraction was made at the edge
of the membrane-like shell materials. This part is
known as a growth front.

The X-ray diffraction pattern from a small region
was obtained using synchrotron radiation at the Photon
Factory of the KEK, Japan. The experimental
arrangement was similar to the one described in our
previous works(2). Synchrotron X-rays were
monochromatized with a sagittal focusing double crystal
monochromator followed by a pair of slits to define the
analyzing area. The typical irradiation area on the
sample was about 200 x 200 pm^ and monochromatized
X-rays of 12.6 KeV were used. The sample was
mounted on translation stages, driven with stepping
motors for positioning and the imaging plate was placed
behind the sample. The position of the analyzing area is
determined by monitoring the intensity of transmitted X-
rays or fuluorescent X-rays. After 100 sec exposure,
the Debyc-Scherrer ring recorded on the imaging plate
were read, stored and processed to obtain the
diffraction pattern. To assign diffraction peaks,
synthesized calcite and aragonite were used for
reference materials. The diffracted X-ray intensity was
integrated concentrically as a function of the distance
from the beam center. TtadUional X-ray diffraction
analysis was also made with a Rigaku X-ray
diffractometer (RU-300) equipped with a Cu tube
(operating at 40KV and 200mA) and a PSPC detector.

RwttlLa and Discussinn

Fig. 1 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern from the
growth front of oyster shell obtained by traditional
method. The diffraction pattern shows that calcite is the
dominant component. The information on the fraction of
other components was not known in detail. Fig.2 shows
the diffraction patterns from two different points of
growth front of paper shell recorded on the imaging
plate and their diffracted intensity distributions along the
radial direction. Although the diffraction patterns
between GF-1 and GF-2 were not the same, both of

them show that aragonitc and calcitc are coexistence in
the growth front of paper shell. Almost all the peaks
were smaller than those of the standard materials, (104)
from calcite and (111), (021). (012) and (200) from
aragonite were confirmed in Fig.2. The paper shell
formation occurs not on the hard shell substances but on
the soft jelly-like materials containing the organic
substances. Therefore, the tragonitic components in
the growth front may serve the function of attachment
of organic layer better than calcitic shell components.
The authors thank Dr. Shimomura and Dr. Fujihisa for
helping analysis of Dcbye-Scherrer ring.

Rfiferencea
(1) K. Okoshi, Y. Sugawara and T. Nomura

VENUS ( Jap. Jour. Malac.) 46: 237 (1987)
(2) K. Okoshi, M. Ishikawa and A. lida

In "Mechanisms and Phylogeny of
Mineralization in Biological Systems"
Springcr-Vcrlag, 303 (1991)
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Fig.l. X-ray diffraction pattern of growth front of
oyster paper shell by traditional method.
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Fig.2. X-ray diffraction patterns of growth front of
oyster paper shell by SR micro diffraction method.
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IntroductioD

The prostate contains large amounts of zinc, but
little has been known about its physiological roles. In
our previous paper, we reported the two-dimensional
distribution of zinc and copper in the tissues of the
prostatic cancer and benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH).
Through these studies we have demonstrated that SR-
XRF imaging is particularly useful in the analysis of
surgical specimens such as prostate which are not able to
distinguish between cancerous and normal one visibly,
because this technique enables us to examine the same
sample histologically after the SR-XRF analysis.

In this study, we have extended the samples to
human prostate with atypical hyperplasia (AH) and
samples with both cancer and AH.

Materials and Methods

The surgical specimens of prostate were fixed in
10% formalin, embedded in paraffine, and cut into 2
mm-thick slices for SR-XRF analysis.

Measurements were made at BL-4A, PF utilizing
energy dispersive SR-XRF system with monochromatic
X-ray obtained by Si(Ul) double crystal monochromator.
Energy of X-ray used was 16 keV. Two dimensional
analysis was carried out by placing the sample on a XZ
stage under the following condition : beam size = 750 X
750 |im step size = 750 pm/stcp, counting time = 10
sec/point.

After the SR-XRF analysis, we examined the same
sample histologically.

Results and Discussion
The results are given in Figs. 1 and 2, which show

the light microscopic photograph of the samples and the
distribution of zinc and copper in the prostate with AH

and with both AH and cancer. Comparison of the results
of chemical imaging with the light microscopic
photograph of the sample indicates that copper and zinc
more accumulated in the region of AH than normal
tissue. In the case of the prostate with both AH and
cancer, high accumulation of both copper and zinc was
obser\'cd in the region of AH and cancer pampered with
normal tissue.

The change of zinc level in cancerous or
hypertrophic prostate has been investigated by many
researchers However, in these previous studies, they
discussed the value of mean zinc concentration of
prostatic tissues. Some of the surgical specimens which
were excised as BPH include cancer. On the other hand,
there are some case which were exiccd as cancer include
both cancer and AH. Therefore, it is necessary for the
investigation of correlation between these diseases and
copper and zinc distribution to examine elemental analysis
using the same sample as that of the histopathological
study.

Nondestructive SR-XRF imaging enables us to
analyze detail distribution of trace elements which can be
directly compared with its histopathological results.
Therefore, this method will become a powerful technique
for the histochemical analysis of trace elements in
biological samples.

Reference

1) A.Fuestel et al., Urol. Res., 10, 301 (1982).
2) J.O.Ogunlcwe et al.. Cancer, 63, 1388 (1989).
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•
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Fig. 1. Chemical imaging of trace elements in the prostate
with AH.

a):light microscopic photograph of the sample,
and distribution of b):copper, and c):zinc.

Fig. 2. Chemical imaging of trace elements in the prostate
with both AH and cancer.

a):light microscopic photograph of the sample,
and distribution of b):copper, and c):zinc.
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Introductiort

A photoacoustic spectroscopy method can show not
only EXAFS but information of depth. Because of
electric and acoustic noise in the laboratory, however,
we have not been able to obtain this satisfactory
information. In order to keep the photoacoustic signals
away from electric noise, we made a new low noise pre
amplifier. Using a model sample of a Ni-plated Cu, we
are about to establish to acquire depth information from
dependence in X-ray photoacoustic phenomena.

Experimental
Measurements were carried out with the new pre
amplifier at BL4A. Total system was described in a
previous activity report^). The chopping frequency
range of photoacoustic measurements was 8-229Hz. A
used sample was a Ni-plated(0.65pm thickness) Cu(10}i
mthickness) that is illustrated in this report^).

Results and discussion

Fig.I shows photoacoustic amplitude and phase spectra
at chopping frequency (a)49Hz and (b) 229Hz.
Between K-edge of Ni and Cu, phases are faster than
those at the other energy because photoacoustic
phenomena occurred from Ni, surface of the sample, is
more effective than that from Cu under Ni in this range.
Thus, phases are very sensitive to depth. The ratios of
amplitudes at both of K-edge are deferent at each
chopping frequency. The reason is thought that heat
from Cu under Ni arrives surface later than that from Ni,
and at faster frequency X-ray is chopped before heat
arrives from Cu.

Fig.2 shows the chopping frequency dependence of
photoacoustic (a)amplitudes and (b)phases at 8.3keV,
8.4keV(below and above K-edge of Ni), 8.8keV, and
8.9keV(below and above K-edge of Cu). Because the
wave forms are triangle-like^), more detailed
discussions about relations between wave forms and

these values are described in this activity report^),
almost amplitude values in this energy range are
approximately in inverse proportion to the chopping
frequency. Above K-edge of Cu, amplitudes are in

proportion to / From these dependencies, we shall

obtain information of depth.
1) T.Masujima, et al. Photon Factory Activity Report
#9(1991), 44
2) T.Masujima, et al. in this Activity Report.

' Amplitude

Phase

(b)

Amplitude _

Phase

Energy / keV

Fig.l Photoacoustic spectra at (a)49Hz and (b)229Hz.

8.3keV

8.4keV

8.8keV
9.0keV

1 GO
Frequency/Hz

Fig.2 Frequency dependence of (a)amplitude and
(b)phase.
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Introduction

We have been developing 'more and more sensitive'
systems for measuring X-ray photoacoustic phenomena.
Three-dimensional analysis, 'what, where and how
deep,' with photoacoustic phenomena is foreseen^) ^).
Since this was carried out using samples with high
thermal conduction, however, it was easy to obtain
signals. Then photoacoustic spectra from Cu under
various thicknesses of materials with low thermal

conduction were measured.

Experimental
Used system was described before^) and in this activity
reportD. Polyethylenetelephtalate(PET) were used as
materials with low thermal conduction. These

thicknesses were 1.5, 12, 25, and 50pm. That of Cu is
lOpm. Used samples are illustrated elsewhere in this
report. Chopping frequency was 8Hz.

Results and discussion

Spectra of Cu under each thickness of PET show
EXAFS in Fig.l. If it was measured with slower
chopping frequency, it would be clearer. It is interesting
that a small peak or a step in shoulder of Cu K-edge is
featured using thick PET. It is being considered why this
phenomenon occiu^.
Shown in Fig.2, amplitudes follow a linear equation

except only Cu. A discontinuity at no PET results from
that of thermal conduction.

Now we are about to estimate 'how deep' from this
dependence, 'what' from photoacoustic EXAFS and
'where' from an imaging method^) But there are
some problems to solve in order to do that now. One is
that EXAFS of deeper area cannot be measured. One is
how we treat discontinuities of amplitude and of thermal
conductance. The other is that the mechanism of X-ray
photoacoustic phenomenon is not enough clear. We will
calculate and simulate these phenomena so that three-
dimensional analysis may realize.

1) N.Dcuta, et al. in this Activity Report.
2) T.Masujima, et al. Photon Factory Activity Report

#9(1991), 44.
3) T.Masujima, et al. Photon Factory Activity Report
#9(1991), 260.
4) T.Masujima, et al. Photon Factory Activity Report
#9(1991), 261.
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Fig.l Amplitude spectra of PET thickness (a)Opm,
(b)1.5p,m, (c)12|im, (d)25pm and (e)50)im.
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Fig.2 Thickness dependence ofamplitude at (a)8.9keV,
(b)9.0keV and (c) is(b) - (a).
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Introduction

Measuring Photoacoustic phenomena, we can obtain two
spectra. One is an amplitude spectrum, and another is a
phase spectrum. A phase spectrum is sensitive to depth
information^. From this property, it is thought that
three-dimensional analysis can realize. Then, Using Cu
attouched to polyethylentelephtalate(PET) as model
samples, we measured thickness dependence of phase
spectra.

Experimental
Measurements were carried out at BL4A. Used samples

were Cu attouched to PET that has low thermal

conduction shown in Fig.l. Papers are used in order to
avoid the influences from its rear surface. Mesuring
equipments were described before^), using a new pre
amplifierD. X-ray was moderated to chopping
frequency at 8Hz.

Results and discussion

Fig.2 shows phase spectra of the model samples.
Thicker samples have larger diference of phase between
below and above K-edge of Cu. This reason is thought
as follows. Below K-edge, influence from shallow
regeon is large, because heat at PET is as large as that at
Cu. Above K-edge, since heat at Cu is much greater
than at PET, influence from deep area is larger.
Thicness dependence of phase at each energy is shown

in Fig.3. Phases at 8.9keV and at 9.0keV follow a linear
equation and a quadratic one. We should resolve why
these dependencies occur.
Now we get the ticket to a three-dimensional analysis
from our measurement and equipment^) ^). We are
calculating theoriticaly, simulating with a computer and
developing equipments in order to realize this purpose.

1) T.Masujima, et al. in this Activity Report.
2) T.Masujima, et al. Photon Factory Activity Report
#9(1991), 44.
3) T.Masujima, et al. Photon Factory Activity Report
#9(1991), 260.
4) T.Masujima, et al. Photon Factory Activity Report

#9(1991), 261.
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Fig.l Side View of used samples
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Fig.2 Phase spectra of PET thickness (a)0}im,
(b)1(c)12|im, (d)25pm and (e)50iim.
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Fig.3 Thickness dependence of phase at (a)8.9keV,
(b)9,0keV and (c) is (b) - (a).
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Introduction

When materials are irradiated with X-ray, they are
heated and they heat and swell their atmosphere. With
chopped light, volume of the air can increase and
decrease repeatedly. It is detected with a microphone
and called photoacoustic phenomenon. This signal is
often disturbed by electric and acoustic noise. Then we
have been developing more sensitive and low noise
systems. We succeeded to measure wave forms of these
phenomena of a model sample, complex of Cu and Ni,
sensitively with new pre-amplifier we made^).

Experimental
Measurements of wave forms were carried out at the

same time as those ofphotoacoustic spectra^) at BL4A.
Shown in Fig.l, a used sample was a Ni-plated(0.65pm
thickness) Cu(10fjjn thickness) attached to a sponge in
order to avoid the influence from its rear surface. Using
digital oscilIoscope(Sony Tektronix Co. LTD., type
2440), data were collected. The range of chopping
frequency was 8-229Hz.

Results and discussion

The wave forms are triangle-like shapes as seen in
Fig.2. These phase values and wave forms indicate that
the deference of phase values is not of the positions but
of the shapes of their wave forms.
In the energy range where influence from Ni is more
larger than that from Cu, for example at 8.4keV and
8.8keV, their phases are accelerated and their wave
forms are slightly swelled in their rising regions and
constricted in their falling ones. Where the signal from
Cu is stronger, on the other hand, their phases are
delayed and their wave forms are constricted in their
rising areas and swelled in their falling ones.
From these shapes it can be thought that amplitude
follows the equation (1),

I = kf-" (1)

7: Amplitude

k: Propotion constant

/: Chopping frequency
It is thought that n is less than 1 where the influence
from the surface is greater and n is more than 1 where

the one from inner part is larger.
1) T.Masujima, et al. in this Activity Report.
2) T.Masujima, et al. Photon Factory Activity Report
#9(1991), 44.

Fig. 1 Side view of a used sample.
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Fig.2 Wave forms ofphotoacoustic signal at 49Hz
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Introduction

The theory'' of inelastic scat
tering of X-ray suggests the possibility
of detecting the effect of p.A terra under
the condition of ko•a<I and

10- hv o ^ where k,, and h v o are

the wavenuraber and the energy of the
incident X-ray ,respectively, and a and I
are the radius and the ionization energy

of an inner-shell electron. The transition

probability of p.A scattering increases
gradually as the energy of incident X-ray
becomes lower, while that by the A^ terra

decreases in the same energy region. Thus
raeasurraents of the cross section of the

p.A terra are required to know the charac
teristic feature of the X-ray scattering
in the soft X-ray region. This could lead
to a direct measurement of the life time

of a hole in the inner shell^' . However

the cross section is small. To estimate

the scattering intensity of the p.A terra,
we have performed an experiment to ob
tain the scattering intensity of the A^
terra in the energy range of 4.8 ~ BkeV.

Experiment
The scattering intensity of the A^

term (Raman term) was obtained,using the
BL-4A line of the Photon Factory. The mon

ochromatic incident X-ray was produced by
the BL-4A 2-crystal monochromator,and its
higher order harmonics components were re
moved by a mirror. The specimen was poly-
crystalline beryllium ( 20x 20x 0.6 mm"' )
prepared by the evaporation method,and its
purity was 99.9%. The X-ray beam scattered
in the direction of 40 degrees was ana
lyzed by a system comprised of a Ge(lll)-
analyzer-crystal and a PSPC-detector. The
specimen and the analyzer-crystal were
placed in a chamber evacuated by a rotary
vacuum pump to avoid absorption and scat
tering by air in the low energy region(
4.8,5KeV), thereby reducing the background
noise. The vacuum windows were CAPTON.

Discussion

Figure 1 shows the scattered X-ray
intensity as a function of incident energy
at the scattering angle of 40°.In the fig
ure, the filled circles show the experimen
tal result, and the solid line the theo

retical prediction"' . The experimental
result and the theoretical prediction are
normalized at 4.8KeV. To correct for the

absorption, we multiplied each data point
by an exponential term which is a function

of incident X-ray energy. After this cor
rection ,our data seem to agree well with
theory below 7KeV. The cause of the devia
tions from theory of the data points at 7
and SKeV is under investigation.The diffi
culty of this experiment is that the Raman
scattering peak or elastic scattering peak
overlaps with a nonelastic peak, such as a
Corapton scattering peak. Because of the
high intensity of the incident beam the
background level was high for low scatter
ing angle raeasurraents.To remedy this situ
ation we raised the conductance of the

scattering chamber by a factor of about 2,
and the background level was reduced by
more than 60%. The combination of the

analyzer-crystal and the PSPC-detector is
a good method when the intensity of the
incident beam changes, but it suffers from
inadequate energy resolution. We plan to
try to estimate the Raman scattering peak
intensity from the Corapton scattering peak
or elastic scattering peak intensity in
the near future.
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Introduction
Application of synchrotron radiation to

total-reflection x-ray fluorescence (TRXF)
analysis has been attempted. The minimum
detection limit (MDL) for metallic elements
has improved0 as compared to the con
ventional apparatus using a rotating anode x-
ray source and a monochromator system. In
our previous report, we noted differences in
the relationship between the angular
dependence and the glancing angle for
metallic elements. We report here a variation
on the angular dependence vs. a glancing
angle in the concentration of metallic
elements.

Experimental
An experimental setup for TRXF mea

surements was constructed at beam-line 4A
with the silicon double-crystal monochro
mator selecting 12 KeV as the excitation x-
ray energy. A vacuum sample chamber was
used. Test samples were 4 inch-diameter
silicon wafers, the surfaces of which were
contaminated with five different metallic
impurities (Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu, and Zn) with
concentrations of 10^^, 10^^ 10^^, and 10^^
atoms/cm^ by the spin-coat method. TRXF
measurements were carried out by reducing
the glancing angle below the critical angle
(2.64 mrad). The x-ray fluorescence
intensities were counted by a Si(Li) detector
which was placed close to the sample
surface.

Results

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the angular
dependence of Cr Ka, Fe Ka, Ni Ka, Cu

Ka and Zn Ka-intensities which were

obtained from a 10^^ atoms/cm^
-contaminated sample, a 10^^ atoms/cm^-
contaminated sample, and a lO^^atoms/cm^-
contaminated sample, respectively. These
results indicate that Ni and Zn on silicon
surfaces were adsorbed as particulate-type
residues for a 10^^ atoms/cm^-contaminated
sample but the adsorption became film-type
as the concentration became low. For the
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10^^ atoms/cm^-contaminated sample, no
difference in the form of the angular
dependence of the x-ray fluorescence
intensity was observed.

Reference
1) S.Kojima et al, PF Activity Report 1992
(KEK,1993) p.60.
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Among the diverse elements being
incorporated into diamond, it has been
known that N, B and Ni give rise to the
formation of impurity-centers in diamond
lattice. It should be noted that Ni is the
only metal giving the well-established
centers out of many transition metals
catalyzing diamond growth. The
motivation of this study arose from the
question whether other transition metals
such as Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, etc. dissolve into
diamond and form impurity centers or not.

Diamond crystals 2-3 mm in size were
grown in Ni-Mn-Co (68:27:5 by wt%) alloy
using the temperature-gradient-method
under high pressure and high
temperature of 5.5 GPa and 1250 to 1350
®C for 20 to 25 hours. The grown crystals
were sliced to thin sections through the
middle of crystals with thickness of
approximately 200 micrometers. The
XRF (X-ray Fluorescence) measurements
were carried out at the Photon Factory of
KEK using monochromatized 9 keV X-
rays. Two-dimensional abundance
distributions of transition metals were
measured with the system described
previously^). XANES (X-ray Absorption
Near Edge Structure) was obtained using
the same system by scanning the energy
of incident X-ray.

XRF spectra showed the incorporation of
transition metals from the solvent into the
grown diamonds. To clarify the chemical
environment of the incorporated Mn,
XANES was measured at an inclusion-
free portion on the diamond thin section
in the energy region corresponding to K-
edge absorption of Mn. The XANES
spectrum was distinct from that for the Ni-
Mn-Co alloy as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
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Worthwhile to be noted is that these
spectral profiles are very similar to those
of Ni dissolved in diamond at an atomic
level and metallic Ni, respectively. These
results strongly suggests that Mn was
incorporated in diamond lattice as a form
of substitutional or interstitial centers just
like Ni.

1) Wakatsuki et al. (1992) Proc. 2nd
ICNDST, 143-148.
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Fig.1. Mn-XANES measured at an
inclusion-free portion of diamond
grown in Ni-Mn-Co alloy.
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Fig.2. Mn-XANES for Ni-Mn-Co alloy.
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Introduction
Synchrotron radiation x-ray fluorescence (SR-

XRF) analysis has trace sensitivity with spatial resolution
even with a wet biological sample. Therefore, several
interesting topics have already been found with the SR-
XRF. However, the resultant information has been limited
to qualitative one due to difficulties in finding an appropri
ate reference sample of the same matrix and the thickness
for quantitative analysis.

To realize quantitative XRF imaging, a novel
quantification method has been invented^, which can be
performed with a single reference sample for various kinds
of samples. For samples of given densities, this quantifica
tion method has made fairy good results in determining the
local concentration of the trace element.

To expand the feasibility of the quantification
method for samples of unknown matrix, detection of
scattered x-rays is employed to evaluate local density of
the sample. In this report, the procedure of quantitative
XRF imaging is demonstrated with a quantification of trace
Fe in a biological sample.

Principles of Quantification
Principles of quantification are based on theabsorp

tion correction of XRF and scattered x-ray intensities.
Utilizing energy tunability of the SR, attenuation effects in
the sample are experimentally evaluated, and the surface
density of an element of interest Wipt can be derived from
a comparison between a corrected XRF intensity and that
with a reference sample. Similarly, the absorption correct
ed scattered x-ray intensity is utilized. The observed scat
tered x-ray intensity Is is expressed in the following equa
tions with the attenuation factor G.

Is=kptG
G=(l-T(E)2)/(-21nT(E))

where t is sample thickness and T(E) is transmit-
tance at x-ray energy E. The linearity between the correct
ed scattered x-ray intensity Is/G and the surface density pt
has been confirmed by a series of measurements with
samples of given surface densities.

Experimental
Experiments were carried out on the BL-4A. A

Si(Li) detector was used to detect XRF signals and scat
tered x-rays simultaneously. The beam size was restricted
to be 300 pm square on the sample. Incident beam energy
of lOkeV was used. A camellia leaf was investigated
without a special sample preparation.

Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows XRF spectra taken at three different

positions on the sample. Though Fc XRF intensity at B
position is larger than those at other positions, the differ
ence may be caused by the difference in thickness because
the scattered x-ray intensity is also large at B position.
Therefore the local surface density of the sample should be
given to discuss the Fc concentration at each position.

_For a quantitative XRF imaging, scattered x-ray
intensity and transmittance were measured at each pixel
during the XRF imaging. The surface density of Fe was
derived from a comparison between the corrected XRF
intensity and the XRF intensity from a reference sample.
The surface density of the sample was also derived from a
similar procedure. After the normalization with the sur
face density, the obtained Fc concentration was 9.0 ppm at
A position and 20 ppm at B position. Figure 2 shows re
sultantx-ray images of thesample. As a result, the relative
ly high Fe XRF signal at the veins of the leaf is affected
with the sample thickness. However, Fe is really concen
trated in that region.

References
l)S.Hayakawa et al., Anal.Sci., suppl. 7 , 509(1991).
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Figure 1. SR-XRF spectra taken at three different positions
on a camellia leaf.

Figure 2 X-ray images of the camellia leaf, a) Fe concen
tration, b) Ca concentration, c)scattered x-ray intensity,
and d)transmitted x-ray intensity.
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Introduction
Metal contents of human hair have been extensively

analysed in order to monitor the environmental exposure and
the nutritional trace element status of the human body. Some
noxious metals such as Hg exhibit significant correlation
betv/een the environmental exposure and their accumulation in
hair, whereas a much lower correlations are observed in some
noxious metals. However, few data are available concerning
the difference of the distribution between endogenous
elements and exogenous ones in hair. In this study, we have
clarified two-dimensional distribution of metals in the cross
section of hair by nondestructive SR-XRF imaging.

Materials and Methods

A sample of the exogenous exposure model was
prepared by immersing a normal human hair in an aqueous Pb

solution (Pb concentrations was 5 |ig/g). A hair of the methyl
mercury (MMQ-administered rat (orally, 10 mg as Hg / kg /
day for 5 days) was used as a sample of endogenous exposure
model. These hair samples and those of smelter workers at
metal refining factory in China were embedded in the acrylic

resin and then cut into 25 p-m-thick cross section for the
specimens of SR-XRF analysis. Measurements were made at
the BL-4A, PF utilizing energy dispersive SR-XRF system
with monochromatic X-ray microbeam obtained by multilayer
monochrometer and K-B type focusing optics'). Energy of
incident X-rays was 14.38 keV. Two-dimensional analysis
was carried out by placing a sample on a XZ stage under the

following condition : beam size = 6x10 pm^, step size = 5

pm/step, counting time = 10 sec / point.

Results and Discussion
The results of the exogenous exposure model are given

in Fig.l, which show the optical micrograph of the sample
and the distribution of S and Pb in it. Corresponding to the
optical micrograph, it is found that Pb localized on the surface
of the hair. The Pb concentration of this hair determined by
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry

(ICP-AES) was 1700 pg/g. Figure 2 shows the chemical
imaging of the endogenous exposure model. Hg shows almost
homogeneous distribution in the shaft similar to the
distribution of S except at the medulla. The result suggests
that endogenous Hg distributes inside of the hair
corresponding to the regions of high S content. In the case of
the Pb smelter worker, Pb more accumulated in the surface of
the hair than inside of that (Fig. 3). The Pb concentration of
this sample was 248 pg/g. This result is in good agreement
with the exogenous model. Therefore, it is suggested that
high Pb level of this sample could be caused by the fumes of
Pb. Figure 4 shows the chemical imaging of the hair sample
firom the Cu smelter worker. The imaging showed that Mn,
Cu, Zn and Pb all distributed on the surface of the hair. This
suggests that Cu smelter workers tend to be exposed by the
fumes of various metals.

The knowledge of detail distribution of noxious metals
obtained by SR-XRF imaging can be successfully applied to
the better understanding of the relationship between environ
mental exposure of noxious metals and the etiology of
industrial disease.

Fig. 1 Chemical imaging of the cross section of a hair shaft
treated with Pb solution. (a)optical micrograph of the sample
and distribution of (b)S and (c)Pb

)

m
Fig. 2 Chemical imaging of the cross section of MMC-
administered rat hair, (a)optical micrograph of the sample and
distribution of (b)S and (c)Hg

Fig. 3 Chemical imaging of the cross section of a hair of a
lead smelter worker, (a)optical micrograph of the sample and
distribution of (b)S and (c)Pb

(ay

#
(c)

Fig. 4 Chemical imaging of the cross section of a hair of a
copper smelter worker, (a)optical micrograph of the sample
and distribution of (b)S, (c)Mn, (d)Cu, (e)Zn and (f)Pb
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Introduction

Photopyroelectric spectroscopy (PPES) is based on a
detection of a temperature change resulting from optical
absorption in condensed phasesP'̂ It has been so far shown
in the visible region that the PPES using a ferroelectric
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) film has spectroscopic
detectability equivalent to one monolayer and a response time
less than 100 ns.'̂ Bearing in mind that photothermal
spectroscopy is accessible for any spectral region, the PPES
using the PVDF film has been attempted in order to measure
an X-ray absorption spectrum, as an alternative of X-ray
photoacoustic spectroscopy (XPAS) with a microphone.'̂ ^ In
the previous work,"^^ it was reported that the PPE signal
intensity was enhanced in vacua. However, it has been
confirmed from further investigation that this apparent
enhancement was not concerned with a photothermal process
but by a photoelectron emission. This report describes
several features and future subjects of the XPPES.

Experimental
An experimental arrangement for the XPPES was similar

to that for XPAS.^^ The experiments were performed at BL
4A of KEK-PF. A sample of Cu was attached with epoxy
cement or evaporated onto a piece of PVDF film 9 /im in
thickness and 8 mm in diameter. Heat coming from X-ray
absorption by the sample diffuses to the film through the
epoxy cement or directly and causes a rise in temperature of
the film, and a pyroelectric signal is generated between two
A1 electrodes evaporated 40 nm in thickness on both sides of
the film. In practice, the X-ray was intermittently irradiated
by a mechanical chopper and the periodic pyroelectric signal
was measured by a lock-in detection.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows XPPE spectra of a foil and an evaporated
film of Cu, and the PVDF film (blank) observed at
atmospheric pressure (a) and in vacua (b). The XPPE
spectra of Cu arc similar to a conventional absorption
spectrum. However, a signal intensity of the XPPE spectra
does not so level off with increasing photon energy above the
K-edge as an absorbance of the absorption spectrum. Such
a tendency, which has been found in XPA spectra,"''̂ seems
to be a general feature in an X-ray photothermal spectrum.
Garcia et al.^^ have proposed a microscopic theory for the
XPA effect and explained well the feature observed in an
XPA spectrum of Cu. However, our classic theory based on
a thermal diffusion suggests the same feature, implying that
the feature might be explained only by the thermal diffusion.
Hereafter more accurate comparison between the observed
and calculated spectra should be performed.
The XPPE spectrum at atmospheric pressure showed a higher
background than that in vacua. On the contrary, the
spectrum in vacua showed a larger signal intensity jump at
the K-edge than that at atmospheric pressure. It is likely

that the former concerns with an interaction between air and

photoelectrons emitted from the sample of Cu at a surface of
the PVDF film. The latter is due to a difference of a heat

leakage from the PVDF film between at atmospheric pre.ssure
and in vacua. A more quantitative study is under way.
In conclusion, the PPES using the PVDF film will become
useful X-ray photothermal spectroscopy as an alternative of
XPAS because of a small blank due to good transparency of
the film, a simple preparation of a sample due to flexibility
of the film, and acce.ssibility in vacua. However, a more
detail mechanism for the XPA or XPPE signal generation
should be examined experimentally and theoretically.
Especially, a dependence of the XPPE signal on the
absorption coefficient is one of the most important subjects
in order to compare the XPPES with the other X-ray
spectroscopies such as X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy.
electron yield spectroscopy and so on.
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Fig. 1 XPPE spectra of a Cu foil (5 P-m), a Cu evaporated
film (610 nm), and a PVDF film (blank).
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Introduction

Asymmetric diffraction technique, combined with
grazing incidence X-rays, can be used for studying
thin-film structures A conventional diffractometer,
based on focusing geometry causes defocusing and
degradation of the profile in the asymmetric diffraction.
Whereas the parallel-beam geometry does not have it

and has therefore been used in many studies using
the asymmetric diffraction technique. In our previous
study, the profile shapes, peak positions, and integrated
intensities in asymmetric diffraction were examined
An intensity enhancement in the asymmetric diffraction
is described in this report.

Intensity Enhancement in Asymmetric Diffraction
In the case of asymmetric diffraction from a thick slab
of powder specimen, the intensity ratio R between
asymmetric and symmetric diffractions is given by

Rcaic = 2/(1-1- sina /sinp)
where a is the incident angle and P = 20 - a (Figs. 1 &
2). When the counter aperture height hcA is less than
the maximum height of diffracted beam, the diffracted
beam intensity is reduced (Figs. 1 & 2), and Rcaic is

Rcaic = 2/(1 + sina/sinp) (sinp^/sinp)
in the 20 range p,4 -f a < 20 < P^ -f a, where
p^ = sin"Usina(/icA/%)] . Pfl = i80-p,4, and Hjb is
the incident beam height.

Experimental and Data Analysis
Samples were powders of NIST SRM 640b Si, NIST
SRM 674 Ce02, and monoclinic Zr02. Intensity data
were collected by using the powder diffractometer
PFPD and horizontal parallel slits (angular aperture =
0.05°) at BL-4B station. The scanning modes were the
symmetric 0-20 scanning and the asymmetric 20
scanning with a fixed at 10° for Zr02, and at 5° and 10°
for Si and Ce02 (A, = 1.5304 A ).

The integrated intensities were determined by PRO-

eq. (3)

eq. (1)

20r)

Fig. 1. Plots of Robs and Rcaic against 20 for Ce02
(solid circles for a = 5°; solid squares for a = 10°)
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FIT and WPPF analyese The observed intensity
enhancement, Robs^ ^^s obtained by

where symbols, as, s, M, and ES designate asymmetric,
symmetric, monitor counts, and entrance slit,
respectively.

Results and Discussion

Robs'^ plotted together with calculated curves for
Ce02 and Zr02 in Figs. 1 and 2. The exact values of /z/g
and hcA as well as a possible small off-center of the
counter position will be considered to be possible
causes of errors. In practice, the intesnity reduction
caused by the narrow counter aperture can be corrected
by the theory, but no correction is preferable. A smooth
intensity enhancement in asymmetric diffraction will be
obtained in the full 20-range by enlarging the effective
height of the counter aperture. A modification of the
design of counter will be required.

Conclusion

An enhancement in intensity was obtained in
asymmetric diffraction, and its magnitudes agreed well
with those expected from the theory. The asymmetric
diffraction using parallel-beam synchrotron radiation is
expected to become a useful technique not only for the
surface structure analysis but also for the bulk structure
study, where a stationary sample geometry is required.
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Fig. 2. Plots of Robs and Rcaic against 20
for monoclinic-Zr02^^.
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Introduction

Many Ni-base y-y' type super alloys, the so called "Ni-
base single crystal (SC) super alloys", have been
developed for gas turbine blades by using a computer
aided alloy design systemD. Their superior properties at
elevatedtemperature depend on the sizeand morphology
of y' precipitates in y- matrices. The coherent y'
precipitates (an inter-metallic phase of stoichiometry
based upon Ni3Al) posses an ordered LI2 type primitive
cubic structure." The y-matrix has a disordered FCC
structure.

Creep rupture life is of prime importance for blade
materials. The creep behavior of the SC alloys,
strengthened by coherent y' precipitates, depends on ; (i)
the volume fraction of the y'phase; (ii) the size of the y*
precipitate; (iii) the composition of the y and y' phases;
(iv) the coherency strains due to the lattice misfit 5
betA\'een y and y' phases. This paper describes the
measuremnt of the factor (iv).

Experimental
Filing alloy samples were measured at elevated
temperatures in a high temperature stage. The high
temperature stage was heated with platinum resistance
strip wire and the stage was temperature-homogenized
using concentric nickel-foil cylinders (dpm thick)
surroundingsample. A thermocouple was located in the
heating specimen stage and coimected to a PID type
Programmable Temperature Controller(PTC).

Results and Discussion

The peak profiles from (111),(200),(220) and (311)
reflections were measured using the improved PFPD to
determine the lattice parameters of the y and y' phases.
Typical reflection peak profiles of an example is shown
in Fig. 1. The peak angles and the FWHM of the
reflection profile of the isolated y* particles were
significantly different from those in the alloy. The
lattice parameters and strains were determined from
individual peak angles and the FWHM as calculated by
the profile fitting method. The lattice parameter of they
and y* phases forNASAIR-100 may be approximated by
the following linear equation.

a^.(T) =3.5815 -f 4.6910 x10"^ -T
a^(T) = 3.5871 -H 4.7492 xlO'^-T

Where the a^, and ay are the lattice parameter of the yand y'
phases respectivelyin the alloy.
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Fig. 1Typical reflection profiles for NASAIA-100 alloy
at several temperatures

For all SC alloys, the apparent thermal expansion
coefficientsof the y' precipitates were smaller than for the
y-matrix. It is also seen that the lattice misfit between
two phases and strain are a function of temperature. The
lattice misfit of the SC alloys falls in to the following
threecategories; TypeA-B and C as shown in Fig.2.
The alloys in the category C includes the alloy having
longest creep luptue life.
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Fig.2 Dependance of lattice rmsfit on temperature
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Introduction

The electronic stale of Cu atom is generally recognized to play a
crucial role in the high Tc superconductivity. In the YBa2Cu30y
superconductor, there exist two types of copper atoms, at the
Cu(l) site of Cu-O chain and the Cu(2) site of CuOz plane. On the
other hand, an X-ray absorption edge of an atom depends on its
electronic state in a crystal. The purpose of the present work is to
determine the absorption edge shift of Cu(l) and Cu(2), sepa
rately, using X-ray anomalous scattering for X-ray powder dif
fraction measurements with tunable synchrotron radiation.
A fundamental strategy is,
1) The structure parameters and other factors of a sample are de
termined by Rietveld analysisn of X-ray powder patterns obtained
far from Cu absorption edge.
2) Using the structure parameters obtained in 1), the X-ray powder
patterns near the absorption edge are analyzed with a least square
method to get the anomalous scattering factors of Cu( 1) and Cu(2)
separately.
3)Comparing the dispersion curves obtained for Cu(l) and Cu(2)
to those of Cu atoms in metal,monovalent and divalent com-

pounds3), the valence state of Cu(l) and Cu(2) can be estimated.

Experimental
The single phase samples of YBa2Cu306.9o and YBa2Cu306.o7
were prepared by the ordinary solid state reaction method fol
lowed annealing and quenching treatments. The occupancy of
oxygen was calibrated by chemical titration. X-ray powder dif
fraction were measured using the HRPD (high resolution powder
diffractometer) at BL-4B.

Results and Discussion

To obtain the shift of the absorption edge of Cu(i), we assume that
anomalous scattering factors of Cu free atom are equal to those of
Cu-metal and that the dispersion curves of anomalousscattering
of Cu(l), Cu(2) and Cu metal has the same shape except the edge
shift, i.e. an anomalous scattering factor,/' is given by the same
function,/'(Ei- £o),where Ei and eoare the energies of the incident
X-rays and the absorption edge, respectively. For the function
/'(Ei - Eo), we use the table calculated by Sasaki2). The value of
/" is a step function, so it is only important which an incident X-
ray energy is below or above the absorption edge.
The results are shown in Fig.l. The solid line is the dispersion
curve of Cu free atom .The /' values of two Cu sites in
YBa2Cu30y (y=6.07,6.90) are almost same each other and the
edges determined from the experiment are about 6eV above that of
Cu-metal. On the other hand, an edge in a Cu compound shifted to
higher energy side and its magnitude was larger as the formal va
lences of Cu increasing.Udagawa and Tojis) obtained that the Cu
K-absorption edge of monovalent was nearly the same to that of

Cu metal and the edge of divalent about 5eV above. From the
present results, it is presumable that the Cu(l) and Cu(2) are diva
lent in YBa2Cu30y (y=6.07,6.90). Comparing the absorption
edges of Cu(l) sites in both structures,edge of Cu(l) in tetragonal
structure(y=6.07) is a little lower than that of orthorhombic
structure(y=6.9()). However, the mean valence of Cu in
YBa2Cu30y, y=6.0, is 1.67+, it is very difficult to claim that the
state of Cu(l) is divalent-i). To determine the absorption edge
shift and the electronic structure of the Cu(l) and Cu(2) more
accurately, it is desirable to perform the similar measurements and
analysis for Cu20 and CuO compound.

Conclusion

By the Rietveld analyses for X-ray powder diffraction measure
ments in the vicinity of Cu-Ka absorption edge, we conclude that
the absorption edges of the both Cu site are nearly equal to that of
CuO(2-t-) and the edges of the Cu sites are about 6eV above that of
the Cu-metal. As the absorption edges of Cu(l) sites , the edge of
tetragonal sU-ucture is a little lower than that of orthorombic.
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Introduction

Diffraction methods are being used to characterise
phase abundance and residual strain in zirconia-
toughened alumina (ZTA). Laboratory-based x-ray
and neutron diffraction measurements have

indicated substantial differences in character

between the near-surface and the bulk (1,2,3).

Synchrotron radiation offers the possibility for
determining depth profiles of much higher quality
than may achieved with laboratory-source x-ray
diffractometry as the penetration depth of
synchrotron radiation may be readily controlled by
selecting appropriate wavelengths. Preliminary
processing of ZTA data acquired at five wavelengths
indicates (i) a pronounced variation with depth of
transformed zirconia (monoclinic), (ii) non-

uniform strain in the monoclinic zirconia passes
through a maximum at about 10% by weight
zirconia and (iii) clear evidence of low levels of P-

alumina.

Experimental

The instrument employed was the high-resolution
powder diffractometer on beamline 4B described
by Ozawa et al (4). Full-pattern data sets were
collected at wavelengths 0.73, 0.87, 1.07, 1.52 and
2.00 A which were selected to provide information
depths for low-angle data ranging from about 2 to
35 pm from the surface. Data were collected in

symmetric reflection mode with a 0.5 mm incident
beam slit. The specimen suite comprised a
sintered alumina, and six ZTA specimens
containing, respectively, 4.5, 7.3, 9.0, 11.7, 14.9
and 18.4% zirconia by weight. The samples were
examined as-sintered, i.e. without surface

treatment.

Resul t.s and Discus.sion

Depth profiles have been constructed for phase
composition and residual strain using discrete-
peak Bragg data. Analysis of the patterns using
Rietveld refinement is continuing.

Figure 1 shows depth profiles for the transformed

Zr0 2 phase composition ratio by weight. It is
evident that the fraction of transformed Zr02

changes substantially with depth down to about

60

10pm. The observation is opposite to that expected

for the higher levels of Zr02.

Figure 2 indicates how the non-uniform strain
associated with the monoclinic grains passes
through a pronounced maximum at about 10% by
weight Zr02- This behaviour which is consistent
with Young's modulus data and other mechanical
data described in the literature, appears to

indicate the onset of micro-cracking in the matrix
when the Zr02 content reaches about 10%. Data in
figure 2 were collected at 1.52 A corresponding to
an information depth of approximately 4 pm.

Fig. 1.
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Introduction

Cellulose, a linear macromolecule composed of (l-4)-P-D-
glucopyranose, is the most abundant organic material on
earth. It is the main component of plant cell walls and
distributed widely from bacterial, algal, even to animal
origins. Four polymorphs, cellulose I, II, III, and IV, are
known to occur, in which the native form is referred to
cellulose I. Though the structure was believed uniform,
recent CP/MAS NMR study, however, came to a
new proposal that a native cellulose crystal was a composite
of two crystalline forms, la and IP. Further study 2) also
favoured the presenceof two crystalline phases, and to date
the la and IP were considered to be crystals having one
chain triclinic and two chain monoclinic unit cells,
respectively. In this two crystalline phase system, all native
celluloses were classified into la triclinic rich type (algal-
bacterial type) and IP monoclinic dominant type (cotton-
ramie type). The aim of the study is to confirm the two
crystalline phase system of cellulose with a light of
synchrotron radiation (SR). This study is the first trial
applying SR to analyse crystalline structure of cellulose.

We used eight kinds of celluloses from four origins: sea
algae, bacterial products, higher plants and animal. They
were purified by alternatingalkaline and chlorite treatments.
Each sample was then disintegrated into small fragments
and 200 mg cellulose powder was pressed into a disk at 200
kgfrcra^ for 30 s. High resolution powder diffractometry
PFPD was carried out with monochromatic synchrotron
radiation (X = 0.11944 nm) at Photon Factory, KEK,
Tsukuba. The scarming was made as follows: 20 = 8 - 45
degree, A20 = 0.05 degree, counting time = 3 s.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a typical diffiractometry profile of
Cladophora (marine green algae ) cellulose in the 20 range
of 8 to 20 degree. In the profile, typical three reflection
peaks numbered as 1, 2, and3 are observed. According to
the above mentioned two phase system, three peaks are
composites of diffractions from both la and IP. Overlapping
peaks from two phases are too close to disoverlap even by
using well resolved SR. For all samples peak shape
analysis, where a pseudo-Voigt type was used as a fitting
function, was carried out using a least squares refmement
program SALS. The results of observed ti-spacing data
are summarized in Table 1. Four cellulose samples from
the top (a - d) belong to the algal-bacterial type that consists
of two crystalline moieties la (triclinic) and IP (monoclinic).
The rests (e - h) are from the cotton-ramie type dominated in
IP phase. Apparently d\ and d2 are different between two
groups as we reported previously, despite the variation of

d3 is not obvious. We thus concentrate on the peak 1 and
2. Assuming that tf-spacing data of Halocynthia reflect
truly thestructure of IP, we resolved peak 1 and 2 of algal-
bacterial type celluloses into lo (100), IP (110) and IP
(110), la (010). In the fitting process, we fixed two
diffraction angles of IP reflections, and estimated real
diffraaion angles of la reflections and their intensities.
Remarkably the calculated tf-spacings are similar among
those of all algal-bacterial celluloses. In the case of
Cladophora they are: d\a (100) = 0.613 nm, dlf> (110) =
0.602 nm, rflP (110) = 0.535 nm, and d\o. (010) = 0.529
nm. Finally we calculated the fractional ratio of la phase
from integrated intensity. The la ratio of algal-bacterial
type celluloses is in the range of 0.60 to 0.70, which are in
good accord with the previous NMR estimation. 5)
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Fig. 1 Powder diffraction pattern of Cladophora cellulose
using synchrotron radiation. Three typical
reflections numbered as 1, 2, and 3 are observed.

Table 1 J-Spacings of celluloses from various origins.

(f-spacing (nm)

dl d2 d3
a) Valonia 0.610 0.531 0.392
b) Cladophora 0.611 0.521 0.392
c) Chaetomorpha 0.608 0.530 0.391
d) Bacterial Products 0.614 0.530 0.394
e) Halocynthia 0.601 0.535 0.390
f) Cotton 0.601 0.536 0.393
g) Ramie 0.597 0.534 0.394
h) Kouzo 0.596 0.534 0.394
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Introduction

The study of rutile-type dioxides at high-pressure can help
providing supplimentary information for understanding
the elastic behaviors and phase transitions of stishovite in
the lower mantle. Huang et al (1) reported that a linear
relationship exists between the bulk sound velocity and
mean atomic weight in the rutile-type dioxides. This

relationship can be adopted to predict the bulk modulus of
some rutile-type dioxides such as Mn02 whose
compressibility was not well determined (2). Huang et al
(1) also reported a lattice distortion in Pb02 above 0.5
GPa in their single-crystal compression study. It is
interesting to conduct some high-pressure compression
experiments on Mn02 to determine its bulk modulus and
to detect if any phase transition similar to that of the Pb02
occurs in Mn02-

Experimental Method

Natural crystals of pyrolusite (Mn02) provided by the
Smithsonian Institution was ground to powder and used as
starting material. The sample was loaded in a hole
(150p,m) of a stainless steel gasket and compressed in a
diamond cell. A 4:1 methanol-ethanol mixture was used as

pressure medium to maintain a hydrostatic environment.
Several ruby chips were then sprinkled for the pressure
measurement by the ruby fluorescence method (3). The

energy dispersive method was used for tlie acquisition of
diffraction pattern after each increment of pressure. The
diffraction work was carried out at the Photon Factory,

Tsukuba, Japan using the synchrotron radiation as the
X-ray source. An intrinsic Ge detector was used for the

collection of diffraction signals of the compressed sample
at a fixed 20 of 12° from the incident beam. Typical data
acquisition time for each spectrum was 30 minutes.

Results and Discussion

Three diffraction peaks, (110), (101) and (200) were used
for the calculation of the lattice parameters (a, c) and
molar volume (V) of Mn02. It is found that a decreases
smoothly with pressure while c decreases first and then
increases above 5 GPa. The molar volume decreases with

pressure but shows a sudden change in slope above 5 GPa
(Figure 1). In the calculation of lattice parameters and
molar volume of Mn02, we have used a tetragonal model
to fit the diffraction peaks. By fitting the data to the
Birch-Mumaghan equation, the bulk modulus, Kq, below 5
GPa is 215±15 GPa and above 5 GPa is 372±25 GPa

assuming Kq' is 4 (Figure 1). Alternatively, fitting all
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Figure 1. The compression data (open circles are the data
taken during the unloading process) of Mn02 showing a
change in the compressibility at 5 GPa. The data can be fit
to Birch-Mumanghan equation to yield Kg of 215 and 372
GPa for the low- and high-pressure phase, respectively.

compression data gives a bulk modulus of 252±15 GPa
which is in reasonable agreement with that predicted (i.e.,
275 GPa, 1). Recent study shows that the rutile-type Si02
(stishovite) undergoes a pressure-induced phase
transformation to the CaCl2 structure (4). In contrast, the
rutile-type Pb02 was found to transform from a tetragonal
to an orthorhombic phase which is not CaCl2 structure (1).
The distortion in Mn02 above 5 GPa, if proved to be true,
may thus provide a clue to reveal the post-rutile phase in
dioxides. More compression work is required to resolve if
a phase transition did take place in Mn02 and to further
identify the high-pressure phase if it exists.
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Independent determination of the tem
perature factor of a Ga atom in a GaAs
powder sample was tried by the use of
the anomalous scattering correction(ASC)
[1], pairs of diffraction measurement
being carried out near t^e K absorption
edge of Ga atom (1.19580A).

In the first case(Case (1)), where it
can be assumed on shorter(XS) and longer
(XL) wavelength sides of the K edge that

thef' =f'
GS GL'

f' =f'
AS ^ AL and f"As=f"AL'

following relation is given concerning
the odd-index-lines at XS and XL.

Al Fl^=lF2(hkl)|̂ -|F^(hkl)I^
=l6x-[ ]*exp( -2Bj^s^) .

In the second case(Case (2)), where it
can be assumed on the longer wavelength

^'as^side of the K edge that

f'^j^ and f'";^s~^"AL' difference be
tween |F(hkl)[^ of the odd-index-lines
is given by

A| F| (f'gg-f • j^)*(2fQ^+f'^2+f-j^^) ]
>exp(-2BqS ).

In the analysis, scale factors K for F^(
hkl) and L for the right hand side of
the equation, were introduced. The val
ues of L and were determined by the

least mean squares method as K was var
ied parametrically.

At an early stage of the measurement,
the theoretical values of ASC were adopt-
ed[l], and this time the experimental
values of ASC were used near the K edge.
(a) Case (1).

Pairs of the wavelength were selected
as shown in Table 1, where estimated val
ues of f from the experimental values
of ASC[2] are shown in 3 digits. The
obtained values of B,_ are shown in Table

Li

2, where a reasonable value of Bp is 3-3
o 2
A which is nearly the same with that
based on the theoretical values of ASC.
(b) Case (2).

The values of ASC estimated from the
experimental values are shown in Table 3
as in Table 1. It seems that a reason-

0 2
able value of B^ is I.3A which is also
the same with that based on theoretical
ones .

'2
The value of 1
'2

3A IS greater than O.9

12A" obtained at CuKal by the convention
al method, but it is not so much unrea
sonable. In the present method B^^ esti
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mated from ASC corresponds to the vibra
tion of atom core, therefore it may be
larger than that obtained by the conven
tional method.

This work is partly supported by Grand-
in-Aid for Scientific Research from the
Ministry of Education, Science and Cul
ture .
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Table 1

mental

terms,
Pair

The wavelengths and
anomalous scattering
in.the case (1).

the experi-
correction

1 SI

LI

2 S2

L2

3 S3
L3

k Sk
Lk

X(A) f

19467 -6.43
19833 -6.29
19288 -5.632
19918 -5.91

f"
G

4.71
0.62
3.872
0.62

-1

-1

-1

-1

A

.839

.822

.842

.812

19064 -4.998 3-857 -I.860
20168 -5.03 0.62 -I.8O7
18343 -4.016 3.8O7 -1.900
21116 -4.00 0.63 -1.765

^•"a
0.635
0.638
0.633
0.639
0.631
0.641
0.623
0.651

Table 2

factor

Pair

1
2

3
4

Estimated values of B^^ and R
in the case (1) .

O ?
Bg(A )
3.2
3.4
3.2
2.8

R

0.0092
0.0085
0.0085
0.0089

Table 3- The wavelengths and the experi
mental anomalous scattering correction
terms, in the case (2).

X(A)

LI 1.19735
L2 1.19833
L3 I.I99I8
L4 1 .20168
L5 1.20516
L6 1.21116

G

-7 .08
-6 .29
-5.91
-5.03
-4.50
-4.00

G

0.62
0.62
0.62
0.62
0 .63
0.63

-1 .825
-1.822
-1.812

-1.807
-1.789
-1 .765

^•"a
0.637
0.638
0.639
0.641
0 .645
0.651

Table 4. Estimated values of B^ and R-
factor, in the case (2).

Pair
0 9

Bg(a ) R

L1-L3 1.60 0.0040
L2-L4 1 .24 0.0085
L3-L4 1 .41 0.0079
L3-L5 1 .28 0.0083
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Introduction

Single crystals of PbiiGejOiT were synthesized by
Hirota and Sekine'\ PbiiGejOiT crystallizes tri-
clinic with lattice parameters a = 22.259(4), b =
19.910(4), c - 7.361(1)A, or = 97.59(1), 0 = 95.15
(1), r = 92.35(2)° :_Z = 6. The related PbiiSisOiT
is also triclinic; PI, a = 22.502, b = 12.982, c =

7.313A, cr = 92.52, ^ = 99.17, r = 100.29° ; Z =
4. While the structure of the latter has already been
detenined^^ , that of the former has remained unsolv
ed. The quality of intensity data collected on an or
dinary diffractometer was probably insufficient for a
successful structure determination. The use of syn
chrotron radiation has been thus strongly desired.

Experimental

The programmable Weissenberg camera of BL-4B was
used for the data collection. Reflections were re

corded on a cylindrical imaging plate (IP, 400 * 200
mm) of radius 100 mm covering the range of -60 <26 <
165° . To collect as many unique reflections as pos
sible by the screen-less method, the normal-beam ar
rangement is not always the best one. Taking the ra
dius of the Ewald sphere as unity, the volume V of
reciprocal space scanned by this method is given as

V = V(+) + V(-)
V(± ) = 2n cos// {n /2 ± ± sin// cos// ),

where ii represents the angle of inclination of the
incident beam and V(+ or -) is the volume above (+) or
below (-) the equatorial plane. Numerical evaluation
of V shows that V(+) increases with increasing // and
reaches the maximum at // = 30.4° while V decreases
monotonously. The volume V' (+) which can be recorded
on an IP of 200 mm width has its maximum at // =

28.5° . Since the present sample (75 * 35 * 25 //m)
was mounted on an end of relatively thick glass rod,
// was set at 10° in order to avoid absorption of the
Oth-layer reflections through the glass rod. Using an
incident beam of wave length 1.2A monochromatized
through a Si double-crystal monochromator, 30 diffrac
tion images were taken by oscillating the crystal
about [0 0 -1] within the ranges 12n <0) < 12n+16°
(n = 0, ..., 29); for each range, 16 oscillations dur
ing 32 min exposure. The rotation-traverse ratio was
1° /mm. The IP was processed by an on-line IP reader
whose output includes intensities at 3200 * 1600 pix
els (step 0.125 mm) in linear scale ranging up to
8388352. The highest value observed was 276736. The
integrated intensities were obtained by fitting a
Gaussian function g(x,y) to an area of 21 * 21 pixels
around each reflection.

g(x,y) = c * exp(- X^/a - YVb) + d
X = (x - xo)cos^ + (y - yo)sin0
Y = -(x - xo)sin^ + (y - yo)cos^

The values of a, b, c, d, Xo, yo and ^ were deter
mined by the least-squares method. The integrated
intensity is given as n c * sqrt(ab). Its standard
deviation can be estimated from those of a, b and c.

Those reflections were rejected (1) whose peaks were
not found within a certain area [±7 pixels] around
their predicted position, (2) for which the matrices
of normal equations were sigular, (3) for which no
convergence was achieved within a certain number
[40] of cycles, (4) whose integrated intensities were

too small [< 50] , (5) for which the values of a
and/or b were unacceptable [< 0.5] , or (6) whose
analytically integrated intensities differ greatly
[> 5X ] from the corresponding numerical ones. Those

near the peripheries of oscillation ranges were also
omitted. The reflections with ^ < 0 were not used.

Accepted Rejected on account of
0 > 0 0 < 0 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
20036 4565 943 22 538 8072 88 42

For each pair of diffraction images with neighbour
ing oscillation ranges, the relative scale facctor was
caluculated from the intensity ratios of 27 to 65
strong reflections recoreded on both diffraction ima
ges. The relative scale factors were then adjusted by
least-squares method to satisfy the condition that
their product must be equal to unity.

The Lorentz-polarization factor was expressed as

Lp = [cos^20 + ( 1 - cos*20)(w' + r'v*) /
(1 + r^)] / [cos//cosi/sinT ] ,

r = (Ev / Ek ) cosJ20« , Ev / E h = 0.111
"n = (u, V, w) = [So.S] / I I ["§0,^] I I

Ev and Eh represent the vertical (y) and horizontal
(z) components of the electric vector of the imper
fectly polarized incident beam parallel to the x axis,
u, V and w are the components of vector "n. 26 n
represents the Bragg angle of the monochromator.
The other symbols are defined in the International
Tables^' . For the absorption correction, the crystal
form was approximated with 6 plane faces and 4096
Gaussian points were taken; // = 88.4 /mm. After
applying all those corrections, the intensities were
averaged to 16134 reflections (PI assumed). The
F^-based Rini value was 0.015 for 3902 reflections.

Structure Determination

A least-squares refinement of the initial model con
taining 33 Pb and 9 Ge atoms whose positions had been
derived from the structure of the silicate led to an R

value of 0.098. A difference Fourier synthesis reveal
ed the positions of 51 0 atoms. After several further
refinement cycles the R value was reduced to 0.064.
The assumed space group PI was thus proved to be cor
rect. Details of the structure will be published
elsewhere.
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InU"oduction

The main purpose of this work was to study X-ray magnetic scat

tering of a hexagonal ferrite (Ba,Sr)jFe,jOjj bypolari7^tion analy

sis of the scattering peaks. Since polarization change followed

X-ray magnetic scattering", we performed polarization analysis of

magnetic satellite peaks as well as usual diffraction Bragg peaks.

As the high brightness of SOR, we observed also weak peaks

which were forbidden by the crystal symmetry and found the po

larization of these peaks was different from both of magnetic

peaks and ordinary Bragg peaks. On the other hand, the appear

ance of forbidden reflection through the ATS scattering (ATS de

notes Anisotropy of the Tensor of Susceptibility) was investigated

by V. E. Dmitrienko". The ATS scattering occurs when a crystal

has some kinds of screw axes and glide plane. The present crystal

(R3m ) had those screw axes. So we elucidated our experimental

result applying the theory and obtained the tensor structure ampli

tude by polari7.ation analysis of the reflection.

Experimental

The X-ray experiment was carried out at BL-4C using the precise

4 circle diffractometer. Polari7.ation analysis was performed with

aGe444reflection. Thewave length, X= 1.15483A wasused in the

arrangement so that Ge444 Bragg angle was nJA. By rotating the

crystal around the vector parallel to a scattered beam, keeping the

Bragg angle 7i/4, we could investigate the polarization property of

the beam.

Result and Discussion

Since the sample has 3i screw axis, it has forbidden reflections

along 00/ series (/ = 3n±l). But some forbidden reflections were

observed in the experiment. From the polarization analysis of

Bragg reflections, it was clear that the incident X-rays were almost

polarized perpendicularly to scattering plane, i.e. a-polarization

(Fig. 1). But forbidden reflections contained K-polarizxd compo

nents as well as a-polarized components (Fig. 2). To explain the

polarization property of the forbidden reflections, off diagonal el

ements of the tensor structure amplitude should contribute to the

appearance of forbidden reflections.
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We applied the ATS scattering formula to experimental results

(Fig. 2), and obtained the tensor structure amplitude;

F(0 0 10) =
0.39 0.39/ 0.27
0.39/ -0.39 0.27/
0.27 0.27/ 0

The off diagonal terms of ATS caused by the second perturbation

terms of PA interaction, the ATS effects becomes remarkable near

the absorption edge. Indeed it had been shown by absorption ex

periments" that the structure amplitudes of ATS reflections had

their maximum values near the absorption edges, and the value of

off diagonal term was of the order of a few electrons atom '.

Though the present experiment was performed far from any ab

sorption edges of constituent atoms in the sample, but we could

observe the forbidden reflections. However, it is disable to choose

an X-ray wavelength near the absorption edge of the constituent

atom in the experiment.

20 40 60

Analyzer Angle rp( deg )

Fig. I Bragg reflection (X)9

20 40 60

Analyzer angle rp ( deg )

Fig.2 Forbidden reflection (X)10
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The shapeof a conventional reflection profile, I(Ato), from a small
single crystal, c, centred on is determined by the interaction of many
components whose origins may be grouped as follows: (a) The radiation
source and any interposed crystal monochromator system. M, stt at 9m-
This determines the features of the beam incident on c, - its intensity
distribution, its wavelength distribution, its polarization condition; (b) The
interaction of the incident beam with the crystal, c. This depends on (i) the
inner morphology of c, such as its 'mosaic spread", whetherit is isotropic or
anisotropic, homogeneous or heterogeneous, (ii) the dimensions of c and how
the contribution due to this component changes with crystal orientation and
0c and(iii)the interaction of the wavelength dispersion of M with thatof c;
(c) Tlie level of extinction at each point of the reflectivity curve.

Each component has associatedwith it a functional distributionso
thedescription of the one-dimCTsional profiles over theworking range of6c
implies the need to derive the values of a number of paramrtcrs. If one is
restricted to the evidence of a set of one-dimensional reflection profiles, the
possibility of extracting an array of parameters which are physically
realistic seems somewhat remote.

Given this difficult situation, it would appear advisable to consider
the possibilities of an alfCTnative procedure involving an additional
measurement dimension w^ich allows an "unfolding" of at least some of the
major variables.

TTie method of studying Bragg reflections in two-dimensional
AcA A20 diflraction space (1) has been explored in respect of small-crystal
diffractometrywith a laboratory source, see (2) for earlier references. It has
been shown that, in Aw. A29 space, individual components have individual
loci and are therefore identifi^le. As a result, from study of a few
reflections, one may arrive at appropriate realistic parameters relating to the
individual components so that one has reasonably reliable and physicaUy
realistic data on which to model ID reflection profiles over the working
range of Bg.

So far, this method has not been studied with a synchrotron source.
The presentstudyconstitutes a ratherlimitedexploration. Because of

its two-dimensional nature, the AlO, A20 procedure is slower than profile
measurement but its information yield is that much more detailed. Three
crystal specimens were studied, twobeing smaD crystals, cubic boron nitride.
BN, and magnetite, Fe304, and the other an extended-face specimen
consisting of an epitaxial 311 layer of HgCJTe on a 311 GaAs substrate.
Only two reflections of BNwere studied. 11] and 220. Four reflections of
magnetite were measured. 111,311,040 and 404. The radiation usedwas
either of wavelength 1.OAor 1.25A.

The BN crystal was extensively fragmented, see Fig. 1. For 111,
theFWHM parallel toA20 was 0.018° while , for 220 , itwas 0.027®. With
the restrictedrange of 20, it was not possible to arrive at a measure of the
dispersionof the wavelength band.

Ofthemagnetite reflections recorded. 311 was measured inthe +20 region
(+,-,+)and in the -20 region The distributions are shown in Fig. 2(a)
andfb) respectively. There is evidence herealsoof fragment structure but
much less extensive than for BN. There are different elongations in the two
distributions, the explanation for whichhas not been established. The other
reflections also show the fragment structure.

Forthe HgCcfTe extended-face layer, Fig.3. thereis evidence of a.symmetric
distortion in the extension at slopearctan 1/2to the A29axis, consistent with
the expected presence of strain.

Furtha- exploration over awider range ofreflections in respect ofboth -t- 20
and - 20 would be valuable.
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Introduction

The transition metal dichalcogenides with layered
structures are intercalated with various ions and molecules

between chalcogen layers which are connected by weak
Van der Waals interaction. These intercalation compounds
are of interest because the physical and chemical
properties are different from those of the host materials.
Among them, the iron intercalate Fe3jTiS2 shows three
magnetic wdered phasesU.2)^ which depend on the Fe
concentration. At x^.2, a spin-glass phase appears
below Tg"i40K, while a ferromagnetic phase establishes
at XiO.4. On the other hand, in 0.2:^X:^.4, so called
cluster-glass phase appears. Concerning the atomic
structures of the intercalated Fe atoms, it is reported that
the Fe atoms are in octahedral sites between the TiS2
layers and form the 2a x 2a and Vs a x Vs a superlattice
in-plane at the characteristic concentrations x=l/4 and
x=l/3 respectively. Especially, in the low Fe
concentration phase, random distribution of Fe atoms is
only assumed. We report the results of X-ray diffuse
scattering measurements on the concentration region of
spin-glass (x^.2).

Experimental
The Fe^TiS2 single crystal was grown by a chemical
vapor transport method in the presence of iodine as a
transporter. A typical size of 1x1x0.Imm^ was obtained.
The composition of the specimen was determined by the
EPMA and given as x=0.15, which was the same as the
nominal concentration. The measurements of diffuse

scattering were performed on a Huber 5020.4 four circle
diffractometer^) equipped withHOPG analyzer installed at
BL-4C. An anomalous X-ray scattering technique was
used in wder to distinguish the contribution of Fe atoms
for the diffuse scattering.

Results and Discussion

The diffuse scattering whose maxima were at the (1/2, 0,
1/2), (0, 1/2, 1/2), (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) and their equivalent
positions were observed. The intensity distribution of
these spherical like diffuse scattering has a trigonal
symmetry as a pure TiS2 in the reciprocal space. The
aspect was quite different from that of the superlattice
reflections which were observed at the x=l/4 sample. We
adopted four kinds of wave length of 1.744, 1.750, 1.760
and 1.800A. Fig.l shows a comparison between the
profiles of diffuse scattering along the c* direction around
(1/2, 0, 1/2) and (1/2, 0, -1/2) with the wave length of
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1.744A and 1.800A. The intensity with the wave length
of 1.744A is weakened for a more negative contribution
to the real part of the scattering factor of Fe atom. As the
result of the analysis, we conclude that the diffuse
scattering which has trigonal symmetry is observed as the
convolution of the diffuse scattering originated from the
short range order of Fe atoms, which has a hexagonal
symmetry, and the diffuse scattering originated from the
distortion of TiS2 layer. The model of Fe atom
arrangement and the average displacement of S layer are
obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, several tetrathiafulvalene(TTF) derivatives have

been applied to the fabrication of thin-filmedorganiccharge-
transfer(CT) salt by Langmuir-Blodgett(LB) technique. The
main purpose of these research is to obtain a film exhibiting
fruitful physical properties such as superconductivity. Among
them, the mixed LB film of EDT-TTF(SC, g), and behenicacid
(Fig. 1) gives rise to a stable conductingproperty after a series
of oxidation process with iodine vapor. Through the process,
successive modification of the electrical property appears, i.e.,
insulating brown phase arises just after the exposure to the
iodine vapor and it transforms to conducting puiple phaseafter
annealing at 40°C. XANES spectra of polyiodine show a
sharp resonance peak assigned as 2s-5p(a*) transition and it
exhibits strong polarization dependence allowing the
determination of the molecular orientation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The polarized XANES experiments using synchrotron

radiation were carried out at BL-4C of Photon Factory. The
fluorescence detection technique was performed. A Si(Li) solid
state detector was used for discriminating the fluorescence lines
ofLpj and induced from L, excitation ofiodine. Polarization
dependence of XANES was measured by rotating the sample
with respect to the electrical field vector E.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The normalized resonance intensity on the purple phase

is plotted as a function of 0 as shown in Fig. 2. To determine
the polar tilt angle a of I/ molecular axis quantitatively, we
compare the experimental angulardependence with thecalculated
one on a model of the distribution of the I^'orientation. Figure
2 also shows the geometry of this model, where Ij" molecular
axes are di.stributed with the cylindrically symmetric angle a
around normal. The calculated curves under a=70°, 80° and
90° are shown in Fig. 1. The best agreementbetweenexp)eriment
and the calculation is obtained for a=90° (solid curve).
Therefore, 2D random distribution of Ij" molecular axes in
purple phase is confirmed quantitatively.

We also investigated the annealing effect on the Ij"
orientation by X-ray diffraction and XANES. The diffraction
p>eaks observed in non-annealed film are extremely broad. On
the contrary, the annealed film shows neither degradation nor
deoxidation in the diffraction profile even after six months
later. From such considerations, it is expected that I," axes in
non-annealed film are distributed randomly within ±Aa from
the parallel plane to the substrate. Figure 3 shows polarization
dependence of the resonance peak intensity obtained from both
non-annealed and annealed films together with the result of the
calculation.

The observed polarization dependence of the annealed
film quite agrees with the calculated one under Aa=0°. However,
the polarization dependence of non-annealed film seems to
coincide with that of Aa=20°. Therefore, from the viewpoint
of Ij" orientation, non-annealed film will have a intermediate
distribution between brown to the annealed purple phase. These
results suggest that the annealing is necessary to obtain the
well-ordered and stabilized I,"regularchains, which will promise
highly electrical conductivity.

S c: Q ^S-(CH,),,-CH,

X ^ I"S S S-^s—(ch,),,-ch3

EDT-TTF(SCi8)2

H-C-(Cll,)jo -<

Bclicnic acid

Figure 1. Molecular structures of EDT-TTF(SC,g)2 and
Behenic acid.

Figure 2. The observed resonance peak intensities for
purple phase as a function of incident angle 0
(closed circles). Lines are calculated intensity
variations with 0 as a function of molecular tilt
angle a.

0.0

1-L., polarized XANES
purple phase
annealed at 40°C

Calculated Intensity

o=90°

0=80°
0=70°
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Introduction

In recent years, remarkable improvement of tlie growth
technique on the III-V semiconductor superlattices opens
the way of the device application Since shallow junction
of the semiconductor devices is sensitive to the surface or

interface condition, it becomes important to study the
surface and/or interface structure of materials. The

measurement of the crystal truncation rod (CTR) is a
powerful tool to investigate the surface structure
indestructively. Generally, it is difficult to adapt this
measurement to the investigation of the interface
structure. Hashizume et aL reported the interfacial
structure in CaF2 fdms systematically.U Our aim of
this study is to study the interfacial structure of
semiconductor films in detail using high quality
heterostructure.

Experimental

Samples used in this experiment were grown by MBE

In^ 103^) qAs/GsAs
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(HHO)

(b)

Fig.l Intensity contour maps from (a)
Ino. iGao.pAs/GaAs and (b) lno.2Gao.8As/Gs
heterostructure.
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method. Backpressure of the chamber shrouded by liquid-
N2 wasbetter than Ix 10" ^^orr. Gallium arsenide (001)
wafer within a miscut of 0.5 degree used as a substrate.
The substrate was degreased and etched by the 1:6:50
H2S04:H202:H20 solution. Dipped in ISMOhm
deionized water, the wafer was covered by the oxide film.
After these treatments, the wafer was soldered onto the

Mo holder. Heating up to about 520°C in As-rich
atmosphere in the growth chamber, sharp streak line was
found, suggesting that the atomically smooth surface was
obtained within the coherence length of the electron beam
(several hundreds of angstrom). Indium content of the
film was estimated by the flux.measured using a nude-
type Bayerd-Alpert (B-A) gauge. Thickness of the
lni.xGa;[As (0.05^x^0.20) film was about lOOOA.
Fundamental characterization was performed by using of a
conventional X-ray source.^ The measurements ofcrystal
truncation rod were earned out through the 4-circle
diffractometer at BL-4C. The wavelength of the radiation
was I.200A.

Results and Discussion

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the intensity contour maps
from Ino. iGao.gAs/GaAs and lno.2Gao gAs/GaAs
heterostructures. Clear truncation rods are seen in both

figures. The truncation rod of the Ino.iGag 9As/GaAs
sample is somewhat sharper than that of
Ino.iG^O.sAs/GaAs, suggesting that the interface
stnicture of Ino. iGao.pAs/GaAs is better than that of
lno.2Gao.8As/GaAs. From the characterization in our
laboratory, the lno.2Gao.8As film possessed the lattice
parameter near its bulk value, suggesting that this film
was of 'firee-standing' from the substrate. In other words,
the interface of lno.2Gao.8As/GaAs is expected to be
ratlier deteriorated than that of Ino. iGao.gAs/GaAs.
Analyzing these maps and the CTR integrated intensity,
we plan to determine the interface structure of the
Inj^xGa^^As/GaAs system.
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Recently microcr)'stalline phase distributed in
amorphous SiO^ film on a Si(OOl) wafer was discovered
by X-ray diffraction study i.2.3). Lots of important
information was obtained throughout the analysis of the
X-ray CTR scattering emanating from 111 Bragg point
along the direction normal to the (001) surface. Tlie
results are summarized as follows.

1) Tliere are many crystallites of a pseudo-
cristobalite structure in amorphous Si02 thin film on
Si(OOl) wafers grown at 960-1000^10 under dry-O^ and
wet-O^ atmosphere.

2) An epitaxial relationship is maintained between
the crystallites and the Si(OOl) surface.

3) Tlie distribution of the crystallites is described by
an exponential-decay function of the distance z from the
SiOj/Si interface; the coverage of the crystallites is about
10% at the interface, and it drops to about half and
gradually decreases with increasing the distance2 from the
interface.

\Vfe extended our research to various samples on

which were oxidized under different conditions: i) oxidized

at 650^ under the atmosphere of a mixture of and

molecules (so called oxidation): ii) oxidized at 650X)

under the atmosphere of afterglow of microwaveglasma of
2.45GHz (abbreviated as AGMP oxidation). X-ray CTR
scattering was measured at BL-4C and bA^.

Figure 1 shows the integrated intensity of 11/ CTR
scattering of O^, AGMP, and dry-O^ oxidations.
Giaracteristic peaks around / ~ 0.45 are seen in dry-O^
oxidation sample which are the evidence of the crystallites
in the SiO^ phase. Tliey are also recognized in the
oxidation sample although the peak intensity is fairly low
compared with that of the dry-O^ sample. On the other
hand, only a small hump is detected in the AGMP
oxidation sample. The present result indicates that the
microcrystalline phase having the same structureexists in
various oxidized Si thin-films. Least squares fitting
analysis was performed by using the same structure model
which was used in the previous study 2). The solid curves
in the figure 1 are calculated intensities by using these
parameters.

Tlie refined distribution function p (z) indicates that

the crystallites hardly exist and are concentrated only at the

interface (around z ~ 1) in AGMP oxidation sample. Even
in the case of the oxidation, the probability of finding

the crystallites is not so high, compared with that of the
dry-O^ oxidation sample. Authors think that such a trend
certainly reflects the growth condition and stability of the
CTystallites, and is strongly correlated with the
microscopic oxidation mechanism.

Interface roughness parameter <Az^> was renncd as
0.10(1), 0.16(1), 0.18(3) for the dry-O^, O3, and AGMP
samples, respectively. Tlie refined values of < Az^> for O,

oxidation is rather small, indicating that the interface is
atomically flat compared with other oxidations. It provides
us another information to deduce the oxidation process of

Si(OOl) wafers. Si atoms on the surface would be
continuously oxidized at a kink or a step edge at the
Si02/Si(001) interface. As the result, the interface should
become smooth or be kept smooth. For the case of O3 and
AGMP oxidations, however, oxidation might occur

randomly at any places without selecting particular
oxidation sites, since the oxidizing species are very active
and promote the oxidation reaction at the interface much
higher than the case of oxidation. This is the reason

why the interface becomes rough.
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Fig. 1. Integrated intensity of CTR scatteringaround the
111 Bragg point along the line perpendicular to the
Si(OOl) surface.
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Introduction

Water is photochemically oxidized in an oxygen
evolving center (OEC) consisting of four Mn atoms
that assemble to form a tetranuclear cluster.
This Mn-cluster cycles through four stable redox-
states denoted as Si-states (i = 0-3) with Si as
dark adapted state. Absorption of a photon
advances S-state by one step to release molecular
oxygen coupled with S3 to So transition (1). In
addition to Mn as a catalyst for water oxidation,
the normal cycling of the S-states requires Ca as
an indispensable cofactor. In the Ca-depleted
OEC, not only functional but also structural
properties of the Mn-cluster has been assumed to
be modified (2,3). One of the most promising way
of a direct detection of the electronic state of
the Mn-cluster is X-ray absorption spectroscopy
for Mn ions. Recently we have succeeded in
measuring X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) spectra of the Mn-cluster in highly
diluted sample concentration, which enable us to
monitor the Mn-cluster in every intermediate S-
state that can be effected only by flash
illumination at physiological temperatures (4).
In this report, we characterized the Mn-cluster
in the Ca-depleted OEC by means of flash induced
XANES spectroscopy (5).

Experimental
PSII membranes capable of O2 evolution were
prepared from spinach, suspended in 400 mM
sucrose, 20 mM NaCl, 40 mM Mes-NaOH (pH 6.5) at |
4.0 mg chlorophyll(Chl)/ral, and relaxed in f
darkness for 6 hs at 0 *C (2). A functional Ca I
was depleted by the low-pH treatment (2), and |
psuspended in the same buffer supplemented with S
0.5 mM EDTA at 5.7 mg Chl/ral. A 16-18 //I
aliquot of the samples mounted in a sample holder
were excited with a series of saturating Nd-Yag
laser flash with an interval of 1 sec or with
continuous light for 1 min, and then were
immediately cooled to 77 K in liquid N2. Mn K-
edge spectra were measured by fluorescence
detection mode at the Photon Factory of National
Laboratory for High Energy Physics under
dedicated condition (350-280 mA, 2.5 GeV) as
described (4). Fluorescence X-ray was detected
with a modified Si(Li) solid-state detector
placed 1.0 cm away from the sample. Energy
calibration was done by using the pre-edge peak
at 6543.3 eV of the KMn04 measured before and
after recording of the sample spectra. For each
spectra, seven to ten scans were averaged.
Processing of the data was carried out with IGOR
software (Lake Oswego, OR).

Results and Discussion

Fig. lA shows the XANES spectra of the Ca-
depleted OEC after 0 to 3 flashes and continuous
illumination. Data points presented in the
spectra indicate that the quality of measurement
is high enough for resolving the Mn K-edge energy
as expressed by half-height energy, even though
the sample concentration (ca.l20 fxH Mn) was
remarkably low. In Fig. IB, shows the flash
number dependence of the half-height energy of Mn
K-edge. The data obtained in our previous study

in the non-treated control OEC (4) is also
presented in fig.IB (open circles). The K-edge
energy of Si-state was found at 6550.2 eV, which
was considerably lower than that of the normal
Si-state at 6551.7 eV. The K-edge down-shift of
1.5 eV induced by Ca-depletion may not be caused
by the change of the oxidation state of the Mn-
cluster since the repletion of Ca restores the
normal K-edge energy in the dark (2). The K-edge
energy was upshifted by 1.0 eV after the 1st
flash, indicating the oxidation of Mn(III) to Mn
(IV), but did not show period four oscillation as
opposed to the normal OEC. After 2nd and 3rd
flash, the K-edge energy was furthermore
upshifted, and then reached a saturation level
after continuous illumination where the K-edge
energy was higher by 0.9 eV than that after the
1st flash. The results indicate that the Mn-
cluster and/or its direct ligand could be
oxidized up to two electrons but further events
are blocked in the Ca-depleted OEC.

6.S< S.S6 6.5B

Photon Enerzv/kcV

6 J /

CaKlcpIeied PSII

0 I 2 3 4 5 ^ CL
Flash itutnber

Fig.l A)XANES spectra of Ca-depleted OEC after a
series of flashes and continuous illumination.
B)Flash number dependent change of Mn K-edge
energy of Ca-depleted (A) and control (O) OEC.
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INTRODUCnON
Heme proteins, which contain the heme (Fe-proto-

porphyrin IX) as a prosthetic group, exhibit a variety of
biological functions such as oxygen carrying, oxidoreductase
activities, and electron transfer. Since the common active
site, heme, acts as the reaction center of such diverse
functions of heme proteins, thorough understanding of the
electronic and/or structural features around the heme iron is
important for proving insight into its active structure, and
therefore its function.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy, with synchrotron
radiation, is a powerful technique for high-re.solution studies
of metal binding sites in proteins because a specific metal
serves as a probe in a large molecular system. The
spectroscopy gives information on the local structure around
the metal binding site, being sensitive to short range order in
atomic arrangements. Recently, this technique has been used
for the study of heme proteins in the solution state, especially
for determining the local structure around the heme iron.

We report here the fluorescence XAFS studies of heme
proteins such as myoglobin (Mb), horseradish peroxidase
(HRP), and cytochrome P450 (P450) in ferric (Fe^"*") state,
and clarify the structural characteristics of these heme
proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The concentration of the proteins for XAFS measurement

was 2-5 mM. The experiments were carried out at BL-4C
station of the Photon Factory, KEK operating at 2.5 GeV and
250-300 mA. The spectra were obtained by using a solid
state detector with employment of sagittally bent crystal
monochromator. Details for the measurements have been
reported elsewhere [1]. Each sample was mounted on the
cooling head of the cryostat and cooled down to 80 K with a
close cycle helium refngerator. 5-15 single scan spectra were
accumlated for final spectrum.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) XANES study of ferric high-spin heme proteins
In Figure 1, the Fe-K edge XANES spectra are compared

for the ferric high-spin forms of three kinds of Mb (Mb,
cyanogen bromide-modified Mb (BrCN-Mb), Aplysia Mb),
and HRP. In these spectra, a ls-3d transition at 7112 eV
(pre-edge, P) and some fine structures A, Ci, C2, and D,
which have been denoted by Bianconi and his co-workers
[2], are observed. Since the peak P has been ascribed to a
forbidden transition, its intensity is sensitive to the site
symmetry of the heme iron. The peak intensity is in order Mb
< Aplysia Mb < BrCN-Mb and this assymmetric nature
around the heme iron is responsible for water molecule at the
iron sixth ligation site; the iron sixth site of Mb is occupied by
a water molecule as was manifested by the X-ray
crystallography [3], whereas the water molecule is absent for
BrCN-Mb, as was clarified by 'H-NMR studies [4].
Furthermore, the Ci peak diminishes in the spectrum of the
five-coordinated BiGN-Mb, while it is clearly observed at
7130 eV in that of the six-coordinated Mb. These spectro-
scopic features may be reasonable becau.se the peak Ci has
been assigned to the scattering of the photoelectron from the
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axial ligands along the heme normal direction. Therefore, the
spectral features, in particular the intensities of the pre-edge P
peak and the fine structure Ci at the K-edge absorption, .serve
as a sensitive probe for the iron six-coordination structure;
intense P and weak Ci correspond to five-coordinated iron,
while weak P and intense Ci to six-coordination. Comparing
the XANES spectrum of HRP with those of three Mbs, we
suggested that the water molecule is absent at the sixth site of
HRP.

2) EXAFS and XANES studies of cytochrome P450nor
While P450 is usually monooxygenase that oxidizes

lipophilic organic substances, P450nor from Fusarium
Oxysporum acts as a nitric oxide (NO) reductase [5]. This
unusual catalytic activity of P450nor should be caused by the
structural characteristics around the heme iron, and we have
been examining EXAFS and XANES spectroscopy of the
P450nor. Preliminary data showed that, in the case of
P45()nor, the distance between Fe and sulfur atom, which is
the fifth ligand of the heme iron of P450, is shorter than usual
P450s and this feature would be important for the function of
P450nor.
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Figure I. Fe K XANES spectra of hemoprolcins in a ferric high-spin
stale at 80 K: (A) Mb, (B) Aplysia Mb. (C) BrCN-Mb. (D) HRP.
Sample conditions were shown in Materials and Methods. The spectral
characteristics (P. A. C,. D. and Cj) were denoted according to Bianconi
et al. All of the spectra were normalised on the basis of integration of
the absorption from 7100 to 7190 eV
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Of the physical properties of
quenched pure copper, several incon
sistencies and lack of reproducibility

have been reported, because experimen

tal investigations have proved to be
difficult as a result of the small

sizes of clusters in quenched state .

X-ray diffuse scattering methods
are capable of providing detailed
information on small clustered defects

when scattering models are available.
In this study, we have measured X-

ray diffuse scattering and detected
small vacancy clusters and dislocation
loops in quenched pure copper crystals.

The specimens of single crystal
plates of 5x7x0.2 mm in size with their
surfaces parallel to the (111) crystal-
lographic plane were spark-cut out of
single crystal rods (nominal purity
99 .9999%)purchased from Nippon Kogyo

Limited. Specimens were quenched from
1040 C to 4 C in atmosphere of hydro

gen and argon gases.

X-ray diffuse scattering experi
ments were performed on a Huber 5020.4

As quenched

0.62
0.62

Annealed at[111]

1.38 F.

[211] 1.38

four circle diffractometer at room

temperature installed at BL-4C. A

wavelength of 0.15405 nm ( correspond

ing to CuKa^) was selected by the
double crystal Si 111 monochrometer.

Diffuse scattering intensities near

the (111) reflection were shown in

Figs. 1(a), (b) and (c) for as quenched

and successively annealed at 200 C and

400 C, respectively.

A small and sharp subpeak with a

temperature diffuse scattering (TDS)

was appeared on the inner side toward

the origin along the 111 reciprocal

lattice shown as the s region in the

Figs. The detailed intensities of the
peak in s region were shown in Figs.

2(a),(b). The corresponding peak was

also observed near the 222 reflection.

The peak was disappeared after anneal
ing at 400 C. The peak is due to a

scattering from vacancy type disloca

tion loops of 0.1 nm in radius, associ

ated with a "caustics scattering" [1].
Ref. [1] : P. Ehrhart, H. Trinkaus and

B.C. Larson : Phys. Rev. B25 (1982)834.

:: Annealed at 400 C

^ 0.62

1.38 0.62

Fig. 1. Diffuse scattering near(lll) reflection of the quenched (a),
annealed at 200 C (b) and at 400 C (c).

(a)
0.75

0.75

(b)^-
0.76

0.76 0.76
0.76

Fig. 2. Diffuse scattering at s region (subpeak) near(lll) reflection
of the quenched (a), annealed at 200 C (b) and at 400 C (c).
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INTRODUCTION
Chalcopyrite CulnSe2 is one of the promising

materials for highly efficient solar cells.') In order to
optimize the performance for a solar cell, it is essential to
control the optical properties. The band gap energy, which
is one of the most important parameters for the application, is
not only the function of atomic compositions but also the
function of the degree of the cation order.2) In the
(Cu,ln)Se2 system, the ratio of Cu to In contents (Cu/In
ratio) may influence the crystal structure, such as the chemical
order in the arrangement of Cu and In, because Cu/ln ratio
directly affects the charge balance in the crystal.

We have investigated the local structure in the
(Cu,ln)Se2 system by the measurement of extended X-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS). EXAFS provides direct
information on the local structure around the absorber atoms,
thereby allowing the determination of the Cu-Se bond length
(rCu-Se) and the In-Se bond length (nn-Se) independently.
The short range order in the crystals is discussed in terms of
the u-values estimated from the experimentally-obtained bond
lengths and the lattice parameters.

EXPERIMENTAL

Crystal ingots of (Cu,ln)Se2 were ground into fine
powders for the measurements of X-ray diffraction and
EXAFS. X-ray diffraction patterns have shown that the
crystals have the chalcopyrite structure with the Cu/In ratios
ranging from 0.75 to 1.1. The EXAFS measurements were
performed at the beamline BL4C. The white X-ray beam was
monochromated by a Si (111) double-crystal
monochromator. Intensities of incident and transmitted X-ray
beams were measured by ionization chambers filled with
nitrogen and argon gases, resp>ectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The obtained EXAFS oscillation of the nearest

neighbour (NN) shell contribution was fitted to the calculated
curve in the k-space with variable bond lengths and Debye-
Waller factors. The obtained bond lengths t^e their minima
in the vicinity of Cu/In=0.95 and increase in the In-rich and
in the Cu-rich regions.

In the chalcopyrite structure, the positions of the
constituent atoms are specified by the lattice parameters, a, c,
and the Se position parameter u.^) The bondlengths between
the NN atoms are given by using these structural parameters
as.

and
rCu-Se=[a^(u^+( l/4)2)-»-(c/8)2j '/2

nn-Se=[(l/2-u)2a2-^(a/4)2-h(c/8)2]l/2.

Since the values of rcu-Se and rin-Se were experimentally
given, we can evaluate the u-value in terms of these formulas.
Here, we denote the u-values evaluated from the expierimental
rcu-Se and rin-Se values as ucu-Seand uin-Se. respectively. In
the chalcopyrite structure, the relation u=ucu-Se=uin-Se must
be satisfied. The obtained u-values change with the Cu/In
ratio as shown in Fig. 1. In the sample with the Cu/ln ratio
of 0.96, the ucu-Se and the uin-Sc values are in agreement
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with each other within experimental errors, indicating that
these structural parameters satisfy the condition for the
chalcopyrite structure. On the other hand, the separation
between ucu-Se and uin-Se (Au=lucu-Sc-uin-Sel) increases as
the Cu/ln ratio deviates from 0.96. SinceX-raydiffraction
shows that all the samples are nominally of chalcopyrite
phase, Au is considered to reflect a change in the atomic
arrangement in the short range order. The Cu/In-ratio
dependence of Au indicates the deviation of the short range

order from that in the chalcopyritestructure with deviating the
Cu/In ratio from 0.96.

In a highly unstoichiometric composition such as
Cu/ln=0.75, large cation disorder can be expected, leading to
the large value of Au. In the Cu-rich region, an anomaly in

the crystal structure is observed not only in the Au-value, but
also in the lattice parameters. These anomalous features in
the crystal structure are consistent with the Cu2Se-ln2Se3
phase diagram''), which shows that thedeviation of the Cu/ln
ratio from unity is favorable for the growth of the disorder
phase.

0.226 (Cu,ln)Se

0.225
Cu-Se

0.224

0.223

0.222

0.221

0.220

0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10

Cu/ln

Fig. 1 The Se position parameter u estimated from rcu-Se
(circles) and from rin-Sc (squares) vs. the nominal Cu/In ratio.
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AspAT catalyzes the reversible transamination reaction.
The pyridoxal 5'-phosphate(PLP) takes up the a-amino
group of amino acid to give pyridoxamine 5'-phosphate
(PMP) and keto acid. X-ray crystallographic studies on
E.coli AspAT showed the positions of the active site
residues of E.coli AspAT were virtually identical with
those of the animal AspATs. In the active site of all
these AspATs, the carboxylate of Asp222 makes a
strong ionic interaction with N1 of PLP. Hence it has
been postulated that the negative charge of Asp222
would stabilize the positive charge at N1 of PLP to
enhance the function of PLP as an "electron sink"

through enzyme catalysis.

Expcrinicntai
Asp222 of E.coli AspAT was replaced by Glu, or Ala
by site-directed mutagenesis. Crystals were grown from
30-50% saturated ammonium sulfate at pH 7.0, 20°C by
the hanging drop vapor diffusion method. All mutant
crystals were isomorphous with those of the wild-type
crystals in space group C2221. The intensity data were
recorded on a Imaging Plate with a screenless
Weissenberg camera, and were processed using
program WEIS. The structures were refined using the
coordinates of the wild-type enzyme determined at
1.8A resolution as a starting model by XPLOR, with
manual rebuilding by TOM/FRODO.

Result sand Discussion

The mutation Asp222-*Glu (D222E) retains the
carboxylate but introduces one additional methylene
group into the side chain. The side chain of Glu222 of
D222E occupies the same position as that of Asp222 in
the wild-type enzyme by excluding one water molecule.
The carboxylate of Glu222 is situated within a distance
to interact with N1 of PLP.

The mutation Asp222-»Ala results in the lo.ss of the
negative charge. The mutated residue, Ala222, is
located at the same position as that of Asp222 of the
wild type enzyme. The smaller side chain of Ala222
than that of Asp222 leaves a space that is filled by two
water molecules. One water molecule is positioned to
make hydrogen bonds with NI of PLP, Ne2 of Hisl43
and the other water molecule. The pyridine ring of
PLP slightly changes its orientation, and the
interactions between PLP and the active site residues

are different from those of the wild-type enzyme.
We reconstituted the mutant enzyme D222A with the
coenzyme analogue, NI-methylated PLP (N-MePLP),
which has a fixed positive charge at NI of PLP. The
Schiff base between Lys258 and N-MePLP is cleaved
and the orientation of the pyridine ring of N-MePLP is
considerably different from that of PLP in the wild-
type enzyme. The phosphate group is fixed but the
pyridine ring of N-MePLP tilts by 8° toward Trpl4()
and rotates about 30" around an axis perpendicular to
the pyridine ring relative to that of PLP in wild-type

enzyme(Fig.l). The methyl group on NI is surrounded
by neutral and hydrophobic amino acid. In spite of the
reorientation of N-MePLP, the arrangements of the
catalytic important residues Tyr225 and Asnl94 around
N-MePLP are quite similar to those in the wild-type

, ^

Fig.l. Active Site structure of D222A(N-MePLP)

The measurement of activity shows that the replacement
of Asp222 by Ala leads to a pronounced decrease in the
reactivity of PLP form with aspartate. On the other
hand, D222E still retained as high as 10% of the
catalytic activity in the reaction of PLP form with
aspartate, and that in the reaction of the PMP form with
2-oxoglutarate was even higher than that of the wild-
type enzyme. These findings indicate that the negative
charge at position 222 is required for the catalysis of
AspAT with amino acid substrate.

The structure of the mutant D222E with 2-MeAsp is
very similar to that of wild-type enzyme, and the
carboxylate of Glu222 is positioned at a distance that
permit it to have a strong ionic interaction with NI of
PLP. Therefore, this mutation does not have large
effect on the catalytic activity.

The activity of D222A for aspartate was decreased to
less than 0.1% of the wild-type enzyme. In D222A, NI
of PLP interacts with a new water molecule instead of

the carboxylate of Asp222, and 03 of PLP is not within
a distance interacting with Tyr225 and Asnl94, which
might be caused by the absence of a negative charge at
03.

The activity of D222A(N-MePLP) was increased by
some lO-fold compared with that of the PLP form.
This will be due to the effect of the positive charge at
NI of N-MePLP on the electron-withdrawing ability of
PLP. X-ray crystallographic study suggests that the
coenzyme analogue is not held in a proper orientation
within the active site of D222A(N-MePLP). This may
account for the finding that the catalytic activity was
recovered only partially by the reconstitution of D222A
with N-MePLP. These results fully support the
following postulated role of Asp222; the negative
charge of Asp222 stabilizes the positive charge at NI of
PLP and thereby enhances the function of PLP as an
electron sink.
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Two electron transport systems are
known in liver microsomes. Each system
contains a flavoprotein reductase,
NADPH-cytochrome P-450 reductase and
NADH-cytochrome bs reductase. NADH-
cytochrorae hs reductase {b5R, EC
1.6.2.2) is an amphipathic membrane-
bound flavoprotein containing a large,
hydrophilic catalytic domain and a
smaller, hydrophobic membrane-binding
segment.

The crystals of the hydrophilic,
catalytic domain of bSR belong to the
orthorhombic, space group P2i2i2iwith
unit cell dimensions of a =86.9,
b =73.1, c =4 8 . 9A . Here we report the
crystal structure of this catalytic
domain of b5R.^'

A part of the data collection was
performed using synchrotron radiation
(wavelength l.OOA). A screenless
Weissenberg camera was used with a
0.1mm aperture collimator and
cylindrical cassette of 286.5mm radius
filled with the helium gas. The
diffraction intensities were recorded

on a imaging plate (Fuji Photo Film).
The intensity data were processed using
the WEIS program. The total oscillation
range of 96.6° was covered with 16
serial Weissenberg photographs in a
range of 6.6° oscillation.

The structure of b5R has been

initially determined at 2.5A resolution
by the multiple isoraorphous replacement
method followed by the solvent-
flattening and the partial model
structuring. Table 1 shows refined
heavy atom parameters. Reflections at
2.lA resolution were used in simulated
annealing and restrained least-square
refinement methods. Based on 15,457
independent reflections between 5.0 and
2 . lA resolution, the present R -factorof
25.7% was obtained with a model obeying
standard geometry within 0.016A in bond
lengths and 3.6° in bond angles.

The model includes the flavin-

adenine dinucleotide (FAD) prosthetic
group and the polypeptide chain from
residue 3 through the carboxyl terminal
at residue 271 and is composed of two
domains, FAD binding domain and NADH
domain.(Fig. 1) The first two residues
are not visible in the electron density
map. The FAD binding domain, from Pro3
to Glyll7, has an antiparallel p barrel
core and single a helix for binding the
pyrophosphate of FAD. The NADH domain,
from LeullS to Phe271, consists of

four-stranded parallel P sheet, five
surrounding a helices and two-stranded
antiparallel P sheet which connects two
domains. Structural motif of the NADH

domain is Rossmann-fold widely observed
in nucleotide binding proteins.

We thank Prof. N. Sakabe and Dr. A.

Nakagawa of the Photon Factory.

Table 1. Refined heavy atom parameters.

No. of

refs .

No . of

sites
F„/R+

Hgl 9, 292 3 2 . 60

Hg2 8, 503 3 2 .54

Au 7,743 1 2 .14

Ir 8,106 2 1.06

Tb 8,266 2 1.09

Pt 8,106 1 0.49

f.o.m.

Calculations were made for a resolution
range of 25 to 2.5A
+F^/R, "phasing power".
§f.o.m., figure of merit.

Figure 1. Ribbon diagram of b5R. FAD is
represented by ball and stick model.
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J. Biol. Chem. 262, 24, 11801-11802
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L-lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) [EC 1.
1.1. 27] from Bifidobacteriurn longum is
an allosteric and shows sigmoidal kinetics
for pyruvate. The enzyme is activated by
fructose 1,6-bisphosphate. Bifidobacteri
urn longum LDH (BLLDH) is one of these
FBP-dependent LDHs. The kinetic behav
ior of the enzyme can be well explained in
terms of an equilibrium between two
states; the R-state with high substrate
affinity and the T-state that has practically
no substrate affinity. Here we report a
regular 1:1 complex of two allosteric states
in the single crystal of BLLDH.

Crystals were obtained by the hanging-
drop vapor diffusion method [1]. The
precipitant solution in the reservoir was
18-20% PEG6000, 50 mM 2-iN-
morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid-NaOH
buffer (pH 6.5), 2.5 mM NADH, 2.5 mM
oxamate and 0.5 mM FBP. Precession
photographs showed that the crystals
belong to the orthorhombic space group
F222. The cell dimensions of the crystals
are a = 148.4 k, b = 295.9 A and c = 71.0
A. X-ray data were collected at station
BL6A2 in the Photon Factory (^=1.04 A)
using a Weissenberg camera with imaging
plates. We obtained a unique set of
39,445 reflections with a completeness of
96% between 2.5 and lOOA spacing.

A self rotation function analysis
indicated that no local symmetry was
present. A cross rotation and a translation
search using the structure of the T-state
BLLDH as a model showed that two

subunits in an asymmetric unit belong to
two different tetramers which are centered
at the origin and (1/4, 1/4, 1/4),
respectively. The molecular dyads of these
tetramers lie on the crystallographic two
fold axes. The initial model was refined
using program XPLOR. This result
suggests that one subunit in an asymmetric
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unit belongs to the T-state tetramer and the
other to the R-state tetramer (Fig. 1.). The
final R-factor is 0.184.

A comparison of these two structures
within the same crystal lattice and kinetical
characterization of the T-R transition in
solution explain the molecular mechanism
of allosteric activation [2]. The results
show that substrate affinity is controlled by
helix sliding between subunits and reveal
how this is triggered by the binding of the
activator, fructose 1,6-bisphosphate. The
proposed mechanism can explain activation
by chemical modification and mutagenesis,
and also gives a suggestion why the verte
brate counterparts are non-allosteric.

We thank Drs N. Sakabe, K. Sakabe, A.
Nakagawa and N. Watanabe for many helpful
suggestions to the experiments in the photon
factory.

[1] Iwata, S., Yoshida, S. and Ohta, T. (1994) J.
Mol. Biol. in printing.
[2] Iwata, S., Kamata, K., Yoshida, S., Minowa,
T. and Ohta, T. (1994) Nature Structure Biology
1, in printing.

Fig. 1. The crystal packing of the regular 1:1
mixture of the T-state and R-state of BLLDH. The

T-state tetramers (thin lines) are centered at the
origin and its equivalents. The R-state tetramers
(thick lines) are centered at (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and its
equivalents.
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INTRODUCTION

The polyamine contents, which are very important
for pHoIiferationand differentiation of cells, are regulated
by both polyamine biosynthesis and its transport system.
The mechanism of polyamine transport remains unclear,
whereas its biosynthesis has been extensively studied.
This transport system in E. coli has been found to consist
of four protein subunits termed PotA, PotB, PotC and
PotD. The PotD protein is a periplasmic polyamine
binding protein (Mw=38,000) and preferentially binds
spermidine. In order to elucidate this specific binding
mechanism. X-ray analysis has been applied for the
three-dimensional structure determination of the

spermidine-PotD protein complex.

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT

Crystals of the spermidine-PotD protein complex
were obtained in a PEG4,(XX) solution containing
spermidine trihydrochloride at 12®C, using the
sitting drop vapor diffusion method. They grew
within two weeks. A precession photograph (h,
0, 1) showed regular weakness in h=2n-i-l reflec
tions at lower resolution. This suggests that similar
ly oriented protein molecules were packed with
the local translation of 1/2 along a-axis. The crystal
belongs to the monoclinic system, space group P2l
with unit cell dimensions; a=145.6 b=69.1 c=72.8A
6=107.2°. Assuming that the crystal contains four
molecules in an asymmetric unit, the Vm value is
evaluated tobe2.2A'/DaIton. Isomorphous heavy
atom derivatives were prepared by a soaking
method. The diffraction data for a native crystal
were collected at the Weissenberg camera station
(BL6A2) and their intensities were evaluated with
the program package WEIS. The data for derivative
crystals were collected using an automated
oscillation camera system (DIP320) equipped with
a cylindrical Imaging Plate on a rotating anode
generator. The data collection statistics are given
in Table 1.

Heavy atom positions were determined from
difference Patterson and cross Fourier maps. The
major peaks in difference Patterson maps are
overlapped with vectors among the heavy atom
positions in the crystal symmetry and the local
translation symmetry which is almost parallel to
a-axis. The Marker section of difference Patterson

function is shown in Fig. 1.
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Table 1 Data collection statistics

Crystal
Rasol.

(A)
Rmerge

(%)

Total Total

reflections independ.

Native 2.3 6.75 138058 55035

Pt deril 3.0 7.71 35753 12968

Pt deri2 3.0 6.93 43257 16687

Pbderi 3.0 6.85 51053 19029

U deri 3.0 7.21 41109 19156

O o
4 ^

s-

^ • •

Fig. 1 Marker section of the Pb derivative

Heavy atom parameters were refined at 3.0A
resolution. The MIR electron density map allowed
the clear discrimination between the protein and
solvent regions. The solvent flattening technique
was used to improve the quality of the maps. Four
molecules in an asymmetric unit were found to
form two dimers which are related by the trans
lation of 1/2 along the crystallographic a axis. It is
likely that one dimer in an asymmetric unit is
related by a non-crystallographic twofold axis.
Heavy atom parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 MIR heavy atom phasing statistics

Pt deril Pt deri2 Pb deri U deri

Phasing power 1.53 1.48 1.41 1.00
Cullis R factor 0.62 0.65 0.69 0.85

mean figure of merit 0.60

Acknowledgment
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collection and Dr. K. Katayanagi for discussions.
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/9-gaJactosidase (E.C. 3.2.1.23) from Escherichia
coil has a long and distinguished history. It was
instrumental in the development by Jacob and Monod of
the operon model' and today is one of the most commonly
used enzymes in molecular biology. It is one of a variety
of glycosidases that catalyze the degradation of
oligosaccharides. /3-gaJactosidase is a tetramer, MW =
465,412'-' of four identical monomers, each of 1023
amino acids. The minimum association state that is
functional is a tetramer, but higher molecular weight
aggregates also show activity^. Each tetramer contains
four independent active sites , and Mg'"'" is required for
maximal activity. Similar to lysozyme, /3-galactosidase
catalyzes the hydrolysis of /31-4 glycosidic linkages, but
its substrates can be much simpler and include many
colorometric compounds"-'. Our studies at the Photon
Factory have been directed towards the three-dimensional
structure determination of this very large enzyme using
X-ray crystallographic techniques.

Previously, crystals had been obtained of
/3-galactosidase' (space group P2j, a = 107.9A, b =
207.SA, c = 509.9A, b = 94.7°) and native data had
been collected to 2.5A resolution using Professor
Noriyoshi Sakabe's Weissenberg camera designed for
macromoleculaf, crystallography'. In 1993 three heavy
atom derivative data sets were collected on beam line
BL6A2. Data were collected to resolutions ranging
between 3.0-3.5A from crystals treated with
ethyl-mercury thiosalycilate, thallium chlori4e, and a
mercurated galactose analogue using the 860mm radius
Weissenberg cassette. These data sets have been
processed using WEIS'°. Average agreement between
multiply measured reflections (R,ae«iJ ranged between
7.8-8.2% with overall completeness varying between
73-87% for the three data sets.

The positions of the heavy atoms have been
determined through difference Patterson methods and
were used to calculate an initial multiple isomorphous
replacement (MIR) map at 5A resolution. The map
showed that the monoclinic crystals of /3-galactosidase
contain four independent tetramers within the asymmetric
unit, consistent with previous analysis of the native
Patterson function. Using the non-crystallographic
symmetry, the MIR phases were refined and the
resolution was extended to 3.5A. The resulting 3.5A
electron density map was of exceptionally high quality
and allowed the complete atomic structure of the enzyme
to be determined. The current model includes 131,248
protein atoms and has been partially refined using the
TNT package of programs'. It exihibits excellent
geometry (rms bonds = 0.013A, rms angles = 2.3°)
with an overall R-factor of 21.3% to 2.5A.

The resultant model shows that /3-galactosidase is
a tetramer with 222 point symmetry, consistent with
previous genetic and biochemical studies. Each monomer
consists of five essentially-independent domains. Four of
these domains have a topology previously observed, but
the fifth domain appears to represent a novel fold. The
key catalytic-site residues identified biochemically, are
located in a pocket formed from loops connecting the
C-lerminal ends of /3-strands to surrounding a-helices in
an or//3 barrel, consistent with the location of active sites
on other a//3 barrel enzymes. The presence of a Mg'"*^
bound at the active site has been confirmed. This metal
ion may have a direct role in the catalytic mechanism.

The successful structure determination for
^-galactosidase represents the longest polypeptide chain
for which an atomic resolution structure is available, and
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demonstrates that with the use of synchrotron radiation
three-dimensional structures of extremely large
macromolecules may be determined. Our plans for future
studies at the Photon Factory includedata collection from
enzyme/substrate-analogue complexes of /3-galactosidase
to analyze the catalytic mechanism of this glycosidase.
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Figure 1: Ribbon diagram of a /S-galactosidase monomer
as drawn with MOLSCRIPT".
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Glucose dehydrogenase (EC. 1.1.1.47) from
Bacillus megaterium is letrameric enzyme with four
idential subunits. Each monomer consists of 261 amino

acids with Mr=28200'\ The enzyme is inactivated in
alkaline solution and is stabilized by the addition of
NaCl. The inactivation is due to the reversible

dissociation of the tetramer into inactive monomers. We

have obtained 7 kinds of stability-increasing mutant
enzymes by single amino acid substitution^^ The amino
acid substitution in them must have much information

about the role of these amino acid residues in the

stabilization of the intersubunit interaction and/or tertiary
structure of the protomen In order to elucidate the
mechanism of increasing stability, we started the X-ray
crystallographic structure analysis of this enzyme.

Glucose dehydrogenase (GlcDH) was purified
according to the procedure of Nagao et al}'> from
Escherichia coll KP3998 cells horbouring the over-
expression plasmid pGDA2, a hybrid plasmid containing a
glucose dehydrogenase gene from B. megaterium rWG3,

The crystal suitable for the X-ray analysis were
obtained from solutions of PEG2000 at 21°C by vapor
diffusion by the hanging drop method, followed by the
microseeding technique. The best crystals were obtained

by mixing SpJ of a protein stock solution containing
lOmg/ml GlcDH and 40mM sodium phosphate buffer
with 5|il of a resCTvour solution of 28% PEG20(X), 4mM
NAD, 0.05% sodium azide and 40mM sodium phosphate.
The Cryatals developed of size up to 0.2x0.2x1.2 (mm)
within one month.

The cryatals belong to the monoclinic, space group
C2 with unit cell dimensions of a=119.57A, b=66.05A,
c=120.83A and (i=93.050.

The diffraction data for native crystals were
collected on Weissenberg camera^^ (BL6A2) at Photon
Factory with the imaging plates as a detector. The latent
image on the imaging plates were digitized on a Fuji-Film
BAIOO scanner and processed with program WEIS'*) to
evaluate integrated intensities. The experimental
conditions and statistics for intensity data are summerized
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Presently, two heavy-atom derivatives (Pt, Hg)

have been identified, and their binding sites were
comfirmed by6A resolution data. Futher data colletion of
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these heavy-atom derivatives are in progress.

Thblel

Experimental conditions for data collection

Size of crystal(mm) 0.2x0.2x1.2 0.2x0.2x1.2

Rotalbn axis c Q 1 r*
Cl t w

Wavelength(A) 1.0 1.0

Radius of cassette(mm) 429.7 429.7

Oscillation angle4rame(deg) 5.5 4.4

Rotatton spGed(deg/sec) 2.0 2.0

Cuopling Const(deg/mm) 2.2 2.5

No. of osdaH'on 5 5

Exposure time/1rame(sec) 29.0 29.0

No. of omaging plates used 36 46

Thble2

Statistics for intensity data

RGSoIution iimit(A)
No. of observed reflections

No. of independent reflect'ions
Rmerge (%)

1.9

203748

51536

5.90
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Introduction:

Discovery of Ribozymes (RNA-enzyme), devel

oped a new field of Nucleic Acid study, called as

'Functional Nucleic Acid'. These molecules catalyze

site-specific RNA cleavage and ligation reactions in

living systems. Among the several types of ribozymes,

Ohtsuka and her colaborators succeeded to synthesize

a smallest hammerhead type which is consist of three

RNA chains (Fig.I). To reveal the mechanism of

cleavage reaction, we started an X-ray analysis of this

ribozyme. As crystals obtained as a first example of

ribozymes are very fine needles, synchrotron radiation

is a most effective X-ray source for data collection.

Experimental:

The three RNA chains behave as two rigid molecules

in solution. One is the enzymatic part consist of CL-2

and CL-4 and the other is the substrate part. The

former complex is crystallized by a hanging-drop va

por diffusion method with apiesipitantof MPD. Crys

tals grew up to 0.75 x 0.5 x 0.5 mm3 in size at the mo

ment (Fig.2). X-ray data were coUected at BL 6A2 and

I8B stations using the Weissenberg camera.

Results:

Table 1 shows some experimental conditions and sta

tistics of data obtained, and crystallographic data are

summaried in Table 2. For higher resolution we are try

ing to obtain larger crystals with high quality.

Table 1Data Collection
rotation axis c

wavelength(A) 1.0
nominal resolution limit(A) 4.5

total number of frames 16
total exposure time (s) 2410

number of indepenaent reflections 338
Rmerge (%) 4.57

Rsym (%) 4.92

Table 2 Crystallographic Data

Crystal System Trigonal (3m)
^ace Groiip P321, P3i21 or P3221

Lattice Constants(A) a = b = 53.38, c = 59.44
Volume(A3)

Z

'pACCmrrn

1.467 X 103
6n

mm 5
G

iChGI CL-3

0:^

Cn^ .
CUAGG m

liiii

Fig.l Sequence of hammerhead ribozyme

jilK: •

Fig.2 A crystal of hammerhead ribozyme
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Introduction

Expression of the onipC and the onipF genes
which encode the Escherichia coli outer membrane

proteins, OmpC and OmpF, respectively, is
controlled in a reciprocal manner by the osmolarity

of the growth medium. The expression of ompC is

activated and the expression of onipF is suppressed
at a high osmolarity, and vice versa at a low

osmolarity. Two proteins are involved in this

osmoregulation. A sensor protein EnvZ which is

located in the cytoplasmic membrane senses the
osmolarity outside the cell and translates the signal to
a responsive regulator OmpR by way of

phosphorydation. OmpR binds to the upstream region

of the promoter of onipC and onipF genes, and

regulates the expresson of their genes as a positive
regulator. The two component system of EnvZ-
OrnpR demonstrates one of the simplest signaling

systems of the bacterium for it to adapt to
environmental changes (1).

OmpR undergoes characteristic degradation
during storage, giving smaller fragments. N-terminal

half portion of OmpR (OmpR-N) has a site

phosphorylated by EnvZ. C-tenninal half portion of
OmpR (OmpR-C) has a site responsible for
DNA-binding. The gene encoding OmpR-C was

cloned. OmpR-C was shown to retain the ability to
bind to the OmpR-binding site, and was expected to
have a structure similar to that of the C-tenninal half

portion of OmpR (2). Since OmpR does not have any
distinctive sequence homology with DNA-binding
proteins whose stmctures are already known, a novel
DNA-binding motif is expected. In order to elucidate
the DNA-binding motif of OmpR-C and the

molecular mechanism of osmoregulation, we
crystallized OmpR-C for X-ray crystallography.

Crystallization of OmpR-C was performed as
described in (3). The crystal belongs to the trigonal
space group P3l21 (or P3221) with unit cell

dimensions of a=b=60.4A, c=58.8A and 7=120°.
Crystals grew up to 0.15x0.15x 1.0 mm^ in size.

Exueriinental and Result

We have collected intensity data of native
crystal with synchrotron radiation at wave length of
1.OOA by Weissenberg camera using an imaging
plate as a detector at the BL-6A2 beam line at the
Photon Factory (4). The diffracted image on the

imaging plate was read out by IP reader BAIOO and
intensity data was processed using WEIS
program (5). Total of 9475 reflections at 3A was
collected and merged to independent reflection of
5616, giving the value of merging R 0.0515. Search
of heavy-atom is in progress.

We thank Prof. N. Sakabe and Dr. A

Nakagawa of the Photon Factory, KEK, for their
kind help in intensity data collection.
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The chaperonin is a class of
molecular chaperon that consists of
chaperonin-60 (cpnSO) and chaperonin-10
(cpnlO), and facilitates the folding and
assembly of other proteins with the aid
of ATP'^'. The cpn60 forms a
tetradodecameric oligomer with an
approximate Mr 840,000, which shows a
heptagonal shape from top view. The
cpnlO forms heptameric oligomers and is
co-factor of cpn60. In this study, we
describe the crystallization and the
preliminary characterization of crystals
of chaperonin from a thermophilic
bacterium, Thermus thermophilus^^'' .

Thermus chaperonin has been
cristallized with polyethyleneglycol
4000. Crystals had been obtained so far
in two shapes, plate and hexagonal
prism. The former was the crystal of
holo-chaperonin {cpn60) i4+ {cpnlO) 7,
while the latter that of 50kD fragment
of cpn60.

The crystals of holo-cpn have been
crystallized by the vapor diffusion
method with 6-12%(w/v) polyethylene
glycol 4000, in 25mM Tris-HCl buffer
(pH7.5), at a protein concentration of
60mg/ml. The crystals grew up to an
approxmate size of 0 . 5 X 0.2 X Q . 1mm and
diffracted X-rays to lOA resolution.
This type of crystals has been already
preliminarily characterized by X-ray
diffraction. They belong to the
monoclinic system and space group P2i or
P2.

Because they did not show high
resolution for X-ray diffraction, we
reinvestigated the crystallization
procedures of holo-cpn. The needle-
shaped crystals, which indicate a new

crystal form, were obtained by changing
pH of the bufffer solution 7.5 to 5.5.
In addition, pillar-shaped crystals,
which seem to be also a new crystal
form, grew up to an approxmate size of
0 .3 X 0 .1X0 .05mm in the presence of 5mM
ATP analogue, AMP-PNP. But both of them
were not significantly improved in their
resolution for X-ray diffraction.

In the case of 50kD fragment of
cpn60, we have crystallized trypsinized
50kD fragment so far, and the crystals
have diffracted X-rays to 7A resolution.

Here, we crystallized the 50kD fragment
which was purified from naturally
decomposed holo-cpn. This SOkD fragment
has been crystallized by the vapor
diffusion method in 4-8%{w/v)

polyethyleneglycol 4000, in 25mM Tris-
HCl buffer(pH7.5) , at a protein concent
ration of 60mg/ml. Crystals were
obtained as hexagonal prisms which seem
to be the same as the crystals of
trypsinized SOkD fragment. The crystals
grew up to an approxmate size of 0.8X
0.2X0.2mm. These were less damaged by
X-ray irradiation and the resolution
limit was slightly improved(Fig.1}. The
diffraction pattern indicated they
belong to space group P6322 with the
unit-cell dimensions of a=b=214.7A,
c=184.5k.

We thank Prof. N. Sakabe and Dr. A.

Nakagawa of the Photon Factory.

Fig.l. The crystal of SOkD fragment of
cpn60 (upper) and its oscillation
photograph(lower).
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Introduction

Two groups of the Bowman-Birk type proteinase
inhibitors (abbr. as BBI), I (Mr=14,000) and II
(Mr=7,000), based on their molecular sizes were

isolated from wheat germs by Odani et al. The
amino acid sequence of of 1-2 is shown in Fig. 1,
together with the speculated disulfide bonds. In
order to compare the tertiary structures of groups
of I or II with those of BBI's in leguminous plants
to which I and II are highly homologous, we have
initiated the structural study of 1-2, the major
component of group I. Here the crystal structure
on the complex of 1-2 with bovine p -trypsin at
2.3A resolution is presented.

Experimental
The crystallization of 1-2 and trypsin (1:2)

complex (Mr=60,100) has been described else
where'. X-ray data were collected to 2.3A
resolution using a screenless Weissenberg camera^
at the BL6A2 station. Fuji imaging plates were
digitized'with a Fuji BAIOO analyzer at the Photon
Factory. A total of 23,849 reflections were
obtained, of which 26,375 reflections were

independent,giving the merging R of 0.082.
Structure determination

The structure was determined by the molecular
replacement method using data between 6-3.5A
resolution and the structure of the bovine trypsin
(PDB entry number 4PTP). To determine the

orientation of second trypsin molecule, the
difference Patterson function calculated using the
I Fo-kFc I coefficient where the calculation of Fc

is based on the structure of first trypsin molecule.
The crystallographic R factor is 0.380 at this stage.

The model structure of 1-2 was constructed in the

2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc maps using the Turbo-FRODO
graphics system.^ The a -carbon model of 1-2 is
shown in Fig. 2. The chain tracing from 34 to 50
in the sequential number was still impossible
because the electron densities were very hazy. The
R-factor for the current model which contained

147 water molecules was reduced to 0.204.
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Fig. 1. The speculated structure and the amino
acid sequence of T2.
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Introduction

Heme peroxidases (donor: H2O2 oxidoreductase, EC
1.11.1.7) catalyze the two-electron oxidation of a variety of
compounds as:

AH2 + H2O2 > A 2H2O,
where AH2 represents the compound to be oxidized. A
fungus, Arthromyces ramosus, produces a large amount of
peroxidase extracellularly. A. ramosus peroxidase (ARP) is

a single polypeptide protein of 344 amino acid residues, and
contains one iron protoporphyrin IX as a prosthetic group
and 5 % of carbohydrate. The primary structure of ARP has
been determined from cDNA. Coprinus cinereus peroxidase,
which is identical with ARP in amino acid sequence but

differs in glycosylation, has been characterized by chemical
and spectroscopic methods and by NMR spectroscopy.
Yeast cytochrome c peroxidase (CCP) has been the
peroxidase studied most extensively since the determination
of its high-resolution structure. Very recently the crystal

structure of Hgnin peroxidase (LiP) from Pfianerodmete
chrysosporium was reported.^) We here report the structure
of ARP determined by an X-ray analysis and structural
comparison ofARP with CCP and LiP. '̂

Experimental and Results

Thecrystalsbelongto spacegroup P422j2 witha=b=lA.6
A, and c=117.5 A, and have one molecule per asymmetric
unit.^^ Three (Pt, 1, and Hg) isomorphous heavy-atom
derivatives were prepared by soaking method. High
resolution data were collected at the BL6A2 using
Weissenberg camera for macromolecular crystals.SR-ray
was focused by cylindrical-bended asymmetric cut Si(l 11)
monochromator. The diffraction intensities were recorded on

the imaging plates (40x20 cm), and read out by a Fuji film
BA-100. The intensity data were processed using the WEIS
program system. The data to 1.9 A for the native crystal
and to 2.5 A for thederivative crystals were collected.

The structure was solved by MIR, and refined by the
simulated annealing method. The final R value was 17.4%
for 19,191 reflections with F>2<5p in 7.0-1.9 Aresolution
range. The model includes residues 9 to 344, the heme
group, two V-acetylglucosamine residues, two calcium ions

and 246 water molecules.

ARP has ten major and two short a-helices. The overall

tertiary structure ofARP is similar to that ofCCP^^ and is
particularly similar to that of LiP. Relative to CCP, ARP
and LiP each have an extension of about 40 residues at the

carboxy terminus. All eight cysteine residues in ARP form

disulfide bonds. Two calcium sites are inaccessible to

solvent The proximal heme ligand is Hisl 84. The orient-

Schematic drawing
of ARP

ation of the imidazole ring of the distal histidine residues
(His56) relative to the heme in ARP differs from LiP. The

access channel to the distal side of the heme of ARP is

markedly wider along the heme plane than that of LiP.
We thank Prof. Noriyoshi Sakabe and Dr. Atsushi

Nakagawa for their kind help in the data collection using the
Weissenberg camera.
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Introduction

Serratia protease, an extracellular metalloproteinase
from Serratia sp. E-15, is a single polypeptide of 471
residues with a zinc ion which is essential for proteolytic

activity, and with several Ca^^ ions'\ Its substrate
specificity is somewhat similar to that of thermolysin.
Serratia proteinase is inhibited by plasma ai-macroglobulin

temporarily. The three dimensional structure of serratia
protease has beensolved and refined to 2.0 A resolution.

Experimental
Serratia protease was crystallized as described in

preliminary paper The space group is P2i2i2i with cell
dimensions a = 109.2, b = 150.9, c = 42.6 A. Diffraction
data of native and Sm-derivative crystals were collected on
a screenless Weissenberg camera with Fuji imaging plate at
the BL6A2 station in Photon Factory and then processed

using the WEIS program system Two wavelengths of X-
ray used were 1.000 and 1.283 A that was near absorption
edge of Zn atom. Diffraction data of native crystal at the
wavelength of 1.000 A were treated as "native" data set.
The Zn site was determined at by Bijvoet difference
Patterson map using diffraction data of native crystal at
1.283 A, which were treated as "derivative" data set. Sm
sites were solved by difference Patterson map. Protein
phases at 3.0 A resolution were computed by treating the
phasing as a conventional heavy-atom derivative problem
with the anomalous scattering of Zn and Sm atoms. The
combined phases was improved by solvent flattening
method and extended gradually to 2.5 A. An initial model
was refined using X-PLOR Further cycles of model
rebuilding and refinement were done, and then the phases
were extended to 2.0 A resolution. 217 water molecules
and seven Ca^"^ ions were found on the electron density
map. Current crystallographic R-factor is 0.184 for 38,044

with F>3(7(I> between 8.0 and 2.0 A resolution.

Results

Serratia protease molecule is an elongated ellipsoid of
dimensions 90x45x30 A with a widely deep active site cleft,
and consist of N-terminal and C-terminal domains (Figure).
In addition there is an extended N-terminal tail which

contains an a-helix. N-terminal domain comprises the N-

terminal chain up to residue 251 and contains a five-stranded

antiparallel P-sheet and five a-helices. The catalytic zinc

ion at the bottom of the cleft is liganded by His 176, His 180,
His 186, a water molecule anchored to Glul77 and Tyr2l6 in
a distorted trignal-bipyramidal manner. This domain has a
tertiary structure similar to that of astacin. C-terminal
domain is subdivided into an amino-proximal region from the
residues 252 to 404 and a C-terminal region from the residue

405 to 471. The amino-proximal region has a novel 'P-sheet

coil' structure in which successive P-strands are mainly

wound in a right-handed spiral. The regular P-sheet coil

structure is formed in P-strand 12 to 17, and has a repeated

GGXGXDBLB sequence motif (BLB presents a P-strand

with Leu). Ca^"^ ions are bound between a pair of loops in
the p-sheet coil.

Figure. Structure of serratia protease.

We would like to thank Prof. N. Sakabe and Dr. A.

Nakagawa of Photon Factory, KEK for their kind helping
and suggestions in data collection at Photon Factory.
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INTRODUCTION

An oligo-1,6-giucosidase from Bacillus

cereus ATCC706'1 consists of a single
polypeptide chain of 550 amino acid residues
with a molecular weigtif of 66,010. Tfie crystal

structure of oligo-1,6-glucosidase was
determined by using the synchrotron radiation
source at 3 0 A resolution (1) The improvement
of the structure in resolution and accuracy is
required to discuss tlie hydrolysis mectianism of
a--1,6-glucoside linkage (2) and protein ttiermo-
stabilization (3,4) Here we present the refined
sfructure of oligo-1,6-glucosidase at 2.0 A
resolution

METHODS AND RESULTS

The refinement in this work started with the

initial model of the structure wfiich was solved

at 3.0 A residue by the multiple isomorphous
replacement method. The structure was
refined to a current R-factor of 20.0% after 2

round of the molecular dynamics refinement
program X-PLOR. For the high resolution

structure analysis, two sets of 2.0 A resolution
data were collected at the BLOA^ station with

two native crystals rotated around the C*- and
A-axis, respectively, on a screenless
Weissenberg camera. The data sets were
merged into one set of 47,100 independent
reflections at 2.0 A resolution which had the
92.5% completeness. Refinement with X-PLOR
was continued with gradual increase of
resolution up to 2.0 A. Manual adjustments of
the model were performed with

and/or eleclron density map on

FRODO in advance of the subsequent
refinement.

The final R-factor of 19.6% was obtained

with a model obeying standard geometry within

0 015 A in bond lengltis and 3 1° in bond
angles. The final model consists of all 558

amino acid residues and 221 water molecules

Tfie molecule was subdivided into three

domains (N-terminal domain, subdomain and C-
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terminal domain). The N-terminal domain had
an (Q-/ ^ )g-barrel structure called the TIM-barrel

structure Tfie C-terminal domain was

characterized by a -barrel structure
composed of eight antiparallel -strands, while
the subdomain had a loop-rich structure with a
small Q--helix and a /?-sfieet. The arrangement
of the secondary structural elements is
schematically presented in Fig. 1. Structural
inspection has been underway on the putative

catalytic residues (Asp199, Glu255, Asp329) and
the residues responsible for Ihermostability.

jSubdoma

[N-Domain

[C-DomaIn 1

Fig. 1 A schematic representation of tfie
secondary structure elements of B. cereus oligo-

1,6-glucosldase.
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Introduction

RDV infects systematically rice and wheat
plants and causes stunting or dwarfing of plant
bodies. Tlie virus is an icosahedral double-shelled

particle approximately 700A in diameter (Kimura
& Shikata, 1968: Inoue &Timmins, 1985; Omura
et al., 1989). The capsid outer shell is estimated to
be about 85A thick and the core inner shell 35A
thick (Inoue & Timmins, 1985; Omura et al.,
1989) .The capsid consists of 540 identical
subunits of 46K Mr protein (T=9), and the core
consists of approximately 120 identical subunits of
114K Mr protein (Kano et al., 1990; Omura et al.,
I'.t89). Total molecular weight of the virus is
6.52x10^ (Inoue & Timmins, 1985).

Experimental

TTie virus was crystallized in the cubic space
group 123 with o=789A. If a crystal is taken out of
crystallization solution, it is immediately cracked.
A crystal was kept in a tapered glass capillary
filled with the solution during the diffraction
experiment. Since the crystal moves easily in the
capillary by a large amount of rotation, a setting
shot was not taken. Three data sets have been

processed at 10 A resolution. Orientation of the
crystal was detemiined by searching in ((|)x,(j)y,(j)z)
space.

Results

The particles are situated in 23 special position,
with their icosahedral 2-fold and 3-fold axes

coincident with the crystallographic 2-fold and 3-
fold axes, respectively.

Self rotation functions were calculated at 20A
resolution. The rotation function sections at X=72°
integrated within 1lOA and 60A gave peaks from
each other. The rotation functions suggest that
both of the capsid outer shell and the core inner
shell exhibit icosahedral symmetry, and their

symmetry axes are related to one another by 90°
rotation about a 2-fold axis. Non-icosahedral peaks
arose in a rotation function section of X=90° . We
built two types of double shell model to confirm
the symmetry relation between the outer and the
inner shells. Each model consists of TNV with

T=3 symmetry (the outer shell) and satellite
tobacco necrosis virus (STNV) (Liljas et al, 1982)
with T=1 symmetry
(the inner shell). The icosahedral symmetry axes
of both shells in model A coincide with each other.

Those in the other model B are related by 90°
rotation about 2-fold axis. A rotation function at

^=90° for model B gave the non-icosahedral
peaks. Consequently, the symmetry relation
between the outer and the inner shells of RDV was

confirmed.
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Introduction

a-Amylase is widely distributed in
plants,animals,and microorganisms and
shows varying action patterns depending
on the sources. It catalyzes the
hydrolysis of a-D-(l,4) glucosidic
linkages of starch or related carbo
hydrates ,releasing malto-origosaccha-
rides and glucose. By now,crystal
structures of only a few a-amylases are
known. First was Taka-amylase A from
Aspergillus oryzae,followed by porcine
pancreatic a-amylase,and acid a-amylase
from A.niger. These structure data
showed different pairs of amino acids
being proposed as catalytic residues.
To discriminate between these possi
bilities, we have carried out mutagene-
sis of the active site using B.subtxlis
a-amylase,and showed that the results
favored the assignment from Taka-
amylase''. These results prompted us to
analyze three-dimensional structure of
this enzyme.

Experimental

This a-amylase is from B.subtilis N7,
an N type a-amylase-producing strain
derived from a transformant of B.

subtilis 6160 by the DNA of B.natto
IAM1212. The protein was produced in
the B.subtxlis expression system and
purified.

The crystals of recombinant protein
were grown at 20°C using the hanging-
drop vapor diffusion method. A droplet
of 4 to 5 pi of 10 to 40mg/ml protein
and 20mM CaCl2,buffered with lOmM Tris-
HCl(pH7.5) was mixed with an equal
volume of reservoir solution of 10%
polyethylene glycol 4000 in the same
buffer. Crystals appeared as the
morphology of clusters of thin needles,
which were not suitable for X-ray
diffraction study. Seeding methods were
then used,and crystals glew in some of
the drops as rods rather than needles
with dimensions of about O.lmmxO.lmmx
1.2mm.

Diffraction experiments were carried
out at the beam line BL6A-2 using
Weissenberg camera for macromolecules.
The diffraction intensities were
recorded on the imaging plate(IP),and
digitized with a Fuji BAIOO image
reader. The intensity data were
processed by the WEIS program system
using the Unix version on Silicon
Graphics IRIS. The experimental
conditions were summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Experimental conditions

Wavelength(A) 1.00

Collimator(mm) 0.1

Radius of cassete(mm) 430

Oscillation angle/IP(°) 7.5

Overlap of w(°) 0.5

Coupling constant(°/mm) 1.5

exposed time/IP(sec) 75

Number of IPs 15

The crystals belong to orthorhombic,
space group P2i2i2i,with cell dimen
sions of a=72.2A,b=74.9A, c=116.iA.
Assuming one molecule in the asymme
tric unit,the volume per unit mass,Vm
is 3 . 25A^/dalton,indicating a solvent
content of 62%. The intensity data set
contained a total of 33,441 observa
tions to 3.oA resolution,which reduced
to 10,012 unique reflections with a
merging R-factor of 0.063 on inten
sities .

A search for heavy atom derivatives
has been tried using soaking tech
niques. However,suitable derivatives
have not been obtained so far.

This work is part of a combined
structure-function-mutagenesis app
roach to the study of the catalytic
mechanism of B.subtilis a-amylase.

The preliminary X-ray results were
also reported in reference (2).

We are grateful to Prof.N.Sakabe and
Or.A.Nakagawa for their generous help
with data collection.
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Ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
(Rubisco) catalyzes the initial reaction of the two
competing metabolic pathways of photosynthetic CO2
fixation and photorespiratory carbon oxidation. As a
result, CO2 and O2 compete for the same substrate
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) at the same catalytic
site. Oxygenation of RuBP leads to a decreased net
efficiency of photosynthesis. In order to understand the
catalytic mechanisms and the role of individual residues
during catalysis, a detailed knowledge of the three-
dimensional structure is required. This could pave the
way for site directed mutagenesisexperiments aimed at
suppressing the unwanted side reaction.

The enzyme in eukaryoles and the majority of
prokaryoies is a hexadecamer (L8S8, 550 kD)
composed of eight large, (L, 55 kD) and eight small, (S,
14 kD) polypeptide chains. Despite the obvious
difficulties involved in crystallizing such large
molecules, crystal quality is generally high with crystals
often diffracting to 2 A resolution or beyond. Our
project at the Photon Factory aims at capturing the
highest possible resolution at a high speed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Spinach enzyme

Our initial structure of tliis enzyme is of an activated
quaternary complex with the reaction intermediate
analogue carboxyarabinitol-bisphosphate, CABP
Refinement of the model against data to 1.5 A
resolution collected earlier at the Photon Factory (1) is
completed. About 1400 waters have been included and
the crystallographic R-factor is 0.225 for all reflections
between 7.0 and 1.5 A. The model shows
unambiguously CABP to be in the cis conformation.

The CABP complex mimics one specific step
halfway in the carboxylation reaction mechanism. It is
possible to trap the sugar substrate, RuBP in a complex
which does not turn over if one replaces the activator
metal magnesium with calcium. This could give us an
idea what the active site looks like before the enzyme is
committed to either carboxylation or oxygenation. The
complex crystallizes in space group P2i2i2 with unit
cell dimensions a=221.6 A, b=222.2 A and c=l 15.4 A.
The structure was solved by molecular replacement
using data to 4 A with the known CABP structure as a
search object (T. Taylor et al., in preparation).

Crystals of the RUBP-complex diffract to around
2.3 A, but are rather fragile. Diffraction data were
collected from one single crystal. We used a
Weissenberg camera for macromolecular

crystallography at BL6A2 (3)with an IP radius of 860
mm and a 100 mm collimator. Four 20 cm x 40 cm Fuji
BASIII imaging plates were used giving a total detector
area of 80 cm x 40 cm. Diffraction data to about 2.4 A
resolution were collected (wavelength = 1.00A; I = 270
mA; E = 2.5 GeV) for the a* setting with an oscillation
range of 4.5 deg/exposure. The data were processed
using the program DENZO written by Zbyszek
Otwinowski. 449605 measurements merged to a unique
dataset of 123065 reflections with R=0.078.

Synechococcus enzyme

A different approach is to use site directed mutants
of Synechococcus Rubisco to investigate the role of
individual residues in catalysis (a collaboration with
Prof J. Andrews, Research School of Biological
Sciences, Canberra, Australia). Guided by oiu" model to
1.5 A resolution, site directed mutants are now being
designed. The mutant T65V has an altered relative
specificity and crystallizes in spacegroup P2i (unit cell
dimensions 169.9 A, 169.6 A, 108.9 A, P=98.6°). We
used a camera radius of 460 mm with two 20 x 40 mm
image plates and an oscillation range of 3.5°.
Diffraction data were collected from three crystals: (a)
b* setting, 48 double images, (b) b* setting, 30 sets of
images, and (c) a* setting, 30 double images. Data from
(a) and (b) have been processed with DENZO. In
dataset a, 192998 unique reflections to 2.3 A merge
with R= 0.079 (71.2 % of the data). We are presently
completing processing and analysis of the mutant
sU-ucture.

T65V also crystallizes in an orihorombic space
group with unit cell parameters 350 A, 155 A, and 155
A. We made some trials in capturing the diffraction in
the c* setting with a camera radius of 860 mm and
oscillation range of 6.5°. It was found that the crystals
diffract brilliantly in the beginning, but are fairly
radiation sensitive.
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INTRODUCTION

Some recent findings from X-ray structural
analysis revealed that the insulin hexamer
displays many of the classical elements of an
allosteric protein'^"^' which are extending the as the effectors for 2Zn-T3R3 and Zn-free-T3R3.
status of insulin as a classical fundamentally The observations revealed that the allosteric
interesting protein. So far. three structur^ intermediate structure of the insulin hexamer,
species representing different conformation T3R3, possesses the diversity in both the pattern
states in tlie allosteric system have been of oligameric organization and the types of
identified by X-ray crytal structure analysis. inducing effector.
These have been designated as Te. T3R3 and Re

Among these the T3R3 is considered as a
stable intermediate in the Te to Re

conformational transition. Up-to-date we know
only one type of T3R3 structure which was
obsereved in 4Zn insulin hexamer Here we

report two new types of T3R3 structure
designated as 2Zn-T3R3 and Zn-free-T3R3 I^l Kaarsholm, N. C. et al. Biochemistry,
structures. These two structures were observed
in the crystal structures of mutants A21-Ser 15] Sakabe, N. J. Appl Gryst. 16. 542-

546(1983).human insulin (A21S) and A21Ser-B27Arg-
B30NH2 human insulin (A21S-B27R-B30NH2)
by using synchrotron radiation data.

EXPERIMENTAL

Diffraction data of both A21S and A21S-
B27R-B30NH2 were collected on a screenless
Weissenburg camera system constructed by N.
Sakabe by using a synchrotion radiation at
the photon Factoiy in beam line BL-6A2. For
A21S and A21S-B27R-B30NH2, the total of
32,879 and 10,250 measurments to I.SA and
2.iA resolution with Rmerge=0.089 and 0.073
were collected, respectively. The structures were
refined by X-PPLOR with R=0.181 and 0.186,
respectively. FRODO and BIOSYM were used in
the model building and graphic analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The new structural types. 2Zn-T3p^ and Zn-

free-TsRs, display district organization of the
hxamer and novel effectors for inducing the
conformational change. In the 2Zn-T3R3
structure. R.i trimer holds only one zinc ion on
the threefold axis which coordinates to six
ligand including three His-BlO and three Asn-
B3 (See Fig.la). In the zinc-free-TsRi structure,
both trimer Ts and R3 adopt peculiar
organizations different from all T and R
structure know before (Fig. lb). A 1,4-dioxane

molecule and a dimethylformamide molecule
were definitely found in A21S and A21S-B27R-
B30NH2, respectively. They located on a surface
pocket of the mutant haxamer and are believed
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Fig.i. Association pattern of B-chains In 2Zn-T3R3 (a)
and Zn-rree-T3R3 (b).
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Introduction

EPT is a kind of porcine trypsin which come from porcine
P-tjypsin by a restricted autolysis method. After the final
refinement the reliable accuracies had been obtained

considering crystallographic data and the ideal geometric
standard values. From the resulting density map, we
found that the EPT molecule was autolyzed at positions
Lys60-Ser61 and Lysl45-Serl46. This trypsin was named
porcine e-trypsin. Comparison was made between our
refined structure with highly refined structure of porcine p-
trypsin (1) and our results will give some help to illustrate
the affection of autolysis at Lys60-Ser61 and low B value
of Leu99 on the conformation of active sites and proteinase
activity.

Experimental
Porcine s-trypsin crystals were obtained using "hanging
drop vapour diffusion" technique. The prismatic crystals
were obtained at 240c after about one month. The

ma.ximum size of the crystals is 1.2*0.3*0.2 mm.The cell
constants are: a=76.9A, b=53.4A, c=46.6A, a=p=Y=900.
The space group is P2i2i2i. V=1.92*105a3. The
molecular weight is 24,500. It contains one molecule per
asymmetric unit and diffracts to almost 1.6A after X-ray
analytical experiments. X-ray intensity data were collected
with Siemens X-200B area detector to 2.6A, and high
resolution intensity data were collected with Weissenberg
camera to 1.8A with BL6A2 beamline at Photon Factory in
Japan. The coordinates of refined 1.6A PTRY crystal
structure in the complex formed between porcine p-trypsin
and MCTl-A (2) were used as the search model for
molecular replacement calculations. A finer search of
Euler angles space led to the Euler angles: 01 = 95.0®, 02 =
52.50, 03 = -147.50 . The highest peak is about 4.40 times
as high as the second peaks appended at consistent position
in several Barker sections and yieled the highest peak: 5
X=18.30A, 5Y=7.24A. 5Z=18.64A. The model was built
and improved on the basis of 2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc Fourier
maps and refined with the energy restraint crystallographic
refinement procedures. The final R value for 11691
reflections with 7.0-1.8A resolution is 0.184.

Result.s and discussion

The overall structure features of EPT are very similar to
those of PTRY (1). The average RMS deviation between the
two structures for all main chain is 0.40A.The largest
deviation which occur in position Asn25 is 1.1 k. In the
final model, 72 reliable water molecules and a Ca ion were
found, with 18 water molecules common to both stnictures(

deviations less than l.OA). The number of independent
contact sites is 6. Although there are two autolysis sites in
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EPT, the conformation of His57 is almost the same with

that of PTRY. It can be seen from Table I that the three

porcine trypsins have very highly similar conformation in
active center (3). So the break of peptide bond Lys60-Ser61
did not affect the conformation of His57 and the active

center. Therefore the break of peptide bonds of Lys60-
Ser61 and Lysl45-SerI46 is not the reason to make porcine
trypsin lose activity. The average B values of Leu99 near
active center are 19.02, 14.51 and 6.08 for PTRY , HTNA
and EPT respectively. Leu99 in EPT has the lowest B
value. So it may inhibit the substrate into the active center
of trypsin to make EPT lose activity(Fig. I).

Table I

Comparison of geometry around the tyrosinc active site

di.stanccs(A) BBIT HTNA EPT

His57NDl-Aspl02OD2 2.75 2.68 2.70

His57NDl-A.spl02ODl 3.42 3.44 3.49

Aspl02 OD2-Scr214CX} 2.77 2.72 2.81

Uis57N-Aspl02 ODl 2.93 2.91 2.76

Mis57NE2-Scrl9.'^OG 2.80 3.10 3.10

Asp 189 ODl-Giy221 N 2.93 2.94 2.86

Serl90 N-Aspl89 0D2 2.91 2.79 2.90

Serl95 CB-OG-nis57 NE2 (•) 96.9 87.8 83.1

Fig.l
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Introduction

The catalytic core of the xylanase from
Pseudomonas fluorescens subsp. cellulosa
crystallizes in P2i?2i2i with a = 97A, b = 98A
and c = 152A and with four molecules in the

asymmetric unit (I). Solving difference
Pattersons has proved difficult so we engineered
a cysteine mutant in which the active site
glutamate 2A7 is replaced by a cysteine. The
rationale is that the glutamate is on the surface
of the enzyme, unlikely to be involved in a crystal
contact since it is probably at the bottom of a
cleft yet will be available for modification by
mercurials. The E247C mutant is inactive and it

may therefore also be possible to study the
enzyme-substrate complex in the crystal.

We recently solved the structure of the Bacillus
subtilis pectate lyase calcium complex (2). A
second aim was to collect high resolution data
from calcium-free crystals, soak in tetra-
galacturonic acid and then collect data from
these crystals further soaked in calcium.

Experimental

The following data sets were collected:

(a) native Pseudomonas xylanase (XYLA)
(b) a platinum chloride derivative of XYLA (XPT)
(c) a uranyl-acetate derivative XYLA (XUA)
(d) the E247C mutant (E247C)
(e) an EMTS derivative of E247C (EMTS)
(f) a PCMBS derivative of E247C (PCMBS)
(g) pectate lyase, no calcium, soaked in tetra-

galacturonic acid (PLS)
(h) pectate lyase, tetra-galacturonic acid and

calcium (PLSC)
(i) a gold cyanide derivative of E247C
(j) a protease omega mutant with the inhibitor

E64.

In addition, preliminary data were collected on
wheat fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase and pro-protease
omega.

Details of the xylanase and pectate lyase data
processed so far are presented in Table 1. All
data were reduced using DENZO (3) and statistics
come from the CCP4 program suite (4).

Results and Discussion

The data collected from the E247C xylanase
crystals shows these crystals to be tetragonal
(P432]^2 or P4j2]^2) with two molecules/asymmetric
unit rather than orthorhombic with four

molecules/asymmetric unit. The change of space
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group is less surprising than it looks at first
glance since the E247C mutant crystallizes from
somewhat different conditions than the native

enzyme and the native crystals are pseudo-
tetragonal. Difference Pattersons calculated
using the EMTS and PCMBS derivative data (Table ])
can be interpreted in terms of two mercury-binding
sites per asymmetric unit as expected. The
anomalous occupancy refined using MLPHARE (5) was
higher in P432|2 than in P4i2i2 indicating that
P432^2 is the correct space group. As expected
the PCMBS sites have higher occupancy than the
EMTS sites. The phases derived from the EMTS and
PCMBS derivatives were used to phase a uranyl
difference Fourier map (XENTRONICS uranyl data).
The two mercury sites and four uranyl sites were
then used to define the non-crystallographic
symmetry. The two molecules in the asymmetric
unit are related by a rotation of 180° ±3°. We
expect averaging to yield an interpretable
electron density map and to finally refine the
structure at high resolution in the orthorhombic
space group at 1.8A.

The electron density map of pectate lyase
calculated from data collected from crystals
soaked in tetra-galacturonic acid in the absence
of calcium shows significant changes in structure
(PLS, Table I). This map has yet to be fully
interpreted. Data collected after these crystals
were soaked in calcium and several other data

sets remain to be processed.
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In the life cycle of hepatitis A virus, the viral proteins
arc expressed by direct translation of the genomic RNA into
large polypeptide precursors. Proteolysis of the viral
polyprotein into the mature proteins is assured by the viral-
encoded 3C proteinase (HAV-3C). HAV-3C is a cysteine
proteinase of 219 amino acids (MW 24kD). Hexagonal
crystals were obtained from a double mutant form of HAV-
3C in which both cysteines were replaced by site-directed
mutagenesis (C24S and the activesite C172A)(^).

Glycogen debranching enzyme (GLIX) from
mamm^ian n uscle removes the 1,6-branchpoints in the
glycogen poly tier, left by the function of phosphorylase
during the phyiological degradation of muscle glycogen.
The enzyme from rabbit muscle is unusually large: 1555
amino acids in a monomer with a molecular weight of
178kD(2). Remarkably, the monomeric enzyme contains
two catalytic activities, shown to reside in different active
sites and to use different enzymatic mechanisms^^).

The C/E-1 inhibitor is a 63 residue protein which
inactivates chymotrypsin and elastase with a dissociation
constant in the range of lO^ '̂M. The C/E-1 inhibitor is
isolated from a parasitic worm Ascaris suum. Because of
little sequence identity with other protein inhibitors, C/E-1
inhibitor is assigned to a new protein inhibitor family which
includes a number of serine proteinase inhibitors from
Ascaris. C/E-1 inhibitor was cocrystallized with porcine
pancreatic elastase in an effort to elucidate the molecular
architectureof the Ascaris inhibitor family.

Shiga toxin (ST) is the protein toxin produced by the
pathogen responsible for the severe form of dysentery in
humans. This toxin is able to enter susceptible cells through
the interactions of its five B subunits with receptors on the
cells. In the cell, the A subunit acts as an N-glycosidase to
remove a single base from ribosomal RNA, effectively
shutting down the cell's protein synthesis.

Lysozyme(LY4) is a P-l-4-endoglycosidase. This 129
amino acid enzyme is responsible for the degradation of the
N-acetyl glucosamine (NAG), N-acetyl muramic acid
(NAM) oligosaccharides comprising bacterial cell walls.
LY4 is a data set collected on a complex of native hen egg
white lysozyme with the tetrasaccharide, (NAG)4.

Data Collection and Processing

Information about the crystals and the data collection on
the Weissenberg camera at the BL6A2 station is given in
Table 1.

Table 1

Unit Cell

Dimensions Camera No. of No. of

Spacx a b c radius Image Data

Protein Group (A) (A) (A) (mm) Plates Sets

HAV-3C P6522 65.2 65.2 246.1 429.7 133 10

GLIX P2i2i2i 106.0 195.0 92.3 429.7 191 5

ST P2i2i2i 133.0 147.5 83.0 429.7 58 1

C/E-1 P2i2i2 70.5 114.3 74.6 429.7 13 1

LY4 P432i2 78.8 78.8 38.0 286.5 24 1

All image plates were scanned by the BAIOO scanners
and the digitized images were transferred to 8 mm video
tapes to take back to Edmonton for processing. The data
were processed using the Unix version of WEIS on Silicon
Graphics Irises. Various statistics for the data sets collected
are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2

Data Set

Resol.

(A) Pmerge Meas.

Unique
ReflecL

%

Complete

HAV-3C-Native 2.3 6.8 89008 13654 93
HAV-3C-AU 2.3 5.8 31664 9362 64

HAV-3C-PtCl4 2.3 6.1 30893 9276 63

HAV-3C-PCMBS 2.3 6.9 52675 11172 76
HAV-3C-Pb 2.3 7.2 71263 13411 91
HAV-3C-Pt(CN)4 2.5 5.1 28462 7979 69

HAV-3C-Pb + 2.5 6.6 27945 7930 69

Pt(CN)4
HAV-3C-EU 2.7 6.4 24415 6820 74

HAV-3C-Hg 4.0 4.3 9876 2676 89
HAV-3C-Ir 4.0 5.1 10183 2723 90
GLDC-Native 2.8 5.7 128868 45099 86
GUX-UOF 3.4 5.3 84745 27643 88
GUX-I13 5.0 6.0 33432 8737 96

GL1X-Ir4 5.0 6.3 32645 8496 95

GL1X-(W2)2 5.0 6.2 32120 8743 96

ST-Native 2.5 10.1 271977 54164 95
C/E-l-Native 2.5 11.8 54215 15490 73
LY4-Native 1.5 4.2 87017 14084 75

Results

HAV-3C: Difference Patterson maps and cross
difference Fourier techniques were used to locate heavy
atom positions. Out of the nine potential heavy atom
derivatives, seven were found to give significant phasing
power. The initial MIRAS phased electron density map was
good enough to trace the polypeptide chain. The HAV-3C
model is now under refinement with a current R-factor of
20.9%.

GLIX: A native data set to 2.8A resolution and a total
of 7 heavy atom derivative data sets have been collected
during several visits to the Photon Factory. Refined sites
were identified for two good heavy atom derivatives and
will provide a unique set of MIR phases for cross difference
Fourier analysis. Because of the size of the molecule (17000
atoms in an asymmetric unit) the available heavy atom
derivatives are not sufficient. Further derivatives are needed
to improve the MIR phases and complete the structure.

CE-1: There are two complexes of C/E-1 and elastase
in each asymmetric unit. Molecular replacement with
porcine pancreatic elastase as the search model gave a
solution for each complex in the asymmetric unit.

ST: The structure of Shiga toxin was solved using data
collected at the Photon Factory. The current model,
consisting of two AB5 hexamers, has been refined to a
crystallographic residualof 20.8%on the data to 2.5AW.

LY4: Using difference Fourier techniques, the
difference electron density map showed excellent electron
density for the tetrasaccharide. The LY4 data has been
refined to an R-factor of 14.3% for all data to 1.5A.
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Introduction
l-Aminocyclopropane-l-carboxylic acid(ACC) is a

cyclic amino acid isolated from several plant tissues
including pears and applesO It is a key
intermediate in the biosynthesis of ethylene, a fruit-
ripening hormone in plants(2). ACC deaminase
isolated from a soil bacterium Pseiidomonas sp. or
from yeast catalyzes the cleavage of ACC to a-
ketobutyrate and ammonia. The introduction of this
enzyme into plants by the gene technology has been
proved to be useful in the agricultural chemistry; it
provides a way to regulate ACC levels and ethylene
biosynthesis^). ACC deaminase purified from
bacterium has an estimated molecular weight of
110,000 and is composed of three identical subunits.
Each consists of a single polypeptide chain of 338
amino acid residues with a molecular weight of
36,500 and contains tightly bound pyridoxal 5'-
phosphate as a cofactor.

Experimental and results
The crystals of ACC deaminase were grown from

MPD, PEG 1500, PEG4000, PEG8000, and
ammonium sulfate as precipitant at pll6.0-7.5 by
the hanging drop vapor diffusion method. The best
crystals of ACC deaminase suitable for X-ray
diffraction experiment were obtained at pH6.0 to
6.4 with 19% to 25%MPD. The crystals appeared in
a week and grew up to 0.8mm x 0.3mm x 0.3mm
within one month. The crystals belong to the
orthorhombic space group P2]2i2p a=70.0A,
b=70.0A, and c=355.0A. The systeinatic absence of
001 reflections for 1^4n was observed at low
resolution, which suggests a pseudo-tetragonal
arrangement of molecules in unit cell. The
asymmetric unit is consistent with two trimers of a
molecular weight of 110,000, and Vm was
calculated to be 1.99 A^/Da; the solvent volume

Table 1. Summar)' of data collection and processing

fraction is 39%. Heavy-atom derivatives were
prepared by the soaking technique and 12 heavy-
atom reagents were tried. U, Os, Au, Pt, Ir and Hg
heavy-atom reagents provided changes on the X-ray
diffraction pattern. Diffraction data of native and
derivative crystals were collected on the BL6A
station using Weissenberg camera(^) (radius =
429.7mm) in Photon Factory and were processed
using program package WE1S(^(UN1X version) on
SGI workstation. The results of data processing are
given in Table 1.

Self-rotation function was calculated by
PR0TE1N(6) using native crystal data and the peaks
corresponding to non-crystallographic axes
occurred on the K=90°. K=120° and K=180° sections
in the spherical polar angle. Considering the
dimensions of the unit cell, we can assume that two
trimer molecules and monomers of each trimer
molecule respectively are related by non-
crystallographic four-fold axis parallel to the c axis
in the asymmetric unit and non-crystallographic
three-fold axis. Tiie search for heavy-atom
positions is in progress.

We thank Prof. Noriyoshi Sakabe and Dr. Atsushi
Nakagawa on the Photon Factory KEK for their
kind help in the data collection.
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native K20sCl6-l K20sCl6-2 K3UO2F5-I K3U02F.'5-2 K2Pt(N02)4

resolution(A) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.0 4.0
wave length(A) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.488 1.00

collimator(mm) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

rotation axis c c c c c c

total rotation angle(deg.) 92.1 92.1 92.1 67.8 92.1 92.1

total exposure timc(sec.) 34 34 42 25 65.3 34

unique reflections 19916 34147 35033 25848 19740 21069

merge-R(%) 6.90 7.10 8.95 7.82 6.81 8.66
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method using PROTEIN program. The
positions of heavy atoms were located from
the difference Patterson (Fig. 1) and
difference Fourier analyses. After
refinement of heavy-atom parameters, the
overall figure of merit was 0.59 for 6595
reflections of 15 to 3.5A resolution. The
electron density maps calculated from the
MIR phases revealed obvious molecular
boundary and identifiable features such as
a-helices and p-strands.

Aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetases(aaRS) are a
group of enzymes which catalyze the
reaction attaching each amino acid to the
3' end of its cognate tRNA chain.
Bcterial MetRSs possess the dimeric
structure through the C-terminal region
responsible for the dimerization of the
protoiner. The activities of two sites of
native enzymes for the aminoacylation are
different. In E.coli MetRS, the
statistical rate constants of the first

site for the formation of the complex of
MetRS and tRNA^®^ is larger by over ten
times than that for the modified monomeric

enzyme[l]. In Thermus thermophilus HB8
MetRS, Michaelis constants of ATP in the
aminoacylation also are different from one
another[2]. These results indicate that
the formation of the dimerization enhances

cooperatively the reaction. In the first
step, to identify the active center of the
aminoacylation and the anticodon binding
region, we have performed an X-ray
crystallographic analysis of trypsin-
modified monomeric MetRS from Thermus
thermophilus with 503 amino acids which
lacks of the dimerization domain.

Experimental and Results

Crystals were grown by hanging drop
vapor diffusion method. A 10 ml drop
containing 15mg/ml protein, ImM
dithiothreitol, 5% PEG6000 in lOOmM HEPES
buffer solution(pH 7.5) was equilibrated
against 25% PEG6000 in the same buffer at
20°C. Then, a small crystal obtained was
inserted as a seed into a drop with the
same condition except containing 3-5%
PEG6000. Rod-shaped crystals with
dimensions of about 0.4x0.2x0.1mm were
obtained within 2-4 days. Crystals belong
to orthorombic, space group P2i2i2i, with
cell constants of a=82.75(3), Jb=117.42(4),
c=57.15(3)A, Z=4, Dobs=l'22 gcm~^,
Vsol=48.1 %

Three derivatives were obtained by
soaking native crystals in
CH3C02HgC6H4NH2(1.25mM, 2days),
Sm(CH3C02)3 (2mM,2days), K2PtCl4
(10mM,8days) solutions, respectively.

Intensity data were collected at BL6A2
station using a screenless Weissenberg
camera (r=429.7 mm)[3] with wavelengths of
1.00 and 0.9lA. The diffraction image
data were read out by a Fuji film BAlOO
and processed by WEIS program[4]. The data
collection statistics are given in Table
1. The initial phase was solved by
multiple isomorphous replacement(MIR)

Table 1. The data collection statistics

wavelength

(A)
l^obs. '̂ 'indep. resolution

(A)
'^ergc

(%)

Native 1.00 57431 12689

0.91 45113 17398

total 20683 2.2 8.86

Hg 1.00 36088 9168 3.0 9.10

Sm 1.00 76236 17006 2.5 6.88

Pt 1.00 58367 10002 3.0 7.20

0=1/2

w=\ H

0

© ^
v= 1 /2

Fig. 1. Difference Patterson maps in
Barker sections of Kg derivative.
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Introduction

In the environment of microgravity, there are no convection
current and precipitate in a protein solution. It is a nice
circumstance in crystal growth suitable for a protein
crystallography. Macromolecuiar complexes, such as
membrane proteins, viruses and so on, have to be
determined at the atomic resolution in order to scrutinize the

relationship between biological functions and three-
dimensional structures. The microgravity space is most
powerful field to crystallize macromolecules. Diffraction
experiments were applied to crystals and evaluation of
reflection data were carried out.

Experimental
RNase S were crystallized in the MIR space station for 57
days, and in contrast the same sample were applied on the
grand. X-ray experiments were carried out at BL-6A2,
Photon Factory, KEK. A Weissenberg camera for
macromolecules was used to obtain diffraction intensities

from crystals. Wavelength was 0.9A, camera length 430
mm. BAIOO IP-reader was used.

Results and Discussion

Both of two crystals, MIR ; space station and GND ; grand,
diffracted up to 2.0A resolution. A typical Weissenberg
photograph of MIR crystal is shown in Fig.l. Diffraction
intensities were evaluated by the program 'WEIS' on an
IRIS workstation. Reflection data was obtained from each

one crystal and summarized in Table. I

Thble.l

Data set #

MIRI-1

MIRl-2

GNDM

GNDl-2

MIR2-1

#ofIP's

19

10

18

9

27

Oscillation ranee

* MIRl and GNDl : RNase W-form

MIR2 : Unknown form

Crystal rotation axes of MIRI-2 and GNDl-2 were changed
against respective MIRI-1 and GNDl-I to prevent
diffraction intensities from lacking in reciprocal space.

Fig.l Typical Weissenberg photograph from an RNase S
crystal grown at MIR space station. Camera length 430mm,
Wavelength 0.9A, exposure time 105 sec.

Merging and scaling procedures were carried out by the
program 'MERGE' and 'SCALE' coded by us, respectively.
Number of reflections and merging R-factors for MIR and
GND data sets are summarized in Table.2. Statistics against
each resolution shell are listed in Table.3.

T^ble.2

No. of reflections Rmerge Completeness
Observed Independent % (l>3g(I)) ~3A, •-•2A %

MIR 37,526 6,454 8.72 93.1 58.4
GND 50,579 6.851 7.75 95.6 62.1

rable.3
6.32 4.47 3.65 3.16 2.83 2.58 2.39 2.24 2.11 2.00

:/N MIR

3 15 24 53 143 229 3.19 330 299 286 272

4 14 32 50 122 235 213 187 146 no 84

5 16 30 44 104 122 95 96 60 36 20

6 to 21 50 82 89 58 34 16 6 5

7 12 39 63 84 77 39 5 7 4 1

8 16 37 58 74 38 14 10 3 0 1

9 23 39 64 64 36 10 2 1 0 0

ID 276 431 420 243 83 25 10 3 0 1

GND

3 13 24 32 97 174 229 280 242 276 216

4 6 20 36 101 148 219 209 173 120 62

S 9 28 36 83 138 164 114 103 38 25

6 16 18 33 48 91 88 71 54 22 10

7 9 19 35 52 82 63 42 -.6 9 3

e 9 19 34 61 64 39 20 13 4 3

9 16 29 31 63 54 41 16 6 0 1

10 307 504 574 440 205 70 21 5 0 0

Another data set, M1R2 unknown form, is in progress for an
intensity evaluation.
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A lectin (AAL) from fruiting bodies of Aleuria auraniia

shows sugar-binding specificity for L-fucose[l]. AAL is

composed of two identical non-glycosylated subunits of 312

amino acids each, and its sequence was deduced from

cDNA[2]. Crystallographic analysis of AAL is currently

under way. Using recombinant AAL which was produced

in Escherichia co//[31,crystallization of AAL was carried out

by the hanging-drop vapor-diffusion method using

ammonium sulphate as a precipitant[4, 5]. Crystal data are :
hexagonal, space group P6|22 or P6522, a=84.1, and

c=248.7 A. Data collection of a native crystal was
performed at the BL6A2 station in the Photon Factory with a

Weissenberg camera for macromoleculear crystallography

and imaging plates (1P)[6]. Total 32995 independent

reflections with up to 1.8A were collected. The Rmerge
value was 5.4%. The self-rotation function was calculated

to examine the non-crystallographic two-fold axis of the

dimer, using the program POLARRFN (written by W.

Kabsh) contained in the program system CCP4 (Daresbury,

England)[6].

The amino acid sequence of AAL shows no significant

homology with higher plant or animal lectins. Therefore a

search for heavy-atom derivatives for the phase

determination using the isomorphos replacement method was

started using the soaking method(Table 1). Data collection

of several derivatives, e.g. K2PtCl4, C2H5Hgl, Na2AuCl4,

and PCMPS.Na, was carried out at BL6A2 under the same

condition for a native crystal. The crystals diffract up to 2.5

~ 2.0 A. Location of hevy-atom positions in difference
Patterson maps using the program system PROTElN[7] is

not succeeded at the present stage because of a lowering of

isomorphism or low occupancy of the heavy-atom sites.

The trial to find suitable condition of soaking time and/or

heavy-atom concentration is in progress.

We gratefully acknowledge the advice and help of Pro

fessor N. Sakabe and Dr. A. Nakagawa at Photon Factory,

KEK. We thank Nichirei Co. for generous gifts of recom

binant AAL sample. This investigation has been partly

supported by Grant for "Biodesign Research Program" from

RIKEN to Y. Sugawara.
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Table 1 Screening of heavy-atom derivatives

Reagent* Concentration Soaking Change in
time (days) intensitiesf

Pb(N03)2 saturated 6 -

Pb(SCN)2 5mM 8 -

HgCl2 20 pM 9
-

C2H5Hgl saturated 7 0

PCMB.Na saturated 17 0

mersalyl acid 800 pM 13 X

PCMPS.Na 700 pM 13 0

NaAuCl4 200 pM 1 0

KAuBr^ 200 pM 2
-

KAu(CN)2 5 mM 17 -

K2PtCl4 5 mM 10 0

(NH4)2PtCl6 saturated 16 0

lrCl3 saturated 7 0

K3ik:i6 5 mM 5 -

(NH4)20sCl6 saturated 9 -

OSCI3 saturated 6 -

CSNO3 5 mM 4 -

(CH3)2SnCl2 4 mM 5 -

CdCl2 1 mM 4 -

* PCMB.Na rSodium p-chloromercuribenzoate
PCMPS.Na rSodium p-chloromercuriphenylsulphonate

t o : changes were recognized in precession photographs
- : no change
X; changes were too large
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Introduction

H2-proteinase is a monomeric metalloprotease composed
of 201 residues isolated from the venom of Trimeresurus

flavoviridis (the Habu snake). It belongs to the zinc-
dej)endent endopeptidase family and contains one zinc atom
per one molecule. This protein is highly homologous to

hemorrhagic proteases of snake venom, although it is free
from hemorrhagic activity'̂ Toelucidate the hemorrhage
caused by the venom, we have been performing the
crystallographic analysis and trying to apply the
multiwavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) method to
this zinc-protease.

Experimental
H2-proteinase was crystallized by the vapor equilibrium

methods against 2.2 M ammonium sulphate in Tris
buffer. The crystal belongs to the space group P432i2

with cell dimensions a = b = 77.8 A and c = 82.6 A. The
asymmetric unit contains one molecule.

The data were collected at the BL-6A2 station. The

fluorescence spectra of the crystal were measured for the
selection of optimal wavelengths on the MAD phasing
(Fig. 1). The diffraction data collection was carried out at

1.2825, 1.2950 and 1.0000 A using the screenless
Weissenberg camera^\ The integrated intensities were
evaluated using the WEIS program system'^ The statistics
of the data collection were summarized in Table 1.

Results

The dispersion coefficients were calculated from the

fluorescence specrta using the Kramers-Kronig
transformation. Estimated Af and AT were -7.125 and

3.625 electrons at 1.2825 A, -4.201 and 0.496 at 1.2950
A, -0.387 and 2.564 at 1.0000 A, respectively.

Anomalous dispersion effects were evaluated between
each Bijvoet pairs or each dispersive pairs, and supplied to
calculate difference Patterson maps. The position of the
zinc atom of H2-proteinase was determined by the Bijvoet

difference Patterson map from the 1.2825 A data (Fig. 2).
And the same peaks could be found on the dispersive
difference Patterson map between data at 1.2825 A and
1.0000 A. Now the phasing by the MAD methods is in
progress.
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Table 1. Summary of the data collection

wavelength(A) 1.2825 1.2950 1.0000

oscillation angle (°/flame) 6 6 6

coupling const. (7mm) 1.5 1.5 1.5

exposure time (sec./flame) 60 60 60

total frames 27 20 21

resolution limit (A) 2.5 2.5 2.0

observed reflections 27,994 23,513 26,209

independent reflections 6,281 6,149 10,362

completeness (%) 68.2 66.6 59.6

Rmerge (%) 8.3 9.0 6.7

1.25 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.30
wavelength (A)

Fig. 1. Fluorescence spectra of H2-proteinase crystal

0.0 u 0.5

Fig. 2. The Marker section (w = 1/2) of Bijvoet
difference Patterson map from the 1.2825 A data
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Introduction

We have recently solved the crystal structure of the
complex between a single chain Fv (scFv) fragment
of monoclonal antibody NCIO and its antigen,
neuraminidase (NA) from influenza virus. In the
complex between the parent NCIO Fab and NA (1)
only four of the six complementarity-determining
regions of the Fab make contact with antigen,
although each protein has more than TOOA^ of
surface area buried in the interface. We have

extended the refinement of the NCIO Fab-NA

structure to 2.2A resolution, which has permitted
detailed analysis of the antibody-antigen interface.
We have chosen this model system to investigate
the nature of antibody-antigen interactions by
protein engineering and X-ray crystallography.

Experimental
A scFv gene encoding the variable heavy and light
chain (VH and VL) genes of NCIO joined by a 15-
residue peptide linker was expressed in E. coli and
the protein was purified by solubilization of the
bacterial membranes followed by chromatography
(2). The scFv-NA complex was crystallized from
phosphate buffer by vapour diffusion. The space
group and unit cell lengths of the crystals were
determined by precession photography. X-ray
diffraction data to 2.5A resolution were collected at
station BL6A2 using the Weissenberg camera of
Sakabe (3) and processed using the program WEIS
(4). Reflections with I>2 a(I) were used to solve
the structure by molecular replacement and the
structure was refined with the program package
XPLOR.

Table 1. Summary of crystallographic data.

Results & Discussion

A NA monomer was used as the search model in

rotation and translation searches about the

crystallographic four-fold axis. The coordinates of
the Fv molecule from the Fab-NA structure were

then used to generate the complete asymmetric unit.
The structures were refined against the data in
XPLOR to give an R-factor of 20.3% for data from
8.0-3.oA resolution with rmsd(bonds)=0.016A for
the structure model. The structures of the scFvs and

the variable domains of the Fab molecule were very
similar, as were their modes of attachment to NA.
There was no electron density for the peptide linker
which is assumed to be disordered in the crystals.
The refinement of the scFv-NA structure will be

extended to 2.5A so that comparisons between the
overall structures and particularly the antibody-
antigen interfaces of the two NCIO-NA complexes
can be made, and the effect (if any) of introduction
of the peptide linker upon the binding conformation
of the scFv can be assessed.
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Complex Space
group

Unit cell

a/A
lengths

c/A
Solvent

content

No. of

complexes
per au

D Diffract

ion limit

Data

completeness

NA-NCIO

Fab

1422 169.4 156.9 59% 1 9.8% 2.oA 90% to 3.0A
44% to 2.oA

NA-NClO

scFv

P42,2 141.0 218.8 67% 2 10.1% 2.5k 89% to 3.oA
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Introduction

N-acteyl neuraminate lyase (EC 4.1.3.3, Neu5Ac
lyase) catalyses the cleavage of N-acetyl
neuraminate lyase (sialic acid) to pyruvate and N-
acetyl-D-mannosamine. The enzyme plays an
important role in the regulation of sialic acid
metabolism in E. coli. We seek to determine the

three-dimensional structure of this enzyme.

Methods

Trigonal crystalsof space group P3221 withcell
dimensions a = b = 122.8 A and c = 198.8 A were
obtained and shown to diffract to beyond 2 A
resolution. Crystals were mounted in X-ray
capillaries and mounted on the Weissenberg
camera on beam line 6A2. Diffraction data were

collected on Fuji 40 cm by 20 cm image plates
which were subsequently scanned on the Fuji
BAIOO image plate reader. Processing of the X-
ray diffraction data was undertaken using the

program WFIS installed on a Silicon Graphics
workstation in our own laboratory.

Results

The accompanying Table presents details of the
various native and derivative data sets collected

during the period 1990-1993. As can be seen the
data is of high overall quality with good merging
statistics in all but a few of the data sets. The data

sets are currently being used to solve the structure
of the enzyme by multiple isomorphous
replacement techniques.

Acknowledgements
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Energy Physics for supporting the project, and
Prof. N. Sakabe and Dr A. Nakagawa for their
assistance with use of beam line 6A2.

Data set Rotation No. of No. of No. of R-merge
Axis Image plates Measurements Reflections

Native c 11 119034 87041 0.094

Native a 12 Poor merging statistics; not used
Native 110 13 Poor merging statistics; not used
Native a 15 133171 112354 0.114

Derivative 1 c 12 Poor merging statistics; not used
Derivative 2 c 15 61097 41575 0.109

Derivative 3 c 17 166749 134248 0.121

Derivative 4 c 12 48414 0.106

Derivative 5 b 25 84956 66632 0.096

Derivative 6 c 11 25339 18489 0.131

Derivative 7 c 12 66786 54045 0.107

Derivative 8 c 14 114875 98018 0.079

Derivative 9 c 16 104955 40581 0.083

Derivative 9 110 16 135591 60487 0.099

Derivative 10 c 15 74532 27734 0.096

Native c 17 121720 45459 0.082

Native 110 16 142017 55400 0.071
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Amine oxidases (AO's) are soluble enzymes involved
in the metabolism of biogenic amines in all living
organisms. Their function is the oxidative deamination
of amines in the presence of molecular dioxygen:

RCH2NH2 + O2 + H2O >RCHO -I- H2O2 + NH3

The molecular weights of the Cu-containing AO's range
from ~150,(XX) (pea seedling AO) to -190,000 (porcine
plasma AO), including 7-17% carbohydrate. The
molecules have two apparently identical subunits, each
containing a Cu atom. The enzymes are pink, due to a
broad absorption band at 470-500 nm. When Cu is
added to Cu-depleted pig plasma AO, the activity and
spectrosopic properties of the enzyme recover linearly
with added Cu, consistent with the hypothesis that both
Cu atoms in the molecule contribute to activity. The
Cu(II) atoms can be reduced and re-oxidised chemically,
but no Cu(I) intermediate in the catalytic cycle has been
demonstrated. There is a requirement for the pre.sence of
a covalently bound quinone cofactor, now known to be
6-hydroxy-dopa quinone ('topa').

The crystals of pea seedling amine oxida.se are
orthorhombic, P2i2|2| with a = 85 A, = 114 A and
c = 199 A. The measured density of the crystals indicate
that there are two independent molecules in the
asymmetric unit (1).

We have recorded data from several native crystals
mounted about both the a and b axes. Data were

proces.sed with program WEIS as implemented on a
Silicon Graphics workstation in Sydney. We have also
recorded data from more than ten putative heavy atom
derivatives. These data and data from larger native
crystals are still being proces.sed.

Proton-translocating FgFi-ATPases are located in
mitochondrial, chloroplast and bacterial membranes. In
Escherichia coli the enzyme has two physiological roles.
Under conditions where respiration can generate a proton
gradient, the enzyme catalyses ATP synthesis (oxidative
phosphorylation) and thus is known as "ATP-synthase".
At low membrane potential gradient, the enzyme
catalyses the reverse reaction, hydrolysing ATP and
pumping protons in the opposite direction.
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ADP -I- Pi ApH-i- ^ ATP + H2O

The structure of the enzyme is highly conserved and the
complex can be separated in two portions, the water
soluble F]-ATPase and the membrane bound Fq portion
which acts as the proton pore. The Escherichia coli F]-
ATPase is comprised of five protein subunits (a, P, 7, 5
and e) in order of decreasing size and Fq of three
subunits (a, b and c). The composition of the F] portion
is thought to be a3P375e. The number of residues (and
molecular weights) of thesubunits are: a 513 (55,300); P
459 (50,200); 7 286 (31,400); 5 177 (19,300) and e 138
(15,000). The e subunit has been shown to form a
specific, high affinity equimolar complex with the 7
.subunit. Crystals of the E subunit are hexagonal, P6i22
or P6522 with a = b = 94.9 A, c =57.1 A(2). Crystals
of a 1:1 complex of the 7 and e subunits are
orthorhombic, P2\2\2 with a - \6\.9 h, b=44.1 Aand
c = 63.4 A (3). The cell dimensions are consistent with
one complex per asymmetric unit. Attempts to record
data at Tsukuba have been frustrated by damage to the
crystals which appear to occur during travel by plane.
We are presently .seeking to further stabilise the crystals.
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Introduction

The R a s protooncogene product,
mutations of which are responsible for a large
percentage of all cancers, has been extensively
studied and has been structurally characterized
by members of our group.(l) In an effort to
further understand the basis of oncogenesis, we
have recently turned our attention to GAP, a
116kD protein involved in the regulation of
Ras. In untransformed cells, GAP keeps Ras in
its inactivated state. GAP also specifically
recognizes modified side chains on activated
membrane bound receptors. When bound to a
receptor, GAP transfers a signal to Ras and,
once Ras has been activated, GAP terminates
the signal.(2,3) We have crystallized the N-
terminal SH2 domain of GAP in the presence of
a phosphoryiated pentapeptide derived from the
Platelet Derived Growth Factor Receptor.(4)
The specific aim of this work is to identify the
sequence specific interactions which allow
gap's SH2 domain to recognize the
phosphoryiated PDGF target sequence.

Crystals of the SH2 domain of GAP are
of the trigonal space group P3i(2) with cell
dimensions a=37.57 A, b=37.57 A, c=l 18.11 A.
This cell is large enough to accommodate two
molecules per asymmetric unit. Because these
crystals are quite small and of poor quality,
attempts at data collection using a rotating
anode x-ray source and an imaging plate
detector were largely unsatisfactory, with the
diffraction limited to approximately 4.0 A
resolution.

Data Collection and Processing

Crystals of the N-terminal SH2 domain
of GAP were mounted in glass capillaries in
Berkeley and then transported to Tsukuba.
Although a number of SH2 crystals were taken
to Tsukuba and tried on the beam, only one was
found to be of sufficient quality for data
collection. The dimensions of this crystal were
approximately 0.3 mm x 0.2 mm x 0.1 mm.
X-ray diffraction data were collected using the
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screenless Weisenberg camera mounted on
beam line BL-6A2. Images were collected
using Fuji imaging plates and scanned using the
Fuji BA-100 and BA-2000 readers. The
wavelength used was 1.18 A, and the beam
current at the time of data collection was 272
mA. Forty five images were collected using the
143 mm imaging plate cassette. Each image
contained 4.5 degrees of data, and 0.5 degree
overlaps were used so that partial reflections
could be discarded during the data processing.
The starting orientation matrix needed for data
processing was determined by hand. The
program WFIS was used to refine this matrix
and various other experimental parameters.
The WFIS package was also used to integrate,
merge, and scale the reflections.

Results

Data from the single SH2 crystal
consisted of 6321 observations, 2263 of which
are unique. Although the crystal diffracted to
3.0 A on some frames, the distribution of
reflection intensities is nonisotropic, and the
data will probably be useful only to somewhat
lower resolution. The Rmerge for this data set
is 7.07%. We are now in the process of
searching for a molecular replacement solution
using the structure of the v-.vrc SH2 domain as
the search model.(5)
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Introduction

Y-Glutamyltranspeplidase(GGT)(E.C.2.3.2.2) is the
enzyme which catalyzes the hydrolysis of glutathione or
other Y-glutamyl compounds, and transfer the Y-glutamyl
moiety to amino acids and peptides. It is widely distributed in
living organisms. GGT from E.coli K-12 consists of a large
and a small subunit with molecular weights of 39,200 (365
amino acids) and 20,000 (190 amino acids), respectively. In
order to reveal its three dimensional structure and function,
X-ray crystal structure analysis has been started.

Experimental and results

Two kinds of orthorhombic crystals were obtained, one
from ammonium .sulfate and the other from PEG6(K)0 as

precipitants. Both cr>'stals belong to space group [*2\2\2\.
Preliminary X-ray diffraction analysis showed that crystals
from ammonium sulfate had poor diffraction ability and were
sensitive against X-ray, whereas those from PEGbfKlO
diffracted well beyond 3A resolution. Therefore, crystals
from PEG6(X)() were chosen for further X-ray analysis. The
unit cell dimensions were a=128.1, b=129.9 and c=79.2A.
Assuming that two GGT molecules are contained in an
asymmetric unit, the Vm value is calculated to be
2.8A-^/dalton(l).

Data collection of native crystals was carried out at
BL6A2 using the Weissenberg camera equipped with an
Imaging Plate(2)(Table.l). Cell dimensions and orientation
matrix were calculated by the 'Autoindexing program(3)'
using 1.0 ° oscillation images taken from three different
directions ( 0°, 45°. 90° ) around the rotation axis. Intensity
data were processed by the programs 'WEIS(4)' and
'PR0TEIN(5)', resulting a3A resolution data .set (Table.2).

To search for non-crystallographic twofold axis, the .self
rotation function was calculated by the program
'POLARRFN(6)' using the reflections between It) to bA
resolution, with the integration radius of 35A. TTie result
indicated the existence of a twofold axis in the direction of

00=39.8°, qp=90°,K=l80° defined by polar angles (Figure.!).

We have found two kinds of Pb-derivatives and initial
MIR phases for the derivatives were calculated at bA
resolution. Since the calculated electron density map had a
considerable noise, the solvent flattening method(7)
proceeded. Tlie resultant map was substantially improved,
showing the boundary of protein and solvent regions more
clearly. Further improvement in phases will be performed by
the non-crystallographic twofold symmetry averaging.

A search for other derivatives is also in progress.
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Table.]. Data collection conditions for native crystal

Wave length (A) 0.91

Rotation axis b

Oscillation angle(°) 4.5

Coupling constant (°/mm) 1.5

Number of IP 25

Number of crystals used 1

Total exposure time (min) 10

Average ring current (mA) Ibb

* at 3.0 GeV operation

Table. 2. Data proce.ssing up to 3A resolution (>3a(F))

Total Unique Completene.ss R-merge

reflections reflections

150979 47232 8b % b.33 %

90.0

180.0

-90.0

Figure. 1. The k=180° section of the self rotation function.
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II is also in progress under anaerobic condition.
Introduction

As a part of study to reveal relationship between
physical property and structure of electron carrier proteins
in sulfate-reducing bacteria, crystallographic investigation

is being done by the X-ray diffraction method using the
synchrotron radiation.

One of the proteins is iron-sulfur protein,
fOTedoxin(Fd)''̂ ". This protein was isolated and purified
from the cell of Desulfovibrio vulgaris Miyazaki F

(DvM) strain, and first Fd crystal (0.2x0.1x0.1mm) gave
the Debye-Scherrer ring during exposure time of 2 min as
described in last Photon Factory Activity Report''. Fd
which was composed of two types, that is Fd I (61 amino
acids, Mr=6000 ) and Fd II (63 amino acids, Mr=7100),

was not isolated for crystallization at that time, but
recently these two types were isolated under strictly
anaerobic condition for crystallization experiment. This

time Fd 11 crystal was examined.
A similar iron protein, isolated from the same cell,

rut^oxin(Rd)'' was also studied by the X-ray diffraction.
The Rd molecule has one iron-center different from that of

Fd type, and has molecular weight of about 5,600.
Experimental

For the Fd n protein, crystallization is carried out by
the vapor diffusion technique under the condition of 500
mM Tris-Malate, pH 6.5, in 60% saturated ammonium
sulfate. Dark yellow, thin plate like crystal (< 0.05mm
thickness) were obtained.

For the Rd protein, crystallization is carried out by the
vapor diffusion technique under the condition of 50 mM
Tris-HCl, PH 7.0, in 75 - 80 % saturated ammonium

sulfate. Dark red micro needle-like crystals were obtained.
X-ray diffraction studies were carried out by a

"Weissenberg camera for macro molecular crystallography
using synchrotron radiation at BL-6A and BL-18B in the
Photon Factory. Diffraction patterns were recorded on the
imaging plates and read by BA-KX) system.

Results

Previously Fd crystal was considered not to be an
single crystal but an assembly of micro-crystals or needle
like ones. Then purity of sample was checked. Fdl and Fd
II were separated each other under strictly anaerobic
condition. After examination of stability, it was found that

Fd II is not required severe anaerobic condition. Fd II
crystal (0.05x0.05x0.08mm) was used for diffraction study,
but diffraction was not enough. Now crystallization to get
well diffracted pattern is in progress. Crystallization of Fd

Rd crystal (0.8 x 0.2 x 0.2mm) was dark-red color and
clear. From diffraction pattern, the following preliminary
crystallographic data was obtained, cell dimension ;
a=b=43.7 A, c=50.7A, 7 =120 , space group ; P3221.
Molecular weight 5574, number of residues 52. Diffraction
data were collected at beam line 6A2 of the Photon

Factory. Wavelength used was 1.0A. All measured data
(106300) was merged by program PROTEIN. R-merge is
8.9% and 2541 unique reflections is obtained.
Completeness of reflection data is 51 % within the
resolution range of 6-2A. Structure was solved by the
molecular replacement procedure in the package program
X-PLOR. Structure of rubredoxin from Desulfovibrio

vulgaris Hildenborough(DvH)®' was used as the starting
model for molecular replacement, because the similarity of
amino-acid sequences between DvMF and DvH is more
than 90 % '̂". 2Fo-Fc map and omit maps are quite
reasonable. From 2Fo-Fc map, possible positions of water
molecules were found and added to refinement. With

refinement including 14 water molecules, R value is
reduced to 21.2% at the present stage. The molecular
structure of Rd is illustrated in the figure below.

The overall folding pattern is quite similar to that of DvH.
During refinement of this structure to compensate shortage
of completeness, another data sets(a* and c* settings) were
collected with using crystals 0.2x0.1x0.1mm in size, and
indexing is now in progress.
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Introduction

Interferons (IFN) are proteins showing antiviral,

antitumor and immunomodulator activities with

potential therapeutic value.The IFN's have been

classified into two categories on the basis of

their biological and physical properties. Type I

IFN's include fibroblast interferon (IFN-p) and

the leukocyte family of interferons (IFN-a)

which is composed of at least 10 subspecies.

Each member of the Type I IFNs contain -165

amino acid residues, and competes for the same

receptors; furthermore, identical amino acids

occupy invaiiant position in 23 % of their amino

acid sequences. In contrast. Type II IFN (IFN-y)

contains -146 amino acid residues and displays

no measurable binding to Type I inteiferon re

ceptors.

Experiment

Three-dimensional structure of recombinant

murine Interferon-p was solved using the mul

tiple isomorphous replacement method (MIR)

incorporated with anomalous dispersions of

heavy atoms (1). Data collections were carried

out using the macromolecule-oriented Weissen-

berg camera installed at BL6A2 devised by Porf.

Sakabe. We use the XPLOR for the crystallo-

graphic refinement. CuiTent R factor at 2.15 A
resolution is 19.5 % with 26 solvent atoms.

Results

The structure of rMuIFN-p shows a variant of

the a-helix bundle with a new chain-folding to-

Fig.I Schematic drawing of the recombinant
murine inteiferon-p molecule. The shaded ai'eas
appear to comprise a spatially contiguous bind
ing site for the receptor molecules.

pology, which seems to represent a basic struc

tural framework of all the IFN-a and IFN-p

molecules as expected from the primary struc

ture similarity between IFN-a and IFN-P (Fig.

1). Functionally important segments of the pol-

ypeptide chain are spatially clustered indicating

the binding site(s) to the receptor(s). Compai'ison

of the present structure with those of other a-

helical cytokine proteins indicated eitlier a topo-

logical similarity in chain folding or a similar

spatial arrangement of tlie a-helices (1,2).
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Introduction

The cytochrome bc^ complex (ubiquinol: cytochrome c
oxidoreductase or complex III) is an oligomeric membrane
protein which catalyzes the electron transfer from ubiquinol
to cytochrome c coupled to proton translocation across the
mitochondrial inner membrane.The enzyme from beef
heart mitochondria consists of 11 subunits, and contains one

c-type and two /7-type hemes and one iron-sulfur cluster as
redox active centers. Redox behaviours of the enzyme
suggest a cyclic electron transfer mechanism between these

redox centers, but without detailed three-dimensional

structure it is impossible to verify the mechanism. To date,
only the structure of the Neurospora crassa enzyme has been
known at 25 A resolution byelectron microscopy.Our
survey of crystallization conditions has yielded crystals with
better crystallinity as compared with the previous monoclinic
and hexagonal crystals.Here we report the results of
intensity measurements for these crystals.

Experimental and Results

One form of crystals is hexagonal, space group P6| or
P6^ with unit cell constants ofa=b=]3\ A, c=720 A, and
Vf^=3.9 A^/dalton for one dimer in an asymmetric unit.^^
In order to improve the reproducibility of crystallization and
quality of this crystal form, the effect of additives was

investigated. Of various additives tested, addition of Zn^"^
ion yielded crystals with better shapes. Neither the space
group nor crystal data was changed significantly.

The other form of crystals was grown in the same
condition as for the hexagonal form from the enzyme
preparation purified by crystallization. The crystals are
tetragonal, space group P4j or with unit cell constants
of a=b=\90 A, c=445 A, and A^/dalton for two
dimers in an asymmetric unit.

Intensity data were collected with synchrotron radiation
at BL6A2 beamline using Weissenberg camera for
macromolecular crystals.SR-ray was focused by

cylindrical-bended asymmetric cut Si(l 11) monochrometer.
The wavelength was 1.00 A. The radius of cassette used
was 859 mm, and the collimator size was 0.1 mm. The

diffraction intensities were recorded on the imaging plates
(40x20 cm), and read out by a Fuji film BA-100. The
diffraction patterns on the imaging plates were processed by

WEIS program system.The experimental conditions and
results are given in Table 1.

Both forms of crystals were moderately stable against X-
rays so that full data could be collected from one crystal. It
is apparent from the Table 1 that recrystallization and
addition of Zn^"*" ion improved the diffraction quality of the
crystal. Any data sets would have sufficient quality for X-
ray analysis as judged by the completeness and ^nierge-
should be noted that the diffraction intensities of crystals
grown in the presence of Zn^"*" differed significantly from
those grown in the absence of Zn^"*".

Table 1. Experimental conditions and results

Hexagonal Tetragonal
-Zn2+ -t-Zn2+

Rotation axis c c c

Oscillation angle CO (°) 3.75 5.25 2.6-4.0

Exposure time (sAP) 75 105 104-120

Number of IPs 15 12 20

Resolution (A) 8.0 8.0 7.0

Measured reflections 13,470 18,940 45,354

Independent reflections 5,714 6,459 16,255

Completeness (%) 76.6 88.5 65.9

merge 12.3 10.15 8.00

We thank Prof. Noriyoshi Sakabe and Dr. Atsushi
Nakagawa for their kind help in the data collection using the
Weissenberg camera.
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Introduction

Alkaline Protease (APase) from Pseudomonas aeruginosa

[PAOI] is a zinc requiringmelalloprotease consisting of 470

amino acid residues. It is thought that APase may play a key

role in infection of the bacteria to their host cells through

inactivation of various physiological activators such as some

complement components, immunoglobulin A, G and many

proteaseinhibitors'^ APasehas about 60 % homology in pri

mary structure with Serratia Protease from Serratia sp. E-

15, whose structural analysis is now going on in Shimane

University. Their enzymatic properties are quite similar to

each other. We have been studying the crystal structure of

APasein order to providea structural basisfor understanding

the mechanism of the physiological activity by comparing

their tertiary structures.

Experimental

The sample of APase was purchased from Nagase biochemi

cal CO. ltd. and subjected to crystallization without further

purification. Crystals suitable for X-ray crystallography were

obtained under the conditions of 6% PEG 6000, pH 5.6 ace

tate buffer at 25*C, by using sitting vapor diffusion method,

supplemented with a seeding technique. The crystal be

longed to space group P2\2]2], a-11.2k, b=176.7A,

c=51 .2A, containing one molecule per asymmetric unit. The
solvent content of the crystal was about 66%. Preliminary

crystallographic data were determined with precession pho

tograph and four-circle diffractometer. Various conditions

for preparing heavy atom derivatives were searched by soak

ing method. Three isomorphous derivative crystals were ob

tained. Diffraction intensities of the crystals were rather

weak at high resolution because of the high solvent content.

The synchrotron radiation X-ray source was required for

high resolution structural analysis of the present enzyme.

All diffraction images were recorded on imaging plates with

Weissenberg camera at the BL6A2 station of PF. Images

were processed to amplitude of structure factors with the

WEIS program '̂. The whole set of native data was obtained 2)

by merging two sets of the data collected by the b-and c-axis 3)

rotation settings. The R_^^^ was 8.2% at 2.0A resoluton. All
of the derivative data were measured by the b axis setting

with theR^ ^of 4 to6%. The positional refinement of heavy

atoms, the MIR phases and electron density maps were calcu

lated by PHASES program package. The electron density map

was improved through solvent flattening and phase extension.

The initial model of the enzyme structure was built at 2.8 A

resolution using TURBO FRODO. Refinement of the struc

ture is now under way in using slowcooling protocol and con

ventional positional refinement technique with the X-PLOR

program package'^ The crystallographic R factor has been re

duced to about 0.28 for 10.0 - 2.8 A resolution data. The struc

ture has been manually corrected in flexible loop regions by

using (2Fo-Fc) electron density maps calculated with im

proved coordinates.

The overall structure of APase consists of two domains. One

of them is the proteolytic domain having a widely opening

cleft, in which a long a-helix lies in the vicinity of the active

zinc ion. The other has an unusual structure of parallel P-

strands connected to each other like a right-handed spiral.

This polypeptide folding results in a new topological motif.

More detailed structural information will be obtained soon

after the final refinement of the structure.

Table 1. Conditons of data collection and parameters

Wavelength(A) LOO

Spindle axis b, c
Coupling constant(deg./mm) 2.0
Overlap(deg.) 0.5
Rotation of cu(deg.) 4.0
AZ(mm) 5.0
Collimator(mm) 0.2
Rotation speed(deg./sec.) 5.0
Number of oscillations 5

Resolution(A) 2.0
Number of reflections (native) 43385
Rmerge 2 1I - I > 1/2 I 0.082
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Introduction

Phospholipase A2 (PLA2) from the venom of
Trimeresrusflavoviridis (Habu snake) occurs in a
dimer composed of an identical subunit with 122
amino-acid residues. The crystal structure have
been determined at 1.5A resolution by some of
the authors. Calcium ions are necessary to

exhibit the catalytic function of PLA2. There
fore the structure analysis of calcium ion
contained PLA2 (Ca-PLA2) have been under
taken.

Two isozymes of PLA2, BP-I and BP-II, were
isolated from the venom. The functions of BP-I

and BP-II are essentially similar but different
from that of PLA2. The degree of sequence
homology of BP-I is 57% with that of PLA2,
and.only Asp58 in BP-I is replaced to Asn in BP-
II. In order to reveal the structure-function rela
tionship on PLA2 and these isozymes, we have
initiated the X-ray studies on BP-I and BP-II.

Experimental

The crystallization of Ca-PLA2 was carried out
at pH 8.5, using lOmM NH4C1-NH3 buffer with
30mM CaCl2. The Crystals belong to the mono-
clinic system, space group P2i with a=65.53,
b=53.76, c=35.34A and 3=90.23* .The unit cell
contains 4 PLA2 molecules. The data collection

was tried at BLI8B station. However the crystals
are very fragile and deteriorate during transpor
tation. Therefore we could not collect the X-ray

data at PP. Instead a total of 10,262 reflections at

2.3A resolution were measured using DIP-100 at
Hix laboratory of this university.

The crystals of BP-I are isomorphous to those
of BP-II. The crystal data of BP-II are:
hexagonal P6222 or P6422, a=129.87, c=65.65A.
The X-ray data of BP-I and BP-II were measured
at BL-18B beam line using Sakabe's Weissenberg
camera.' The c-axis of the crystals were
mounted parallel to the camera rotation axis. The

wavelength of l.OOA was selected. A total of 15
sets for each specimen were collected and
digitized with a Fuji BAS-2000 analyzer at PP.
The data processing of BP-I and BP-II using
WEIS system^ is in progress at 3.5A resolution
because of low reflection power of both crystals.

Structure determination of Ca-PLA2

The structure determination of Ca-PLA2 was

carried out by the molecular replacement method
using the X-ray data between 6-3.5A resolution
and the structure of the Ca free PLA2. Two

molecules are contained in an asymmetric unit.
Self-rotation function showed that these two

molecules are related to each other by an non-
crystallographic 2-fold axis. Cross rotation
function gave several possible orientations.
Among them one rotated model explained the
(U,1/2,W) maps of translation function for two
independent molecules. The determination of the
relative y parameter between two molecules, was
done with an R-map method. However still we
could not determine it uniquely. The research
for the optimum crystallization conditions of Ca-
PLA2 is in progress, to obtain better X-ray data.
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Introduction

Aspergillus niger pniteinase A is a non-pepsin-type acid
proteinase, and so far it remains to be elucidated which
residues participate in the aitalysis of the enzyme and how the
mechanism operates.O These queries will be made clear by the
determination of the three-dimensional structure of proteinase
A. So far, three types of proteinase A ciyatals have been
obtained for X-ray crj'Stallographic study. Among the three
types of the cr)'stals, Type 1 cr}'stals are grown more mpidly
under less strict conditions than the other two types of crystals.
Although type 1 crystals were rather thin (ordinar)' size, 0.05 x
0.05 X1 mm^), the intensity datawere obtained up to about 1.5
A resolution with the Weissenberg camera at the station
BL6A2.2) On the other hand, it is rather difficult to measure the
data with four circle diffractometers. In the present study, we
have searched the heavy atom derivatives of the type I crystals
with the Weissenberg aimera, and obtained a KzPtCU
derivative as judged from the isomorphous differences and
anomalous differences Patterson maps.

Experimental and Results

ITe ciystals used were prepared by the hanging-drop vapor
diffusion method at 25"C with ammonium sulfate as a

precipitating agent at pi I 2 in the presence of 5%
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO).^) Heavy atom derivatives have
been searched for the type 1 cr)'stals by the soaking method
under the conditions listed in Table 1.

Intensity data were collected by using a data collection
system at the BL6A2 station in the Photon Factoiy, by
combining the Weissenberg aimera for macromolecular
cr}'stallography, an imaging plate, a Fuji image reader BAIOO,
and a data reduction program WEIS with a synchrotron
radiation (X = 1.00 A).^-'') When the intensity data of the
crj'stals of proteinase A with heavy atom compounds were
compared with those of the native proteinase A cr)'stal, the
crystal with K2PtCl4 indiaited the higher Rp value than others
(Table 2). In addition, both the isomorphous differences and
anomalous differences Patterson maps have indiaated that one
K2FMCI4 occupies a site of a molecule.

The type 1 crystals are preparedat an extremelylow pH (pH
2) and its solvent content is very low (Ksol = 26%).^>^)
Nevertheless, a K2PtCl4 derivative was .successfully obtained
by the soaking method. The search of other heavy atom
derivatives of the type 1 crystals of the enzyme is in progress to
determine the three-dimensional structure of proteinase A by
the multiple isomorphous replacement method.

We thank Prof. Noriyoshi Sakabe (The Photon Factoiy) for
his encouragement and interest during the experiments.
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Table 1. Conditions for the soaking of proteinase A type 1

Compound pH of saturated Time of soaking
heavy metal (Cone, of reagent)

solution

Yb(0Ac)3 1.90* 6 days (Sat.)
Lu(0Ac)3 2.03 ♦ 6 days (Sat.)
WO3 2.57 8 days (Sat.)
K2PtCl4 2.1* 6 days (Sat.)
K2Hgl4 2.7 4 days (1/50 sat.)
(NH4)2Hg(SCN)4 2.55 4 days (1/10 sat.)

Hgl2*2Kl 2.5 4 days (1/50 sat.)

Hg(OAc) -
1 day (Sat.)

PCMB 2.8 4 days (Sat.)

The pH of the solution was adjusted with 1ICl.
All the heavy metal reagents were dissolved in the solutions
containing 50 mM glycine, 1.45 M ammonium sulfate, and
5% DMSO.

Table 2. Search of heavy atom derivatives of proteinase A by the soaking method
Compound Rmcrcc No. of independent reflections Rf Bp Kp

^T)(OAc)3 5.80 15798 8.52 12.86 0.2451

Lu(0Ac)3 6.49 15203 8.47 12.41 0.4016

WO3 6.52 15353 7.39 12.73 0.3525

K2PtCl4 6.52 13566 22.26 13.51 0.3990

K2Hgl4 5.51 16253 9.25 14.03 0.3299

(NH4)2Hg(SCN)4 5.38 18194 6.63 12.29 0.3790

Hgl2*2Kl 5.35 15902 8.83 13.12 0.2303

Hg(0Ac)2 6.58 12457 4.58 11.86 0.3097

PCMB 5.89 16026 7.02 12.57 0.2521

Rmcrge = Z |l - <I>|/Z<1>", Rf = Z |Fderivalivc - Fnative] / Z|fnativc| ; Bp, average isotropic temperature factor; Kp,
scaling factor. PCMB.p-chloromercuribenzoic acid.
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Introduction

Glutaihlone synthetase (y-L-glutamyl-L-cysteine:

glycine ligase (ADP-forming) EC 6.3.2.3: GSHase)

catalyzes the synthesis of glutathione from y-i'-glutamyl-L-

cysteine (y-Glu-Cys) and glycine in the presence of ATP

and Mg2+. The E. coli B enzyme is an oligomeric molecule

with four identical subunits, each consisting of 316 amino

acid residues with a molecular weight of 35600.

The reaction catalyzed by the GSHase is thought to

proceed with y-L-glutamyl-L-cysteinyl phosphate as an

intetmediate. This intermediate subsequently is attacked by

glycine, causing loss of inorganic phosphate that leads to

product formation.

The crystal structure of GSHase has been

determined at 2.0 A resolution (Yamaguchi et ai, 1993)
with a crystallographic /?-factor of 18.8% using the crystals

obtained from potassium phosphate buffer system and

ammonium sulfate as a precipitant. The substrate binding

sites were also determined by difference Fourier method

using the crystals prepared by soaking method. As the

presence of phosphate ions, sulfate ions and ammonium

ions inhibit binding of the substrates to the enzyme, the

occupancies of substrates in these complex crystals were

not so high, we do not have highly refined structure of the

complex structures.

Experimental and Results

We tried to exchange the crystallization conditions.

To avoid decomposing ATP, we use ATP analog,

adenylimide diphosphate (AMP-PNP) in which g-

phosphate atom is replaced to nitrogen atom. New crystals

were obtained by batch method. Following solutions in

50 mM Tris hydrochloride buffer (pH 7.5) were mixed: a

protein solution (90 p.1) containing 1 % (w/v) GSHase,

40 to 50 ml of 25 % (w/v) PEG6000, 10 ml of 50 mM y-

Glu-Cys, 10 pi of lOpM AMP-PNP, 2 ml of 1.0 M
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MgCl2, 10 pi of a seed suspension. Seed crystals were

prepared by crushing the crystals in the buffer solution.

Two kinds of crystals were obtained. One has a

hexagonal shape, and the other has the rod-like shape.

Crystallographic data were determined by an R-AXIS 11c

diffractometer. Rod-like crystals belong to the space group

Cj with cell dimensions, a=71.76A, b=\29.S2 k,
c=81.33A, /?= 107.9°. Hexagonal shape crystals are

isomorphous to the previous crystals and belong to space

group P6222 with a=87.8 A and c=165.5 A, or with
a=87.8 A and c=170.0A. Hexagonal crystals were

sensitive to X-ray irradiation, therefore diffraction data

could not becollected up to 2.7 A resolution on an R-AXlS
11c diffractometer with a conventional X-ray source.

Data collection at Photon Factory was done with a

scrcenless Weissenberg camera equipped with a cylindrical
cassette having a 430 mm radius installed in the BL6A2

station (Sakabe, 1983). The wavelength of 1.00 A was
used. The crystals were mounted with the a* or c*-axis

parallel to the spindle axis of the Weissenberg camera. For

the c* axis setting, the oscillation range (D(p) and the ratio
(C) of crystal rotation to the detector movement

respectively was 3.0° and 1.5°mm''. For the a* setting. Dip
= 4.7 ° and C = 1.0 °mm"'. Data collections of both the

crystal settings were done with one crystal. Diffraction

patterns were recorded on Fuji Film imaging plates, and

digitized on a Fuji Film BAKX) photo reader system. The

crystal at least diffracted up to 2.2 A resolution. Data
reduction is in progress.
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The primary stages in photosynthesis
involve absorption of light energy and
it's conversion into chemical energy.

In PS II of cyanobacteria and red

algae, the harvesting of light energy
is performed by the phycobilisomes, a
supermolecular protein complexes bound
to the outer surface of the thylakoid
membrane. Phycobilisome is composed of

several kinds of phycobiliproteins, and
divided to two particles of complexes,

rod and core complexes. The

phycobiliproteins contain highly
homologous two polypeptides named a and
P with covalently bound, open-chain
tetrapyrrole prosthetic groups
(bilins)U). Although core-forming

allophycocyanin (APC) has the same type

of bilins as rod-forming phycocyanin
(PC), it shows a red shift of

absorption spectrum (A.max=650nm) in
contrast to PC (X,inax=620-637nm) , which
enable the efficient energy transfer
from rod to core. Here we report the

crystal structure of core-forming
phycobiliprotein APC from the thermo-

philic cyanobac ter ium Synechococcus

elongatus. The APC molecules which

form (a-/3)3-Lc morphology (M.W.lOOKDa)
in solution were crystallized using
(NH4)2S04 as a precipitant. The
crystals belong to the space group R32

with unit cell dimensions of a=jb=188,

c=6lA.

The synchrotoron radiation was

monochromatized to l.OOA, and a
screenless Weissenberg camera was used
with a 0.1mm aperture collimator and

cylindrical cassette of 429.7mm radius
filled with the helium gas. The total
oscillation range of 96.5° was covered
with 32 serial Weissenberg photographs

in each range of 3.5° oscillation. The

intensity data were processed up to
2.5A resolution using the program WEIS
and PROTEIN program systems. The data

set with 10,946 unique reflections
contains 77.6% of theoretically

calculated reflections from 10 to 2.5A

resolution.

The crystal structure of APC was
determined by the Patterson search
techniques on the basis of the
molecular model of C-PC (a-/3)-subunits
from Fremyella diplosiphon^^K The
application of the direct space search
and PC-refinement procedure in the X-
PLOR program package gave the
orientation parameter of the

model. After SA-refinement, the R-

factor for data between 10.0 and 3. OA

converged to 20.4% and a Fo-Fc map

showed significantly clear density for
the omitted bilins. The subsequent

refinements were carried out using the

program package PROTIN/PROLSQ. The
present model including 48 water
molecules ( 2577 atoms ) gave an R-

factor of 23.2% at 2.5A resolution.

The differences of the bilin

conformations between APC and PC caused

by protein-chromophore interaction were
observed mainly at the bilin bound to
a-subunit(A84) (Fig.l) . These

differences might affect to the
conjugated systems of the bilin and
expected to cause some changes of the
absorption spectra.

This work was cooperated with Dr. M.
Hirano, Toray Research Center Inc.

A84

Fig.l The comparison of A84 bilin
conformation between APC (thick line)

and PC (thin line).
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FqFj^-ATP synthase in mitochondria,
chloroplast and bacterial plasma
membrane catalyses ATP synthesis
coupled with proton motive force
generated by electron transfer chain.
The catalytic portion of the enzyme, Fj^
is consisted of five kinds of subunits
with a stoichiometry of a^^ySeil) .
Catalytic sites of the ATP synthase are
reside on the p subunits or at the
interfaces between the a and
subunits(2). To understand catalytic
mechanism of the F^-ATPases, the three
dimensional structure is indispensable.
We have subjected ^subunits of the Fj^-
ATPase from a thermophilic bacterium
PS3 as an experimental material. To
extend the possibility to get the high
quality crystals, ^subunits with a
variety of point mutations were also
subjected to crystallize as well as the
wild P subunit.

The mutant /5subunit in which Tyr at
341 was substituted for Leu (^Y341L)
was crystallized by the vapor diffusion
method with 0.5'~-0.9M ammonium sulfate,
in 20mM tris sulfate buffer (pH 8.0).
Colorless needle crystals were
appeared. As the single crystals in the
assembly of the needles were too
small to use for x-ray diffraction
experiments, we employed the stepwise
seeding method to obtain the larger
crystals. First, the assembly of the
crystals were broken into some pieces
of single crystals by a glass
capillary. Then the some broken pieces
were moved into another droplet of
/?Y341L (30mg/ml) containing 20mM tris
sulfate and 0.7M ammonium sulfate
(Micro seeding). Some seeds' were grown
after 2~3days up to 0.2mmx0.05mm
x<0.01inm. Second, a grown seed was
picked up and moved into another
droplet containing 0.7M ammonium
sulfate (Macro seeding). After several
repeats of this seeding, crystal was
grown with a maximal size of
1. OmmxO . IBmmxO . 02mm. However the
crystals were still too thin in
its thickness to obtain sufficient
diffraction power. Third, to solve
these problems, we broke a grown thin
plate into some pieces again. Each
broken piece was picked up and moved
into another droplet containing 0.7M
ammonium sulfate. After several repeats
of this procedure, the crystals were
grown up to 0 . SmmxO . 25mmx0. 05mm
(Fig.l) .

A precession photograph with a Huber

precession camera using CuKa radiation
and the rotation photographs with
synchrotrons radiation indicated the
crystals belong to the orthorhombic,
space group I 2^2^2^ or I 222. The unit
cell dimensions are a=232, b=66 and
c=80A. Assuming one ^341L molecule in
the asymmetric unit, value is
calculated to be 3.OA /Da.

Intensity data of the native crystal
were collected with synchrotron
radiation at the BL-6A2 beam line at
the Photon Factory. The X-ray beam was
monochromatized to l.OOA by Si(lll)
monochromator system. A screenless
Weissenberg camera with a O.lmm-
aperture collimator and cylindrical
cassette of 429.7mm radius filled with
He gas was used. The diffraction
intensities were recorded on a
200x400mm imaging plate (Fuji Photo
Film) The total range of 92.5® was
covered with 8 serial Weissenberg
Photographs in a range of 12.0°
oscillation.

11,945 independent reflections up to
2.5A resolution were collected and were
processed using WEIS and PROTEIN
programs. The merging R factor is 11.3%
for 21,137 measurements.

Now searching for heavy atom
derivatives is in progress.

We thank Prof. N. Sakabe and Drs. A.
Nakagawa and N. watanabe of the Photon
Factory.
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Fig.l Crystal of F^^-ATPase ^341L
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The raacromolecular antitumor

antibiotic C-1027'^> isolated from

StrepComyces globisporus belongs to

the neocarzinostatin family. C-1027

consists of an apoprotein and a non-
protein chromophore. C-1027-AG, the

apoprotein of C-1027, consists of a

single polypeptide chain of 110 amino-

acid residues; the molecular weight is

10,BOODa.

We have obtained crystals by the
vapor diffusion procedure using MPD as

a precipitant'2'. The crystals belong
to the space group P2i2i2i with unit-

cell dimensions a=55.1, b=61.3 and

c=79.iA. Assuming that the asymmetric
unit contains two or three molecules,

the Vn value is calculated as 3.2 or

2.lA^/Da, respectively. The structure
of this crystal form has not yet been
solved.

We have obtained a new crystal

form. The crystals were obtained by

vapor diffusion procedure using

lithium sulfate as a precipitant. This
crystal belongs to the space group

P3i21 or P3221 with unit-cell dimen

sions a=b=62.6, c=54.2A. Assuming that
the asymmetric unit contains one

molecule, the Vh value is calcul

ated as 2.9A^/Da.

We have collected the intensity

data of the native crystals with

synchrotron radiation at BL-18B beam

line at the Photon Factory. A crystal

with the approximate dimensions of 0.1

XQ.1X0.2 mm was mounted in a

capillary in such a way that it could

be rotated ahout (001] axis. The total

oscillation range of 76.5® was covered

with 8 serial Weissenberg photographs,

in which the oscillation range of

10.0® was employed.

Intensities were processed and

scaled up to 2.5A resolution using
WEIS and PROTEIN programs. After

averaging of symmetry-equivalent ref

lections, a total of 2,360 independent

reflections was obtained and the

merging R factor is 0.071 for 7,519

measurements.

We have been trying to solve the

structure by molecular replacement

using the actinoxantin structure as

a model which has a high homology with

C-1027-AG.

We thank prof. N. Sakabe and Drs.

A. Nakagawa and N. Watanabe of the

Photon Factory, KEK, for their kind

help in intensity data collection.

Fig. 1. Photograph of crystals of C-

1027-AG (space group P3i21)
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INTRODUCTION

Glutathione synthetase (EC 6.3.2.3; GSHase), the
second enzyme in the glutathione biosynthetic pathway,
catalyzes the synthesis of glutathione from y-L-glutamyl-
L-cysteine and Gly in the presence of ATP and
magnesium ion. The enzyme from Escherichia coli is a
tetramer of four identical subunits composed of 316
amino acid residues. Its crystallization was accomplished
by a successfully developed overexpression system of the
gene of the enzyme, ghsll, and a rapid preparation of a
large amount of the purified enzyme^ ^ The X-ray
structure of the native enzyme has been solved and
refined to a resolution of 2.0 ATP-binding site of
GSHase was temporally assigned with the crystals soaked
into a solution containing ATP and/or dipeptide analog.
These structures, however, have not shown the
interactions between enzyme and ATP in atomic level.
The crystal structure of GSHase complexed with
adenosine(5')tetra-phospho(5')pyridoxal ( AP4PL ), that is
an ATP analog used for affinity labeling, indicated a
putative ATP-binding site in the deep cleft between
central- and C-terminal domains'^ but that structure does
not exactly provide the physiologically natural substrate-
binding mode. In the present study, we prepared crystals
of GSHase complexed with a "natural" substrate, ATP,
and analyzed their atomic structure to reveal the
mechanisms to provide substrate specificity and to
catalytic efficiency.

METHODS AND RESULTS

Crystals of GSHase complexed with ATP were
prepared by cocrystallization. The crystals were grown
under the conditions used in the previous study') instead
of buffer, 50mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) containing 5mM
ATP. Crystals of the complex were isomorphous with
those of the native enzyme; space group P6222 with unit
cell dimensions of a=b=SlJ5 A, c=170.30 A. X-ray
diffraction data from these complex crystals were
collected at BL6A2 beam line of the Photon Factory
(Tsukuba, Japan) with Sakabe's Weissenberg camera'').
The crystallographic a- and c-axes were set up parallel to
the oscillation axis. For a-axis, a pair of data collections
were performed. The diffraction images recorded on
imaging plates (Fiji Film) were digitized using BAIOO
photo-reader system (Fiji Film), then converted to indexed
intensity data sets with the program WEIS^). The
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complete data set was obtained by merging three sets for
each axis setting according to the method of Hamilton et
al^). The reflections with F > lo(F) were employed for
structural determination, and Rmerge based on the
intensity was 3.86 %. In total, 168,135 observed
reflections were merged to 28,436 independent
reflections.

The starting model of the present complex structure
for the crystallographic refinement was generated from
the refined structure of the loop-truncated mutant
GSHase^). The atomic positions were refined by the
methodsof rigid body refinement, conventionalpositional
refinement and simulated annealing using X-PLOR®) on a
Cray Y-MP2E of the Institute for Chemical Research,
Kyoto University. At first, the R-factor for the initial
structure was 30.3 % for the diffraction data ranging 8.0
A to 2.5 A resolution and decreased to 27.4% after the
rigid body refinement and then 23.5 % after positional
refinement. The simulated annealing refinement was
performed from 30(X) K to 3(X) K at a time step of 0.5
fsec with the slow-cooling protocol, to give the model of
the R-factor converged upon 22.5 %ranging from 8.0 A
to 2.5 A resolution. Electron density map calculated
using the coefficients (2\Fo\-Fc\) showed a large peak of
adenosine moiety of ATP in the cleft where is a mutual
region of AP4PL-binding site. But the electron densities
for phosphate moieties were rather unclear. Further
refinements and model fitting of ATP are expected to give
a high-resolution atomic structure which allows to explore
the interactions between the enzyme and one of the
physiological substrates and the catalytic properties of the
enzyme.
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Introduction

/3-amylase (a-l,4-glucan maltohydrolase, EC 3.2.1.2)
cleaves a-l,4-glycosidic linkages of Qr-l,4-glucan and
produces maltose of /S-anomeric form from the a-linked
substrates. Sweet potato (3-amylase is a tetramer of
identical subunits, with its subunit consisting of 498
amino acid residues (Mr of 55,880 Da).

Sweet potato /3-amylase is the first amylase obtained
in a crystalline form.^ However, the first X-ray analysis
was reported only in 1971.^ This study established that
the enzyme is tetrameric with molecular symmetry
which includes, at least to low resolution, a diad axis.
Another crystal form, more suitable for high-resolution
structure determination, was reported very recently.-^

The three-dimensional structure of soybean j8-amylase
in complex with a-cyclodextrin has been determined by
X-ray crystallography at 3.0 and it has been refined
at 2.0 A resolution.^

Experimental

The crystals grew to dimensions of 0.4 mm x 0.4 mm
X 1.0 mm within two weeks at room temperature using
polyethylene glycol 1500 as precipitant.

Native data were collected at 14"C using a
Weissenbergcamera for macromolecular crystallography
at the BL-6A2 experimental station of the Photon
Factory, Tsukuba, Japan (Sakabe, 1991).^ The
wavelength ofsynchrotron X-rays was 1.000 Aand a 0.1
mm collimator was used. The native data were recorded

on Fuji image plates (type BAIII, 20 x 40 cm) and
scanned by a Fuji BA-100 scanner. The raw data were
processed using the program WEIS (Higashi, 1989).^

The data set, extending to approximately 2 A
resolution, consisted of 196,534 measurements of 22,866
unique reflections with an Rmerge intensity) of 6.44
%. The crystals belong to the tetragonal space group
P422,2 with unit cell dimensions of a = b = 129.63 A
and c = 68.42 A. The asymmetric unit contains one
subunit of /3-amylase, with a crystal volume per protein
mass (V^) of 2.57 A-^/Da and a solvent content of 52 %
by volume.

The three-dimensional structure of the tetrameric /3-
amylase from sweet potato has been determined by
molecular replacement methods at an effective
resolution of2.5 A, with incorporation ofdata extending
to 2.0 A, using the monomeric structure of soybean
enzyme as the starting model. The structure was refined
by the simulated annealing procedure using the program
X-PLOR.

Results

The four subunits of sweet potato /3-amylase is
arranged to have a molecular symmetry of 222 in the
present crystal. The refined model of each subunit
contains 3,866 nonhydrogen protein atoms (488 amino
acid residues) and 306 water oxygen atoms. The current
R-value is 21.2 % (2ocut-off) in the 10.0 - 2.0 A range.
The structures of sweet potato /3-amylase (in the
absence of a-cyclodextrin) and soybean /3-amylase
(complexed with a-cyclodextrin) are very similar. The
rms difference for 487 equivalent Ca atoms is 0.96 A.
One subunit is composed of a large (a//3)g core domain,
a small one made up of three long loops [L3 (residues
91-150), L4 (residues 183-258), and L5 (residues 300-
327)], and a long C-terminal loop formed by residues
445-493. Conserved Glu 187, believed to play an
important role in catalysis, is located at the cleft
between the (a//3)g barrel core and a small domain
made up of three long loops (L3, L4, and L5).
Conserved Cys 96, important in the inactivation of
enzyme activity by sulfhydryl reagents, is located at the
entrance of (a//8)g barrel. N- and C-termini participate
in the interaction among subunits of tetrameric sweet
potato /3-amylase.
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Introduction

The Helix-Loop-Helix (HLH) familyof eukaryoiic transcription factors
(reviewed in 1) is a large group of DNA-binding proteins which play
key roles in the regulation of cellular metabolism, differentiation, and
the control of cell proliferation. Structurally, their DNA-binding
domain is composed of a region rich in conserved basic residues (the
basic or "b") region, and two helical segments separatedby a loop (the
helix-loop-helix or "HLH"), which dimerize to form a symmetric,
parallel four-helix bundle. This structurewas firstdetermined for the
onco-protein Max, in complex with its cognate DNA (2), and
subsequently for the human transcription factor UpstreamStimulatory
Factor, USF(3. see Fig. 1). Although these proteins share a
homologousdimerization interface, the HLH, dimcrization is selective,
and only a subset of the possiblenumberof hctcro- and homo-dimers,
form in vivo. The DNA-binding specificity of family members is, in
contrast, very similar for all b/HLH proteins. All these proteins bind
to essentially the same CANNTG sequence. In particular, both Max
and USF recognize, and were cocrystallized with, the dyad-symmetric
sequence CACGTG present, for instance, in the biochemically much
Studied Adenovirus Major Late Promoter (MLP). Because these
proteins regulate different and non-overlapping genes in vivo, the
observed sequence specificity was puzzling. The recent report (4) that
USF could bind to, and regulate genes located in the proximity of, the
sequence CACCTG present in the Globin Locus Control Region
(LCR), was thereforeof great interest. In order to investigatehow USF
can also recognize this asymmetric site from the LCR, we have
cocrystallized the USF b/HLH region with a synthetic DNA
oligonucleotide containing this element Comparison of the structure
of the USF b/HLH homodimer bound to the MLP site (3) and the LCR
site should shed some light on the molecularbasis of DNA recognition.

Fig.1 Structure of theb/HLH fragment of thetranscription factor USF
bound to a 21-base-pair synthetic oligonucleotide containing the
Adenovirus Major LatePromoter (MLP) USFbinding site (3). Helical
portions of the protein arerepresented as ribbons, non-helical portions
as thin cylinders. The DNA is represented with thin lines. The figure
wasgenerated employing MOLSCRIPT (5).

Experimental
DNA and the b/HLH construct of USF were prepared essentially as
described (3). The protein-DNA complex was prepared by mixing
equimolar amounts of b/HLH dimcr and double-stranded DNA in a
buffer composed of ICX) mM KCl and 10 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5.
The complex was concentrated to 1.4 mM by ultrafiltraiion in
Ccntricon-3 devices. Crystals were grown at 4*C by vapor diffusion of
hanging drops prepared by mixing equal volumes of the complex and a
reservoir solution composed of 15% PEG 400, 5% glycerol, 100 mM
KCl, 100 mM Na acetate pH 4.75, 2.5 mM MgCli and 1.0 mM
BaCl2. Rectangular prisms appeared within a few days and grew to
typical dimensions of0.1 x 0.1 x0.2 mm^.

Initially, diffraction data was collected employing CuKa X-radiation
from a rotating anode and a Rigaku R-AXIS lie imaging plate area
detector. Typical exposure times for oscillation pictures were 20
minutes/degree. Subsequently,data was collectedat beam-lineBL6A of
the Photon Factory, employing the Weissenbcrg camera for
macromolecular crystallography (6. 7) equipped with a 0.1 mm
collimator, a film cassette (purged with helium) with radius 429.7 mm,
and employing monochromatic X-radiation of 1.0 A wavelength.
Weisscnberg pictures were taken on Fuji Imaging Plates; typical
exposure times were 15 seconds/degree. Normally, 10 degrees of data
were recorded per Imaging Plate. The coupling constant was 2
dcgrecs/mm.

Results and Discussion

The USF b/HLH-LCR cocrystals arcin the orthorhombic space group
P2i2i2i with unit cell parameters a = 135.5 A, b= 54.4 A, c= 43.9
A, andcontain onecomplex perasymmetric unit. Thecell parameters
are virtually the same as for the USF b/HLH-MLP cocrystals (a =
136.6 A, 6 = 54.7 A, c = 44.4 A) suggesting the structure
determination for the LCR cocrystals should be feasible by
conventional molecular replacement methods.

Data was initially collected in our laboratory with a rotating anode X-
ray source and an imaging plate area detector. Although fresh crystals
diffracted toabout 3.0A, they were extremely radiation-sensitive, and
no more than 4 degrees of data (two 2-degrce oscillations) could be
collected from any given crystal.

In contrast, due to the highly efficient nature of data collection with the
Weissenbcrg camera for macromolecular crystallography at beam-line
BL6A of the Photon Factory (6,7) 50 degrees of data could be collected
from a single crystal, and a complete data-set to the limit of diffraction
ofthese cocrystis was collected from two crystals. Data reduction and
strucUiredetermination by molecular replacement are in process.
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Introduction

Methane monooxygenase is a multicomponent enzyme
system which catalyzes the oxidation of methane to
methanol in methanotrophic bacteria. The hydroxylase
protein (MW 251 kDa), which is the site of methane
oxidation, contains two copies each of three polypeptide
chains, the a, p, and y subunits (MW a, 60.6 kDa; MW
P, 45 kDa; MW y, 19.8 kDa). The active site of the
hydroxylase, housed within the a subunit, contains a
dinuclear iron center. The mechanism by which
dioxygen is activated for incorporation into methane as
well as into other hydrocarbon substrates, including
halogenated hydrocarbons, is of both commercial and
environmental significance. The ability of methane
monooxygenase to oxidize haiogenated substrates has
important implications for the bioremediation of
drinking water and the cleaning up of oil spills. A
detailed structural characterization of the hydroxylase
active site may help elucidate the reaction mechanism.

Experimental

Crystals of the hydroxylase were grown from solutions
containing 20% PEG 4000, 25 mM Li2S04, and 50 mM
NH4OAC in 25 mM MOPS pH 7.0.^ The unit cell
dimensions are 62.6 x 110.1 x 333.5 A, and the space
group is orthorhombic P2i2i2i, with one a2P2y2 dimer
of molecular weight 251 kDa in the asymmetric unit.
Crystals were transported to the Photon Factory in a
cooler kept at 4°C, and all soaking and mounting of
crystals were carried out at 4°C. A native data set was
collected by using the modified Weissenberg camera
and Fuji imaging plates at beamline 6A2. The rotation
angle was 3°, the coupling constant was 0.5®/mm, and
the rotation sj)eed was 2°/sec, with 20 oscillations per
exposure. The data were processed with the program
WEIS, and were merged and scaled by using programs
in the CCP4 program suite. These data were used along
with a number of heavy atom derivative data sets
collected at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
and described elsewhere,^ to solve the structure of the
hydroxylase at 2.2Aresolution.

Results

The current model of the hydroxylase consists of 512 of
527 residues in the a subunit, 384 of 389 residues in the
P subunit, and 162 of 170 residues in the y subunit. The
R-value is 0.170to 2.2 A resolution. Thehydroxylase is
a relatively flat molecule with dimensions 60 x 100 x

120 A. The two aPy protomers are related by a
noncrystallographic twofold axis. There is a wide
canyon located at the dimer interface, and an opening in
the center of the molecule. The hydroxylase is primarily
helical, with one small region of beta structure in the a
subunit Two dinuclear iron centers were found, one on

each a subunit. Each iron atom is coordinated by the 5-
nitrogen atom of a histidine residue. In addition, there
are three monodentate terminal carboxylate ligands and
one terminal water ligand. The two iron atoms are triply
bridged by a carboxylate, a hydroxide, and a bridging
acetate ligand. There is a hydrophobic cavity at the
active site, which may help to retain substrates near the
diiron center. In addition, several other hydrophobic
cavities may demarcate routes for substrates and
products to access the active site. The structurehas been
described fully elsewhere.^

Conclusions

We have used X-ray diffraction data collected by using
the modified Weissenberg setup at Photon Factory
beamline 6A2 to solve the2.2 A crystal structure of the
251 kDa hydroxylase protein of methane
monooxygenase from Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath).
The data collected at the Photon Factory were essential
in the structure determination. This structure is an
important first step toward the understanding of
biological methane oxidation.
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Introduction

Many dinuclear Fe(III) complexes bridged by
oxygen donor have been actively synthesized and
investigated from the viewpoints of biological model
complexes and/or their interesting physical properties. It
is general feature that the ntiferomagnetic exchange
interactions between the spins on two ferric ions through
the 0-bridge is much stronger for |i-oxo complexes than
for p-hydroxo complexes. On the other hand, alkoxo-
bridged diiron complexes exhibit comparable J values to
p-hydroxo dimers, however clear explanation to these
trends has not been given yet. As a weak coupling model,
it is necessary to investigate more examples of the fi-
alkoxo diiron complexes systematically. Much efforts
have been made to synthesize new types of /x-alkoxo
diiron complexes by using several multidentale bridging
ligands, recently. 1,3-diamino-2-hydroxypropane-
N,NA'A'-tetraacetic acid, Hsdhpla, is one of the good
bridging ligands, and a tetranuclear complex with oxo and
carbonato bridge besides the alkoxo bridge (1), and a dimer
complex containing benzoato bridge were reported (2).

In this paper, we have newly synthesized a series
of (dhpta)Fe(IlI) dimers with bridging carboxylate ion,
[Fe2(dhpta)(OOCR)(H20)2] (R = C6H4OH, 1; R =
CH2CH=CH2, 2; R = C6H4NH2, 3; R = CH2CH2Br,
4; R = CH=CHCH3, 5), and investigated their molecular
structures and magnetic properties. The crystal structures
were determined by X-ray crystallography and for all other
complexes, the molecular structures were deduced by
EXAFS and XANES.

Experimental
Physical Measurements. Magnetic susceptibility data
were measured by the Faraday method over a temperature
range of 4 - 300 K with a Cahn RH electric balance. The
temperature dependence of the molar susceptibility was
analyzed by using van Vleck equation with the
eigenvalues of the spin coupling Hamiltonian { H =
-2JSi'S2, = S2= 5/2). All the data were fit to the
modified van Vleck equation by adding temperature
independent paramagnetism (TIP) term.

EXAFS and XANES spectra were collected at
Beam Line 6B with Si(l 11) monochromator and Beam
Line lOB with Si(311) channel-cut monochromator at
Photon Factory of the National Laboratory for High
Energy Physics (2.5 GeV, 290 mA). The data were
obtained on polyethylene diluted pellets (f 13 mm) at

ambient temperature by the similar way described
previously. The absorption spectra were recorded as a
function of the X-ray photon energy with an integration
time 2 s/point at BL-6B and 1 s/point at BL-lOB, 780
steps covering the Fe K-edge (6561 -8111 eV). These
data were analyzed by using the program EXAFS1 by
Kosugi et al (3). on HITAC M-680H of the computer
center of Tokyo University. Four parameters, the number
of neighboring atoms of the /th shell, V/, the interatomic
distance, r/, the Debye-Waller factor, j/, and the threshold
energy, Eq/ varied in the nonlinear least-squares
refined curve fitting, and the fixed reducing factors 5/
obtained from the analysis of 1 were used. The X-ray
diffraction data of the complexes 1 and 2 were obtained
on a Rigaku AFC four-circle diffractometer.

Results and Discussion

A series of diiron(lll) complexes containing alkoxo and
carboxylato bridges, [Fe2(dhpta)(OOCR)(H20)2]
(H5dhpta = l,3-diamino-2-hydroxypropane-V,V,VA'-
tetraacetic acid: R = C6H4OH, 1; CH2CH=CH2, 2;
C6H4NH2, 3; CH2CH2Br, 4; CH=CHCH3,5) have
been synthesized and investigated their molecular
structures and magnetic properties. For 1 and 2, the
crystal structures have been determined by X-ray analysis.
For both complexes, two Fe(IlI) ions take rather distorted
octahedral structure and are bridged by the alkoxyl group
of dhpta and the carboxylate ion. EXAFS and XANES
support that all the complexes have similar (p.-alkoxo)(ji-
carboxylato)dimerstructures. Independent of the bridging
carboxylate ligand, all these complexes exhibit similar
weak antiferomagnetic exchange interactions between the
spins of the ferric ions through the 0(-R) bridge (-/ = 14
- 16 cm"^). Both 1and 2 have the crystal structures with
separate arrangement of hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts
and stacking of the 7t system.
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We have performed a synchrotron x-ray diffraction study of the 'distorted fee' high-pressure
phase of praseodymium. Rietveld analysis of measured diffraction patterns reveal that the dis
torted fee phase has the rhombohedral crystal system with space group R3m(D3j) with 8 atoms in
the unit cell.

The previous work by Grosshans et
al.[l] suggests that the fee phase of Pr trans
forms continuously to the "distorted fee"
phase at high pressure. To determine crystal
structure of this phase, we have performed a
synchrotron diffraction measurement under
pressure.

Synchrotron x-ray diffraction meas
urements were carried out at BL-6B of the
Photon Factory at KEK. The incident beam
was monochromatized with Si(lll) double
crystals to a wavelength of 0.6888A and
collimated to 80 pm in diameter at the sample
in the diamond anvil cell. An Imaging Plate
detector was used. Measured diffraction pat
terns were analyzed with a Rietveld program
RIETAN[2]. All measurements were done at
room temperature.

After the phase transition from dhcp to
fee at 6 GPa, the structural change to the dis
torted fee phase occurs at 7 GPa. This phase
transition is accompanied by the appearance of
very week superlattice reflections and broad
ening of the fundamental reflections except for
those having indices hOO. The intensity of
superlattice reflections continuously increases
with increasing pressure. Each of broad re
flections splits progressively into two or more
peaks as the pressure is raised.

Observed interplanar spacings of the
fundamental and superlattice reflections were
successfully indexed for a hexagonal cell with
a~V2ag and c~2V3aQ with Z=24, where a„ is
the lattice constant or the cubic lattice. Ob
served reflection conditions correspond to
those for the rhombohedral crystal system.

After several trials, we find that the
spacegroup R3m(D3j) gives thesmallest Rfac
tors. In this structure, the Pr atoms occupy
two independent atomic positions with three

positional parameters: 6c: (0, 0, Zj) and 18h
:(jc, -X, Z2) in the hexagonal representation.
T^e undistorted fee structure is obtained when
x=l/2 and Zj=Z2=l/4. The lattice parameters
were refined to be a=6.4655(4)A and
c=16.085(8)A. The atomic positional param
eters were z^=0.2719(7), x=0.5080(6),and
22=0.2428(5). Global R factors are
R^p=2.94%, Rp=2.10%, and Re=1.86%, and
phase-dependent R factors are RpO.62% and
Rp=0.29% for Pr. A fairly low goodness-of-
fit indicator S=R^p/Re=1.58, and the good
reproducibility of the observed pattern, shown
in Fig. 1, support our structural model.
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Figure 1. Rietveld refinement pattern for the
distorted fee phase at 13.8 GPa.
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Introduction

The works have been recently executed with

synchrotron radiation facilities on multielectron

excitation processes which give important

suggestion on the interaction between atom and

electron, that is, offer the information of atomic

structure and excitation dynamics in details.

Experimental

The x-ray absorption data were collected on the beam

line 6B at KEK photon factory radiation of 2.5 GeV

positrons using Si(311) monochromator crystals,

detuned to reduce the harmonic content. The x-ray

beam was detected by two ionization chambers filled

with Ar gas.

Results and Discussion

We present the study of the precise Dr photo-

absorption spectra measured to determine the

features between the shakeup and shakeoff processes

resulting from multiple electron excitations as a

function of photon energy. The difference between

the dependence of shakeup and shakeoff proba

bilities on the photon energy which Crasemann'',

Aberg '̂, Ito et al.^\ and Schaphorst et al
demonstrated, is also shown in Br. Previous

determination of [ls3d] transition in Br by Li el

has been confirmed in this work. [Is3p]

multielectron excitation is first time found in Br as

seen in Fig.l. Calculations of the shakeup and

shakeoff probabilities on two electron excitations

were performed by the Martree-Fock-Slater method

by Mukoyama el al.^\ This suggests that the

transition edges observed in x-ray absorption spectra

are due to the shakeup process only.
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Fig.l Photoabsorption spectrum of Br in the energy
region for the K-plus M or N shell electron
excitation. The energy positions corresponding to
the (Is3p], [ls3d], and [ls4s] edges are indicated
in the figure.
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Barium undergoes structural phase transitions
under high pressure. Normal pressure phase I
(bee) transforms to phase II (hep) at 5.5 GPa.

Phase II transforms to phase IV at 12.6 GPa with
unknown structure. Olijnyk and Holzapfel [1]

have reported a further phase transition above 46
GPa to phase V. The crystal structure of phase V
has been assigned to hep [2], but its detailed
bonding properties have not been investigated.

Ba is also interesting from the viewpoint of
the pressure-induced s-d electronic transition [3].
The purpose of the present study is to investigate
the crystal structures of phase IV and V of Ba.

Polycrystalline Ba was cut under silicone oil
and pressurized directly in a gasketed-diamond
anvil cell (DAG) without the use of a pressure

medium. Pressure was determined by the ruby

luminescence method. Angle-dispersive powder
x-ray diffraction patterns were obtained on the
beam line 6B. We used monochromatic x-rays

with an energy of 18 keV together with an
imaging plate. All the experiments were carried
out at room temperature.

Diffraction patterns were obtained to the
highest pressure of 90 GPa. The pattern of phase
IV was very spotty. We could not solve the
structure of phase IV yet. The diffraction pattern
of phase V was perfectly indexed to an hep
structure. The lattice parameters at 90 GPa are

a= 2.981 A and c= 4.698A with an axial ratio

c/a= 1.576.

Ba has two different hep phases under
pressure, phase II and V. The two hep phases
have very different bonding properties. Figure I
shows the c/a ratio of phase II and V under
pressure. The c/a ratio of phase II decreases
dramatically with pressure from 1.58 to 1.50,
whereas that of phase V is almost pressure-
independent with a value of 1.575 ± 0.001.
According to the energy-band calculations [3],
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Figure 1. Comparison of the c/a ratio of the two

hep phases II and V as a function of pressure.

the s-d transition in Ba starts just above
atmospheric pressure and terminates around the

relative volume V/Vq=0.5, which roughly
corresponds to the volume of the II to IV

transition. Hence the hep structure of phase II is
stabilized in the course of the s-d transition,

while that of phase V appears far beyond its
termination. The hep structure of Ba(V) would
be explained by the increased core repulsion as is
the case of Cs(VI) [4].
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Introduction

Quite recently, Inoue et n/.O have found new
kinds of amorphous alloys with a wide supercooled liquid
region in Zr-Al-TM (TM=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni or Cu) systems.
By partially substituting Y for Zr in this ternary' alloy, a
Zr-Y-Al-Ni quaternary amorphous alloy shows two glass
transition temperatures (Fgj and supercooled
liquid regions. The exothermic reaction is present be
tween these supercooled liquid region. The starting tem
perature of this exothermic reaction is named the first
crystallization temperature For example, To\=
658K, rg2=772K, r;^,=772K and 7^2=812K in the Zr33
^27A'i5N'25 amorphous alloy^^^.

The purpose of this study is to present the struc
tural information of the Zr33Y27Al|5Ni25 amorphous
alloy by the AXS method and to discuss the variation in
the atomic structure during the exothermic reaction be
tween Tgj and Tgj-

Experimental

^F13^27A1i5N'25 amorphous ribbons of about
0.02 mm thickness and 1 mm width were produced by a
single-roller melt-spinning technique in an argon atmos
phere. Some of the ribbons were sealed in vacuum and
heated up to 773K which is just above the second glass
transition temperature (772K). and quenched into the
room temperature.

The anomalous x-ray scattering measurements
were carried out at the 68 beam line. The atomic stnic-

tures around Ni. Y and Zr atoms in the

Zr33Y27Ali5Ni25 amorphous alloy were reduced from
the difference of the pairs of scattering intensities in
absolute units obtained at the Ni. Y and Zr K absorption
edges.

Rcsult.s and Discus.sion

The ordinary and environmental RDFs for Zr, Y
and Ni are shown in Referring to the atomic
radii of Zr (0.178 nm), Y (0.160 nm), A1 (0.143 nm) and
Ni (0.124 nm). the coordination numbers and atomic

distances at the nearest neighbor region were determined
by the trial and error basis. The final results are summa
rized in Table The nearest neighbor distances
around Y is changed by heating, while those around Zr
except for Zr-Y pairs are not varied. The coordination
numbers show larger variations for the pairs of Y-Zr, Y-
Y, Y-Ni and Y-Al pairs than those of Zr-Zr, Zr-Al and
Zr-Ni pairs. Thus, by heating the as-quenched amorphous
alloy just above the first civstallization temperature 7'̂ j
through the first exothermic reaction, the locally ordered
structure is developed around Y without any significant

effect on the local structure around Zr.

Consequently, the present structural data suggest
that the two glass transition temperatures are attributed to
the difference in the thermal stability of the local atomic
stnictures around Zr and Y, and the direct or indirect

bindings through A1 and Ni between Zr and Y.

Table 1 Coordination numbers and atomic distances for

near-neighbor pairs in the Zr33Y27Ali5Ni25 amorphous
allov.

As-quenched Heated up to 773K
r/nm N r/nm N

Ni-Ni 0.259 2.1 0.267 2.8

Zr-Ni 0.277 1.4 0.277 2.0

Y-Ni 0.289 3.3 0.281 2.6

Zr-Al 0.300 1.2 0.300 1.7

Y-Al 0.310 2.4 0.312 1.6

Zr-Zr 0.315 3.0 0.316 3.4

Zr-Y 0.338 4.0 0.342 2.9

Y-Y 0.340 5.8 0.363 5.8
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Fig.l Ordinary and environmental RDFs of the

A'i5^'25 'imorphous alloy in two conditions.
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Introduction

The experimental works have been reported by many workers
on multielectron excitation processes in which the removal of
a core electron and excitation of additional electrons take place
by a single photon in solids with the conventional X-ray tube
or gases'- '̂ and vapors" using the synchrotron radiation. The
reliable experimental results on the transition energy are
obtained from the absorption measurementson gaseous targets.
Recently, it was pointed out by Kodre et al." that, since in
solid, the oscillations due to the X-ray absorption fine structure
(XAFS) would mask small signals in the energy region where
multi-electron excitation occurs, it is difficult to identify weak
transitions previously reported in X-ray absorption spectra.
However, they do not suggest any features on multielectron
transition based on theoretical and experimental background.
Therefore, we reexamined the K+L transitions of Ni and Zn

elements at various temperatures using the synchrotron
radiation in order to reduce the influence of XAFS oscillations.

Experimental
The absorption spectra were measured using the beam line
DL-6B of the Photon Factory Ring in KEK, Tsukuba with
2.5GeV positrons at a circular current of 260-360 mA for 24

h. The radiation was monochromatized with a Si(l 11) double-
crystal and the calculated energy resolution (combined intrinsic
crystal resolution and vertical angulardivergence of the beam)
was less than 2 eV at the Cu K edge. The intensities of X-ray
beam were measured with two ionization chambers filled with

nitrogen and argon before and after the sample chamber.

Results and Discussion

The absorption spectro.scopy of Ni and Zn was carefully studied
in energy regions where simultaneous multielectron excitations

are predicted. XAFS is conventionally presented as at
the room temperature and 670 K for Zn element in Fig.l. As
seen in this figure, XAFS oscillations extended up to over 20
A"^. In the synchrotron radiation facility, the sensitivity of the
order of 10"* in the detection is experimentally achieved in the
energy region of multielectrons in these elements. The noise
on that level is ascribed to the detection .system.
In the present work, we could not observe the onc-photon-

two-electron transitions involving 2s and 2p electrons, and
one-phoion-three-electron transitionsof [Is2s3p] and [Is2p3p].
The reason can be ascribed to too small probabilities of the
shakeup process for these electrons which are below the

statistical accuracy of the present data, 0.05 %. This conclusion
is supported by the theoretical predictions on the shakeup
probabilities and consistent with the experimental results of
Kodre et al.*'.
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Fig.l. XAFS of Zn foil, (a) XAFS at room temperature, (a)
It's residual after removal of XAFS including fourth shells
Fourier transform, (b) XAFS at 670K. (b') It's residual after
removal of XAFS including fourth shells Fourier transform.
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Introduction

The F center formation by ionizing radiation has
been studied for several decades and, presently, it is
known that the F centers are formed through the nonra-
diative recombination of electron-hole pairs. Thus
formation efficiency of the F-center is considered to be
proportional to that of electron hole pairs. However,
multiple ionization due to Auger cascades has been
proposed for excitation of core-electrons.^^ In this case
the F-center formation efficiency may increase stepwise
above the core edges. To confirm the core effect in the
F-center formation, we measured efficiencies of the F-

center formation, thermal conversion, and x-ray fluo-
rewcence around Br-ls edge in KBr at LHeT.

Experimental
The F centers were produced by mocnochromatic x

rays (BL-6B). The emergent x-ray beam passed
through a small aperture and an ionization chamber and
then irradiated the sample crystal mounted in a LHeT
cryostat. The intensity of the incident beam was moni
tored with the output of the ionization chamber. The F
centers were formed by the x-ray beam of 4 mm x 2
mm and were probed by a 600 nm light beam as a func
tion of the x-ray irradiation time. Intensity of the x-ray
fluorescence was measured by using a Shottkey-barrier
type photodiode. The thermal conversion efficiency was
estimated as follows. The sample of 5 x 5 x 1 mm^ was
suspended by two thin quartz wires and thermally
connected to a small Ge resistor. The heat dissipated in
the sample was estimated from the resistance change of
the Ge resistor.

Results and Discussion

A fraction of the absorbed x-ray energy is reemitted
as the x-ray fluorescence and the number of electron-
hole pairs produced by unit x-ray energy is decreased.
To elucidate the core effect in the F-formation, there
fore, the number of F-center should be compared with
that of electron-hole pairs generated by x rays. The
energy dissipated in the crystal above the K edge is
reduced to 1 - T|j^ of that below the edge, where r|j^ is
the efficiency of the x-ray fluorescence. The corrected
F-formation efficiency, i. e., number of F-center
formed by unit energy dissipated in the KBr crystal, is
shown in Fig. 1. The efficiency clearly shows a step-
wise increase of about 25% above the Br-K edge.

The stepwise increase in the F-formation efficiency

does not necessary imply the Varley mechanism, i. e.
Coulomb expulsion. After the pulsed irradiation of laser
light electron beam, the most of the generated F center
are aimihilated by recombination with nearby H centers.
Thus, if the F centers formed by core excitation are more
stable then those formed by the nonradiative recombina
tion, the formation efficiency of the stable F centers may
increse stepwise above the Br-ls edge.

The lack of the core effect in Cl-ls edge^^ and defi
nite increase in Br-ls edge (present report) suggest that
stronger core effects might be observed for deeper core
excitation. To confirm this trend, the similar measure

ments around I-Is edge are necessary.

LHeT

08

13.44 13.46 13.48 13.5

PHOTON ENERGY [keV]

Fig.l. F-center formation efficiency (o). Excitation
spectrum of X-ray fluorescence is shown by a solid
curve.
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Introduction
The main purpose of this work is to observe the
atomic structural changes during the solid state
amorphization reaction by mechanical milling of
an intermetallic B2 CoZr compound by EXAFS
measurements to discuss the mechanism of
amorphization.

Experimental
The intermetallic B2 CoZr compound was prepared
by arc-melting the pure elements. CoZr powders
were milled in an Invicta vibratory mill (model
8000). Mechanically milled powders were
characterized by x-ray diffraction measurements.

Co-zr

coco

Zr-Co

CO-co
Co-Co
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Co-zr

Fig.l. Radial distribution function around (a)
the Co atom and (b) the Zr atom of the B2 CoZr
compound during the MM process as a function of
milling time.

The transmission mode EXAFS spectra were
measured at the Co K-edge and Zr K-edge on the
beam-line 6B at the Photon Factory, as a
function of milling time; 0, 1, 5, 21, 40, 60 h.
The changes in the radial distribution function
(RDF) around a Co atom and a Zr atom were
derived as a function of milling time by the
Fourier transform of the EXAFS signal, k^i(k).
Program EXAFS2[1] was used for fitting.

Results and discussion
The x-ray diffraction patterns of B2 CoZr
compound powder showed following procedure of
amorphization. A broad amorphous peak appears as
the milling time increases and is clearly
evident after 24 h of milling. After 80 h, the
diffraction pattern appears to be that of an
essentially completely amorphous structure. The
radial distribution functions (RDF) around a Co
atom and a Zr atom provided by the Fourier
transform of the EXAFS spectra are shown in
Figure 1. A small shoulder grew up in shorter
distance side of the main peak (Co-Zr) after 5 h
as shown in Figure 1(A). The fitting result
shows that the atomic distance corresponding to
this new peak is close to the value of the Co-Co
atomic pair in the amorphous phase of the sample
milled for 60 h. At the same time, the peak
corresponding to the second nearest neighbor (Co-
Co atomic pair) decreased. This suggests that
partial amorphization occurs with Zr atoms in
the first nearest neighbor replaced by Co atoms
at the second nearest neighbor as shown in
Figure 2. Between 21 h and 40 h the peaks
corresponding to the long range order, i.e. the
third and forth nearest neighbor peaks,
diminished almost completely from the RDF. At 60
h of milling, only the short range order of Co-
Co (2. 36 a), Co-Zr(2.62 a) .and Zr-Zr(3.23 a)
atomic pairs remain , which constitute the
tetrahedral unit[2] of amorphous structure as
shown in Figure 2(C).
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Fig.2.Schematic illustration of the
microstructural changes of the B2 CoZr compound
during solid state amorphization process by MM.
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Introduction

The compound LiVOj has been watched as a key
material for investigating the unusual magnetic system, named
"magnetic frustration", because magnetic ions form a
two-dimensional triangular lattice. The crystal structure of
LiVOj is made of an alternate stacking of Li, V and O layers
along the ///// direction of cubic NaCl lattice with a pseudo-
hexagonal symmetry, called as "ordered rock salt (ORS)
structure". In the ideal ORS structure, V ion lies in the
pseudo-hexagonal c-plane with coordination of six oxygen
ions having the same V-0 distances of 1.987A. Goodenough
(1) has proposed that all ions in the c-plane are gathered
into triangular clusters, named "Vj-trimer", at room
temf)erature, and the clustering is released above the transition
temperature, T, of about 500K.

Recently, our group has successfully synthesized large
single crystal plates of lithium-deficient Li(,gVOj by the flux
method (2), and the changes in the structural and physical
properties around 500K have been investigated using the
single crystal specimens (3). The pre.sent experiments were
conducted in order to obtain quantitative results on the
formation of Vj-trimer and the exact position of V ions using
the EXAFS method.

Experimental
Single crystal specimens LiQgV02 were prepared by the

flux method using a solvent of the LiBO^-LijO system (2).
EXAFS experiment was carried out using the synchrotron
radiation beam at BL-6B station of Photon Factory in National
Laboratory for High Energy Physics KEK. Specimens were
compacted disks of pulverizedcrystals mixed with BN powder.
The absorption spectra near the V K-edge were measured in
Nj gas flow at room temperature and 573K using a heating
unit.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows Fourier-transformed patterns of EXAFS
spectra measured at room temperature (a) and 573K above T,
(b). Considering the mean atomic distances in UogVOj
crystals obtained by the average structure analysis (3), the
first and second strong peaks around 1.5 and 2.5A are uniquely
ascribed to those from the first neighboured V-0 and V-V
bonds, respectively.

It should be noted that the peaks are sharply separated
above T,, although they are broad and overlapped each other
below T,. The broadening implies a displacement of V ions
below T, from the symmetrical to asymmetric positions in the
VOg octahedra, and then the six equivalent V-0 and V-V
distances change into unequivalent ones. "V NMR studies
at room temperature have indicated that all V^ ions lie in a
unique environmental situation in the VO^ oct.ihedra with a
lower symmetry than that in the ideal ORS structure (2, 4).
These results satisfy the Goodenough's V,-trimer model (1),
where the displacement occurs in the c-plane so as to form a
triangle of three V ions.

The EXAFS spectrum of Fig. 1(a) was analyzed under the
V,-trimer model using the least squares curve fitting method,
and the values of stiorler and longer V-V distances are
determined to be 2.562(4)A and 3.021(5)A, respectively.
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The final reliability factor R was 7.9%. The displacement of
V ions from the average position was calculated to be
0.160(5)A, as shown in Fig.2. This means a shortening of
about 5% from the ideal V-V distance in ORS.

The present crystals contain about 20% of Li-vacancy(2).
The magnetic measurements have suggested that the Li-
vacancy induces the equivalent oxidation of V^ ion to V*^,
which is lonely located in the crystal lattice with S=l/2 (2).
This situation would produce V^-dimers with isolated
ions proportional to the amount of Li-vacancy in place of
Vj-trimers. The dimers would have a different V-V distance,
and the subsequent EXAFS peak concerning the V-V bonds
would become broader. However, the present analysis was
performed only on the V,-trimers because the intensity of
reflection from the minority dimers would considerably be
weak. A precise EXAFS study using stoichiometric LiVOj
specimen will give the answer about this problem.

Fig.l Fourier transforms of EXAFS spectra of LiogVOj
obtained at room temperature (a) and 573K (b).

3 021(5)A

? 562(4)A

v(.2 8388A)

Fig.2 A schematic drawing of the Vj-trimer. V-V distance
and displacement of V ion were determined by EXAFS.
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Cys-X-Y-Cys type amlnoacid sequence is the
most simple and highly conserved chelatlng
unit in biological systems, such as seen in DNA
binding proteins and ferredoxins. Although
several metal complexes of the peptides with
this type of sequences have been synthesized as
the models, most of the reports have not
mentioned about the structures in explicit
manners by using XAFS, NMR, and X-ray
crystallography.

In this study, we prepared L=Boc-Cys-Pro-
Leu-Cys-GMe as the peptlde ligands and
isolated [(L) (CHaCGGlZnKHaG), 1, as the first
step of our series of compounds. We focused
our attension to the effect of the surrounding
media for the coordination geometry and the
peptlde conformation. Thus, EXAFS and
XANES spectra of compound 1 were observed
in different solvents such as DMF, aceton, THF,
and dioxane at room temperature. The 1 : 1
mixture of L and Cd(ClG4)2 was also studied in
DMF. XAFS experiments were carried out by
using the EXAFS facilities of BL-6B, 70, and
lOB, In transmission mode under Ar.
Concentrations were controled at -0.1 M for
consistency with NMR experiment.

Compound 1 afforded almost the same Zn K-
edge XANES spectra in different solvents, in
contrast to the NMR experiment, which
gave different signals for corresponding
deuterated solvents in the finger print region.
The XANES patterns were different from those
of linear, tetrahedral, square planar, square
pjramidal, and octahedral zinc complexes.

The EXAFS signals of compound 1, anallzed
by single scattering model, ^ were optimized as
ZnS2G (N)3 (Table 1) for all the samples in
DMF, THF and aceton. Considering the result
of the comparative XANES study, this seems to
lead that the zinc adopts trigonal bipyramid in
all the solutions. It is worthy to note that the
zinc In the zinc-ftnger motifs are tetrahedral

differently from our site core compound.
In order to explain the XAFS results above

mentioned, as well as the solvent effect In
NMR, free molecular dynamics (AMBER)
calculation by changing dielectrlcity and the
third llgand (i.e. the solvent) was examined.
The parameters for zinc were calculated by
MGPAC. The calculation which assumed eij=Rij
and DMF as the llgand, has resulted In a ZnS2G
(N)3 trigonal bipyramid and explained well the
XAFS results (Fig.l).

The EXAFS and the XANE^ studies for 1 : 1
Cd/Boc-Cys-Pro-Leu-Cys-GMe in DMF clarified
that this system generates ((Boc-Cys-Pro-Leu-
Cys-GMe)2Cdl2- in contrast to the case of zinc
(compound 1).

O(DMF) OCCTIjCXK))

Fig. 1 The structure of [(Boc-Cys-Pro-Leu-Cys-
GMe)(CH3CGG)Zn]- calculated by molecular
dynamics (AMBER).

1)N. Kosugi and H. Kuroda, Program EXAFS 1,
Research Center of Spectrochemistry, The
University of Tokyo (1985).

Table 1. Result of the EXAFS analysis for compound 1 in three different madia.

compounds fit No. N(S) r(A) S N(G) r(A) o R{%)

THF 4 1.9 2.33 0.044 3.0 2.01 0.096 0.94

Acetone 8 1.9 2.33 0.043 2.9 2.02 0.096 0.76

DMF 11 1.7 2.31 0.052 2.9 2.02 0.087 0.78

1) Zn-S and Zn-G parameters were extracted from the analyses for (NEt)^ [Zn(SPh)J and Zn(acac)'
2H2G, respectively.
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Much interest has been denoted towards the diffuse

background of solid electrolytes. The diffuse background
from powdered samples of a-Agl-type solid electrolytes by
X-ray and neutron scattering techniques was analyzed by
assuming a random distribution of mobile atoms over many
crystallographic sites. Recently, a detailed theoretical treat
ment of the effects of correlations in the thermal vibrations

and applied to the diffuse scattering of a-Agl.
The space group (Ol-Fm3m) has been suggested to be

feasible for the crystal structure of superionica-Cu2Se from
the analysis of the intensities of Debye lines using the usual
powder X-ray diffraction method. The crystal structure has
also been supported from the variation in the intensities of
Debye lines obtained by the anomalous X-ray scattering
(AXS) measurement at the Cu and Se iC-absorption edges.'̂
In the present study, the diffuse background intensity of
a-CUjSe has been measured at the Cu if-absorption edge by
the AXS technique using synchrotron radiation. Numerical
calculations of the diffuse background ,based on the crystal
structure of a-CujSe using a structure model including the
correlation between the thermal displacements of atoms,
have been compared with the experimental result.

The AXS measurements were carried out by the double
axis goniometer at the beam line 6B. The measurements
were made at the energies of -300eV and -25 eV away from
the iiC-absorption edge of Cu (8.979 keV) at 200°C in air.
The measured intensity data at iC-absorption edge of Cu are
given in Fig. 1 as a function of the wave vector Q. The en
ergy dependence of A/^ (=7(G, 8.680keV)-/(!2, 8.955keV)),
where /(Q^E) is the coherent intensity measured by the X-
ray with the energy of£', is given in Fig. 2.

The calculation of the diffuse background of a-CUjSe
with the AXS measurement at the Cu /C-absorption edge
was based on the disordered distribution of Cu atoms into

32(f)jand 32(f)jj sites. The Debye-Waller temperature fac
tors (5^=2.30A^ BJI)=4.50A^ 5JII)=10.9A^) obtained
from the analysis of Debye lines of a-Cu^Se were used.
With the assumption that ratios of the number of atoms to
that of sites (I and II) are 7/32 and 1/32, respectively. The
total number of the I and Il-site in the unit cell isequal to 64,
and the ratio of the number of I-site to that of II~site is 1/2.
The values of the short-range-order parameters and cone-
lation terms in the calculation are given in the other
publication.^^ The calculated energy dependence in diffuse
scattering intensity of a-Cu^Se is plotted in Fig. 3. It is
found that the signs and the values of A/^ in this figure are
consistent with those obtained from AXS measurement in

Fig. 2. This shows that the crystal structure of a-CujSe has
also been supported by the analysis of the energy depend
ence in diffuse scattering intensity obtained by AXS meas
urement at the Cu /C-absorption edge. The anomalous
X-ray scattering method is one of the powerful tools for

structural characterization of solid electrolytes. Nor only the
energy dependence in the intensity of Debye lines but also
that of a diffuse scattering can be applied for this purpose.
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1. Measured intensity of a-CujSe at 200°C obtained
AXS measurement at the Cu .^-absorption edge.
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Fig. 2. Energy dependence in of a-Cu2Se at the Cu K-
absorption edge.
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Fig. 3. Calculated energy dependence in diffuse background
intensities of a-Cu2Se at the CuiC-absorption edge.
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Introduction

New types of Ni-W catalysts possessing higher
hydrocracking and aromatics hydrogenation
activities are now required for producing
lighter fractions from heavy oil. In the course
of research and development, EXAFS measurements
of Ni-W catalysts on various supports were
performed to clarify local structures of active
metals.

Experimental
4 kinds of silica-alumina supports (Si0j:0~70
mol.% ) and a zeolite-alumina support (USY:30
mol.%) were prepared and used in this work.
Catalysts were prepared by using an impregnation
method. Metal loadings of active metals were
varied (W:3. 0~15mol. %), while Ni/W atomic ratio
of each catalysts was kept constant (Ni/W=0. 5).
Fresh catalysts were sulfided in a stream of 5%
HjS/Hj at 400X1 for 5 h. The EXAFS measurements
of the Ni K-edge and W L^, -edge were performed
at BL-6B, BL-7C and BL-lOB in the Photon Factory.
Data analysis was carried out using the
analytical program developed by Matsubayashi,
National Institute of Materials and Chemical

Research.

Results and Discussion

The atomic distances of Ni-0 and W-Q in oxides,
and of Ni-S, W-S and W-W in sulfides showed
constant values independent of supports and
metal loadings. The support containing 70mol.%
of SiOj gave the minimum value of the coordi
nation number of oxygen atoms around Ni regard
less of metal loadings, while this support gave
the maximum value of coordination number of

oxygen atoms around W (Fig.1). These results
indicate that the binding state of Ni might
transfer from an analogous structure of NiAKO^
to the other compound such as NiWO^ with de
creasing AljOj concentrations in the supports.
Measurements of XANES spectra on the NiW cata
lysts seems to be necessary for discussing the
above consideration.

The radial distribution function (RDF) around W
on sulfide catalysts supported on the
zeolite-alumina. The magnitude of peaks from the
nearest W-S and W-W increased with increasing in
metal loadings. The other hand, that from W-0
showed increasing trends with decreasing in
metal loadings (Fig. 2). This is probably due to
the resistance of W atoms against sulfidings
wfien lower amounts of W are loaded. Similar
trends were observed on the Ni-W catalysts
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supported on SiO^/Al^Oj. Those results are in
keeping with the former results obtained on
Ni-W/AljOj catalysts".
This study was carried out one of a series of
joint research work with the Petroleum Energy
Center and the National Laboratory for High
Energy Physics.
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Introduction

We have carried on EXAFS measurements of

amorphous Gd^^Y^^^^Nijj to investigate a relation
between magnetism and structure for amorphous
magnetic materials.^) When we measure an EXAFS
signal for a Ni K edge in the present system, it inevitably
contains a signal of the Gd Lj edge because the Ni K
edge (8.333 keV) is very close to the Gd Lj edge (8.376
keV). Usually one may consider that it is fatal to
analysis of EXAFS for the Ni K edge and that we cannot
obtain information on surroundings of Ni atoms from
EXAFS measurements. However we have an advantage
that the EXAFS signal of the Gd Lj edge is much
weaker than that of the Ni K edge. Therefore there is a
possibility that we may analyze the EXAFS signal of the
Ni K edge. To make sure whether there is the possibility
or not, we attempt to measure and analyze the Ni K
signal of a GdNi2 compound which has been already
identified to be a MgCuj-type C15 Laves phase with a
lattice constant of 7.2056 A.^)

Experimental
The GdNi2 compound was prepared from 3N Gd and

4N Ni by arc melting in an argon atmosphere. EXAFS
measurements were carried out with a transmission mode

at 300 K in the BL-6B station of Photon Factory (KEK,
Tsukuba).

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows k^x(^) edge of the GdNi2
compound. As shown in the figure, we cannot find an
explicit influence of the Gd Lj signal for a k range more
than 4.36 A*', which corresponds to 8.40 keV. Keeping

a possibility of including a little effect of the Gd Lj
signal in mind, we will carry on a careful EXAFS
analysis for the k range. In Fig.2 the imaginary part
(thick line) and the magnitude (thin line) of the radial
structure function are shown. The Fourier transform for

R between 1.43 A and 3.70 A makes k^x(^) shown by
the circle in Fig.3. From the lattice constant of the
compound mentioned above we can estimate the nearest
neighbor Ni-Ni and Ni-Gd distance to be 2.5476 A and
2.9873 A respectively. In the C15 Laves phase 6 Ni
and 12 Gd atoms surround a central Ni atom. Taking
these as the initial values for the local structure
parameters we start on the best fit for the data
shown in Fig.3. In the fit the coordination number is
fixed and the disposable parameters are the distance, the
Debye-Waller factor, the electron meanfree path and the
threshold energy of the edge. If the fit gave an
umeasonable value for the parameter, we would have to
conclude the failure of EXAFS analysis for the Ni K edge.
Fortunately we have obtained reasonable values for the
parameters: for instance, 2.53 A and 2.97 A for the
nearest neighbor Ni-Ni and Ni-Gd atomic distance which
is nearly equal to the crystallographic values mentioned
above. The calculated k\ik) from the final values for
the parameters is shown the solid line in Fig.3.
Therefore we conclude we can analyze the Ni EXAFS for
amorphous Gdj^Y^^.j^Nijj.
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INTRODUCTION

In melts and galasses of alkali silicate and alkali
borate, transition metal ions seem to occupy
variable structural states with the composition of
the oxides. For example, UV-VIS spectra of
these oxide glasses vary with the alkali content.
This feature may be mainly of the basicity of
the oxide.We have investigated redox property
of Cr6+/Cr3+ in alkali silicate melts by means
of high temperature electrochemical
measurements. We are interested in the

relations between structural and acidic behaviors

of Cr ion. In this work, we observed Cr
K-edge EXAFS spectra in alkali silicate glasses
and study about change of coordination number
and distance of the Cr ions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sample glasses were prepared by ordinary
quenching of the melts which the compositions
are represented as
(l-y){xA20-(l-x)Si02}-yCr203, A=Na, K,
x=0.20,0.25,0.33, y=0.005. These sample melts
were prepared in Ar, 02 or air.The Cr K-edge
EXAFS spectra of powdered glass were
obtained by transmission method at BL-6B at
room temperature.

RESULTS

Fig.l shows an example of Cr K-edge EXAFS
spectrum of (a) Ca3Cr2Si3012 crystal and (b)
Na20-Si02-Cr203 glass. The EXAFS signals
of the glasses are very weak because of the low
Cr203 content. In some K20-Si02 based

glasses, it is difficult to analyze the spectra. In
glasses prepared in Ar, most of Crions are
regarded as Cr3+, and the spector shows a
compact nearest peak. On the other hand,
glasses prepared in 02 atmosphare show broad
peaks in the nearest position. It seems to
indicate the coexistence of Cr3+ and Cr6+ ions.
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Introduction

We have examined the local structures of lan-
thanoide (III) chloranilate complexes by EXAFS
spectroscopy '̂̂ \ IR spectra®^ and thermal analysis.''̂
We determined the coordination number, N, and the
distance, r, between lanthanoide (III) and first near
est neighbor atom. The thermal analysis gave the re
sults that there are some coordinated or lattice water
moleculs in the lanthanoide (III) chloranilate and bro-
manilate complexes. And we also recognized the ex
istence of the water molecules in the complexes from
the reflectance IR spectra of various temperatures. In
order to examine the behaviour of water molecules in
the complexes, the local structure of erbium (III) bro-
manilate complex was studied by the EXAFS spectra
of some different temperatures.

Experimental and Results

The complexEr2(C604Br2)3•nH20 was prepared from
aqueous of bromanilic acid and erbium (III) trichloride
hydrate in the molar ratio 3:1.

Er Z-iii -edge absorption spectra were obtained at BL-
6B and 7C of the Photon Factory in the National Labo
ratory for the High Energy Physics in Tukuba. Si(lll)
double crystal monochrometer was used. The sample
was mixed with BN powder and the mixture was pressed
as a disk. The sample disk was held on the heating at
tachment and heated under nitrogen atomosphere. The
X-ray absorption spectra were measured at about one
hour after the desired temperature, 100®C, ISCC and
2I0®C from the thermal analysis (the flat region TG
and DTA curves)."^) The EXAFS data were analyzed by
the procedure described in the previous paper.

Fourier transforms of Er(III) bromanilate complex for
the various temperatures are shown in Fig. 1. The first
peak which is attributed to the scattering of the nearest
coordinated oxygen atoms was observed at about 2.3A.
The relative intensity of this peak changes smaller and
peak position shifts shorter as temperature rises. It is
not clear whether the change of the intensity of peak
comes from the reduction of the coordination number

or thermal vibration effect to Debye-Waller factor. In
order to reveal this result, one-shell curve-fitting proce
dure is performed, which is also described in Ref. 2).

Figure 2 (a) shows the temperature dependence of N
obtained from the curve-fitting. The coordination num
ber is 8 at room temperature as reported previously.^1

It should be noted that N change 8, 7 to 6 stepwise as
temperature increases. This result indicates a process
that the water molecule in the first coordination sphere
Er(III) ion step by step and there is no water molecule
in the first coordination sphere at 210°C. It is expected
that r shifts shorter as TV is reduced. Figure 2 (b) shows
the relation between N and r in the present temperature
range. It is interesting that there is a linear correlation
between them. We can find another interesting feature
from Fig. 2. The point symbolized by solid triangle
in Fig. 2 is the value measured when the sample was
cooled again to 35®C from 210®G. The figure shows the
structure of the complex re-cooled is similar to that at
150"C.

The authors thank Prof. I.Watanabe at Osaka Uni
versity and Dr. H.Sakane at Yamanashi University for
measuring the X-ray absorption spectra, and to Mr.
M.Nobunari for the preparetion of the samples.
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Introduction

The mechanisms of the solvent exchange reaction of man-
ganese(II) and nickel(II) ions have been assigned to be asso
ciative-interchange and dissociative-interchange, respectively,
based on the activation volumes for solvent exchange in small
molecule solvent, such as water, methanol, and acetonitrile.
Such difference in mechanism for the metal(Il) ions has been
interpreted by the electron configurations of metal(ll) ions,
which cause an electrostatic repulsion between the metal(II)
ion and exchanging solvent molecules, and by the ionic radii
of metal(II) ions, which cause a steric repulsion. However,
the molecular structure and donor ability of solvent molecule
should also affect greatly the mechanism of solventexchange
reaction in non-aqueous bulky solvent. A series of nitriles
(acetonitrile:AN, propionitrile:FN,butylonitrile:BN, isobuty-
lonitrile:IBN, valeronitrile:VN, and benzonitrile:BzN) have a
similar donor ability on the nitrogen atom, but the size of a
substituent group of cyanide is greatly different. Thus, the
determination of solvation structures in these nitriles is quite
important for elucidation of the reactivity of metal(ll) ions.
In this work, we have investigated the solvation structures of
Mn(ll) and Ni(ll) ions in six nitriles by using the EXAFS
method and the mechanisms of the solvent exchange reaction.

Experimental
The EXAFS spectra of the nitrile solutions of the Mn(ll)

and Ni(ll) ions were measured at BL-6B on the transmission
mode without using the focusingoptics. The Si(l 11)double
crystals were detuned 90% for Mn at 6.485 keV and 30% for
Ni at 8.289 keV in order to reject harmonics. For the analy
sis of EXAFS spectra, the solution structure of the Mn(ll)
ion in AN was determined by the X-ray diffraction method.

The rate constants of solvent exchange in nitriles were de
termined by the '"^N-NMR linebroadening method, andacti
vation parameters were obtained by the variable-temperature
and -pressure NMR measurements [1,2].

Results and Discussion

The result of X-ray diffraction for the Mn(ll) ion in AN
indicates that the solvation structure around the Mn(ll) ion is
6-coordinated octahedral. In the case of Ni(Il) ion, the same
solvation structure in AN is acceptable on the basis of single-
crystal X-ray diffraction data [3]. By using the EXAFS
spectra of AN solution of the Mn(ll) and Ni(ll) ions, the
back-scattering amplitude and phase shift were decided for
the EXAFS analysis of the other nitrile solutions. The ob
tained structureparameters and the activation parameters for
solvent exchange are listed in Table 1.

For all nitrile solutions used in the present study, the sol
vation structures of the Mn(ll) and Ni(ll) ions are 6-coordi
nated octahedron and each metal(ll)-nitrogen bond lengths (r)
are almost the same within the experimental eiTors. Thus, it
has been concluded that the solvation structure is not affected
by the difference in bulkiness of the substituent group of ni
triles.

For the Ni(ll) ion, the enthalpy and volume {AV^)
of activation are almost the same values for all nitriles, and it

has beensuggested thatall theexchange reactions proceed via
the same dissociative-interchange activation mode [1]. The
variation of activation enthropy {AS^) could be attributed to
the intramolecular interaction of exchanging solvent mole
cules.

In the case of the Mn(ll) ion, AH* and AV* increase with
the increase of the bulkiness of nitrile molecule. Because the
Mn-N bond distances are the same in a series of nitriles at the

ground state, the mechanisms of solvent exchange reaction
changes from associative-interchange to dissociative-inter
change with increasing the bulkiness of solvent molecule.
The Mn-N bond lengths are by 15 pm shorter than those of
Ni(ll) ion, and the number of d electrons of the Mn(ll) ion is
less than that of the Ni(ll) ion. Thus, it is apparent that the
elongation of the bond between the Mn(ll) ionand the disso
ciating solvent moleculeat the transitionstate is smaller than
that for the Ni(ll) ion. Then, for the Mn(ll) ion, the steric re
pulsion between a dissociating andan entering solvent mole
cules at the transition state is more operative than that for the
Ni(ll) ion. Therefore, the exchange mechanisms should be
varied by the bulkiness of solvent nitrile molecule.

Table I. Solvation structures and activation parameters for
solvent exchange of Mn(Il) and Ni(ll) ions in various ni
triles.®

Solv

Mn(ll) ion
AN 68

FN

BN

IBN

VN

6.0(0.2)
6.1(0.2)
5.9(0.2)
6.1(0.2)

BzN 5.7(0.4)

Ni(ll) ion
AN 68

5.9(0.2)
6.0(0.2)
6.0(0.2)
6.0(0.2)

FN

BN

IBN

VN

BzN 6.0(0.2)

r I pm (J^/ pm AH*'* AS*^ AV*^

222(1)
221(1)

221(1)

221(1)

220(1)
221(1)

207(1)

207(1)
207(1)
207(1)

207(1)

207(1)

8.2(0.1)
8.1(0.1)

8.3(0.1)
8.2(0.1)
8.0(0.1)

7.0(0.1)

7.0(0.1)

6.8(0.1)
7.0(0.1)
7.0(0.1)
7.0(0.1)

6.7(0.1)

18.6

21.9

23.8

31.4

28.1

27.1

41.4

42.0

43.3

43.3

47.1

51.6

-51

-41

-36

-9

-22

-23

-30

-25

-23

-19

-10

+4

-4.2

-1.6

-3.2

+0.7

-1-1.2

-1-12.0

-1-13.7

-t-13.1

-1-12.4

+ \4.4

+ 13.1

®Standard deviations are in the parenthesis. ^Coordination
number. '̂ Debye-Waller factor. ^^InkJmol"'. HnJmol"'
K-'. Incm^moh'. 8Fixed value.
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Introduction

The inpoitanoe of metal ion interactions with
hnidazole units in peptides and proteins is well recognized
Imidazole moieties as side-chain donor groups offer
particularly staWe metal-bmding srtes in the phj'siologicai pH.
The results of pH-nw^c measurements have shown the
formation of more and more deprotonated monomeric and
oligomeric (tetrameric) species through elevation of the pH.
This reports described the local stnicture of several oopperfll)
and nickel(II) complexes formed with histamin-containing. di-
and tri-peptidc.

Experimental
EXAFS spectra were measured in solution around

Cu aid Ni K-edges (8.97 ar>d 8.33 keV, respectively) in
Huorescence mode at BL6B station. The solid sairples were
measured at BLIOB station. NickeI(l^>^lit^ate hexahydrate,
tris^iickel(n)-en. Ni and Cu foils, and oopper(11)-perchlorate
were used as structural standards.

Results and Discussion

In the Fourier transforms of all of oopper(II)
complexes, the finl intense peaks at 160 pm are due to the Cu-
O and/or Cu-N bonds in the first coordination shell. The

second peaks at 260 pm are ascribable to the non-bonding
Cu...C Biteractions. In case of oligomeric complexes the third
peaks are also well developed indicating the presence of non-
bonding Cu...Cu interactions. The same can be said about the
nickd(II) complexes studied

For evaluation of the binding sites in the first
coordination iphere additional structural information was
oUained fiom spectroscopic measurements. On the basis of
these results we can propose for Cu^^-Oly-Ha {0,3N} at pH =
7. for Cu^^-carcininc {4N} coordination at pH =8.5 and 11.5
m equatorial sites. The same can be said for solid copper(II)
complexes. Die diamagnetic square-planar nickel(n)-
complexes are coordinated by {4N}.

On the basis ofthe above consideration, in the least-
square fits, the coordination numbers, the bond distances, the
root-square deviations, and the were allowed to vary,
while the mean-fiee paths of the O and N backscatterers were
fixed. The results of the first fits (Ni values in Table 1 and 2)
have shown that all nickel(II)-complexes studied here and the
Cu '̂'̂ -Gly-Ha have a four-coordination, while the remaining
copper(II) compounds are six coordinated having an distorted
octahedral structure. Finally a multi-shell curve-frtling was
performed. The results arc summarized in Tables 1 and 2 .

Sarkar and co-workers [2,3] have already
suggested that the ooppef(II)-Gly-Gly-His complex has
approximate a square planar structure in which the metal is
ooordinaled to four nitrogen atoms of the tripeptide; latter
crystallo^aphic studies of a complex of Gly-Gly-His-N-methyl
amide {4J and Gly-Gly-His [5] have tended to confirm this
view. The mtrogen atoms are bonded to copper(II) ion at
normal distances of 189.8 to 202.8 pm, which are very dose to
value obtained by us (190.3 pm). A similar Cu-Neq (190.5 pm)
has been found for Gly-Ha ccwnplex, kidicating the structural
similarlity of ligands as well as the complexes.
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Table l.Structnre parameters for the copper(II) peptide

complexes in aqueous sohition and in the solid state

Ligands Interac. Nj N2« r/pm o/pm

Gly-HAp ^"^eq 5.98 4 191 8.4

CuTlOP 2 217 2.0

CU...C, 9 283 13.0

Cu...Cj 24 390 10.0

Cu...CUj 1 377 4.5

Gly-HA,q Cu-N^ 5.95 4 184 9.6

pH = 7 ^"®ax 2 217 4.2

CuT042 CU...C, 7 254 12.0

Gly-Gly-HAp Cu-N 4.3 4 190 6.4

CuTll CU...C3 6 284 6.5

Cu...Cu^ 1 361 2.9

Cu...q 16.2 16 389 5.5

Carcinine„_
dq

pH = 11.5

Cu-Ngq 5.98

^"-«ax

4 195 4.6

2 222 3.2

CuT032 CU...C, 9 285 4.4

Cu...CU| 3 376 4.3

CarcininCgq
pH = 8.5

Cu-N^ 6.3

C"^ax

4 203 7.1

2 212 5.0

CuT09 CU...C3 7 297 4.9

Table 2. Stmctnnd parameters for the nickel (II>-

peptMc complexes in soiotioa and in the B4did state

Ligffids Interac. Ni N2* r/pm O/pm

Cdy-HAp^ Ni-N 3.8 4 187 2.5

N ...C, 9 280 8.8

N ...q 5 323 5.6

N •••Nit 3 378 13

SarHA,^ N -N 3.95 4 190 4.4

pH = 10.5 N ...C3 9 291 9.1

N •Ci 5 377 5.6

N •Nit 3 372 15

Abbrevalions: pM>, powder: oq, aqueous solutions: j, second: t,

third shells: •. The values were kept constant during the

calculations, Nj, prelimmary fits results
Re£; I, T. Gtjda, B. Henry, and J. ]. Deipuedi. I Chem. Soc. Oalton Trans,

2313(1992X 2, S. J. bu, T. P. A. Knick. and B. Saitar, J. BioL Chem,

249.5878(1974),3,1. P. A. Knick, and B. Sarkar, Iiuxg Chem., 53, 710(1975),4,

N. Camaman, A Cametntan and B. Sarkar, Can I. Chem, 54, 1309(1976),5, P.

de Meester and D J, Hodgson, JACS, 98,7086(1976)
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Introduction

Vaska type Rh(l) complex (/rflnj-RhCl(CO)[P(CH3)3l2)
supported on Porous Vycol Glass(PVG) acts as a
photocatalyst for dehydrogenation of alkane such as 2-
methylpropane at 323 Kb, but its photocatalytic activity
depends on the duration of the UV light irradiation of
the catalyst under a vaccum before the reaction. The
photo-induced change in the structure of the complex
has been proposed on the basis of its investigation by
Infrared(IR) and UV-VIS spectroscopy. In order to
obtain further infor-mation about the photoinduced
change of coordination order around a Rh atom of the
complex on PVG, Rh K-edge EXAFvS measurement
was applied to the photo-irradiated complexes.

Experimental

The PVG-supported Rh(I) complex (45 mg-Rh complex
on 6 g-PVG powder) was prepared by an impregnation
of the PVG powder (degassed at 973 K, < 250 mesh)
with a n-pentane solution of the complex,
RhCl(CO)[P(CH3)3]2, followed by degassing the n-
pentane under a vaccum. The sample was transfered
into a cell under an Ar, supplied to the in-situ
measurement of EXAFS. The sample in the cell was
transferable between a part of the cell for the EXAFS
measurement and another for UV-light irradiation
under a vacuum at room temperature. The light was
irradiated to the PVG-supported Rh complex with a
medium-pressure mercury lamp (H-400P, Toshiba Co.,
Ltd.). The Rh K-edge X-ray absorption spectra were
obtained at room temperature in a transmission mode at
the EXAFS facilities installed on the BL-6B line of the
Photon Factory at the National Laboratory for High
Energy Physics (KEK-PF), Tsukuba, Japan. A double-
crystal Si(311) monochromater was used. The EXAFS
was also measured for Rh foil, Rh203,
RhCl(CO)[P(CH 3)3)2 and [RhCl(CO)2]2 as reference
materials of known structure. The detailed procedure
for EXAFS analysis was reported elsewhere^. Data
analysis was performed with the FACOM M-780
computer system of the Data Processing Center of
Kyoto University.

Results and Discussion

The Fourier transform (FT) of the k^-weighted EXAFS
oscillation of the PVG-supported Rh complex (FT was
performed over the 3<k/A"'<11.5 range ) before the UV
irradiation was not identical to those of Rh foil, Rh203
or [RhCl(CO)2]2 but rather similar to that of the
unsupported Rh Vaska complex. The EXAFS
parameters, estimated by a curve-fitting analysis with
the inverse FT (l.I < R/A <3.1), a.ssuming single

scattering, for various coordination shells of the Vaska
type Rh complex and the Rh complex on PVG are
given in Table 1. Rh-Cl and ^-P coordination
shells were assumed to be a single, undistinguished
shell. "O" denotes oxygen atom of carbonyl ligand and
0(.s) expresses the oxygen atom on the surface of the
PVG support. Before irradiation, the analysis of the
structure of the Rh complex showed the retention of the
main framework similar to the neat Vaska type Rh
complex in its coordination numbers (N) and bond
lengths (R), but needed a considerable contribution of
the Rh-O(s) shell. After inadiation, the coordination
numbers of Rh-C and Rh-O shells became smaller for
the longer duration of the UV irradiation. UV-VlS
absorption spectrum of thesupportedcomplexshowed a
decrease in the intensity of a MLCT (Metal to Ligand
Charge Transfer) band at 345 nm after the irradiation.
The decrease in IR absorption band at around 1980 cm L
assigned to the stretching vibration of CO ligand of the
complex, by the irradiation was also observed. These
results suggest that the detachment of the CO ligand
occurs by the UV inadiation of the sample. It was also
determined that Rh species was stabilized on the PVG
surface through Rh-O(s) coordination bonds after the
Q) ligand was liberated.

Table 1 EXAFS parameters of the Rh complexes.

sample coord, shell N R/A AD.W./A2

Vaska Rh-a(P) 2.4 2.35 0.004

Rh-C 1.3 1.81 0.003

Rh-O 1.5 295 0.002

Rh (I)/PVG Rh-a(P) 3.2 232 0.008

before irrad. Rh-C 1.1 1.84 0.011

Rh-O 1.1 2.92 -0.007

Rh-O(s) 0.5 229 0.005

Rh(I)/PVG Rh-a(P) 3.0 234 0.009

irrad. 15min Rh-C 0.3 1.80 0.0046

Rh-O 0.6 291 -0.004

Rh-O(s) 2.0 229 0.050

Rh(I)/PVG Rh-a(P) 3.0 232 0.009

irrad. 60min Rh-C - - -

Rh-O - - -

Rh-O(s) 2.3 218 0.011

D.W.:Debye-Waller factor
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Introduction

The pyrochlore structure with an ideal compo
sition Zr2Lnz07 (Ln = La, Nd, Gd) is intimately
related to the fluorite structure and is derived

from it by cation and oxyRen ordeririR. Both the

fluorite and the pyro- chlore phases are consider
ed to be promisinR for solidification (i.e. immo

bilization) of liiRh level nuclear waste, especial
ly rare earth and actinide elements. The informa

tion on the local structures around cations in

these compounds is important since the thermal
stability and dissolution behavior in water of

cations are thouRht to be related to its loc:al

structure. The EXAFS study of pyrochlore com
pounds is, however, performed only for ZraCdzO?''.

In the present study, the local structures

around Zr atoms in the (La, .Ce,)2Zr207 pyrochlore
phase, (x = 0, 0.10, 0.20) were investiRated by
means of EXAF5 spectrometry.

Experimental

The X-ray absorption measurement near Zr-K
edRe was made at room temperature with Synchrotron
Radiation by use of the EXAFS facilities on the
beam lines lOB and 6B. The powder samples of
(La, .Ce,)2Zr207 were prepared by heatinR a
mixture of ZrOz, LazOa and CeOz powders at 1673K
for 32h in air. The X-ray diffraction pattern of
the compound t:onlirmed the presence of a sitiRle

pyrochlore phase.

Results and Discussion

The maRnitude of Fourier transforms of EXAFS

spectrum offLa, .CeJzZrzOz are shown in FiRS. 1-a)
and -b) for x =0 and 0.20, respectively. The
Fourier transform for the first Zr-O peak of
La2Zr207 in FiR.l is shown in FiR.2 in comparison
with the fittiriR result. Structural parameters
obtained from the fittinR of these EXAFS data are

summarized in Table 1.

The coordination number of Zr, the Zr-O

interatomic distance and the Zr-(Zr, La, Ce)

interatomic distance increase with increasiriR Ce

content, indicatinR that the interstitial oxyRens

introduced by the addition of Ce''" from the elec-
troneutrality condition are located adjacent to
Zr*"*. It is noted that the present result is
preliminary and more precise EXAFS studies of the

pyrochlore and the fluorite compounds iri the ZrOz-
LazOn-CeOz and ZrOz-GdzO-, systems are in proRress.
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o) X= 0

b) X= 0.20

Fig.l Magnilude of Fourier Ironsform surroundig
Zr in (Lai-,Cej2Z''207+y ; o) x = 0 . b) x =0.20.

Fig.2 Fourier transform of Ihe first Zr-O peok
of La2Zr207 in Fig.l together wifh Ihe titling
result

T able. 1

Inlcralomic distances and coordination numbers

in (La,-,Ce.)zZ r 2O7,,.

X Zr-O (A) coordination number

0 . 0 2.11 0 () . n 0

0 . 1 0 2 . 12 1 7 . 18

0 . 2 0 2 . 12 6 8 . 3 8
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Introduction

Recently, it has become apparent that the higher or
der cumulants in EXAFS Debye-Waller-like factor close
relation to the anharmonicity pair potential of inter
atomic bond.'L Here, we report the potential curve
determined for solvated Br~ from the third order cu-

mulant analysis. In solution, Br~ ion is very weakly
solvated, thus the Debye-Waller factor is large and EX
AFS signal is weak.^^ In such a system, an anharmonic
potential effect is expected to be substantial.

Experimental

EXAFS measurements of Br~ ion have been carried

out from room temperature to 423K.
All the A'—edge absorption spectra were recorded in

transmission mode at BL 6B and BL 7C. Si(lll) double
crystal monochromators were used. The storage ring
was operated at 2.5 GeV and the ring current was 200-
300 mA.

The samples were KBr dissolved in ethylene glycol
and tetrabutylammonium bromide in n-butanol. The
concentrations were 0.1 mol •dm~^. The samples were
placed in a 1cm thick cell with Teflon window. We
assumed that the nearest neighbor atom is oxygen. The
method of data analysis has been described in ref 3) in
detail.

Model

We use the model of a monatomic one-dimensional

potential V expanded about its minimum at tq.

- 9^^ + •

X = r - ro-

(1)

(2)

Here x represents the displacement from tq. We assume
that the anharmonicity can be treated as a small pertur
bation and neglect the terms of 4th and higher orders.
Within the high temperature approximation, the sec
ond and third cumulants («7^[A^], CafA'̂ ]) are related
to k and g as Eq. (3).

knT
C3 = (3)

T is the absolute temperature and is the Boltzmann
constant. For our experiment, we determine and C3
and estimated potential V.

Results and Discussion

The relations of cr^ vs T and C3 vs illustrated
in Figs. I and 2. From the results given in Figs, the
value of o-^/T [A^/K] and [A^/K^] have been
determined to be 6.0193 x 10~® and 3.5360 x 10~® for
Br~ in ethylene glycol, and 5.8504 x I0~^ and 5.5286 x
10~® for Br~ in n-butanol, respectively. These values
lead to k [eV/A^] and g [eV/A^] value of 1.4316 and
2.3287 for Br~ in ethylene glycol, and 1.4729 and 3.9652
for Br~ in n-butanol, respectively. The potential curves
predicted by using these k and g values are shown in Fig.
3.
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0.001
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ryiouo

FIG. 1. Liner plots of vs T. p,c 3. Liner plots ofC3 vs

-0 .05 0.05

FIG. 3. Interatomic potential curves for Br-O.
Solid Iine:ethylfne glycol, dashed line:n-butanol.

It is obvious from Fig.3 that the potential curve for
Br —O in n-butanol is broader than that in ethylene
glycol. This result is in accordance with the order of
acceptor numbers of the solvents,which indicates the
strength of solvent-anion interaction.
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Introduction

Various Fe oxides, oxyhydroxides and hydrox
ides are widely distributed in soils, minerals, rivers,
seawater, etc, and playing an important role in our envi
ronment, biological actions and industrial activities.
However, little is known about the atomic structure of the

ferric hydroxide in the early stage of the hydrolytic behav
ior of ferric ions.

In the present study, the ferric hydroxide in
aqueous solution was studied by the anomalous x-ray
scattering (AXS) and EXAFS methods. Although they
provide us the similar structural data, both methods make
up for the information of the local structure around ferric
ions. The purpose of this paper is to show how effectively
the simultaneous use of the AXS and EXAFS approaches
provides the insights of the poorly crystallized system in
aqueous solution, as well as the atomic structure of the
ferric hydroxide itself.

Experimental
A ferric hydroxide was precipitated from 1

kmole/m^ ferric nitrate solution by adding 3 kmole/m^
sodium hydroxide aqueous solution. The concentration of
Fe^"^ ion in the final solution which was determined by
the ICP is 1.6 kmole/m^. The powder sample was also
prepared by freeze-drying this solution. The AXS and
EXAFS measurements at Fe K absorption edge in solu
tion and powder were carried out at the beam line 6B.

Results and Discussion

Fe EXAFS spectra in solution and powder were
analyzed and the first nearest neighboring Fe-0 and Fe-
Fe pairs were determined. The environmental RDF for
ferric ions for solution and the ordinary RDF for powder
in Fig.1(a) and (b) were analyzed with the least-squares
variationla method using the structural parameters
obtained by the EXAFS analysis. The resultant structural
parameters are summarized in Table

In Table 1, 5.5 oxygen atoms are located at
0.209mn in solution and 5.5 oxygen atoms at 0.199nm in
powder. This indicates that the basic structural unit is
Fe05 octahedra in the present hydroxide solution and
powder as seen in the other ferric hydroxides and oxides.
Referring to the atomic distances of Fe-Fe pairs in some
ferric hydroxides and oxides, it is estimated that these
FeOg octahedra are connected by sharing the edge or
double comers, but not by sharing the face or single-cor
ner. It is also found in Table 1 that the number of the

double comer-sharing octahedra which correspond to the
second nearest neighboring Fe-Fe pairs increases from
2.2 to 3.6 by freeze-drying the solution. From the crystal

line structures of ferric hydroxides and oxdies, it is found
that the double octahedral chains are formed with the

edge-sharing linkage and these chains are cormected each
other with the double-comer sharing linkage. Thus, the
double octahedral chains in solution may not be con
nected tightly as it is seen in powder, so that the atomic
structure of the hydroxide in solution may contain more
opening between the double chains. Water molecules may
exist at these openings in solution. By freeze-drying solu
tion, these water moleclesare removed from the openings
among the double octahedral chains and the number of
the double comer-sharing linkages increases.

Table 1 The coordination numbers and atomic distances

obtained from the AXS data in solution and from the or-

Solution Powder

r/nm N r/nm N

Fe-O(lst) 0.209 5.5 0.199 5.5

Fe-0(2nd) 0.367 7.0 0.365 8.5

Fe-Fe(lst) 0.316 3.6 0.308 3.9

Fe-Fe(2nd) 0.341 2.2 0.344 3.6

1000 -

500 -

tin

Q

500 -

solution
Env.RDFFc

0.4

r / nm
Fig.l (a) The environmental RDF for ferric ions (solid)
and the ordinary RDF (dotted) in solution, (b) The ordi
nary RDF of the freeze-dried powder.
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Introduction

The high-pressure behavior of solid CO2 has been
experimentally studied by optical and x-ray diffraction
measurements. A new solid phase was first observed by
Raman measurement at pressures around 18 GPa at room
temperature(l). Recent infrared absorption measurement
revealed that the phase transition occurred at about 12 GPa
much lower than the previously reported pressure(2). Despite
the clear evidence of the phase transition in the vibrational
spectra, no x-ray diffraction study has been succeeded in
detecting the phase transition and therefore determining the
crystal structure (3). Because of the molecular charge
distribution is so readily characterized, COj has attracted
considerable attention from theorists as a prototype for
understandingthe role of the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction
in molecular condensation. Up to data, a cubic Pa3 structure
commonly called dry ice, which has been shown to be favored
for quadrupole molecules, is the only known crystalline phase
of CGj for a broad range of pressure and temperature.

Experimental
Solidified COj was quickly enclosed inside a diamond anvil
cell and pressurized to a few gigapascals at low temperature.
The diamond cell was then warmed to room temperature for
observation. The loading procedure was carried out in a glove
box purged with nitrogen gas in order to prevent the specimen
from contamination of water and other gases. A

monochromatized beam coUimated into SO [xm diameter was
passed through the specimen and the subsequent diffraction
patterns were recorded on an image-plate of a 200 mm x 250
mm area. All measurements were made at 295 K with a typical
exposure time of two hours.

Results and Discussion

A structural transition from the cubic to high-pressure phase
was observed at about 10 GPa. Figure 1 shows a typical
diffraction pattern of the high pressure phase recorded on an
image-plate at 11.8 GPa.The powder pattem of the high-
pressure phase is consistently interpreted in terms of an
orthorhombic Cmca struaure (Fig.2). The orthorhombic cell

at 11.8 GPa has the dimensions of a=4.330± 0.015 A,
6=4.657 ±0.005 A, c=5.963±0.009 A, and K=120.3±
0.5 A^ Four molecules contained in the unit cell are located
at the base centered positions with their molecularaxes inclined
at about 52° with respect to the crystallographic c axis. At
11.8 GPa the lattice parameter of the coexisting cubic phase
was also determined to be o=4.939± 0.010 A. Its cell
volume K=120.5±0.7 A^ is within the experimental
accuracy nearly equal to that of the high-pressure phase.
The low-pressure Pa3 and high-pressure Cmca phavses have
crystal structures closely related to each other. In the both

structures, the centers of COjtnolecules are on the face-centered
positions and a difference is seen in the molecular orientation.
The molecular axes point in the body-diagonal directions in
the cubic structure, whereas they all align in the same plane
parallel to the be plane in the orthorhombic structure. Each
stmcture can be converted into the other by simple
transformations. The observed Pa3-Cmca transition provides
an experimental supportfor the theoretically predicted sequential
transition of solids composed of linear molecules with large
quadrupole moments(4).

Fig. 1 A typicalx-ray powder diffractionpattem recordedon
an image-plate for the high-pressure phase of solid CO2 at
11.8 GPa.

Hz Orthorombic-CO

atU.SGPa

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

20 (X=0.6888A)

Fig.2 An integrated powder diffraction pattem of the high-
pressure phase of solid CD2. Reflection indicesare assigned
on the basis of an orthorhombic Onca structure.
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introduction

The structural phase transition of elements is the
most fundamental issue in the field of high
pressure science. The recent high pressure optical
study on sulfur by Luo et al.(l) has shown a sudden
increase of reflectivity between 88 and 95 GPa. They
attributed this behavior to pressure-induced
metallization accompanied with a structural phase
transition. At ambient pressure, solid sulfur
consisting of Sb cyclic molecules crystallizes in a
orthorhombic structure (S-I), which is the most
stable one among many modifications of sulfur. With
increasing pressure, the intensity of diffraction
lines from the orthorhombic phase decreases and at
26.5 GPa all diffraction lines are disappeared. At
54.5 GPa three new spotty Bragg reflections (S-II
phase) come out and with further increasing
pressure. S-11 phase is transformed into a higher
pressure phase (S-111). which gives uniform and
smooth Debye rings. In this report, we present what
the crystal structure of the metallic phase of
sulfur (S-111) is and how useful synchrotron
radiation source is for the x-ray diffraction study
on light elements under high pressure.

Experimental Procedure
The diamond anvil cell was used for pressure
generation. The powdered sample was placed into a
small hole of a metal gasket together with a
pressure marker of a metal film. High pressure X-ray
diffraction experiments were carried out by an
angle-dispersive method by the use of an image plate
detector. Powder x-ray patterns were oibtained with
laboratory source and SR source at BL-6B station.

Results
Figure I shows the x-ray diffraction profiles at
various pressures around the transition from S-II
to S-111. Symbols S. Au. R and G denote lines from
a Sample, a Au pressure marker, a ruby chip and a
metal gasket, respectively. The bottom profile comes
from S-11 phase. With an increase in pressure, new
lines appear at 82.8 GPa and the transition is
completed at 89.4 GPa. The new phase (S-111) is
assigned to a base-centered orthorhoimbic structure
(2). Figure 2 displays a comparison between data
taken with synchrotron radiation source and
laboratory one. The top three traces were obtained
in 3 or 6 hours at station BL-6B. The bottom
diffraction pattern was obtained in 15 hours at our
laboratory. There is clearly no comparison between
the two. Synchrotron radiation source is
indispensable for the x-ray diffraction experiment
of light elements under extremely high pressure.
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system
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Fig.1 Diffraction profiles around the transition
from S-II to S-lIl. Symbols S. Au, R and G denote
lines from a sample, a Au pressure marker, a ruby
chip and a metal gasket, respectively.
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Fig. 2 A comparison between data taken at KBK-PF and
our laboratory on the same sample, S at different
pressures.
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Introduction

Endohedral metallofuUerenes are very attractive
molecules because of the unique structure which is
considered that metal atoms are encapsulated within
the carbon cage.^) It is reported so far that La, Y, Sc
and some of rare earth elements are stably
encapsulated within 082.^^ However, there isno direct
evidence that these atoms are really trapped inside the
carbon cage. Recently, La metallofuUerene (La@C82
) of about 1 mg in wight have been purified and
isolated by two-step liquid chromatography.^^ In
order to determine the crystal structure of this
compound and especially the position of La atom, we
carried out the powder diffraction measurements.

Experimental
X-ray powder diffraction measurements were

carried out by using synchrotron radiation at Photon
Factory ( BL-6B ), KEK. The x-ray radiation were
monochromatized at X=1.100 A by Si(lll) double
monochrometer and were colimated to 200|Jm in

diameter. Imaging plate was used as a detector, which
enable us to get Debye rings at once and the data with
a high statistical accuracy by integrating the data along
the rings.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a x-ray diffraction spectrum of
La@C82 at a room temperature obtained by
integrating the Debye rings. These peaks have a
oscillating envelope due to the molecular form factor
of C82. The reflection condition was obtained for

(hkl) plane as follows, (hkl): h+k+l=2n, (hhl):
2h4-l=4n, (hkO): h+k=2n, (hOO): h=4n, where n is an
integer. These conditions indicate that this crystal
belongs to the space group I43d. The lattice constant
was determined as a=25.72 A in an accuracy of 0.1%.
The unit cell is composed of 8 body centered cubic,
and each of lattice points can shift in the direction of
each <111>. Figure 2 shows the lattice points
projected on c-plane. The arrows indicate the shift
directions where u and d means the lattice points have
+ and - component in the c axis direction, respectively.
The exact determination of the positions of each atoms

in the unit cell is not yet finished, but in our present
model calculation. La atom is trapped inside the
carbon cage and is attached to carbon atoms.

Fig.l X-ray diffraction spectrum of La@C82.
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Fig.2 Lattice points in the unit cell projected on c-
plane of La@C82.
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Introduction

Many studies of the effects of energy beam irradia
tions on high-Tc oxide superconductors have been re
ported. These studies have been carried out with 7-
ray, neutron, electron or ion irradiation. In previous
papers,we have fdso reported on the effects of
X-ray irradiation on high-Tc superconductors which
are YBa<2Cu30j,(abbreviated a.s YBCO) and Bi(Pb)-
Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system(abbreviated as BPSCCO). An in
tense synchrotron radiation(8 ~ 30keV, abbreviated
as SR) was used for the X-ray source. We will men
tion results of YBCO on account of the limited space.
The results of BPSCCO were given elsewhere.The
results from works about YBCO are summarized as

follow: (1) Meissner effect measurements after SR
irradiation in air show that diamagnetic signals de
creased with increasing irradiation, however, no sig
nificant change in Tc was observed. (2) In X-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy measurements before and after
SR irradiation, changes in the Cu2p satellite emission
indicate that Cu^"^ changes to Cu"*". (3) In powder
X-ray diffraction(abbreviated as PXD) measurements
after SR irradiation, it is found out that Ba(N03)2 is
formed. (4) A disordered part in the plane perpendic
ular to the c-axis is formed.

In order to understand these changes described above,
studies of SR irradiation effects in flowing Ar gas and
in vacuum were made.

Experimental and Results

The YBCO samples were prepared by a solid state re
action method using Y2O3, BaC03 and CuO in stoi-
chiometric ratios. The presintering was performed at
900°C for 5 hours in air and then the sintering at 930°C
for 24 hours in flowing O2 gas. The obtained samples
were pellets(12mm diam. and 1.2mm thick).
The samples were irradiated in air, in flowing Ar gas
and in vacuum through BL6C1 at Photon Factory. The
irradiation times were changed with each sample(5,7
and 20h). PXD measurements of samples were car
ried out using an APD-1700 diffractometer (Philips).
Fig.1(a) shows a typical PXD pattern before SR ir
radiation. The large change of the pattern with SR
irradiation in air for 7h can be seen in fig.1(b).In
order to investigate this change, Rietveld analysis of
this pattern was made on the basis of the assumption

that irradiated samples contain two phases. Refine
ment converged to a good value when one phase is for
YBCO and other for Ba(N03)2.^^ The PXD patterns
after SR irradiation in flowing Ar gas and in vacuum
show a slight change.
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Figure 1. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of
YBajCujOy. (a) and (b) show the patterns before and
after SR irradiation in air, respectively.

Conclusion

Experimental results indicate that Ba(N03)2 is formed
by a radioactive reaction involving Ba and O atoms in
the sample and N and O atoms in air with irradiation.
A disordered part in the plane perpendicular to the
c-axis is formed due to the production of Ba(N03)2.
Detailed analyses of SR irradiation in flowing Ar gas
and in vacuum are now in progress.
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A new type of Pendellosung beat is reported to be caused by

the change of X-ray anomalous scattering factor (XASF, /':its

real part, /":its imaginary part) near the absorption edge, which

is induced by the effect of X-ray resonant scattering. We called

it Pendellosnng beat due to X-ray resonant scattering (PBXFLS).

In a previotis study'F we reported that the PBXRS of 814 reflec
tion from Oe near the K absorpt ion edge was observed, with the

energy steps of 1 eV, by using the diffractometer of the energy-

dispersive type with S.SD at KEK-PF, Bb-6C1. We determined

the fij,, from the position of the peaks and the dips of the mea

sured PBXRS. The obtained agreed well within the experi

mental error with two theoretical calculations which used XASF

by the Parratt and llempstead's (PH) equation^^ and that, by
Sasaki^' (S(CL)) based on the Cromer and LibermaiU'. How
ever, the obtained values were smaller than the calculated ones

very near the K absorption edge. In addition, we found out

the change of the diffraction intensities around 3eV below the K

absorption edge which is not attributed to PBXRS. The change

occurs at theenergj' position satisfying the condition /"-(-/' = 0
The diffraction intensity at this energy position is induced by

/" only, which is explainable by the equation derived by Fuka-

machi and Kawamura®) (FK).

In this study, the PBXRS of 844 reflection from Ge close to the

K absorption edge was measured with the energy steps of 0.2 eV,

and analyzed with the profile fitting method (PFM) by using the

equation derived by FK. The circles in Fig. 1 show the measured

PBXRS. The change of the diffraction intensities far below the

K absorption edge is PBXRS. The change arround 2.8eV below

the K absorption edge is the position satisfying the condition
-f /' = 0. The dash-dotted line shows the obtained PBXRS

by PFM. The solid and the dashed lines show the calculated

values by using XASF of PH and S(CL), respectively. The solid

line is similar to the measured PBXRS, however, the position

satisfying the condition /" -|- /' = 0 is about 1.3eV below the
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Figure 1: PBXRS of 844 reflection from Ge.

K absorption edge. The dashed line is quite different from the

measured values and it even shows a large peak just below the

K absorption edge which is not seen in the measured PBXRS.

Fig. 2 shows XASF of the values obrained by PFM from the

measured PBXRS (the dash-dotted line) and of the calculated

values by using PH (the solid line) and S(CL) (the dashed line).

The /' of the dash-dotted line is almost equal to that of the solid

line at lOeV below the K ab.sorption edge. By approaching to

the K absorption edge, the dash-dotted line becomes gradually

smaller than the solid line. A similar behaviour has observed

in other experiments^'®^ The /" of the dash-dotted and the
solid lines become gradually large near the K absorption edge.

However, the dashed line does not change much, which is due

to the fact that the damping factor is not taken into account.

The dash-dotted line is larger than the solid line just below (he

K absorption edge, which may be explainable by the influence

of XANES. In either case, the obtained just below the K

absorption edge differs 8~13 % from the calculated ones by PH

and S(CL).
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The dynamical diffraction with Borrmann effect^^ has
been studied of the diffracted and the transmitted waves

in Laue case,which was investigated by Fukamachi &
Kawamura^^ and Fukamachi, Negishi & Kawamura^^
The Borrmann effect becomes conspicuous by decreas
ing k{= Where, Xh Xh are the real and
the imaginary parts of the Fourier transform of X-ray
polarizability,respectively: i.e. \'^ = and
X)^ = —(47r/uu'̂ )F^{ V. the volume of unit cell, w: the
X-ray energy). Here the crystal structure factors F is
F = Fl,+ iF},.

In this paper, we report the experimental results of
the contrast of topographs from GaAs when A: = 0(
Borrmann effect is expected to be most remarkable) and
k = 50(Borrmann effect should be small).

Fig.l shows the calculated values of \Ff \ and |F^[ for
200 reflection of GaAs near the Ga and As K-absorption
edges. When X-ray energy is 11343eV and 10352eV, the
relations k = 0 and /: = 50 are satisfied, respectively.
The GaAs sample used in the experiment is slightly Si
doped with its EPD value less than 500/cm' and has
the thickness of 133/tm.

Fig.2 shows the experimental setup at KEK-PF BL6C1
beam line. The incident X-ray from the synchrotron ra
diation was used and monochromated by the two crys
tal monochrometor using Si 111 reflections. The rock
ing curves were measured by the detector! and 2, and
the topographs of the X-ray transmitted images were
taken by the nuclear plate after confirming the measur
ing position. Fig.3{a) and (b) are the topographs when
k = 0 and k = 50, respectively. The black area in (a)
is abnormally intensity enhanced part by the Borrmann
effect and the two white maculas are clearly seen. On
the other hand, the contrast in (b) is weak, yet those
maculas are seen.

In these experiments, it is due to the Borrmann effect

that the contrast of Fig.3(a) is better than that of (b).
Two white maculas of (a) are the parts where X-ray
anomalous transmission did not occur, and the direction
of the X-ray was deviated due to dislocations.

We will improve the contrast of the topograph by the
Borrmann effect by suppressing the divergence of the
incident beam and by taking photos of the topographs
of the diffracted and transmitted waves as a function of

k continuously, in near future.
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Figure 1: The anomalous dispersion of GaAs 200 reflec
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INTRODUCTION

Amorphization from the quenched high-pressure
phase with the )S-Sn structure has been studied for
many semiconductors [1-4]. Results were analyzed by
using a configuration-coordinate model. The tempera
ture dependence of the intensity of the diffraction peaks
gives information concerning the potential barrier AU
between the two phases of the before- and after-phase
transitions. As the amorphization depends on Af/, it is
interesting to change the bonding nature by introducing
a partial ionic character into the covalent bonds.

EXPERIMENTAL

X-ray diffraction measurements at high pressuresand
low temperatures were carried out by an energy disper
sive method using a synchrotron radiation from a bend
ing magnet(BL-6Cl). Pressure was generated by using
a diamond anvil cell drived by He gas. The mixture of
powdered sample and pressure marker of NaCl or KCl
was pressurized using pressure-transmitting medium,
4:1 mixture of methanohethanol.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

With increasing pressure at 300 K. AlSb transforms
into the /9-Sn phase at 8-10 GPa. With decreasing pres
sure, the high pressure phase returns to the ZnS phtise
at 4-2 GPa. On the other hand, the high pressure phase
of AlSb is quenched at 100 K when pressure is released.
The quenched high pressure phase shows amorphization
when temperature is increased at 2.5 GPa and 2.0 GPa.
When temperature is increased at 3.5 GPa, however, the
quenched high pressure phase returns to the ZnS phase
in the temperature range from 280 K to 340 K. Simi
lar amorphization was also observed when pressure was
reduced at 240 K and 270 K (Fig.l), while the phase
transition to the ZnS phase was observed at 300 K and
330 K. Results are summarized in Fig. 2. Analysis from
a configuration coordinate model proves that the pres
sure derivative of AU to the amorphous phase is much
larger than that to the ZnS phase. Reverse of inequality
in AU occurs at 3 GPa.

For InAs and CdTe with much larger ionicity, only
the transition to the ZnS phase was observed. A large
ionicity in the bonding nature should lower AU to the
ZnS phase. Thus the phase transition to the ZnS phase
occurs at higher pressure where AU to the ZnS phase is
lower than that to the amorphous phase.

AJSb

29 = 14

2.2GPa
224K

13.8GPa
205K

Photon Energy / keV

Fig.l Someexamples of X-ray diffractionpattern of AlSb
with decreasing pressure. A: 0-Sn phase, O: pressure
marker, and F: fluorescence x-ray.

300

200

CUD ZnS
••)9-Sn
11^) Amorphous

0 2 4 6
Pressure / GPa

Fig.2 Phase diagram for phase transitions from the
quenched high-pressure phtise along various paths for
AlSb.
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Introduction

An x-ray microprobe has been expected to be a
promising analyticai tool for spectroscopic and
structural studies of the elemental constitution

of matters lith spatial resolution. Detectable
signals are fluorescent x-rays, photoelectrons,
EXAFS and so on. Although these signals are
examined rigorously in the spectroscopic study,
only a fe* experiment on micro-analysis have been
reported.

Recent advances in x-ray optical elements made
It possible to design various types of x-ray
microprobes. Among them grazing incidence mirrors
are the most convenient focusing elements because
they can be used for the wide spectral range.

Very accurate fabrication techniques for
focusing elements are required to obtain a small
x-ray spot less than one micron. Aspheric mirrors
answer this purpose because these are now being
rapidly developed in the stydy of x-ray microscopy.

In this report we show that partially coherent
x-rays are useful to evaluate the aspheric grazing
incidence mirror which is designed for producing
x-ray microbeam.

X-Ray Optics
It is well known that the refractive index in

the x-ray region can be written by the complex
number n:

n=l-<5-i/5 (1)
X-rays can be totally reflected at the grazing
incidence angle smaller than the critical angle
{6 c) which is given by

e .=^2(5
=1.6xlO--Avrp (2)

where A is the wavelength in nm and p is the
density of the reflection surface in g/cm'. For a
lOkeV x-ray a grazing incidence angle must be less
than Smrad with a platinum-coated mirror.

Instead of using an ellipsoidal mirror a
paraboloidal mirror was used because it does not
require a long source-lo-mirror distance. The

parameters of the mirror are shown in Fig.1. In
order to get a well collimated beam a double
Si(31I) monochromator and a single Si(444) were
used. A schematic diagram of microbeam optics is
shown in Fig.2.

Experimental
First we examined the beam divergence of the

collimated beam at the position of slit HI. The
intensity profile of the collimated beam is shown
in Fig.3. The wavelength of the monochromatized
beam was 1.380 A(9keV). Although the value of FtVHM
was relatively small, there remained some side

lobes. The energy spectrum of the collimated beam

was examined with the SSD (pure Ge). The result
showed that high energy x-rays {27keV) which
reflected from the first monochromator were cut by
the Si(444) crystal. The focusing test is under
way with the paraboloidal mirror.

Discussion
Two kinds of coherence, temporal and spatial,

must be considered for the evaluation of mirror
surface. The temporal coherence is defined by the
coherent length (A*/AA). in our case it can be
estimated to be about 16/zm. The spatial coherence
of the horizontal axis is approximated by the
product of the wavelength and the inverse of the
beam divergence. It is about The vertical
spatial coherence is determined by the widts of
three slits. Anyway the spatial coherence is
around 10/zm or so. The well defined evaluation of
mirror surface can be made by considering these
1 imi ts.

Fig. 1. Parameters of a paraboloidal mi)

PRstorage ring

Fig.2. X-ray microbeam optics.

s«im SlZB 0.* (H)x1.4(W)t

FWKM 2.925 sresec

10 20 30 40 50

Fig.3. Intensity profile of the collimated beam.
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Introduction

When we cany out microscopic observation with
fluorescence reagents, background is too bright to
distinguish samples from it. In order to observe localized
materials, using K-edge subtraction method, their
contrast may be more clear than before. Then we have
searched for bright fluorescent reagents excited by X-
ray in water.

Experimental
We selected POPOP, BBOT, Butyl-PBD, DPO and
Dimetyl-POPOP in 0.1%SDS and 1%SDS . They are
used in this activity report^. They were diffused by
sonicating for an hour.
In water, ferrocene, umbelliferone, dipiclinic acid,

trbium chloride(TbCI) were used as samples. Their
concentration were l.Omg/ml. In addition, solution
mixed TbCl and dipiclinic acid as 1:1 was used.
Using a cell illustrated in Fig.l, emissions were
measured at BL6C2.

Results and discussion

Fig.2 and Fig.3 show emissions of each reagent in 0.1%
and 1% SDS. For example butyl-PBD, POPOP in
0.1%SDS, DPO butyl-PBD and BBOT in 1%SDS,
some kind of materials are clear difference from solvents.

In the future, it is important to search surfactants that are
safe for life.

X-ray

Beryllium
Window

sample

Photo-

multiplier

High I Photon
voltage I[counter

Fig. 1 Illustration ofa cell.

Only TbCl and complex of TbCl and dipiclinic acid
have difference from water in Fig.4. But it is wondered
that cells and tissues are safe in these conditions. From

this spectra, they are convenient for K-edgesubtraction.

1) N.Ikuta, et al., in this Activity Report.
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Introduction

In order to observe life phenomena we have been using
microscopes. Especially we have used visible and/or
ultraviolet light to observe specific materials in cell and
tissues. But sometimes in this case, background noise is
too high to distinguish a sample from background. Then
searching for fluorescence reagents excited by X-ray in
water we will be able to get clear images with K-edge
subtraction method using them. This report introduces
emission in three kinds of solvents.

Experimental
Measuring was carried out at BL6C2. Fig.I illustrates a
used cell simply. Used fluorescence reagents were
POPOP, BBOT, Butyl-PBD, DPO and Dimethyl-
POPOP and their concentration were respectively
0.60mg/ml, 20mg/ml, 3.0mg/ml, O.lOmg/ml and
l.Omg/ml in toluene. They were used in dioxan and their
concentrations were l.Omg/ml, 20mg/ml, S-.Omg/ml,
O.Img/ml and 2.5mg/ml. Ferrocene, mbelliferone and
dipiclinic acid were used in ethanol their concentrations
were l.Omg/ml.

Results and discussion

Fig.2 md Fig.3 show emissions of each reagent in
toluene and dioxan respectively. Spectra of regents are
very similar but there is clear difference between these
solvents. This dependence may result from their high

High

voltage

Fig. 1 Illustration of a cell

Beryllium
Window

sample

Photo-

multiplier

Photon

counter

concentrations. Because purpose of this experiment is
screening for emission reagents, however, we couldn't
observe it in detail.

In spite of considerable concentrations of the reagents,
there were merely emission in ethanol, shown as Fig.4.

1) T.Masujima, et al., in this Activity Report.
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INTRODUCTION

We have studied thiophene (C4H4S) adsorption on clean
and O-precovered Ni(l(X)) surfaces at 50K by means of S K-
edge XANES and found that the molecule chemisorbs flat on
the surfaces.The peak positions of S Un*{Ab\)
transition differ by l.OeV between clean and O-precovered
surfaces, however, we could not determine the energy shift
from that for free molecule because the peak overlaps with
another transition to a*(C-S). In the present study, we have
investigated the same system on the C /f-edge, in which the
two peaks are expected to be identified separately.

EXPERIMENTAL

Clean and c(2x2)0-precovered Ni(lOO) surfaces were
cooled down to 43K or lOOK by a cryostat and subsequently
dosed with thiophene gas. Polarization-dependent C K-cdgc
XANES spectra were measured at BL-7A using a double-
channelplate partial electron yield detector located at 20mm
under the sample crystal with a retarding voltage of -200V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the C X-edge XANES spectra of
thiophene (a) condensed as a multilayer and chemisorbed on
(b) O-precovered and (c) clean Ni(lOO) at low temperatures.
Solid and broken lines represent the normal(90°) and
grazing(15°) incidence data. Each spectrum was normalized
to have the same edge-jump height at 325eV. The
coverages indicated in the figure were defined as the number
of the molecule relative to that of surface Ni atoms which
were evaluated from the C \s photoemission intensities.
The first and second peaks at 285.7eV and 287.5eV in the
spectrum (a) are assigned to C Ir—>7t*(4^i) and the mixture
ofK*(2a2) and o*(C-S), respectively.^)

For the submonolayer molecule on both the surfaces, the
K*(4bi) peak is much stronger in the grazing incidence data,
indicating that the molecule lies nearly flat on the surface,
which corresponds with the results from S /T-edge XANES.
In contrast to the 0-precovcred surface, the peak position of
7t*(4bi) shifts to the lower energy side by 0.3eV on the
clean surface relative to that for the multilayer. The 7t*(2a2)
and a*(S-C) transitions are symmetrically resolved but it is
hard to judge whether the energy positions shift or not in
the spectra (b) and (c).

Comparing the spectra taken at the magic angle of 55®
among the three systems (Figs. 1(a) and 2), it was revealed
that the peak intensity of 7c*(4/7i) is weakened considerably
in both the submonolayer adsorption systems. It may be
due to the back donation of the electrons from the Ni surface
to the unoccupied molecular orbital.

REFERENCES
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2) A. P. Hitchcock et al., J. Chem. Phys., 85 4835(1986).
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Fig. 1 C K-edg& XANES spectraof thiophene (a)condensed
as a multilayer and chemisorbed on (b) O-precovered and (c)
clean Ni(lOO) surfaces.
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Fig. 2 C K-cdge. XANES taken at the magic angle.
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INTRODUCTION

We have elucidated from the S X-edge XAFS study for
thiophenol adsorption on Ni(lOO) that (i)phenylthiolate
(C6H5S-) species chemisorbs stably at 200K and the S-C
bond axis is nearly perpendicular to the surface, (ii)the bond
gradually dissociates with temperature riseJ'̂ ^ However,
the orientation of the phenyl ring could not be derived
directly and the dissociative products after the S-C bond
cleavage were not identified. In the present study, C X^-edge
XANES and XPS spectra have been measured to get more
detailed information on the phenyl part of the molecule.

EXPERIMENTAL

A clean and ordered Ni(lC)O) surface was cooled down to
120K and subsequently dosed with thiophenol molecule.
Polarization dependent C A'-edge XANES and C \s and S 2p
X-ray photoemission spectra were measured at BL-7A after
heating the sample to some selected temperatures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence in the C K-
edge XANES spectra of thiophenol adsorbed on Ni(IOO). As
a reference, the spectrum for multilayer benzene is also
shown. The C coverages were evaluated from the C U
photoemission intensity. At 120K, the spectra are similar
to that of benzene and there is little polarization dependence.
It means the random orientation of the adsorbed molecule.

At 2(X)K, remarkable polarization dependence is observed
especially for the first intense peak which is ascribed to C
I5—>7C* transition. From the angular dependence of the peak
intensity,the tilt angle of the benzene ring plane was derived
as 20° from the surface normal. This angle corresponds with
that of the S-C bond axis derived from S A'-edge XANES. S
2p and C U X-ray photoemission spectra (Fig. 2) indicate
that the S-C bond does not cleave and the benzene ring has
no direct interaction with Ni surface at this temperature. In
consequence, it was identified unambiguously that the
chemisorbed species at 200K is phenylthiolate which stands
up on the surface with the tilt angle of 20°.

At 300K, the spectra are drastically changed but the
amount of C atom on the surface is not reduced. Although
each peak becomes broad and/or weak, the characteristic
resonances for benzene are still observable. From the S A'-
edge data, it was found that the S-C bond dissociates
partially at this temperature. Therefore, we have concluded
that benzene does not desorb after the dissociation of the S-C
bond and the adsorbed species keeps the hexagonal structure.
The spectral change should be induced by the direct
interaction between the molecule and the subsu^ate.

REFERENCES

1) Y. Takata et al.. Surf. Sci.. 259 266 (1991).
2) Y. Kitajima et al., in this volume.
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Fig. I C A-edge XANES spectra for thiophenol adsorbedon
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INTRODUCTION

Adsorption of simple alkene molecules on silicon
surfaces is interesting in the point of view of chemical
interaction of unsaturated bonds of the adsorbate with the
dangling bonds of the substrate. We report on the bond
geometry and the electronic states of C2H4 adsorbed on
Si(lOO) surfaces studied by near edge X-ray absorption
fine structure (NEXAFS) and ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS).

EXPERIMENTS

Experiments of NEXAFS and UPS were carried out at a
soft x-ray beamline BL7-A and a VUV beamline BL7-B,
respectively. In NEXAFS. partial electron yields were
measured by a multi-channel electron multiplier with
retarding grids. UPS was measured by a double pass
cylindrical mirror analyzer (PHI 15-255G). A sample
surface of Si(lOO) was cleaned by annealing at
temperature of 1250°C and monitored by Auger electron
spectroscopy, low energy electron diffraction and UPS. In
the present studies, we examined the sample surface with
the saturation coverage of C2H4 at room temperature.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows NEXAFS spectra related with excitation
of C Is electrons measured at the angles of incidence 30°,
55° and 90°. Three peaks found in the spectra are assigned
to excitation to a*(Si-C). pseudo-Tr*(CH2), a*(C-C),
respectively. Photoabsorption to k*(C=C) as found in
isolated molecules of C2H4 is not found on the surface.
This implies that the bond of spi hybridization in C2H4 is
reconstructed to the one of sp3. The polarization
dependencies of the transitions to a*(Si-C) and a*(C-C),
suggest that the C-C bond is lying on the surface. The
energy shift of the transition to o*(C-C) by the adsorption
is interpreted by the stretch of the bond length to 1.51 A.
This is very close to the C-C bond length in a C2H6
molecule. This support rehybridization from sp: to sp3 by
the chemisorption .
Figure 2 shows UPS spectra. Nine peaks appeared in the

spectra were assigned as shown in Table 1. Peak A, B are
assigned to Si-C bond, and peak H, I to the bonding
orbitals of C 2S electrons in adsorbed ethylene. Referring
the results of UPS of C2H4 adsorbed on transition metals,
we assigned that peak D is due to the C-C bonding orbital
and the other ones to the C-H bond. In UPS spectra, any
photoelectron peak due to the n bond C2H4detected in gas
phase is not found. This result supports the model
proposed by the measurements of NEXAFS mentioned
above.
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Figure 1. NEXAFS spectra of ethylene on Si(lOO)
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Figure 2. UPS spectra of ethyleneon Si(100)
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)0' Bi=70' ENERGY(cV)' asiign ENERGY(eV)«' ENERGY(eV)'

C=C 5.53c=c 5.53

A A A 2.2 Si-C

R B B 2.8 SI-C

(C) C C 5.1 cm- 7.65 6.85

(D) D D 6.9 C-C 9.65 7.5

E E (E) 7.6 CH2-

(F) F F 8.8 CHJ* 10.85 9.8

G G (G) 9.4 CUj'

11 H H 13.5 C2S- 13.95 15.25

1 1 1 17.1 C2S* 18.45 18.75

' ENERGY from Si VALENCE BAND MAXIMUM

• ENERCYslONrmON POTENTIAL - 5.15

Table 1. The peak assignment of UPS spectra
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Introduction

Since a hydrogen-adsorbed aluminum surface is one of

the most simple-looking adsorption systems, the hydrogen-

aluminum system has been studied theoretically at first to

understand the chemisorption. (1) In the theoretical studies,

adsorption sites of H and their adsorption energies on

several aluminum surfaces were presented. Recently,

however, an experimental studies (2) have revealed that the

behavior of hydrogen on Al(l 11) is peculiar; the hydrogen

atoms adsorbed on Al(lll) desorb as aluminum hydride

molecules such as AI2H6 and/or AIH3 at around room

temperature. Furthermore, in our HREELS studies on

H/AI(111) (3), it has been suggested that the hydrogen atoms

adsorb both at terminal sites and bridged sites above 150 K

and that the terminal hydrogen exists as AIH2 and/or

AIH3. We report here the angle-resolved ultraviolet

photoelectron spectroscopy (ARUPS) study on this

H/AI(111) system.
Experimental

The ARUPS experiments were carried out on BL-7B (4)

using beam line ADES 400 (VG Scientific). The clean

Al(lll) and the H/AI(III) surfaces were prepared by the

same way as that in our previous work (3).

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows ARUPS spectra for clean Al(lll) and

H/AI(111) with a hydrogen coverage of 0.63 taken at a

photon energy of 20 eV. Based on a previous ARUPS study

on clean Al(l 11) by Hofmann et al. (5), two peaks at 0.5 and

8.5 eV observed for clean Al(l 11) are due to direct bulk

transitions. When hydrogen is adsorbed on the surface, a

broad peak and its shoulder structure induced by the

hydrogen adsorption are observed at 7 and 5 eV,

respectively. Difference spectra obtained by subtracting the

clean surface spectrum from the corresponding hydrogen-

adsorbed surface spectrum are shown as a function of polar

angle 0 of the analyzer in Fig. 2. The 5 and 7 eV structures,

do not exhibit a pronounced k-dispersion, though the

intensity ratio between these structures changes. This

observation was confirmed at the other photon energies.

Thus, both of these H-induced structures are considered to

be associated with the excitation of localized electrons of the

Al-H bonds. The density of states (DOS) of AI2H6

calculated by the density functional method is also shown at

the bottom of Fig. 2. The calculated DOS exhibits three

peaks at around 5, 7 and 10 eV. The former two peaks are

contributed from the H Is state and the latter one mainly

from Al 3s. The appearance of two peaks for the H-related

states is due to coexistence of terminal hydrogen and

bridged hydrogen in AI2H6. This suggests that the two H-

induced structures observed for ARUPS correspond to the

coexistence of the two types of hydrogen on Al(l 11). This is

consistent with the results of HREELS for H/A1(111).

Fig. 1. ARUPS
spectra for
Aid II) and
H/AI(111).
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Introduction

The electronic structure of the layered transition- ' ^ ' ' TZT ' ' '
metal dichalcogenide 2H-NbSe2 has been studied us- / \ hv=40eV
ing a two-dimensional display-type spherical mirror J \
analyzer'!"''!. 2H-NbSe2 is a two-dimensional mate- ^ / \
rial, and has a semi-two-dimensional band structure ^ J \ .
with asmall dispersion along the cdirection. Hence, ^ / vl
the analyzer can display the cross-sectional shape of w / 1
the energy band structure. a / 1

— 1

Experiment \

The experiments were made at BL-7B. 2H- \
NbSe2 was cleaved in the preparation chamber at a I i . i I t i . i
base pressure of IxIO"® Torr, and inserted imme- 5 q
diately into the main charnber. The crystal size is Binding energy (eV)
about 6mmx6mmx0.2mm. After measuring angle-
integrated spectra.(see Fig.l), the two-dimensional Fig.l. EDO's curve of 2H-NbSe2
patterns weremeasured at several energies. The pres
sure during the measurement was the order of 10~"'
Torr. Photons were incident normal sample
surface. The photons are linearly polarized in the
horizontal plane(s polarization). Photon energy was
24eV. The energy resolution of the analyzer is about HAflr

Results and discussion

Figure 2 is the observed cross section of the band
at E£=0.3eV(lu/=22eV). The cross ob-
served within the 1st Brilloiun zone. Figure 3 shows
Fermi surface of 2II-NbSe2 by band calculation®!.
The calculation is in accordance with the experiment ^ '8*2- Cross section of the band at Eb=
except that there is no intensity near the vertical line.
This vertical line is the inhibitted direction for the

photoelectron considering the symmetry of or
bital and the linear jjolarization of the incident liglit.
Thus the symmetry of electron orbital as well as the
2-dimensional band structures caii be studied in these

experiment.

5 0

Binding energy (eV)

Fig.l. EDO's curve of 2H-NbSe2

Fig.2. Cross section of the band at Er=0.3cV.
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Introduction

Photo-decomposition of metal-organic

molecules on surfaces is an interesting

subject of dynamics on surfaces as well as

practical importance in material design.

We studied the chemisorption and photo-

decomposition of dimethylgermane

(CH3)2GeH2 (DMG) on Si(100) surfaces at
room temperature monitored by ultraviolet

photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), low

energy electron diffraction (LEED) and

photon stimulated desorption.

Experimental

Measurements were carried out at a VUV

beamline of BL7-B. Sample surfaces of p-

type Si(100) were cleaned by annealing to

1250 'C and checked by Auger electron

spectroscopy, UPS and LEED. Pure DMG was

admitted on the clean surface at room

temperature. Photo-decomposition was

monitored by UPS and LEED on the seimple

with the saturation coverage of DMG at

room temperature. The angle between the

incidence of synchrotron radiation (SR)

and the energy analyzer for UPS (DCMA, PHI

15-255G) was 90' . The incident angle of SR

on the sample was 75' measured from the

surface normal.

Results and Discussion

We have concluded that DMG is di-

ssociatively adsorbed with the 2x1

periodicity at the dimer site on the

surface(1).

Figure 1 shows UPS spectra measured on

the sample covered by DMG before (a) and

after (b) irradiation of the white light

from the monochromator. The maximum

photon energy of the white light was

roughly estimated to be 60 eV. The

irradiation time was 195 min. Adsorption

of DMG induces five peaks( 1) . Irradiation

of the white light induces the intensity

decrease of the C 2s derived levels (Peak

C) and the peak shift of Ge 3d levels (Peak

D). These shows photo-desorption of

methyl groups from the sample surface.

The photo-desorpt ion is also supported by

the intensity decrease of the Ge-C (Peak

A) and the Ge-H (Peak B) bonding levels.

Simultaneously, the bonding levels of Si-

CHj (Peak E) and Si-H (Peak F) are detected
in the difference spectrum shown in Fig. 1-

c. Some portion of methyl groups and

hydrogen atoms are captured by the

surface.

The surface periodicity is preserved by

the photo-decomposition, which is quite

different from the results of thermal

decomposition of DMG(2).

In conclusion, DMG adsorbed on Si (100)

surfaces is photo-decomposed by VUV

irradiation and Ge atoms are left at the

dimer site on the surface. However the

photo-decomposition at room temperature

cannot enheinces the capturing methyl

groups and hydrogen atoms by the

substrate.
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Fig.l:UPS spectra measured on the samples

of (a)with the saturation coverage od DMG,

(b)after 195 min. irradiation of the white

light, (c)the difference of [195-0]min.
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INTRODUCTION

Photon stimulated desorption (BSD) is interesting in the
point of view of surface dynamics and design of new
materials on surfaces. In valence region, several energy
levels of the adsorbate-substrate can eventually overlap.
This makes PSD experiments in this region difficult. We
report PSD of C2H4 adsorbed on Si(lOO) surface in the
photon energy range from 10 to 50 eV. The energy levels
of the adsorbate-substrate were measured by ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and near edge X-ray
absorption absorption fine stnicture (NEXAFS).

EXPERIMENTS

Experiments were carried out at a VUV beam line BL7-
B. A sample surface ofSi(lOO) was cleaned by annealing
at 1250°C and monitored by Auger electron spectroscopy,
low energy electron diffraction and UPS. In the present
studies, we examined the sample surface with the
saturated coverage (>100L) of C2H4 at room temperature.
In PSD. the kinetic energy of ions desorbed from the
sample were measured by a double pass cylindrical mirror
analyzer (PHI 15-255G).'

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Only H"*" ion is detected in the present measurements. In
figure 1. the kinetic energy distributions of proton from
the sample excited by the white light from the
monochrometor are shown. The photon energy range of
the white light was roughly estimated below 60 eV. We
found significant change of the kinetic energy distribution
of proton measured at the different incident angles. 20°,
40° and 70°. We can find three peaks as shown in the
figure. In figure 2, proton and secondary electron yield as
a function of photon energy are shown. Four threshold
denoted as A to D can be resolved.

Referring the energy levels of the occupied and the
unoccupied electronic slates of the sample determined by
NEXAFS and UPS'\ the thresholds of A and B are
explained by transition of the bonding electron of C 2S to
a*(Si-C) and a*(C-C). respectively. We consider that
proton desorption is induced by Auger decay of a valence
hole in the C 2S derived level by C-H bonding electrons.
Moreover, we found that the intensity at these two
thresholds was depend on the incident angle.
We tentatively explain that the desorption for threshold C

is due to photoelectron collision from the bulk. The
threshold energy of D is not fitted by one electron
excitation in the adsorbate-substrate. So double ionization
must be taking into account of the desorption of D.

REFERENCE
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Figure I. The kinetic energy distributionof proton from
C2H4/Si(100) excited by the white light
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Figure 2. The proton yield as a function of photon energy,
measured by the selected three kinetic energies.
Secondary electron yield spectra of this sample are shown
at the uppermost(clean Si(IOO) at broken line).
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The study of reactions of nitric oxide on solid surfaces is

interesting from both technological and scientific points of

view. From the technological view point, NO is one of the

harmful combustion exhaust gases. So it is desirable to find
efficient catalysis and methods to convert NO into harm

less gases. From the scientific view point, NO molecule is

very interesting because it has one unpaired electron in the

antibonding (27r*) orbital. Ying et al. [1] suggested that
NO adsorbs on Si(lll)7x7 as NO molecules at the bridge
and on-top sites, and also as physisorbed N2O at 90K from

their EELS spectra.

The experiments were performed at BL-7B of the Pho

ton Factory. The analyzer chamber was equipped with a
double-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (DCMA), LEED
system and a time-of-flight (TOF) tube. The clean surface

was obtained by direct-current heating up to 1250®C, and

the cleanliness was checked by the observation of the 7x7

pattern of LEED and by the lack of the 0 KLL and C

KLL Auger signals. The Si wafer was exposed to NO gas
at 90K. The NO gas nozzle was set at a distance of about

5 cm from the sample in order to avoid the dissociation of

NO on the Ti surface of the Getter pump before adsorbing
onto the Si surface.

We had already observed two types of N"*" with differ
ent kinetic energies in the electron-stimulated desorption

(ESD)experiment, and haveconcluded that these two types
correspond to the two adsorption sites of NO from the ESD

ion-angular-distribution (ESDIAD) patterns. The TOF
spectra measured using the 0th order light from the monochro-

mator at BL-7B are shown in Fig. 1. Figures 1(a), (b)
and (c) are the spectra when the acceleration voltages are
set to 1500, 1430 and 1355 V, respectively. Considering

the peak positions ((A)—(I)) at different acceleration volt

ages, we can recognize that there are at least nine kinds of

desorbed ion species, which have different mass or differ

ent kinetic energies or originated from different desorption

processes. Table 1 shows the mass, kinetic energies and
species of the desorbed ions which correspond to the peaks

(A)—(G). NO"*", 0^ and N20^"'' wereobserved for the first
time in addition to the H"*", 0"^ and N"*" ions which were

already observed in the ESD experiment. We suspect that
the peaks (H) and (I) originate from different processes.

From the photon energy dependence of the PSD experi

ment and the UPS spectra, we have found that N"^ desorbs
from the molecularly adsorbed NO through the excitation

of the 3cr molecular orbital (.Eb w 20 eV) which is mainly
0 2s. This result suggests that N"*" ions desorb from the

NO molecules which are bonding to the surface Si atoms

with the 0 atoms, like Si—0—N, following the mechanism

of KF model [2].
[1] Z.Ying and W.Ho: J. Vac. Sci. Technoi. A7(3)

(1989) 2099.

[2] P.J.Feibelman and M.L.Knotek: Phys. Rev. BI8
(1978) 6531.
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Fig. 1 TOF spectra for the 0 th order light excitation at

different acceleration voltages.
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UPS spectrumof the Ta sample holder. Both Cl 3p and
Cl 3s peaks are seen at the binding energy Eq of6 and 17
eV, respectively as shown by the downward arrows. From
this spectrum, we can conclude that the ion threshold en
ergy of 17eV corresponds to the excitation from the Cl 3s
state to the state just above the Fermi level and the ion
desorption was triggered by this creation of 3s hole.

Photon stimulated desorption (PSD) of Cl"*" ions from
a Cl/Si(lll) surface was studied with using synchrotron
radiation. The kinetic energy distribution and the exci
tation (photon) energy dependence of the Cl"*" yield were
measured. The excitation energy threshold of the Cl"*"
desorption suggested the excitation mechanism for the
ion desorption.

The base pressure of the ultra high vacuum (UHV)
chamber was less than 8.5 x 10~® Pa. The size of the
sampleSi wafer was 20 x 3 x 0.35 mm^. A clean Si(lll)
surface wasobtained by repeated (10 times) direct current
heating in UHV at 1520K for 10 sec. The surface cleanli
ness was checked by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).
For the study of PSD, we biased the sample to +15.OV
to accelerate the desorbed ions, otherwise they were eas
ily disturbed by residual electric or magnetic field. We
used a commercial double-pass cylindrical mirror ana
lyzer (DCMA) for the energy analysis of ions and elec
trons. The Cl used for dosing was supplied from an elec
trolysis cellD in UHV. The required Cl amount in this
method is much smaller than the usual method using CI2
gas because of the high directionality of the Cl flux. In
addition, the chamber wall corrosion and other fatal ef
fects did not occur in this case. As the light source we
used the synchrotron radiation at BL-7B of Photon Fac
tory in the range of 5 to 50eV. The intensity of the light
was measured by the photocurrent of the post-focusing
mirror for the purpose of normalization of the data.

First, we measured the kinetic energy distribution of
the desorbed Cl^ ions (Fig.l) at the excitation photon
energy of21.6eV. The peak was at -0.4eV and the FWHM
was 1.05eV. Considering the energy resolution of DCMA,
real FWHM was estimated to 0.84eV. The Cl coverage in
the present study was estimated to be 62% of the satura
tion coverage by comparing the Cl^vv and Si^vv Auger
peak ratio t.o that measured in the previous electron stim
ulated desorption (ESD) study^. Since we biased the
sample to + 15.0V, the horizontal a.xis was so shifted as
15.0eV became OeV.

In ESD, it was found that the peak was around -0.2eV
and its FWHM was 0.9eV for the coverage of 57% of the
saturation. These small differences of the peak energy
and its FWHM between the ESD and PSD results could

be explained by taking the differences of the energy reso
lution, the work function of the analyzer and tire coverage
into account. The almost same kinetic energy distribu
tions between PSD and ESD suggests that the desorption
processes of the Cl"*" ions after the photon- or electron- e.\-
citations are the same. This fact corresponds to the con
ventional idea that PSD and ESD desorption processes
are non-thermal processes and equivalent to each other
in principle as often called DIET (desorption induced by
electric transitions).

Ne.xt, the excitation photon energy dependence of the
Cl"*" ion's yield was studied. When we deleted the effects
of the higher order lights and monochromalor character
istics, we got the Fig.2. The peak had the low energy
threshold concerning the e.xcitation of ion desorption at
17eV.

Figure 3 shows a UPS spectrum at the photon energy of
42.OeV. The Fermi level position was determined by the
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Fig. 1. Kinetic energy distribution of the Cl"*" ion by PSD. The
amount of Cl was estimated to be 62% of the saturation cov

erage. Incident photon energy was 21.6eV. Peak was found at
-0.4eV. FWHM was 1.05eV. This result is in good agreement
with the ESD result.
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Fig. 2. Plioton energy dependence of the Cl"*" yield. Threshold was
found at 17eV.
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Fig. 3. UPS spectrum of the Cl/Si(lll) surface. The photon
energy was 42.0eV. We observed the Cl 3s and 3p peaks around

Fb = 17 6eV, respectively. The structures of the Si 3s-3p
(hybridization) band were seen at aroimd 3eV and 8eV.
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Introduction

Characterization of titanium silicalites(TS-l, 2) has active
ly been done in relation to their interesting catalysis.''They
are reported to be isolated in the tetrahedral environment of
SiO^ matrix, but. Ti-0 bond lengths are in disagrrement
among researchers. We have tried to preparehighlydispersed
titanium oxides by a CVD method. Their local structures
have been characterized by XANES analysis.

Experimental

Titanium oxide species supported on silica and alumina
were prepared by the CVD method. Silica or alumina was
evacuated at 673K for 2 hours followed by reacting with
TifOPr*)^ vapor of saturated pressure at 423K. Isopropoxy-
titanium species on a support was heated in air at 673K
for 4 hours. Sample powders were sealed into a Q-pack
pouch in a dry box. The x-ray absorption experiments were
carried out at the beam line 6B and 7C stations by using a
fluorescence detector at room temperature for Ti K edge.
The data analyses were carried out in a similar manner to
those reported previously.^'

Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 depicts the normalized pre-edge peaks of titanium
reference compounds and supported TiO^catalysts. The pre-
edge peak is assigned to ls-3d transition. Anatase and
rutile TiOj in which titanium atoms are in an octahedral
symmetry have all three peaks in the pre-edge region.
The pre-edge peak of TifOPr'L in a tetrahedral environment
is very sharp and high. Two titanium alkoxides have different
structures: TifOPi'L is monomeric and tetrahedral, but
Ti(OBu°)^ is an oligomer composed of fivefold coordination.
Two shoulder peaks are seen at both sides of a main peak
for Ti(OBu")^. The high single pre-edge peak of
TiO^/SiOjfdried) is very similar to that of Ti(OPr')^ which
is the precursor reagent. The XANES spectrum resembles
that of TiOj-SiOjglass."On hydration the pre-edge peak is
shifted to higher energy(1.5 eV) compared to that of the
dried sample and is lowered with a shoulder at the higher
energy side. The XANES spectrum of TiO^/AljOj is
similar to that of Ti(OBu")^ including pre-edge peak". When
water was adsorbed, the pre-edge peak is shifted to higher
energy(0.7 eV), but a small change of XANES spectrum
was observed. XANES spectra were deconvoluted to
obtain pre-edge areas (in eV unit)."(Table 1) The area
decreases with the increase of coordination number. There is
no explicit relation between the pre-edge position and the
structure. The area of dried TiOySiOj is rather larger
than that of tetrahedral Ti(OPr')^. Titanium species in
TiOj/SiOj should be in tetrahedral coordination. The area
decreases upon the adsorption of water parallel to higher
coordination. The pre-edge peak areaof Ti02/Al203(dried)
is between those of tetrahedral and octahedral structures. It
is rather close to the area of fivefold coordination compound.
The area also decreases with the adsorption of water.
The area of Ti0yAl203(H20 adsorbed) resembles that of
TiPe^Oj in which titanium is in octahedral symmetry. The
XANES spectrum of ultrafine Ti02(ldemitsu) prepared by
vapor-phase hydrolysis method is not the same as that of
commersial TiO^, but has somewhat tetrahedral component.
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Fig. 1 XANES spectra of supported TiOj catalysts
and reference compounds

Table 1 Positions and areas of pre-edge peaks
Compound &
Catalyst

Pre-edge peak
Position''/eV Area/eV

TiBa204 -10.72 2.07 Ti04
Ti(0Pr')4 -10.17 1.04 Ti04
Ti(0Bu")4 -9.40 0.68 TiOj
Ti02(anatase) -11.92 0.14 TiOe
Ti02(rutile) -1 1.27 0.14 TiOe
Ti02/Si02(clried) -11.66 1.29

Ti02/Si02 -10.1(1.5) 0.42

(hydrated)
Ti02/Al203(dried) -11.5 0.80

Ti02/Al203 -10.84(0.7) 0.47

(hydrated)
Ultrafine Ti02 -9.48 0.76

" Relative to the inflection point of the continuum.
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Introduction It has been known that several kinds of

animals have iron oxides such as magnetite (Fe304) or
iron hydroxide oxide (FeOOH) in their bodies. Many
biologists reported that pigeon, honey bee and some
kinds of fishes, which migrate between fresh water and
the sea, keep small magnetite crystals in their brain. It
is said that these animals use magnetite as a compass in
order to know the direction on the earth. On the other

hand, it is famous that chitons, which belong to Poly-
placophora, accumulate iron in their teeth as magnetite
at high concentration. Fig. 1 shows a structure of a
radula of chiton which has many teeth. The teeth
become maturated gradually from the top of radula
(part A) to the end (part D) in the mouse. It has not
been ascertained yet, however, what kind of biological
functions iron in the teeth has. The purpose of this
study is to investigate the chemical forms of iron in the
teeth of chitons, and to examine crystal formation
mechanism in the them.

Experimental A radula of chiton was separated from
the body and was kept in alcohol. The Fe K-absorp-
tion spectra of teeth of chiton were measured at the
BL-7C, using a Si(lll) two-crystal monochromator
and a fluorescence detector'). Samples were placed in
polyethylene bags during the measurements. For a
comparison, Fe K-XANES spectra of some Fe com
pounds were measured as standards of known chemical
formula and structures: i.e., Fe, Fe203, Fe304 ,a-
FeOOH, P-FeOOH, and y-FeOOH.
Results and Discussion The Fe K XANES spectra
of the radula of chiton are presented in Fig. 2, and are
compared with some of the standard materials. The
overall spectral shapes from part A to D of the radula
gradually change, but any chemical shift of the pre-
edge peaks could not be observed among the spectra.
Moreover, the spectra of the teeth were identical to
none of the standard materials. A result of X-ray
powder diffraction analysis of a few maturated teeth
showed that the pattern was magnetite. From
XANES spectra of the teeth, however, even most
maturated part D was not very close to that of magne
tite. It is interesting that the results of XANES spec
tra don't agree with that of X-ray diffraction. It is
considered that the teeth of chiton have both magne
tite crystals and other amorphous components differ
ent from magnetite.

A comparison of the spectra of each part of radula
shows that they can be divided into two groups from
their energy positions of the second crest peaks: i.e.,
part A and B (7.143keV) and part C and D
(7.132keV). This difference has not been ascer
tained yet, but it can be considered that there are

different chemical forms of iron between maturated
teeth and immaturated ones, gradually changing from
part A to part D. In addition, the color of teeth also
changes gradually from pale brown (part A) to dark
brown (part D). It seems that the variation of the
color reflects the variation of their chemical forms in

the teeth. We are interested in the unknown amor

phous component in the teeth. According to some
biologists, this amorphous component can be regard
ed as a starting material of magnetite formation in the
teeth. This may be a key material in the considera
tion of the accumulation of iron from organic tissues
into the teeth. A further analysis is necessary.
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EXAFS studies of the molten ZnCb, RbCl and Rb2ZnCl4
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Introduction

The structures of some molten salts have been stud
ied using various methods over many decades. In our
studies the local structures in molten ZnCb, RbCl and
Rb2ZnCl4 were measured with EXAPS technique. The
obtained results are not only useful for recognizing the
character and origin of the interatomic interactions but
also very significant for explaining the phenomenon of
melting and the mechanism of crystal growth.

Experimental

Anhydrous ZnCb, crystalline powder RbCl and single
crystal Rb2ZnCl4 were sufficiently ground into enough
fine powder respectively. Then each of them with proper
weight was well mixed with just the right amount of pow
der BN, and then the EXAFS samples were obtained by
swift pressing the mixtures using a pressure machine to
form discs with proper thicknesses. The EXAFS mea
surements were carried out on the beam lines lOB and
7C at the synchrotron radiation source of the Photon
Factory in Japan, respectively, the ring current is about
150-300 mA at 2.5 GeV. The EXAFS of Zn-K edges for
ZnCl2 samples were measured at 300 K, 613 K (Tm=591
K), while for Rb2ZnCl4, at 823 K (Tm=793 K). The EX
AFS of Rb-K edges for RbCl samples were measured at
1023 K (Tm=988 K), and at 823 K for Rb2ZnCl4. All
the measurements were taken in the transmission mode.

Data Analysis

The spectra of samples ZnCb (at 300K) and RbCl (at
80K) were taken as references to analysis the Zn-edge
and Rb-edge data separately. All the filtered functions

(^) coming from the Zn-Cl or Rb-Cl single-shell con-
tribution to EXAFS were obtained using the conven
tional procedure. The fast Fourier transform of k^x{^)
was calculated in the k range 2.49 A~' ~ 11.35 A~^ for
Zn and 2.1 A~' ~11.1 A~^ for Rb K-edge-absorption
spectra. The experimental data at high temperatures
have been fitted using model-dependent method.
For the Zn-edge data the discrete probability distribu
tion model was found to be appropriate and for the
Rb-edge data the skewed exponential rnodel^^l was used.
The main results are tabulated in Table 1 and the nor
malized RDF's can eeisily be obtained (see Fig.1,2).

A, The RDF has presented little asymmetry and slight
broadening (see Fig.l), which reflects the local struc
tures around Zn atoms are very stable just above its
melting point. For the molten RbCl, There are aver
age 4.8±0.9 C1 neighboring with Rb. From Fig.2 the
C1 atoms are found in the first-neighbor shell about Rb
with a distance distribution range from 2.8 A to 4.5 A,
as well as the RDF has significant asymmetry behavior.
For molten Rb2ZnCl4, Table 1 indicates there are 4.2 C1
atoms around Zn in the melt and with slight larger mean
distance 2.28±0.01 A than that in the solid Rb2ZnCl4.
There are also some differences to be found between
the both RDF's of molten Rb2ZnCl4 and ZnCl2 (see
Fig.l). Furthermore, there are 7.6±0.6 C1 atoms neigh
boring with Rb and the degree of the short range disor
der is even larger than that in the molten RbCl. This
is also indicated in Fig.2 by comparing their RDF's. It
can be concluded that the Zn-4C1 coordinations exist in
the form of the isolated ZnCU complexes and are rela
tively stable or with small disorder in themselves, but Rb
atoms with larger mobility among these complexes have,
at any rate, larger disordered local structures neighbor
ing with C1 atoms. Such a structural characteristic is nei
ther similar to that of the molten ZnCb nor the molten
RbCl. The steep leading edge of the RDF here also indi
cates that the core-core repulsion between the Rb"^ and
Cl" must be rather strong, which will be helpful in spec
ifying and selecting the model potentials in our further
work of studying the molten Rb2ZnCl4 using molecular
dynamics.

ZnCl

- — Rb-ZnCI

1.8 2.4 3.0

r(A)

1.2

0.0

0.0

— RbCl

-

-- RbgZnCI^

-

V
1 1

3 4

r(A)
Table 1 Local structural parameters for the molten Fig.l The normalized Fig.2 The normalized

RDF's for Rb-Cl.

Sample ZnCD RbCl

2^jiiv./i4 .

Rb2ZnCl4

Zn-Cl Rb-Cl Zn-Cl Rb-Cl

N 4.3±0.2 4.8±0.9 4.2±0.2 7.6±0.6

r(A) 2.31±0.01 3.28±0.07 2.28±0.01 3.41±0.04

Discussions and Conclusions

For the molten ZnCl2, the first-neighbor shell about Zn
has 4.3±0.2 Cl atoms with the mean distance 2.31±0.01
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RDF's for Zn-Cl.
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Introduction

It is known that almost magnesium oxide is contained
manganese ion as an impurity. Mn ion onto single crystal
consists of Mn2+, and this Mn ion is transformed to Mn^ by
Li ion addition'). We reported previously2) that Mn-^ ion is
stabilized on Mn-added Na/MgO, and it is converted to Mn 2+
by degassing at 773K. Further, this Mn-t^ ion restores when
exfKJsed to oxygen2). There is an interest in the mobility of
manganese ion onto MgO and this catalytic behavior. In this
investigation, local structure around manganese ion onto MgO
and Na/MgO were observed by Mn K-edge XANES and
EXA PS.

Experimental
Samples of MgO powder was used #1000 by Ube Kosan

Co. Ltd. Na/MgO was prepared by impregnating MgO powder
with ethanol solution of Na-metal. Manganese ion (ratio of
Mn/Mg were 0.08) was added by impregnation with
manganese acetylacetonate. These samples were followed by
drying for 12h and calcining at I073K for Ih. Mn K-edge
absorption XAFS spectra were carried out at BL-7C of Photon
Factory, KEK. Fourier transform of k3-weighted EXAFS of
Mn K-edge were obtained within the range Ak =7~10A-'
without any shift correction.

Resnits and Discossion

Fig.I shows Mn K-edge XANES patterns of Mn-added
MgO and Na/MgO. In the case of Mn-MgO, first prominent
p>eak of absorption was exhibited at 6558eV. The prominent
peaks of XANES spectra on Mn-added Na/MgO were
observed at higher energy value than that of Mn-MgO sample.
And also, this transformation possessed remarkably by the
higher concentration of modified Na-ion. This result seems to
cause the change of ionicity as anion around Mn-ion by
addition of Na-ion. In the study of XANES over sodium
halides, the energy p>osition of the prominent peak reveals
ionicity of sodium halide bonds'). From this consideration, the
effect of Na-ion addition is an increase of ionicity on lattice
oxygen around added Mn-ion.

Fig.2 shows the results of the Fourier transforms of Mn K-
edge EXAFS. The peaks appear at around I.4A and 2.4A in
Mn-MgO sample. It was resulted that shorter distance at L4A
is due to the length between Mn and O as counter anion. And
another distance at 2.4A is due to the scattering by adjacent
cation. In the consequences of the reaction between DPPHz
(I,I-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazine) and the surface of Mn-MgO
samples, it is summarized that surface Mn-ions are not present
as closely Mn-ion which have a local structure of bridged
oxygen between Mn-ions but highly dispersed and formed
scattering surface manganese oxide species which have
oxidative sites. Therefore, the distance at 2.4A is attributable to
the length between Mn-O-Mg. In the case of Mn-ion added
Na/MgO, radial distance was shown at around L3A, which

was attributed the bond length of Mn-0, and magnitude by
adjacent cation was relatively decreased. It is supported that
coordinated oxygen ions around Mn-ion increase the ionicity
by Na-modification, and surface manganese oxide species are
less interacted than Mn-ion onto Mn-MgO. In the approach of
Mg K-edge XANES and EXAFS, it is resulted that the ionicity
of surface oxygen coordinated to Mg-ion increases by Na-
modification. From these results, it is concluded that the effect

of Na-ion modification lead to increase the ionicity of surface
oxygen ion around Mn ion. These results are expected for new
catalytic active sites.
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Introduction

In the present system of amide complexes of Yb
encapsulated in a potassium-exchaged Y-type zeolite cage,
the reactivity varies drastically with the temperature of
evacuation (1); by evacuation at 473 K, the activity as a
base catalyst reaches maximum and evacuation at higher
temperatures causes the genesis of hydrogenation activity.
In addition, successive desorption of hydrogen, chemisorbed
ammonia, and hydrogen was observed with elevating
temperature (TPD) in vacua. Such results strongly suggest
that not only the structural change of Yb species in the
zeolite proceeds but also the valence of the Yb species
changes. In the present work, XAFS spectroscopy has begn
applied to clarify the physical and chemical change of Yb
species in zeolite.

Experimental
Yb/K-Y was prepared by impregnation of K-Y zeolite with a
Yb metal solution of liquid NH3 under inert condition,
followed by evacuation to remove NH3 (1). The sample was
heated at 333 - 973 K in vacua and transfered to the X-ray
absorption cell made by pyrex glass with a Kapton windows
without exposure to the air. X-Ray absorption experiments
were carried out on the beam line 6-b at KEK-PF with a ring
energy of 2.5 GeV and stored current 300 - 350 mA.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows Yb Lj edge XANES of Yb/K-Y zeolites
evacuated at various temf)eratures. Almost the same series
of spectra are obtained for L, edge absorption. It is evident
that the sample contains at least two kinds of Yb species and
the fraction of such species varies with evacuation
temperature. It is widely known that Yb cations are stably
present as divalent and trivalent species. The positions of
peaks A and B are found to be 9972 and 9979 eV and the
corresponding peaks of L^-edge XANES are found at 8939
and 8946 eV. These energy positions are characteristic for
Yb^* and Yb'+, reported in the case ofYbAli and YbAl3 (2).
Thus, we can attribute peaks A and B 10 2p 5d electron
transitions of Yb^^ and Yb^. When ytterbium is dissolved
in liquid NH3, the formation of Yb(NH2)2 and Yb(NH2)3 are
reported (3). In the present case, the Yb(NH2)3 is main
species for the sample evacuated at 333 K. The minor Yb^^
is presumably Yb(NH2)2. By heating the sample up to 573K
in vacuo, Yb'* sprecies increases. Then Yb'* decreases with
evacuation temperature and again Yb^ becomes major
species.
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H>'perfine amorphous(HA) catal>'sts have been paid
great attention for the both features of hyperfine
and amorphous. The purposes of this research are
to study the influences of the temperature and the
solvents over the structures of HA NLB catalysts
(HA-NiB) prepared by chemical reducuon and to
study the thermostability of HA-NiB.

Experiment
1. Sample Preparation: Three samples were
prepared (1) in the solvent of anhydrous alcohol
at 25®C(A.^25), (2) in the solvent of anhydrous
alcohol at 2°C(AA2), (3) in the solvent of water at

25°C(WT25). For studying the thermostability, the
AA25 was treated at five temperatures, lOCPC,
160PC, 250'C. 35CPC and 500>C for 30 min.

2.E.X.^FS: The absorption data of Ni Ka are
collected at the beamline BL-7C in Photon Factory
of Japan. The energy is 2.5Gev. The current is
300m.A. The monochromator is a sagittal focus
Si(311) d ou b le-cr y s t al monochromator.
d=0.163747nm. The energy range is 7831-9431ev.
Data were processed by the program package-
FXE.A(III)'. The code FEFF developed by J.J.Rehr^
was used to calculate the theoretical f^Ck),
and (J).(k) for getting structural parameters in
curve fitting.
3. XRD: The Rigaku D/MAX-rB was used for powder
diffraction. The radiation was Cu Ka, X'=0-15405nm.

Results and Discussion

1, The samples prepared by us are really
amorphous. Because there are only two broad
peaks, no sharp diffraction peaks on the powder
diffraction patterns (shown in Fig.l) and only one
coordination peak on the Radius Structural
Function(RSF) diagrams of EXAFS for all the
samples. The grain size is very small between 5-
20nm measured from the photos of TEM. They
possess the characteristics of nanometersized
grain.

AA25

\VT25

MJVUP*

Fig.l Powder Diffraction Patterns
2. The structural parameters from curve fitting
are listed in Table 1. For all samples the bond
length(R) of Ni-B and Ni-Ni are 0.208nm and
0.218nm which are less than 0.217nm,the sum of
atomic radius of Ni and B. and 0.250nm, the
distance of Ni-Ni in metal nickel respectively. It
tells us that the strong interaction exists between

Ni and B or Ni. A cluster of Ni-B possessing short
range order forms. So the bond lengths in Table
1 are same for three samples that these interaction
are not affected by the change of the solvents or
the preparation temperature. But the coordination
numbers(CN) in Table 1 changed for different
samples, it means the size of the clusters are
changed with the changes of the preparation
conditions.

Sample AA25 AA2 WT25 AA25-100

Bond R(nm) CM Rtnm) CN R(nm) CN R(nm) CN

Ni-B 0.208 2.1 0.208 4.0 0.208 4.0 0.208 3.2

Ni-Ni 0.218 1.5 0.217 1.8 0.218 0.7 0.219 1.8

Ni-Ni 0.252 1.0 0.251 1.6 0.254 3.8 0.254 1.5

3, The XRD diagrams and the phase composition of
samples treated at different temperature arte
shown in fig. 2 and in Table 2. It is results from
the data in Table 2 that the catalyst HA-NiB is
only stable under the temperature 140®C. Over
14(TC, it crystallizes to Ni and IXjB. At 350°C, NljB
will change further. An unknow intermidiate forms.
But it will disappear alxmore high temperature
that can be seen at 500°C. when the temperature
reached 500°C, all Ni changes to crystal Ni and a
little B^Oj appears.

'(f) *

1 o Ni
O Ni B

* iA Unknown A

LaI. . ..tC
(d) Aiu D u ° A

(b)

'"'l 1 _
1 n 20 d0 bo on

Fig.2 XRD Patterns at Different Temperature
a 23'C,b 10CPC,c 16CPC,d 250'C,e 350P C,f SOCP C

Table 2 Phase Comn. of Samn. at Different Temp.

Teioerature 25*C lOOX 160*C 250*C 350»C 500'C

Phase Abopd. Aiopo.

CftBDOsition

NitNijB NitNijB Ni+Ni,B Ni+B,0,
tUnknow
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help for the experiment in Photon Factory.
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At present, rareearth-doped fluoride glasses arebeing
developed as a variety of photonics materials. As rare
earth ions availablefor photonics materials, for example,
there areLa^^ and GcP"^ for optical fibers with ultra-low
transmission losses, for fiber lasers, Pr'"'̂ for fiber
amplifiers, Sm^"*^ for photochemical hole burning mem
ory devices and NcP"*", Ho^"'", Er^"*" and Tm^"'" for upcon-
version luminescence devices. As fluoride glasses, on
the other hand, there are glasses based on ZrF4, HfF4,
AIF3, GaF3, InF3, ScF3, ZnFzand CdFz. Among these
photonics materials, more recently, upconversion lumi
nescence devices have received a great deal of interest be
cause of the possibility of infrared-pumped visible laser.

The present authors are advancing a series of experi
ments asto how the upconversion luminescence of Er^"*"
ions in fluoride glasses is affected by the kinds and
quantities ofglass-constituents.^^ As one of the experi
ments, differences in Er^"*" upconversion luminescence
with glass-network forming fluorides, AfFn, were exam
ined on A/Fn-BaF2-YF3-ErF3 glasses (A/=Zr, Hf, Al,
Ga, In, Scor Zn).^) This study suggested that the F co
ordination environments around Er^ ions are apprecia
bly different with A/Fn, giving large influences on up-
conveision characteristics. In order to give experimental
evidence to this suggestion, fluorescence spectroscopy
and molecular dynamics simulation studies have been
performed byemploying Eu^"*" ions as a probe of Ei^"'"
ions.^)

Last year the Eu-La EXAFS experiment with BL-IOB
was undertaken on (55~45)A/Fn-(40~30)BaF2-(I5~10)
YF3-5EUF3 glasses to obtain direct information about the
F' coordination environments. Regrettably, however, no
conclusive information could be obtained since the

EXAFS spectra were not so high quality enough to be
analyzed in detail. This time, glasses with high Eu or Er
contents were prepared and subjected to Eu-Ls and Er-La
EXAFS experiments with BL-7C. As the result, the ob
tained EXAFS spectra were high quality enough to
obtain reliable and clear conclusion.

Glass compositions employed for the present EXAFS
experiments are 50ZrF4'30BaF2*20Eu(or Er)F3, 50
HfF4-30BaF2-20Eu(or Er)F3, 45AlF3-30BaF2-25Eu(or
Er)F3, 45GaF3-30BaF2-25Eu(or Er)F3, 4 5 1n F3-
40BaF2-15Eu(or Er)F3, 45ScF3-40BaF2 l5Eu(or Er)F3
and 55 ZnF2- 30BaF2-15Eu(or Er)F3. Reference crys
tals employed are EuZrF? and ErZrFv. The Eu^Lp and
Er '̂̂ '-F interatomic distances, and rEr3+-F, and
the F coordination numbers of Eu^"*^ and Er^"*^, CNp-
(Eo3+) and CNF-(Er3+), obtained for the glasses are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2.

A relation between rEu3+-F and rnr3+.F shown in Fig.
1 indicates that there is a linear correlation with a O.O83A
difference inaverage rEu3+-F/2.362A and average iEt^+.f
/2.279A, The O.O83A difference corresponds tothe lan-
thanoid contraction. As shown in Fig. 2, on the other
hand, the CNf-(Eu3+) and CNF-(Er3+) values increased
almost linearly with increasing rEu3+-F and rEx3+.F val
ues, though there is slight scatter. The average CNp-
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(Eu3+) and CNF-(Er3+) values were 7.5 and 7.i, respec
tively.

Although no detailed discussion is given here, the
present EXAFS results provided adirect and convincing
interpretation for the A/Fn dependence of Er'"*^ upconver
sion luminescence and Eu'"'" fluorescence and also the
glass structure generated by molecular dynamics calcula
tion.
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Introduction

Since the discovery of method for synthesizing and
isolating large amounts of of superconductivity

in alkali-metal-doped C50 compwund,^) intensive studies
concerning on the crystal structures of the
superconductors have been carried out by many
investigators.S"10) X-ray diffraction studies showed that
the crystals of A3C50 A2BC50 both face-centred
cubic lattice (f.c.c.) in which the alkali-metals A and B
occupy the two sites; the tetrahedral site as (1/4,1/4,1/4)
and octahedral site as (1/2,0,0).3.*^) Since the space at
the tetrahedral site is smaller than that at octahedral site,

a large metal preferrs to occupy the octahedral site. 3•'I)
In the present report, we report the local structure around
Rb"*^ ion in the superconducting Rb3C5o^"'l Rb2CsC5o
room temperature, and O2 effect of the superconducting
sample.5) Furthermore, we report the temperature
dependence of the distance, between Rb and C5o>
and the nth cumulants of Debye-Waller factors, o(2), oq{3)

and a(-(4) in Rb3C5o and Rb2CsC5o- '̂̂ ^

Experimental

Preparation ofC50 bas been described previously.^) CgQ
was separated chromatographically by use of a glass flash
chromatography column with toluene developer.
Preparation of the superconducting samples was made
with the procedure described previously.5) EXAFS
measurement was carried out by using a quartz cell under
ca 10 Torr of He. The sample was never removed from
the pyrex tube to avoid sample degradation by exposure
to air. Tq has been determin^ by a SQUID magnetometer
(SHE\n^900); Tf-of Rb3C5oand Rb2CsC(3o were 30 Kand
3 1 K, respectively. Rubidium K-edge X-ray absorption
spectra were collected in transmission mode, using BL-7C
with two Si( 11 1) flat crystal monochromators. O2 effect
was investigated by exposing the pristine samples to O2
for 6 h and 40 h. The sample temperature was regulated
using a closed-cycle He refrigerator of CTl equipped with
a temperature controller (Lake-Share Cryotronics). The
temperatures were detected on the sample cell with (Au-
0.07 % Fe)-chromel thermocouple; the difference between
the sample-temperature and detection-temperature was
estimated to be 1-5 K.

Results and Discussion

As shown in Fig. 1, the Fourier transform of EXAFS
oscillations, |4>(r) | in pristine Rb3C5o. exhibits a
pronounced peak around 2.6 A However, the peak shifts
to 2.2 A by exposing to O2 for 40 h. The peaks can be
assigned to tetrahedral Rb-C in Rb3C6o Rb-O in
Rb20,respectively. The distances, r, and the coordination
number, N, are 3.35(2) A and 25.0(3.8) for Rb3C0o>
2.89(5) A and 3.9(1.5) for Rb20, respectively. ITie results
are in good agreement with those obtained by X-ray
diffraction method.3.4) vve have found that the Rb3C5o

is converted into Rb20 by oxidation. |<I>(r) | in 863059
after exposure to O2 for 6h consists of the the pristine
Rb3C5o (80 %) and 862© (20 %). On the other hand,
Rb2CsC5o is not completely converted into Rb20 even
after 40 h O2 exposure. We have related the difference
of oxidation rate to the diffusional motion of both ions at

the tetrahedral and octahedral sites in the crystals.^)
rRb-C' o(2), oc(3) and 0(-(4) in 863059 and Rb20s059
show the anomalous behavior around Tq. In Rb20s059^
rRb-o 0^(3) show the anomalous decrease around Tq,
while o(2) and 0(-(4) show the anomalous increase (see Fig.
2). The behavior of o(2) and 0(-(4) around Tq resembles to
that of a(2) and Oq(A) in Ou-O in YBa20uO7-5 (T(- = 91.7 K)
and Bi9_57Pb9.95Sr-0a()_850ui_85Oy superconductors
(T'c = 107 K).®')0) On the other hand, the decrease in
rRb-o 0{;(3) has not been found for the high-T^-oxide
superconductors.

a) c

0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0

Fig. 1. I^tfrllof the EXAFS oscillations at the Rb K-edge in
Rb3C59 cifter O2 exF>osure for (a) 0 h, (b) 6 h and (c)40 h.

Fig. 2. Tempjerature dependence of o(2) in Rb2CsC59
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Introduction

It is well known that Ce-compound and alloy have
anomalous physical properties based on the instability
of 4f electron in Ce. The valence of Ce in compound
and alloy takes various value between 3 and 4
depending on temperature, pressure, and the kind of
nearest neighboring atom.
The phase diagram of the Ce-Ni system exhibits a

large number of well-defined compounds with vari
ous compositions. The Ce in CeNij and CeNi has
intermediate valence'\ For Ce^Ni, Olcese has been
estimated the Ce valence to be 3.3 by the measu
rement of lattice constant and the temperature depen
dent of magnetic susceptibility
On the other hand. Gamari-Seale showed that Ce^Pt,

has the magnetic ordering at 7K and the Ce is triva-
lent by the measurement of the temperature depe
ndence of su.sceptibility and magnetization^^\ Thus it
is exp)ected that in Ce7(Nij_„PtJ3 the Ce valence .state
changes to trivalence state from imtermediate valence
state with incTeasing x. In this .study the Ce valence
in Ce7(Ni,_,PtJ3was estimated by >6\NES mea.sure-
ment.

Experimental Procedures

Ingotsof Ce7(Nii_,^PtJ3 (x=0.0.2.().4.0.6,0.8.1.0) were
prepared by melting the constituent elements of
99.9% Ce. 99.99% Ni and 99.95%Pt in an arc
furnace in an pure argon atmosphere. The alloy
ingots were homogenized in an evacuate quartz tube
at 673 K. In order to confirm the alloy phase of the
pre.sent specimens an X-ray powder diffraction
experiment was carried out. All these specimens were
singlephase(hexagonaI Th7Fe3 structure). L3-XANES
spectra were taken using the facility of BL-7C at
energy intervals of 0.54 eV.

Results and Discu.ssion

Fig.l shows Ce L3-XANES spectra for Ce7Ni3 and
Ce7Pt3(back ground subtracted) along with fit to these
data. The functional form used in the fit is the
superposition of an arctangent .stepwith a Lorentzian.
If the valence of Ce takes intermediate value between
3 and 4. one should sec a double peak of L3 edge,
corresponding to Cc" '̂ and Ce"**, respectively. In these
spectra a single peak of L3 edge of Ce is seen. This
fact suggests that the valence of Ce in Ce7Ni3 and
Ce7Pt3 is nearly 3. The peak of L3 edge of Ce7Ni3
broadens in comparison with that of Ce7Pt3. It seems
that the difference of the width of Ce7Ni3 and Ce7Pt3
reflects that of band structure for these compounds.
The width of the peak of L3 edge changed conti

nuously with the variation of x. In conclusion, the
valence of Ce in Ce7(Nii_,,Ptj3 is nearly 3. In order
to investigate the electronic state of Ce7(Nii.,jPtJ3 in
more detail, it seems that the theoretical analysis for
XANES spectrum is necessary.

5600

5600

5700

Energy ( eV )

5700

Energy ( eV )

CeyN13

5800 5850

CeTrt

5800 5850

Fig.l. L3-XANES .spectra for Ce7Ni3 and Ce7Pt3.
The open circles are the observed data and the solid
line is the theoretical fit. Both of an arctangent step
and Lorentzian u.sed to fit the data are also shown as
closed circles in the figure.
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Introduction

Oxygen monolayers form ideal two-dimensional
(2D) antiferromagnets by intermolecular direct
exchange interaction and have a rich and compli
cated phase diagram depending on coverage (C)
and temperature (T). When hexagonal boron ni
tride (h-BN) is used as a substrate, the low cov
erage monolayer solid S phase (1.1<C<1.7) un
dergoes a magnetic phase transition to k phase,
which is unique to the present system. This tran
sition is accompanied with lattice distortion and
has first order character D. Ouraim ofthe present
experiments is to determine the T and C depen
dence of crystal structures in this low coverage
region and clarify the features of magnetic transi
tions and crystal structures.

Experimental

X-ray diffraction measurements were performed
at BL7C. Monochromatized incident beam
(A=1.000A) was diffracted by samples mounted
in a cryostat and a scintillation counter was used
for detection. Because the diffraction from oxy
gen monolayers is much smaller than that from
the substrate, the spectra of oxygen monolayers
are obtained by careful subtraction of background
data (C=0). Each spectrum shown here is well fit
ted by a Warren function, which is characteristic
of 2D structures

Results and discussion

Fig.l. shows the temperature dependence of
diffraction spectra for C=1.41. At temperatures
higher than 27.OK (T;v), two peaks were observed
at Q=2.03A and Q=1.65A ^which correspond
to <5(11) and ^(02) respectively. Here the crys
tal structure of this phase is a centered rectangu
lar lattice, each oxygen molecule lying flat on the
surface, similar to the graphite substrate. At the
temperature below T;v at the k phase, the (5(02)

peak shifted to lower Q-value to Q=1.60A and
6 (11) peak disappeared. Moreover the peak at

0=2.13A"^ was observed below and above T,v,
which was not observed for C=1.21 above T,v

Remarkable thing is that besides these peaks,

we observed a peak at Q=1.13k ^below melting
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temperature(Tm=29K). This peak was also ob
served for C=1.21, however the intensity issmaller
compared with that for C=1.41. This peak is
unique to the present phase and has not been ob
served in any other phases of 2D and 3D oxy
gen crystals. We found that the crystal struc
ture of the present phase is unique and the sub
strate plays an important role on the crystcJstruc
tures and magnetic properties on the physisorbed
monolayers.

T"29.0K

T=28.5K

T=27.0K

T=26.5K

T=28.0K

T=4.5K

1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50

Q(A"')
Fig.l. X-ray diffraction spectra for C=1.41.

Background data (C=0) is already subtracted and
each peak is fitted by a Warren function.
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Introduction

Intennetaliic compoundslRMj),where R represents rare earth

and M transition metals,often form MgCuj-type Laves

stnicture(Fd3m). One of the characteristics of this structure is

a high dense packing of atoms since the atomic size ratio of R

to M atoms ranges from 1.2 to 1.3. In case of CeNi2 Laves

phase the atomic size ratio is 1.46(=r^,/rffl) which is much

larger than optimum value(=1.25) for a stable Laves structure.

Therefore CeNii is the critical intermetallic compound which

can form Laves structure among CeMj compounds. Several

anomalous structural properties of CeNij can be attributed to

the unstable Laves stnicture"^"'. Main purpose of our work is

to elucidate local structure changes of CeNij by replacing Ni

with Fe. In this paper we will describe characteristic features

of the local structure of CeNij in comparison with that of

CeFcj by means of XAFS.

Experiments

Samples of CeNi^ and CeFcj Laves phases were prepared by

making alloy ingots through arc-melting Ce(99.99%) and

Fe(99.99%),subsequently annealed for homogenization at

1023K for 48h. A single Laves phase was examined by X-ray

diffraction. The powdered samples for XAFS measurements

were spread on adhesive tape. XAFS measurements were

carried out at 20 K by transmission method in KEK PF(at BL

7C) using a Si{lll) monochromator with a total reflection

mirror.

Results and Discussion

Figs.l(a) and 1(b) show observed k^Aflk) curves of the Ni K-

edge for CeNij and the Fe K-edge for CeFej respectively. The

solid lines in the figures indicate the calculated results by ab

initio calculations(FEFF5). The agreement between the calculat

ed and the observ ed is pretty good for CeFcj while rather poor

for CeNii,especially in a range from 8 to 12 A"'. Fig.2 shows

Fourier transforms of the observed k^ X(k) for CeNij and CeFe^.

Significant differences between CeNij and CeFcj are seen in the

first and second interatomic correlations. Because the observed

k' X(k) curves for CeFe^ is well fitted to the calculated one of

Laves structure,the difference of CeNij from CeFcj can be

attributed to the deviation from the ordinary Laves stnic-

ture;the number of neighboring Ni atoms around Ni atom is

more than the expected while that of Ce atoms is less than the

expected. These results confirm a disordered Laves structure

of CeNiitdeficient Ce nearest neighbors and excess Ni nearest

neighbors around Ni atoms.
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(a) CeNi (b) CeFe
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Fig.l(a) and 1(b). Observed and calculated k'y(k) for Ni K-

edge of CeNijta) and Fe K-edge of CeFe^lb). Solid

line;calculated by FEFF5 and dots:obscrvcd one.
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r( in A)

Fig.2 Fourier transforms for CeNi2 and CeFe2.Solid line:Fe K-

cdge for CeFe2 and dots:Ni K-edge for CeNi2. Inset shows unit

cell of MgCu2-type Laves structure.
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1. Introduction

It is known that the morphology of metallic
particles suppxjrted on oxides is related to the interaction
of metal particles with o.xide as support, so that the
structure of the particles parallel to the siuface may be
different from that perpendicular to the surface. In this
study,we investigated the anisotropic structure of Pt
metal particles supported on a - AI2O3 (0001) during H2
reduction by means of />i - ri/u polarized total-reflection
fluorescence EXAFS

2. E.xperimental

ITie sample was prepared by impregnating of
CH2CI2 solution of Pt4(CH3COO)8^) on a - AI2O3

(0001). Pt Lj - edge EXAFS measurements were carried

out at BL - 7C of Photon Factory by means of i/i - si/u

polarized total-reflection nuorescence EXAFS apparatus.
The X-ray beam was incident on the sample at grazing

angle. The electronic field vector of the incident X-ray

is parallel to the a - AI2O3 (0001) surface and

perpendicular to the surface. The incident X-ray was

monitored by ionization chamber and the fluorescent X-

ray was monitored by a scintillation counter. The data
were was analyzed by a curve fitting method using

program "EXAFSH'^\

3. Results and Discussion

After supporting, Pt - O bondings were observed
in both s- (electronic field vector II surface) and p -
(electronic field vector _Lsurface) polarized EXAFS,

while no Pt - Pt bonding was obsen ed. There is almost
no polarization dependence on s- and p- EiXAFS. These

results indicate that the Pt4(CH3COO)8 complex

decomposed by its interaction with a - AI2O3 (0001)
surface, and Pt ions are located on the three fold sites, of

the surface.

Fig. 1 shows the Fourier transforms of s- and p-
polarized EXAFS of Pt / a - AI2O3 (0001) after H2

reduction at 393 K. A strong Pt - Pt (0.271 nm) peak
was observed in s - polarized EXAFS, while a negligible
intensity of Pt - Pt bond peak was observed in p-
polarized EXAFS. This polarization dependence of this
sample indicates that Pt - Pt bonds are parallel to the
surface and there is no Pt - Pt bond perpendicular to the
surface, and that Pt atoms form the raft structure in one

atomic layer.
After H2 reduction at 673 K, in XANES region of

both s- and p- polarized spectra, the intensity of white
line is as small as Pt metal. Pt atoms are reduced

to Pt®. In this sample, the polarization def)endence is
very small, suggesting that Pt atoms aggregate to larger

particles.

kT

0.0

Distance R I 10"' nm

Fig. 1. Fourier transforms of k' - weighted EXAFS for
s- polarized (solid line) and p-polarized (dotted
line) Pt L3 - edge EXAFS spectra of Pt / a -

AI2O3 (0001) after H2 reduction at 393 K.

Fourier transform range : 18 - 113 nm"^
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1. IntroducUon

Moj/TiOj/SiOj catalysts preparedby the reaction
between MojC^r -C3H5)4 and TiOj/SiOj have high
activity and selectivity in ethanol oxidation reaction to
form acetaldehyde. Further, the reaction of ethanol

oxidation on the Mo^/TiOj/SiO^ cat.'dyst proceeds by two
paths depending on ethanol pressure. Ihe ethanol
oxidation mechanism including two paths was
investigated by EXAFS.

2. Experimental

A Moj/TiOj/SiOj catalyst was obtainedfrom the
reaction betweenSiOj and Ti(/-OC3H5)4, followed by
attachment with Mojf n and fixation of Mo at
353K. The Mo loading was 1.1 wt%. The catalyst was
treated with Oj (80 Torr) at 773 K for 2 h before use.
Ethanol oxidation was carried out in a closed circulating
system. Mo K-edge EXAFS spectra were mesurcd at I3L-

7C, and analyzed by means of curve-fitting method. Mo
metal and K^MoO^ were chosen as standard materials for
Mo-Mo bond and Mo-O bond, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows the Fourier transformof Mo K-edge
EXAFS data for oxidized Moj/TiOj/SiOj catalyst. Two
major peaks were observed and assigned to Mo-O(0.169
nm) and Mo-O(0.212 nm), by perfonning a two-waves
fitting for the inverse-Fourier transform. Fig. 2 and 3
show Fourier transforms for catalysts after ethanol
oxidation reaction under low etlianol pressure(7 Torr)juid
high pressure(35 Torr), respectivery. Ihe result of curve
fitting analysis under low ethanol pressure suggested tliat
there were three peaks(Mo-0, Mo-O and Mo-Mo) witli
bond lengths 0.169, 0.201 and 0.267 nm, respectivery.
The bond lengths, 0.169 and 0.201 nm, wereassigned to
the Mo=0 double bonds and the Mo-O single bonds,
respectively. On the other hand, the analysis under high
ethanol pressure showed that there was no Mo=0 double

bond. It was suggested tliat tlierewere two peaks assigned
to Mo-O single bond(0.196 mn) and Mo-Mo bond (0.290
nm). It was likely to be due to oxygen bridging that
appearance of Mo-Mo peak after the ethanol oxidation. It
is suggested that the reaction of ethanol oxidation on

Moj/TiOj/SiOj catalyst proceeds with one ethanol
adsorption to the dimer unit under low ethanol pressure
and with two ethanol molecules adsorption to the dimer
unit under high pressure as shown in scheme.
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Introduction

The X-ray absorption spectra for Br" at aqueous
solution surface were obtained by using a new
method. We report here the first application of the
total-electron-yield technique to the aqueous solu
tion. Because total-electron-yield XAFS is inherently
surface sensitive, this technique may provide us with
the information of the surface structure of solution.

Experimental
The geometry of the sample cell is shown in Fig. 1.
The electron-yield spectra at Br K-edge were
recorded under the condition of total external reflec

tion at an incident angle of 1 mrad. An electrode
which served as the electron collector was placed
15 mm above the solution. The measured current, I,

is assumed to consist of Auger electrons, photoelec-
trons and secondary electrons produced by high
energy Auger or photoelectrons in the solution phase.
Moreover the cell acts as a gas ionization chamber
since the electron emitted from the solution creates a

bunch of He"^ ion-electron pairs, which operates until
it loses its energy. By reversing the polarity of the
bias at the electrode, He"^ ion current is obtained
which has been considered to be more surface

sensitive in comparison with the electron yield mode.
The measurements were performed at the BL-7C.
The second crystal was sagittally bent working as a
focusing device. The beam intensity, /q, was moni
tored with a gas ionization chamber (17 cm, 75% Ng
+ 25% Ar), which typically gave 500 pA of ionization
current.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the spectra for 0.1 mM (1 M =
1 mol dm"^) stearyltrimethylammonium bromide
(STAB) and 0.1 M KBr aqueous solution at +1°C,
which were obtained with the bias voltage of +150 V
(e"-yield) or -150 V (He"^-yield). STA"^ is a surface
active ion. A typical current for STAB solution was
about 120 pA at the pre-edge region, and this
increased by a factor of 1.7 at the edge. The signal
intensity for STAB solution is larger than that of KBr
while the concentration for KBr is 1000 times as large
as that of STAB. Therefore, this technique is proved
to be highly surface sensitive. The Fourier transform
(FT) calculations were performed by using the phase
shift and the back-scattering amplitude parameters

generated by the FEFF.^ The FT gave a peak at
3.16 A for STAB solution corresponding to the Br-0
(in water molecule) distance which is found to be
shorter than that for KBr solution of 3.28 A. Thus it is
indicated that the solvation structure of Br~ present
at the STAB solution surface is different from that in

the bulk.
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Introduction

It has recently been found that the hydration number of
the lanthanide(lll) ions (Ln*^) changes from 9 for the
light Ln"* to 8 for the heavy ions through the equilibrium
between 9 and 8 for the intermediate ions, being
responsible for the anomalous behaviors in thermo-
dynamic and transport properties of Ln" '̂ in aqueous
solution. In the present study, our study has been
extended to lanthanide(lll) complexes with various
aminopolycarboxylates in bidentate to octadentate
coordinations in solution to determine the coordination

number of Ln'* complexes from XAFS measurements.

Experimental
The Ln '̂ investigated were La"* and Nd^^* for the light

ions, Dy-' and Lu"^ for the heavy ones, and Sm'', Eu~L
and Gd'̂ for the intermediate ones. Aqueous lanthanide-
(111) chloride solutions were prepared by dissolving their
chlorides into distilled water. Aminopolycarboxylate
ligands used were 2,6-pyridinedicarboxylic acid (DPA),
iminodiacetic acid (IDA), nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA),
N-hydoroxyethylenediaminetriacetic acid (HEDTA),
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and diethylene-
triaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA). Aqueous solutions of
the lanthanide(Ill) aminopolycarboxylates were prepared
by mixing both stock solutions to Ln '̂ to ligand molar
ratio of 1:1. The pH of each solution was adjusted to
-4.5 by adding a standard NaOH or HCl solution.
X-ray absorption spectra around the L,„-edge of Ln'̂

were measured in transmission mode or in fluorescence

mode at BL7C station of the Photon Factory at the
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK).

Results and Discussion

First, the effect of ionic strength on the hydration
number of Lu^* was examined and it has been found that
the ionic strength little affects both hydration number
and Ln-OHj lengths for Lu^L The coordination numbers
obtained for the aqua and aminopolycarboxylate
complexes of Ln '̂ are compared in Fig. 1.The hydration
number sigmoidally changes from 9-10 for the light Ln^'
to -8 for the heavy ions as has been reported in ref. 1.
A similar tendency has been observed for the Ln^^
complexes of aminopolycarboxylates, except for Ln-^*-
DTPA complexes, for which there is practically no
change in coordination number.
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Introduction

Carbon monoxide is a common air pollutant
present in exhausts of many combustion systems
or oxidation reactors. Its removal using
heterogeneous catalysts usually requires high
reaction temperatures above 100 °C. It has been
shown that PdCl2-CuCl2, a well-known Wacker-
type homogeneous catalyst, can oxidize CO at
ambient conditions [1,2]. It has also been shown
that this catalyst could be heterogenized by loading
it on a solid support without sacrificing its activity
[3-5]. We have performed XAFS study of alumina-
supported PdCl2-CuCl2 during CO oxidation in
order to elucidate the structure and chemical nature

of the catalyst under the reaction conditions.

Experimental
The sample was prepared by co-impregnation of y-
alumina with aquous solutions of PdCl2 and

CuCl2 to incipient wetness. The oxidation of CO
was performed in a flow reaction system. Feed
gases of 1.0% CO in He and air were supplied
through a water vapor saturator enclosed in a
constant temperature bath. The reactor was a 1/4-
inch Pyrex U-tube. Products were analyzed by an
on-line gas chromatograph.
For XAFS, sample discs were sealed by a flame in
a cell with a Kapton window under the same gas
atmosphere as for their pretreatment. The spectra
were taken for K-edges of Pd and Cu at beamline
7C or IOB of Photon Factory in Tsukuba, Japan.
They were analyzed by a standard EXAFS program.

Results and Discussion

The catalyst showed stable activity of CO
conversion even at room temperature as far as water
was fed together with reactants. XANES at Pd edge
showed features similar to those of PdCl2 for both
used and unused catalysts. But catalyst which did
not contain Cu showed that PdCl2 had been reduced
to metallic Pd. The result supports the
conventional view on the PdCl2-CuCl2 catalyst
that the role of Cu is to maintain Pd at its active

Pd(II) state. XANES at Cu edge showed that CuCl2
had lost some of its chlorine ligand and picked up
hydroxyl ligand instead. However, it still
maintained Cu(II) state.
The activity of CO conversion showed an unusual
dependence on reaction temperature. The CO
conversion records a minimum at 40 ^C and the
catalyst did not show the original activity when
reaction temperature went up to 70 ®C and came
down to 30 °C again. EXAFS of corresponding
catalysts indicated that Pd-Cl coordination number
was minimum at 40 °C for some unknown reason.

The sample used for reaction at 40 ®C also showed
longest Pd-Cl distance. As temperature increased
further, Pd appeared to lose chlorine ligand. This
loss of chlorine may be responsible for the apparent
irreversibility of activity when temperature went up
and down.

The species of Pd and Cu present in the catalyst
used for the reaction at 30 ®C were modeledby
theoretical EXAFS. For Pd, PdCl2 gave an
adequate fit. The quality of the fit improved slightly
when presence of carbonyl ligand was assumed.
However, the difference in the goodness of the two
fittings was not large enough to conclude the latter
was the real active species. For Cu, either CuCl2
or Cu(0H)2 gave poor fits. A good fit was obtained
only when it was assumed that both C1 and OH
were present in the ligand sphere of Cu.
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INTRODUCTION

One crucial problem in the field of sulfide
catalysts concerns the ciystallite size
determination.. These catalysts are commonly seen
as slabs of MoS2-like structure with a low number
of layers and uith the edges being responsible for
the catahtic acti\-ity. Therefore, the determination
of the length and the number of fringes, their
orientation with respect to the support and local
order are of primaiy importance. Several
contradictions appear in the literature concerning
the size values obtained from High Resolution
Electron Microscop>' (1.2) or EXAFS
measurements (3.4) on supported catalysts. In this
work, we intent to prepare unsupported catalysts
with ciy stallite sizes close to the \'alues observed
on supported systems and to check the validity of
EXAFS for crystal size determination.

EXPERIMENTAL

Unsupported Mo catalysts were prepared
either b> decomposition of thiomolybdatcs (TS
samples) or b>' molten salt (MS samples) s> nthcsis.
Mi.xed NiMo or CoMo catalysts were prepared
according to the so-called HSP method. XRD. TPR
and surface area measurements were done on the

unsufjported samples. HREM was performed with a
JEOL lOOCX instrument. EXAFS spectra were
recorded on beam lines lOB .(Mo K-edge) and 7C
(Ni and Co K-edges) of the Photon Factory.
Detailed anabtical procedure of EXAFS was
described elswhere (5).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

This work represent the first attempt to
measure the EXAFS response of unsupported
dispersed sulfides. In the case of MoS2samples all
the spctra exhibit two notable peaks corresponding
to Mo-S ( 0.242 nm) and Mo-Mo ( 0.316 nm).
Moreover, a third peak consistent with the
scattering of the third Mo neighbors (Mo-Mo=
0.632 nm) can be obsen ed. This is indicative of a
large order in the samples. To discuss the EXAFS
results quantitatively the average number of S
atoms N(S) and Mo atoms N(Mo) were calculated
relatively to a M0S2 po^ '̂dcr standart N(S)=
N(Mo)= 6. The results are presented in Table 1
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Table 1: Structural parameters of unsupported
M0S2 catalysts: Specific surface area S^g-j- (m^/g),
d: length deduced from TPR and EXAFS data.

Sample Srft d(A)
TPR

N(S) N(Mo)

TS 50 40 6 3,2

TS 30 50 5.8 3.3

TS 20 80 5.7 3.4

TS 4 150 6 3.6

MS 125 120 5.7 3.4

These results demonstrate that N(S) values
close to six can be obtained on dispersed catalysts
and that the first shell of neighboring atoms is
completely achieved by this technique. By contrast,
N(Mo) is much smaller than the values expected
for crystallite size obtained hy other techniques.
Low temperature measurements indicate that static
disorder is much higher on the dispersed solids
than on the reference. Motion of the atoms on the

dispersed state should be taken into account for a
correct determination of the crystallite size by
EXAFS and consequently new programs are
needed.

In the case of mixed catalysts, two series
of unsupported NiMo and CoMo catalysts with
different r= Ni/Ni+Mo were studied. It can be
observed that the presence of the dopant (Co or Ni)
decreases the number of Mo neighbors as
compared to the above M0S2 catalyts. Co and Ni
K-edge experiments were also performed in order
to reach informations about the possibility of
decoration of M0S2 slabs by the doping element.
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Introduction

ZnO ceramics containing 1-3 mol% of
81303, P^s^ll' MnO and Cr203 etc. to
ZnO exhibit highly nonlinear current-
voltage characteristics, which are called
varistors The varistor effect takes
place at grain boundaries within the
ceramics. It is known that the role of

81303 or PrgO^j^ is to form the grain
boundary layers. CoO and MnO are reported
to improve nonlinear ohmic coefficient.
However, the coordination states of CoO
and MnO, i.e., whether they exist in the
ZnO matrix or the boundary layer, are
not clarified. In this study, the local
structure around Co ions in Zn0:8i, Co,
Mn varistor ceramics is analyzed by XAFS
spectroscopy.

Experimental
Samples were prepared by a solid-

state reaction among ZnO, 81203, CoO and
MnO. The amount of additives was fixed to

be Imol% to Zn. The as-prepared samples
were devided into three. One was oxidized

in an O2 flow at 500°C for Ih, another
was reduced in an Ar flow at 500°C for

Ih, and the other was annealed in an
ambient atomosphere at 500°C for Ih. They
were pelletized into disk form of 13mm(J) x
3mm. The Co K-absorption spectra were
measured in a fluorescence mode on the

8L-7C or 68 station using a fluorescence
detector of the Lytle type ' and a
Si(111) double crystal monochromator. The
Fe filter was used to reduce elastic

scatterings. Signals were accumulated for
3 sec per point and the measurements were
repeated by two times and the data ob
tained were averaged. The XAFS data
analyses were performed using the Program
Library written by Dr. Sakane

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows variation of Co K-
XANES spectrum in Zn0:8i, Co, Mn varistor
with various treatments. The aspect of
the spectra did not change. An oxidizing
treatment has been reported to make the
resistivity high and a reducing treatment
to make it low It seems that Co ions

do not make a role to vary the resistivi
ty of a varistor.

Figure 3 shows the radial distribu
tion function around Co ions of the three

samples. The Co-0 distance obtained was
1.96A, which was the same in all the
samples. If the Co ions take a divalent
state and are coordinated tetrahedrally
by oxide ions, the distance would be
1.96A, calculated by their ionic radius
^ ' . This result indicates that the Co

ions are occluded in the wurtzite-type
ZnO matrix.
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Introduction

Although many works have been done
on the microstructural investigation on
the titania-si1ica mixed oxides, there
still remains ambiguity about the state
of titanium [1]. This report deals with
the state of titanium in titania-si1ica
in relation to its epoxidation activity
and acid property.

Experimental

Titania-si1ica was prepared by rapid
hydrolysis of a mixture of Ti(OPr*)< and
Si(0Et)4 [2]. Samples were sealed into a
Q-pack pouch in a dry box. X-ray absorp
tion spectra were obtained at the line 6B
and 7C stations by using a fluorescence
detector.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows the XANES spectra of Ti
K edge in titania-si1ica and standard
compounds, Ti(OPr')4 and Ba2Ti04 (both
with tetrahedral Ti), and of anatase and
rutile Ti02 (with octahedral Ti). A big
pre-edge peak appeared for tetrahedral Ti
species. The pre-edge feature suggests
that titania-si1ica with a Ti content

below 40 mol% mainly contains tetrahedral

Ti, whereas octahedral Ti species pre
dominates above 50 mol% of Ti. The area

of pre-edge peak can be a measure for
tetrahedral Ti species [3] It was found
that as the content of Ti was de-creased,

the amount of tetrahedral Ti increased

and took a maximum at about 20 mol% of

Ti .

The effect of the hydrolysis condi

tion on the state of Ti is shown in Fig.
2. Eton - O.OIN AcOH mixture (total
amount: 140 ml) was added to a 40 ml of
EtOH containing Ti(0Pr^)4 (0.02 mol) and
Si(0Et)4 (0.18 mol). As the amount of
O.OIN AcOH was increased, the amount of
tetrahedral Ti species increased.

It was found that epoxidation ac
tivity (to produce 1,2-epoxyoctane and
1,2-epoxycy1ohexane with t-butyl hydro-
peroxide) and Lewis acidity of the
titania-si1ica were closely related to
the amount of tetrahedral Ti species.
Thus the coordinatively unsaturated
tetrahedral Ti species is responsible for
both the active site in epoxidation and
Lewis acid site.
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Introduction

There have been great interests for the preparation,
characterization and physical properties of granular
materials, i.e., very small clusters dispersed in metallic
and non-metallic matrices. Fe cluster dispersed in Ag
matrix, Fe/Ag granular system, is produced by ICB
(Ionized Cluster Beam) and co-sputter techniques[l].
In order to understand relation between structure of
Fe cluster and giant magnetoresistance (OMR), we
have observed EXAFS spectra of Fe cluster in the
Fe/Ag granular material which display characteristic
field- and concentration-dependence of GMR.

Experiments

Composite thin Fe26Ag74 films of few thousand A
in thickness were prepared by simultaneous co-
deposition of Fe clusters and Ag atoms on polyimide
filinsubstrates. The Fe clusters were vaporized from an
ion-cluster-beam source and Ag atoms were made by
thermal evaporation. Fei4Ag86 homogeneous alloy
films were prepared on polyimide film substrates by
using a facing target type DC sputtering apparatus.

XAFS measurement were carried out at the BL-7C
of the Photon Factory in KEK with Si(lll) double
crystal monochromator and double mirror to reject
higher order harmonics. Fe K-edge xAfS
measurements were done by fluorescence mode at
room temperature. Lytle detector was used for
fluorescence detection with solar slit and Mn filter for
minimize elastic scattering.

Results and discussion

Fig.l shows \F(R)\ for Fe K-edge EXAFS of as
deposited Fe26Ag74 ICB-deposited and annealed
film at several temperature and time. The Fourier
transforms were made over ak range of3.5 to 14.2 A"
1. A remarkable point isthat all peaks in |F(/?)| for the
ICB-deposited films are located at the sameposition as
those for pure Fe. These features indicate that the Fe
clusters embedded in the ICB-deposited VtlAg films
are rather large because the atomic correlations are
detected up to the fifth nearest neighbor as found in
that of bcc Fe. It has been still discussed whether the
ICB method is able to form large clusters in vapor
stream or not. However, the present results strongly
suggest that the ICB process in metal vapor streams
from the crucible is able to produce large sized
clusters

Fig.2 shows |F(r)| for Fe K-edge EXAFS of
Fei4Ag86 sputtered film. It is clear that the as
deposited specimen shows Fe-Ag correlation at 2.5A,
and this peak decreases after annealing while Fe-Fe
correlation at l.lk increases. This change of nearest
coordination means that Fe atoms segregate with each
other and form clusters. It is, however, not clear
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wheter this cluster posses the bcc structure even after
annealed at 400''C. Anothr feature is that Fe clusters
are rather small in the case of the films porduced by
sputtering. As-deposited ICB specimen shows GMR
curve while as-deposited sputter specimen shows
small and linear MR. Cluster formation of sputtered
specimen by annealing enhances the GMR behaviour.
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Introduction

It is well known thai many Ce-boscd alloys and compounds

exhibit anomalous physical properties such as the dense

Kondo effect. Since the anomalies arc attributed to the

mixed valence state of Ce, the estimation of Ce valence is

important for understanding the origin of the anomalies.
Recently, wc carried out high pressure experiments for

PdCe and GaCe alloy phases and found that the dense

Kondo effect in these phases is remarkably enhanced by

external pressure. In this study, we have been developed

fluorescence XANES measurement under high pressure,

and the pressure-changes of Ce valence were estimated

for PdCe and GaCe alloy phases in order to examine the

relation between the Ce valence and the dense Kondo

effect.

Experimental

Ce-Lj^ XANES Sfxjctra were measured for PdCe and GaCe

alloys under high pressure up to -10 GPa, using a

conventional diamond anvil cell (DAC) and the unfcKused

synchrotron beam at BL-7C of the Photon Factory, KEK.

Since the low energy x-ray beam around Ce-Ajj, absorption

edge (-5.7 keV) can hardly be transmitted through the

diamond of DAC, we adapted the scheme where the beam

penetrates the sample, which is embedded in a Be-gasket,

perpendicular to the anvil axis, as shown in Fig. 1. We

measured fluorescence x-rays of Cc-L radiation using an

SSD, in order to estimate the absorption of Cc-A„j, or the
electron transition of Zp-^Sd.

Results and Discussion

Ruoresccncc XANES spectra for GaCe alloy phase

under various high pressures, arc shown in Fig. 2. The

dots are the data measured and the solid lines our theoretical

fit . At ambient pressure the spectrum (a) exhibits a single

white line, corresponding to Ce'*(4f'). As the external
pressure increases, another white line assigned to Ce** (4f'')
is gradually appearing, and then the spectrum (c) exhibits

a distinct double—peak-shape. The values for Ce valence

arc estimated to be (a) 3.02, (b) 3.10, and (c) 3.14,

respectively. Wc also found that the Ce-valence in PdCe

has the similar pressure-dependence. These results

evidently indicate that the electron transition of4f'^4f^
in the alloy phases is promoted by the external pressure.

(a) Sample ♦ Sllicone
\ gfease

Gasket.

X-ray ^

Epcayregin

(t>) Beryllium Gasket

Fig. I. (a) Cross-section drawing of the DAC, and (b)

an enlarged view of Be-gasket.

GaC© f\ / V-.7 Id

(c) 9.0 GPa J \ V=3.10

(b) 2.2 GPa J t \ V=3.02

(a) A.P.

Energy (eV)

Fig. 2. Fluorescence Cc-L„, XANES spectra of GaCe

at ambient pressure (a), 2.2 GPa (b), and 9.0 GPa (c).
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Introduction

Graphite nanotubes and their encapsulating
compounds have been attained a great interest because
of the mesoscopic structure ( the diameter of less than
100 A ), which may realize some quantum effects,^)
Here, we report the x-ray diffraction study of TaC,
which is known as a superconductor, capsulated in
nanotubes.^)

Experimental
The capsulation compounds were synthesized by

the dc arc discharge in helium gas of about 100 Torr,
The positive electrode was a carbon rod filled with a
mixture of graphite powder and metal powder ( Ta ),
The capsulation compounds were deposited on the
negative electrode. X-ray powder diffraction
measurements were carried out by using synchrotron
radiation at Photon Factory ( BL-7C ), KEK, The x-

ray radiation were monochromatized at k=0.9998 A
by Si(lll) double monochrometer.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the x-ray diffraction spectrum of
the graphite capsulation compound of TaC, In
graphite tube peaks, we can observe a significantly
asymmetric spectra ( G(hkO) ) as well as a usual
s)Tnmetric spectra ( G(C)Ol) ), The asymmetric
lineshape can be ascribed to the powder average of the
"tube" structure, which is identical to the Warren

lineshape for powder crystals with a t^^'o-dimensional
structure,The lattice parameter ao is determined as
2,462 A, which is only 0,09 % larger than that of pure
graphite. Meanwhile, for the symmetric peaks we can
fit a Lorentzian and obtain the lattice parameter of
co=6,852 A which is 2,27% larger than that of pure
graphite. The crystal size obtained from the linewidth
is 30 A, which corresponds to the mean thickness of
the tube wall.

We can observe very sharp peaks, which are
assigned to TaC crystals: The crystal structure is the
NaCl type. The lattice constant is obtained as
ao=4.455 A, Figure 2 shows the (200) spectrum, in
which we can observe the spectrum consisting of two
gaussians with different linewidths, namely, L=890
and 220 A, A interpretation for the two components is
that the capsulated crystals have a elongated form in a
certain orientation, for example, the (100) direction.

In this case we observe two different crystal sizes
depending on whether the tube axis is parallel or
perpendicular to the scanning direction of x-ray
diffraction. In this sense the observed values give the
mean sizes of TaC crystallines parallel and
perpendicular to the tube axis.

Q(A-')

Fig.l The x-ray diffraction spectrum of TaC
capsulation compound.

TaC(200)

Fig,2 The spectrum of the (200) diffraction. The solid
line is composed from two different gaussians.
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Introduction

Fullerene which contains metals in its cage was
synthesized just after the development of fullerene
itself and has been playing important role for the
understanding of the structure and electronic state
of fullerene. So called "shrink wrapping"
experiments showed that photodissociation
proceeding successive loss of carbon pairs until
certain cage size, rather than loss of the metal
atom. However, there was no direct structural
studies on lanthanofullerene. Recently Kikuchi et
al. has succeeded in preparing pure
lanthanofullerene, La@C82, by using a preparative
HPLC.h Both the purity and quantity of the
sample is essential for the structural study. Asit is
not easy to prepare single crystals, an XAFS study
was carried out.

Experimental
XAFS measurements of La LIE edges were

carried out by using Si(lll) double crystal
monochromator at BL-7C. Although fluorescent or
election yield detections were used in the study of
Y@Cq2,^) we used transmission mode because of
experimental simplicity and reliability. Beam
size was collimated to 0.6 mm square so as to meet
the cross section of sample. Higher order
reflections were eliminated by a double mirror
system.^^

Results and Discussion

High quality XAFS spectra of lanthanofullrene
were obtained as shown in Fig. 1. The quality of
spectra was better than those of ¥@€32 spectra
taken with electron yield or fluorescent
detections.The reason is that we could use

samples of appropriate thickness and its
concentration was high because purified sample
was used for the measurement.

The data points between 5589.5 and 5627.7 eV
were removed and the missing data were simulated
by interpolating these by using neighboring data.
TThis is due to unusually intense multielectron
excitation which is ascribable to the excitation

from 2p and 4d. We limited the upper end of
Fourier transform range to 9.5A"^ in k space and the
lower end to 2.7 A'̂ - The absolute part of Fourier
transform offc^^thus obtained is shownin Fig. 2.

Three probable position of lanthanum atom is
calculated by Nagase et al. by using semiempirical
AMI method.According to them, the most stable

positionof lanthanum atom is under hexagon onC2
axis (a-site). The simulated Fourier transform
reproduced experimental one fairly well and
suggests that lanthanum stays at a-site. Curve
fitting on this model indicates that six carbon
atomsstay 2.44 A from the lanthanum and another
six carbon atoms at 2.92 A. These values indicate
that lanthanum atom is encapsulated in Cg2 cage
Debye -Waller factors (DW) for each interaction
was 0.11 and 0.14 A, respectively. These rather
large DWs are not only due to rather weak
interaction between lanthanum and carbon atoms

but also due to unequal La-C distances.
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Fig. 2. Fourier transform of of La®C82. The
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1. Introduction
For future ULSI devices requiring high-quality

insulating thin films, Si surfaces should have no native
oxide and should not be easily oxidized. It has recently
been clarified that rinsing Si surfaces with HP stabilizes
the surface and inhibits surface oxidation.This is
because hydrogen (H) atoms (and a few fluorine (F)
atoms) terminate dangling bonds on the Si surface.
The H-terminated flat Si(lOO) surface has two
hydrogen-adsorption components: monohydride and
dihydride. To completely inhibit the oxidation of Si
surfaces, oxidation reactions of these components must
be clarified. This paper investigates the oxidation-
inhibition effects of each component quantitatively by
in-situ surface-sensitive X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy.

2. Experiments
The experiments were performed at a soft X-ray

beamline (BL-8A) equipped with a grazing incidence
monochromator. The resolution (E/zlE) was about
1000 at 240 eV (Ar L23absorption edge). ^Adouble-
pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (DCMA) was used to
detect photoelectrons at an energy resolution of 0.2
eV when the electron-pass energy of the DCMA was
10 eV. The total energy resolution of the photoelectron
analysis system was evaluated from the Fermi edge
of gold, and found to be higher than 0.3 eV.^^ H-
termination of the Si(lOO) flat surface was performed
by supplying H atoms that were generated by exposing
H2 gas to a tungsten filament heated to about 1800°C
in the spectrometer chamber at a base pressure of 2.6
X10'* Pa. Reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) was also used to veri '̂ the structure ofthe
surfaces. After that, the surfaces were exposed to O2
gas at room temperature. The oxidation of a H-
terminated Si(lOO) surface tilted by 10° was also
investigated to clarify the influence of atomic steps.

3. Results and Discussion
The dependence of bulk peak shifts and the

magnitude change of two H-adsorption components
in the Si2p spectra on H-exposure indicates a two-stage
hydrogen adsorption process (monohydride phase to
dihydride phase) on the Si(lOO) surface.Figure 1
shows the Si2p spectra of the monohydride phase
(H2:1000 L) and the dihydride phase (H2-i0000 L).
The figure also shows the spectra of each phase after
O2 exposure (1000 L). Oxidation of the dihydride
phase isreduc^ to less than 1/3 that ofaclean Si(100)
surface, while that of the dihydride phase is reduced
to below 1/9. Oxidation proceeds more easily for
monohydride components since oxygen atoms break

into the Si-Si dimer bonds of the monohydride
components. The H-terminated Si(lOO) surface tilted
by 10° was no more oxidized than the flat Si(lOO)
surface after O2 exposure (1000 L). This suggests
that atomic steps have little infuluence on oxidation.
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{ntroduction

Now that synchrotron X-radiation beams only microns
in diameter are availlable,^"^ the Laue method can be
used for characterizing micrometer-sized material. An
intuitive feel for the crystallinlty of a material is readily
obtained using this method. Analysis of the results is
also simple.
We characterize polycrystailine films of aluminum and
copper sputtered on SiO^^Si substrates. Aluminum is
commonly used for metallization in microelectronic
devices and copper is its would-be replacement of the
future.

Experimental
Aluminum and copper films, both being 4000 A thick,
were fabricated over thermally oxidized (100) silicon
substrates by the sputtering technique. The
aluminum-film samples were then illuminated on Its
aluminum side using a pulsed XeCI excimer-laser of
wavelength 3080 A. The substrate temperature was
maintained at 400 "C during illumination, which lasted
40 nsec.

Diffraction patterns were taken by the Laue method
using white x-radiation. The apparatus and the
method of crystal structure analysis have already been
fully detailed elsewhere by one of the authors.'^ The
diffraction pattern was recorded on an imaging plate.^

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows reflection spots from an aluminum
sample. In comparison with simple spots from silicon
substrates, those from aluminum have significant
spread and fine contrast. Equal-Intensity contour
maps of the aluminum spots are inset.
The Cu film was found to consist of crystalline
granules much smaller than the illuminated volume.
They were too tiny to be categorized according to the
shape of their reflection spots on the imaging plate.
Only the aluminum sample was further analyzed
crystallographlcally.

A series of coordinate transformations was carried out
for the reflection spots using the orientation matrices
Introduced by Busing and Levy.® The reflection
spots arising from the silicon substrate were used to
optimize the geometrical parameters: origin of Imaging
plate, camera radius, skew of the imaging plate
around the incident-beam axis, and shift from the
camera center of the incidence point on a sample.
Then using these geometrical parameters, the crystal
orientation, for the aluminum film were optimized.
The orientation matrix was obtained for both "A" and
"B" points assuming the points A and B to be the
reflections associated with the two hypothetical and

independent crystals," A" and "B."
The rotation angle was found to be 0.67 degrees,
considering a pivot about which rotation would bring
the two crystals into alignment with each other. The
value obtained for the other set of spots belonging to
crystals "C" and "D" was 0.28 degrees.
These values are too high to be attributed to the
elastic bending due to difference in stiffness between
silicon and aluminum. The complex contrast pattern
obtained also suggests that plastic deformation is
likely to have taken place.
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The light elements such as phosphorus and sulfur,
take various oxidation states depending on their existing
environment. Therefore, it is expected that these elements
exhibit a diversity of X-ray absorption spectrum. There
are few reports on the X-ray absorption spectra of sulfur in
geological samples.'̂ This paperreports some basic results
of the measurements of the S K-edge X-ray absorption
spectra of geological samples as a tool for the study of its
chemical states.

Experirnental
Elemental sulfur, sodium thiosulfate and copper

sulfide were used in the XANES measurements as refer

ence samples. They were ground to fine powders and
coated on a mylar film. The S-K edge spectra of the refer
ence materials were measured in a transmission mode at
BL-8B using an InSb(lll) double crystal monochromator.

Two dimensional chemical state analysis of sedi
ment rocks containing sulfur from Takanosu, Akita, Japan
were analyzed by placing the sample on a XY stage under
the following condition: beam size = Ixlmm, step size =
1mm, counting time = 5 sec/points. The compositional
image of S is represented by 16 densities from black to
white corresponding to the intensity of the fluorescence X-
rays of sulfur atom.

S K-XANES spectra of the rocks were measured by
X-ray fluorescence detection. Intensity of the fluorescent
X-rays was measured by Si(Li) detector with 3 elements of
80mm^ area each.

Figure 1 shows the S K-edge XANES spectra of the
reference materials. It is characteristic that sulfate ion
exhibit an intense peak at 2475eV. Thiosulfate ion has a
similar tetrahedral structure to that of sulfate ion though one
of the apex of the tetrahedron is occupied by sulfur ion.
NajS^Oj exhibited 2 strong peaks at 2467eV and 2472eV in
the spectra(Fig. 1). It is considered that the former peak is

NazSjO,

X-ray energy (eV)

Fig.1. The S K-XANESspectra of sulfurstandards.

attributed to the sulfur atom of the apex of the tetrahedra,
while the latter peak is due to that of the center of the tetra
hedra.

Figure 2(a) shows a sketch of the sediment rock
sample. TTie sample has two parts, the gray part and cream
one. From the XANES spectra given in Fig. 3, it was
observed that the gray part contains sulfur of both sulfide
and sulfate, while the cream part contains sulfate sulfur.
The difference in the chemical state of sulfur is caused by
weathering. Figure 3 shows that if the sample is excited by
X-ray at 2466 eV, sulfide is mainly excited, and at 2477
eV, both sulfide and sulfate are excited. Thus, two dimen
sional S image at each energy was measured and given in
Fig. 2(b) and (c).

In this way, we have established the chemical state
analysis of sulfur in geological samples.

1)0. S. Waldo et al., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 55,
801(1991).

(a) l£2L
\ cream / pjg 2. (a) sample and Simage
i / excited at (b) 2466eV,(c) 2477eV.

0)804 •5H,0

X-ray energy (eV)

Fig. 3. The SK-XANES spectra ofsediment rock,
CuSO^ -SH^O and FeSj.
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INTRODUCTION

Metal matrix composites (MMCs) may be of use in
automobile engines, airplane fuselages, and other
structures because the MMCs have high specific strength
and high elastic modulus. However, there are many
fundamental questions to answer concerning their
mechanical properties under applied loads because the
properties strongly depend on a number of degradation
mechanisms such as debonding between fiber and matrix,
voids, cracks and other defects in the MMC. Even though
many fatigue and creep tests have been studied, the
complex interplay between matrix and fibers/particles in
MMCs greatly complicates any analytical models of the
failure mechanisms. Therefore, it is important to analyze
(he fracture processes of MMCs under tensile loading
through nondestructive examination. For these, x-ray
computed tomography (CT) with a high spatial resolution
is expected to be a useful method.

EXPERIMENTAL

ASR-CT system with a spatial resolution of 10 fim^)
and a tensile testing sample stage^^ were used to study
(he fracture process of MMCs under static tensile load. A
short SiC fiber reinforced aluminum alloy composite
(SiC/A2024) was prepared to investigate effects of the
SiC fibers on the fracture process. The SiC fiber
(diameter, 140 }i.m) consisted of a 30 jim-diameter
carbon core fiber. The short SiC fibers were made from

cutting the long SiC fibers into 1 mm lengths and the
SiC/A2024 composite was fabricated by a powder
metallurgy technique. The volume fraction of the short
fibers was 10%. The billet was extruded to form a round

bar and the SiC/A2024 composite was finally heat-
treated under a T6 condition. The SiC/A2024 composite
was machined to right cylinder shape of 1.5 mm in
diameter and 12 mm in length for the CT observation.
The SiC/A2024 composite was loaded with the tensile
force parallel to the extruded direction. The in situ CT at
3 load levels (zero stress, 0.2% proof stress, and
maximum stress) and after failure were measured at 23
keV with an exposure time per one projection of 12 s.
The slice plane numbers at each stress level and after
failure were 10, 10, 20, and 5, respectively. The slice
width and the slice interval were 31 |im and 79 |im,
respectively.

The three-dimensional CT image shown in Fig. 1 was
rendered from twenty CT images of the SiC/A2024
composite taken at the maximum stress. From it, the
fiber arrangement, crack shape, and void form caused by
fiber pull-out could be understood. The low CT values
representing air, the void, and the carbon core were
shown transparently for visualization and the 3-D CT
image was cut away to allow the fractured parts to be

The SiC fiber surrounding the carbon core (amow a)
extended to the bottom plane and the transparent part
(arrow b) on the top end of the SiC fiber was a void
caused by pull-out of the fiber. Similarly, arrow c
showed a void under the SiC fiber which extended to the
top plane. One could see that the voids were very close
together, as were the ends of the two SiC fibers.
Moreover, arrows d and e near the voids indicated a
broken part and a crack in the matrix, respectively.
Therefore, it was thought that these defects were formed
when the stress concentrating at the end of the two fibers
was released, i.e., the stress concentration at the end of
the short fibers caused the failure of the SiC/A2024
composite.

From other parts in the 3-D CT image, one could
clearly observe the SiC fibers were oriented to the Z-
axis, which was parallel to the extruded direction, and
one could also see the void shape.

These results suggest that the 3-D CT image is useful
for understanding the relationship between defects, such
as pull-outs, voids and cracks, and the fracture
propagation. The in situ SR-CT under tensile loading is
an advantageous method for clarifying failure
mechanisms of composite materials through fine
observation of the fracture propagation.
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Fig. 1 Three-dimensional CT image of the SiC/A2024
composite rendered from twenty CT images taken at the
maximum stress. The low CT values representing air, the
void, and the carbon core were shown transparently for
visualization and the 3-D CT image was cut away to
allow the fractured parts to be seen.
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The inside of an object is observed by measur
ing the intensity of X-rays transmitted through the
object; the origin of the image contrast is materials
with high X-ray absorbance. Organic materials with
low X-ray absorbance therefore cannot be observed
practically. In contrast, phase-contrast X-ray imag
ing is sensitive for organic materials because the X-
ray phase shifts caused by light elements are still
detected as an interference pattern while their ab
sorption coefficients are almost zero. Phase-contrast
X-ray computed tomography (PCX-CT) is devel
oped for three-dimensional observation of organic
substances.

Experimental

A triple Laue-case interferometer was used for de
tection of X-ray phase shift (Fig. 1). An interfer
ence pattern was converted to an image of phase
shift distribution using fringe scanning method.
The image of phase shift distribution was input into
a CT algorithm. A plastic sphere 1 mm in diameter
was used as a test sample. The sphere was rotated
in water instead of being exposed to air, because
the beam refraction at the sample surface caused
errors in the image conversion. Experiments were
performed at BL-8C using X-rays 0.092 nm in wave
length.

Results and Discussion

Image quality of a PCX-CT image was com
pared with that of an absorption-contrast CT im
age. Fig. 2 shows CT images of the plastic sphere
in phase contrast and in absorption contrast. The
image contrasts indicate differences in the refrac
tive index and the linear absorption coefficient be
tween the sample and water. Comparing the CT
images, it is easy to see the improvement in image
quality for the PCX-CT image. The S/N for the
PCX-CT image was increased by ten times that for
the absorption-contrast CT image. This means that
when the absorption-contrast X-ray CT is used, a
hundred times as much as photon irradiation is nec
essary to obtain an image with the same S/N as the
PCX-CT image, and also that the PCX-CT reduces

beam irradiation damage on the sample by a hun
dred times. PCX-CT is, thus, shown to be useful for
observing organic substance consisting of hydrogen,
carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms.

The spatial resolution of the PCX-CT image was
less than 40 /xm, because bubbles about 40 /zm in
diameter in the plastic sphere are resolved. The
PCX-CT image, however, has ring artifacts. Ran
dom movement of the interference pattern caused
by air flow around the interferometer was respon
sible for the artifacts. Air flow control around the
interferometer wiH further improve the spatial res
olution and the S/N.

Reference

1) J. H. Bruning, D. R. Herriott, J. E. Gallagher,
D. P. Rosenfeld, A. D. White, and D. J. Brangaccio,
Appl. Opt., 13 (1974) 2693
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup.

Fig. 2 PCX-CT image (a) and absorption-contrast
CT image (b). Bar=0.2 mm.
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Introduction

Phase-contrast radiography using an X-ray in
terferometer is sensitive to organic substance con
sisting of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxy
gen atoms, whose absorption coefficients are al
most zero. Although the usefulness of X-ray phase
contrast was suggested decades ago, studies for
applying this technique have not yet been suffi
ciently developed. Recently, synchrotron radiation
sources, precisely manufactured X-ray interferome
ters and subfringe analysis methods have enabled
us to obtain phase-contrast radiographs of organic
substance. We used this technique to observe den
sity distribution inside biological specimens with
out staining them with contrast medium. Phase-
contrast radiographs of sliced rat cerebellum (1mm
in thick) are herein presented. We report that a
change of lipid content in the cerebellar slice caused
by lipid removal procedure is detected on the phase-
contrast radiographs.

Experimental

A rat cerebellum fixated in 10 % formalin was
used. A specimen was sliced off in the sagittal di
rection. The specimen was dehydrated by ethanol,
and then lipid was removed by putting the speci
men in xylene for 8 hours, in acetone for 12 hours.

and in xylene for 7 hours sequentially. Experiment
was performed at BL-8C using monochromatized X-
rays 0.092 nm in wavelength. Obtained interference
patterns were stored in a frame memory. For quan
titative analysis, the interference patterns were con
verted to phase-shift images using a subfringe anal
ysis method, such as Fourier-transform method.
This method determines phase shift of less than 27r.
The phase shift is almost proportional to density.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows phase-shift images of the specimen
before and after the lipid removal procedure. Before
the procedure, molecular layer, granular layer and
white matter were distinguished (Fig. 1(a)). After
lipid was removed, the contrast of white matter dis
appeared, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This means that
one of origins of the image contrast is lipid, and this
is consistent with that white matter contains mye-
line whose percentage of lipid is high (60 % ~ 70
%). Demyelinating disease causes similar histologi-
cal change with the lipid removal procedure. Phase-
contrast radiography, therefore, may have potential
for diagnosis of the disease.

Reference

1) M. Takeda, H. Ina, and S. Kobayashi, J. Opt.
Soc. Am., 72 (1982) 156

(a) (b)
Fig. 1 Phase-contrast X-ray images obtained for a sliced rat cerebellum (a) before and (b) after
lipid removal procedure. Bar=0.2 mm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Defining a fine pattern in a thick resist is required in

the recent microactuator processes. Moreover, the
fabrication process of the metal structures
electroplated with the resist pattern, e.g., LIGA, needs
a thick resist pattern having a very steep side wall. In
this study, a conventional resist (novolac-
diazoquinone) is used to fabricate a high-aspect ratio
pattern in a thick resist with three kinds of processes:
near-UV lithography. X-ray, and dry etching. Novolac
resist is easily obtained from the manufacturers even
for the use of coating process thicker than 20pm.
Moreover, near-UV resists are sensitive to X-ray,
resulting in the use for a high-aspect ratio pattern.

II. EXPERIMENT

A 15pm thick novolac resist was coated on a 6"
silicon wafer with a spin coater, followed by 2 minutes
prebake at 95°C on a heater. The wafer was exposed
by two kinds of lithography instrument: 1) g-line UV
{436nm) stepper and 2) BL9A at KEK synchrotron ring,
which has the maximum spectrum intensity at 7A.
Third, the three layer resist process accompanied by
RIE was investigated. Following the 15pm resist
coating and baking at 200°C, a 1.5pm OCD and
1.5pm resist were coated on top of the first resist. O2

plasma was used to etch the 15pm thick resist.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the sensitivity curve of the novolac
resist exposed by the X-ray. The configuration of X-ray
mask used here was a 1.2pm tantalum absorber on a
1pm LPCVD Si3N4 membrane. The sensitivity of the
novolac resist, 1100mJ/cm2, is a little higher than that
of PMMA. However, the high resolution is difficult to be

obtained due to the poorer contrast (y), 1.5. Therefore,
high dose exposure with a high contrast mask should
be applied to achieve the higher resolution. In the
experiment, two kinds of serious problems were found
to occur at the X-ray exposure step. 1) The stress
change in the resist Increases with extended exposure
time[1]. It was measured that the residual stress
tended to change greatly toward compressive after the
exposure. This phenomenon is speculated to be
caused by the N2 gas generated by the photochemical
transformation of the quinonediazide sensitizer. 2) The
positive property of the resist was changed into the
negative one with the long extended exposure time[2].
The change is speculated to be related to the resist
molecular structure.

The patterning process followed by the
electroplating process requires the very steep wall
formation in the resist pattern. Figure 2 shows that the
side wall shape of the resist pattern defined with the

three kinds of patterning processes. In this experiment,
the most promising patterning technique with a 15pm
thick resist was the dry etching process[1]. However,
the optimization of the X-ray lithography is expected to
greatly improve the pattern resolution. A model
analysis indicates that X-ray lithography can provide a
resist pattern with a higher aspect ratio than 100, when
a very high contrast mask is used[3]. Defining a fine
pattern even on 20pm rough surfaces will be achieved
by X-ray lithography / dry etching with a novolac resist.

AZ«»03 (WC / WC.
AZ«oaK.'WMM.1:4 (IIMn./ ITmtiJ

EXPOSURE DOSE (A-aM)

Fig.1 Normalized residual thickness of a 15nm thick
novolac resist as a function of the dose of the X-ray.

1 1 • 1

X-niy

\

dry •Iching )/).
DEVIATICN FROMTHENOMINAl. SIDEWALL POSmOH>im|

Fig.2 The side wall shapes of the resist patterns
fabricated bythe exposure ofthe X-ray and g-line and
the three-layers resistdryetching.
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Introdnction

Synchrotron-based proximity X-ray lithography has
advantages in resolution and depth of focus in comparison
with other lithography technologies. The large depth of
focus enables us a single-layer resist process even for
sub-quarter micron device fabrication, which leads to low
cost process. However, it is known that high-aspect-ratio
resist patterns tend to collapse." This will be a serious
problem in fabricating sub-quarter micron devices. This
article describes the collapse mechanism of high-aspect-
ratio resist patterns.

Experimental

Chemically-amplified negative resist SAL601-ER7
(Shipley) was spin-coated onto Si substrates and prebaked
at 90° C for 30 minutes in an oven. Resist thickness was
varied from 1.5/^m to 22iim. The X-ray mask consisted
of 0.7/um-thick Ta absorbers and a l/^m-thick SiNx
membrane. Mask patterns including 0.25 x/m, 0.30 x^m, and
0.325 xim line-and-space (L&S) patterns were transferred
onto resist by synchrotron-based X-ray lithography at
beam line 9A in the Photon Factory. The exposure dose
was about 350 mJ/cm^. The post-exposure bake (PEB) was
performed at 105° C for 2 minutes on a hotplate. The
wafers were immersed in the alkaline developer
MP-DEVELOPER (Shipley), then rinsed with pure water.
The development time was varied from 4 minutes to 8
minutes for line width control. The resist pattern behavior
during the drying process after the water rinse was
observed using an optical microscope. The cross sections of
the collapsed resist patterns were observed using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM).

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows SEM photographs of the collapsed
resist patterns. The aspect ratio is about 10. The optical
microscope observation showed that no line had collapsed
during the development and rinse. However, just before
complete drying of the rinse water, the lines began to lean
on each other. After complete drying, many lines had
collapsed. From these observation, we speculate that the
cause of the pattern collapse is the surface tension of the
rinse water.

Figure 2 illustrates our pattern collapse model. When
the patterns are immersed in the rinse liquid, no stress is
imposed on them (a). However, when the liquid surface
reaches the top of the pattern, the surface tension acts on
both sides of each individual resist line at its top (b). When
there are slight differences in the level of the rinse liquid,
the resist line begins to lean (c). Once the pattern leans and
the space widths change, the differences in the level
increase and the transformation is accelerated (d). The
adjacent resist lines become close to each other and they
adhere (e).

A dynamical model shows that this phenomenon
depends on factors such as the Young's modulus of the
resist, the surface tension of the rinse liquid, and the aspect

ratio of the resist patterns. In this experiment, the aspect
ratio was modified by changing the development time. The
results showed that most of the patterns had collapsed
when the aspect ratio was over 8.

In order to prevent the pattern collapse, a low surface
tension rinse liquid and high-Young's-modulus resist
should be used.

Fig. 1 Cross section of collapsed resist patterns with
0.17 xim width and 1.7/Um height.

rinse liquid ~

m,resist pattern —v— ^

Fig. 2 Schematic model of pattern collapse sequence
(a-*^b^c^d-*c).
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INTRODUCTION

The thermal reaction of A1 chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) using DMAH was found to be controlled by SR
irradiation. On the Si surface, thermal CVD reaction is
suppressed by SR irradiation as shown in fig.l.'-^' On the
other hand, on the SiO^ surface, the thermal A1 growth is
initiated by SR irradiation as shown in fig.2."^ This
opposite phenomena results from the difference of thermal
reactivity between Si and SiOj, and the difference of SR
induced photochemical effect on Si and SiOj surfaces. The
hydrogen terminated-Si (H-Si) surface has an intermediate
chemical reactivity between the Si surface and the Si02
one. Then, we tried to know which effects occurs,
suppression or initiation, by SR irradiation on the H-Si
surface under the DMAH supply.

EXPERIMENTAL

The H-Si surface was prepared by the following
procedure. Si wafers were chemically cleaned with a
boiling HjO : H^Oj : NH4OH = 1:1:5 solution for 15min,
and followed by a 15min rinse in de-ionized water. Next,
to remove the native oxides on the Si surface and

terminate the surface with hydrogen, the Si wafers were
dipped in diluted HP (HF/HjO = 1.6%) solution. Finally,
these wafers were set in dry N2 gas in order to dehydrate.
To identify the H-Si surface. Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES) and temperature desorption spectroscopy (TDS).

The SR beam and the DMAH molecular beam were

exposed to the H-Si surface at the 300®C. SR light was
projected through a line-and-space stainless steel mask. The
film thickness was measured with a step-height meter.

I usa.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A photograph of an A1 film is shown in flg.3.
Thesubstrate temperature was maintained to be 3(X)°C. The
CVD time was 90 min and SR was irradiated during the
90 min CVD. The grown A1 film appears white colored.
The composition of this white area was pure A1 by AES
analysis. Sine the incident angle of the DMAH molecular
beam to the surface is 65°, the envelope of the deposited
area is ellipse. The dark lines were also observed in the
white ellipse. These lines corresponded to the SR irradiated
area. No film seems to grow on this area. Namely, the
mask pattern is projected inversely just like the case of the
clean Si surface."

The thickness profile of the A1 films is also shown in
fig.3. The thickness of the non-irradiated area was about
70nm, while tliat of irradiated area was nearly zero. The
irradiated area consisted of AlC by measuring the A1 LVV
chemical shift analysis using in-situ AES. Moreover, the
suppression effect continued even after the stopping the SR
irradiation. These facts mean that the suppression effect is
caused by the AlC layer as a reaction block layer.

Consequently, it is confirmed that the SR irradiation
in the A1 CVD causes suppression effect on the H-Si
surface like the clean Si surface. The origin of this effect
is a formation of the reaction block layer consisting of
AlC.

REFERENCES
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Fig.l A photograph and a profile Fig.2 A photograph and a profile Fig.3 A photograph and a profile
of an AJ film obtained by direct of an A1 film obtained by direct of an A1 film obtained by direct
patterning under SR irradiation patterning under SR irradiation patterning under SR irradiation
on Si surface at 200°C. on SiO, surface at 200''C. on H-Si surface at 300°C.
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INTRODUCTION

In the previous study of the SR induced A1 chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) on Si surface, SR was found to
have a suppression effect on thermal CVD reaction.
Moreover, the degree of the suppression effect by SR
irradiation and the thermal growth rate had some
interesting temperature dependence: (1) Suppression occurs
only in the restricted temperature range ( <300°C ). (2)
The growth rate shows the increase-and-decrease
temperature dependence and forms two peaks. Namely, the
thermal growth rate rises from 150®C, reach a first peak at
200®C, then falls and has a minimum at 250°C and rises
again and makes a second peak at 300®C. Then, it falls
again to the minimum at 400°C, and rises again above
400®C." In order to clarify the origin of theses phenomena,
the suppression layer formed by SR induced surface
photochemical reaction and the CVD film grown by
thermal reaction is studied in detail by the A1 LVV
chemical shifL

EXPERIMENTAL

The Si substrate was set in the vacuum chamber of the

supersonic molecular beam apparatus connected to the
photochemical beam line BL-9B. The Si surface was
exposed to DMAH molecular beam. A1 growth was caused
by 90 minutes thermal CVD. The suppression layer was
formed by SR irradiation during the 90min CVD. The
substrate temperature was changed over a range from
100®C to 600°C. The chemical shift of A1 LVV was
measured by in-situ Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.l shows the temperature dependence of the A1 LVV
chemical shift both of the suppression layer and CVD film.
In the case of the suppression layer (solid triangle in
Fig.l), A1 LW has a value of 64 eV below 200°C,
increases gradually above 200®C, and then reaches the
value of 68 eV at 300°C. Above this temperature, the
value of A1 LW decrease and has a constant value of 64

eV. On the other hand, A1 LVV of the CVD film (solid
square) remains constant at 68 eV below 300°C, and
decreases to 64 eV from 300®C to 400°C.

When these temperature dependence of the chemical
shifts compared with that of the suppression effect and the
thermal growth rate," the following two relationships are
noticed: (l)the temperature region in which the A1 LVV
has different value corresponds to the region in which the
suppression effect occurs. (2)the change of the A1 LVV
from 68 eV to 64 eV corresponds to the decrease of the
thermal growth rate, namely, the down slope of the second
peak."

From the result-(l), it is found that the suppression
effect is attributed to the change of A1 bonding nature
ft-om metallic to carbide by SR irradiation. As the
temperature is heightened from 200®C to 3(X)®C, the
difference between SR irradiated and non-irradiated area

becomes small, and both bonding nature are metallic,
where suppression effect is gradually weakened. Therefore,
we conclude that the temperature dependence of the SR
induced suppression effect is caused by the change of the
suppression layer's bonding nature of Al.

From the result-(2), the origin of the decrease of the
thermal growth rate from 300°C to 400°C is attributed to
the change of thermally formed Al chemical bonding
nature from metallic to carbide. Above 400°C, the increase
of the growth rate is caused by the thermal AlC growth.

On the other hand, no change of the chemical shift
was observed corresponding to the first peak of the thermal
growth at 2(X)°C. Therefore, the decrease origin of this
peak should be caused by the AES unsensitive species."
We think hydrogen as the candidate of the species. This
hypothesis was confirmed by the experiments using
hydrogen-terminated Si surface.

Therefore, we conclude that the increase-and-decrease
temperature dependence of the thermal growth rate is
caused by the surface change such as hydrogen termination
and AlC formation.

REFERENCES
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INTRODUCTION

In our previous papers, we found that the reaction of
the thermal Al-CVD using dimethylaluminum hydride
(DMAH) was controlled by SR irradiation: The AI growth
was suppressed on Si surface and initiated on SiOj one by
the irradiation.'-® These influence of SR irradiation on Al
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been studied as a
function of SR photon energy.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were carried out by using the beam line
BL-9B. The photon energy was varied by cutting away
high energy photons by means of changing the incident
angle of SR to mirrors equipped in the beam line. To
compensate the difference of the relative intensity among
each mirror mode, each experiment was carried out in both
single and multi-bunch operation of the storage ring.

DMAH molecular beam was introduced to a Si(lOO)
clean surface at a temperature of 200°C. The film
thickness was measured by the step-height meter, Dektak
3030ST (Saloam Co.).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.l shows the photon energy dependence of the SR
induced growth suppression effect on a clean Si surface at
200°C. The horizontal axis shows the upper limit energy
of the each mirror mode. The vertical axis shows the

suppression efficiency defined as the ratio of the decrement
of film thickness by SR irradiation to the thickness of the
non-irradiated area. Moreover, the inner shell energy of
the related elements such as Al, Si and C, are indicated in
the same figure for reference.

As shown in this fig.l, a clear photon energy
dependence was observed. The perfect suppression, namely
100% suppression efficiency, was observed in the case of
the inner shell excitation. Even the excitation of the Al 2p
electrons which corresponds to the most shallow inner shell
energy level showed 100% suppression.

Fig.2 shows the photon energy of the SR induced
initiation effect on the Si02 surface at 200°C. Two kind of
irradiation experiment are shown in this figure: One is
lOmin irradiation, and the other is 90min full time
irradiation. In our previous paper,® we reported that the
suppression and initiation effects occurred simultaneously
in competition with each other in the case of the 90min
full time irradiation. By decreasing the irradiation time, the
suppression effect can be reduced relatively. The lOmin
irradiation was decided to optimize the initiation effect. In
this case, only the initiation effect was observed in all
mirror modes. On the other hand, the result of the 90min
case showed that the suppression effect occurred
simultaneously by the inner shell electron excitation. The

fact is newly observed that the valence electron excitation
caused only the initiation effect and no suppression.
Therefore, it is found that the initiation effect is caused
effectively by the valence electron excitation. On the other
hand, both suppression and initiation effects are caused by
the inner shell electron excitation.

Consequently, it is revealed that the suppression effect
is caused by the photon energy greater than or equal to the
2p energy level of the Al in the DMAH molecules. On the
other hand, the initiation effect is effectively caused by the
valence electron excitation.

REFERENCE
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INTRODUCTION

In the previous article," we mentioned that A1 chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) on Si surfaces and its suppression
by SR irradiation had some interesting temperature
dependence. This phenomenon was explained by the
temperature dependence of the chemical bonding nature.

Similar temperature dependence was also found in the
SR induced A1 CVD on SiOz surface: The growth rate
showed an increase-and-decrease temperature dependence.
Namely, it rises from 150°C and reach a peak at 250°C,
then falls to minimum at 300°C and rises again over
300°C. The decrease of the growth rate from 250°C to
300°C cannot be explained by Arrhenius type reaction
model, because the superposition of Arrhenius' equations
only results in the monotonous increase. Additionally, the
SR induced selective growth was observed below 400°C.
To clarify the origin of these peculiar temperature
dependence, the initiation layer formed by SR induced
surface photochemical reaction and the CVD film grown
by thermal reaction on the initiation layer are studied in
detail using in-situ Auger electron spectroscopy.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental procedure is the same as the previous
article." The SiOj substrate was set in the vacuum chamber
of the supersonic molecular beam apparatus. The surface
of SiOz was exposed to DMAH molecular beam. A1
growth was initiated by 10 minutes SR irradiation in the
initial stage of 90 minutes of thermal CVD. The substrate
temperature was changed from 100°C to 600°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The initiation layer consisted of A1 and C with a
constant ratio of 6/4 over the whole temperature. The CVD
film consisted of pure A1 below 300°C, but above 400°C
its composition changed to A1 and C. However, no
composition change was observed corresponding to the
decrease of the growth rate from 250°C to 300°C." Then,
we tried to measure the chemical bonding nature of the
initiation layer in order to search the cause of the increase
-and-decrease temperature dependence of the growth rate.

Fig.l shows the temperature dependence of the chemical
shifts of AI LVV and Si LVV in the initiation layers. A1
LW has a value of 67.5 eV below 200°C, decreases
gradually near 300°C, and then reaches the constant value
of 64 eV. On the other hand. Si LVV remains constant at
92 eV below 400°C, and decreases to 87 eV at 500°C.
When comparing these temperature dependence of the
chemical shifts with that of the growth rate, the following
two relationships are noticed: (l)the change of the Al LVV
chemical shift of the initiation layer corresponds to the

decrease of the thermal growth rate, (2)the change of the
Si LVV chemical shift corresponds to the disappearance of
the spatial selectivity between the irradiated and non-
irradiated area.

From the temperature dependence of the Al LVV
chemical shift, the Al chemical bonding state was found to
change from the pure elemental state to the carbide state.
In our previous work on-Si surface," AlC was found to
have a suppression effect Therefore, we concluded that the
decrease of the Al growth rate from 250°C to 300°C was
caused by the change of the initiation layer's bonding
nature of Al. The second increase of the growth rate,
above 3(X)°C, is caused by thermal AlC growth on the
carbide state initiation layer.

On the other hand. Si LVV chemical shift of the
initiation layer remains, below 400°C, in the pure
elemental state. This means that the Si02 surface is
reduced to elemental Si by the SR induced reaction as
described in a previous paper." The Si state was found to
be changed from the elemental state to the carbide one
near 400-500°C. This temperature range corresponds to the
temperature at which thermal AlC growth begins even on
the non-irradiated SiOi surface. Therefore, we conclude that
the pure thermal reaction forming AlC is essential and
conceals the SR irradiation effect over 400°C, which
results in the loss of SR induced spatial selectivity.
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INTRODUCTION

Highly integrated memory devices require a very
thin dielectric film for three-dimensional stacked or

trenched capacitor structures. CVD tantalum oxide is
a potentiad material because of its high dielectric con
stant and its excellent step coverage characteristics.
There are few reports on the reliability of ultrathin
tantalum oxide capacitorsIt has been reported
that leakage current characteristics of these capacitors
depend on the type of annealing^^. There are many
studies on the structure of crystallized tantalum oxide
films'* '̂®^. However, the leakage current characteristics
cannot be explained by the long rang crystal struc
ture. Thus, it is very interesting to examine the re
lation between leakage current characteristics and the
local structure around the tantalum atom. Extended

X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy
is a useful probe for investigating short range pair-
distribution functions in solids.

EXPERIMENTAL

The fluorescent EXAFS measurements were carried

out with a Si(lll) double crystal monochromator at
BL-9C. The measurements were done on the Ta L3-
edge at room temperature.

Tantalum oxide films were deposited by LPCVD us
ing 'Ih,(OC2H5)5 and ©2^^ After deposition, one of
three kinds of annealing was performed for 10 min
utes: oxygen-plasma at 400° C or dry O2 at 750°C or
N2 at 750°C.

Leakage current measurements were also carried out
using the dc step method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the EXAFS analysis to determine local structure
parameters, the standard procedure was adopted®^.
The best-fit results of the EXAFS analysis are listed
in Table 1. Between the various tantalum oxide films,
no differences in the Ta-0 interatomic distances are

observed. On the other hand, the number of oxygen
atoms surrounding each tantalum atom depends on
the annealing treatment; it is highest for the oxygen-
plasma annealed film.

The leakage current through the tantalum oxide film
annealed in dry O2 is reduced in comparison with the

Oj-plasma Dry O3 Nj as deposited

Ta-O (A) 2.05 2.06 2.06 2.05

(±0.01) (±0.01) (±0.01) (±0.01)

N 7.8 7.3 6.6 6.1

(±0.1) (±0.1) (±0.1) (±0.1)

Table 1: Local structure parameters in tantalum ox
ide capacitor films at room temperature : the least-
square refined Ta-0 interatomic distance and coordi
nation number(N).

as-deposited film. Furthermore, in the oxygen-plasma
annealed film, the leakage current is greatly reduced
compared with that by dry O2 annealing. However, in
the case of N2 annealing, the leakage current is larger
than in the as-deposited film.

This indicates that differences in the leakage current
characteristics of tantalum oxide capacitors treated by
various processes are not due to differences in the crys
talline structure but to imperfections in the arrange
ment and to deficiency of oxygen atoms adjacent to the
tantalum atoms.
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Since the discovery of superconductivity in alkali
metal doped C«) compounds, much intense effort has
been directed towards understanding the physics and
chemistry of these materials. In these compounds, alkali
ions occupy tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial sites.
Furthermore, in binary doped systems we have found that
the larger ions preferentially occupy octahedral sites[l].
These superconductors are classified into two groups
according to the orientation of Ca,- One group consists of
Na containing compounds, whose Cm orientations are the
same as that of pristine Cm in its low temperature
phase[2]. The other group have fee structures with
hexagons orientating in <111 > directions as reported in
KjCmIB]. The Cm orientations in these compounds were
explained by Coulomb and L-J interactions between
carbon and ions in tetrahedral sites[4]. Simple monotonic
relations between Tc's and lattice constants (ao) were
found in both groups, but the relations are different
between Na containing superconductors and other
superconducting compounds[2,5]. Therefore Tc depends
both on lattice constant and the orientation of Cm-

Recent NMR observations have suggested that the
symmetry of ions in octahedral sites is lower than that
expected one by X-ray diffraction|6]. This means that
ions may not be centered on the octahedral sites. It is
important to clarify the position of these alkali ions to
study Cm superconductors, because doped alkali ions
affect the orientation of Cm and thus tlie value of Tc.
Consequently, we tried to determine the positions of
alkali ions in octahedral sites by EXAFS measurements.

The samples were chosen KzRbCM and NajRbCM-
In both samples the octahedral sites are mainly occupied
by Rb ions. RbjCM was also observed as a reference, in
which Rb ions also occupy tetrahedral sites. These
samples were synthesized from stoichiometric amounts of
alkali metals and Cm- Sealed quartz tubes containing Cm
and the alkali metals were heated in a furnace at 230-

400*C for two weeks. Sample quality was checked by
X-ray diffraction and by magnetization measurements
using a SQUID.

EXAFS spectra of these compounds were
observed at BL-9C using a double crystal Si(Ill)
monochrometer. The samples were formed into discs of
(t)10mm, and held between Kapton films.

As seen in the figures, Rb-C peaks of all samples
are at the same position of 2.6A. The peak for RbsCM
comes from Rb in tetrahedral sites, because estimated
coordination number of 22.7±4.9 is close to expected
value of 24. The peaks of the other samples correspond
to Rb ions in octahedral sites. These atomic distances are
much shorter than expected from the lattice constants and
are as close to carbon atoms as ions in tetrahedral site.
It is concluded that the Rb ions are not centered on
octahedral sites. Our results suggests that effects of
octahedral sites ions on orientation of Cm should also be
considered, because these are as close as ions in
tetrahedral sites.

[1]1. Hirosawa et al.. Solid State Commun. 82, 979
(1992).
[2]K .Prassides et al.. Science in press.
[3]P. W. Stephens et al.. Nature 351, 632 (1991).
[4]T. Yildirim et al., Phys. Rev. 71, 1561 (1993).

T. Yildirim et al., Phys. Rev. B48, 12262 (1993).
[5]R. M. Fleming et al.. Nature 352, 787 (1991).
[6]R. E. Walstadt et al.. Nature 362, 611 (1993).
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High-Tc superconductivity appears associated with
the low-density charge carriers (electrons or
holes) which are introduced by cation doping or
oxygen content. Although pairing of the carriers
is suggested from the flux quantization and the ac
Josephson effect, it is imperative to identify the
mechanism giving rise to pairing.

A Tl-Ba-Cu oxide is one of the most attractive
superconductors because it shows wide Tc
variation up to 125 K without significant
structural changes and there is no (or very little)
modulation in contrast to a Bi oxide. Since the
superconductivity takes place mainly in Cu-0
planes, this study deals with the electron density
distribution on the Cu atom and the environment.

We have examined the electron-density
distribution of a Tl2Ba2CaCu208 single crystal
(Tl-2212) which showed Tc = 108 K by the
SQUID measurement, by using the x-ray
diffraction technique at 104 (±1.5) and 120 (±0.5)
K. The localization of electrons around the 0(2)
atoms as well as the Cu atoms suggests that below
Tc T1 octahedra act as an electron/hole reservoir
and promote superconducting Cu-O layers.

Experimental

The experiments were carried out on the vertical-
type four-circle diffractometer at the BL-lOA
station. Si(lll) monochromator (K = 0.6 A),
cold nitrogen-gas blower, and scintillation
detector were employed. A chemical formula,
(Tlo.864,Cuo.l36)2Ba2(Cao.910.Tlo.09o)Cu208 was
obtained from single crystals from an oxide melt
and X-ray site-occupancy analysis.u The cell
dimensions of an 80 pm spherical crystal are: a =
3.830(1), c = 29.06(1) A and cz = 3.830(1), c =
29.36(1) A at 104 and 120 K, respectively.
Intensity data up to sinO/A, = 1.37 were collected
at the to-20 scan mode with skipping very weak
reflections. Anharmonic thermal treatment based
on the Gram-Charlier series expansion was taken
into account for T1 and Ba atoms. Final R values
were 0.014 and 0.010 at 104 and 120 K,
respectively. The difference Fourier method was
employed to obtain the electron density.

Results and discussion

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the difference
electron density Ap = . pcaic of Tl-2212 at
104 and 120 K, respectively, where poi>s is the
electron density derived from the observed
diffraction intensities and is the electron

density calculated for the atomic distribution
assuming spherically symmetric free atoms.

Difference density maps reveal that density
difference below Tc is rather large in the region
of the Tl, 0(2), and Cu atoms, especially between
(1) T1 and 0(2) atoms, (2) Cu and 0(2) atoms,
and (3) Cu atoms of two CuOs pyramids on the
symmetrical mirror plane. Peak heights are 1.2
to 1.6 eA-3. A negative peak with -1.2 eA-3
height was observed around the 0(2) atoms. The
atoms which start swaying along the c axis below
Tc, seem to mediate l^tween Tl octahedra as an
electron/hole reservoir and Cu-0 planes. A
positive-peak arrangement around the Cu sites
suggests (1) the localization of electrons off the
planes rather than on the plane and (2) the
presence of unoccupied 3d electron orbitals of the
Cu atoms.

1) S. Sasaki, K. Kawaguchl and M. Nakao, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 31,
L467 (1992).
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Fig. 1, The (100) difference-Fourier maps of Tl-2212 at the
temperatures of (a) 104 K and (b) 120 K. The section xi = 1/2
includes Tl atoms and the diagonal section of CuOs pyramids.
Contour lines are drawn at intervals of 0.4 eA"'; negative contours are
dashed; zero contour is omitted.
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Cobalt nitrate hexahydrate Co(N03)261l^l crystal
lizes in three different forms, a , /? and y ,
depending on the thermal history. The material
in the a phase, stable at room temperature,
transforms into the y form on rapid cooling to a
temperature below 198 K. The transformation is
explosive, in which the bulk material is broken
into fine crystallites. A slow heating of the y -
phase material produces the /? phase at tempera
tures above 239 K, which changes into the a form
at 291 K on further heating (1). The crystal
structure of the a form is solved by a single-
crystal X-ray work, but little is known about
other polymorphic structures and the atomic pro
cess of the phase transitions.

We collected powder-diffraction data from
Co(N03)26HXD at low temperatures at station BLIOA
in May 1993. This is one of the first cryogenic
powder experiments ever performed at the Photon
Factory. The sample was mounted on a specially
designed holder equipped with a randomizer faci
lity, which fitted in the X circle of the BLIOA
foui—circle diffractometer. Cold nitrogen gas
was blown against the spinning surface of the
flat sample in a back-reflection geometry, where
by the sample was cooled down to 170 K without
serious problems of water-vapor condensation.
Data were collected by step scanning the u) and
26 axes in the 6-26 mode. Experiments were re
sumed in November 1993, b<it unfortunately the
low-temperature facility was in trouble. Powder
data were only collected from a-Co(N03)2 6HzO.
No synchrotron beam time was available since

then. Experiments were continued thereafter at a
laboratory X-ray source.

Co(N03)26H/) powder in the a form were
rapidly cooled by dropping the samp^le and the
holder into liquid nitrogen. It was quickly
mounted on a Rigaku model R1NT2500 powder dif-
fractometer using filtered CoKa X-rays with a
low-temperature facility. The sample was slowly

15000 -

10000 -
w
c
(D

5000 -

heai.ed to 270 K, during which time several 6-26
scans were made at fixed temperatures. All low-
temperatures powder data showed mixed phases.

The cell parameters of /S-Co(N03)2 6H2O were
determined from 21 line-positions observed at 270
K, assuming the orthorhombic a-Zn(N03)2 6HzO
structure [2]. The two structures are known to
produce powder lines at very similar 20's | 1 ].
A whole-pattern fitting refined the parameters to
a = 12.807(1), b = 6.3181(4), c = 12.2080(7) A,
which are close to those reported by Pouillen e(
ah [ 11. The observed intensity distribution is
different, however, from the one calculated using
the same atomic positions as for a-Zn(N03)2 6HX3.
This does not immediately indicate, however, a
distinct arrangement of the octahedra and
the planar NO3 groups in >3-Co(N03)2 6H^ where M
is metal, because the observed patterns suffered
from preferred orientations.

Powder data collected at 158 K showed broad

peaks on high-level backgrounds, indicating a low
crystalline order in the sample (Eig. 1). They
include 13 lines reported by Pouillen et ah for
the 7 phase [1]. We determined the line posi
tions and input the information in DICVOL9\,
which indexed the given lines on a monoclinic
cell with a = 11.44, b - 7.47, c = 10.29 A and
H = 94.6° [Af(13) = 10.7, F(13) = 7.0). This cell,
which is the first cell ever determined for 7 -
Co(N03)^H^), is quasi-orthorhombic with edge
lengths not far from those of the /? cell.
Attemjits are under way to refine the parameters.

We have also designed a real-time observa
tion of powder patterns from Co(N03)2 6H^ under
phase transitions using a cylindrical X-ray posi
tion detector mounted on the BLIOA diffractometer.

111 P. Pouillen, M.J. Bernard & M. Massaux: C.R.
Acad. Sci. Paris 260, 6861 (1965).

[2] A. Eerrari, A. Braibanti, A.M. Manotti
Lanfredi et al.: Acta CrysL 22, 240 (1967).
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Powder pattern of Co(N03)2 6MX3 at 198 K. CoKa X-rays. Peaks marked with
+ , O and # belong to the a , ^ and 7 [)hases respectively.

Fig. 1.
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Introduction

Polymorphic transition and stability relations of
olivine, major earth interior, have been paid a
large attention from the view point of
seismology. Kinetic study related to the structure
changes with pressure and temperature becomes
more important research projects to comprehend
the dynamical problems concerning geophysical
phenomena. The structure change under
compression has been clarified by in situ
observation with X-ray diffraction studies,
EXAFS and Raman spectroscopy. In the last
decade pressure-induced amorphization has
become a significant subject for the ductile flow
in the subduction zone. The amorphization of
forsteriteMg2SiO^ and fayalite Fe2Si04 have
been reported or suspected at 40-70GPa [Jeanloz
et al. 1977] and 35-40GPa [William et al., 1990]
at ambient temperature . Recently we executed a
computer simulation of the pressure-induced
amorphization of Mg2Si04 by means of
molecular dynamic (MD) calculation. It has
been known that Mg2Ge04 is an isostructure to
forsterite and shows a olivine-to-spinel
transitions as suggested by computer simulation.

Experiment
Sample of Mg2Ge04 synthesized at 1200"C by
electric resistance heater was ensure to be
homogeneous and stoichiometric compound by
EPMA. Energy dispersive spectra of Mg2Ge04
under high pressure at ambient temperature have
been observed using lever-type diamond anvil
pressure cell with Ar as pressure medium by
powder diffractometer at BL-4B. Spectrain the
enrgy resion I0-40keV were observed in the
course of compression with an increment of
5GPa up to 40GPa and also depression to room
condition. The pressure was measured by laser
specroscopic measurement.

Result

Observed spectra are presented in the figure.
Olivine type structure of Mg2Ge04 can be
detected up to 25GPa. No diffraction spectra
except GeKa and GeK(3 fluorescence and and Ar
used as pressure medium were observed at over
30GPa, which implied the transition from

198

crystalline to amorphous phase. Neither p-spinel
nor spinel phase was detected. Under
decompression, olivine or any other spectrum
was not found, indicating that a recrystallization
could not proceed from the amorphous state and
then the amorphous phase was retained at
ambient condition. This amorphization will be a
kind of kinetically metastable transition,
suggesting that a higher-pressure stable phase
will be found in future. Our MD calculation

reveals a new high pressure phase, which has a
different strcuture from spinel. The
amorphization is a premonitory phenomenon of
reconstractive transition to the compressed high
density structure. At ambient condition, only
compression energy is not high enough to
crystallize a long-range ordered structure.

William, Q., Knittle, E., Reichlin, R., Martin, S. and
Jeanloz, R., J.Geophys.Lett.,93(B 13) ,2 1549-
21563(1990)
Jeanloz,R.,Arhens,Y.J.,Lally,J.S.,Nord,G.L.,Jr.,Christie
,J.M. and Heure.A.M., Sicence,197,457-459(1977)

Fig. Change of peak position (up to 30GPa)
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Single crystals of supferhydrous phase

B were synthesized by Kanzaki (1) using

a multi-anvil high pressure device. The

result of electron microprobe analysis

yields the chemical composition of

'^Sl9.36^'5.91 "9.65^36-
Two single crystals were used in this

study. The lattice constants of #1

crystal at room pressure were determined

without diamond anvil cell. The #2

crystal was placed in the modified

Merrill-Bassett type diamond anvil

pressure cell (2) and mounted on the

vertical type four circle diff ractometer

at the beam line BL-IOA. The pressure

was calibrated using the ruby fluores

cence method. The mode of data collec

tion is given in Table 1. Using the

observed lattice parameter data up to

6.5 GPa (Table 2.), the rezo-pressu re,

isothermal bulk modulus was calculated

with the method of finite-strain analy

sis, assuming K'g.p =4. The bulk modulus

thus obtained is Kqj=145(+15) GPa.

A set of X-ray diffraction intensities

up to sin / X =0.71 were measured at 6.0

GPa with the monochromatized synchrotron
O

radiation of the wave length of 0.7007 A

by the Si(lll). Final agreement factors

for 85 Fo's used (Fo>6oFo) were R=11.5X

and wR=12.3X (3). Mean bond distances at

6.0 GPa for MgOg octahedra, SiOg octahe-

dra and SiO^ tetrahedra are 2.10(9) A,
1.78(10) A and 1.61(7) A, respectively.

Table 1. The mode of data collection

P(GPa) 0.0001 5.4 6.0 6.5

Specimen #1 n2 #2 #2

no. ♦

No. of lo - 118 -

( Io>l .5olo)

No. of lo - 85 -

(Io>3.0olo)

R(%) - 11.5 -

wR(%)
- 12.3 -

♦Size of the specimens (uni) were 20x50x80

for #1 and 24x30x47 for #2.

Table 2. Lattice parameters at various

pressures (e.s.d. in parentheses)

P(GPa) a(A) b(A) c(A) V(°A-^)
O.OOOl 5.099(2) 8.711(4) 14.00(2) 622(1)

5.4 5.045(1) 8.81(3) 13.492(8) 599(3)

6.0 5.035(2) 8.618(3) 13.85(2) 601(1)

6.5 5.031(2) 8.583(9) 13.789(8) 595(1)
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INTRODUCTION
Thermal conductivity of diamond has been

proved to be enormously sensitive to the
isotope concentration. In association with the
isotope dependence of the physical properties,
the influences of the isotope ratio I2c/l3c in on
the cell volume, which is directly related to the
zero-point motion and anharmonicity of the
interatomic force. In the present experiment, the
refinement of K-parameter indicating the
localization of valence electron density was also
executed by the structure refinement.

EXPERIMENT
(a) Single-crystals of diamonds composed of
various ratio of ^2^ and isotopes were
prepared by high pressure apparatus. The
specimens of about 20|i.m in diameter were used
for the diffraction studies. The isotope mass
fraction of the synthesized diamonds were
analyzed by secondary ion mass spectroscopy.
(b) Collection of the diffraction intensities and
observation of the precise peak profile were
undertaken using positron synchrotron radiation
(2.5GeV,300mA) and four-circle diffractometer
(BL-lOA). A finely monochromated radiation
of A, = 0.697148 ± 0.000028A was used as an
incident beam.

(c) Influence of the nuclear weight on the
valence electron density is examined by the
refinement of K-parameter in Y(K,r). In order to
elucidate the isotope dependence on anharmonic
thermal vibration of atoms, refinements of
thermal parameters have been made by 3-
dimensional Gram-Charlier expansion up to 4th
order parameters of the trivariate Gaussian
probability density function.

The least-squares refinements including both
anharmonic thermal parameter and K-parameter
were converged within less than R=l%.

RESULT
The isotope dependence on the lattice constant

a of diamond is expressed by
a(A)=3.56712-1.55E-3x+6.21E-4x2,

where x=13c/(12(;;;+13q_ fbg detailed discussion
will be published (Yamanaka et al.). According
to thermaodynamical theory on the molecular
volume change due to isotopic substitution
(London, 1958), the unit cell volume change
with the isotope ratio, 12c/l3c is in the same
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fashion as those of ^He/'^He, 20Ne/22Ne,
24Ge/22.6Ge, ^Li/^Li and 22Ni/20Ni

The present equation is different from the
linear equation reported by Holloway et al.,
(1991).

Anharmonic potentials atomic vibration
along with the directions, <100>, <110> and
<111> of 12c and l^C diamond have been also
evaluated. The following atomic scattering
factor which was modified from Hartre-Fock
for the isolated atom model was accounted for
the K-parameter refinement;
f(s/2)=fC4+(s/2) + fC0(s/2K) +/7fC3+-C4+(s/2K)

+ f + if".

K-parameter and p occupancy parameter were
refined in full matrix least-squares calculation
for both samples. l^C diamond has a large k
[=0.993(1)] than I2c. diamond having k
[0.931(7)] which indicates valence electron of
12c diamond is more widely distributed than
that of 13cdiamond. The electron density of 13C
diamond is more condensed near the atomic core
compared with 12c diamond.

Raman peak shift of F2g proved that the
lattice vibration is varied with the isotope mass
difference between 12c and 13c and with the
force constant. The shift is not a linear relation
with the reduced mass but is represented by a
binary equation. This relation is consistent with
the lattice constant variation mentioned above.
The lattice vibration gives an effect to the
thermal atomic displacement and the thermal
conductivity induced from the phonon
dispersion.

H.Holloway, K.C. Hass and M.A. Tamor Phys. Rev.
B. 44, 7133 (1991)
H, London , Z.Phys. Chem. Neue Folge 16,302

(1958)

T.Yamanaka, S, Morimoto and H. Kanda, Phys. Rev.
B.

(in press)
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Introduction
Hydrous minerals are expected to be present in
the ocean crust and the uppermost mantle.
Physical properties of hydrous minerals under
high pressure are important to understand the
source of water and the seismic mechanism in

the mantle. Meade and Jeanloz( 1991)')
observed pressure-induced amorphization of
serpentine and suggested that it may be one of
the source for deep focus earthquake in the
mantle. Pressure-induced amorphization is a
transition from a crystalline to a high density
amorphouse phase under high pressure at
kinetically low temperature as exhibit a phase
transition to a high pressure stable phase. The
subduction slab may be relatively cool and may
have a high stress field, therfore, it is likely that
a pressure-induced amorphization occure as a
metastable phase. Ca(0H)2 is one of the
analogous minerals of serpentine and has one of
the simplest structures among hydrous
minerals. Ca(OH)2 has a Cdl2 type structure.
This is the so-called layer structure, which can
be viewed as a hexagonal closepacking of Ca
with the OH' nested between alternate layers of
Ca. It was reported that Ca(0H)2 also shows
pressure-induced amorphization at about 1IGPa
at room temperature.^) This time we succeeded
the synthesis of high quality single crystals. We
plan to obtain some structural information
about mechanism of pressure-induced
amorphization of Ca(OH)2 by means of X-ray
single crystal study under high pressure.

Expeiimental
A single crystal of Ca(OH)2, of which size is

60x60x50 pm^, was mounted in a diamond
anvil cell with a small crystal of ruby. The stage
of diamond was made of Be, because the blind
region of X-ray diffraction became smaller. The
i-pentane:n-pentane=l: 1 mixture was used as
pressure medium and the pressures were
determined by the ruby fluorescence scale. X-
ray diffraction intensity measurements
performed at pressures of 1.3, 2.0, 2.5, 3.2, 3.5
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and 4.2GPa with a four-circle diffractometer
installed at BL-IOA. Integrated intensity up to

60° in 20 were collected by the (0-20 scan and

the (j) fix mode ((j) = 0°) by using wave length
0.56A X-ray monochromatized by Si(lll).
Structure parameters were refined by program
MS-R-FINE after Lorentz and polarization
corrections. In this refinement OH was

regarded as O^". Samples were small enough to
ignore absorption and extinction corrections.
Final R-factor values for refinements are about

0.03 in each run.

Results and Discussion
The c-axis was compressed easily while the a-
axis was less compressible. The changes of
atomic distance with pressure are plotted in
Fig.l. The interatomic distance between O^'
decreases remarkably. If we extrapolate our
data at up to the amorphization pressure, the
interatomic distance between O^' reaches
2.OA. This distance may be short enough to
induce electrical instability. The instability may
be trigger of pressure-induced amorphization
of Ca(0H)2. We are still investigating this
mechanism by X-ray single crystal structure
analysis under more high pressure.

< 2.4

Intcr-atomic distance between OH

Intn-alotnic distance between OH

Intcr-alomic distance of Ca-OH

f • ♦ ♦—t

2 3

PRESSURE(GPa)
Fig.1. A plot of atomic distance versus pressure
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Introduction

Zirconolite is a calcium zirconium titanate having the formula
CaZrTi207 (1). The structure is able to incorporate a variety
cations of different size and valence (2). This study is
concerned with determining unequivocally the mode of
incorporation of neodymium and ytterbium into zirconolite.
Preliminary data collected by conventional single ciystal X-
ray diffraction using Mo Ka radiation had shown that larger
neodymium replaced calcium preferentially, while smaller
ytterbium displaced calcium and zirconium in near equal
proportions. However, the details of these replacements
cannot be absolutely derived using conventional (fixed
wavelength) experiments due to the similar X-ray scattering
power of several elements - only a range of possible models
can be postulated. To determine the correct model,
synchrotron radiation tuned to wavelengths near the LI and
LIII absorption edges of the dopant rare earth element are
required. Under these conditions anomalous absorption
effects are large, resulting in very strong perturbations in the
intensity of specific reflections. These perturbations are
directly influenced by the nature of rare earth partitioning and
so, in principle, can permit a clear differentiation of possible
structural models. In these experiments strong anomalous
absorption effects were observed for neodymium (using
wavelengths close to the LI absorption edge) and ytterbium
(LIII edge) doped zirconolites.

Experimental
Two zirconolite single crystals were prepared from powders
having the bulk compositions close to CaogNdojZtogTijO,
and CaogYbp jZtQ gTijOy. The synchrotron radiation
measurements were carried out at the Photon Factory of the
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics at Tsukuba in
Japan. X-rays from a normal bending magnet were used with
a tunable Si(IIl) monochromator on a vertical-type four
circle diffractometer at the BL-lOA station. The storage ring
was operated at 2.5GeV with a ring current of between 365-
265 mA which decreased montonically throughout each
diffraction experiment The absorption edges were found by
passing the monochromated incident beam through foils of
neodymium or ytterbium metal and then scanning the
wavelength of the transmitted X-rays (3). For neodymium,
the LH edge wavelegth of 1.9967 Aproved to be too close to
to upper wavelength limit of the guide path of the
monochromator. Therefore the LI edge proved more
satsifactory (although the intensity of this edge is some 5
times less than the LIII edge).

Data Analysis

Following the approach of Tsukimura et al. (4), the Res
partition over zirconolite as (Ca,Re)(Zr,Re)Ti207 and a sum
of mole fractions is written

Xo + Xr, 4-Xz,= I

where X is the mole fraction of atoms on either the calcium or

zirconium site. When the anomalous absorption effect is
neglected aca. ^zr ^re ^tre atomic numbers and the
scattering from the calcium site two wavelegths Xand X,' is,

fca-sile(SW)9A'>X.)=fo(sin0A<)[aca(X,)Xca-J-az^(X,)Xzr+ 3re(^)^Re]

fca-sile(Sttl0A.'.X,')=fo(sin0A')[aca(X,')Xca-l-aZf(X,')Xz^-taRe(X.')XRe]

Thus it is possible to determine uniquely the occupancy of the
calcium site. Similar equations can be written for the
zirconium site.

Results and Discussion

All peaks were asymmetric, although the extent of the
assymmetry was variable. Clear changes in diffracted
intensitywere observed between Xand X'. A portion of these
results are shown graphically in Fig. 1 for the {111} family of
the ytterbium zirconolite. Full quantitative analysis of this
data will commence shortly. Using the refined
crystallographic parameters derived from CAD-4 Mo Ka
experiments as a starting point, the synhrotron data will be
analysed using SHELEX. As all the essential features of
zirconolite-2M are determined, only refinement of the unit cell
parameter and occupancies will be undertaken. By combining
the results from X and X' a unique solution will be reached for
the partitioning of rare earths.

2.A 7

a> 1.6

q> 1.2

0.8

(111) (111) (111) (111)

Fig. 1. Intensities ratios 1(111)/I{ 111} for data collected at X
(near the LIII Yb edge) and X' (distant from the edge).
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Introduction

In coal liquefaction process, the feasibility of cata
lyst recovery from liquefaction residue should be
considered, when an active, but expensive catalyst
was employed. Fundamental study on the proper
ties of catalyst in the residue is necessary for the
efficient recovery of catalyst from the residue. In
previous studieswe have analyzed the chemi
cal form and state of iron catalyst in the residue by
using XAFS spectroscopy with other techniques.
However, we paid attention to only one type of coal
in those works. Thus, in the present study, other
two types of coal liquefaction residues were sub
jected to XAFS analysis and we try to clarify the
effect of coal type on the chemical form of iron cata
lyst for liquefaction.

Experimental
Residues were obtained from It/d NEDOL PSU
plant which uses Illinois and Wyoming coals as
feedstocks and synthetic pyrite as catalyst
(Wandoan coal was employed in the previous
study). The liquefaction conditions are as follows;
450°C, 170 kg/cm^G, 3 wt% loading of pyrite as
catalyst. XAFS spectra at Fe K-edge were recorded
in a transmission mode on a beam line BL-lOB at

KEK-PF at room temperature using Si(311)
monochrometer.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows XAFS spectra of iron catalyst in the
two types of residues. For comparison, the spectra
of some model compounds are given in Fig. 2.
There is almost no difference in the profile of
XANFS spectra among the two residues and pyr-
rhotite, but only pyrite gives a sharp sub-peak (I) at
7129 eV. In the FTs-FXAFS of all residues, a
strong peak due to neighboring S atoms (Fe-S) was
observed at around 1.9 A, together with a peak at
2.6 Awhich is regarded as neighboring Fe (Fe-Fe).
Those patterns are very similar to each other and
that of pyrrhotite. However, pyrite exhibited Fe-S
peaks at 1.9and 2.8 Aand a Fe-Fepeak at 3.4 A. It
was reported that Wandoan residue had a similar
XAFS spectrum to that of pyrrhotite^' 2). These
findings clearly indicate that iron species exist as
P3nrThotite in liquefaction residue and the difference

in coal type does not influence the chemical form of
iron catalyst.
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Introduction

Nanometer scale metal clusters are of great interest
to design new materials at the molecular level. The colloi
dal dispersions of polymer-protected ruthenium/platinum
bimetallic cluster particles could be prepared by the alcohol
reduction method in the presence of poly(N-vinyl-2-
pyrrolidone). The colloidal dispersions of the Ru/Pt bime
tallic cluster particles obtained here were easily oxidized in
ambient air and had size distribution in tlie range from 1 to 6
nm in diameter by means of HRTEM, although electronic
spectra and TEM observations have indicated that tiie col
loidal dispersions seem to be almost composed of the mix
ture of the monometallic Ru and monometallic Pt particles.
Here we discuss the structure of the Ru/Pt bimetallic cluster

particles obtained from the EXAFS measurements.

Experimental

The Ru/Pt bimetallic clusters were prepared by tlie
refluxing the mixed solutions of ruthenium(lll) chloride
and hexachloroplatinic(lV) acid in ethanol/water (1/1 v/v)
in the presence of poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) under nitro
gen. The obtained bimetallic clusters were concentrated
under reduced pressure, and tlie concentrated solutions
were sealed in the 50 mm (for ruthenium) and 5-10 mm (for
platinum) cells under nitrogen. The EXAFS spectra were
measured in a transmission mode at room temperature at a
BL-lOB station of the Photon Factory, KEK.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1(a) shows the Fourier-transforms of Ru K-
edge EXAFS of the Ru/Pt bimetallic clusters at the given
ratios. Decreasing the Ru content, the main peak monoto
nously decreases, not splitting into two. This seems to
show no interference between Ru and Pt atoms, due to tlic

contribution of Ru-Pt bonds.') On the otlier hand, in the

case of the Pt Lj-edge EXAFS of the same samples, the
height of the main peak of the Ru/Pt(4/1) bimetallic cluster
decreases despite of no change of the height in the other Ru/
Pt bimetallic clusters, as shown in Figure 1(b). However,
HRTEM measurements have suggested that almost large
particles with more than 30 A in diameter have alloy
phases. This inconsistency could be elucidated from the
fact that EXAFS can only prove the monocrystalline do
mains. Even if a lot of these domains are conglomerated
into large particles, EXAFS will still prove the individual
monocrystalline domains.

In order to explain tliis inconsistency, we have al
ready proposed the existence of microclusters with less
than 10 A in diameter in a cluster particle.^-'') The typiCcil
structure of the cluster protected by polymer can be ex-
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Fig. 1. Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectrum at (a) Ru K-edge,
and (b) Pt L3-edge of the colloidal di.spersions of Ru/Pt clusters.

pressed by an assembly model of microclusters.5) There
fore it could be concluded that the Ru/Pt bimetallic cluster

is constructed by both several Ru and Pt microclusters with
monocrystalline phases, and the bimetallic cluster has poly-
crystalline Ru-Pt alloy phase.
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Introduction

The electronic properties of metal particles on
supports are one of the most important ingredients to
understand the g«iesis and mechanism of noble-metal
catalysis. The environment of d electrons may be affected
by exposing the catalyst to the reactant and/or changing
the metal particle size. Wehave already investigated the
unoccupied d electron density of Pt particles supported on
silica under in situ conditions. We have found from the

whiteline analysis of the Pt and Lq XANES spectra
that the interaction between Pt particle and adsorbates was
weak with small particles below 1.5 nm. The change in
the white line sh^pewas observed when small particles
below 1.5 nm exposed to the hydrogen. It was suggested
that the modification of the white line was induced by Pt-
Hbond.

Ext>eiimental So^tion

Pt/SiOj catalystswere preparedby the ion exchange or
impregnation method usingR(NH3)4Cl2 "H^O or
HjPtClg•bHjO, respectively, followed by various
pretreatment temperatures to control the Pt particle size.
XANES measurements of the catalysts at Pt LyjandLq
edges were carried out at BL-lOB under vacuum and 8.0
kPa of hydrogen. Data analysis was performed as follows,
i)the back ground removal with Victoreenequation, ii)the
nOTinalized data was fitted with arctangent and Lorentzian
fimctions at aroimd white line.^^ The area of the

Lorentzian is attributed to the intensity of the white line.

Results and Discussion

Particle size {d)of Pt catalyst was varied in the range
of 1.0-5.0 nm, which was determined by hydrogen
chemisorption at 273 K.

Fig. 1 shows the normalized XANES spectra at
edge under vacuum and 8.0 kPa of Hj. In fig. 1, the
fitting analyses by arctangent and Lorentzian for the
XANES sp>ectra are also shown. White lines for the larger
particles 2.0 nm) under both vacuumand Hj are
characterized by a Lorentzian peak as shown in fig. 1A.
White lines of the particles below 1.5 nm were broadened
by adsorption, so the second Lorentzian function was
needed to reproduce the peak well as shown in fig. IB.
The secondpeak wasobservedin both Ljy and edge
spectra. And the new peak position was independent of
particle size and edge to be ca. 6 eV higher from the
inflection point of tlie edge.

The relative areas of the second peak nonnalized by the
second peak for the smallest particles witli 1.0 nm size at
Ljjj edge, are plotted against Pt particle size in fig. 2. The

peak areas for three samples with the particle size ^1.5
nm are on the lines. These results suggest that the new
peak is due to the direct interaction between Pt surface and
adsorbed hydrogen atoms implying Pt-H bond. This is
supported by the following facts; first, the peak appears
only under hydrogen atmospha-e and second, the peak
areas were linearly corrected with the amount of adsorbed
hydrogen.

Photon energy/eV Photon energy / eV

Fig. 1.(A) Normalized XANES spectra at Ljjj edge undo-
vacuum; (a) = 1.0 nm, (b) d - 2.8 nm. (B) Normalized
XANES spectra atLjjj edgeunder8.0 kPa of H2; (a)d =
1.0 nm, (b) = 1.2 nm, (c) d = 1.5 nm, (d) d = 2.0 nm,
(e) d = 2.8 nm, (0 = 5.0 nm.

4 5 6 7 8910

Fig. 2. Variation of relative area of the second Lorentzian
peak under 8.0 kPa of with diameter of Pt particles; (a)
Lqj edge, (b) Ljj edge. The solid lines are simulated from
the ratio of surface R atom to bulk R atoms as a function
of the particle size,
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INTRODUCTION

Plasma technique has been attracted
attention to preparation of new materials. In
our preliminary study, it was found that cobalt
oxide catalysts prepared by using a low
temperature oxygen plasma gave high activities
for oxidation of propane and CO [1]. In the
present study, it was attempted to characterize
these catalysts by EXAFS and reveal the reason
of its high activity.

EXPERIMENTAL

Catalyst precursor, CoCOCOCHglg/ZrOa,
was prepared with ZrOj (15 m^g"') and an
aqueous solution of cobalt acetate. The
resulting powder of the precursor was treated in
the low temperature Oj plasma (200 W, 60 cm^
min ' of Oj, 33 cm^ min ' of Ar, total pressure of
5 Torr) for 1.5 h. All samples were mixed with
cellulose powder as binder, and pressed into
disks in air for EXAFS measurement. EXAFS
was measured at the Photon Factory (BL-lOB)
at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the Fourier transform of Co
K-edge EXAFS. The data of C03O4 (spinel
structure) and CoO (rock salt structure) as
standard samples are also illustrated in this
figure. Before the plasma treatment, a peak
due to Co-0 bond ofcobalt acetate appeared at
aroimd 2.05 A(Fig. la). Calcination at 200°C
in air changed little the spectra (Fig. lb). After
the sample was treated with Oj-plasma, new
peaksat 1.91, 2.85, and 3.33A were obtained
(Fig. Ic).

As shown in Fig. Id, C03O4 had the peaks
at around 1.74 (Co-0), 1.95 (Co-0), 2.85 (Co-Co),
and 3.36A (Co-Co). In the case of CoO, the main
peaks were observed at 2.11 (Co-0), 3.04 (Co-0),
and 4.20A (Co-Co). The spectrum of the Co
oxide formed by plasma (Fig. Ic) is in
agreement with that of C03O4, indicating that
the Co oxides on ZrOj are present as C03O4
spinel structure.

XPS study revealed that Co oxides by the
plasma were highly dispersed as compared with
the conventionally prepared catalysts. It was
found that the catalytic activity was parallel
with the dispersion of cobalt oxide on ZrOj, that
is, the catalyst prepared by the Oj-plasma was
highly active for propane oxidation.

In conclusion, oxygen plasma brought
about highly dispersed and active Co oxides on
ZrOg, of which structure was the spinel C03O4.
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Figure 1. Fourier transform of Co K-edge
EXAFS of (a) cobalt acetate on ZrOz, (b) after
calcination at 200°C in air, (c) after 1.5 h of
plasma oxidation, (d) C03O4, (e) CoO. Loading
level of Co was 5wt% as Co atom.
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Introduction

The Br K-edge X-ray absorption spectra have been
obtained for Br" dissolved in various solvents. There

are two difficulties in the EXAFS analysis of solvated
Br". (1) There exit clear multielectron excitation
structures in the EXAFS region. (2) The interaction
between Br" and solvent is so weak that its EXAFS

oscillation appears over only low k region (<6 A"^).
This reports the results obtained after the proper
estimates of background function /Jq-

.-3
Experimental

The 0.1 mol dm"^ Br" sample solutions were pre
pared by dissolving tetra-r?-butylammonium salt. The
solvents used are; 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol
(1), water (2), 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (3), acetic acid
(4), ethylene glycol (5), methane! (6), formamide (7),
ethanol (8), isopropyl alcohol (9), propanol (10), butyl
alcohol (11), f-butyl alcohol (12), nitromethane (13),
acetonitrile (14), dimethyl sulfoxide (15), propylene
carbonate (16). A/,/V-dimethylformamide (17), nitro
benzene (18), pyridine (19), A/,/V-dimethylacetamide
(20), A/-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (21) and acetone
(22). The Br /<-edge absorption measurements were
performed at BL-6B and 10B. The X-ray transmis
sion spectra were obtained by using polyethylene or
polytetrafluoroethylene cells at room temperature.

Data analysis
The curve-fitting calculations were performed over
the /f-range of 1.5-5 or 1.3-4.4 A"^ for protic
solvents (1-12) or aprotic solvents (13-22), respec
tively. The parameters determined by the calculation
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were the average solvation distance r, the average
solvation number N, the Debye-Waller-like factor o,
and the absorption edge shift AEq in the basic EXAFS
equation. Since protic solvents solvate Br" through
hydrogen-bond, O is chosen as a neighbor atom,
while C is chosen in aprotic solvents which solvate
Br" through ion-dipole interaction. The reference
sample for protic solvents is water whose N is
assumed to be 6, and that for aprotic solvents is
tetra-n-propylammmonium bromide whose structure
was obtained from the x-ray diffraction study. The
phase shift <^(/c) and the back-scattering amplitude
F(A) parameters used in the calculations were
generated by the FEFF program version 5.05.^

Results

Figures 1 and 2 show the correlation between r and
/Vin the first shell, and the Mayer-Gutmann's accep
tor number A,vj. indicates the electron acceptability
of solvent. The larger the solvent is, the stronger
it should solvate the anion. In protic solvents, the r
values do not correlate with A^^, while the N values
depend on Af^. The r values for aprotic solvents
through are larger than those for protic solvents.
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Introduction
The condensation of a phonon mode which was predicted by
Cochran is a useful concept to explain the successive phase
transitions of perovskiie crystals such as SrTi03. BaTi03 and
PbTi03. Recently, structure rennements by diffraction study on
some perovskites of single crystals suggest the disorder of
atoms. Itoh cl a!, reported tJiat the Ti atom in BaTi03 shifts
from the center of the O octahedron in tJie <111> directions in

the cubic phase.Nelmes cl al. also reported the disorder of
the Pb atom in PbTi03 even above the Curie temperature.
The purpose of this work is to study local structures of
perovskites near die phase transitions by using the EXAFS
(Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) technique.
Recently, a shift of the Nb atom in KNb03 from tJie central
position along <111> axes was found through EXAFS study by
de Mathan et al.^^ The disorder of the Ti atom inPbTi03 in the
cubic phase was suggested from EXAFS and XANES (X-ray
Absorption NearEdge Suaicture) studies by Ravel ci al.^^ Here
we report the results on KTa03 SrTi03. which regarded as

quantum paraelectrics.
Experiment

The powder sample of KTa03 dusted onto scotch tapes and
held between Al foils to keep temperature uniformly. X-ray
absorption spectra were measured using an EXAFS facility
installed at the beam line lOB. EXAFS specua near the Ta-Lm
edge were obtained at 24. 40. 100. 150. 200. 250 luid 298 K.
On the other hand, the powder of SrTi03 was pressed into
pellets. EXAFS spectra were measured near the Ti-K edge at
10, 140 and 300 K using an EXAFS facility installed at the
beam line 7C.

Results and discussion

The EXAFS function x(k) was extracted from the absorption
spectrum following the standard procedure. The programs
XAFS93 and MBF93 were employed for the EXAFS data
analysis. To determine local structure parameters taking account
of an anharmonic thermal vibration, we used an EXAFS
formula based on tlie single scattering theory and expressed by
the cumulant expansion up to fourth-order term.-') On the
parameter fitting, we have introduced a new method: double
Fourier filtering technique on tlieoretical EXAFS function.
We examined the local structure around a Ta atom which locales
on the center of an O octahedron in KTa03. A 1-shell model for
the nearest neighbour oxygen has revealed tliat there is not a
marked local structure modification around the Ta atom. The
interatomic distance and the mean free patJi of die phoioelectron
were found to be almost independent of temperature within the
estimated standard deviations. Figure 1 shows the Debye-
Waller factor as a function of temperature: it decreases
monotonously with decreasing temperature. There is no
component for anharmonic vibration of atoms, suggesting that
the coupling of optical and acoustic phonon modes is important
to understand the softening of phonon mode.
A 2-shell model has revealed that die temperature dependence of
die Debye-Waller factor in the axial direction is different

from that in the equatorial plane Ocq^^) qj shown in Fig. 2. Tlie
anisotropy of the thermal vibration m die Ta atom incre.ases with
decreasing temperature. It is successfully consistent widi that
estimated by the inelastic neutron scattering study. Details will
be reported elsewhere. Diis indicates diat die local structure in
KTa03 can be described by the concept of the soft phonon
mode.

We examined the local structure ar ound a Ti atom which locates

on the center of an O octaliedron in SrTi03. Figure 3 shows the

temperature dependence ofcumulant o(4) between the
Ti and 0 atoms. In contrast with the case of KTa03, an
anharmonicity of atomic vibration was found below room
temperature.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of die Debye-Waller factors,
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Co-Cr films have been studied since the early

proposal of Iwasaki [1] as a suitable media for
the perpendicular magnetic recording. However,
the entity of magnetic domains where the magnet
ic reversal takes place has not fully been cla-
rifiedj therefore, micro-structure of the films
has been investigated intensively at several la

boratories. One of the leading opinions has
been that the CoCr films consist of Co-rich por

tions and Cr-rich ones, which were claimed to be

observable under an electron microscope by che
mical etchig of one of the components[2,3]I this
view has been supported by NMR [4] and other
means [5].

We intended to examine the micro-structure of

Co-Cr films by means of EXAFS if there are any
phases other than the Co-Cr's hep structures.
First, we tried to find the 100 Cr phase which
could have existed in the grain boundaries! the
existence of nonmagnetic thin layers surrounding
columnar particles had been indicated by a scan

ning electron microscope in the early days[2].
The analysis was made on the basis of the ex

perimental facts reported in the literature!

namely, the crystal structure of Co-Cr is hep at

least for the Cr compositions between 18 $ and
32 and formed below 800' C (there are several

phase diagrams of Co-Cr published [6]). Also,
the Cr atoms occupy any lattice points in the

hep crystal of Co! also, the lattice constant of
(002) does not change with the Cr contents in
this range[7]. Inter-atomic distances and coor
dination numbers for hep CoCr and for bcc Cr are
listed in Fig 1.

The results of EXAFS analysis made at Co edge

gave excellent fitting but those at Cr edge were
not perfect as shown in Fig. 2! the reliablity
factor did not change significantly by adding a
few percent of bcc Cr. Therefore, there has

not been any positive evidence obtained for the
existence of bcc Cr phase so far.

According to the phase diagram, Co-Cr has a
phase at the Cr contents about 60 %. However,
this structure is rather complicated and has not
been found to be incorporated into the original

hep.

Thus we have not obtained any clear-cut evi

dence on the problem of segregation of Cr in Co
Cr films so far, although various data on the

structure of Co-Cr has been accumulated.

Fig. 1. Interatomic distance and coodination

number of Coso'Creo (hep) and Cr(bcc).

Co-Cr (hep) Cr (bcc)

Distance Coodinat. Distance Coodinat.

Nearest

neighbour

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

2.503A

2.515

3.543

4.070

4.351

number

2.500A

2.885

4.080

number

Fig. 2. EXAFS spectrum of Co-Cr at (a)!Co, and
(b)!Cr K edge, obtained as reverse
Fourier transform of the radial struc

tural function. Solid line is the best

fit.
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The catalysts of metal oxides dispersed on a
support having high specific surface have been
used widely in various dehydrogenatlon reaction.
In the eighties. Y.Xie' found that a lot of salts or
oxide can disperse spontaneously in monomoiecular
layer(MML) on the surface of support. At this
state the salt can not be detected by XRD. The
amount of salt covering all the surface in
monomoiecular layer Is called dispersion limitation
(DL). excessive salt forms independent salt grains
mixed in the support grain. These grains can be
detected by XRD. K.C.Yang proved that MoOj can
disperse spontaneously into the cages of NaY or
NaM by milling and calcination, but the observed
DL is much small than calculated value according
to the monomoiecular layer theory.in this research
we studied the inference of the starting materials
(SM) of NiO and the dispersion methods on the
structure of NiO in NiO/NaY.

Experiment
1. Sample preparation: The information of samples
Is listed in Table 1.

Code Starting CCN" Dispersion Phase

Materials method Comnosltlon

M-2 NNH* 2% milling NaY

M-6 as above 6% as above NaY

M-10 as above 10% as above NaY

1-2 as above 2% Impregnation NaY

1-6 as above 6% as above NaY

I-IO as above 10% as above NaY

N-2 NiO 2% milling NiO+NaY

N-6 NiO 6% milling NiO+NaY

M-2C M-2 calcined at 650® C for 8hs, NaY

M-6C M-6 treated as above NiO+NaY

I-2C 1-2 treated as above NaY

I-6C 1-6 treated as above NiO+NaY

N-2C N-2 treated as above NiO+NaY

N-6C N-6 treated as above NiO+NaY

"CCN The concentration of NiO converted from the

concentration of NNH. *NNH NKNOjl^eilO.
2. EXAFS: The data of Ni K edges of the samples
were collected on beam line BL-lOB of Photon

Factory. The energy is 2.5Gev and the current is
300mA. The monochromator is a channel cut 81(311),
d=o. 163747nm. The scanning range is 7031-9431ev.
The data was processed by the program package
FXE.A-111^. NiO and NNH was used as standard.
3. XRD: The Rigaku D/MAX-llA was used. Radiation
was Cu Kot. >.= 0.10405nm

Results and Discussion

1. Table 1 show us that no NiO or any Ni salts can
be detected in M-n and 1-n. It means all NNH has

been high dispersed into the cages of NaY. But
XRD can find NiO in N-2. the patterns of N-2 and
N-6 are same as them of N-2C and N-6C. It means

that no NiO was dispersed into the cages. It is
due to the interaction in NNH is weak. It can be

understand from its MP. 56.7" C. So that the
energy provided by milling or the interaction
between NNH and NaY is enough to make it
dispersed into the cages. But for NiO. the .MP is
1984 C. It means the interactio 1 xin NiO is very
strong, the milling and the calcination at 65CPC

can not disperse it. For preparing the catalyst
NiO/NaY, we have to first disperse a low MP Ni
salt Into the NaY, then decompose it to get NiO in
cages by calcination.
2. In Fig.l, we found that the positions of the
coordination peaks of samples are same as them in
NiO, but the heights of the peaks are lower. In
Table 2, the bonding length, R. and R^ of samples
are almost same as them In NiO. These 'tell us that
NiO dispersed in the cages is in fine grains, not
in MML. If it is in MML, Ni and 0 are adsorbed at
some suitable sites, all distances between Ni-0 and
Ni-Ni can not be same as them in NiO.

300

150

2.0 4.0 6.0

Fig.l RSF of M-n, 1-n, Fig.2 RSF of M-nC, 1-nC
Table 2, R and CN

Shell Ni-0 Ni--Ni

Code R (nm) CN R (nm) CN

M-2C 0'.206 5.5 (t.296 4.8

M-6C 0.208 6.1 0.296 7.8

I-2C 0.206 5.8 0.296 4.3

I-6C 0.208 6.0 0.296 7.9

NiO 0.209 6 0.296 12

3. In Table 1, there are two phases, NiO and NaY,
in M-6C and 1-6C. Comparing with M-6 and 1-6, it
is concluded that some of NiO produced in
calcination escaped from the cages and formed the
independent NiO grains mixed with the grains of
NaY. The RSFs of M-n, 1-n and NNH shown in Fig.2
are same. It means that the local structures of Ni

in M-n and 1-n are same as in NNH. In NNH Ni is
surrounded by H^O and (NOJ", a cluster forms, the
interaction between these clusters or between the

cluster and NaY is weak, therefore the clusters

can fill up the cages. After decomposition the
grains of NiO are larger than the clusters and can
not exist in small cages. In addition, the first peak
height of Ni-0 is almost same for the samples and
NiO. it means that strong interaction exists
between Ni and 0 on the surface of support.
Therefore, NiO grains can be only adsorbed at
some sites, so can not fill up the cages. These are
the reasons for NiO escaping from the cages when
it is calcinated.

We are thankful to Prof. M. Nomura for his kind

help for EXAFS experiment.
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Introduction

V2O5-P2O5 glasses are of interest from both scientific and
technical view points These glasses are known as catalyst,
semiconducting and low-melting solder glass. However, a
main problem encountered is that this glass system has a
very low chemical durability Since all these physical and
chemical properties of a glass is closely related to the local
environment around specific atoms, in this case phosphorus
and vanadium, it is of great importance to investigate the
glass structure In the present study, the structure of V2O5-
P2O5 glasses with different compositions and different V*'
fractions has been examined by means of the X-ray radial
distribution function (RDF) analysis combined with a pair
function method.

Experimental
7OV2O53OP2O5 and 5OV2O55OP2O5 glasses were prepared
by melting the raw materials consisting of V2O5 and HiP04
at 1000-1050 °C for 10-20min in Pt crucible in air. In order
to increase V** content, the glasses prepared beforehand
were remelted with the addition of NH4VO3 and NH4H2PO4
in Ir crucible in nitrogen atmosphere. The V"*' content was
determined by a redox titration using KMn04. The total V
and P contents were analyzed by ICP and molybdenum blue
methods, respectively The X-ray scattering intensity from
glass samples was measured by means of a R1NT-I200S
diffractometer (Rigaku Denki) using MoKa radiation

Results and Discussion

The RDF curves obtained for 7OV2O53OP2O5 and
5OV2O55OP2O5 glasses with different V' contents are
shown in Fig 1 For 7OV2OV3OP2O5 glasses, broad first
peaks are centered at 1.6 to 1.7A. With an increase of both
V* and P2O5 contents, they split into two peaks, i e.,
another peak emerges at the higher r position. This means
that the higher r peaks are unequivocally' due to the
polyhedra containing V'*.

Our recent 'V NMR studies on the V2O5-P2O5 glasses
have revealed that ions are present as VO4 tetrahedra in
addition to VO5 square pyramids. Taking into account this
finding and assuming that ions are present in forms of
both VO5 square pyramid and VOe octahedra, the first peaks
are deconvoluted with the help of a pair function method
The results for 7OV2O5.3OP2O5 glasses are shown as an
example in Fig. 2. The fractions of respective VOn polyhe
dra in all glasses studied are summarized in Table 1. The
fraction of V'̂ 04 tetrahedra decreases with increasing both
V^' and P2O5 contents, while that of V'Os octahedra
increases. On the contrary, the fraction of VO5 square
pyramids remains almost unchanged, indicating that V*' ions
are stably present in a form of VO5 square pyramid even in
V2O5-P2O5 glasses with the high V** fraction.

70V,0,-30Pj05 glass (0.28)

GC 600

70VjO,-30PjO, glass (0.54)

1200

GC 600

8000

6000 -

4000
-

70Vj05-30Pj05

\
2000

v/v„„

0
0.54

0
0.94

SOVjOj-SOPjO,
n 1 1

Fig. 2 Drconi niution of the first peakin RDF for TOVjOs- JOPiO* glasses.
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Fig. 1The RDF cunes oblainrd for70\205-30P205 and 50\2O5-50P2()5 gla.sscs.
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Table 1 The fractions of respective VOn pol3 hedra in V2O5-P2O5 glasses

composition 70V,0,•30P,O, 50VA•SOPPs

* ' * total 0.28 0.54 0.62 0.94

tetrahedral 0.23 0.16 0.02 0

square pyramid 0.61 0.60 0.71 0.64

octahedral 0.16 0.24 0.27 0.36
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1. Introduction

Recently we found that [PtMo6024]®" I MgO
catalysts showed much higher activity for NO - CO

reaction than conventional coimpregnation Pt - Mo I
MgO catalysts. In addition, the activity increased
drastically by treatment at higher temperatures than 673

K. In this study, we investigated the structural change
of the catalysts by the pretreatment at various
temperatures.

2. Experimental

The sample was prepared by impregnating MgO
with aqueous solution of [PtMo6024]^ polyanion^).
The loading of the complex is 1 wt% Pt. Pt La- edge
and Mo K - edge EXAFS measurements were carried out
at BL - lOB and BL-7C of Photon Factory by a

transmission mode. The samples were treated in a closed
circulating system and u^ansferred to glass cells equipped
with Kapton windows without contacting air. The data
analysis was proceeded by program "EXAFSH"^L In
curve fitting analysis, we used the theoretical parameter
calculated by FEFF5'L

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows the Fourier transforms of Pt Ls-
edge EXAFS spectraof the [PtMo6024]®' I MgOcatalyst
after o.xidation at 423 K and 773 K. After oxidation at

423 K, only Pt - O bonds were observed. After
oxidation at 773 K, the peak (0.2 - 0.3 nm) in the
Fourier transform appeared. Table 1 shows the curve
fitting analysis of Pt La - edge EXAFS spectra of the
(PtMo6024]®' I MgO catalysts after o.xidation at 773 K.
These results indicate that the peak (0.2 - 0.35 nm) in the
Fourier transform is attributed to the Pt - Mg and Pt - O
bonds. These bond lengths of Pt - Mg (0.300 mn) and
Pt - O (0.363 nm) coincide with those of Mg - Mg
(0.297 mn) and Mg - O (0.364 run) in MgO bulk, while
these coordinations are much less than those in MgO.

These results indicate that Pt cations are located at the

sites of Mg ions in the surface of MgO support. By
EXAFS analysis, we found that the local structures
around Pt and Mo atoms of [PliVIo6024p' / MgO

catalysts were almost the same as those of the
coimpregnation Pt - Mo I MgO catalysts. The active
sites of catalytic NO - CO reaction on [PtMo6024]®" /

MgO catalysts are under investigation.

X
2^

Fio.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Distance R I 10"' run

1. Fourier transforms of Pt Ls - edge EXAFS
spectra of [PtMo6024]®" I MgO; solid line; 773
K oxidation; broken line: 423 K oxidation.

Fourier transform range: 30 - 130 mn'L

Table 1. Curve fitting results of Pt La - edge EXAFS
spectra of [PtN'Io6024]®' I MgO after 773 K

oxidation.

N R 1 nm AEo 1 eV D.W. / nm

0 6.0 0.202 10.2 0.0062

Mg 8.8 0.300 4.3 0.0099

0 7.7 0.363 2.6 0.0085

Fourier transform range: 30 - 130 nnr' , Fourier filtering
range: 0.10 - 0.35 nm.
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We have reported that Rh4(CO)i2 is
attached on THP (tris-hydroxymethyl-
phosphine) modified Si02 (Rh4/THP/Si02) by the
substitution with two THP ligands. EXAFS data
suggested that the Rh-Rh and Rh-P distance are
enlonged by the attachment on THP/Si02, which
are longer than those of Rh4(CO)io(THP)2 by 0.02
and 0.03 A, respectively. Reaction rate of
hydroformylation on Rh4 /THP/Si02 was 30
times as fast as that on Rh4(CO)io(THP)2 in
solution. The EXAFS and IR results suggested
that distorted Rh4 framework attached on

THP/Si02 is a active site for selective olefin
hydroformylation(l). To investigate the reason
why hydroformylation proceed on the distorted
Rh4 cluster with good selectivity, we measured
Rh K-edge EXAFS of Rh4/THP/Si02 under
reactant gases.

Figure 1 shows EXAFS spectra of Rh4/
THP/Si02 (a) under vacuum, (b) in the presence
of C2H4 at 300 K and (c) in the presence of 00 at
338 K, Fine difference was observed on k^

weighted x(i^)- Table 1 shows distance and
coordination number (C.N.) of Rh-Rh, -P, -C, and
-O contribution of Rh4/THP/Si02 in the presence
of reactant gases of hydroformylation. Distance
and C.N. of Rh-Rh and Rh-P were not appreciably
varied by the exposure to reactant gases. The C.
N. of Rh-C and Rh-0 were decreased when the

sample was exposed to ethene at 300 K. When
the sample was exposed to CO at 300 K after the
exposure to C2H4, the C.N. of Rh-C and Rh-0 were
not recovered and when the sample was exposed
to GO at 338 K, the C.N. of Rh-C and Rh-0 was
recovered to the original values.

EXAFS analysis suggests that coordinated
CO on Rh4 clusters were desorbed in the

presence of C2H4 at 300 K and coordinate again
in the presence of CO at 338 K. Figure 2 shows
proposed transformation of Rh4 clusters. When

Rh4/THP/Si02 was exposed to C2H4, coordinated
CO on Rh4 cluster was desorbed and when the

sample was exposed to CO at 338 K CO
coordinated the Rh4 cluster again. IR data
suggest that terminal CO of upper Rh in Rh4
cluster may be desorbed.

Structure (A) in Fig.2 is catalytically active
for hydroformylation but inactive for hydro-
genation. On the contrary, structure (B) was
active for hydrogenation but inactive for
hydroformylation. In the reaction condition of
hydroformylation. The attached Rh4 cluster was

influenced by reactant gases and have structure
(A) under the reaction condition of hydro
formylation and have structure (B) under the
condition of hydrogenation.

The dynamic behavior of the attached Rh4
cluster was investigated by in situ EXAFS
measurement. It may be one of the reason for
selective hydroformylation on Rh4/THP/Si02-

1) T.Shido et.al., Catal. Lett. 1 7, 97 (1993), ibid 20, 37 (1993).

wA-' R'A k,A-i
Figurel. The EXAFS spectra of Rh4/THP /Si02. (a) under

vacuum, (b) exposed to C2H4 at 300 K, (c) exposed (0 CO at

338 Kafter (b). (1) (2) FT of x(l«)k^, and (3) inversely
FT and curve fitting analysis ( ; observed, :

calculated).

Thblc 1. EXAFS parameters of Rh4/rHF{6.2)/S102 in thepresence of various gases

exposed to

(A) ,CP

exposed 10 CO at 300 K

2.892 1.032

exposed to CO at 338 K

2.289 0.582

1.924 2.105

2.913 1.730

Figure 2. Structural transformation of Rh4/THP/Si02-
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1. Introducrion The cxx)rdination numbers for Sn-M bonds suggest that

the surface structure retains after acetophenone adsorpsion.

And interaction between Sn and acetofenone carbonyl was

suggested from the presence of Sn-O or Sn-C bonds.

Rh-Sn/SiOj Catalysts prepared by a conventional
impregnation method exhibit higher activity for

acetophoione hydrogenation and 2-butanone hydrogenation

as compared with Rh/SiOj
we have prepared Rh-Sn/SiOj Catalysts by the

selective bimetallic reaction, all tin atoms of which are

present at the surface of the Rh-Sn alloy particles 2). Rh-

Sn/SiOj prepared by this method exhibited the highest
activity fcH^ acetophenone hydrogenation at Sn/Rh=0.2.

Acetc^henone adsorption on this catalyst was investigated

by EXAFS

2. Experimental

A Rh/SiOj (1.0 wt%) catalyst was prepared by a
conventional impregnation method with methanol

solution of RhCl3'3H20. Rh-Sn/SiOj catalysts are
prepared by the reaction betwe«i Rh/SiOj reduced at 573K
and Sn(CH3)4 v^x)r in a closed circulating system at
423K. After reduction at 573K for Ih, the catalyst was

dipped into acetojAenone under Ar flow and evaporated at

323K. Rh K-edge and Sn K-edge EXAFS spectra were

measured at the BL- lOB and BL- 14A in KEK-PF. The

measurements were carried out at room temperature and

lOOK.

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows the Fourier transfonn of Sn K-edge

EXAFS spectrum on Rh-Sn/SiOj (Sn/Rh=0.2) after
acetophenone adsorption. There are three peaks at 0.14,

0.19 and 0.24nm in Fig. 1. The first peak and the second

peak were attributed tentatively to Sn-O or Sn-C

bondings.The third peak was attributed two kinds of Sn-M

(M = Rh or Sn) bondings. One is 0.270nm (Sn-the 1st

layer metals in fcc(l 11)) and the other is 0.290nm (Sn-lhe

2nd layer metals in fcc(l 11)) Table 1 shows the curve

fit reaults for the peaks present from O.lOnm to 0.32nm.
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Fig. 1. Fourier transformed (A:) Sn K-edge EXAFS
spectrum of Rh-Sn/SiOj (Sn/Rh=0.2) after acetophenone
adsorption.

Table 1. Results of curve fitting analysis of Sn K-edge

EXAFS for Rh-Sn/SiO^ (Sn/Rh=0.2) afteracetophenone
adsorption.

Bond

Sn-Rh, Sn

Sn-Rh, Sn

Sn-O, C

Sn-O, C

C. N. R AEo D. W. R. f.

nm eV nm %

5.9 0.270 4.5 0.0100 1.9

2.8 0.286 1.5 0.0100

0.8 0.262 -4.2 0.0060

0.6 0.198 4.8 0.0060
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Introduction

Many metal oxides are known to be reactive toward

the formation of ketones by the decomposition of

carboxylic acids. In these oxides. ZrOj exhibits relatively
high activity, but its reaction mechanism is still unclear.

Wehave preparedZiO^ catalysts supported on SiOj
surface, which is inert to this reaction, from several

precursors and investigated their structures and the relation

to the activity of decomposition of acetic acid.

Experimental

A SiOj gel was impregnated with toluene solution of
Zr monomer complex, Cp^ZrCljIZrO^/SiOj-C).
ZitOEt)^ was attached on SiOj by dry-mi.xing method
(ZrOj/SiOj-E). These were calcinedat 773 K prior to
use. Decomposition reaction of acetic acid was carried out

at 573 K in a closed circulating system .

EXAFS measurement was performed in transmission

mode at BL-IOB of Photon Factory in KEK.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows Fourier Transform of EXAFS spectrum

of ZrOj/SiOj-C 2.3 wt%. On the spectrum, Zr-0 and
Zr-O-Si are observed at 1.5 A and 2.9 A, respectively, but
Zr-O-Zr did not appear. It means each Zr is highly

dispersedon SiO^ surface. Fig.2 shows EXAFS spectra

of ZrOj/SiOj-C 4.5 wt%, where besides Zr-0 and Zr-O-Si
bonds, Zr-O-Zr bond isnewly observed at3.3 A.
However, the coordination number of Zr-O-Si bond

determined by a cur\'e-fitting analysis is independent of the

loading of Zr. So, increase in loading does not cause

formation of bulk ZrO^, but dimerization on SiO^
surface.

Activity of Zr02/Si02-C samples toward the
decomposition of acetic acid increased with an increase of

loading of Zr. From in-silu FT-IR measurements, it

becomes evident that when Zr is dispersed on Si02
(Zr02/Si02-C 2.3 wt%), acetone fonnation is caused by

the reaction between bidentate aceLate adsorbed on Zr and

unidentate acetate on Si02 surface. On the contrary, in

case that Zr is gathered (Zr02/Si02-C 4.5 wt%), the
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reaction between bidentate acetates adsorbed on Zr is

dominant.

Fig.3 shows EXAFS spectra of Zr02/Si02-E 5.4
wt%. Each Zr-0, Zr-O-Si and Zr-O-Zr bonds are

observed. The curve-fitting results and the fact that its

activity per Zr is constant from 0.3 wt% to 15 wt%

suggest the formationof uniform ZrOj islands on Si02.

2 3 4

distance / A

Fig.1 EXAFS Fourier Transform for Zr02/Si02-C 2.3
wt%

distance / A

Fig.2 EXAFS Fourier Transform for Zr02/Si02-C 4.5
wt%

2 3 4

distance / A

Fig.3 EXAFS Fourier Transform for Zr02/Si02-E 5.4
wt%
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Introduction

It has been reported by Iwanov et ai."
that, in the relation between composition and
physical properties such as density and
viscosity of alkali germanale glasses, a peak
appears when the alkali content is increased,
wliich is now known as "geiMiianate anomaly".
The structure of quench-derived gei'manate
glasses is known to be constructed by two
types of coordination polyhedron, i.e, Ge04
and GeOe-'. Melt-derived Ge02 glass consists
of four-fold coordinated Ge atoms, and the
addition of alkali oxide such as NazO to Ge02
glass causes the formation of six-fold coor
dinated Ge atoms till alkali content, amounts
to 20 mol% where the fraction of the six-fold
coordinated Ge is 25%. In general, structure
with ions or atoms in low coordhiation state
is favorable at liigh temperatures, and at low
temperatures structure with high coordination
state is preferred. Therefore, it is expect
ed that Na20-GeG2 glasses prepared by sol-gel
method, which enables the low temperature
processing of glasses, may contain larger
amount of six-fold coordinated Ge atoms than
melt-derived one. With such a background, a
sodium germanate glass was pirej^ared by sol-
gel method, and the coordination state of Ge
atoms in the glass was examined by Ge-EXAFS
using high luminous X-ray at the Photon
Factory,

Experimental

High purity Ge(0*C4H9")4 (99.999 %) and
NaOCHs (28wt% in methanol) were used as
starting materials. The alkoxide mixture
corresponding to the oxide composition of
20Na2O • 80GeO2 (moI%) was diluted with anhy
drous ethanol, and then another solution
consisting of water, llCl and ethanol was
added dropwise to the former solution while
stirred and cooled in the water/ice bath.
The molar ratio of water ethanol and HCl to
Ge alkoxide was 2.0, 20 and 0.005, respec
tively, in the final solution. The mixed
solution was kept standing in the room for
gelation in a tight-sealed container. The

solution set to gel in two days. Aftar aging
in the room for one day, the gel was trans
ferred to 60C-oven for drying. The xerogel
thus obtained was heat-treated to 400^1 with a
heating rate of 5t/min, and held there for 10
min. The heated specimen was X-ray amorphous
and had a chemically analyzed composition of
21.8Na20 • 78.2Ge02 in mol%. In the neighbor
hood of the Ge K-absorption edge (11.1036
keV), X-ray absorption measurement of the as-
prepared and 40dt:-heated gel samples were
performed at BL-IOB. White X-ray generated
by Synchrotron was monochromated using
Si(311) crystal monochromater. Two ioniza-
tion chambers were used to detect the inci

dent and transmitted beams. Hexagonal Ge02
(h-GeOa) crystal and melt-derived GeOa glass
were used as reference of four-fold coordi

nated Ge** ion, and tetragonal Ge02 (t-GeG2)
crystal as that of six-fold coordinated one.

Results

Figure 1 shows the RDF curves of as-
prepared and 40Cfb-heated 20Na2G • 80GeG2 gels,
together with those of melt-derived GeG2
glass, t—GeG2 and h—GeG2. Since phase si lift
parameter is not taken into consideration hi
the radial distribution function (RDF)
curves, RDF peaks appear at lower r position
than real position. In the figure, each
sample except t-GeOa crystal has a peak at
1.40A. The first peak for t-GeG2 crystal is
located at larger distfuice as 1.53A, because
the Ge-G distance in octahedral GeGe is
longer than that of tetrahedral GeG4. Peaks
of as-prepared gel and 400t:-heated gel are
broader than those of glass and h-GeG2 crys
tal, suggesting that two types of coordina
tion states exist in these seunples. Table 1
shows the coordination number of Ge** atom,
the corrected inter-atomic distances and
Debye—Waller factors, respectively, obtahied
from non-linear least square fitting of the
first RDF peak. The average content of six
fold coordinated Ge atoms is 45% in the as-
prepared gel and 35% in the 400t: heated gel.
These values are higher than that of melt-
derived 20Na2G • 80GeO2 glass, in which the
fraction of six-fold coordinated Ge** is 25%.
Reference

1) A. O. Ivanov and K. S. Evstropiev ; Dokl.
Akad. Nauk, SSSR, 145(1962)797
2) K. Kamiya, T. Yoko, Y. Itoh and S. Sakka ; J.
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t-GeO

heated

h-GeO?

0 1 2 3 4,5
r/A

Figure 1. RDF curves

Table 1. non-linear least square fitting results
rl(A) r2(A) a 1 a 2 Nc M6(X) eve.(I)

Gel 1. 75 1.88 0.052 0.09 4.8 40 45

1.75 1.88 0.054 0.087 5.0 50

400*C 1.75 1.87 0.060 0.095 4.5 25 35

hea ted 1. 75 1.87 0.047 0.096 4.9 45

(less 1. 74 0.048 4.2

h ~Ge 0 2 1.74 0.049 —

t-Ge02 1.88 0.054 — ——-
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introduction

Formation of uniform and well defined surface
oxide species are expected when uniform and
well characterized metal oxide supports and
precursors are employed in the preparation of
supported metal oxide catalysts. Zeolites are
widely appreciated as potential matrices for
these purposes because of their homogeneous
pore structures at a molecular level. In our

previous reports [l], it has been shown by
using EXAFS that photo- or thermal oxidation of
Mo(CO)0 encaged in NaY zeolite results in the
formation of molybdenum oxide dimer species,
M02O6, under mild reaction conditions. The
photo- and thermal oxidations were found to
provide the identical oxide species. The
thermal stability of the dimer structure was
examined in detail, indicating a considerably
high stability even at 673 K so long as in the
presence of gaseous oxygen. In order to study
the effects of the pore size and framework
structure of the host zeolite upon the
structure of molybdenum oxide species, Mo(CO)0
encaged in cation exchanged NaY, KL, or EMT
was conducted in the present report.

Experimental
After evacuation at 673 K, zeolite was exposed
to a Mo(C0)6 vapor at room temperature for 16
h. Thermal oxidation was carried out at the
oxygen pressure of 150 Torr and 343-373 K. The
Mo K-edge EXAFS spectra were measured at room
temperature on the BL-lOB instrument of the
Photon Factory in KEK. The EXAFS spectra were
obtained without exposing the sample to air by
using an in situ EXAFS cell having Kapton
windows. Data analysis was carried out using a
plane wave approximation.

Results and Discussion
Shown in Fig.l are the FTs of the Mo K-edge
EXAFS for the molybdenum oxide species
fabricated in zeolite pores. Obviously, the
formations of both Mo-0 and Mo-Mo bondings are
observed for the oxide species at ca. 0.13 and
0.28 nm (not corrected for phase shift),
respectively. In the case of dealuminated Y
zeolite and, probably, EMT, two Mo-Mo bondings
are present, suggesting two kinds of molybdenum
dimer species or larger cluster size of
molybdenum oxide. Table 1 shows the Mo-Mo bond
distance and coordination number of the
molybdenum oxide species calculated by curve
fitting techniques. It is apparent that the Mo-
Mo bond distance depends on the cation and
framework structure of the host zeolite. A
comparison between NaY. KY, and CsY indicates
that the Mo-Mo bond distance decrease with
increasing the extent of congestion of the pore,
suggesting strong interactions between the dimer
species and the extra framework cations. With
KL, molybdenum dimer species are formed in
parallel to the one-dimensional pore, taking

into account for a considerably long Mo-Mo
distance and the pore diameter. The presence of
two kinds of Mo-Mo bond for dealuminated Y
zeolite may suggest a formation of the dimer of
the dimer species. (Mo2O0)2. because of the lack
of the interactions with cations for the
stabilization of the dimer species. It is
concluded that the structure of molybdenum oxide
species can he fine tuned by varying the cation
and framework structure of the host zeolite. At
present, we are carrying more detailed analyses
of the EXAFS results and studying catalytic
properties of the molybdenum oxide species
encaged in zeolite.

Table 1 Mo-Mo Bond Distance and Coordination
Number for Molybdenum Oxide Species Encaged in
Zeolite as Derived from the Mo K-edge EXAFS
Results

Zeolite CN R/nm
NaY 1.0 0.323
KY 0.5 0.322
CsY 0.8 0.319

KL 1.1 0.330
de-Ai Y 1.2 0.334

0.4 0.358
EMT 0.6 0.323

0.3 0.358

EMT

Dfilumlnalcd fau)a

(SI/AI- 3<0)

Fig.l FT for molybdenum oxide species encaged in
zeo1i te.
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Introduction

The pyrochlore-type bismuth ruthe-
nate Bi2Ru20y shows metallic Pauli-para-
magnetism, whereas the rare-earth ruthe-
nates LnoRuoO^ are all semiconductors.2^7
Recently, their pyrochlore ruthenate
solid-solutions Bi LnjjRu207 have been2-x
synthesized and reported that their
conductivity varies from metallic to
semiconducting behavior between x=1.2-1.4

In this compositional region, a semi
conductor-metal transition was observed

at 40-80K for the systems of Ln=Pr, Nd
and Sm. This is considered to be due to

an increase of the Ru-0 bond length and
of the distortion of RuOg octahedra with
a reduction of the (Bi,Ln)-0 length by X-
ray Rietveld analyses. However, since
both Bi and Ln occupy the crystallograph-
ically equivalent site, individual
changes of Bi-0 and Ln-0 are not clear
yet. In this study, the local structures
around Bi, Nd and Ru in Bi2_x'^dx^*^2^7
are analyzed by XAFS spectroscopy.

Experimental
Samples were prepared by a solid-

state reaction among Bi202, Nd202 and
RUO2 to form pyrochlore Bi2_x^^x^'^2^7
solid-so1utions. Transmission X-ray
absorption spectra near Ru K-edge have
been obtained at the BL-lOB station with

a channel-cut Si(311) monochromater.
Those near Bi L^- and Nd L^-edges have
been obtained at the BL-7C station with a

double crystal Si(111) monochromator. The
XAFS data analyses were performed using
^^e Program Library written by Dr. Sakane

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows variation of the Ru
K-XANES spectrum as a function of parame
ter X. The threshold energy in the Ru K-
edge did not change. However, the shapes
of spectra gradually varied. It has been
clarified that the distortion of RuOg
octahedra proceeds with an increase of x,
i.e., the angle among O-Ru-0 in the RuOg
is almost 90° at x=0.0 and that is 84.5
at x=2.0 The continuous change of the
shape of the spectra would occur due to
this distortion.

Figure 2 shows composition depend
ence of Bi-0 and Nd-0 distances by XAFS
analyses, together with (Bi,Nd)-0 by X-
ray Rietveld analyses. The (Bi,Nd)-0
decreased linearly in the region of
0£x£l. 4 and 1.4<x_<2.0, respectively. The
Nd-0 remained to be 2.47A independent of
X. The Bi-0 did not change, having the

value of 2.54A in a compositional region
of 0^x_<1.2, but slightly decreased in
that of x^l.4. The expected Bi-0 distance
calculated frem their effective ionic
radius is 2.55A These facts indicate

that the Bi-0 in the solid-solutions is

compressed in the region where the elec
trical conductivity is semiconductive.

References

1) R.Kanno et al., J. Solid State Chem.,
102, 106 (1993).
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Photon Energy / eV
Fig.l Variation of the Ru K-XANES spec
trum in Bi2_xNdjjRu207.
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Fig.2 Composition dependence of Bi-0 and
Nd-O distances by XAFS.
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Introduction

It is well known that La2-x^''xC^"04 (LSCO) is one of
the oxide high-Tc superconductors and has a variety of
phases changed by temperature and Sr content x.
Recently, Sugai et aO^ investigated phonons in LSCO
systematically by means of Raman and infrared
spectroscopy It was found that only at superconductor
compositions the inversion symmetry of phonons was
broken by the do|>ed carriers. XAFS studies on LSCO
were reported and no structural transititm occurred in the
temperature range between 4K to SOOK.^l The anomaly
of the Debye-Waller factor at Tc , however, was rejxjrted
in YBa2Cu307.y In their XAFS study to investigate
the local stnicture of the Cu02 plane in LSCO crystal

near Tc. Kasatani et al^^ reported anomalous behavior of
the Lai 95Sro 05CUO4 single crystal. The Cu-O bond

length expanded below 60K, supporting that this behavior
is related to the superconductive state.

Experimental

Detailed description of the experimental procedure was
written in the literature.^ 1 The Polarized XAFS
experiments around Cu K-absorption edge in
La2-xSrxCu04 with X=0.05 at the temperature ranging
from 3(X)K to 15K.

Laj.Sr.CuO^
x=(l.05

energy (keV)

Fig.l EXAFS spectra for the single crystal
Lai .95Sro.05Cu04.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the EXAFS spectra of
La] ,95Sro.05^^04. XAFS signals k^x(l^) and Fourier
transfonuated radial distribution functions were obtained.

The least-squares fit using the Fourier filtered One-shell
model is assumed. Figure 2 shows the temperture
dejiendence of tlie Cu-O bond length determined from this
analysis. The result^) of La] .95Sro 05CUO4 is also
shown. In this work, it is not found the elongation of
the Cu-O Ixmd length of below 60K, suggesting that the
behavior of the Lai pSro. 1CUO4 below 60K suppots the
stnicture of the superconducting phase. In order to know
further, two-shell model fitting is now progressing.

Reference.s
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There is growing interest in the COj
usage due to energe crisis, the
greenhouse effect and the COj being a big
Carbon source. COj hydrogenation is an
important pathway solving above problem.
In the early of eighty most of research
works were focused on the COj
methanation''". It is very significant if
CO2, can be hydrogenate into alcohol,
hydrocarbons, even to gasoline. Recently
it has been reported that C^-C,
hydrocarbons were produced during COj
hydrogenation using Rh/NbjOj catalysts and
iron catalysts^'*'. In our laboratory it
has been found that the selectivity of C^^
hydrocarbons is higher to 35% when the CO2
conversion is about 15% even at the
atmospheric pressure for supported
Fe/ZSM-5 catalysts. In this report, the
structural change of iron system zeolite
catalysts using in CO2 hydrogenation at
various reaction time were characterized
by EXAFS technique.

The 15% Fe/ZSM-5, 15%Fe-»-10% Cu/ZSM-5,
15%Fe-H0%Cu-^2.5%Ru/ZSM-5 catalysts of
various reaction time were prepared in
such procedure. The supported iron system
zeolite catalysts with impregnation were
reduced at 773K for 4 hours in a stream

of H2''', decreased to 550K, and then flown
through reaction gas composed of
C02:H2=1:4 and the GHSV was 6000 ml h' g'.
Fe/ZSM-5(2h) represented the 15%Fe/ZSM-5
catalyst used two hours in CO2
hydrogenation. The Fe K-edge EXAFS
spectra of iron system zeolite catalysts
were measured on the BL-lOB in the
National Laboratory of High Energy
Physics (KEK, Tsukuba). with the electron
beam energy of 2.5 GeV and the stored
current in the range of 360-260mA. Data
were collected in transmission mode using
ion chambers of nitrogen(85%) and
argon(15%) mixed gas at room temperature.
Monochromater is Si(111) double flat
crystals. Energy resolution is about 2eV
at Fe K-edge.

Fe K-edge EXAFS absorption spectra of
catalysts were analyzed by background
removal, fitting, E-*k transformation, and
then X(k)k' was fast fourier transformed.
The obtained Radial distribution
Functions of catalysts were shown in
Fig.l. The Fe powder is bcc a-Fe, the RDF
of a-Fe has an evident characteristic,
three intensive peak(R=2.2oA, 3.66A,
4.44A) in the range of 1.5-5.oA, the
amplitude intensity of the third peak is

about 60% as that of the first peak and
two times higher than that of the second
peak. The RDFs of catalysts used in CO2
hydrogenation were different from that of
a-Fe. The main peak amplitude intensity

in the RDF of Fe/ZSM-5 (2h) is seriously
decreased and value R at 2.10A is O.loA
shorter than that of a-Fe.The RDF of

Fe-Cu/ZSM-5(2h) and Fe-
are similar to that of
there was not an evident
the reaction time is

increased from 2h to 24h. It can be found
a weak peak at I.5A in the RDF of Fe/ZSM-
5(24h), which is corresponding to Fe-C
coordination. The EXAFS results show that
the a-Fe was changed to iron carbide in
Fe/ZSM-5 and Fe-Cu/ZSM-5 catalysts after
they were used in CO2 hydrogenation. The
RDF of Fe-Cu-Ru/ZSM-5(24h) catalyst is
still the same as that of Fe powder, the
results indicated that Ru can enormously
retard the change from bcc a-Fe to iron
carbide in CO2 hydrogenation, but Cu can
not hinder the bcc a-Fe to turn into iron
carbide.
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Fig.l The RDFs of catalysts
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In recent year, much attentions have
been paid for the metal boride and metal
phosphide ultra fine amorphous powders
were prepare by Chemical reduction'"',
owing to their higher catalytic activity
and selectivity for hydrogenation.
Amorphous Ni-P alloy powder can be
prepared in wide composition range, and
all the alloying elements are uniformly
dispersed in a chemically homogeneous
environment. These features make it
possible to design novel catalysts by
addition of sufficient amount of
necessary elements. In previous paper'^',
it was found that the addition of a
little amount of tungsten in the Ni-P
amorphous powder, makes the
hydrogenation activity of Ni-W-P powder
different from the of Ni-P powder. In
this report, EXAFS was used to study the
structural change of amorphous Ni-P and
Ni-W-P powders following the tungsten
content.

The amorphous Ni-W-P powder were
prepared by chemical reduction method,
the mixtures of nickel acetate and
sodium tungstate were reduced by sodium
hypophosphite in buffered aqueous
solution at 363K. The powders with

different composition were obtained by
varying the concentration of nickel
acetate in the solution'^'. The Ni K-edge
EXAFS spectra of the Ni-P and Ni-W-P
amorphous powders were measured on the
BL-lOB in the National Laboratory of
High Energy Physics (KEK, Tsukuba). with
the electron beam energy of 2.5 GeV and
the stored current in the range of 360-
260mA. Data were collected in
transmission mode using ion chambers of
nitrogen(85%) and argon(15%) mixed gas
at room temperature. Monochromater is
Si (111) double flat crystals. Energy
resolution is about 2eV at Ni K-edge.

Fig.l Shows the radial structural
functions(RDF) of Ni foil, crystallized
NijP, Ni-P and Ni-W-P powders, which were
obtained from their x(k)k' by fast
fourier transformation. The RDF results

of C-Ni,P and Ni foil show a remarkable
differences. There are three stronger
peaks in the RDF of fee structural Ni
foil, the strongest peak is at 2.16A,
the other two stronger peaks were at
4.02A and 4.60A respectively. There is
not the fee structural feature in C-NijP
RDF which can only be found a main peak
at 2.00A and a very weak peak at 3.sA in
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the region of 1~6A. The main peak
amplitude intensity of C-NijP is about
five times lower and its value R is
0.16A shorter than those of Ni foil. For
the amorphous Ni-W-P sample, it can be
seen that there are only first-near-
neighbor peak in their RDF, suggesting
complete amorphicity since peaks from
more distant neighbors are absent. In
the samples of NigjP,,, NiM^Wo^P,,, Nigo.sWi.sPig
their amplitude and value R are
gradually decreased following the
tungsten content increase, they are 260.
2.08A; 208, 2.O5A; 178, 2.00A
respectively. The EXAFS results indicate
that tungsten can increase the
amorphicity of Ni-P and make P more
uniformly disperse in first-near-
neighbor coordination of Ni atom.

Acknowledgments: We would like to
thank the National Laboratory of High
energy Physics(KEK, Tsukuba) gives us
the machine time for EXAFS measurement.
This work was supported in part by
National Natural Science Foundation of
China.
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Design of cataljlic active sites has some advantages to

understand the relationship befv\'een the structure and the

activity. Novel synthesized cluster, [n-Bu4N]2[{('n^-

C4H7)2Rh}2 (V40i2)]^^ (Rh-VO cluster) is a potential model
of supported metal catalyst, because Rh coordinates to the

V4O12 framework in this cluster. Rh-VO cluster attached on

Si02 (Rh-V0/Si02) catalyzed ethene hydroformylation and

propene selective oxidation. In this study, we investigated the

structure of the Rh-VO cluster attached on Si02 by Rh-K and

V-K edge EXAFS and discussed the relationship between

their structures and catalytic activities.

The Rh-VO cluster attached on Si02 (Rh-V0/Si02)

was prepared by mixing of the CH2CI2 solution of the cluster

with pre-evacuated Si02 at 573 K. Then the mixture was

stirred overnight, followed by the removal of the solvent.

Samples were pressed in disks and put into cells with Kapton

windows. These samples were treated under vacuum, O2, and

reaction conditions. Rh-K edge EXAFS were measured at

BL-lOB and V-K edge EXAFS were measured at BL-7C in

transmission mode. Program EXAFS2-^ with theoretical

parameters were used for the analysis.

Figure.1 shows Fourier Transform of Rh-K and V-K

edge EXAFS function x(k)*k^ of Rh-VO cluster. The FT of

Rh-K edge EXAFS gives a peak at 1.8 Awhich assigned to
mixed contribution of Rh-C and Rh-0. On the other hand, the

FT of V-K edge EXAFS gives peaks at 1.4 A and 1.6 A. The

peak at 1.4 A could be assigned to contribution of terminal
V=0 and the peak at 1.6 A could be assigned to contribution
of bridge V-0.

Table. 1 shows structural parameters derived by curve

fitting of Fourier filtered EXAFS function. The Coordination

number (C.N.) of Rh-C of Rh-VO cluster remained

unchanged by the attachment on Si02 surface. When the

sample was evacuated at 413 K, C.N. of Rh-C was

decreased, but the parameters of Rh-0 and distance of Rh-C

was almost the same. When the sample was evacuated at 523

K, contribution of Rh-C and Rh-0 was decreased, and a new

peak appeared at 2.4 A, which could be assigned to
contribution of Rh-Rh. The value of parameters under O2

atmosphere was almost the same as that under vacuum. The

structural parameters of the Rh-V0/Si02 under the

hydroformylation and oxidation condition were similar to

those before reaction. These results suggest that V4O12

framework of the cluster remained under the reaction

conditions. Ontheotherhand, T13-C4H7 ligands on Rh site of

the cluster desorbed gradually by the heat treatment.

The Rh-V0/Si02 evacuated at 413 K was the most

active catalyst for ethene hydroformylation and that exposed to

13.3 kPa of O2 at 353 K was the most active catalyst for

propene oxidation forward acetone among the series of Rh-

V0/Si02 catalysts pretreated under various conditions.

Results of EXAFS and kinetic experiment showed that

catalytic property of Rh-VO clusters depended on the state of

coordination around the Rh atoms of the Rh-VO clusters. The

Rh sites with two t|3-C4H7 ligands were active for oxidation
and the Rh sites with one t|̂ -C4H7 ligands were active for

hydroformylation. In situ EXAFS studies revealed the active

structure of the Rh-VO clusters.
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Fig.l FT ofEXAFS function X(k)*k^ ofRh-VO cluster.

Sample abs. -bks. C.N. R/A

Rh-VO Rh-C 2.59 2.19

/BN Rh-0 1.44 2.07

Rh-V0/Si02 Rh-C 0.71 2.17

evac. 413K Rh-0 0.81 2.06

Rh-V0/Si02 Rh-C 1.53 2.17

+O2 353K Rh-0 1.22 2.06

Rh-VO V=0 1.28 1.65

/BN V-0 0.98 1.82

Rh-V0/Si02 V=0 1.23 1.64

evac. 413K V-0 1.00 1.84

Rh-V0/Si02 V=0 1.57 1.64

+O2 353K V-0 1.25 1.82

FT-k : 3.5-12 /A-i (Rh-K edge), 3.5-14 /A*' (V-K edge)
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Introduction

X-ray absorption spectroscopics have contributed to the elucidation

of the structure and the electronic state of electrode surfaces Yet it

has been difficult to apply them to tlie electrode during electrolyses

because of the gas evolution In order to extend the potential

window where the spectroscopy can be applied, developing the

spectroelectrochemical cell in the gas evolving region is

indispensable. Spectra are disturbed by gas bubbles sticking to the

surface We propose here a cell for XAFS of electrodes in the gas

generation and report the change m the electronic state of Pt in the

hydrogen evolving region

Experimental

Carbon supported Pt, which was prepared by ion exchange or

impregnation followed by hydrogen reduction, was molded into disk

shaped electrodes with PTFE (I) Tlie spectroelectrochemical cell

was illustrated in Figure I. The disturbance of the spectra may be

avoided when the generating gas is removed before it protrudes from

the pores of the electrode. We used a porous PTFE membrane to

separate the evolving gas from the electrode by the vacuum

evacuation. The reference electrode and the electrolyte solution used

were Ag/AgCl and 0.26 M H2SO4, respectively X-ray absorption

spectra were measured at BL-lOB in a transmission mode The data

analysis of the spectra were carried out with the conventional method.

Results and Discu.ssion

Fig 2 shows the Lt edge spectrum recorded in the new cell in

comparison with those by tlie conventional cell where hydrogen

evolves freely. A kind of a cycle seems overlaid on the spectrum at -

0 3 V in (a) This is probably attributed to the life of the bubble

sticking to the photon irradiated area At -0 4 V m (b) this cycle was

rather destroyed probably due to the fast generation of the hydrogen

gas. The spectrum measured in the new cell in Fig I witli backside

evacuation ( Fig. 2(c)) shows the complete removal of the noise.

The EXAFS spectra require higher signal to noise ratio than the
allowance in XANES spectra We succeeded in measuring

analyzable spectrum until -0 6 V Tlie structural parameters at -0.1 V

(hydrogen region) and -0 6 V which were determined by those

analyses are listed in Table I No change in the structural parameters

was observed

The intensities of white lines at L2 and Li edges for all electrodes

gradually decreased according as the cathodic potential Because no

structure transformation was observed in EXAFS, the electrostatic

interaction between cations and electrons at the surface is more

probable rather than the chemical reaction at the particles such as

adsorption or reduction

(a)

D
N

A

K RC
\

(b)

/

s

F

\

I

\ vacuum

vacuum

Fig 1 XAPS cell for gas evolving electrodes (a) Cross sectional

view (b) sample and its supporting head. A. X-ray, B: capton

window, C; counter electrode, D; electrolyte, E; current feeder, F: O-

ring, G: porous teflon membrane, H: carbon fnt, I; teflon shrinking

tube, J; inert gas inlet, K: gas outlet, R: reference electrode and S;

sample electrode.

11629

Fig. 2 Raw edge spectra of electrode B (r=l .5nm) at the hydrogen
evolving regions, (a) measured in a conventional cell at -0.3 V, (b):
that at -0.4 Vand (c): measured intlie cell inFig. I at -0,4 V.

Table I. Structural parameters of first Pt-Pt shell.

E/V -0.1 -0 6

electrode N r/nm a N r/nm a

A (r=0 8 nm) 8.9 0.277 0039 8.9 0.277 0.044

8 (r=l .5 nm) 8 3 0.274 0060 8.4 0.274 0.066

C (r=3.7 nm) 6 4 0.271 0.075 6.3 0.271 0.078
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Introduction

Infinite layered superconductors are attracting

attention because of their expected high Tc and

their very simple crystal structure where CuOg
conduction planes are interleaved only with ions

2 + 2 +
such as Sr . Ca and so on. We had found out an

electron-doped infinite-layered superconductor Sr^_
La CuO- (x<0. 12) with Tc (onset) =43K applying highy- ^ 2 ~ i)

pressure synthesis . Neutron diffraction study

showed that its average crystal structure was an

ideal infinite layer structure without any defects
2)

including oxygen sites at room temperature . The

measurement in low temperature was not possible

because the sample amount was very small due to the

high pressure synthesis. In the present study,

EXAFS study was performed on the infinite-layered

Sr, La CuO_ (0<x<0. 12) down to 20K.
1 -X X 2 - -

Experimental

Samples were prepared under high pressure as de

scribed in our previous manuscript . XAFS measure

ments were performed at room temperature, 150K,

70K, 43K, 40K and 20K. The data analysis were
3)

carried out using the program XAFS and CURFIT .

Results and Discussion

Fourier transforms for Cu K-edge XAFS of Sr^_^La^-
CuOj(0<x<) at room temperature could be explained
assuming an infinite layer structure. The first,

second and third nearest neighbor peaks around

2. OA, 3. 2A and 3. 9A could be assigned to Cu-0, Cu-

Sr and Cu-Cu distances, respectively. The radial

distribution spectrum did not change down to 20K on

the undoped SrCu02. However on the doped
Srjj gLag iCuOj superconductor, the first nearest
Cu-b peak seemed to shift to longer side with
lowering temperature as shown in Fig. I.The devia

tion was more prominent below Tc. There was no

explicit change on Cu-Sr and Cu-Cu peaks. The

oxygen atoms may slightly deviate above and below

the CuOg conduction plane in low temperature on the
Srg gLag .|Cu02 superconductor. Debye-Waller factors
(7 (0) continuously decreased with lowering tempei

ature on both samples (x=0, x=0. 1). There was no

anomalous change around Tc. Enhancement of Debye-

Waller factor had been reported on apical oxygen on
4)hole-doped superconductor such as YBa2CugOy . The

oxygen in CUO2 conduction plane did not change even
in those hole-doped cases. The present doped sample

showed larger Debye-Waller factors at any tempera

tures than the undoped SrCu02. The doped supercon

ductor had a much smaller gradient d<7 /dT than the

undoped sample. The smaller gradient may support

the oxygen deviation form the CUO2 plane. The
situation around Sr might also change with tempera

ture. Sr K-edge XAFS spectra suggested slight

changes of Sr-0 peak shape and distance. The dis

tance was 2.595A at room temperature and 2.623A at

20K. It was 2.597A and 2.608A, respectively on the

undoped SrCu02. The CUO2 layers may be buckling in
low temperature as assumed on Nd„ Ce CuO by

5) 2-x X y '
neutron powder diffraction .
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Fig. 1 Fourier transforms of Cu K-edge XAFS on

|Cu02 at various temperature.
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Introduction

The coordination chemistry of cyanoximes
of the general formula HONC(CN)-R has been
developed during the past ctecade. Cyanoximes are
ambidentate ligands. They can coordinate via the
{N} or {O} atom of the NO group to form bridges or
five membered chelate rings through the {N} atom
of the NO and the {O} or {S} atom of the amide or
thioamide groups. Several cyanoximes and their
metal complexes show biological activity and
antimicrobal properties. Ligands with heterocyclic
substituents are used in analytical chemistry. This
paper describes the local structure of parent (I, V)
nickel(II)-amino, and -dimethylamino cyanoxime,
and the structure of several mixed ligand (IT, III. IV,
VI, VIL VIII) complexes formed with 2-, 3- and 4-
picoline as second ligand.

Experimental
EXAFS spectra were measured in solid state

at room temperature around Ni K-edge (8.33 keV) in
transition mode using BLIOB station.

Results and Discussion

In the Fourier transforms of all complexes
studied, the first intense peak at 170 pm are due to
the Ni-O and/or Ni-N bonds in the first coordination

shells. The second peak between 230-330 pm is
ascribable to the non-bonding Ni...C and Ni...O
interactions. The second peak is usually splitted into
two, indicating the incsence of one shorter and one
longer non-bonding Ni...C and Ni...O interactions.
In most cases the third peak is also well developed.

In order to estimate the first neighbour
interactions in a quantitative manner, we extracted
the corresponding EXAFS modulation by applying a
window function to ^r) values over 70 pm<r<210
pm followed by Fourier transform to the k space.
The results of the first fit (Nj values in Table 1)
ha\^ shown that all complexes have coordination
number close to six. Finally a multi-shell curve-
fitting was performed. The results are summarized in
Table 1.

The Ni-0,N average bond distances in the
first coordination sphere are not significantly
different from those within the nickel(II)-
hexahydrate (204.5) and from each other. The values
of 202 pm is consistent with the literature

values obtained for octahedral oxygen- and nitrogen
-coordinated nickel(Il) complexes [1]. Another
examples are the Ni(C204)*2H20 [2], the (jn-D-
Man-[Ni2(CH30H)] [N(D-Man)-N,N D-Man)2-N,N-
Me2en]^^ [3] and the octahedral nickel(n)
complexes formed with 2-(polyhydroxy-
alkil)thiazolidine-4-caiboxylic acids [4], where the
Ni-O, or Ni-0,N bond lenghts are 204, 206, 209 and
202 pm, respectively.

Table 1.

Structural parameters for the nickel(Il)
cyanoxime complexes obtained by EXAFS in

solid state.

No. Ni...X Nf N2* r/pm 0

Ni-O 6* 6 202 5.9

I Ni...C 4 274 1,7

Ni...O 4 347 8,4

Ni-N 6,0 6 203 6,2

n. Ni...C 4 291 2,5

Ni...O 4 273 11,4

Ni-O 6,1 6 203 6,4

m. Ni...C 4 262 2,9

Ni...O 4 273 7,0

Ni-O 6,0 6 201 6.7

IV. Ni...C 4 262 3,8

Ni...O 4 291 10,7

Ni-O 6,2 6 200 6,4

V. Ni...C 4 246 3,1

Ni...O 4 308 9,1

Ni-O 6,2 6 202 6,7

VI. Ni...C 4 257 5,9

Ni...O 4 309 6,3

Ni-O 6,1 6 201 6,8

vn. Ni...C 4 261 3,6

Ni...O 4 290 18,8

in the preliminaty fits, r bond distances,
coordination number, o Debye-Waller factor,
Ref.; 1., K.,Ozutsumi, T. Yamaguchi, H. Ohtaki, K.
Tohji, Y. Udagawa; BulL Chem. Soc. .^. 58,
2786(1985). 2., Sync. Rad. in Chem. and Bid. ed. M
J. S. Dewar, 145, p. 131. 3., T. Tanase, F. Shimizu, K.
Marabu, S. Yano, M. Hidai, S. Yoshikawa, Inorg.
Chem., 27, 4085(1988), 4., L. Nagy, S. Yamadiha,
T. Yamaguchi, M Nomura, T. Gajda, H. Wakita, to
be published.
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IntroductiGn

Preparation of a very small Ru cluster entr^jped in the
supercage of NaY zeolite was recently reported in the
laboratory of the present investigators. The results
suggested that the Ru cluster size was controlled very
precisely to within the range of 20 - 60 Ru atoms per
cluster by changing the heating rate and temperature used
for the sample treatment The cluster size measurement
was based on xenon adsorption on the cluster.

The control of metal-cluster size to the level of number
of atoms is very interesting in that the Ru cluster may be
used as an experimental reference to x-ray Eibsorption fine
structure (XAFS) data analysis. This report presents an
interim results on correlation between the Ru-Ru

coordination number (CN) obtained from XAFS and the
average number of Ru atoms per cluster determined from
the xenon adsorption technique.

Experimental
A ruthenium red complex ion was exchanged into NaY

zeolite as described earlier (1,2). This Ru/NaY precursor
was pressed into a disk 10 mm in diameter, heated under
vacuum (ixiG^ Pa), and subsequently reduced in flowing
H2 to give a small Ru cluster entrapped inside of the zeolite
supercage. The Ru content was 8.0 atoms per unit cell of
zeolite.

Subsequently, xenon adsorption was measured in situ as
described earlier (1,2). XAFS spectrum was also taken in
situ under a H2 atmosphere, above the Ru K edge at room
temperature with the use of Beamline lOB at the Photon
Factory in Tsukuba.

Results and Discussion
Two xenon adsorption isotherms were obtained for each

Ru/NaY sample at 296 K. The first adsorption isotherm
was measured on clean surface without the chemisorption of
other gases. The second adsorption isotherm was measured
on the same sample with irreversibly chemisorbed hydrogen
on Ru, by treating the sanple in the following way: the
sample was equilibrated with Ktz at 296 K for 30 min, and
subsequently evacuated at 296 K for 1 h before the xenon
adsorption measurement

The chemisorption of other species such as H and O
inhibited direct, strong ( JHads=lO-l5 kcal mof') adsorption
of xerwn on the Ru surface, leading to a decrease in the Xe
adsorption quantity. It was noticeable that the decrease in
xenon adsorption corresponded to a quantity of strongly
adsorbed xenon on the Ru surface. The number of such
xenon atoms per Ru (Le. Xe/Ru value) was very sensitive
to the cluster size. Furthermore, the number of Ru atoms
consisting of the cluster was determined from the Xe/Ru
value by using space-filling model. The details are
described elsewhere (1,2).

A number of Ru/NaY samples were obtained in the
present work using same Ru/NaY precursor and changing
the heating rate during the initial evacuation of the
precursor. All other experimental conditions were
unchanged. The number of Ru atoms per cluster was then
determined for each sample by using the aforementioned
xenon adsorption technique. The results indicated that the
number of Ru atoms per cluster was controlled for the
average value to range within 20-60, decreasing the number
with increasing the heating rate.

Curve fitting of the XAFS data was performed with
UWXAFS2 FORTRAN program package (3) by using Ru
agglomerate (100x20 nm) supported on the external surface
of Y zeolite crystal. The CN from curve fitting is plotted
against the number of Ru atoms per cluster from xenon
adsorption in Fig. 1. There is a good correlation between
the CN from EXAFS and the average number of Ru atoms
per cluster from xenon adsorption measurement However,
the CN from EXAFS is significantly smaller than the true
value of CN for a nearly spherical cluster consisting of the
same number of atoms. Their difference may be due to
asymmetric pair distribution function that causes
underestimation of CN in EXAFS curve fitting for a small
cluster as suggested by Clausen et al. (4). Another possible
cause of the discrepancy may be related to the amplitude
transferability. Structure of a very small suRxirted Ru
cluster may be reconstructed due to metal-support
interactioa The amplitude function in such a case may not
be transferable from standard to sample. The present
results from curve fitting indicate a contraction in Ru-Ru
interatomic distance for the Ru cluster, supporting this
possibility. Further works on EXAFS are being performed
without chemisorbed H under helium atmospheres and also
at low temperatures, in order to clarify the apparent
discrepancy between the EXAFS and xenon adsorption.

a 6.0

TO 20 30 40 60 60

No. of Ru Atoms per Cluster

Fig. 1. Ru-Ru coordination number (open circle) obtained
from EXAFS curve fitting is plotted against the number of
Ru atoms per cluster determined from xenon adsorption.
The dotted curve represents theoretical value of coordination
number for nearly spherical clusters consisting of the same
number of atoms.
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Introduction

XANES spectroscopy has been extensively applied to the
copper site in the high-Tc superconductors because of its
sensitivity to the local electronic and geometrical
environments of the proved atom. But there still exist
controversies with regard to the interpretation of spectral
features.^ In the present study, we report Cu K-edge
XANES spectra of the compounds La2Lio 5CU0 5O4 and
LaCu03, in which Cu'" ions are stabilized in a strongly
distorted tetragonal site and a regular octahedral one,
respectively. And also a comparison of XANES spectra for
both compounds with those for Nd2Cu04 and La2Cu04
could allow us to understand more explicitly how the fine
structures of Cu K-edge XANES spectrum could be
changed with respect to the electronic configurations (Cu"
and Cu'"), the bonding natures including the local
symmetries.

Experimental
X-ray absorption experiments were carried out at the

beam line lOB of Photon Factory, running at 2,5GeV with a
stored current of ca. 300~360mA. A Si(3ll) channel-cut
monochromator was used. The resolution was

approximately 0.77eV at the energies of this work. All Cu
K-edge x-ray absorption spectra were recorded in a
transmission mode at room temperature.

Results and Discussion

Local symmetries on Cu site and (Cu-0) bond distances
were investigated through EXAFS analysis. According to
the EXAFS analysis, the (Cu-0) bond distance observed for
LaCu03's 1.94(6)A , which is in good agreement with that
by neutron diflfraction ( 1.9511(3)A ) or by x-ray diffraction
(1.94(3)A). And two (Cu-0) bond distances of 1.82(4) and
2.21(8)A were obtained for La2Lio 5CU0 5O4.

Cu K-edge XANES spectra are shown in Fig. I, where
the zero of energy was chosen to be the first peak position
of the Cu foil edge spectrum (8980.3eV). As expected,
there is a significant shift of the edge position between the
Cu"- and the Cu'"-compounds. Though Cu K-edge XANES
spectrum of LaCu03 already reported by Webb et. al,^
they ruled out the existence of Cu"' through comparison
with compounds containingCu" ions. But it should be noted
that main edge jumps above A for La2Lio 5CU0 5O4 and
La2Cu04 are separated by 1.8eV, whereas shifts of B and C
are 1.9eV and 3eV, respectively. Therefore it is clear that
valence state assignments based on the position of main
edgejump frequently used by many authors are problematic
since each molecular orbital state experiences the crystal
field effect differently by the evolution of valence state.
Now, it is proposed that the centroid position between B
and C could be correlated with the copper valence state. In
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the present study, the centroid positions between B and C
for Nd2Cu04 and La2Cu04 show almost the same value of
ll.97eV and l2.07eV, respectively, whereas
LaiLiojCuo 5O4 shows higher value of 14.07eV compared
to l3.3eV for LaCu03. Such a discrepancy might be
associated with their different natures of electron
localization as can be seen from the insulating and metallic
properties for La2Lio 5CU0 5O4 and LaCu03, respectively.
In fact, the copper valence in metallic LaCu03 " '̂ght be
somewhat less than trivalent because of strong hybridization
between copper and oxygen in LaCu03 previously
reported in band-calculation.^ Moreover, the bond in
insulating La2Lio 5CU0 5O4 is less covalent than LaCu03.
Therefore, a tendency of lower energy shift of metallic
compound compared to semiconducting or insulating one
should be considered in determining the valence from
XANES. Moreover, a spectral separation between Cu'" and
Cu" by comparing the centroid positions of
La2Lio 5CU0 5O4 (14.7eV) and Nd2Cu04 (ll .97eV) or
La2Cu04 (12.07eV) is ~2.7eV. Though this value is less
than the theoretically expected one, ~4eV,' it is noteworthy
here that it is the value obtained experimentally for the first
timefrom the well-defined Cu"- andCu'"-sYstems

S 1.5

0.0

5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Energy (eV)

Fig. 1. Comparison of Cu K-edge XANES spectra for
Nd2Cu 04(-- ), La2Cu"04(—), La2Lio 5Cu"'o 5O4 (—) and
LaCu'"03 (-")
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Introduction

Since the L^-edge XANES spectra of transition metals
exhibit prominent features due to the transition from the
2p^/2 level to unoccupied //d states near the Fermi level, it
is expected to obtain informations on empty d states which
are primarily responsible for the variation of local symmetry
and bonding character by ligands. In this regard, a study on
the Lji,-edge XANES of the iridium for the compounds,
La2MgIr06, La2LiIr06 and Ba2Calr06 with the various
oxidation states of Ir'̂ (5d^), Ir^(5d ), and Ir^^(5d^),
respectively, is of great interest. Above model compounds
have the same perovskite structure, where the iridium ions
are stabilized in an octahedral site coordinated by six
oxygen ions. Thus we have performed the systematic
investigation of Ir L,„-edge XANES spectroscopy to reveal
the sensitivityof the XANES technique to (1) the oxidation
state, (2) the crystal field effect and (3) the relationship
between the area of the white line and the unoccupied d
electronic state as well as the spin states (HS or LS).

Experimental
X-ray absorption experiments were carried out at the

beam line lOB of Photon Factory, National Laboratory for
High Energy Physics (KEK-PF), running at 2.5GeV with a
stored current of ca. 300~360mA. A Si(311) channel-cut
monochromator was used. All Ir L,„-edge XANES spectra
were recorded in a transmission mode at room temperature.
The samples were prepared in the form of fine powder
uniformly dispersed onto the adhesive tape by nujol, which
were folded into some layers to obtain an edge step Apt of
less than 1.5 and to eliminate pinhole effects as much as
possible.

Results and Discussion

In Fig. 1, Ir L„i-edge XANES spectra of the perovskite
compounds La2MgIr'̂ 06, La2Lilr^06 and Ba2CaIr^06
including a reference, Ir' O2, exhibit a chemical shift with
the increasing oxidation state as well as a rich asymmetric
structure. The second-derivative spectra allow us clearly to
confirm that the white line feature for each perovskite
compound is really a doublet. Experimentallyand
theoretically '̂"* it has been found that the crystal-field splits
the white line of L,j,-edge XANES. In an octahedral
symmetry, the two peaks in the white line are related to t2g
and eg states. Therefore two well-resolved features
observed in the second-derivatives suggest that the iridium
is stabilized in a regular octahedral site of the perovskite
lattice. But the second-derivative for Ir02 exhibits only one
very broad feature, rather than two independent peaks as in
the perovskite compounds. This might be due to the
structural difference between Ir02 and the perovskite
compounds. Since La2Mglr05, La2LiIr05 and Ba2CaIr06
have an ordered perovskite structure where Mg/Ir, Li/Ir,
and Ca/Ir are ordered in the octahedral site, respectively.
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Ir05 octahedra in these compounds are decoupled from
one another and could be regarded as a sir^le cluster. On
the other hand, a single cluster of [IrOg] " could be no
longer considered for Ir02 with the rutile structure, in
which IrOg octahedra are linked by sharing vertices one
another to form a 3D structure. Thus the XANES spectrum
of Ir02 might be explained by the band model, not by the
single cluster orbital model as we take it as [Ir05]"~ in the
crystal field.

In order to estimate peak positions more accurately,
curve-fitting of a sum of Lorentzian shapes to the second-
derivative spectrum have been performed as shown in Fig.
1(b). And a chemical shift oftransition to t2g state, which is
less sensitive to the crystal field than that to eg one, is quite
linearagainst the changeof the oxidation state. Moreoverit
is concluded that the area of the white line is very sensitive
to the occupation of t2g and e™ states following the change

ig

of the oxidation state, Ir ft ^e Ir^ (t2/egO) ^ Ir^
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Fig. 1. a) Normalized Ir Ljjj-edge XANES spectra for
La2MgIr06( ), La2LiIr06(—-) and Ba2CaIr06( )
and Ir02( ), and b) the corresponding second-
derivatives (—) and the best-fit (—) obtained by the sum
of two Lorentzian functions.
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Introduction

Liquid Te shows metallic behavior, unlike other chalco-
gens which retain semiconducting properties on melt
ing. The origin of the metallicity of liquid Te has not
been clearly understood yet. In a strongly supercooled
state, the metallic nature is expected to change by a
modification of local atomic configuration. It is known
that nano-droplets tend to have a wide ranged super
cooled state because they have lower probability to
contain nucleation sitesU, In order to study the lo
cal structure of liquid Te in supercooled state, we have
performed EXAFS measurements on Te droplets with
various diameter.

Experimental

Sample was prepared by alternating vacuum evapo
ration of Te and NaCl to form isolated Te islands

in NaCl matrix. The size of droplets was deter

mined by electron microscopy. From differential scan
ning calorimetry measurements, it was found that Te
droplets with average diameter 20nm were supercooled
down to 240''C, whch is 210 degrees below the melting
point^^. The specimen was made into a pellet form
with diameter 5mm and thickness about 1mm, and

was sealed in a quartz tube with He gas. EXAFS mea
surements were carried out on Te K-absorption edge
at BL-lOB station.

Results and Discussion

Fig.1(a) shows EXAFS spectra x(h) on Te droplets
with average diameter 20nm at 430°C, 370°C, 310°C,
and 250°C in supercooled state. Fig.l(b) shows the
Amplitude and Phase Corrected Fourier Transforms
(APCFT)^^ of x(h). The range of Fourier transforma
tion is 3.5A~^<k<12.5A~^. At 430°C, the prominent
peak is seen around 2.8A. This indicates that covalent
bonds exist even in the liquid states. With decreas

ing temperature, the relative intensity of the shoulder
around 3.1A to the main peak is reduced. From the
curve fitting analisys of imaginary part of APCFT''^ it
is found that liquid Te has two kinds of covalent bonds
(longer(3.0A) and shorter(2.8A) bonds) within a chain.
Fig.2 shows the fractions of shorter and longer bonds
for Te droplets with various diameter. With decresLS-
ing temperature, the number of longer bonds decreases.
When the size of Te droplets is reduced, larger number
of longer bonds remains in supercooled states.
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Figure.1 (a) EXAFS spectra x(h) for Te droplets of
average diameter 20nmin NaCl matrix, (b) Amplitude
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Results and DiscussionIntroduction

The nickel hydroxide can be oxidized in alkaline
solution yielding electroconductive nickel oxihydroxide.
The redox process reversibly proceeds yielding nickel
hydroxide holding its electroconductivity. The
reversible redox process has been considered to
accompany proton diffusion taking place in the solid-
phase nickel hydroxide. It is known that the oxidation of
/J-Ni(OH)2 destroys its crystaKine structure and that the
reduction of the oxidation product does not recover the
original structure. It is also known that the redox cycles
enhance the conductivity of the Ni compounds. Since
the mechanism of the redox reaction is not fully
understood, the XAFS study was conducted to clarify
the structure changes during the redox
processes! 1,2,3].

Experimental

Samples were prepared by electrochemical
oxidation-reduction processes from /?-Ni(OH)2.

(1) A-NI(OH) z ^ (4)50%-o*ldlzed I
(2)NIOOH

(3)NI(OH) 2
reduction

Typical samples studied are (1)/?-Ni(OH)2 as starting
material, (2)the oxidized /?-Ni(OH)2 in alkaline solution(
NiOOH ), (3)Ni(OH)2 derived by reducing NiOOH in
alkaline solution, and (4)50% oxidized product.

Ni K-edge X-ray absorption spectra by
transmission method have been obtained at BL-10B in

the Photon Factory. The phase shift and backscattering
amplitude value used for the Fourier transform
calculation were taken from the tables by Teo and Lee,
and Mckale et al.

1.5

-0.5

• -(2)NiOOH

_(3)Ni(OH)j
._(4)50%-oxidi zed

J. J. -L X

83 20 83 25 83 30 83 35 83 40 83 45 83 50 83 55 83 60
E/eV

Fig.1 XANES spectra for Ni compounds.
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The normalized XANES spectra shown in Fig.1
indicate considerable shifts in the main peak position.
The peak and the edge energies are in the order of
(1 )<(3)<(4)<(2). The order is that of their oxidation
states. The slight differences in the main-peak position
and the white line intensity between sample(l) and (3)
could be either due to a mixed oxidation state of Ni in (3)
or a different crystal structure of (3) from the starling
material(l). XANES spectra and the fact that the
conductance of sample(3) increases by ten orders[4] in
comparison with that of (1) lead to the conclusion that
the electrochemical redox reaction is not reversible in

the view point of the structure.
The Fourier transform spectra are shown in Fig.2.

Although the XANES spectra for sample(l) and (3)
demonstrate small differences in shape, their FT spectra
could not be distinguished. The FT^ clearly show the
reduction in Ni coordination distances after the

oxidation of Ni. It is interesting to note that the
spectrum for the 50% oxidized sample(4) can not be
reproduced by using the EXAFS spectra for sample(l)
and (2). The sum of the EXAFS spectra for sample(l)
and (2) gives a synthesized FT spectrum to be compared
with that for (4) as shown in Fig.2. The comparison
indicates that the 50% oxidation product is not a simple
mixture of -Ni(OH)2 and NiCK)H, but possibly a mixed
valence compound. The intermediate oxidation state
will be confirmed by further future work.
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Supported [Ru^C] clusters with interstitial carbide carbon were

active forCOhydrogenation' andhydroformylation,^ and the
importance of carbidecarbon for [Ru^C] carbonyl cluster

structure and chemical effect (electron donation) for selective
CO hydrogenation to oxygenates was found by EXAFS, FTIR,

TPD, andkinetic measurements. * In this report we chose the
Ru nitride cluster for ammonia synthesis reaction, which has

beenreported to proceed on morereduced Ru surface.^
[PPN]+[RugN(CO),6]-(D [PPN = N(PPh3)2] was reacted

in pure THE solution with MgO (200 m^ g"') ([Ru^NJ/MgO).
[PPN]+2[Ru6(CO)i8]2- (2). Ru3(CO),2 {T}, orRu(N0)(N03)3
wasalso impregnated on MgOin thesameway ([Ru^/MgO,

[RujJ/MgO, or Ru/MgO). Ru content was 2.3 - 2.6 wt%.

Obtained samples were heated at 773 K as an activation
process. All the process was conducted in argon. The Ru K
edge EXAFS spectra were measured in a transmission mode at
KEK. The procedure of data analysis was described in ref. 1,
using empirical phase shift and amplitude functions extracted
from (Jj, (^, [RuCl2(CO)3]2, RUO2, and Ru powder

The ammonia synthesis raleson [Ru^NJ/MgO wasstrongly

influenced by the reduction temperature in H2 before catalysis

nm (Figure 1). The rates were faster when the reduction
temperature was lower than 588 K. The rates were drastically
reduced from ^H2= 588 to 723 K at each reaction temperature

in Figure 1 (become 0 - 15%). The order of ammonia synthesis
activity was [RugN]/MgO(T < 588 K) > [RUgN]/MgO(T > 723

K) ~ [Rug]/MgO > [Ru3]/MgO > Ru/MgO. Note that the

activityof [RugN]/MgC)(T < 588 K) was more activethan

reported conventional Ru catalysts on MgO, Al2C)3, etc.'̂
The EXAFSspectrawas observed for [RugN]/MgO heated

at 773 K. The curve fitting analysis indicated the EXAFS
oscillation was consitituitcd by two waves of Ru-Ru and Ru-
Og(surface oxygen) bondings. The best fit parameter values are

listed in Table I. The N for Ru-Ru (4.1) was almost identical to
(^ (N = 4). This indicates that six-Ru-atom unit was retained
after heatingat 773 K. This Ru^ was bound to , possibly

through RU3 face and three atoms basedon the valuesof N

(0.9) and r (0.213 nm) for Ru-Og. TPD in H2 showed two

peaks of m/e = 17 (490 and 675 K), and IR peakat 1117cm"'
assignable to [PPN]"*" was reduced around 490 K in H2.
Therefore, interstitial nitrido nitrogen remained by heatingat
773 K and reduction at < 570 K. This nitrido nitrogen was
suggested to play a crucial role in ammonia synthesis reaction
because theTPD peak of NH3 from nitrido N (570 - 695K)

exactly corresponded to the deactivationin Figure 1. Further
EXAFS measurements and analysis for [RugN]/MgO ateach
reduction temperature and for [Rug]/MgO were under
investigations.
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Table1 Best fit parametervaluesby curve fitting analysis of Ru
K edgeEXAFS spectra for [Ru^N]/MgO heated at 773 K.

Ru-Ru Ru-O

N 4.1 0.9

r / nm 0.262 0.213

AE/eV -10 9.1

a/lO'^nm 0.084 0.039

Rf/

600

500-

co

300-

200-

2.6

T n 'F' 1 ^ I

450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

reduction temperature /K

Figure 1. The dependence of ammonia synthesis
rates on reduction temperature of catalysts In H2:
reaction condition; N2 25.3, H2 76.0 kPa, O: 493,
A: 553, •: 588, and •: 623 K.
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Introduction
Ion-exchanged copper/zeolites exhibit catalytic

activity for various reactions. In most of these
reactions, Cu+ ions are considered as active species.
Although CO adsorption is often used as a probe to
clarify the Cu+ species, the resent XAFS studies
have demonstrated that CO adsorption modify the
coordination geometry around metal cluster. In the
present study, the effect of CO adsorption on the
local structure of Cu+ ions in copper/zeolites has
been investigated.

Experimental
Three types of zeolite were used; ZSM-5

(Si/Al=23.3), Y-zeolite (5.5) and mordenite (14.9).
Cu+/zeolite catalysts were prepared by ion-
exchange method with an aqueous (Cu(NH3)4)2^"'"
solution and evacuation at the 973 K. CO
adsorption was carried out at 295 K after the
degassing of samples at 973 K. Cu K-edge XAFS
spectra were obtained at the BL-lOB facility with a
Si(311) channel-cut crystal.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1. shows the XAFS spectra of the
Cu+/zeolite catalyst before and after the addition of
CO or NO. The XANES spectra of copper
compoimds exhibited four kinds of bands due to Is-

3d transition (A), ls-4pz (ls-4p7i*) transition (B),

ls-4px,y (ls-4pa*) transition (C) and multiple
scattering (D). Cu+ZZSM-b and Cu"*"/mordenite
catalysts evacuated at 973 K exhibited a very
strong band due to ls-4pz transition (B) separated
clearly from a band due to ls-4px,y transition (C),
indicating that copper species exist as isolated Cu+
ion with the square planner geometry. These
catalysts evacuated at 973 K exhibited only the
small Cu-0 peak, indicating also that the 4-
coordinate isolated Cu+ ion exists.

In the case of Cu+/ZSM-5 and Cu+/mordenite
catalysts, the CO addition brought about the
remarkable decrease in the intense of the band due
to ls-4pz transition (B). In the FT-EXAFS spectra
of these catalysts, the Cu-0 peak became smaller
and ^shifted to the longer atomic distance (1.5 —>
1.8 A) and the new peaks due to C atom (Cu-C) and
O atom (Cu-C-0*) of adsorbed CO molecule
appeared by the CO addition. These results
indicated that CO molecule adsorb on the isolated
Cu"*" ion strongly enough to distort the Cu"*" square
planner geometry (Scheme). Furthermore FT-IR
and photoluminescence studies indicated that CO
molecules adsorbed on isolated Cu+ ions to form

stable one-on-one Cu+--CO complexes. The NO
addition also decreased the intense of the band due
to ls-4pz transition (B) and formed the Cu-O-Cu
peak, indicating the aggregation of copper species.
On the other hand, there was no significant change
in XANES and FT-EXAFS spectra of Cu+/Y-zeolite
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catalyst after the CO addition, indicating that CO
molecule can not adsorb on Cu+-Cu+ dimmer
species.

In conclusion, in-situ XAFS studies indicate
that CO molecule can adsorbed on only isolated Cu"*"
ion to distort the square-planner geometry and
form stable one-on-one Cu^-CO complexes.

r
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Figure 1. The XANES and FT-EXAFS spectra,
(a) CU+/ZSM-5 prepared at 973 K, (b) Cu+/ZSM-5
after the addition of CO (>20 Torr), (c) Cu+ZZSM-b
after the addition of NO (>20 Torr), (d) Cu+ZY-
zeolite after the addition of CO.
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Scheme. The modification of the coordination
geometry of the isolated Cu"^ ion with square
planner geometry by the CO addition.
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Introduction

The characterization of ion-exchanged
copper/zeolite has been extensively studied.
Especially, XAFS spectroscopy is useful to
investigate the local environment around copper
ion. However, the coordination geometry of copper
ion have not been investigated clearly, because
most of previous XAFS studies on copper/zeolites
have been carried out in the ambiguous or reactant
gas atmosphere. In the present study, using in-situ
XAFS measurement, we describe that Cu+ square-
planner complex is formed in zeolite channel by the
heating under vacuum.

Experimental
Three types of zeolite were used; ZSM-5

(Si/Al=23.3), Y-zeolite (5.5) and mordenite (14.9).
Cu2+/zeolite samples were prepared by ion-
exchange method with an aqueous (Cu(NH3)4)2^"*'
solution.; the loadings as metal were 3.0 (ZSM-5),
2.6 (Y-zeolite) and 1.9 wt% (mordenite). Cu K-edge
XAFS spectra were obtained at the BL-lOB facility
with a Si(311) channel-cut crystal.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1. shows the XANES spectra of the (a)

Cu2+/ZSM-5 sample and Cu+/zeolite catalysts
evacuated at 973 K. The spectra of these samples
exhibited four kinds of bands due to ls-3d

transition (A), ls-4pz (ls-4p7i*) transition (B), Is-

4px,y (ls-4pa*) transition (C) and multiple
scattering (D). Cu2+/ZSM-5 sample dried at 373 K
showed a well-separated weak preedge band due to
ls-3d transition (A) and a intense band due to ls-4p
(B,C), accompanied by their shake-up bands (B',C')
indicating that the Cu^+Zzeolite samples contain
predominantly Cu2+ ion with a little distorted
symmetry.

Cu+/ZSM-5 and Cu+/mordenite catalysts
evacuated at 973 K exhibited a very strong band
due to ls-4pz transition (B) which was clearly
separated from a band due to ls-4px,y transition
(C). With increasing tetrahedral distortion, the
band due to ls-4p transition splits distinctly into
two bands. Because with square-planner geometry,
the ls-4pz transition is not affected by the ligands,
the copper compound with square-planner
geometry exhibits the strong band due to ls-4pz
transition (B). The band due to ls-4pz transition
(B) observed with Cu+/ZSM-5 and Cu+Zmordenite
catalysts is strong enough to be identified that
copper species exist as isolated Cu"*" ion with the
square planner geometry (scheme).

Figure 1. also shows the FT-EXAFS spectra.
Cu2+ZZSM-5 samples exhibited a strong peak which
can be assigned to the neighboring O atoms (Cu-0).
Cu+ZZSM-5 and Cu+Zmordenite catalysts evacuated
at 973 K also exhibited only the small Cu-0 peak,
indicating that the 4-coordinate isolated Cu+ ion

exists. On the other hand, Cu+ZY-zeolite exhibited
the intense peak at 2.6 A due to neighboring copper
atoms (Cu-O-Cu) as well as Cu-0 peak, indicating
the aggregation of Cu"'" ions.

In conclusion, in-situ XAFS studies indicate
that Cu"*" ions in zeolites exist as isolated Cu+

monomer with square-planner geometry and (Cu+~
Cu+) dimer species, their relative concentrations
strongly depending on the type of utilized zeolites.
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Figure 1. The XANES and FT-EXAFS spectra of
the (a) Cu2+ZZSM-5 sample and (b) Cu+ZZSM-5, (c)
Cu+ZY-zeolite and (d) Cu+Zmordenite catalysts. (The
catalysts were prepared by evacuation of the
original Cu^+Zzeolite samples at 973 K).
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Introduction

Pt(dmit)2(dniit=isotrithionedithiolate) and cations form

variety of compounds. This study took up a series of
compoimds composed of Pt(dmit)2 and (CH3)4N+;

(1) ((CH3)4N)2[Pt(dmit)2]. (2) (CH3)4NlPt(dmit)2].
(3) (CH3)4N[Pt(dmit)2]2. (CH3)4N[Pt(dmit)2]2 is an
organic metal compound which shows a metal-insulator
(M-I) transition at 220K1. Formal charge of the Pt(dmit)2

amoimts to -05, considering the composition ratio.
Valence electronic state of Pt and S may be related to their
electrical properties. In this study, we measured Pt L2.3-
and S K-edge XANES to clarify electron vacancies of Pt
5d orbitals and conjugated ;n;* levels aroimd S.

Experimental
These samples were synthesized in our laboratory and it

was checked by conductivity measurement that (€113)4N-

[Pt(dmit)2]2 shows M-I transition at 220K. Pt foil, PtCl2,
K2PtCl4, and K2PtCl^ were used as the standards for Pt

XANES spectra. All samples except Pt foil were reduced
to powder. Pt L2j-XANES spectra were obtained in a

transmission mode at BL-lOB from 300K to lOOK. S K-

edge spectra were measured on the series of Pt(dmit)2 salts

by means of a total electron yield detection at BL-1 IB.
Results and Discussion

Intensities of Pt white line were normalized with the

edge jump and compared to the standards. The absolute
values of d-vacancy were estimated by the method
suggested by Horsley^. Fig.l shows a plot of the white
line intensity as a fimction of Pt d-vacancy. Utilizing the
correlation between the white line intensity and Pt d-
vacancy of the standards, we have estimated the Pt d-
vacancy of Pt(dmit)2salts. The d-vacancy of each

Pt(dmit)2 salt does not change between 300K and lOOK. It
is noted that the M-I transition of (CH3)4N[Pt(dmit)2]2

does not significantly perturb the Pt 5d state.
Furthermore, little difference can be seen between

((CH3)4N)2[Pt(dmit)2] and (CH3)4N[Pt(dmit)2]. The Pt d-
vacancy of (CH3)4N[Pt(dmit)2]2is slightly larger. All d-

vacancy values are close to those of PtCl2 and K2PtCl4,

i.e. compoimds of Pt2+. This result indicates that Pt
valence electronic states do not change so much although
the formal charge of Pt(dmit)2 varies from -0.5 to -2.

In the S K-edge XANES spectra, intramolecular
transitions from S Is to Jt* levels were observed at the

pre-edge region. The intensity of this transition changes
remarkably, suggesting large contribution of S to the
variation of formal charge.

Ah initio SCF-MO calculations^ which take all core

and valence electrons into consideration were carried out to

confirm our XANES analyses. For the sake of simplicity,
Ni(dmit)2 ion, which is regarded as isoelectronic system,
was used instead of Pt(dmit)2.We have evaluated the

electronic states for the cases of formal charge of -2,
-1, and 0. It was found that in all the cases the electron

population in the Ni 3d orbitals does not vary
significantly, while the formal charges of S atoms show
noticeable difference. These findings strongly support the
present S K- and Pt L2,3-edgeXANES analyses.
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Fig. 2. S K-edge XANES spectra
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I. Introduction

Segmented polyurethanes (SPU) arc widely used for the
biomedical materials, particularly for an artificial heart and
blood vessel, since they have antithrombogcnicily and suitable
mechanical properties required for these purposes. The
characteristic properties suchas the antithrombogenicity andthe
elastomeric property of SPUs can result from microphase
separation between hard and soft segments. Since the hard-
segment microdomains actas crosslinks of soft-segment chains,
SPUs exhibits elastomeric properties. In this study, changes in
structure due to a mechanical fatigue for SPU specimens
containing a block segment of poly(ethylene o\idc)-block-
poly(dimethyl siloxane)-ij/oc^-poly(ethylene oxide) (PES),
coded as KP-x-y, were investigated by small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) technique. Herex and y denote the fraction
of the PES component (x = 0 or 13 wt%) and (he molecular
weight of the poly(tetramethylene glycol) (PTMG) soft
segments (y = 1000, 2000 or 3000), respectively. Since long-
term stability in vivo is also required for the biomedical use,
fatigue behaviour should be elucidated for theSPUs.

II. Experimental Section
The hard (MDl-EG) to soft (PTMG) segment ratio waskept

to be 32 wt% for all specimens, where EG denotes ethylene
glycol. The details of the sample preparation are described
elsewhere.'Film specimenswere obtained by solvent cast using
a mixture of N,N'-dimethyl acetamidc/l,4-dioxane (30/70 by
volume). The thicknessof the as-cast film was approximately
70pm. The as-cast specimens of 50-mm long and 10-mmwide
weresubjected to a mechanical fatigue. The mechanical fatigue
was carriedout by applyinga 20 % dynamic sinusoidal strain in
addition to a 100 % static strain at a rate of 10 Hz for 10" sec at
20 °C and 40% relative humidity.

In order to characterize the microdomain structures in very
thin fatigued films, an X-ray source withsuper high intensities
was required. Hence, SAXS measurements were performed
usingsynchrotron radiation as an X-ray source at the BL-IOC
beam line in the Photon Factory. The wavelength k of the
incident beam was 1.488A. The film specimens wereexposed
to the X-ray beam for ca. 300 sec in such a way that the film
normal was parallel to the propagation direction of the incident
beam (through view). The sample-to-detector distance was
1.9m. The measured scattered intensity was further corrected
for air-scattering, for absorption due to the specimen, and for
thickness of the specimens.

III. Results and Discussion

The SAXS profiles (the measured scattered intensity as a
function ofa magnitude ofscattering vector, qs 1q| =(4j^) x
sin(0/2) with 6 being the scattering angle areshown in Figures 1
and 2 in semi-logarithmic plots of the scattered intensity, I(q),
vs. q. These profiles were all obtained at ca. 35 °C. The
scattering can be attributed to the microphase-separated
structures. Figure 1shows the SAXS profiles for theas-cast and
fatigued films for KP-0-1000, 13-1000, 0-3000 and 13-3000.
For the fatigued films, the profiles taken in the directions
parallel and perpendicular to the mechanical fatigue were
presented. Hereafter the former is referred to as fatigue-// and
the latter as fatigue-1. The peak intensity decreased due to the
mechanical fatigue and peak shifts can be seen towards the
smaller and larger angle regions for fatigue-// and fatigue-1,
respectively. These results indicate that the fracture of the hard-
segment microdomains and microphase mixing were induced
by the mechanical fatigue and that the resulted structure was
anisotropic. Namely, as compared to the structure of the as-cast
film, the average interdomain distances for the fatigued
specimen are longer and shorter, respectively, in the directions

parallel and perpendicular to the applied fatigue.
Here, it is useful to elucidate changes in the microdomain

structure with uniaxial strain. The change is shown in Figure
2(a) for the case where the scattering vector q is parallel to the
uniaxial strain (q // strain) for KP-13-3000. The change
observed for the case of q 1 strain is also presented in Figure
2(b). Note that no correction for a change in thickness of the
specimen was done in the scattered intensity. The peak shifts
systematically towards the smaller angle region for the case of q
// strain and towards the larger angle region for the case of q 1
strain. From 100% strain, a shoulder appeared at the larger
angle beside the main peak for the case of q // strain, indicating
that relaxation of the interdomain distance occurred partly in the
specimen. This implies the fracture of the hard-segment
microdomains. In order to examine the relationship between the
peak position and the strain, the long spacing is plotted against
the draw ratio in Figure 3. The long spacing was calculated
from the value of q at the peak using the Bragg's equation. It is
found that the affine deformation is more or less maintained
below 100% strain. The long spacing calculated from the q
value of the shoulder slightly increases with the draw ratio,
indicating that the soft-segment chains which were relaxed by
the fracture of the hard-segment microdomains were restretched
with the successive stretching. Thus, it is found for KP-13-3000
that the hard-segment microdomains were instantaneously
fractured by applying more than 100 % of uniaxial static strain.
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Figure 2 SAXS profiles of
uniaxially stretched KP-13-3000
films at various strains. The
scattering vector q is parallel to the
uniaxial strain (q // strain) (a) and q
1 strain (b).
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Figure 1 SAXS profiles of the as-cast and fatigued films for KP-0-1000
(a), 13-1000 (b), 0-3000 (c) and 13-3000 (d).
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Figure 3 Plot of long spacing (L)
against the draw ratio (r) for the
uniaxially stretched KP-13-3000
films. For the data represented by
closed circles and closed triangles,
the expected variations of L(r) with
respect to L(r = 0) are indicated by
the solid curves by assuming the
affine deformation.
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Introduction
Xanthan is an extra-cellular polysaccharide

produced by the bacterium Xanthomonas
Campestris. The chemical structure of xanthan
is given by a cellulosic backbone and a
trisacchaide side chain attached at C-3 to
alternate glucose residues of the main chain.
Double helical conformation is believed as a
stable conformation in crystal state. We have
reported that xanthan formed hydrogel by
annealing at tempertures in the sol-state [1].
In this study, the stnicture of xanthan hydrogel
induced by annealing was analyzed by
synchrotron radiation/small angle X-ray
scattering (SR/SAXS).

Experimental
The sodium salt of xanthan powder supplied by

Mitsubishi Chemical Co. Ltd. was used for the
experiments. Aqueous solutions of xanthan were
prepared using distilled, de-ionised water and
were healed at 313 K for 24 hours. Sample
concentrations were 0.5 - 16 wt%. Xanthan
hydrogels were prepared by cooling after
annealing the solutions at 363 K for 15 mins.

SAXS profiles were measured by SAXS optics at
BL-IOC equipped with the simultaneous SAXS/DTA
measurement instrument [2).

Results and Discusion
The SAXS profiles at 297 K (gel-state) showed the

scattering maxima for xanthan solutions with
concentration above 2 wt%. From the dynamic
viscoelastic measurement, the critical
concentration of gellalion of xanthan solution

q / nm~^

Fig.l Log-log plot of SAXS profiles for 4 wt%
xanthan solution at 303 K (a), 323 K (b),

333 K (c) and 363 K (d).
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was 1 wt% and the gel-sol transition temperature
increased with increasing the concentration of
solution. Fig.l shows log-log plots of SAXS profiles
for 4 wt% xanthan solution at various temperatures.
The intensity of the scattering maxima decreased
with increasing temperature without the position
shift, and disappeared at temperature above the
gel-sol transition temperature which was
determined by dynamic viscoelastic measurement.
The temperature changes of invariant calculated
from the SAXS profile showed the same tendency

of dynamic shear modulus which decreased
gradually in the temperature range of gel-sol
transition. These facts suggested that the scattering
maxima related to the gel structure.

We assumed the scattering maxima caused by the
periodical structure of gel. The spacing was
evaluated by Bragg equation from the peak position
of the scattering maxima. Fig.2 shows the
relationship between spacing and concentration of
solution. The spacing decreased with the increase
of concentration. From dynamic viscoelastic
measurement, dynamic shear modulus of the gel
state increased with the increase of concentration.

These facts suggested that the scattering maxima
arised from the periodical distance between the
junction zones of xanthan gel.
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Introduction

Calmodulin is known to bind several basic, amphiphilic
peptides with high affinity. The driving force for this
interaction appeares to be induction of an amphiphilic helix
in the peptide by the interacting surface of calmodulin.
One of these amphiphilic peptides is mastoparan.
Mastoparan consists of 14 amino acid residues
(INLKALAALAKKIL, MW=1479). It forms a tight 1:1
complex withcalmodulin in the presence of Ca^* and the
complex formation enhances the a-helical content of
mastoparan (1-3). Since mastoparan competes in binding
to calmodulin, both with other amphiphilic peptides and
with target enzyme, the calmodulin-mastoparan interaction
could be regarded as a good model for that existing tetween
calmodulin and its target enzymes (4). In fact, we have
found that the binding ofboth 4Ca^^ and 1mol of mastoparan
to calmodulin induces a large bend in the central helix of
calmodulin, which means the large conformational changes
induced by the relative approach of the two domainbs of
calmodulin (5). However, at the same time, evidence
that 2 moles of mastoparan might be bound per mole
calmodulin has been reported (4, 6). This evidence might
be expected considering the extensive homology between
the two domains, especially in the hydrophobic pocket
regions (6). Furthermore, it has been considered that
mastoparan is small enough that binding to one domain
would not interfere with bindinbg at the second (6).
Thepujpose of present study is to provide a furtha- evidence
using solution X-ray scattering and the physiological
meaning of 2 mole binding of mastoparan.

Experimental
Experimetal details are given elsewhere (5,7,8,9).

Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows mastoparan-dependent changes in the radius
ofgyration R^ ofcalmodulin invarious calcium conditions.
As foe R^values were obtained with 11mg/ml ofcalmodulin,
the result might include both contributions of an intmsic
structural change and molecular state change of calmoduhn.
However, the result suggests that binding of the first two
Ca^"^ to calmodulin caused a decrease in the Rg value and
thatof the following twoCa^" caused a further decrease in
the Rg value in the presence of one mole of mastoparan.
In such a condition, a tight 1:1 complex is formed between
calmodulin and mastoparan (5). This indicates that
mastoparan has two distinct binding sites to calmodulin,
in wdiich the first binding site interacts with the C-terminal

domain and the 2nd one does with the N-terminal domain

(6,8). In the presence of 2 moles of mastoparan, an
increase of Rg is observed. The result suggests that the 2
moles of mastoparan are bound per mole calmodulin and
that the interaction between the 1st binding site in the 2nd
mastoparan and N-terminal one overcomes that between
the 2nd binding site in the 1st mastoparan and N-terminal
domain, if the 1st binding site of the 1st mastoparan
interacts with the C-terminal domain.

0Ca2+

iCa2+

4Ca2+

1 2

(MP]/[CaM]
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Introduction

The crystallization process of homopolymers is known
to be mainly divided into three stages ; primary crystal
lization, secondary crystallization, and crystal perfection.
The crystallization of block copolymers starts from a mi-
crophaise structure (sphere, cylinder, or lamella) and this
structure will affect the following crystallization to result
in a characteristic morphology. In this study, we quantita
tively analyse the primary and secondary crystallizations
of e-caprolactone-6-butadiene diblock copolymer (PCL-i-
PB) observed by SR-SAXS. These analyses will elucidate
the similarity and dissimilarity of the crystallization behav
ior between homopolymers and block copolymers.^

Experimental

The PCL-6-PB copolymers used in this study were syn
thesized by a successive anionic polymerization under vac
uum. The total molecular weight is about 10,000 with the

'PCL content ranging from 20 % to 66 %. The copolymers
show v^arious microphase structures depending on the PCL
content just before crystallization.

The process of morphology formation was observed by
SAXES facility at BL-IOC. Details of the optics and in
strumentation are described elsewhere. ^ The SAXS inten
sity was collected as the sum of the intensity during 10 sec
from the beginning of temperature drop, and the measure
ment was continued until the overall scattering profile has
no more changed.

Results and Discussion

The primary crystallization was analysed by the Avraini
equation. The volume fraction of the crystal at time t,
X(t), is given by.

X{t) = 1 - exp{-(/a)"} (I)

where K is a rate constant and n is the Avraini exponent
expressing the mode of crystallization. Here, the normal
ized intensity maximum scattered from the crystalline mor
phology, Imax{t)/Jmax{oo), was used as A'(t). The Avrami
exponent n thus evaluated ranges from 2 to 3 irrespec
tive of the PCL content and crystallization temperature
Tc- This value is indistingushable from n evaluated for
PCL homopolymer and also n widely reported for typical
crystalline homopolymers, suggesting that the nucleation
mode is the same between PCL-6-PB and general crys
talline homopolymers. That is, the primary stage of phase
transformation is driven by the crystallization of the PCL

block and whatever the initially existing microphase struc
ture, it does not affect the primary crystallization

The secondary stage of crystallization was quantita
tively analysed by the phenomenological equation.

X{t) = 1 —exp{—— r)} (2)

where /f is a rate constant and r is the time when the sec
ondary crystallization starts. Next we consider the dimen-
sionless parameter 9 (= K'/I<), which represents the ratio
of rate constants between primary and secondary crystal
lizations. Figure shows the plot of 6 against Tc for vari
ous copolymers studied. The data points divide into two
groups ; 6 for PCL and B4, where the microphase struc
ture never appears before crystallization, is about 3.5 irre
spective of Tc, while 9 for other copolymers, where a mi
crophase structure certainly appears before crystallization
is around 2.2. Figure shows that the secondary crystal
lization of PCL-6-PB with microphase structure becomes
slower than that of PCL and B4 showing no microphase
separation if the crystallization rate at the primary stage
is the same (or K is the same). It is, however, impossi
ble to detect any significant difference in 9 among different
microphase structures.
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Introduction

Egg white gels (opaque) are reported to shrink
and become transparent in a dry atmosphere
(gel-to-glasslike transition).'-^' In the previous
study, we performed simultaneous measure
ments of time dependence of weight (W) and
volume (V) change during the gel-to-glasslike
transition of the heat (h) - and pressure (p) -
treated egg-white. In the study, it was found
that log's of Wand decreased linearly
through two stages with time, while that V
remained almost constant.

Therefore, in order to compare the time-de-
pendent features of the semimicroscopic struc
tures in the heat- and pressure-treated egg
white with their macroscopic ones during the
transition, we utilized here a strong X-ray source
from synchrotron radiation, and carried out the
simultaneous time-resolved observations of weight
change and SAXS studies.

Experimental
The heat- and pressure-treated egg white gels

were sliced into two disks of the same dimen

sions.^' One portion was used for measuring the
weight and another was placed in a sample cell
of the SAXS system. The time-resolved SAXS
measurement was carried out with the small-

angle X-ray scattering equipment for solutions
(SAXES: A-=1.488A) installed at BL-IOC of the
Photon Factory (KEK, Tsukuba, Japan). The
two measurements were carried out simulta

neously under almost the same conditions.

Results and Discussion

The weight of both samples decreased simi
larly in two stages, which well corresponds
with the results reported by Takushi et and
us.^' In order to compare the time-dependent
properties between the weight and the semimicroscopic
features in the heat- and pressure-treated specimens,
we introduced the characteristic time t' at

g

which the time dependence of the weight changed
and scaled the observation time by . Figure
1 shows the scaled time dependence of the
Guinier radius of the heat- and pressure-
treated egg white gels. During the gel-to-glasslike
transition, decreased considerably in the
heat-treated specimen, while that of the pres
sure-treated one remained almost constant, which
well correspond with the time dependences of
volume of both the specimens.

During the dehydration process, the surface
tension of the free water in the gel may attract
gel network to shrink the network structure.
The network of the pressure-treated gel may be
strong enough to resist the attraction, by which
the correlation length" of gel matrix can re
main almost constant during the gel-to-glasslike
transition.
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Introduction
Determining the average microstructures In

metallic alloys, such as the size and the amount
of precipitates and Its distribution, are
Important when one tries to understand the
kinetics of phase transition or relate the
physical properties of the materials with their
microstructure. Anomalous small-angle X-ray
scattering technique, ASAXS, is a useful tool to
examine the microstructure of alloys whose
components have close atomic numbers. For
example,, a famous classical phase-separation
binary alloy system, Cu-Co, Is now interested in
as a typical precipitation system which shows
gigantic magnetoresistance (GMR) effect. In order
to clarify the optimum heat-treatment condition
for the GMR effect, the evolution of
microstructure. i.e., precipitation structure is
a indispensable information, which corresponds to
the thickness and periodicity of the layers in
the artificial metallic superlattlces. Because
the atomic numbers of Cu and Co are very close,
conventional SAXS, for example, at Cu-K ,
doesn't provide data with enough quality. Small-
angle scattering utilizing anomalous dispersion
effect is a powerful tool for this purpose.

Experimental

The ASAXS experiments has been performed at
BL-IOC of Photon Factory, KEK. The wavelengths
for the SAXS experiments were chosen 300eV and
25eV lower than the K absorption edge of Co, to
enhance the scattering contrast by using the
anomalous dispersion effect. Figure 1 shows the
scattering factor for Cu and Co around their K
absorption edges. It is clearly seen that the
contrast in the scattering factor is strongly
enhanced when one choqses a wavelength just above
the K absorption edge of Co. The scattering
contrast is almost equal to this difference since
Cu and Co are almost Immiscible each other. The
scattering intensity was normalized by the ion
chamber current and a standard sample. An Al-
6.7at%Zn sample was used as the standard sample
in the present experiments, since the scattering
Intensity from GP zones in the alloy is strong
and has good reproducibility(l). The scattering
intensities and the structural parameters are
compared with the Neutron small-angle scattering
measured at SAN spectrometer of KENS.

Fig.l Change of
the real part
of the scatter
ing factor, f.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the scattering intensity obtained
for a liquid-quenched Cu-Co ribbon. The
scattering intensity here is displayed in the

arbitrary units, since the melt-spun ribbon was
not uniform in thickness. From the profiles, it
is seen that the scattering Intensities have a
monotonical decrease In the low-k region
corresponding to large precipitates formed during
liquid quench, and then exhibit a shoulder
corresponding to the small-angle scattering from
spherical Co precipitates. The scattering
intensities for E=7.6844keV(-25ev from Co K
absorption edge) and E=7.4094keV(-300eV from the
edge) agrees except the intensity level, which is
about 2.95 times stronger for E=-25eV in the
scattering vector region, 0.1<k<0.25 A"^. This
contrast is reasonable because the contrast
between the matrix and the precipitates is about
1.72 times stronger for E=-25eV due to the
anomalous dispersion effect. The scattering
Intensity obtained from SANS is shown in Fig.3.
The contrast of scattering length Includes both
magnetic and nuclear components, since no
magnetic field was applied for this sample. It is
seen that the shape of the scattering intensities
obtained by ASAXS and SANS qualitatively agrees.
However, more detailed examination by Guinier
plot reveals that the Guinier radius for
ASAXS(2.0nm) Is slightly larger than that
obtained from SANS(1.75nm), suggesting that the
average magnetic cluster size is smaller than the
chemical cluster size.
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When fully deuterated polyethylene (PE) is mixed with
normal (hydrogeneous) PE, the obtained blend sample
exhibits a characteristic crystallization behavior.
Depending on the degree of side chain branchings of the
hydrogeneous PE, the cociystallization and/or phase
segregation phenomena are observed when the sample is
cooled slowly from the melt to the room temperature. In
order to clarify this phenomenon from the structural point
of view, we have studied the structural change occurring in
the crystallization process from the melt by means of wide-
angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS). fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy,
small angle light scattering (SALS), thermal analysis, and
neutron scattering 11,2]. One of the most important
factors to decide the degree of cocrystallization in the blend
has been found, through the time-resolved infrared spectral
measurement, to be a closeness of the crystallization rate
between the deuterated and hydrogeneous species 12]. A
combination of the data obtained from vibrational
spectroscopy with those by X-ray scattering measurement
will give us an important information on the crystallization
mechanism of the blend as viewed from different points of
molecular and supermolecular structures.

In order to carry out the kinetic measurement of
crystallization process by using the X-ray scattering, we
needed to get an extremely intense X-ray source coupled
with a highly sensitive detector. A small-angle X-ray
scattering apparatus of Beam Line IOC was judged to
satisfy our purpose if a high-quality temperature jumping
cell can be produced and installed suitably, which is used
soas to drop the temperature of the sample at an extremely
fast cooling rate.

Improvement of Fast Temperature Jumping Cell

Last year we made a temperature jumping cell for the
synchrotron experiment which could decrease the
temperature of the sample at a cooling rate of ca.
600"C/min; i.e., the temperature changes from 160 '̂C to
110"C. for example, in several seconds. This apparatus
was improved properly in order to get higher
reproducibility of the c«)oling rate, higher stabilization of
temperature of the sample, and an enough reduction of
absorption of X-ray intensity by the long path of the cell.

Time-resolved Measurement of Synchrotron SAXS during
Crystallization from the Melt

In the process of isothermal crystallization at a degree of

supercooling AT of ca. 3 - ItfC, a series of synchrotron
SAXS patterns were measured at a time step of 10 seconds
for data collection and 5 seconds for data transfer in a total
measurement time of ca. 5-10 minutes. The samples used
in this experiment were (i) the blend of deuterated high-
density polyethylene (DHDPE) with linear low-density
polyethylene (LLDPE (2)) of ca. 17 ethyl branches per
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1000 carbons (the belnd content of 50 weight%), (ii) the
blend of DHDPE with LLDPE (3) of 43 branches (50
weight%), and (iii) the original homopolymers. The SAXS
was measured by using an installation set in BLIOC with a
sample-to-detector distance 75 cm. Figure 1 shows the

time dependence of the invariance 0 l=/l(s)s^ds where 1is
an intensity of the scattered signal and s is a scattering
vector] measured for the DHDPE/LLDPE(2) blend sample
jumped from the melt at the various AT. The invariance,
which is proportional to the degree of crystallinity,
increases steeplybut with a time lag before the beginning
of the crystallization. This time lag is dependent
sensitively on the degree of supercooling AT. It is
important to compare this data of Figure 2 with the time-
resolved infrared spectral data measured for the same blend
sample |2|. In the case of infrared spectral measurement,
the trans band which reflects the regular trans-zigzag chain
structure begins to appear in much shorter time before the
observation of detectable amount of the crystalline lamella
by SAXS measurement. This suggests that some
structurally-ordered clusters consisted of regular trans chain
stems might be generated as a nucleus which is important
for triggering the large-scaled crystallization process.
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1n troduc t ion

We are addressing the general phenomena of tandem

repeats in protein structure'"". A large number of

storage proteins such as glutenins of wheat are

characterized by the presence of a repetitive domain.

We have examined he conformation of the high mole

cular weight of glutenins of wheat by small angle

x-ray scattering'"" .
The zein storage proteins (prolamins) are found in

maize endosperm where they are as protein bodies

within the rough endoplasmic reticulum. They are a

mixture of proteins and constitute about 50-60% of

total endosperm protein. The zeins are separated

into four classes, a-, yS-, r-, 5-, on the basis

of differences in solubility and sequences. The a-

zeins comprise two polypept ides, the Z19 and 7,22

zeins, with molecular masses of about 19 and 22kDa,

respectively, which are rich in glutamine, proline,

leucine and alanine. The sequences shows a repetitive

domain consisting of blocks of between about 14 and

25 residues (with an average length of 320 residues),

inserted by unique N-and C-terminal domains of about

36-37 and 10 residues. In this study we have done

the small angle x-ray scattering study of zeins

proteins in solutions.

Experimental

The measurements of small angle x-ray scattering

were performed using synchrotron radiation with the

instrument BL-IOC which was installed at the Photon

Factory, Tsukuba, on solutions in 70% (v/v) ethanol.

The samples were obtained in aquartz cell 70 ul in

volume and the temperature was maintained at 25±0. 1°C.

The scattering profiles were obtained with 10-35

mg/ml Z19/Z22 proteins. Exposure time was 1200s,

which produced no change in the scattering profiles,

for Guiner plots at each sample concentration.

Results and Discussion

Figures 1 shows the overall radius of gyration,

Ro, estimated from the Guinier plots, as a function

of concentration of zein proteins. Similarity,

Figure 2 shows the radius of gyration of the cross

section factor, Rc, estimated from the Guinier plots

of the cross section factor. The Ro and Rc values to

be extrapolated to zero concentration are 50.6A and

20.6A, respectively. The Ro and Rc values indicates

that zein proteins in solutions exists as an aniso-

tropic molecules.

There is a difference between our values and

values observed by Tatham et al., ". The difference
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might be explained by the difference in solubility.
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Fig. 1. Protein concentration dependence of the

overall radius of gyration, Ro for zein proteins.
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Fig. 2. Protein concentration dependence of the

radius of gyration of the cross section factor, Rc,

for zein proteins.
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Introduction

The DNA double helix in the eucaryotic cell would span a
thousand times the cell nucleus if it were stretched out.

Histones play an important role in packing this very long
DNA molecule in a nucleus of only a few micro-meters
in diameter. The fundamental unit of the packing is known
as the nucleosome, a complex of histone octamer and
DNA. In procaryotes, although the genome is much
smaller, it is clear that there are some kinds of DNA
packing. The basic protein has been shown to form a
bead-like structure along the double-stranded DNA in a
similar manner to the histones, which has been confirmed

by electron microscopy. This protein has been called HU
protein.
In 1984, the crystal structure of HU protein was
determined by X-ray crystallography(l). In a crystal HU
protein forms a dimer. However, the structure of the
HU-DNA complex is not determined yet. Structure study
of HU-DNA complex is very important because it has
been rqx>rted that HU protein might take part in a
transcription and replication of active DNA according to
biochemical experiments(2)(3)(4). We can expect to clarify
the physiological functions of HU protein by getting
structural information on the HU-DNA complex.

Experimental
HU protein was extracted from a bacterium Bacillus
stearothemwphilus. The 20 base paired double stranded
DNA was synthesized so that DNA-binding proteins
should bind easily in the central A-T rich region and the
DNA should be stabilized by G-C pairs at both ends.
The small angle X-ray (SAXS) and neutron (SANS)
scattering experiments were carried out at BLIOC of
Photon Factory in KEK and at SANS-U of JRR-3M in
JAERI, respectively.

Results & Discussion

The solution scattering results show that Rg, the radius of
gyration of HU protein was obtained as 19.0 A and HU
protein exists as a dimer in solution, and that Rg of the
20b.p. DNA in solution was obtained as 20.2 A and DNA
is B type.
In the HU-DNA conplex solution scattering experiments,
the molar ratio (Mr) (= [HU protein dimer]/[DNA 20b.p.] )
was changed and Rg was obtained from 32 to 35 A at the
salt concentration [NaCl]=50mM(Fig. 1). In order to
explain these Rg values, we have proposed a model for the

complex. Two HU dimers bind to 20b.p.DNA and this
becomes a unit and two units contact in a manner of head

to tail with 30 degree inclination angle. This model
indicates that HU protein might bend DNA in a cell.
When the salt concentration is decreased to [NaCl]=10mM,
the interparticle interaction between HU-DNA complex
particles increases very much, and an interference peak was
observed in the Q-l((^ plot. Such a phenomenon has been
already observed in the case of eucaryotic nucleosome at
low salt concentration(5).

i
5

Rg (from top)
35.5, 34.8, 31.8, 31.8 [A]

0.U0O4 0.0006 0.0008 0.0010

Q**2[1/A**2]

0.0012 0.0014

Fig. 1 Guinier plot of HU-DNA complex by SAXS when
the molar ratio Mr is 2.08. Protein and DNA tatal

concentrations are 7.3, 3.6, 1.8, 0.9mg/ml from the top.
Buffer is TEfH^O) at pH7.5 and [NaCl] = 50mM at 20*0.
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Introduction

The solution X-ray scattering (SOXS) technique using a
position sensitive proportional counter (PSPC) has been
successfully applied to study the conformational change
of calmodulin (CaM) in solution (1-5). Tliis technique
has brought a remarkable refinement in the quality of data
comparedlwith the results in conventional laboratories. In
order to determine the distances l>etween heavy-atom
markers in CaM, however, the hitherto SOXS technique
using PSPC is still insufficient, because the high quality
data is required even at a larger scattering vector. This
requirement could be satisfied by the utilization of an
imaging plate (6). The usefulness of the IP has been
demonstrated by X-ray diffraction experiments from
contracting muscle (7). The purpose of present work is to
establish the SOXS technique with IP and to apply the
determination of the chstancesbetween heavy-atom markers
of CaM.

Experimental
In developing the SOXS technique with IP, it is retiuired
to measure a paire of scattering intensities from tlie solution
and solvent. For this aim, the minimizationof the following
points has been made: (a) the time decay of the ring current
of PF, (b) the effect induced by the utilization of two of
IPs, (c) the time decay of the data accumulated on these
IPs. A preliminary experiment using IP was first perfomied
using the small-angle diffractometer for muscles installetl
at BL15A and then using the SAXES installed at BLIOC.
Two types of IPs of 185x185 (BL15A) and 250x200mm^
(BLIOC) were used.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows the profiles in the intermediate scattering
regions for CaM at pH 7.6 under three different conditions.
The comparion of the present data with the corresponding
data obtained from the PSPC system (1,3) demonstrates
the excellent performance of the IP system. Further
experiments have been continued to perform the present
purpose.
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Fig. 1.
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Intermediate scattering regions for CaM at pH 7.6.
A: in the absence of both Ca^^ and mastoparan;
B: in the presence of 5 mol Ca^Vmol of CaM;
C: in thepresence of of both4 mol Ca^Vmol of

CaM and 1 mol mastoparan/mol of CaM
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This study aims at investigating the
formation of the structure in crystalline /
amorphous polymer blends by small angle
X-ray scattering measurements of
polyethyleneoxide (PEO) /
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) blends in
the crystallization process. In this
report, PMMA molecular weight
dependence of the structure of the blends
formed in crystallization process is
reported.

PEO used was the products of Wako Pure
Chemical Ind. Ltd. with nominal average
molecular weight M = 50,000 ± 10,000.
Six PMMA samples having different Mw
were used. The values of the weight
average molecular weight Mw, which were
determined by gel permiation
chromatograph (GPC) using polystyrenes
as the standards, are Mw = 22,000,
23,000, 160,000, 170,000, 770,000 and
1,100,000, respectively. Blend samples
were obtained by casting the chloroform
solution. The composition of blends
studied here was 20 PMMAwt%. SAXS

measurements were carried out using BL-
10C beam line. Crystallization was
induced by temperature jump method,
which was made by transferring the
sample to the heating block controled at a
temperature below melting point. The
temperature of samples was controled
within ± 0.1 X^. The structure of blends

was investigated by the electron density
correlation function defined as

K(z)=JJ^ 1jtk^I(k,t)cos 2:Ti<zdk
calculated and interpreted according to
the procedure proposed by Stroble et al.

(1).
Fig.1 shows the electron density

correlation function K(z) of PEO / PMMA (
MWr = 23,000 ) blends crystallized at
temperature T = 321 K. Fig.2 shows K(z) of
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PEO / PMMA ( MWpmma = 1.1X10^ )
crystallized at the same temperature.
K(z) showed flat minimum for PEO. The
interval of the flat part became narrow by
blending PMMA. This tendency became
strong with the molecular weight of
PMMA, MWpMMA. increased as shown in
Figs.1 and 2. According to the
interpretation by Stroble et al. obtained
from the model calculation (1), this fact
shows that the distribution of the

thickness of the amorphous domain
between crystal lamellae become wide
with MwpM^^A increase.

1. G. R. Stroble et al., J. Polym. Sci.,
Polym. Phys. Ed., 1 8, 1 343, 1 361 (1 980)
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INTRODUCTION

A microgel is defined as a microshpere of submi-
cron order composed of polymer network, and is expected
for its application in various fields including DDS, coat
ing, etc. Monodisperse hydrogel microspheres of a few
hundreds nm in diameter can be prepared by precipita
tion polymerization from acrylamide (AAm), methylene
bis(acryl amide) (MBAAm; cross-linker) and methacrylic
acid (MAc) in isopropanol. Although the microspheres
look homogenerous when observed by SEM, the prelimi
nary SAXS results suggest the domain structure built in
the microshpere during the process of polymerization.

We report the time-resolved SAXS from the gelling
system of microspheres by precipitation polymerization,
and discuss the formation of the internal structure in the

microspheres.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A reaction vessel was designed to observe the SAXS
directly from the reacting mixture (Fig. 1). The reaction
mixture (AAm 19.959 g, MBAAm 4.910 g, MAc 6.715 g
in 300 ml isopropanol) was violently agitated in the re
action vessel (temperated at 60''C) and transferred with
a constant rate (approximately 0.5 m//min.) to the cell
for SAXS measurements. An equal amount of water was
mixed to the reaction mixture prior to the SAXS mea
surement as shown in Fig. 1.

The formation of microspheres was monitored by the
upturn of the scattering profile at lower angles in the
Kratky plots (Fig. 2). Since the resulted microgel does
not swell in isopropanol, the upturn at lower angles is
probably caused by the formation of spherical particles.
The upturn disappears in the scattering profile when mi-
crogels swollen in water. The distance distribution func
tion then reveals the domain structure of the order of

20 A and 80 A due to the inhomogeneous crosslinking
density. The larger domain gradually disappears as the
reaction proceeds. The formation of domains can be at

tributed to the different reactivity of AAm, MBAAm and
MAc.
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Fig. 1: Time-resolved SAXS measurement system
during microgel formation
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Fig. 2: Kratky-plots of time-resolved SAXS from
microgels in isopropanol and water
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Introduction

Oligomeric proteins consist of several
subunits, whose position changes when
the enzymatic reaction occurs. Upto now
solution X-ray scattering technique was
applied to various systems (1). Most of
these studies introduced too many
parameters in the process of model
analysis. The aim of our study is to
develop the simple analysis with limited
structural parameters in terms of the
intersubunit distances. We have already
reported this type of analysis on some
cases (2,3). The analysis uses the
medium- and large-angle scattering region,
so that we also intend to develop the
ring-type detectors in order to get good
accuracy of the data in that region.

Experimental
Two oligomeric proteins, lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) from pig heart (MW
146,000) and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDHase) from chicken
muscle were used. Both of them have four
subunits whose molecular weight is about
36,500. The ligand, NAD was also added
to apo protein solutions. Scattering data
were collected by using small-angle
scattering camera at BL-IOC. The atomic
coordinates of crystal structures are
taken from Brookhaven Protein Data Bank.

Analysis
The intensity of oligomeric proteins,
which consists of n subunits, was written
as

/(S)<^//(5)x£(5)
where

•' iTcrS
and

1^) (2;r|^.-r^p)
L(S) is the interference function. The

above equation assumes that all subunits
are identical and nearly spherically
symmetric. This assumption is valid upto
certain scattering angle.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a conspicuous difference
between LDH with and without NAD. This is

not expected from atomic coordinates from
crystal structure. The L(S) is calculated
from the intersubunit distances in

crystal. Its peaks coincide with
scattering curve upto 1/16 A"l, which
suggests the approximation on the
analysis is valid within this angle
region. In case of GAPDHase the above
analysis could not explain the scattering
peaks occurred in medium angle region (4).
The further analysis is now on progress.
We appreciate Dr. Katsumi Kobayashi at
BL-IOC.
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Figure 1. The scattering intensities of
LDH with and without NADH. The

interference function is also plotted.
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Introduction

Equilibrium morphology of crystalline-amorphous di
block copolymers depends on a delicate balance of free
energies between deformation of the amorphous block and
chain-folding of the crystalline block. That is, the amor
phous block favors a conformation of random coil, result
ing in the chain folding of the crystalline block to provide
an adequate space on the lamellar surface. In this study,
we observe the crystalline morphology of £-caprolactone-
butadiene diblock copolymers (PCL-fc-PB) by a small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) technique as a function of
molecular characteristics of the constituent copolymers.
We investigate how the crystalline morj^hologies change
with changing the total molecular weight M,,, and PCL
block ratio in the copolymer (f>J

ExporhuGiital

The PCL-6-PB copolymers used in this study were
synthesized by a successive anionic polymerization under
vacuum. The results of molecular characterization are

shown in Table. Two series of PCL-6-PB were prepared ;
one has a constant block ratio {(f> ~ 27 vol% PCL) with
various molecular weights (9,400 < M,,, < 39,000) and
another a constant molecular weight {M„. ~ 12,000) with
different block ratios (14 < <f) < 61).

The crystalline morphology at T < T,n (T,„, melting
temperature of the PCL block) and microphase struc
ture at T > Tm were observed by conventional SAXS
(C-SAXS) for shorter spacing samples (up to 20 nm) and
synchrotorn SAXS (SR-SAXS) for longer spacing samples.
The SR-SAXS was carried out at BL-IOC. Details of the

Table Characterization of block co|)olymers

PCL:PB micro-ilrurlut'' n f PB rhwn*

nnUli'^n toi,| 4f. " AG/.U. • (vol. %)^ cii-l.l 1.2 linkage ITip-'CC)

B S n.inn 1.05 27 : 73 37 53 10 41

fill 14,inn 1.09 20 : 74 35 51 M 15

BIR 26,non 1 10 27 : 73 31 53 13 55

BI7 .np,4on 1.38 20 : 71 31 19 17 57

B 4 in, von 1.19 M : 80 30 52 12 41

Bl5 11,300 III 27 • 73 35 50 15 43

B r. i2.nno 1 3S 35 • or, 3G 53 n 43

Blfi 1 1.100 1.18 17 : 53 37 51 12 55

B 7 12,400 1.10 6! : 39 30 52 12 55

• LVIr rnnnr^d hy GPC. Dmnrn.inrd By '11 NMH
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optics and instrumentation are described elsewhere.^ The
accumulation time was 3000 s for C-SAXS and 300 s for

SR-SAXS.

Resiilt.s

The SAXS curve from the crystalline morphology (at
T < Tm) has a diffuse intensity maximum arising from the
alternating structure of lamellae and amorphous layers.^
The angular position of this maximum L is significantly
dependent on M^, (f>, and crystallization temperature Tc-
The SAXS curve at T > T,„, on the other hand, has
a sharp diffraction, which comes from the regular mi
crophase structure of the copolymer. The angular po
sition of this diffraction D is dependent on M„, and f),
but independent of Tr. The plot of L and D against M^,
is shown in Figure. These changes can be quantitatively
explained by the nature of the crystalline-amorphous di
block copolymers. Detailed analysis is now in progress
and will soon appear.
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latroduction

The structure of Si(l 1 l)V3xV3-Sb surface
has been investigated by various methods^
We have also investigated the structure by X-
ray diffraction method and concluded that the
so-called milk stool model as illustrated in

Fig.l is suitable for it However, the
difference in the R-factor between two milk
stool models (a) and (b) was small in our
previous work. The aim of the present work is
to settle this problem.

Experimental
We made measurement at BL10-C using the

UHV chamber for surface X-ray diffraction
experiments. The base pressure of the
chamber was 2xlO"^^Torr. The sample was
made by depositing Sb onto the substrate
Si(l 1 1) crystal with thickness 40rim, whose
temperature was kept at GOO'C during the
deposition. The stability of Si( 11 1)V3xV3-
Sb structure was confirmed by LEED and AES.

The measured rods are (1 -2) and (-1 2),
which are sensitive to the difference between

the two models, and (00) for reference. One
new point of the present work is that the
measurements were made not only in the
reflection geometry but also in the
transmission geometry. As the X-ray detector
a position sensitive proportional counter was
used.

Results

In Fig.2 the intensity distribution measured
along (1 -2) rod in the transmission geometry
is shown by open circles. What is noteworthy
is its asymmetric profile that is mainly caused
by the interference effect between the adsorbed
layer and the substrate. Although the data
analysis is not finished, the conclusion seems
to be clear. In Fig.2 the solid line calculated
based on the model (a) agrees with the
measurement much better than the broken line

based on the model (b). This means that the
milk stool model (a) is suitable for
Si( 1 1 1)V3xV3-Sb structure, which is
consistent with our previous work.
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Introduct ion

SlOOb protein is a low-weight acidic, noncovalent

dimeric (with j8 >3 subunit composition) Ca^^'-binding

protein of the same family as calmodulin, troponin C

and parvalbumin. Each 0 subunit (Mr 10500) binds

two Ca^^/mol of protein monomer to high and low af
finity sites. The small angle x-ray scattering study

has been done to examine the conformation of SlOOb in

solution'"^'. The resuls indicated that in the range
of protein concentration used in the scattering

studies SlOOb does not exists as dimer. This aggre

gation effect strongly impeded the progress on con

formation study of SlOOb. Very recently, Matsuda

found a method for preparation that suppresses the

aggregation of SlOOb. In this study we have done the

small angle x-ray scattering study of SlOOb prepared

by his method.

Experimental

SlOO proteins were prepared from bovine brain.

SlOOb protein was separated according to the method

described in the previous papers'"^'. Samples for
the scattering measurements were prepared by the

method of Matsuda" in 50 mM Tris-HCl and 100 mM NaCl

at pH 7.4. The scattering measurements were performed

by synchrotron radiation with the instrument BL-IOC

which was installed at the Photon Factory, Tsukuba.

The samples were obtainedin a quartz cell 70ul in

volume and the temperature was maintained at Z5±0.1

°C. The sacttering profiles were obtained with

2. 0-10. 5mg/ml SlOOb in the presence of Ca"^ and EDTA.

Exposure time was SOOs .which produced no change in

the scattering profiles, for Guiner plots at each

sample concentration.

Results and Discussion

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the radius of gyration,

Rg, estimated from the Guinier plots, as a function

of concentration of SlOOb in the absence of Ca^', in

the presence of 3.0 mol Ca^*/mol of protein dimer and

in the presence of 10.5 mol Ca^^/mol of protein dimer,

respectively. The radius of gyration, Rg, of SlOOb

to be extrapolated to zero concentration is 18.75A,

19.50A, and 18.80A, respectively. These values are

comparable with those observed in the presence of

trif1uoperazine (TFP) (Imol TFP/mol of protein dimer)

wi thout Ca" " .

The results of small-angle x-ray scattering in

dicate that the conformation of SlOOb may change with

Ca^^-binding, which seems to be correspond the

results revealed by circular dichroism and so on".
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I. Introduction
Interpenetrating polymer networks (IPN) belong to a

class of molecular composites where the two different
polymer networks interpenetrating each other without
chemical covalent bonds. Due to these significant
molecular structures, IPNs have been expected to provide
polymer materials with great toughness or damping
properties^X However, IPNs prepared by the conventional
synthesis do not exhibit physical properties as expected
because the phase separation induced by thermodynamical
instability overcomes the rate of crosslink reactions during
the preparation process and the polymers with the two-
phase structures are obtained for most of the synthesis
process.

In order to remove these drawbacks, instead of using low
molecular weight components such as monomers and
crosslinking reagents as starting materials, we have
performed the in situ photo-crosslinks of binary polymer
blends in the one-phase region ^). In this particular
procedure, photo-sensitive polymer blends were cross-
linked by irradiation with ultraviolet light in the miscible
region of the blends. The crosslinkers are directly
covalently linked to one polymer component to control the
cross-link sites by light. The advantage of this in situ
photo-crosslink procedure is that the diffusion of polymer
chains in the bulk state is not only much slower than
monomer by several orders of magnitudes at the starting
step, but the crosslink reaction rates can be quickly induced
by light. Here, we report the preliminary results for 5em/-
IPNs obtained by this in situ photo-crosslink technique.

n. Experimental Section
A) Materials:

Polymer blends used in this work are the mixtures of
poly(vinyl methyl ether) (PVME, Mw= 9.6 x 10^, Mw/Mn
= 2.4) and the random copolymer of styrene and chloro-
methylstyrene ( P(S-ran-CMS), Mw =2.6 x 10^, Mw/Mn
=1.7). The photo-crosslinker, anthracene, was attached to
the copolymer by chemical reactions as previously
reported^). The average label content is ca. 120 anthracene
/chain. This mixture exhibits a lower critical solution
temperature (LCST) and the phase behavior of the mixtures
strongly depends on the anthracene label content.

B) Results and Discussion
The two typical experiments were undertaken in order

to demonstrate the competitions between the crosslink
reaction kinetics and polymer diffusion induced by
themodynamical instability. At first, a P(S-ran-
CMS)/PVME (50/50) blend was crosslinked at ambient
temperature (30°C) by irradiation with UV light at 365nm
(sample B). Under this particular experimental conditions,
1/3 of anthracenes on the P(S-ra/i-CMS) chains have been
reacted as confirmed by UV spectroscopy. To examine the
stability of the phase behavior of these crosslink networks,
the photo-crosslinked blend (B) was subsequently annealed
at 70°C over 15hrs under vacuum. Figure 1 shows the
scattering profiles of a P(S-ra;i-CMS)/PVME(50/50) blend
obtained under these experimental conditions. For
comparison, the scattering function of a as-cast blend
(sample A) with the same composition was also illustrated
in the same figure. First of all, the as-cast and irradiated

blend showno characteristic scattering whereas the blend
afterannealing exhibits a shoulder at q= 0.04A'X Onthe
other hand, the DSC thermograms of the samples B
(crosslinked sample) shows one broad glass transition
temperature (Tg)whereas the twodistinct Tgs appear in the
sample C (crosslinked and annealed). To confirm the
microphase separation process in the sample (C), another
blend photo-crosslinked under the same condition as(B)
wassubmitted to a temperature-jump from room
temperature to nO'Qunstable region) and the time-
evolution of thescattering was followed by time-resolved
measurements. It was found that theshoulder at q=0.04A'̂
appears and its intensity grows exponentially with a
characteristic time of 5min as shown in Figure 2. On the
other hand, upon crosslink at 80°C(ca. 14°Cbelow the
binodal temperature), the P(S-ra/z-CMS)/PVME(50/50)
exhibits iridescene. By optical phase-contrast optical
micrograph, it was found that the morphology of this
crosslinked blend is lamella-like^).

The above results indicate thatupon crosslink at
temperature close toTg and faraway from the phase
boundary, miscible 5e/n/-IPN was obtained. However these
semi -IPNs are in themetastable state and undergo
microphase separation as temperature increases. On the
other hand, uponcrosslink at temperatures close to the
phase boundary, the blend undergoes macrophase
separation exhibiting higher order structures due to the
complex couplings mechanism between reaction, diffusion
and elasticity associated with the crosslink reactions. The
details of this self-organization process are currently under
investigation.

REFERENCES
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Fig. 1. Scattering profiles
for an as-cast blend (A);
crosslinked blend (B);
crosslink and annealed
blend (C).

Fig. 2. Time evolution of the
scattering intensity at q= 0.04A'^
after crosslinked and jumped
from 30°C to 120°C.
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Introduction

We have previously reported that we fabri
cated Cr-C mulitlayer mirrors having smooth
interfaces with the period d of 3.2 nm and they
showed near-normal reflectivities of 7-8 % in
the wavelength r^on of4.7-6.2 nm(l).

Co-C and CoCr-C multilayers are consid
ered to show higher reflectivity at around 4.5
nm because of tne larger differences of refrac
tive indices and were fabricated and evaluated.

Experiments

Multilayer coatings were deposited using rf
magnetron sputtering in an Ar plasma and the
Ar pressure was 0.36-0.38 mTorr and the de
position rate was 0.7-0.8 nm/min. Their peri
ods d are 2.8-5.2 nm and 2.7-4.4 nm for Co-C
and CoCr-C, respectively. Numbers of layer
pairs N are 40-100 for both material combina
tions. No substrate temperature control was
employed. The substrates are polished fused
quartz whose surface roughness and flatness
were cr=0.3 nm rms and less than A/20 (A =633
nm), respectively.

Evaluation was carried out by means of a
small-angle X-ray diffractometer (CuKor), a
transmission electron microscope (TEM) and
the precise grazing incidence reflectometer
which is installed on the grasshopper monochro-
mator beamline BL-llA.

As shown in Fig.l and Fig.2, reflectivities at
neax-normal incidence were 11-14 % for a Co-
C mirror with d=3.37 nm in the wavelength
region of 4.5-6.6 nm, and ~10 % for a CoCr-
C mirror with d=3.05 nm in the wavelength
region of 4.7-6.0 nm, and both the reflectivities
were higher than that of Cr-C.

Figures 3 (a) and (M are cross-sectional TEM
images of Co-C and CoCr-C multilayers with
periods of 3.08 nm and 3.05 nm, respectively.
TEM observation indicates that below the par
ticular periods (d=3.2 nm for Co-C and 2.8 nm
for CoCr-C multilayers) Co and CoCr layers
come to show island-stuctures rather than con
tinuous films. Measured reflectivities showed a
rapid decrease at corresponding wavelengths.
The size of the islands of CoCr, however, is
smaller than that of Co. This difference is at
tributed to the effect of alloy of constituent
materials. TEM observation also shows crys
tallization did not occur in CoCr layers.

Conclusion

Alloying Co with Cr, uniform multilayers
with shorter periods than that of Co were suc
cessfully fabricated. Optimization of the alloy
ratio will enable to fabricate highly reflective
multilayer mirrors even with a shorter period.

Reference
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Fig. 1. Soft X-ray reflectivity of Co-C multilayer
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Fig. 3 (a), (b). Cross-sectional TEM images of
Co-C and CoCr-C multilayers, showing (a) partial
agglomeration of the Co layer(d=3.08 nm) and (b)
uniform layered structure (d= 3.05 nm).
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Introduction

Mo/B^C multilayersare expected to have high
reflectivity in the wavelength region of70A. Because B^C
is heat-resisting material, high heat resistance is also
expected. We have fabricated Mo/B^C multilayersand
examined their heat resistance. Some properties were
compared with those of Mo/Si multilayers".

Experiment
Mo/B^C and Mo/Si multilayers, with the number of

layer pairs of 50, were deposited by rf magnetron sputter
ing on silicon wafers. The layer periods were 38A and
75A, resj}ectively. These multilayer samples were heated
in vacuum for 1 hour at several temperatures with infrared
rays passed through a quartz window. The pressure was
kept at less than lxlO"^Pa during heating.

Hard-x-ray reflectivity was measured with small-
angle x-ray diffractometer using CuKa radiation, and .soft-
x-ray reflectivity was measured with high-precision
reflectometer^' at the beam line BL-11A using s-polarized
radiation. The grating was 2400 lines/mm pitch and the slit
width was 100mm. Carbon filter was employed to screen
the higher order diffraction in the wavelength region of
6O-70A.

Results

Figure 1 shows the change of hard-x-ray reflectivity
and Fig. 2 shows the change of layer period after hetiting.
Mo/Si multilayers exhibited no change of both reflectivity
and layer period at 200°C, gradually losing the reflectivity
at the higher temperature and had no reflectivity at 400°C.
Mo/B^C multilayers exhibited gradual decrease of
reflectivity with increasing temperature. The layer period
decreased at 200®C and there was no more change at the
higher temperature.

Figure 3 shows the soft-x-ray rellectiviiy of Mo/
B^C multilayers. The reflectivity of unheated samplewas
as low as 11%, because the number of layer pairs (50
pairs) was less than the number where the reflectivity
saturates (100-150 pairs). In the sample heated at 200°C,
the reflectivity decreased and the peak position shifted to
the longer wavelength. In the sample heated at 4(X)®C, the
reflectivity became still lower and the peak shift was the
same as the 2(X)®C heated sample. The shift of the peak
wavelength was consistent with the increase of the layer
period. The decrease of reflectivity was much greater in
soft-x-ray region than in hard-x-ray region. Analogous
increase of layer period after heating is well known in W/C
multilayers''.

In conclusion, though B^C is heat-resisting material,
Mo/B^C multilayers has poor heal resistance. It is undesir
able that the reflectivity decreases and the peak wavelength
shifts at relatively low temperature.
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Introduction

Mo/Si multilayers have high reflectivity in the
wavelength region of 130A. However, they have poor heat
resistance'\ We have fabricated the multilayers composed
of Mo and SiC which is heat-resisting material, and
examined their heat resistance.

P>xperiment
Mo/SiC and Mo/Si multilayers, with the number of

layer pairs of50 and layer period of75A, were deposited
by rf magnetron sputtering on silicon wafers. These
multilayer samples were heated in vacuum for I hour at
several temperatures with infrared rays passed through a
quartz window. The pressure was kept at less than IxlO '̂Pa
during heating.

Hard-x-ray reflectivity was measured with small-
angle x-ray diffractometer using CuKa radiation, and soft-
x-ray reflectivity was measured with high-precision
reflectometer^' at the beam line BL-11A using s-polarized
radiation. The grating was 2400 lines/mm pitch and the slit
width was lOOjim. Beryllium filter was employed to screen
the higher order diffraction in the wavelength region of
120-140A.

Results

Figure 1 shows the change of hard-x-ray reflectivity
and Fig. 2 shows the change of layer period after heating.
Mo/Si multilayers exhibited no change of both reflectivity
and layer period at 200®C, gradually losing the reflectivity
at the higher temperature and had no reflectivity at 400°C.
Mo/SiC multilayers exhibited no change of reflectivity up
to 300°C and started to lose the reflectivity at 400®C. The
layer period did not changed at all.

Figure 3 shows the soft-x-ray reflectivity of Mo/SiC
multilayers. The reflectivity of unheated sample was 58%,
which stands comparison with that of Mo/Si multilayers.
The sample heated at 300°C exhibited little decrease of
reflectivity and no change of peak wavelength. In the
sample heated at 4(X)°C, the reflectivity decreased and the
peak position shifted to the shorter wavelength de.spite the
unchanged layer period. The change of reflectivity of these
Mo/SiC multilayers was consistent with the change of
hard-x-ray reflectivity. Mo/Si multilayers fabricated in
different deposition condition with the same layer period
can have different peak wavelength due to silicide layer
growth at each interface.'' The peak shift of Mo/SiC
multilayers suggests the similar mechanism.

In conclusion, Mo/SiC multilayers have comparable
reflectivity of Mo/Si multilayers and preserve the
reflectivity and constant peak wavelength over 3(X)°C.
They are suitable for u.se as multilayer mirrors irradiated
with high density x-ray flux like a condenser system of
soft-x-ray projection lithography.
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Introduction

Fluorinated polyethylene and its model
compounds are of great interest lately for their
applications to the aligning-layers for various organic-
functional molecules.^) However, the mechanisms
responsible for the alignment in relation to the
mechanical rubbing process are hardly understood. In this
study, we have performed a series of experiments with use
of X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES)
spectroscopy in order to determine (I) the initial
alignment of the fluorinated polyethylene and its model
compounds and (2) the possible structure change of the
polymers subjected to the mechanical rubbing process.

Experimental
Samples used were tetrafluoroethylene oligomer

(TFO, (CF2)n n=172) and perfluorotetracosane (PFT, n-
C24F50)- F K-edge and C K-edge XANES spectra were
taken on the BL-llA at KEK-PF with a grass-hopper
monochromator. The measurements were performed for
evaporated films (lOOOA) in total electron yield mode.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a typical C K-edge XANES
spectra of TFO. The first pe^ (a) was assigned as a*
(C-F).2^) In order to determine the molecular orientation
of TFO, the incident-angle-dependences of the peak (a)
intensity were taken as shown in Figure 2 with theoretical
fit, where we have assumed a Gaussian distribution
function and the polarization factor of the incident beam
P=l. From this analysis, we conclude that TFO chains
are oriented almost parallel to the surface.

After applying the mechanical rubbing on the
evaporated TFO films, we have conducted the similar
experiment to see the possible structural change of TFO.
In Figure 3, the incident-angle-dependence of the peak(a)

C K-edge

280 290 300 310

Photon Energy / eV

Fig. 1 F K-edge XANES spectrum of TFO (filled circles,
solid line) and theoretical fit (dashed line). The first peak
Ais assigned as a* (C-F).^)

intensity are shown with theoretical fit. The definitions
of the rubbing direction and the incident angle are
illustrated in the inset. As is clear from the figure, the
FWHM of the distribution function of TFO chains is

reduced considerably from the original value. On the
contrary to the case of PFT^\ TFO film easily changes
its structure by the rubbing process. This is probably due
to the fact that TFO has lower crystallinity than PFT and
hence the realignment of the chain was induced by the
mechanical rubbing.

TFO/Cu

a =90

cr =34

P=1.0

E Vector Polar Angle / Deg.

Fig. 2 Incident angle dependence of the peak (a) intensity
of the TFO film.

rubbed TFO/Cu
B I—^^^^^^^^
^ ' /V "p F P=1.0

Of =87'

0- = 17'

rubbing axis

120 150

E Vector Polar Angle / Deg.
Fig. 3 Incident angle dependence of the peak (a) intensity
of the rubbed TFO film. The definition of the angle is
illustrated in the inset.
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Introduction

It is well known that a rubbed polymer surface
may align a liquid crystal (LC) film, whose optical axis
makes a pre-tilt angle from the polymer substrate. As for
the mechanism of the alignment, it is widely believed that
the mechanically rubbed polymer is subjected to the local
structure change, such as realignment of the polymer
chain, and hence the elongated chain induces the uniaxial
alignment of the LC film. Although many surface
analytical techniques have been applied to reveal the
mechanisms of the alignment, complete understanding is
still lacking.

In this study, we have performed a series of
experiments with use of C K-edge and N K-edge
XANES(X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure)
spectroscopy for the first time in order to investigate the
rubbing effect on the polymer surface.

Experimental
Our first trial experiment is on the odd-even effect

for BPDA (biphenyl -3,3',4,4'- tetracarboxylic dianhydride)
type polyimide; BPDA type polyimide with even number
alkylene chain induces a large LC pre-tilt angle and the
one with odd number alkylene chain does almost 0 degree
LC pre-tilt angle.ri C K-edge, N K-edge XANES spectra
were taken on the BL-11A at KEK-PF with a grasshopper
monochromator. Measurements were performed in total
electron yield mode for lOOOA-thick polyimide films spin-
coated on ITO(Indium Oxide) glass plate. Mechanical
rubbing was applied on the polymer surface when
necessary.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a typical example of C K-edge
XANES spectra of n = 8 BPDA polyimide. The peak (1)
is assigned as a transition Cls n* (C=C). In order to

Photon Energy / eV

Fig. 1 C K-edge XANES spectra of n=8 BPDA polyimide.
Peak (1) is assigned as a transition Cls —> n* (C=C).

determine the structure of the rigid part of the
polymers(imide and/or biphenyl parts), we have performed
an angular dependence measurement on the peak (1) as
shown in Fig.2, where 0 is defined as an angle between
the substrate plane and the incident X-ray beam. The
rubbing direction was fixed in the incident plane. As is
clear from the figure, the rigid biphenyl part of n=8 BPDA
selectively tilts from the surface by 15"^, while that of n=7
BPDA does not. Similar behaviors were also observed in

other numbers of BPDA polyimides. A model structure of
the polymer is illustrated in Fig. 3. XANES spectra have
successfully revealed the structure difference between the
odd and even number BPDA polyimides, which is
responsible for the odd-even effect of the LC pretilt angle.
We can conclude that XANES spectroscopy is widely
applicable to the tribology of the polymer systems.

30 60 90 120 150 180

Incident Angle / deg

Fig. 2 Angular dependences of the peak (1) for n=7,
BPDA polyimides.

spda

n=7

BPDA « ® A «
n=8

^ rubbing axis

Fig. 3 A model structure of n=7 and 8 BPDA polyimides
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Introduction
Visualization of elemental distribution in specimens
based on characteristic absorption edges of elements is
one of the major application of X-ray microscopy. For
instance, Calcium distribution has been reported in
human tissues'-^). An electronic zooming tube^) would
be most suitable two dimensional detector for this
purpose witli a high spatial resolution to resolve
mtracellular structure, acquisition of digitized data
which enables arithmetic operations to derive absorption
spectra or elemental distribution.

In the present study, using an electronic zooming tube
we obtained contact images of dried HeLa cells over tlie
wide range of 1.5 to 10 nm covering absorption edges of
major elements in a cell. Based on tnese images,
absorption spectra of local areas in a cell and elemental
distributions are elucidated.

Materials and Methods
As illustrated in Fig. 1, monoclu-omatic X-rays (1.5-10
nm) at BL-11A were exposed to dried HeLa cells grown
on a reverse side of a supporting film for Csl
photocatliode. Contact images of HeLa cells were
obtained at 22 wavelengths including botli sides of
absorption edges of Fe, O, N, Ca, C, P. Output signals
from tlie zooming tube were stored in computer as
images of 256 pixels x 241 pixels x 15 bits.

Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 shows the contact image at tlie wavelengtli of 3.3
nm. Microvilli around cells with sub-micron ividlli were
resolved. Absorption spectra were obtained as X-ray
transmission at uiose areas against wavelengtli. Nucleus
(central), nucleus (peripheral), cytoplasm and cell
membrane were adopted. Typical spectra for these areas
are shown in Fig. 3, A large transmission changes at the
absorption edges of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are
evident for afi areas. In cytoplasm areas, small but
si^frcant changes were detected at the absorption edges
oHron and calcium, while in nuclear areas were not.

Imaging of constituent elements can be perfomied by
subtracting tlie contact images on the both sides of
absorption edges. Altliough the photon counts per pixel
were not enough for some areas, preliminary results
agree with the results from absorption spectra. Further
efforts to precise elemental mapping are in progress.
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Introduction

For application to soft x-ray (SXR) multilayers we have
so far determined optical constants of thin-film materials
in the SXR region using reflectance methodJ The Fresnel
reflection coefficients are modified with the Debye-Waller
factor with due consideration of the surface roughness.
From the curve-fitting analysis for the reflectance data we
obtain rms surface roughnesses as well as the optical
constants. It has been an attractive problem what kind of
microstructure in the actual surface corresponds dominantly
to the obtained rms surface roughness, that is, to the SXR
scattering. The surface waviness of the spatial frequency
shorter than the coherence length of the incident SXR's
would be closely related. To make this point clear, we
have measured the surface profiles using an STM for the
samples whose rms surface roughness was estimated from
the SXR reflectances.

Experimental
A Au film sample was prepared by ion-beam sputtering,
while Mo and W films were deposited by magnetron
sputtering, all onto BK7 glass substrates to thicknesses
about 50 nm. Their reflectance for s-polarization was
measured between 95 and 800 eV at BL-llA using the
reflectometer.^ In this case, the entrance slit -14 cm
upstream from the sample can be regarded as a light
source. The slit width was 0.2 mm in vertical direction
and the beam size was horizontally ~3 mm. The coherence
length of the respective SXR's on the sample was
estimated as a function of the wavelength on the basis of
van Cittert-Zemike's theorem. In Figure 1 are shown
plots of the derived rms roughness as a function of the
reciprocal of the coherence length. The closed and open
symbols are corresponding to light sources of 3 mm and
0.2 mm in diameter, respectively. In any case a becomes
small with decreasing wavelength of the incident light.

After the reflectance measurements the surface
profile of the samples was measured with an STM. The
measured profile was once transformed to a power
spectrum using the Fourier analysis. By the inverse
transformation the surface profile was reproduced with the
Fourier components whose frequency was higher than a
certain frequency, a cutoff frequency. For the high-pass
filtered profiles the rms surface roughness was estimated.
In Figure I is also illustrated with solid curves the surface
roughness, a of the Au sample as a function of the cutoff
frequency thus calculated for several profiles measured,
where the cutoff frequency is coincident with the coherence
length in the abscissa.

Results and Discussion
The agreement of the symbols with the curves for the case
of the 3-mm light source is better than the 0.2-mm one.

The similar result was obtained also for the Mo and W

samples. This result suggests that the coherence length of
the incident SXR's is related to the source dimension

perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The surface
waviness of spatial wavelengths shorter than the coherence
length of the SXR, i.e., in the order of 0.1 jim in this
study, dominantly affects the scattering. This explains
straightforwardly the result that the surface roughness
estimated using reflectance measurements decreases with
decreasing wavelength of the incident light.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been indicated that some hydrogen containing

molecules show high desorption yield in the excitation

of core-to-o*x_n (X = C, N, O).^^ One can expect that
desorption from adsorbed formic acid shows state-

specificity in bond-breaking, because the molecular

orbitals of the system contain four antibonding

unoccupied orbitals. In this work, we investigated

photon-stimulated-ion-desorption (PSID) from

DCOOD/Si(100) adsorption system by C Is core

excitation. In order to elucidate the specificity and to

clarify the desorption mechanism, ion-desorption yield.

Auger-electron yield (AEY), and PIPICO measurements

were performed.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were carried out at the BLllA

using a grasshopper monochrometor in the photon energy

range of 260-420 eV. The experimental details have

been described elsewhere.^^ Briefly, ions were detected
and analyzed by a time-of-flight (TOP) mass

spectrometer. The TOP spectra were measured using a

pulsed synchrotron radiation during single-bunch

operation. As a sample preparation, lOOL DCOOD was

exposed to sample Si(lOO) crystal at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AEY spectrum from DCOOD/Si(100) adsorption

system obtained in the C Is excitation region is shown

in Fig. 1(a). A sharp dominant peak at 287.8 eV, and

three small structures at 292, 297, 302 eV were

observed in the AEY spectrum. Based on previous study

by Outka et al.,^^ these peaks were assigned to the
transitions from C Is into ^'c-D' "'c-o^ ^^id o'c=o
unoccupied orbitals, respectively.

U\ D\ C\ CD\ 0\ C0\ and CDO' ions were

observed in the TOP measurement at the excitation

energy of 400 eV. The PSID yield spectra of and

CDO^ are shown in Fig. l(b),(c). It was found that the

PSID yield spectra do not follow the AEY spectrum

which corresponds to photoabsoiption cross section. In

particular, D^ enhances at the excitation, while

CDO^ enhances at excitation. This finding indicates
that the C-D and C-0 bonds selectively dissociate at

the a'c.D and o'^.q excitations, respectively.
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Fig. 1 (a) C-KVV AEY spectrum from DCOOD/Si(100)

obtained at kinetic energy of 260 eV. PSID yield spectra

of (b) D^ and (c) CDO' from DCOOD/Si(100).
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Introduction

Silicon nitride (SijN*) is important material as
optical coatings and insulating layer in various
electronic micro-devices. Reactive ion

implantation is one of the most powerful
techniques to provide such materials since it is
easy to change thickness of the modified layer by
controlling the ion energy. However, ion
implantation method can easily provide non-
stoichiometric phase which is not obtained by
thermo-chemical reaction. In the present study,
XANES and XPS are applied to the investigation
of the electronic structures of N2*-ion implanted
Si(lOO) (SiNi), which was produced by low-
energy ion implantation method.

Experimental
Si(lOO) surface was bombarded with 10-keV N2
*-ions (2.5 X 10" atoms sec' cm^) by using
Penning-ion-gauge t>'pe ion gun. The XANES
measurements were performed at the
Grasshopper Monochrometer Station, BL-llA.
The XANES spectra were taken by recording the
total electron yield (TEY) as a function of photon
energy. The TEY was normalized by the photon
intensity which was measured by a copper mesh
located in front of the sample. Details of the
XPS measurements have been described
elsewhere.'

Results and Discussion

The XANES spectra of N2^-implanted samples at
the Si2p edge are displayed in Fig. 1. The peak
A in the spectra gradually shifts to the higher
energy side with the fluence. This peak is
assigned as Si2p—>3s transition.^ Over a fluence
of 3.6 X 10'^ atoms/cm^, peaks B and C are
observed in the spectra. These peaks can be
assigned as Si2p—>3p and Si2p—>3d transitions,
respectively.^ However, intensities of the two
peaks are very weak compared with the bulk
Si3N4 spectrum. The spectra in Fig. 1 suggest
that the SisN^ is not dominantly produced even at
SiNx(x=l.l). From the obtained XPS spectra,
the chemical shift of the Si2p-XPS line increases
gradually, and the peak energy of the line reaches
and saturates (Eb = 101.6 eV) to those of the bulk

SisN^ after the heavy irradiation (>7.2 x 10'^
atoms/cm^). These observations suggest there
exist several kinds of chemical species
surrounding the silicon atoms during the N2'̂
irradiation. The tendency of the energy shift for
SiNx is obviously different from that for SiOx,
which is previously reported by the authors.'
On the basis of these results, it is considered that
the structure of SiNx is quite different from that
of SiOx. In case of SiNx, the stepwise
replacement of the Si-Si bond with the Si-N bond
takes place by the N2' irradiation. Due to the
stepwise bond replacement of each atom, the
gradual peak shift is observed in the XPS and
XANES spectra. These observations imply that
SiNx contains several chemical states of nitride,
rather than a mixture of Si and SisNt islands.
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Fig. 1 XANES spectra at Si2p edge for N2*-
implanted Si(lOO).
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Summary

Majority of mutations induced in bacterial spores by
the exposure to monochromatic soft-X radiations carried
sequence changes common to other sources such as y and
ultraviolet radiations. However, the photons with the
resonant K-absorplion energy of phosphorus atoms
produced several distinct sequence changes involving two
or three consecutive bases. Therefore, the irradiation

targeted at intracellular phosphorus atoms may be usable
to collect allelic variants in the studies of mutagenesis,
and structure/function relationship of proteins.

Introduction

In previous work, we have analysed the killing and
mutagenic effects of soft-X radiation upon Bacillus
subiilis spores (1). Lethal efficiency was dependent on
photon energy, and sharp peaks of the action were
produced by the photons at resonant K-edge peaks of
phosphorus and calcium atoms. We proposed that these
two atoms within and in the vicinity of DNA molecules
constitute "atomic targets" in the spores. To follow the
consequences of the absorption events at the atomic
targets, we have established the methodology based on
PCR-SSCP to determine DNA sequences of a large
number of phenotypically selected mutants (2). The
analysis of mulational spectra provided some clues to the
mutagenic mechanisms initiatedby the cellular absorption
of low-energy X radiations.

Materials and Methods

Exposures of the spores of strains HAlOl and
TKJ6312 were carried out in vacuum chambers using BL-

IB, 4A and 1IB in two wavelength ranges centered at the
K-absorption edges of calcium (0.3067 nm) and
phosphorus (0.5759 nm). The mutant strains resistant to
nalidixic acid were isolated by drug-overlaying protocol
ensuring the independence of each mutant. DNA from
each resistant strain was used as template for PGR

reaction with end-labeled primers flanking 5'-terminal
portion of the gyrA gene encoding DNA gyrase subunit
A. The 162 bp fragments produced in the reaction were
heat-denatured and loaded to MDE gel, and electrophoresed
at 25° for 5h. The patterns exhibited by the amplified
strands in the gels were used for "molecular typing" of the
mutants, and when new types were encountered, the
sequence determination was carried out by the direct-
sequencing method of PGR products (2).

Results and Discussion

All the nalidixic acid-resistant mutants isolated and

examined (about 950 at this point) carried sequence alteration in
the amplified fragment, and exhibited distinct mobility patterns.
We have so far identified 18 alleles as listed below. From the

aspect of mutational specificity, various factors need be taken
into considerations (e.g, vegetative cells vs spores, spontaneous
vs mutagen-induced, different types of radiations employed etc.).
In total, 177 mutants were obtained from the spores exposed to
soft-X radiations. Among them, the distribution of mutations
induced by the exposure to the shorter wavelength range
including calcium K-edge was generally similar to that of y-rays;
prevalent ones were gyrAl and gyrA2, both of which were GG
to AT transitions, while the other types such as gyrASAJ were
also common. One exceptional mutant gyrAM, which changed
three consecutive base pairs, was observed among those exposed
to resonant K-edge photons of calcium. In contrast, the exposure
to longer wavelength photons around phosphorus K-edge
produced several distinct alleles such as gyrA7,8,J0,l 1,12.15
with two or three consecutive base changes in addition to
common ones. Among them, the most frequent gyrA12 allele
was induced by the exposure to high vacuum irrespective of
irradiation.

References
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Table 1. List of evrA alleles

Allele Base change Godon change Occurrence*

gyrAl G to A Glu (88) to Lys 45 (237)

gyr A2 C to T Ser (84) to Leu 45 (360)

gyr A3 A to C Glu (88) to Ala 12 (35)

gyr A4 A to G Glu (88) to Gly 22 (109)

gyrA5 A to T Glu (88) to Val 12 (46)

gyr A6 G to C Glu (88) to Gin 1 (11)

gyrAT GA to AT Glu (88) to He 2 (5)

gyr A8 TC to AT Ser (84) to He 1 (2)

gyr A9 G to C Ala (85) to Pro 3 (6)

gyrAlO CA to TG Ser (84) to Leu 1 (3)

gyrAll TCA to GTT Ser (84) to Val 1 (2)

gyrA12 CA to TT Ser (84) to Phe 29 (129)

gyrA13 T to G Ser (84) to Ala 1 (2)

gyrAll GAA to ACT Glu (88) to Thr 1 (1)

gyrAlS TG to CA Glu (88) to Lys 1 (1)

gyrAl6 TTC to CTT Ser (84) to Leu 0 (1)

gyrA17 CA to AT Ser (84) to Tyr 0 (1)

gyrAlS CA to TC Ser (84) to Phe 0 (1)

*numbers obtained with soft-X (total mutations examined).
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Introduction

The formation and properties of transition metal
silicide compounds ( metal on silicon ) is of consider
able interest in the electronics industries. These com

pounds have great potential for uses in the Schottky
barrier formation and the chemical vapor deposition.
The reverse process ( silicon on metal ) is of interest
by the same reasons and also as a means of prepar
ing novel alloy catalysts. The purpose of this study
is to investigate the adsorption and decomposition of
silane on Cu(lll) by means of Si K-edge XANES and
EXAFS.

Experimental

Details of the ultra high vacuum ( UHV ) chamber
and the experimental procedures have been described
elsewhere^. Briefly, a Cu(lll) crystal was cleaned by
cycles of Ar"^ sputtering and annealing. Silane was
dosed on the Cu(lll) at lOOK, followed by annealing
to 230K and 300K.

Results and Discussion

Si K-edge XANES spectra at normal incidence as a
function of annealed temperatures are shown in Fig.l.
The spectrum (a) ( lOOK, not annealed ) resembles
that of silane gas^, clearly indicating that the adsorbed
species on Cu(lll) has a molecular character. From
this and another paper in this volume^ we concluded
that the adsorbed species on Cu(lll) would be SiHs,
where the Si-Cu distance is 2.49 A, and the adsorption
site is a 3-fold hollow.

As the temperature raised, the molecular-like struc
ture gradually turned to a silicide-like structure. While
spectrum (b) ( annealed to 230K ) shows no drastic
change, except for the peak broadening, spectrum (c)
( annealed to 300K ) is clearly different from these two
spectra, and it resembles that of nickel silicide shown
in the top of Fig.l.

Fourier transformation resulted from the SEXAFS

spectra of 230K annealed sample show significant po
larization dependence as shown in Fig.2(a), in which
a distinct peak is observed only at normal incidence,
which could be assigned to a Si-Si bond, not a Si-Cu
bond by the curve-fitting analysis. The Si-Si distance
is determined to be 2.35 A, which is equal to that of
a Si crystal. It is rather strange that the Si-Cu contri
bution disappeared in the 230K spectra.

Fig.2(b) shows that the polarization dependence is
much reduced for the sample annealed to 300K. From
the analysis of the spectra, we concluded that the main
peak is assigned to a Si-Cu bond whose distance is
determined to be 2.47 A, and that the surface Cu atom
might be replaced by Si atom. This result suggests
that the drastic change occurred in the structure of
adsorbed species between 230K and 300K.

1830 1840 1850 1860 1870 18S0
Photon Energy (oV)

Fig.l Temperatxire dependent Si K-edge XANES spectra at
normal incidence, together with the spectra of NiSij ( top )
and silane gas ( bottom ), respectively.
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2' 4
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Fig.2 Fourier transform of kx(k) at the grazing and normal
incidence derived from the SEXAFS spectra of (a) 230K and
(b) 300K annealed sample.
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Introduction

The interface between metals and semiconductors

is extremely important in the formation of electronic
devices. Reactions between metals and silicon to form

metal silicide ( metal on silicon ), resulting in the
Schottky barriers at the interface, have been consider
ably studied so far. However, only a few studies have
been reported in the reverse systems ( silicon on metal
). These systems are also of interest for uses in the
chemical vapor deposition of silane on a metal. The
goal of this study is to investigate the difference be
tween the adsorption structure of silane on Cu(lll)
and Cu(lOO) by means of Si K-edge XANES and EX-
AFS.

Experimental

Experiments were performed in an ultra high vac
uum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure less than 5
X 10"^^ Torr. The system was equipped with facili
ties for Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) and Low
Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED).

Single crystals were prepared by mechanical polish
ing and electrochemical etching, followed by repeated
cycles of Ar"*" bombardment and annealing at SSO^C to
remove adsorbed sulfur. Surface cleanliness and order

were monitored by AES and LEED. Silane was given
to the sample cooled to lOOK with a liquid nitrogen
cooling system.

Results and Discussion

Both Si K-edge SEXAFS spectra clearly show sig
nificant polarization dependence. Fourier transforma
tion of the extracted EXAFS function kx(k) were per
formed, indicating that the grazing incidence spectrum
has a distinct peak which is assigned to the nearest
neighbor Cu, while the normal incidence spectrum has
less distinct peak as shown in Fig.l (a) ( on Cu(lll)
) and Fig.l (b) ( on Cu(lOO) ), respectively. From the
curve-fitting analysis using the theoretical parameters
by Rehr ei al}, we determined that the Si-Cu distance
on Cu(lll) is 2.49 A, and the adsorption site is a 3-fold
hollow, while that on Cu(lOO) is 2.44 A, and a 4-fold
hollow.

Si K-edge XANES spectra show different aspects
between on Cu(lll) and on Cu(lOO) shown in Fig.2.
Spectrum (a) ( SiH4 on Cu(lll) ) closely resembles

that ofsilanegas^, while spectrum (b) ( SiH4 on Cu(lOO)
) resembles that of nickelsilicide. This result clearly in
dicates that the adsorbed species on Cu(lll) has the
molecular character, and it would be SiHa from the
previous studies^, while those on Cu(lOO) decomposes
to atomic silicon and form silicide-like structure.

90

2 4 6 0 2 4
Distance (A) Distance (A)

Fig.l Fourier transforms of kx(k) at grazing and normal
incidence for (a) SiH4 on Cu(lll) and (b) SiH^ on Cu(lOO)
at lOOK.

NiSi2
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Fig.2 Si K-edge spectra at normal incidence for (a) SiH4 on
Cu(lll) and (b) SifL on Cu(lOO), together with the spectra
of NiSij ( top ) and silane gas ( bottom ).
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, we have investigated the adsorption
behavior of CS2 molecule on modified Ni(lOO) surface').
Chlorine atom has a large electronegativity (3.16) and we
can control the adsorption coverage of chlorine by use of
Cl2-doser. The distance of chlorine above the surface is 1.6
A for c(2x2)Cl/Ni(100) system^) so that the steric effect
should be sufficiently large to prevent the molecular
dissociation. In this study, we have measured the
adsorption behavior of the CS2 on 0.25ML and 0.5ML
chlorine precovered Ni(lOO) surfaces.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chlorine precovered surface was obtained by the
exposure of CI2 given by the electrolysis of solid AgCp).
The chlorine deposition was controlled by adjusting an
electric current. A half ML of chlorine could be easily
deposited by a sufficient CI2 dosage with annealing up to
600K, providing a clear c(2x2) LEED pattern. A 0.25ML
Cl-modified surface was obtained by dosing CI2 little by
little where the coverage was monitored by C1 K-edge
jump. The chlorine modified Ni(lOO) crystal was then
cooled down to lOOK by liq. N2 and subsequently dosed
with 0.6L (submonolayer) and 30L (multilayer) CS2. S K-
edge XANES spectra have been measured by the
fluorescence yield mode for submonolayer and by the total
electron yield for multilayerat BL-11B.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Fig.1 shows the S K-edge XANES spectra for
submonolayer CS2 on 0.5ML or 0.25ML chlorine modified
Ni(lOO) surface. The total amount of sulfur was 0. IML for
both surfaces. On 0.5ML Cl/Ni(100) surface, two intense
features appear at almost the same energyas in the gaseous
spectrum, which can be assigned to tt* and a*(S-C)
resonances. Distinct polarization dependence was observed
for the o*(S-C) resonance, the intensity of which was
maximized at 0=90° and almost lost at 0=15°. It was
clearly found that the molecular axis was nearly parallel to
the surface. A detailed spectral simulation on angular
dependence of the tt* and a*(S-C) resonances was carried
out, yielding the polar angles (Og-c) molecular axis
are 81±6° and 82±6°, respectively. The adsorption
behavior is consequently quite similar to the cases of
oxygen and sulfur precovered Ni(lOO) surfaces.

For multilayer CS2, not shown here, the resonance
energies of the n* and a*(S-C) are the same as for the
gaseous spectrum and angular dependence of the
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intensities of the two resonances was also quite similar to
that for oxygen and sulfur precovered surfaces. The polar
angle cOg.Q was resultantly estimated to be 68±6° with a
similar spectral simulation.

On 0.25ML Cl/Ni(100) surface, on the other hand, the
spectral features are similar to the spectra on clean, carbon
or nitrogen precovered surfaces. These spectral changes
imply that the CS2 molecule can get electron from nickel
surface and dissociates. It was found that 0.25ML chlorine

is not enough to prevent molecular dissociation, although
all the surface nickel atoms may be directly bonded to a
highly-electronegative chlorine atom. Therefore we
suppose that the prevention of the dissociation can be
explained by the steric effect.

2A65

n*

CS2/c(2x2)CI/Ni (100)

a*(S-C)

CS2/p(2x2)Cl/Ni (100)

2A70 2A75 2A80 2A85

Photon Energy (eV)

Fig.1 Polarization dependent S K-edge XANES spectra of
submonolayer and multilayer CS2 on 0.5ML or 0.25ML
Cl-precovered Ni(lOO) surface at lOOK.
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INTRODUCTION

In previous studies, we have repoiled that a
dissociation of carbon disulfide ( CS2) molecule occurs
on clean or carbon modified surface and does not on

oxygen or sulfur precovered surface'). It was supposed
that a screening effect on molecular dissociation depends
on the electronegativity of the modifier and/or the
distance between the molecule and the surface atom. To

clarify which the dominant factor is, we have investigated
the adsorption behavior of the CS2 on nitrogen
precovered Ni(lOO) surface, because the electronegativity
of nitrogen is larger than carbon but both adsorbed
structures are almost the same.

EXPERIMENTAL

Nitrogen precovered surface, p4g(2x2)N/Ni(100),
was obtained by nitrogen ion bombardment (1x10"^ Pa
N2, 500eV for 500 s) at ambient temperature. It leads to
a clear p4g(2x2) LEED pattern. The nitrogen saturated
Ni(]00) crystal was then cooled down to lOOK by liq. N2
and subsequently dosed with 0.6L (submonolayer) and
SOL (multilayer) CS2. S K-edge XANES spectra have
been measured by the fluorescence yield mode for
submonolayer and by the total electron yield for
multilayer at BL-1 IB.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Fig.1 shows the S K-edge XANES spectra for
submonolayer (0.6L) CS2 on nitrogen precovered surface
taken at lOOK. The total amount of sulfur was estimated

to be 0.1ML and spectral features are quite similar to that
for clean and carbon precovered surfaces'). This implies
that the CS2 molecule also dissociates on the nitrogen
modified surface even at lOOK. Moreover, the a*(S-C)
resonance shifts in energy by -0.7eV from the gas-phase
resonance similarly to the case of clean or carbon
precovered surface. For multilayer CS2, energy positions
and absorption intensities of the ti* and a*(S-C)
resonances do not change compared to multilayer CS2 on
the clean Ni(lOO) surface and little polarization
dependence was observed, indicating random orientation
of the CS2 molecule.

Though the electronegativities of nitrogen (3.04) is
much larger than that of carbon (2.55), the adsorption
behavior of CS2 molecule is very similar on both surfaces.
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Let us consider the interaction between the precovered
adatom and the substrate nickel atom from the surface

structure. The distances above the surface are very close,
which are 0.1 lA (nitrogen)^) and 0.1 A (carbon)^).
Therefore, the CS2 molecule can get electrons from the
surface nickel atom and the CS2 molecule dissociates on
each surface. It seems that the molecular adsorption or
dissociation is closely associated with the distance above
the substrate surface.

(7«(S-C)

submonolsycr

15

multilayer

7r.r.O 2/.70 2460 2490 2500 2510

Photon Energy (eV)

Fig. 1 Polarization dependent S K-edge XANES spectra
of submonolayer and multilayer CS2 on N-precovered
Ni(lOO) surface at lOOK.
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INTRODUCTION

In a previous study, we have investigated the
adsorption behavior of CS2 on Cu(lll) surface. It was
found that two sulfur atoms of CS2 were adsorbed on
iiollow and bridge sites'). QCS is a linear molecule as CS2
and one sulfur is replaced by oxygen. In this study, we
have investigated the adsorption behavior of the OCS on
Cu(lll).

EXPERIMENTAL

A clean Cu(lll) was cooled down to 97K and
subsequently dosed by 0. IIL with OCS gas in a UHV
chamber. Polarization dependent S K-edge XANES and
EXAFS measurements were carried out at BL-11B.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the S K-edge XANES spectra of the
submonolayer phase taken at incident X-ray angles 0 of
90° and 15°, together with the spectrum of gas-phase. The
total amount of sulfur was estimated to be 0.2ML. By
comparing with the gas-phase spectrum, the peaks 1 and 2
can be ascribed to the Sis to 71* and a*(S-C) resonances,
respectively. The peak 2 is enhanced at grazing incidence.
It is implying that the OCS is molecularly lying on the
surface. The tilt angle of the S-C bond axis is determined
to be about 20° respect to the surface by quantitative
analysis.

From analysis of the EXAFS functions x(k) and their
Fourier transforms, the intramolecular S-C and S-0

distances were determined to be 1.56±0.05 A and 2.70±
0.05 A, respectively, which implies no change of the
molecular bond length compared to the gas-phase one. For
S-Cu bonding, it was found that S atom locates on 3-fold
hollow site. The S-Cu bond distance was 2.25±0.03 A. A
consequent schematic structure is shown in fig.2.

During the XAFS measurements for 24 hours, it was
found that the OCS molecule gradually dissociated at 97K.
The amount of the dissociation was estimated to be about

30% molecule at the end of the XAFS measurements. The

temperature of the substrate might be too high for the
stable adsorption of OCS molecule. We are planning to
measure the system at lower temperature (< 90K) by use
of a cryostat with liquid helium.
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Fig.1 Polarization dependent S-K-edge XANES spectra of
submonolayer on clean Cu(l 11) surface at 97K and gas-
phase.

2.25A

Fig.2 Schematic structure model of OCS/Cu(l 11) at 97K.
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Introduction

Interaction of organic molecules containing S with metal

surfaces has been an important subject for imderstandmg
mechanisms of the hydrodesulfurization process. We have

studied the adsorption of benzenethiol on Ni(lOO) and
revealed that the adsorbates lay flat on the surface at low

exposure, whereas at high exposure or at 200K, they
came to stand up, and the S-C bond was nearly normal to

the surface. In the present work, the adsorption of
benzenethiol on Cu(lOO) is studied over wide temperature

ranges using S K-edge SEXAFS and NEXAFS

spectroscopies for the comparison to the previous
investigation.

Experimental

A Cu(lOO) single crystal was mechanically and electro-
chemically polished. The cleaning was carried out by

argon ion bombardment(500 eV) and annealing(660 °C)
by means of electron bombardment. The surface

cleanliness and order were confirmed by NEXAFS and

LEED, respectively. The Cu(lOO) crystal was cooled
down (105 K) with a liq.N2 cooling system, and was

dosed with 5.0X10-8 Torr benzenethiol for 20 s

(submonolayer). It was kept at 105 K during the

spectroscopic measurements.

Results and Discussion

Fig.l shows the temperature dependence of NEXAFS

spectra taken at grazing(15°) and normal incidence.The

main peak(2474.3eV) is assigned to the Sis to a*(S-C)
transition. This is characteristic to phenyl-mercaptide.

This reveals that cleavage of the S-H bond has already
occurred and chemical species on the surface is phenyl-

mercaptide. In the whole temperature range, there has
been observed little polarization dependence between

grazing and normal incidence data and little change of the

coverage(--'0.4 ML) estimated from the height of their
edge jumps. These indicate that the species on the surface

are not oriented and the coverage is greater than that of

monolayer even at 330 K(the desorption of the

physisorbed benzenethiol multilayer should be completed

around ~200 K (ref.[l],[3])). Although a small spectral

change is observed between 105K and 200K spectra,
further temperature increase up to 330 K does not change
the spectra. It is somewhat surprising that the cleavage of
the S-C bond was not observed even at 330 K.

These facts indicate that a stable complex was formed by
a chemical reaction rather than a chemisorption of phenyl

mercaptide on a Cu surface. It is likely that benzenethiol

reacts to a Cu atom of the substrate and a thiophenolate-

copper complex is produced. This result is considerably
different from what is observed on Ni(lOO) or other Cu

surfaces( (111)[2], (110)[3]). A more detailed analysis of
the data including EXAFS is now in progress.

G *(S-C)

2470 2480 2490
Photon Energy (eV)

Fig.l. Temperature-dependent S K-NEXAFS spectra of

benzenethiol adsorbed on Cu(lOO) taken after heating the
sample up to given temperatures.
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INTRODUCTION

Adsoiption of S-containing molecules on metal
single crystals has been widely investigated from the view
points of catalytic mechanisms of hydrodesulflirization.
We have systematically studied the adsorption behavior
of S-containing molecules on metal surface by means of
SEXAFS and XANES.' In the present study, we
have investigated the adsorption behavior of
submonolayer CS2 on Cu(l 11) by S K-edge XAFS.

EXPERIMENTAL

A clean Cu(lll) was cooled down to 92K and
subsequently dosed by 0.02L with CS2 gas in a UHV
chamber. Polarization dependent S K-edge XANES and
SEXAFS measurements were carried out at BL-1 IB.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the S K-edge XANES spectra of the
submonolayer phase taken at incident X-ray angles 0 of
90°, 55° and 15°, together with the spectrum of CS2
multilayer (30L) at 0=55°. The total amount of sulfur for
submonolayer was estimated to be 0.11 ML. By
comparing with the multilayer and gas-phase spectra, the
peaks 1 and 2 can be ascribed to the Sis to tt* and a*(S-
C) resonances, respectively. Noticeable polarization
dependence can be seen in the submonolayer spectra; the
peak 1 is enhanced at grazing incidence, while the peak 2
is suppressed. These results imply that the CS2 is
molecularly lying flat on the surface. The tilt angle of the
S-C bond axis is determined to be 8±5° respect to the
surface by quantitative analysis.

The intensity of the ;c* resonance at 0=55° is
noticeably suppressed in the submonolayer spectrum
compared to that of the multilayer one. From the fitting
results, the k* intensity was reduced to 58 %, implying
that 42 % of the k* orbitals is occupied and hence ~1.7
electrons are transferred from the substrate Cu to the

CS2 molecule. This suggests that the submonolayer CS2
molecule is in the state close to CS2^".

From analysis of the SEXAFS functions x(k) and
their Fourier transforms, the intramolecular S-C and S-S
distances were determined to be 1.58±0.05 A and 3.19±
0.05 A, respectively, which implies an elongation
compared to the gas-phase S-S distance. For S-Cu
bonding, it was found that two S atoms locate on
diflferent adsorption sites which were 3-fold hollow and
bridge sites. The S-Cu bonding distances were 2.26±0.03
A and 2.32±0.03 A, respectively. A consequent
schematic structure is shown in fig.2.

2^.60

cSj/cudii) hf

92 K 30 L 0 = 55

Multilayer

92 K 0.02 L 8 =15

Submonolayer

2-i70 2^80 2A90 2500
Photon Energy(eV)

2510

Fig. 1 Polarization dependent S K-edge XANES spectra
of submonolayer and multilayer CS2 on Cu(l 11) surface
at 92K.

1Q A

2.26 A s 2.32 A

Fig.2 Schematic surface structure model of CS2/Cu(l 11)
at 92K.
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Introduction

Bromine atom (Br) has electrons at K-shell with
the binding energy of 13.47 keV. Absorption of
X-rays with this energy by k-electrons is known
to cause so-called Auger cascade. If the Auger
cascade once occurred in organic molecule con
taining Br, this molecule enters in the multiply
ionized state. This state efficiently leads to
the rupture of the molecule (1). A typical
brominated nucleoside, 5-bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU), is known to be easily incorporated into
cellular DNA instead of thymidine (dT) .
Application of a method combining brcmination of
cellular DNA and irradiation with monochromatic

X-rays with the energies at both sides of 13.47
keV (13.45 and 13.51 keV) to bacteriophage Tl,
yeasts and cultured HeLa cells showed that the
enhancement of X-ray-induced cell killing oc
curred at 13.51 keV (2-4). However, free radical
reaction processes of biological Auger effects
leading to the enhanced cell killing are not
fully elucidated yet. In the present study we
prepared the complexes between BrdU and dT
(BrdU'dT) with adequate weight ratios as models
of brominated DNA, and free radicals induced in
the complexes after absorption of monochromatic
X-rays with 13.45 and 13.52 keVs were investi
gated using ESR spectrcmetry.

Experimental
Sample preparation. BrdU and dT were mixed in
aqueous solutions at ratios from BrdU 0% (dT
100%) to 100% (dT 0%). The solutions were
freeze-dried by vacuum pump. The dried powders
(ca. 50 mg) were then transferred into Teflon
tube (1.2 iiin id., 15 cm long) and sealed under
Ar gas.
X-Irradiation. Monochromatic X-rays were ob
tained from synchrotron radiation at the beam
port 4A of the electron storage ring at the
Photon Factory of NLHEP (5). X-rays were
monochrcmatized with a 111 channel-cut Si crys
tal. The X-ray energies used were 13.52 and
13.45 keVs on both sides df Br K-electron bind

ing energy. The powder was collected at one side
of the tube and exposed to X-rays. The beam size
completely covered the area to be exposed. The
dose rate of X-rays measured with a free-air
ionization chamber and corrected by the absorp
tion coefficient of the tube was 0.516 C/kg*min.
ESR measurements. After irradiation, the powder
was transferred to another side of the tube

which was not exposed to X-rays. The tube was
inserted into an ESR cavity. JEOL X-band ESR
spectrometer was used to measure the ESR spec
tra. The ESR spectra which were recorded as
first derivatives were doubly integrated by com
puter technique to obtain ESR signal intensi

ties. The number of spins were estimated from
the ESR intensity of standard DPPH.

Data Analysis
The energy-absorption coefficients of Br at

13.45 and 13.52 keVs were estimated from the

Table of Hubbell (6) as 18.5 and 78.0 (cm^/g),
respectively. Using these values the absorbed
doses (Gy, J/kg) of the BrdU'dT complexes and
the X-ray fluences (F, J/m^) at both energies
were calculated from exposed doses (R).

Results and Discussion

The number of radicals (spins) produced in 1 gm
of the complex per energy fluence (F) of X-rays
was plotted as a function of the concentration
of BrdU (Fig. a). The number of spins increased
with increasing the relative emiounts of BrdU at
both energies of X-rays. The yields of spins
were higher in 13.52 keV than in 13.45 keV. This
means that absorption of X-ray photons occurred
more efficiently at the energy higher than the
K-shell-binding energy of Br. The number of rad
icals were replotted as the yields per Gy, (Fig.
b). While the yields at 13.52 keV were kept al
most constant at every concentration of BrdU,
the yields at 13.45 keV increased with increas
ing the concentration of BrdU. This means that
the effectiveness of radical production was
lower at 13.52 keV than at 13.45 keV. These re

sults indicated that Auger cascade lowered the
yields of radicals in brcminated DNA.
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Introduction

Surface vibration and anharmonicity are considered to be

enhanced in the direction normal to the surface, according
to the temperature-dependent LEED measurements.

SEXAFS spectroscopy has the advantage for the

discussion on the local bonding at the surface, because it

provides information on a relative displacement between

an x-ray-absorbing and scattering atoms. A recent

SEXAFS study revealed that the p4g-(2x2)N/Ni(100)
system exhibits much smaller vibrational amplitude and

anharmonicity of the vertical N-Ni bond than those of the

lateral one.2) In order to clarify the apparent contradiction
between LEED and SEXAFS, we have measured and

analyzed temperature and polarization dependence of S

K-edge SEXAFS spectra of c(2x2)S overlayers on Ni(lOO)

and Ni(llO) surfaces. 3)

Experimental

Clean Ni crystals were dosed with saturated amounts of

H2S at -600 K. Very clear c(2x2)-LEED patterns were

observed. SEXAFS experiments were carried out at BL-11

B in the S K fluorescence yield mode. The SEXAFS

spectra of c(2x2)S/Ni(l 10) were taken at normal (0=90°)

and grazing (0=15°) x-ray incidence with the electric field

vector normal to <110> axis. They were measured at three

different temperatures: 100, 300 and 500 K. The SEXAFS

spectra of c(2x2)S/Ni(100) were also measured at 0=15°

and T=120 K and 295 K in a similar mariner.

Results and discussion

The structural parameters were reexamined by the

cui-ve-fitting analysis of the low-temperature data. 8
locates at the hollow site of the Ni surface for both

systems. In the c(2x2)S/Ni(100) system, S-Nil (1st layer
Ni) and S-Ni2 (2nd layer Ni) distances are determined to be

2.19 A and 3.13 A, respectively. In the case of c(2x2)-

S/Ni(110), the 2nd layer Ni atom (Ni2, 2.19 A) locates
more closely to the S atom than four 1st layer Ni atoms
(Nil, 2.27 A). The temperature dependent SEXAFS

spectra were analyzed with the amplitude ratio and phase

difference method. Assuming simple cubic potentials, we
obtained the potential curves of S and Ni pairs as shown
in Figure 1. The vertical S-Ni2 pair in c(2x2)S/Ni(100)

shows the softest bonding and the largest anharmonicity in

these four S-Ni pairs. The lateral S-Nil pairs in both

systems seem similar to each other, but the anharmonicity
in c(2x2)S/Ni(110) is slightly larger. The vertical S-Ni2
pair in c(2x2)S/Ni(110) shows the tightest bonding,
providing similar results to the N/Ni(100) system 2). The

vibration between S and the second layer Ni has much

lower frequency and larger anharmonicity than that for the

first layer Ni in c(2x2)S/Ni(100) because of no chemical

interaction, while in c(2x2)S/Ni(110) the vertical S-Ni2

bonds has smaller vibrational amplitude and anhamonicity

than the lateral S-Nil bonds due to a shorter bond length.

Above results suggest that the bond strength is strongly

correlated to the bond distance rather than the bond

direction. This study demonstrates that temperature

dependent SEXAFS spectroscopy is a powerful tool for

the investigation of the surface local bond strength.
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Introduction

Some cases such as Bragg angle [ 6 b) Is near 90 *" , or
the angle between the incident or diffracted beam and the crystal
surface is near 0 attracted much interest because of their
characteristic phenomena. The diffracting condition of grazing
incidence back-scattering (GIBS), which combines the above
extreme cases, will give an interesting subject from the viewpoint
of the dynamical theory.

From the viewpoint of the application to X-ray standing wave
(XSW) technique, the condition 6 b— 90 * has several merits:
the extremely wide angular width of the diffraction, the high sen
sitivity to the surfaces by use of Soft X-rays, and disappeared
dependence on the polarization . However, the specified angle,
which restricts a choice of the diffracting plane, can obstruct the
triangulation which is necessary to the 3-dimensional analysis.
Thus, we tried to use GIBS for extending a choice of the available
planes. In advance, we estimated the application of GIBS to XSW
technique.

Experimental
The experiment was performed at BL-11B using an ultra high

vacuum chamber designed for XSW experiment. XSW yields and
rocking curves were obtained by scanning the incident energy with
lnSb(111) crystal monochrometer. The incident beam, irradiated on
the Si(111) wafer, was diffracted by the (220) plane at 6 b near 90 '
In this case, the (220) plane is normal to the (111) plane. At first
sight, it seems impossible to apply GIBS to the analysis of surfaces
because the XSW occurs only in the side of the crystal. However,
vicinal surfaces enable us to apply GIBS to XSW technique. Present
crystal surface is inclined to the (111) plane at an angle of 3 * .

Diffracted intensity was monitored by a metallic mesh put on
the beam path. Total Yield was obtained as a current through a
BNC cable which are connected with the Si crystal(Fig.l).

Resuls and Disciission

The observed total yield and the calculation are shown in Fig.2
which shows a good agreement between them. This means the
availability of GIBS to the structural analysis with XSW. As a result,
the effective application of the vicinal surfaces permits XSW ana
lysis even under the limited condition .

Besides, a phenomenon appeared with reproduction : the
energy width of the diffraction became narrow under GIBS (about
60% of under usual back-scattering). This is clarified by comparison
between Fig.2 (GIBS) and Fig.3 (usual back-scattering). The energy
deviation, which was derived from convoluting the intrinsic rocking
curve with the Gaussian function, is 1.1-1.3eV for GIBS, 1.8-2.0eV
for the usual back-scattering. Theoretically, the asymmetrical effect
influences negligibly A reasonable cause is the influence of the
total reflection ' (the critical angle is 0.54* under the present
condition).
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Introduction

The Au/Si(111) system has been one of the most important
metal-semicondutor surfaces. Three different ordered structures

are induced by depositing different amounts of Au on a clean Si
(111 )7x7 surface: 5x2, 3x 3, and 6x6 '' . Despite a number
of studies with several different techniques, their detailed charac
terization of atomic structures is still under debate. We applied
soft X-ray standing wave (XSW) method to analysis of the Au
adsorption site with respect to the substrate Si lattice. We
investigated each phase of superstructures and compared the
phases with one another.

Experinrtental
All measurement was performed at BL-1 IB using an UHV

chamber designed for this experiment. Details of the experimental

arrangement are described in another report . All XSW yield
was obtained by scanning the incident energy with lnSb(111)
crystal monochrometer. The incident beam, irradiated on the

substrate Si(111) wafer, was diffracted by the (220) plane at
Bragg angles near 90 ' . In order to realize the triangulation,
we utilized two kinds of (220) plane which are not symmetric with
each other around the < 111 > axis '' .

All specimen was prepared by standard procedures: Au depo
sition from a Knudsen cell onto the cleaned and annealed Si(111)
7x7 surface. Each phase of Au surfaces was selectively prepared
by controlling the Au coverage and the substrate temperature. The
Au coverage was estimated by a quartz-crystal microbalance.
Surface superstructures were observed by RHEED.

Only for 6x6 phase, we prepared two kinds of substrate:
vicinal wafer (the crystal surface is inclined to the (111) plane at
an angle of 3 ' ) and no vicinal one. This is for checking the
influence of limitation of the terrace width (tan3 1/20) to a
long range ordered strurcture such a 6x6 phase.

Results and Discussion

Fig.1 shows the Au Auger(MNN) electron yields with the
rocking curves for the 3x /" 3 phase: (a) for the particular 220
reflection in the surface plane, (b) for the usual 220 reflection.
Table 1 lists the parameters which gives the best fitting: position
parameter (r, 6 ) and coherent fraction (Fc) for the particular 220
reflection in the surface plane, position parameter d 111 and Fc
for the usual 220 reflection (Fig.2).

As a result, it was found that the obtained values for the dif

ferent phases (including two kinds of 6x6) are close to one another.
Such a numerical closeness can be understood with Fig.3 in which
the XSW yield for the different phases, presented in a common scale,
overlaps mutually. This result suggests that there is a kind of
dominant Au sites which are occupied gradually as the Au coverage
increases, while there remains a problem of a high saturation cover
age for 6x6 phase " . Fig. 2 shows the determined Au adsorption
site in a frame of Si(111)1x1 unit cell.

Comparison between two kinds of 6x6 phase indicates a negli
gible influence of limitation of the terrace width. For the / 3x 3
phase, the obtained site in the surface plane is close to the model

proposed by Chester et al. " .
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Table 1. Results of fitting calculations.

<for the particular 220 reflection>
r(A) 6 (degree) Fc(%)

5x2 0.58 ± 0.1 47 ± 10 80 ± 20

>^3 0.63 ± 0.1 35 ± 10

+1
o

CO

20

6x6 0.54 ± 0.1 35 ± 10 80 ± 20

<for the usual 220 reflection>

d 11 1 (A) Fc(%)

5x2 -0.34 ± 0.06 80 ± 20

A3 -0.20 ± 0.06 80 ± 20

6x6 vicinal -0.28 ± 0.06 80 ± 20

6x6 parallel -0.24 ± 0.06 80 ± 20
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Infaoduction

The reconstructions induced on the Si(111) surface by
deposited Au atoms at monolayer(ML) coverages have been the
subjects of many investigations for a long time " . While these
structural studies have led to a number of mutually contradicting
results, recent studies of Si(111) 5x2-Au phase have revealed

complicated anisotropic configurations However, there
remains many unresolved problems such as the nominal coverage,
the position of the Au atoms, and the relaxation of the Si atoms.
We have applied soft X-ray standing wave (XSW) method to
characterization of the Au adsorption site with respect to the Si
substrate lattice.

Experimental
The experiment was performed at BL-11B using an UHV

chamber designed for XSW measurements. XSW yields were
obtained by scanning the incident energy with lnSb(111)
crystal monochrometer. The incident beam, irradiated on the

substrate Si(111) wafer, was diffracted by the (220) plane at
Bragg angles near 90 ' (Fig.1).

The present experimental condition permits the 220 reflec
tion alone. This is because the incident energies must be
adequate to the Au atomic excitation, the selective detection of
signals with low backgrounds, and the diffraction at Bragg angles
near 90 ' . Hence, in order to realize the triangulation, we utilized
not only an usual (220) plane which makes an angle of 35.264 "
with the (111) plane, but also particular one which is normal to
the (111) plane. The vicinal surface enables us to apply such a
particular 220 reflection to the analysis of the surface structures.

The specimen was prepared by Au deposition from a Knudsen
cell onto the cleaned and annealed(700 * C) Si(111) 7x7 surface.
The surface structure was observed by RHEED. The diffracted
intensities were monitored by a metallic mesh put on the beam path.
The Au MNN-Auger electron Yields, which have been selected by
a static energy analyzer of 127 ' type, were measured by a
channeltron (Fig.1).

Resuts and Discusskxi

XSW for the particular 220 reflection gives information about
the atomic site in the surface plane. Combining this information
with the XSW analysis for the usual 220 reflection, we can obtain
a spatial deviation of the Au atom with respect to the Si(111) lattice
plane. Fig.2(a) and (b) show an Auger electron yield with a rocking
curve for the particular and the usual 220 reflection, respectively.
The least square fitting was calculated in consideration of 3-fold
symmetry in the Si(111) surface. The best fitting was obtained with
position parameter (r, (? ) of (0.58 ± 0.lX,47 ± 10* ) and coherent
fraction (Fc) of 80 ± 20% for the site in the surface plane (Fig.3).
From another reflection, we obtained position parameter d 111 of
-0.34 ± O.OgA and Fc of 80 ± 20%.

In conclusion, Fig.3 shows the determined Au adsorption site
in a frame of Si(111)1x1 unit cell. This result, which is contrary to

that proposed by the early XSW measurements" , agrees rather
with the site presented by ion scattering " for Si(111)-Au Z' 3x 3.
While recent reports indicated the anisotropic figures for the 5x2
phase, our XSW data based on the high Fc suggest the presence
of a dominant Au site. This is supported by the asymmetrical XSW
profile with respect to the rocking curve as shown in both of Fig.2(a)
and (b).
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Introduct i on

Since the discovery of high-T. Cu-oxide
superconductivity,an in-gap state formed
in the bandgap of a transition-metaI ox
ide insulator has attracted much atten
tion, as such a state may become metallic
as doping increases and exhibit an insu
lator-metal transition. Here, we report
angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES)
data for the in-gap states with a formal
d' configuration formed on TiO. (001) and
(110) surfaces upon surface O-vacancy
dopi ng.

Experi mentaI
ARPES experiments were done at the

Photon Factory (BL-llC) using a VSW ana
lyzer with an acceptance of ± 1" . Total
energy r-esoiution was 0. leV. The single-
crystal rut lie TiOj (001) and (110) sam
ples were reduced by heating them to 800
T for 120h in UHV, leading t.o t.he almost
saturation concentration of surface O-

vacancies. The reduced samples thus pre
pared showed good (IX 1) LEED patterns
in consistency with the (IX 1) O-vacancy
structure inferred from the ARPES re

sults. The surface cleanness was checked
by AES.

Re.sults and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows norma 1-emi s.s i on .spectra of
reduced TiOj (110) as a function of oxy
gen exposure at 300K, i.e., the spectra
for varying the surface 0-vacancy con
centration (/jv =22eV, 0 =50" ). The 1-eV
d-band emission feature due to the in-

gap state in question is shown in more
detail in the inset. It reflects the ex

istence of the Ti' state with a 3(/'
configuration, which is cr'eated by 0-va
cancy formation and annihilated by oxy
gen adsorption. Note that tlie position
of the in-gap state emission feature is
independent on the O-vacancy concentra
tion, i.e., staying at an almost fixed
energy around leV below E, .No Fermi edge
is observed for any concentration.
Results similar to Fig. 1 were also (.)b-

tained for TiO (001) (not shown here].
The off-normal emission measurement.s

showed the k-d i spers i ve nat.uro of the
in-gap states for both TiO.(001) and
(110), though no Fermi-level crossing is
observed. From all the data [see Ref. 1],
we determined the E(k|i) dispersion rela
tions for the in-gap state along the
symmetry lines of both .surfaces, as shown
in Fig. 2 1(a) : TiO,. (001), (b) : TiO, (110)].
From Fig. 2, we find that the dispersit>n
of the in-gap state
the same periodicity
for each surface, i.e.
si on, indicating that
eel 1 has an O vacancy
concentrat i on.

Based on all the results (see Ref. 1
for a detailed discussion), we propose
that a polaron interaction is responsi-

has approxi mat.ely
as the surface BZ

(1X1) k d i sper-
each surface unit
at the saturation
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ble for the localization of doped elec
trons in the in-gap state.
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Introduction

Magnetic and magneto-optical properties of yttrium
iron garnet (YIG) has been well studied. In the visible region,
strong magneto-optical effects originated from a fenimagnetic
Fe3+ ion has been measured. However in the VUV region,
because of the lack of convenient transmission type polarizing
components, no magneto-optical spectrum has been reported
as far as our knowledge. An experimental apparatus for
magneto-optical measurement was constructed, and magnetic
circular dichroism (MCD) and Kerr rotation (KR) spectra of
)ltrium iron gamet were measured in the range from 4 to 40
eV.

Experimental
The MCD and the KR of YIG were measured at

BLl IC. Experimental arrangement of the MCD measurement
was similar to that described earlier.') The light from a Seya-
Namioka t}pe monochromator was passed through a
reflection t^pe circular polarizer. A sample was shined by
right (left) handed circularly polarized light. The incident
angle was 15 deg. llie reflected light from the sample was
transformed to fluorescence of sodium salicylate and detected
by a photomultiplier. The sample was fixed at the pole piece
of an AC electromagnet, which produced magnetic field in the
Faraday configuration. The magnetiziition of the sample was
modulated by the external AC field at 23 Hz. The gain of a
ser\'o amplifier was controlled to keep the E)C
component of the detected signal constant. With a lock-in
amplifier, an AC signal proportional to the MCD,

(AR/^)mcd = " ^(-)]4(R(+) + R(-))/2], was obtained,
where reflectivity for the right (left) circularly
polarized light.

In the measurement of KR, sample was shined by
linearly polarized light, and a polarizer was used as a linear
analyzer of the light reflected from the sample. The AC
component of the detected signal was proportional to the KR
angle.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 2 shows the spectra of the {6RIR\i^qy^ and the
KR angle of YIG between 24 to 36 eV. The data were taken
in saturating magnetic field of 2 kOe in rms. The
contributions from off-normal incidence and the

characteristics of the polarizer were corrected, and tlie
absolute value of MCD and KR angle were obtained. The
Kramers-Kronig relation between the MCD and the KR are
obviously observed. Executing the Kramers-Kronig
transformation of MCD spectrum, the resultant KR spectrum
was in good agreementwith the measured one.

In this photon energ>' range, several small structures
in the reflectivity' spectrum are observed. The structures of
MCD and KR spectra that corresponds to a shoulder at 25.5
eV and a peak at 29.4 eV in the reflectivity spectrum were

clearly observed. On the other hand, tlie response to a large
band at 34 eV in the reflectivity spectrum was weak and not
so clear. From a comparison with the reflectivity spectra of
Y2O3 and YAG, these structures are assigned to transitions of
Y-^+ ion in YIG. The multiple structures of the 4/j —» (fci + 55)
transitions in Y3+ ion would be located in this photon energy
region.2>3) fii the range from 10 to 24 eV, no magneto-optical
structure was measured, although several large structures in
the reflectivity spectrum are observed. Weak reflectiUty
structures that arc observed on the low energy tail of the large
band are difficult to assign. The separation and the
assignments of the clear MCD and KR structures are expected

Although Y3+ is a non-magnetic ion, the MCD and
the KR signal were observed so strong as those originated
from a ferrimagneticFe3+ ion in the visible region.
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For the magneto-optical study of ferrimagnetic iron
garnets in the VUV region, we constructed a quadruple
reflection t^pe p)olarizer which consists of four Au evaporated
mirrors. Fig. 1 sketches the polarizer. The polarizer consists of
two pairs of parallel plane mirrors spaced with thickness
gauge blocks. Since high accuracy of the parallelism,
1.6 X 10"'* rad, was achieved, the polarizer changed the
direction of an incident light beam by only 0.33 mm per one
meter. The incident angle of each mirror was set at 79 degree,
and the polarizer worked as a quarter-wavelength
plate in a relatively wide photon energy region below 40 eV.

Experimental
Performance of the polarizer was measured at

BLl IC. Experimental arrangement was similar to that shown
in Ref. 1; two sets of the polarizer were arranged in series at
the dowustream of the pre-focusing mirror of Seya-Namioka
t^'pe monochromator, and the intensity of the transmitted light
was measured as a function of azimuthal angles of forward
and back polarizer. The detector was a GaAsP photo-diode
(HAMAMATU, G2119), which had a large area of uniform
sensitivity. Relative transmittance = T^T^ and relative
retardation S- Sp- 5^ ofthe forward polarizer were obtained
in the range from 5 to 7 eV and from 14 to 40 eV.

RcsuK.s

Fig. 2 shows the spectra of and S of the forward
polarizer. The increases witli increasing photon energy.
The 5 shows that 2J^ retardation nearly occurs in the range
from 15 to 23 eV. In the lower energy region, the 5 steeply
raises, and the apparatus can not be used as a circular
polarizer around 4.5 eV. Both the spectra of the fp- and the 5
were in fair agreement with those calculated from known
optical constants^) of Au shown by solid and broken lines,
respectively.

To generate circular polarization, the incident plane
of the polarizer is set at the angle <f) = tan"'(l//9) with
respect to the incident linear polarization. The degree of

Fig. 1 Sketch of the polarizer presently constructed.

circular jx>larization of the transmitting liglil is
Pq = 2 p cos^ sin^ sin 6i (cos2 ^ sin2 Fig. 3 shows
the calculated optimum azimuthal angle of the polarizer (f) and
the maximum Pq. In the range from 14 to 40 eV, > 0.84
was obtained, and especially, almost complete circular
polarization is obtained from 14 to 24 eV. The absolute
transmittance of the polarizer T was 0.06 < T < 0.1 for ^ = 60
deg. and 0.02 <T < 0.05 for ^ = 80 deg. in the range from 5
to 40 eV. The intensity of the transmitted light was not so
weak in comparison with that of the triple reflection type
polarizer U.
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Introduction

Recently, diluted magnetic semiconduc
tors Cdi-xMnxTe have attracted considerable
attention with respect to their striking magnetic
and magneto-optical properties, such as the
formation of the spin-glass-like phase,
extremely large Zeeman splitting and giant
Faraday rotation[ 1]. in such phenomena, a
hybridization of the Mn 3d states with the sp-
band states of the host matrices plays an
important role. Experimental information on
Mn 3d states in MnTe is expected to provide a
clue to understand the properties of
Cdi-xMnxTe. In this report, we present the Mn
3d partial density of states (DOS) of NiAs-type
MnTe investigated by the resonant photo-
emission experiments in the Mn 3p-3d
excitation region.

Experimental
Polycrystals of MnTe were grown by

quenching the quartz ampoule, in which equal
amount of Mn and Te was enclosed, from
1000°C to room temperature. We verified the
samples forming homogeneous crystal phase by
x-ray diffraction measurement. The Mn and Te
concentration was determined by electron-
probe micro-analysis. Photoemission measure
ments were performed at BL-1 ID equiped with
a constant deviation monochromator. Clean

surfaces were obtained by scraping with a
diamond file under ultrahigh vacuum of
4x10"'^ Torr, and the sample was in situ

transferred into the analysis chambers, whose
pressure is below 2x10"'^ Torr, equiped with a
cylindrical mirror analyzer for the angle-
integrated photoemission mesurements. All
measurements were performed at room
temperature.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the Mn 3d partial DOS of
MnTe obtained by subtracting the spectrum
measured at hv=41.4 eV (antiresonance) from
that taken at hv=50.0 eV (on-resonance), after
the normalization of spectral intensities to the
monochromator output by use of photoelectron
yield from Au film. Binding energy is referred
to the valence-band maximum, which was
determined by a linear extrapolation of the
leading edge, and contribution from inelastic
secondary electrons has been removed. The Mn
3d partial DOS exhibits a characteristic feature
consisting of three structures; a main peak at
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3.9 eV, valence bands in 0-2.5 eV, and a broad
satellite around 8 eV. Although three
fundamental structures are also observed in the
Mn 3d partial DOS's of Cdi-xMiixTe with a
zinc-blende structure, the relative intensity of
the satellite to the main peak of MnTe is
stronger than that of Cdi-xMiixTe.

On the basis of the configuration
interaction calculation, the spectral feature of
the Mn 3d partial DOS dependes on A and
ipdo). Here A and {pdo) are the ligand-to-3d
charge-transfer energy and the p-d transfer
integral, respectively. With decreasing the A or
ipdo), the relative intensity of the satellite
increases[2]. A is almost unchanged between
MnTe and Cdi-xMiixTe. As concerns (pdo),
this value depends on the Mn-Te bond length
[R) and is proportional to R'̂ -^. R in MnTe is
2.92 A, while about 2.73 A in Cdi-xMiixTe
almost independently of x. We attribute,
therefore, the difference is mainly due to the
smaller {pdo) of MnTe in comparison with that
of Cdj-xMiixTe.
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Introduction

Diluted magnetic semiconductors Cdi-xM'ixT*^
have attracted a considerable interest for their novel

magneto-optical phenomena[ 11. These effects are
derived from a hybridization of the Mn 3d states with
the sp-band states of the host crystals. Recently, Wall
et al. reported on Cd|.xMnxTe that the intensity of the
satellite at 8.0 eV below tbe valence band maximum

(VBM) relative to tbat of the main peak at 3.6 eV in
the Mn 3d derived feature increases remarkably with the
increse of the x, in conflict with results of the
configuration interaction (CI) analysis[21. In this study,
we have investigated the x-dependence of the Mn 3d
partial densities of states (DOS's) in Cdi-xMnxTe.

Experimental
Tbe resonant photoemission experiments were

carried out on BL-I ID. Clean surfaces of samples were
prepared by cleavage under ultrahigh vacuum of
4x10"'® Torr in the preparation chamber. Then, the
sample was in sim transferred into the analysis
chamber with base pressure of 2x10"'® Torr. All
measurements were performed at room temperature.
Single crystals of Cd|.xMnxTe were grown through a
Bridgman method. We verified the samples forming
homogeneous crystal phase by x-ray diffraction
measurement, x was determined by electron-probe
micro-analysis.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the Mn .3d partial DOS of
Cdo.82Mno.18Tc obtained by subtracting the spectrum
at hv=Al.Q eV (antiresonance) from that at //v=49.5 eV
(on-resonance), after the normalization of spectral
intensities to the monochromator output. Bintling
energy is referred to the VBM and contribution from
inelastic secondary electrons has been removed. The
Mn 3d partial DOS exhibits a characteristic feature
consisting of three structures; a main peak at 3.4 eV,
valence bands in 0-2.5 eV, and a broad satellite in 5-9
eV. Figure 2 shows intensities of the satellite at 7 eV
(open circles) and valence band at 1.2 eV (closed
circles) relative to that of the main peak at 3.4 eV. It
should be noticed that the both intensities are almost
independent of x in contrast to the results by Wall et
al.[2].

On the basis of the CI theory using MnTe4
cluster, the spectral shape of the Mn 3d partial DOS
depends on A and {pdo), where they denote the charge-
transfer energy and the p-d transfer integral,
respectively. With increasing A or (pclo), the relative
intensity of the valence-bands increases while that of
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the satellite decreases[3]. A is independent of x, whereas
(pdo) dependes on the Mn-Te bond length (/?). EXAFS
measurements performed on Cdi-xMnxTe revealed that
the R remain almost unchanged for x<0.7[4].
Therefore, {pdo) is also expected as x-independent in
Cdi-xMnxTe. We believe that the present results in
Fig. 2 are quite reasonable and support the CI theory.
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3d partial DOS's of Cdi-xMnxTe as a function of x.
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Introduction

For further development of semiconductor
devices, monitoring and controlling of the crystal
growth with atomic precision are of urgent necessity.
We have succeeded in observing the layer-by-layer
growth of Si epitaxy on Si(lOO) using Si2H5, by
using ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)
as a probe^).

Experimental
The experiments were performed on the

beam line BL-llD at the Photon Factory. A linear
polarized synchrotron radiation (SR) was used for
exciting the photoelectrons. The incident angle of
the SR-light was 45° to the surface normal, and the
polarization vector was in a (Oil) plzme. The
photon energy was set at 23.3eV, where the UPS
intensity associated with dangling-bond states on
Si(lOO) surface is most intensive. The normal-
emission photoelectrons were detected by a
hemispherical electron analyzer during gas-source
molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) using Si2H5.
The Si(lOO) wafer was treated with RCA method
and then annealed at ~ 1000 °C in the ultra-high
vacuum chamber (the base pressure of —1x10"^^
Torr). The 99.99% Si2H5 gas was used for
GSMBE growth.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows UPS spectra of Si(100)lx2
(solid line) and 2x1 (broken line) clean surface.
There is a slight but apparent difference between
these valence-band spectra, which can be attributed
to the different dimer direction on the two surfaces.

Because of these two types of surface
reconstructions appear alternately with every one
monolayer growth, it is expected that the UPS
intensity in this valence-band region oscillates
during Si epitaxy, provided that the growth proceeds
with layer-by-layer manner. The oscillation period
would then correspond to two monolayer growth.
Figure 2 shows time evolutions of the UPS intensi
ties during GSMBE growth using Si2H5. The UPS
intensities indeed oscillate during the growth. The

oscillation period depends on the substrate
temperature. Because of its very high sensitivity to
the surface structures, the UPS oscillation method
can be a powerful tool in in-situ monitoring the
growth on surfaces.

10 5 0(Ef)

BINDING ENERGY (eV)
Fig.l SR-UPS spectra of 81(100)1x2 (solid line) and 2x1
(broken line) cleansurfaceat 500°C.
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Fig.2 Time evolutions of the photoelectron intensities
during GSMBE growth at the Si2H5 pressure of5x10"^
Torr and the substrate temperature of 400~800°C. The
photoelectron energy is indicated by an arrow in Fig.l.
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Introduction

Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) in core-level
absorption can provide element-specific and site-selective
information about the magnetic states in magnetic substances.
This feature provides a powerful tool for probing the magnetic
and electronic properties of multicomponent magnetic systems
such as multilayers and alloys as well as compounds. We
have made a comparative .study of the local magnetic state of a
single crystalline Fe film, FcsoPtso ordered and disordered
alloy films and an Fe/Pt multilayer using circularly polarized
synchrotron radiation (CPSR) in the 40-80-eV region which
covers the Fe Mi.j and Pt 7 and O2.3 edges.

Experimental

A single crystalline bcc Fe(lOO) film was prepared by the
MBE technique. An fee Ag(lOO) and an fee Au(lOO) buffer
layer were deposited onto a (100) cleaved MgO single crystal
substrate before the Fe layer deposition. FesoPtso alloyed
films and an Fe(4.7A)/Pt( 18.5A) perpendicular magnetization
multilayer were prepared on a quartz and a glass substrate,
respectively, by an rf sputtering method. All the sample
surfaces were overcoated with a -15 A thick Au or Pt layer in
order to avoid oxidation.

The MCD measurements were made using off-plane
CPSR on beamline BL-1 ID. The method of production and
characterization of the CPSR was described previously.
Magnetic fields of ± 3T were altemately applied to the sample
using a UHV-compatible superconducting megnet.- '̂

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows reflectivity and reflection MCD spectra of
an Fe single crystal film. The MCD spectrum exhibits clearly
both a lower-lying stronger negative peak and a higher-lying
weaker positive peak at the M2.3 edge. This result agrees with
a reported small orbital moment in metal Fe and is also
consistent with the result of MCD at the L2.3 edges reported
by Sette et aL"

Figure 2 displays reflectivity and reflection MCD spectra
of an ordered FesoPtjo alloy film. The overall features in the
MCD spectrum of the disordered alloy and the multilayer are
similar to those in Fig. 2. The MCD spectrum exhibits a large
negative peak at the Fe M2.3 edge whereas it shows no
positive peak on the high energy side, in sharp contrast with
the result for Fe (Fig. 1). This can be mainly attributed to an
enhanced 3d orbital magnetic moment in the alloy and
multilayer relative to that in metal Fe. though a negative weak
MCD signal due to the Pt O3 edge could cause a partial
cancellation of a possible positive MCD at the M2,3 edge.
This enhanced orbital moment agrees with recent theoretical
calculations. Strong MCD signals were also observed at the
Pt N5 (-76 eV) and N7 (-72 eV) edges with satellite features
on the high energy side of each MCD peak; a positive MCD at
the N, edge is followed by a negative MCD at the edge

with increasing energy. The observed MCD signals clearly
demonstrate the induced magnetic moment on the 5d electrons
in Pt. A comparison of the observed MCD at the Fe M2.3 and
Pt N6.7 edges and a simple calculation of MCD at these edges
leads us to conclude that the Pt 5d magnetic moment is aligned
parallel to the Fe 3d magnetic moment (i.e.. ferromagnetic
coupling).

1)T. Koide et al.. Phys. Rev. B44. 4697 (1991).
2)T. Koide et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods A308. 635 (1991).
3)T. Koide et al.. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 1462 (1992).
4)F. Sette et al., in X-ray Absorption Fine Structure, ed. S.

S. Hasnain (Ellis Horwood, New York, 1991).
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Fig. 1 Reflectivity and reflection MCDspectra of an Fe
single crystal film.
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Fig. 2 Reflectivity and reflection MCD spectra of an ordered
FcsoPtso alloy film.
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The satellite structures observed in the valence

photoemission spectra of transition-metal (TM)
compounds have been received considerable
attention for many years. In the present study we
take up semiconducting LaCoO,. This compound is
a typical perovskite oxide of the type ABO3 where B
is a TM ion occupying octahedral site. The
photoemission spectra of LaCoO, have been
measured by several groups, but the assignment of
the observed peaks remains controversial at present.
For this reason, we characterize the nature of the Co

3d-derived (main and satellite) states by means of
resonant photoemission and metastable atom
electron spectroscopies.' ^

The hv-dependent photoemission spectra using
synchrotron radiation were measured by a double-
pass cylindrical mirror analyzer at Photon Factory
(BM-1 ID). The powdered polycrystalline LaCoO,
was pressed into a disk,calcined in air, then cleaned
by heating inthe atmoshere of-IxlO 'Torr.'

Fig. 1shows the hv-dependent photoemission
spectra of LaCoOj normalized to the incident photon
flux. Fig. 2 shows the intensity variation of the
photoemission bands as a function of incident
photon energy. As is seen in the profile, band 1
exhibits a dip structure near hv = 61 eV
corresponding to the Co 3p-3d transition, while
band 5 reveals a clear maximum at a slightly higher
photon energy. Thisfeature resembles well to the
cases of NiOand CoCl^,and can be attributed to the
final-state resonance between the Co 3p-3d
photoabsorption followed by super-Coster-Kronig
decay (3p"3d'' ^ 3p'3d"*'^ ' + e ) and the
direct photoemission (3p^3d'' 3p'̂ 3d"' -1- e"). Thus
we assign band 1(possibly band 2) and bands 5 and
6 to the Co 3d-derived main and satellite states,
respectively. The presenceof the satellite providesa
direct evidence for break-down of the itinerant

(band model) approach. Bands 3 and 4, on the other
hands, do not show a detectable resonance and are
assigned to the
O 2p-derived bands. Further, we found that the
satellite is anomalously enhanced in the metastable
atom electron spectrum and discussed qualitatively
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on the basis of the initial and final configuration
interactions, using a COjO,, cluster.^
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Introduction

Recently, we carried out in-situ ultra-violet photo-
electron spectroscopy (UPS) measurements using a linear
polarized synchrotron radiation (SR) during Si2Hg gas-
source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) growth, and
found that the normal emission intensity of the photo-
electrons firom surface states (SS) on Si(lOO) oscillates
periodically^). This result shows a possibility ofmoni
toring the epitaxial growth process by observing the SS
derived UPS intensity. We here consider three possi
bilities for the origin of the UPS intensity oscillation as
follows.

(1)A periodic change of surface roughness due to Si two-
dimensional nucleation growth.
(2)A periodic change of surface hydrogen coverage.
(3)An alternation between two surface reconstruction
phases on Si(l(X)) during Si layer-by-layer.
From this study, we demonstrate the oscillation origin.

Experimental
The experiments were performed on the beam line BL-

IID at the Photon Factory. The incident angle of the
SR-light was 45° to the surface normal, and the
polarization vector was in a (Oil) plane. The normal-
emission photoelectrons were detected by a hemispheri
cal electron analyzer. The Si(lOO) wafer was treated
with RCA method and then annealed at ~1000°C in the

ultra-high vacuum chamber (the base pressure of
1x10"^^ Torr). The 99.99% Si2H6 gas was used for
GSMBE growth.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a time evolution of the UPS intensity
associated with the SS during solid-source molecular
beam epitaxy growth (SSMBE). The SS is Indicated by
an arrow in the UPS spectrum shown in the inset of Fig.1.
Obviously, the UPS intensity periodically oscillates.
This clearly shows that there is no relation between the
surfece hydrogen and the UPS oscillation, and the
possibi]ity(2) for the oscillation origin is therefore
excluded. Figure 2 shows time evolutions of the UPS
intensities during GSMBE growth. A remarkable point is
that the oscillation phase starting from the 2x1 surface
(denoted by A) is completely inversed to that from the
1x2 surface (denoted by B), in spite of the identical
growth conditions of the temperature and the pressure.
The result in Fig.2 strongly supports that the UPS
intensity oscillation originates from the possibility(3),

that is, an alternation between the 2x1 and the 1x2 sur
face reconstructions during Si layer-by-layer growth.

20 10 0(Ef)
Binding Energy (eV)

Time (sec)

Fig.l A time evolution of the UPS intensity during
SSMBE growth at 450°C. The insetshows a typicalUPS
spectrum on Si(lOO), and the photoelectron energy in the
time evolution Is indicated by an arrow.
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Fig.2 Time evolutions of the photoelectron intensities
during GSMBE growth at the substrate temperature of
500 °C and at the Si2Hg pressure of (a)5xl0~^ Torr,
(T5)2.5x10~^ Torr, and (c)lxlO~^ Torr. The photoelec
tron energy is same as in Fig.l. Symbols A and B repre
sent the choice of 2x1 and 1x2 surfaces at the beginning
of the growth, respectively.
l)Takakuwa et al., Appl.Phys.Lett. to be published.
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1. Introduction
The (111) surfaces of Vlth and Vth metal

nitrides and carbides (TMNCs) are of
consideable interest because they contain
stable (1x1) structure though they are polar
surface. Our previous ARPES studies on the NbC"
and TiC(lIl)^'' surfaces have shown that surface
states are formed on the surfaces at around the
Fermi level (E|.) which are formed through the
charge redistribution around the surface to
stabilize the polar surface. In this work, the
electronic structure of a TaC(lll) surface,
which is expected to be very similar to those
of NbC and TiC(lll), is investigated with ARPES.

2. Experimental
The ARPES measurements were conducted on

RLllC and IID of the Photon Factory, using an
electron energy analyzer of spherical-sector
type. The TaC(lll) clean surface was prepared
in a vacuum chamber by flashing to about 2300
K.The surface thus prepared showed a sharp
(1x1) LEED pattern and no impurities were
observed within the detection limit of AES.

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows ARPE spectra for the clean and

oxygen-covered (1.5 L) TaC(lll) surfaces
(plotted by filled and open circles,
respectively) taken at various detection angles.
The emissions at just below Ek are attenuated
by small amount of oxygen exposure and show no
dispersions as a function of photon energy,
which are characteristic for the emission from
the surface state. The hv-dependent study shows
that the photoionization cross sections of these
states show clear resonant maxima due to the
5pl/2 and 5p3/2 - 5d photoexcitation and the
following super Coster Kronig decay, indicating
that the emissions are attributed to the Ta 5d
states. These results indicate that the surface
states are formed on the TaC(lll) surface,
which are derived from the charge
redistribution to increase the electronic
charge density of the first Ta layer, as in tiie
case for the previously studied NbC" and
TiC(lll)^' surfaces. The two-dimensional band
structure of the surface states on the TaC(lll)
determined from the off-normal-emission
measurements is much complicated as compared to
that for the NbC(lll)", which is probably due
to the relativistic effect for the Ta 5d
states.

Fig. 2 sows the Ta 4f spectra for the clean
and oxygen covered TaC(lll) surface. The
spectra clearly show that surface core-level
shift towards the Fermi level is observed for
the clean surface. The shift is also compatible
with the charge redistribution model because
the increased charge density induces the more
effective relaxation of the final state of the
core-level photoemission.
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Introduction

We report an experimental illustration how the single-par
ticle spectral function changes by varying the Ceff/IT
value in a system with an integral number of 3r/ electrons
per unit formula. Here, (7eff is the electron correlation
corresponding to the lowest energy required for the charge
fluctuation , and IT is the one electron
band width. CaV03 and SrV03 are both perovskite-type
conductive oxides, which have nominally the
configuration. However, they show different electronic
properties: CaV03 is considered to be on the verge of a
metal-to-insulator transition(l), meanwhile in SrV03,
transport and magnetic properties are well explained as
those of the Fermi liquid(2). Tlie different properties are
apparently due to the difference of the electron correlation
compared with the band width; i.e., t/eff/IT < 1 in SrV03
and Ceff/IT ~ 1 in CaV03. Tliis is because IT is reduced
in going from SrV03 to CaV03; that is, since the V-O-V
bond angle is changed from the ideal value of 180° to
-160°, the distortion reduces the overlap of the 3rf or-
bitals. Tlierefore, as we change the Sr contents (x) from
1 to 0 in Cai.j{SrxV03, we are able to control f/gff/IT of
the system without changing the band filling. We have
measured the ultraviolet photoemission spectra in this
system, and have observed the systematic change of the
spectral function.

Experiments

Polycrystalline Ca].xSrxV03 samples were prepared by
solid state reactions, and were examined to be single
phases by powder x-ray diffraction measurements. By us
ing thermogravimetric analyzer, oxygen contents of the
samples were controlled to lx:comc stoichiometric value.
Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) experi
ments were performed using synchrotron radiation at
beamline BL-llD of the Photon Factor)' (National Labo
ratory for High Energy Physics). By scraping the sam
ples with a diamond file in situ, we obtained fresh and
clean surfaces. During the scraping and the measure
ments, the samples were cooled down to a liquid nitrogen
temperature (~80K) to avoid the degradation of the sur
faces. The cleanliness of the sample surfaces was checked
by the absence of extra features at binding energy of 11eV,
which is considered to arise from contamination or degra
dation of the sample surfaces.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the UPS spectra of Cai.xSrxV03 (x=0.0,
0.4, 0.8, 1.0) close to the Fermi energy (Ep), which were

taken with the photon energy of 50eV. We can recognize
the two structures in the spectra: one is the emission
around O.SeV of Ey including a Fermi cutoff, and the
other is the peak centered at ~1.7eV below Ep. Ik)th fea
tures were confirmed to be originated in V 3<i electrons by
the resonant photoemission spectroscopy. In going from
SrV03 to CaV03, i.e., as we decrease the U^ff/W value,
spectral intensities close to Ey decrease gradually and the
reduced spectral weight is transferred to high energy struc
tures. Tilis result is consistent with that reported by
Fujimori et al. in other 3d^ niaterials(3). Tlie high ener
gy features is thought to correspond to the remnant of
lower Hubbard band, and the spectral weight within
~0.5eV of Ey is assigned to the quasiparticle excitations
or renomialized 3^/-band. Therefore, the observed system
atic change of the spectral function illustrates the collaps
ing process of the Mott-Hubbard gap as decreasing the
Ueff/IT value. It is also interesting to compare this re
sult to the evolution of the in-gap state by carrier doping,
which has been extensively studied especially in high Tc
Cu-oxides.

s:>
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x=0.80
x=0.40

x=0.00

2 1 0
Binding Energy (eV)

Fig. 1. UPS spectra of Cai.xSrxV03 (x=0.0, 0.4, 0.8,
1.0) with the photon energy of 50eV.
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Introduction

Photoconductivity excitation spectra of

nonpolar fluids doped with anthracene have
been extensively studied with a interest on

origin of structures observed in these spectraCl,
2]. Three groups ( Holroyd et. al.[l], Tweeten
and Lipsky[2], Nakagawa et. al[3]) have suggested
their own interpretations. In this work, we
measured the optical absorption spectra and tbe

pbotoconductivity excitation spectra with small
increment of xenon density with an attempt to

get a final answer.

Experimental procedure and result
Experiment were performed at the BL12A beam

line ( 1 meter Seya-Namioka monochromator ) with
bandwidth of 0.1 nm or 0.08 nm. Since we could

not measure photocurrent spectra because of small
through put of this beam line, we measured
only optical bsorption spectra. Photocurrent
spectra were measured at the beam line BLIB
( 1 meter Seya-Namioka monochromator ) in the
UVSOR with high through put. However, we could
not obtain high resolution spectra because of
limitation of resolution ( about 0.4 nm ).
Tbus we tried to increase the concentration

of anihracene by heating the photoconductivity
cells. We used two types of the photoconductivity
cells which were capable up to 130 atm. One was
made for measurement of both photocurrent and
optical absorption spectra, which has two MgF2
windows and two parallel plate electrodes with
gap of 2.7 mm and the incident light beams were
introduced between these electrodes. The other

cell was designed for only photocurrent measure
ment, which has evaporated electrode of Au with

the thickness of 20 nm inside of figF2 window and

the other electrode at tbe distance of 0.2 mm

from the evaporated electrode. This configuration
allowed us to measure photocurrent spectra with
high sensitivity. Density of xenon was controlled
at 300 K from 4.9x10^• cm"^ to 8.0x10^^ cm"^ by
changing the pressure. Energy positions of
absorption peaks ( A ) and photocurrent peaks
( O ) were plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of
xenon density.

Discussion

We analyzed the peak shift in terms of a clu
ster model [4] which successfully reproduced
the density dependence of ionization potential.
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E'(N)=E'(0)+AE'(mN/((m-l)Ni+N)),

where, E'(N) is the peak position of peak i under
xenon density N, E'(0) is the peak position of
peak i observed in gas phase, AE' is shift due
to association of one xenon atom to anthracene,

m is the maximum association number, Ni is the
xenon density under which density one xenon atom

associate to anthracene. In the best fit

procedure, we assumed that Nl and nm values
should be the same with the case of ionization

potential; Ni=0.8xl0^^ cm"^ and m=6. Moreover,
E'(0) values should be equal with the absorption
peaks observed for gas phase anthracene[5]. Thus
AE' is the only one parameter to be best fit.
Solid curves B to G in Fig. 1 show a result of
the fitting procedure. The best fit values of
AE' are determined to be -0.056. -0.1, -0.097,
-0.081, -0.096, and -0.062 eV, for peaks B, C, D,

E, F, and G, respectively.
As seen from the figure, observed peak

shift seem to be well reproduced via the
cluster model except for the curve C. The reason

why the only bud fit was obtained for curve C is
not clear at the present time.
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INTRODUCTION

MicroChannel plates(MCPs) are often used as
compact and high-gain x-ray detectors for high
temperature plasma diagnostics. We have carried
out characterization of MCPs in wide energy
range from 0.06 to 82.5 keV by using
synchrotron radiation L 2) Experiments have
been performed to extend the measurement of
detection characteristics of MCPs toward lower

energy region. In this report we describe the
current response of multianode MCP and the
recording characteristic of photoluminescence
intensity for MCP with phosphor screen.
Especially the latter would be important for
application in VUV & XUV spectrographs^).

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments have been performed at the
beamline 12A; a 1-m Seya-Namioka mono-
chromator with a grating of 1200 g/mm groove
density provides radiation in the energy range
from 12 to 45 eV. The specifications of
measured MCPs are as follows: one is a

multianode MCP with 15 mm channel diameter,
19 mm channel pitch, and the another is an MCP
with phosphor screen with 20 mm channel
diameter, 25 mm channel pitch and phosphor
material P-20. The bias angle of 13° , length to
diameter ratio of 400 and that the input MCP is
coated with normal electrode material (inconel)
are the same for these two MCPs.

Characteristics of luminescent intensity are taken
by instant films (Fuji FP3000B) with changing
the exposure on the MCP.

RESULTS

In Fig.l are shown the output current per
incident photons in relative unit as a function of
photon energy. The data on quantum efficiency
from Martin & Bowyer^) are also plotted by
closed triangles in the figure, which are
normalized at 21 eV. Both data agree well each
other in energy dependence. The rapid falloff in
response toward low energies less than 10 eV
indicates the solar blind nature of MCP response.
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Fig. 1 Current response of MCPs for VUV.

Figure 2 shows the film response vs. relative
exposure, in which data are summarized for
various incident photon energy. We can gather
the data points on a single line by normalizing
exposure for each photon energy.
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Fig. 2 Characteristic curve of FP3000B film
for an MCP with phosphor screen.
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INTRODUCTION

In the Earth's atinospliere, C()2 is i)resent in the
troposphere, stratosphere and at higher altitudes. Pho
tolysis of C()2 occurs mainly at relatively high altitudes
where solar Ljnnan-o and contimnnn radiation at the
Schumann-Rnnge (S-R) wavelengths are present. The
photolysis is due jirimarily to Lyman-o in the upper
mesosphere, and to the continuum radiation in the meso-
sphere, and stratosphere. Carbon dioxide is a major con
stituent of the atmospheres of Mars and Venus, and it
occurs also in the atmosphere of Titan.

We photographed an absorption spectrum of CO2
at 295 K below 170 nm in the fourth order of the 6V0PE

(a 6-m spectrometer) on Beam Line 12-0. We confirmed
from this spectrum that the structurt^s in the CO2 ab
sorption spectrum are broad enough to allow the use
of medium resolution instiamients (a 3-m sj^ectrometer).
We report here the result s of absohite cross section mea
surements of CO2 at the temperatures 195 K and 295 K
in the wavelength region 118.7-175.5 nm.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The 3-m, normal incidence, vacuum spectrometer
on the BL-20A beam line was used in the first order of

a 1200 1/mm grating to obtain absorption cross section
measurements of CO2. The absorption cell, which is di
rectly connected to the exit slit assembly of the .^|)ectrom-
eter, has two MgE2 windows and j)rovided a path length
of 12.08 cm. The entire C()2 column can be cooled to
195 K by immersing the cell in a slush of dry ice and
alcohol.

We obtained data for every 0.005 nm step with
three to five different pressures to get optical depths be
tween 0.3 to 2.5. The Ijackgronnd continuum level was
established by scanning the em])ty cell before and after
each photoabsorption measnrement, and assuming linear
interpolation of the background intensity levels.

Most of the uncertainty in cross section measure
ments with a single beam spectrometer is in the estima
tion of the background intensify levels since they may
\7iry with time and wavelength during the photoabsorp
tion scans; this is specially true for continuum cross sec
tion measurements. To overcome this problem, we mea
sured the absolute cross sections of CO2 at twelve wave
length positions in the range 118.7-175.5 nm. At each
wavelength, we measured outymt counts without CO2 in
the absorption cell, and with C()2 in it, alternately for
every two minute. The background intensity Wcis esti
mated from the averages of two measnrements without
CO2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The averaged optical dejAhs were calibrated onto
the absolute scale by using the absolute absorption cross
sections. The final cross .sections aie ])resented in Fig. 1.

^ -•«

195 K

''••J.

295 K

WavTOumber

Figure 1: Absorption cross sections of CO2 at 195 K and
295 K.

Onr measured cross sections at 295 K are compared wuth
those of Lewis and Carver (1983). Very good agreement
between cross section values is obtained but there are

some shifts in the wavenumbers. Chan ei al. (1994) ob
served the CO2 electronic spectrum by using their dipole
(e,e) method of electron-impact excitation which is free of
optical instrument function and saturation errors. Their
measnrements below 10 ev (about 124 nm) showed two
brood ])eaks which were assigned to transitions of final
states, 'Au and 'IIj,. Their values fit well at the peak of
bands at 130 nm, but show higher values for the bands
at 145 and 120 nm. The higher values at 120 nm region
will be wing effects of the strong bands at 11 eV. Their
higher values of the bands at 145 nm are also wing effects
from the stronger bands at 130 nm.
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A(v') —X(0) Bands: 120 - 130 nm

Carbon monoxide (CO) is the second most abundant inter
stellar molecule, after II2 and its isotopic variants. Ob
servers using the Hubble Space Telescope to study interstel
lar clouds have detected absorption by CO at wavelengths of
the A{v') —A'(0) bands (Morton & Noreau 1994). Accurate
absorption cross section data, or band oscillator strengths (/-
values), are needed to determine CO densities from the spec
tral data. Recent /-value measurements by Chan et al. (1993)
disagree with those of Eidelsberg c( al. (1992); there are cal
culated values that support each set of experimental data.

We used the 6V0PE spectrometer on beam line 12-B
to study absorption by the (11,0) - (14,0) bands of the A —
X system of CO at wavelengths between 121 and 127 nm.
This unique spectrometer allows study of the CO ab.sorption
spectrum with higher resolution than other groups could use.
We used a new absorption cell with MgF2 windows in order
to facilitate precise control and measurement of the density of
the absorbing gas.

Preliminary analysis of our results supports the experi
mental values of Chan et al. (1993) and the calculated ones of
Kirby Cooper (1989).

Additional Absorption Cross Sections for CO Cooled
to 20 K

In the 91-100 nm spectral region, where absorption of pho
tons by interstellar CO usually leads to dissociation, labora
tory spectra obtained at 295 K show that most CO bands
are both overlapped and perturbed. Reliable band oscillator
strengths cannot be extracted from such data.

In order to simplify the spectra, we have been using
the supersonic free jet (SSJ) expansion technique (Levy 1980),
first applied to extreme ultraviolet molecular absorption spec-
troscopy by lluber & Jungen (1990), to produce and study
molecules at very low temperature. Rotational temperatures
down to 10 K can easily be achieved, so the method has two ad
vantages: (?'), complex spectra are simplified by the reduction
in population of higher rotational levels, and, (n), absorption
cross sections that are very similar to those under interstellar
conditions can be measured.

Our first low temperature absorption cross section mea
surements for the A'(0) - X, A'(0) - A', and /y(0) - X bands,
where AT refers to A'(0), were reported by Stark et al. (1993).
Because CO column densities in the supersonic jet cannot
be measured directly, spectroscopic techniques were used.
We studied well-isolated, 'calibration' bands for which inte
grated absorption cross sections, or band /-values (oscillator
strengths), had been measured at room temperature using con
ventional pressure measurements to determine column density
(Stark et al. 1991). We assumed that the band /-values are
independent of temperature for the calibration bands. Com
parison of the low temperature and room temperature inte
grated absorption cross sections for the calibration bands gave
the column densities in the jet.

After the work of Stark et al. (1993) was published, work
by others indicated that the linewidths in one of our calibra
tion bands, IT(0) —A, might be J-dependent. Because our

low temperature measurements study fewer rotational lines
than our room temperature measurements do and because in
strumental bandwidth distortion effects (Hudson 1971, Stark
et al. 1991) are more serious for narrow absorption lines, we
were concerned that the column density determinations in the
work of Stark et al. (1993) could be in error.

In our new measurements at 20 K in 1993, we remea-
sured the cross .sections of the A'(0) —X, A(0) —X, and
1T(0) —X bands, and we made new measurements for four
bands between 92.5 and 94.2 nm. The technique was the same
as that used by Stark et al. (1993). The 1^(1) - X band
was used as a calibration band; its lines are much wider than
our instrument profile and, therefore, will not be subject to
distortion by instrumental bandwidth effects.

Our new results for the A'(O) - X, X(0) —X, and
IT(0) —X bands agree with those of Stark et al. (1993), thus
demonstrating that the narrow widths of the IT(0) —X lines
did not cause problems with our column density determina
tions. Our new results for four bands between 92.5 and 94.1

nm (IT(3) —X, W{2) —A, and two 'H —A bands that do not
have labels) agree with our values measured at 295 K (Stark
et al. 1991, 1993) and with values of Letzelter et al. (1987).

Our oscillator strength for the l'T(O) —A band is about
2.8 times larger than the calculated value of Cooper & Kirby
(1988). We believe the discrepancy lies only in the designation:
Cooper & Kirby (1988)assumed a pure (3s(7)'H(0) upper state
and calculated accordingly. It is likely that the upper level is
actually a mixture of interacting levels; in such cases, the cal
culated and measured oscillator strengths cannot be directly
compared.

A paper describing this work has been submitted for
publication in The Astrophysical Journal.
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INTRODUCTION

In spite of a large amount of investigations, the
Rydberg series converging to the ground state of
molecular ion are not well understood. This might
be explained partly in term of the strong
interaction between the Rydberg states and the
valence states, and the triplet multiplicity of the
ground state. This situation promoted us to
invesigate systematically the photoabsorption of
molecular oxygen in the photoionization threshold
region with a high-resolution spectrograph.

EXPERIMENTAL

The absorption measurements for molecular
oxygen were carried out using the 6V0PE facility
installed at BL12B. An SSJ expansion system was
installed between the second grating of the pre-
disperser and the entrance slit of the main spec
trometer. Pure molecular oxygen at reservoir
pressures ranging from 1 to 3 atm was expanded
from a stainless steel nozzle of 300 pm diameter.

Absorption spectra were recorded on Kodak SWR
plates in the 5-th spectral order of a 1200-//mm
grating. The resolving power of the facility was

estimated to be ~ 2 x 10^ in this spectral region.
Typical exposure time were 10-30 min.

SSJ 'n,

93700 93800 93900

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Densitometer traces for absorption spectra of
molecular oxygen are shown in Fig. for the band at

-93 850 cm'̂ (1065 A), in which the first assign
ment was given. The absorption with SSJ expan
sion is so simplified with the supression of the
higher rotational lines. This band is caused by

the transition to a state from the ground state.

The 95 360 cm" ^(1048 A) band shows a similar
structure to that at 1065 A. Deduced molecular
constatnts for the two bands are given in Table.

Table. Molecular constants(cm-l) for the upper
states of bands at 1065 A and 1048 A

'n. (loesA) 'n. (1048A)

ToCn,) (=T-A+2A/3-27) 93757.441(28) 95282.10(16)
ToCn.) (=T-4A/3-27) 93848.877(32) 95357.47(21)
To('n,) (=T^A +2A/3) 93952.185(32) 95477.44(19)
B 1.55189(43) 1.6161(45)
DxlO* 5.5(14) 5.3

1 0.0 0.0

o»p»q 0.102(31) 0.05(13)
p»2q -0.012(11) 0.

q 0.00351(96) 0.022(11)

"2

144-0"
Psi/Ru

94000

.0., 0-
V-'? Rii F\j' ' y 1;) IS /

55 7 » It 13 IS 17 I* Pji/Rd

i-Ou

Figure. Densitometer
trance for the ab

sorption spectra at

-93 850 cm-l(1065
A) taken with SSJ
(upper part) and
room temperature

(lower part). The SSJ
apectrum is so
simplified with the
supression of the
higher roational
lines.

93700 93900

Photon Energy (cm'')

PmI7I

94000
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Introduction

Soft X-ray is a useful tool to study the effects
of inner-core excitation on color center forma

tion at the intermediate energy region between
hard X-ray and ultraviolet light. At the energy
region higher than K-shell energy, effects by
secondary electrons are important and thus total
amount of radiation effects are characterized

by the magnitude of incident photon energy. This
is a key concept of the radiation chemistry. At
the energy region for which the photochemistry

is established, on the contrast, resonance
is a key concept. The interesting subject at the
soft X-ray energy region would be; which
chemistry is important for inner-core excitation,
i. e., radiation chemistry or photochemistry?

In an attempt to study this subject, we
measured absolute values of quantum yield
?7c(hi^) of color center formation and quantum
yield 77s(hv) of singlet excitons in anthracene
single crystals as a function of soft X-ray
photon energy h y .

Experimental procedure and result
lionochromatized soft X-ray beams with 100 <
h < 600 eV were irradiated to the anthracene

single crystals at 200K and the fluorescence

intensity F^xChv) of Si exciton was measured by
the photomultipiier with a V-Y45 glass filter and

that intensity was compared withthe fluorescence
intensity Fb365 excited by the 365 nm light from
a mercury lamp with a U-360 glass fiIter.Assuming
the total number Nb365 of SI excitons produced
by the 365 nm photons equal with the 365 nm

photon number, we estimated the total number
NBx(hv) of Si excitons produced by soft X-ray
photons with energy hv by NBx(hv)=NB365FBx(hv)/
Fe365 - The quantum yield ^s(hw) of singlet
exciton formation was calculated by /7s(hv)=NBx
(hv)/lx(hv), where Ix(hv) is the absolute
intensity of the soft X-ray measured with photo-
electron yield of a Au plate. The quantum yield

7c(hv) of color center formation was calculated
by ?7c(hi^ )=Ncx(hi^ )/lx(hP'), where Ncx(hv^) is
the absolute values of total number of the color

centers produced by the irradiation of soft X-
rays with energy h . Values of Ncx(hi') were
estimated via Si exciton fluorescence quenching

technique. Fig. 1 and 2 show absolute values of
?7c(h V ) and 57 s(h u ).

Di scuss ion

We assumed that both singlet excitons and
color centers are produced via both primary

resonance effects and secondary effects due
290

to secondary electrons. The former includes
conversion of an anthracene ion with a hole in
the valence level due to resonance ionization
of the valence electron to the color center
and so on. We assumed proportional relation
of the magnitude of the secondary effect to the
electron energy, which was the key concept of the
radiation chemistry. The final form of our model
equations are;

7/ c(h u )=( uv/ M)(7/ v+ ?/ 2c(h u -Ev))+
(//k//i)( 77 VV+2c(h -Ek)+77 2c(Ek-2Ev)) ,

and

Vs(hi^)=(Uv/uX7/2s(hu -Ev))+
(//K//i)(77 2s(hi^ -Ek)+?7 2s(Ek-2Ev)),

where Uv and /Zk is absorption coefficient of
valence and K-shell electrons, respectively.
Ev and Ek is binding energy of valence and K-
shell electron. 77v and ?7vv is conversion yield
of anthracene molecules with one and two holes at
valence levels to color center. Solid lines in
Fig. 1 and 2 show best fit curves of above
equations to experimental values with 77 2s=1.2x
lO"'̂ (color centers / 1 eV of electron kinetic
energy), 77v=4.6xlO~^ (color centers/photon),
?7vv=0, and ?7 2s=8.0xl0~^ (excitons/1 eV of
electron kinetic energy). As seen from the
figures, experimental results were welI
reproduced by our models.

"Nucl. Instr. Meth. (B),
6

in press.
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Fig. 1. Quantum yield 77s(h^) of singlet exciton
formation in anthracene single crystal.
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There is a renewed inteiesl in using soft x-rays to
replictite ptitterns lithogrtiphicaliy as ;i step in the fahrictition
of extremely densely packed microcii ciiits due to the recent
ivailability of extremely high-intensity, high-brightness soft
x-rtiy sources. In microlithography, the image is recorded in
an timorphous polymer film (resist) such as poly(methyl
methacrylate)(PMMA) which has been usetl as a positive
photoresist because of its extremely iiigh resolution and
retisonable processingchiiracteristicsl' I. pven though the
processing characteristics of PMMA have already been
widely investigated, the mechiinisms involving the
photochemical reactions of the resist degradation are not
well understood.

A new cc|uipmcnt has been dc\ clopcd to study surf.icc
photochemical retictions by meiisuring the neutral ;md ionic
produts during irrtiditition'-l The neutrals c:m be mctisured
Iry ;i qutidrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) loctited :it bt)
degrees from the SR entrtince. In order to avoid the
influence of residual gtises in the btickground sigmd, the
quadrupole mass spectrometer is located in ti differentitilly
pumped chamber septirated from the main retiction chtimber
liy a hole of 4 mm in diameter. Using this new equipment,
the photodecomposition of polymethyl metluicryUite
(PMMA) hits been investigated at betimline BL12C.

Figure 1 shows a typical mtiss spectrum obttiined with
401) eV irraditition. The chamber residiitil gas bjickground
mass spectrum has alretidy been subtriicted. The electron
energy of the ionizer was kept at 30 eV in order to minimize
electron impact fragmentation.

20

15 -

10 -

0

10 20

'I'liickiiess = O."! piii
Pliotim Encr);y= 40()eV
Electron Enerj!}'= 3()cV

30 40 50

Ma.ss (amu)
Figure t - Mass s|)ei ti iim nf pujj (mclli) Imclhacrv lale) using 40(1 cV
.synchrnlron irratlialiun. Kcsitlual gas IraLkgnniiui spcciriim al l.xiir^
I^a lia.s been sublracled.

It was observed that the intensity of these pioduct
fragments depend on irradiation time. The fragments of
mass 15, 28, 29, 31, 44 and 60 timu, corresponding to
CH3^, C0+, C110^ CH.-rOU CO2+ and HC00Cli3+, were
chosen for monitoring this irraditition time dependence.

60 70

Severtil experiments using PMMA films of different
thicknesses spin cast on gold pltited silicon wtiffers were
performed using monochromtitic synchrotron rtiditition at
300, 400 tind 600 eV. An example of the dectiy observed
using 600 eV and a 10668 A thick PMMA film is shown in
Figure 2. The intensity irf the fragments tire metisured tis ti
functionof irrtiditition time normtilized by the photon flux
metisured tis the gold plated grid photocurrent. The
irrtiditition time wtis converted to photon dostige in order to
normtilize the contribution of photons of different energies.
Two groups can be distinguished from the dose dependence
dectiys: (i)Ftist dectiying :md COi^; (ii)Slow incretise
followed by decay of CHO+, CH.-rO+ and IICOOCH3+. The
CO^ frtigmcnt docs not seem to be etisily chtirticlcrized by
either of these groups. The observation of protontiled
frtiginents were taken as evidence of ti more complex
retiction mechtmism for the production of these frtigments
which could result in the decay curves observed in the
second group. It wtis tilso observed thtit the products yiekl
increase with sample thickness.

2 4 6

Ddsc 111)'̂ pliiilonsl
Figure 2- I'liDlixIcconipo.silioii prodiict.s iiileii.sily clepciulcncc nii |)li(iloii
ibisagc. 10668 A thick I'MMA film ii.siiig 600 cV numoclirumtilic
syiichrolrnn radiation. Solid liiic.s indicate the Ire.sl fit curve to the
experimental points.

The measurements of the photoelectron spectrum
before tind tifter irrtiditition in the carbon amioxygen K-edge
regions, indictite a loss of the side chtiin of the polymer
conttiining rrxygen atoms and a gradual formtition of double
bondings suggesting the formtition of a Itiyer thtit htis an
tibsoiption spectrum similar to that of polybuttidiene

Rcfcfcnces:
1- (1. E). Kubiak, E. M. Kncedier, 8. Q. Hwang, M. T. Schulbeig,
K. W. Berger, J. E. Bjorkholni and W. M. Mansfield, J. Vac. Sci.
Tcchnol., BID, 2593 (1992)
2- M. C. K. Tinonc, M. Komada, N. Ueno, K. Tanaka, Abstracts of

the b"' Animal Meeting of the Japanese Society for Synchrotron
Radiation Research, Tokyo, 1993, p.134
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Introduction

The photochemical reaction of the adsorbate
molecules on solid surface is important for
fundamental studies of chemical elemental reactions as
well as application studies of photochemical vapor
deposition (CVD). photo-etching, photo-catalysis and
so on. The fundamental studies, however, have been
rarely performed.

In the present work, photochemical etching
reactions in the adsorption systems of SF6/a-Si02 at
low temperature have been fundamentally studied by
neutral and ionic products detection.

Experimental
The experiments were perfonned using soft X-ray

beam line 12C. The apparatus used consisted of a
quadmpole mass spectrometer (QMS), a sample holder
system and ultrahigh vacuum pumping systems. The
sample used was a-Si02 with thickness of 12nm. SFf^
was used as the adsorbate gas. A --50L exposure of the
adsorbate gas to substrate was carried out at -lOOK in
order to permit a few physisorbed monolayers of SFc^
A detailed description of the experimental procedures
have been given elsewhere '1.

Results and discussion

We have detected neutral and ionic products after
several hours of irradiation near the Si2p core-level.
Fig. la shows a typical mass spectrum of ionic
products. Not only SiFx+ and SiOFx+ but also SOx"*",
SFx+ and SOF+ ions can be observed by Si2p core-
level excitation. The observation of SOxFy+ and
SiOFx"*" ions suggests that the Si02 layer containing S
and F is produced.

In order to clarify the mechanism in this etching
reaction, neutral products were measured because ionic
products are minor and neutral products are dominant
from the surface reactions^h Fig. lb shows a typical
mass spectrum of neutral products, which was
obtained by subtracting the background spectrum.
SOF2+. SiF3+. SF2+, SOF+. S02-^, SO+ and O2+
fragments can be observed by Si2p core-level
excitation. Most of SiF3"'" is presumed to be derived
from SiF4 because the mass spectrum obtained at the
electron energy of 30 eV is similar to that of gaseous
SiF4-^h where SiF"*" and SiF2"'" are not seen. Most of
neutral products can be attributed to stable molecules.

The following reaction scheme could be suggested as a
possible basic mechanism of this etching reaction;

liv

Si02 -rSF6->SiF4, SO2, SO, O2.

(a) Ionic products

SiOF.

(b) Neutral products

Juliil

Fig. 1. Typical mass spectra of (a) ionic products and
(b) neutral products from the SF6/a-Si02
adsorption system at lOOK at irradiation
energy of 135 eV.
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Introduction

The photochemical etching of a-SiC film I)y mixture
of SFe and Ar gases was investigated using synchrotron
radiation(SR). High area selectivity was kept even if
a microwave discharge(MW) was used to realize high
etchingrate'^ It was found that surface photochemical
reaction is dominant in the SR-excited etching of a-SiC
and that area-selective etching was caused by the dif
ference between the stirface condition of the irradiated

region and that of the nonirradiated one. In this stud}',
we compared the dependence of the etching on expo
sure time with the change of total electron yield(TEY)
spectra for various doses. lu order to olitain informa
tion on the surface couditioii, Auger electron spectra
(AES) were also oljserved.

Experiineiital

Experiments were carried out using beam line BL-
12C. The SR beam(E<800 eV) was introduced per
pendicularly to the a-SiC film. The a-SiC film was
formed on Si substrate with thickne.ss of ~1 //m by
sputter deposition. The reaction gases SFg and Ar
were fed into reaction chamber via MW^'. The reac
tive species were generated in the quartz discharge tube
and then transferred to the reaction chamber. The par
tial pressure of SFg 50 niTorr and that of Ar Wcus
500 mTorr. The experiments were carried out at room
temperature. The dose was defined as the product of
the real irradiation time{min) and the average ring cur-
rent(mA). The TEY measurements were performed in
energy ranges which included the silicon L-edge and
carbon K-edge. AES from SR irradiated and nonirra
diated regions were observed after the etching exper
iment. The specimen was transported into the AES
analyzing system upon expostire to the atmosphere.

Results and PiscAissioii

The dependence of the etching depth on time tg in
which specimen was exposed to reactive species before
starting SR etching(pre-exposure) is shown in Fig.l.
Although the dose was fixed at 15000 min-niA, the
etching depth increased with increasing t^ to 40 rnin.
However, the etching depth reached a constant for tg
longer than 40 min. It is assumed that the modification
of the surface, e.g., the formation of the reactive layer
was induced by the reactive species.

u 10

dose = 15000(mA-min)

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Pre-exposure Time (min)

Figure 1; tg dependence of etching depth

From the dose dependence of TEY spectra, the ra
tio of carbon/silicon atoms(Rc;/5,) on the surface in
creased both in the irradiated and nonirradiated re

gions up to the dose 15000 min-mA(~40 min). Then,
Ec/5,- in irradiated region decreased with increasing
the dose above 15000 min-niA. On the other hand,

Hc/Si nonirradiated region was constant against
the dose. From these results, surface modification oc

curs prior to the etching reaction in the irradiated re
gion, and more C atoms remain in the nonirradiated
region than in the irradiated one. The results of the
AES analysis show, also, that the surface in the nonir
radiated region is covered with a layer containing much
more C than that of the irradiated region.

These data show that a carbon-rich layer was formed
on the surface during etching, especially in the non
irradiated region. Reactive species did not etch this
layer without the aid of SR irradiation. Therefore, we
concluded that this surface layer prevented the etching
reaction in the nonirradiated region.
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Introduction

High-pressure X-ray diffraction experiments using a

diamond anvil cell (DAC) are usually performed at room

temperature. Recently, the DAC system for high

temperature experiments was developed and used

successfully up to about 500°C under high pressure. At

high temperatures and high pressures, a sample in the

DAC tends to chemically react with gasket material and

can not be kept fresh for a long time. Thus X-ray diffraction

profiles have to be measured very quickly. An Imaging

Plate (IP) detector has so far been employed for high

pressure DAC experiments. Since it takes about 10 minutes

to read out diffraction data from the IP, we can not carry

out real-time measurement with the IP detector. In order

to perform real-time observation at high pressures, a more

sophisticated detector is required. Here we report an attempt

to apply a high sensitive X-ray camera to high-pressure

diffraction experiments.

Experimental

X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out at

BL13B2 at the Photon Factory. The incident X-ray

monochromatized to IBkeV was collimated into 200)im'''
and irradiated on a sample with 50|im thickness. The

high sensitive X-ray camera, which consists of an image

intensifier with a detection area of -ISOmm"" and a CCD

camera, was used to detect diffracted X-rays from a sample.

Results and discussion

In order to compare the efficiency of the X-ray camera

with that of the IP, diffraction profiles of Ce02 were
measured with these detectors at latm. The exposure

time was 1 minute. Fig.l.(a) and (b) show the diffraction

profiles obtained with the X-ray camera and the IP,

respectively. In the case of the IP, it is difficult to separate

diffraction peaks from the back ground in the region below

d=1.5A. In contrast, in the case of the X-ray camera,
sufficient counting statistics are obtained. It is found that

the X-ray camera yields clear diffraction profile in an

exposure time of about 1/10 times of that of the IP. Full

width at half maximum (FWHM) of diffraction peaks

observed with these detectors is shown in Fig.2. From

this figure, it is found that FWHM detected by the X-ray

camera is about 4 times larger than that of the IP within

the range of d-spacings recorded.

Using this X-ray camera, we have observed the phase

transition in lanthanum at high temperatures to 300°C and

at high pressures to 53GPa. Also measured was the

structural change in the iron-hydrogen system at high

temperatures to 400°C and at high pressures. From this

study, we suggest that the high sensitive X-ray camera

can be used for rapid measurements of diffraction profiles

at high temperature and pressure. However, it is not suitable

for an analysis of crystal structures with low symmetry.
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INTRODUCTION

Crystalline trigonal selenium (t-Se) consists of infi
nite spiral chains with three atoms per turn arranged
parallel in a hexagonal array. Pressure variations of the
structural parameters of t-Se reflect strongly anisotropic
character of the bonding. A single crystal x-ray diffrac
tion study on t-Se revealed that the bond length and the
bond angle are almost constant under pressure, while
the interchain distance is strongly decreased with pres-
sure[l]. When a Se chain is isolated in a one-dimensional
channel, G.TA in diameter, of mordenite crystal, the in
terchain interactions vanish. Utilizing M-Se, we can in
vestigate the effect of the intrachain interaction on chain
structures without an interference of interchain interac

tion. In order to modify the intrachain interaction, the
isolated Se chain is uniaxially compressed using smaller
molecules than the diameter of mordenite channel as a

pressure transmitting medium. EXAFS measurements
were carried under high pressure to investigate the local
environments around Se atoms in the isolated chains.

EXPERIMENTAL

EXAFS experiments were performed using MAX90,
a cubic-type multianvil apparatus, installed in the BL-
13B2 station. Sintered-diamond anvils with a square
flat of 4 X 4 mm^ were used. The sample was placed in
a 1.5mm o.d., 1.0 mm i.d. teflon capsule together with
4:1 ethanol-methanol mixture. The incident and the

transmitted beams were measured by ionization cham
bers filled with N2 and Ar gas, respectively. All mea
surements were carried out at room temperature, tively.
Details of data analysis were described in a previous pa
per [.3].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the Se K-edge EXAFS functions x{^)
of M-Se at 0 GPa and at 10 GPa as a function of photo-
electron wave vector k. The EXAFS oscillation is clearly
observed under high pressure. Figure 3 shows the ra
dial distribution functions | F{r) \ around Se atom at 0
GPa and at 10 GPa, which were obtained from kourier

transform of x(A:) weighted by k. The first peak around
2 Acorresponds to the covalent bond length. The in
tensity and the position of the peak is almost the same
in the two functions. This fact confirms that the chain

structure of Se is preserved even at high pressures. Fig
ure 4 shows covalent bond length obtained from curve
fit analysis as a function of pressure. The bond length
decreased linearly with pressure by 1% at 10 GPa. The
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bond length of t-Se is almost constant with pressure up
to 5GPa and then slightly decreased[l). The behavior
of the bond length of M-Se under pressure is different
from that of t-Se.
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Figure 1. The Se K-edge EXAFS functions x(^) of M-
Se at 0 GPa and at 10 GPa as a function of photo-
electron wave vector k.

Figure 2. The radial distribution functions | F{r) |
around Se atom for M-Se at 0 GPa and at 10 GPa.

P/GPa

Figure 3. Se-Se bond length of M-Se as a function of
pressure.
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Introduction

BL-13CH, designed based on the cylindrical element
monochromator (GEM) concept, was constructed in 1992 .
The purpose of the beamline is to achieve high flux/high
resolution soft x-rays in the energy range of 200-1000 eV by
the use of a 13-period undulator. In FY1993, the beamline
was improved together with optical adjustment. This report
introduces high resolution photoionization spectra measured
in FY 1993.

Results

Figure 1 shows spectra of undulator radiation recorded

by gold mesh (80% transmission) with undulator gaps of 160
mm (K=1.68) and 150 mm (K=2.08), when the energy
resolution is estimated at E^AE= 1,000 at 400 eV. More than

10^2 photons/s are obtained as the maximum intensity at 300
eV with a gap of 150 mm.

High resolution photoionization spectra are taken using a
gas chamberfilled with 2-5x10"^ Torr of thegas under study,
which is separated by a thin polymer film from the beamline
under 10'^ Torr. Figure 2 shows a photoionization spectrum
of gas-phase nitrogen (N2 1s->k*) with 10 pm width for
both entrance and exit slits. A Gaussian monochromator

resolution of 63 meV is obtained by curve fitting analysis
using Voigt function^) on the assumption of a Lorenzian
natural line width of 128 meV^) for each vibrational band.

Figure 3(a) shows a photoionization spectrum of gas-
phase argon near the L2, 3-edges. Assuming a Lorenzian
natural width of 121 meV*) (Wl) for the 2p3/2->4s line,
curve fitting analysis using Voigt function has given a
monochromator resolution of 66 meV (Wq) (Fig. 3(b)). Fine
adjustment of the movable slit would further improve the
resolution around C K-edge region.
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1. Introduction

Recent progress of structure analysis at laboratory
system opens precise studies of phase transition phe
nomena from the view point of atomic shift and chem
ical bond including electron distribution. For instance,
the difference of electron number around hydrogen and
deuterium atoms is discussed with the connection of

the isotope effect of hydrogen bond dielectric com
pounds such as K3H(S04)2 and K3D(S04)2. '̂̂ ^

However, still there are several difficulties to get re
liable results. One of the most difficult problem is an
extinction correction. Usually, the correction is carried
out based on the simple theoretical model, or a sample
is heat treated to reduce the perfection of the crystal.
Another possibility to reduce the extinction correction
is to use high energy X-ray radiation. Preliminary ex
periments were already tried by synchrotron radiation
to test this idea.^''') High energy X-ray diffraction tech
nique also gives another advantage that the transmis
sion for the apparatus to achieve extreme condition is
very high and the area of reciprocal lattice expands
tremendously.

We performed X-ray diffraction experiments to test
the validity of the structure analysis with high energy
X-ray radiation. In order to compare with the previous
laboratory experiments by Mo Ka characteristic radi-
ation(17.4keV), K3H(S04)2 is used as the crystal, and
50keV and 25keV are chosen for X-ray radiations.

2. Experimental

Experiments were carried out at BL14A of Photon
Factory. Spherical shaped single crystal of K3H(S04)2
with 0.34mm diameter was used. X-ray radiation com
ing from Wiggler beam line is monochromatized by
Si(553). The Si(553) monochrometer gives too much
high resolution for the purpose of the present exper
iments, and more optimized monochrometer such as
Si(331) had been expected. However, such device
was not available. Data were obtained by a 4-circle
diffractometer at room temperature with 9-29 step scan
mode.

3. Results and Discussion

Experimental conditions and results of structure
analysis are summarized in the Table. Maximum scat
tering angles 29max are 70, 80 and 40, and observed

number of reflections are 1953, 7874 and 9438, for
17.4, 25 and 50keV X-ray radiations respectively. Here,
17.4keV is a characteristic radiation of Mo Ka. For

50keV radiation, we could get lots of reflections even
for low number of 29max-

Even though Wiggler beam line was used, the diffrac
tion intensity is considerably weak: the peak intensity
of Bragg reflection observed by 50keV experiment is 10
times weaker than that of 17.4keV experiments. The
serious problem is that the width of the Bragg reflec
tion is too sharp to determine the peak position by cur
rent automatic computer system, and obviously many
Bragg peaks were missed to find. Width of diffraction
profile observed by 50keV experiments is more than 10
times sharp compared with 17.4keV experiments. As
the results, typical integrated intensity at 50keV exper
iments is few thousands counts, and this is the reason
why the R-factor shown in the table becomes so poor.

In the table, isotropic extinction parameters are
given, which was obtained as a fitting parameter
through the structure analysis. As is expected, the ex
tinction parameters are reduced as a function of X-ray
energy. Consequently, we conclude that high energy
X-ray diffraction is valid to perform structure analysis
especially for the extreme condition, and the uncertain
parameter is reduced from the analysis. For the pur
pose of such work, definitely we need more optimized
beam line to get much more intensity and proper reso
lution.

X-ray Energy(keV) 17.4 25 50

monochrometor PG002 Si553 Si553
29 70 80 40

No. of reflections 1953 7874 9438

Rw 0.032 0.168 0.199

/^r 0.376 0.158 0.023

Extinction param.(xiO"^) 1.578 1.050 0.768
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Introduction

X-ray diffraction study on the structure of La2-xSrxCu04
superconductor has been carried out by many researchers as
given in the references([l]-[6]). However, a detailed anal-
5^is on the electron density distribution of the substance
has not yet been published except a brief report by Sato et
al [7]. Although the transition temperature (To) into the
super-conductive state is relatively low, the title compound
is considered to have a simplest structure among various
high Tc compounds recently found. Therefore, the crystal
is suitable for the experimental study on the charge density
analysis which will serve for the elucidation of the super
conduction mechanism. Present study has been thus under
taken to obtain further information on the localized elec

trons in the crystal.

Experimental
Single crystals of La2-xSrxCu04 with x=0.12 were syn

thesized by the traveling solvent floating zone method under
oxygen pressures of 1.0xl0^~2.0xl0^ kPa. Crystals are
tetragonal, I4/mmm a=3.7757(2) A. c=13.2201(9) A, Z=2,
and Dx=7.018 g/cm-^. Since crystals of La2-xSrxCu04 have a
cleavage parallel to (001), it was difficult to make a fragment
of the crystal into a sphere. A crystal having an irregular
shape with the approximate diameter of 20 pm was used for the
intensity measurement by the horizontal-type four-circle
diffractometer at the beam-line 14A [8]. A focused beam with
the wavelength of 0.7A was employed using a double-crystal
monochromator of Si(lll) and a toroidal mirror. Intensity
variation of the incident beam was monitored by an ion cham
ber placed between the specimen and a pinhole of 0.4 mm in
diameter in the incident slit box of the diffractometer.

Diffracted intensities were corrected based on the fluctuation of

the monitor count of the incident beam. No polarization cor
rection was applied assuming a perfect polarization along the
vertical direction. In all, 4567 reflections were observed in

the entire sphere of sindlX<l.\. The intensity data were cor
rected for the absorption assuming a spherical shape in the
first stage. Of all measured reflections in a hemisphere of
h<0, 356 independent reflection data were produced by averag
ing the structure factors of equivalent reflections. A trial least-
squares refinement based on these reflection data gave the
R/Rw values of 0.0114/0.0167.

Result

Residual electron density maps on (110) and (100) planes
are shown in the left figure (0^,y<0.5, 0<z<0.5) and the
right one (0<y<0.5, 0<z<0.5), respectively. Contours are
given by 0.25 e/A^. Around Cu atoms, there are a depletion
of electrons 0.4A away along <100> directions and excess
electrons 0.6A away along <110>. The latter region expands
in the z direction. These features seem to be due to the

interaction between the d electrons of Cu atom and the four

oxygen atoms on (001) coordinating to Cu in a square planar
form with the shortest Cu-0 distance of l.SSSA. The region
corresponding to the dz2 orbital seems almost flat or slightly
depleted in the maps. There is a pronounced depletion at
bisecting positions between Cu and the apical oxygen 0(2) at
a distance of 2.419A. In connection with this, there is excess
electrons near 0(2) atoms on the side of the coordinating La

atom. Positive densities along <001> are also found near
0(1) atoms. A similar electron distribution on (001) plane to
that of the Cu atom exists around the La atoms, which is
characterized by a depleted region along <100> and positive
regions along <110>.

Since the refinement is in progress, all description of the
residual electron densities given above and its assignment are
still tentative at present. However, the maps obtained in the
present synchrotron study generally look clear and unam
biguous, if they are compared with our preliminary ones based
on the Mo tube source data.
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Microstructure of several nano-phase metal
particles of binary compounds (BiCu, BiTe) was
examined by the transmission EXAFS with the nano-
phase particles described in the previous report. The
number density of particles in the specimen used for
this EXAFS measurement at BL-14A was more than

10 '̂' particles per cm^, and the isolation between the
metal surface of individual particles was kept by g-
C28TAC molecular film.

Mean diameters of BiCu particles and BiTe
particles were 3.2 and 2.5nm, respectively. Geometric
standard deviations were near the theoretical limit

(1.5) of a gas-evaporation method for both cases.
The ratio of constituent parts of the particles can be
controlled by the electric currents applied on a
particle generator. A linearity of the ratio to the
current was checked by an inductively coupled
plasma emission spectroscopy.

Figure 1 shows the E^O^FS of Copper in BiCu
nano-phase particles and that of a Copper thin foil.
An oscillation period of the EXAFS spectrum of the
particles is longer than that of Copper foil, because
atomic distance in binary system is extended by the
atoms of another element. In the case of nano-phase
particles, the ratio of the amplitude of EXAFS
spectrum to the peak height at the K-edge was much
less than that of the bulk material. A same result was

obtained for the EXAFS of Tellurium in BiTe nano-
phase particles as shown in Fig.2, however the trend
was not observed in BiTe foil.

A steep rise and fall of EXAFS spectrum at an
absorption edge also appears in the bulk materials
having strong Jt-bond. But such a sudden absorption
change was not detected in the case of BiTe foil. It
means that the observed structure of absorption
spectrum of the nano-phase particles reflects the
breakdown of crystal structure in such a small
particle by any quantum size effects.

The non-crystallized structure of nano-phase
particles is confirmed in our EXAFS experiment with
the nano-phase particles, which are carefully isolated
and condensed by our original method. Because of
the insufficient isolation of the particle in the similar

experiments^^ nobody has reported on this unique
and important fact; a nano-phase particle has not
only soft surface by the size effect but also liquid
like inner shell structure due to a thermal fluctuation.

This information is very useful for the PVD process
and material synthesis in near future.
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Introduction

Cs,

ture

known as a three-dimensional halogen-bridged Au
mixed-valence system. Many complexes of gold,
whose e^^irical formulae suggest the presen^e^jJ
the Au valence, have been shown to be Au '
mixed-v|^ence species and little is known of the
true Au polynuclear complex. In the Au '
mixed-valence systems, as j^he charg|j|.ransfer
interaction between the Au and Au j, ions
be^j^es stronger, th|jValence states of Au and
Au approach the Au state. In case of
Cs^Au^X^, the realization of the Au valence
state is expected under high pressures. From an
interest in the relationship between the crystal
structure and the Au valence state, we have
investigated the structural P-T phase diagram of
Cs2Au2X^(X=C1, Br and I) under high pressures.

Experimental
The structure analysis of these compounds was

performed by energy-dispersive X-ray diffraction
method using the high-temperature and high-
pressure apparatus, called MAX80 or MAX90, with
synchrotron radiation. The high pressure
apparatus is a cubic anvil type whose anvils
compress a boron-epoxy cube containing a sample
capsule. The anvils used were made of sintered
diamonds having an edge length of 3 mm or 4. mm,
which generate pressures up to H GPa or 11 GPa,
respectively. Kerosene was used as a fluid
pressure medium. The pressure was determined by

the lattice constants of NaCl.

Results and Discussion
We have obtained the structural P-T phase

diagram of CSpAu^X.(X=C1, Br and I) under high
pressures and high temperatures, where two kinds
of tetragonal phases and a cubic phase exsist in
common for all the three compounds.^'

When the pressure is applied at r.t.,
Cs Au^Clb, Cs^AUpBr^ and Cs^Au^I^ undergo a
tetragonal(I)-to-fetragonal(117 phase transition
at 11 GPa, 9 GPa and 5*5 GPa, respectively.
This phase transition is regarded as a band Jahny
Teller transition driven by the Au ' p. Au
transition. In the second tetragonal phase, it
is considered that the sp^je group is P4/mmm and
the Au valence state is Au . In the case of

CSpAu-I/, the Aul/ octahedra are elongated and
the HOMO is the half-filled 5d 2 2 band spread
out in the plane perpendicular to^the c-axis. On
the other hand, in the cases of Cs2Au2X^(X=Cl and
Br), the AuX, octahedra are compressed and the
HOMO is the half-filled 5d 2 band elongated along
the c-axis.

;2Au2X,(X=C1, Br and I), whose crystal struc-
is a tetragonal perovskite type(IZ^/ramm), is

When the temperature is increased at the
pressure region where the tetragonal(II) phase
appears, the tetragonal(II)-to-cubic phase tran
sition takes place in common for all the three
compounds. In Cs^Au^Cl,, however, the pure cubic
phase could not be obtained in the region of
a.p.~13.5 GPa and r.t.—316 °C. The cubic phase
could be obtained as a metastable state at r.t.

and a.p. for Cs^Au^Br^ and Cs^Au-I^. In the
p^jse, the Au valence state is considered
u and the HOMO is the degenerate 5d 2 2

and 5d 2 bands with three-quarters filling.'^ ^
Moreover, in Cs^Au^I^, we have found the

pressure-induced tetragonal(I)-to-cubic phase
transition at 150 "C and 185 °C.
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Fig. 1 P-T phase diagram of Cs„Au„X/(X=G1, Br
and I). (I): tetragonal(I), (II/: tetragonal(II'
(III): cubic.
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Introduction

Diluted magnetic .semiconductors Znj-xMnxTe
have attracted considerable attention with respect to
their striking magnetic and magneto-optical properties,
such as the formation of the spin-glass-like phase,
extremely large Zeeman splitting and giant Faraday
rotationIn such phenomena, a hybridization of the
Mn 3d states with the sp-band states of the host
matrices plays an important role. The degree of the
hybridization is strongly affected by the local
coordination around the Mn atoms. Recently, we have
performed resonant photoemission measurements on
Znj-xMnxTe and found that the Mn 3d partial densities
of states (DOS's) in these alloys remain almost
unchanged with the Mn concentration (x)^^ The
configuration interaction (CI) analysis^^ suggests that
the form of a tetrahedral MnTe4 cluster in
Znj-xMnxTe is almost independent of x, though x-ray
diffraction measurements show that the lattice constants

fairly decrease linearly with x.
In this report, we present the Mn and Te K-edge

EXAFS spectra of Znj-xMnxTe and discuss the
relation between the local coordination around the Mn

atoms and the Mn 3d electronic states.

Experimental Procedures
Zni-xMnxTe (x = 0.16, 0.24, 0.32, 0.47, 0.60,

and 0.65) single crystals were grown through a
Bridgman method. We confirmed the samples forming
homogeneous crystal phase of a zinc blende type by x-
ray diffraction measurements, x was determined by
electron-probe micro-analysis. The Mn and Te K-edge
EXAFS spectra were obtained in the transmission mode
at BL-7C and BL-14A equipped with a double crystal
monochromator, respectively. A set of Si(l 11) for the
Mn K-edge and Si(553) for Te K-edge were used. All
measurements were performed at 80 K. We used ZnTe
and Cdo.40^^ri0.60Te as standard materials.

Results and Discussion

The analyses of Mn K-edge EXAFS spectra have
revealed that the Mn-Te bond length in Znj-xMnxTe
remains almost unchanged with x and is nearly equal to
that of the hypothetical zinc blende MnTe.

Figure 1 shows the Te-Te bond lengths obtained
by the analyses for the second coordination of Te K-
edge EXAFS spectra. One should notice the two kinds
of the Te-Te bond lengths (about 4.3 and 4.5 eV).
Taking account of the previous EXAFS results that the
Zn-Te bond length is smaller than the Mn-Te bond
length at room temperature'̂ ^ the short bond length can
be regard as the distance in the case that the Zn atoms
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exist between the Te atoms (R[Te-Zn-Te]). On the
other hand, the long distance corresponds to the case
that interstitial atoms are Mn (R[Te-Mn-Te]). Both
distances remain almost unchanged with x and R[Te-
Zn-Te] and R[Te-Mn-Te] are nearly equal to that of pure
ZnTe and the hypothetical zinc blende MnTe,
respectively.

We have calculated the bond angle of the
tetrahedral MnTe4 cluster in Znj-xMnxTe from R[Mn-
Te] and R[Te-Mn-Te] and found that the angle retains
109° of a pure tetrahedron almost independently of x.
The present EXAFS results are consistent with x-
independent Mn 3d partial DOS's in Znj-xMoxTe.

Fig. 1 R[Te-Mn-Te] (open circles) and R[Te-Zn-Te]
(closed circles) in Znj-xMnxTe as a function of x.
Solid line shows the Te-Te bond length obtained from
x-ray diffraction measurements.

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
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1• Introduction

The catalytic activity and selectivity of catalysts
strongly depend on the surface structure. Anisotropic
characterization of sohd surfaces, therefore, is essential to

explain unique properties of catalysts. Titania-supported
molybdenum oxide catalysts show high activity for
methanol oxidation and etc.

In this wok, PTRF-EXAFS(Polarized Total

Reflection Huorescence) was adopted to explore the
surface structure ofmolybdenum oxide on Ti02(l10).

PTRF-EXAFS has a lot of advantages for the study of
single crystal surfaces which can be considered as a
model for supported metal catalysts.

2. Experimental

Ti02(l 10)(10x50x1 mm) single crystal was annealed

for 5h at 823K. The catalysts were prepared by
impregnating the crystal with an aqueous solution of

(NH^^Mo-7024' 4H2O. After supporting, the single

crystal was calcined in air for 3h at 823K.

Pi hR-EXAFS was measured at BL14A. Four axis

goniometer was used to set the particular orientation of
the sample against the polarization direction of the
incident X-ray and to achieve total reflection conditions.
The measurement was practiced on 3-direction to the
surface (perpendicular, horizontal, in-plane polarization).
The incident X-ray was monitored by ion chambers filled
with Ar. The fluorescence was detected by a scintillation
counter (Nal). The position of the scintillation counter

was also adjusted in the way to remove tlie Bragg-
diffraction with translation stages( XY axis).

3. Results and Discussion

The S-,p- and in-plane polarized total- reflection
fluorescence XANES spectra for molybdenum oxide on

Ti02(110) areshown in Fig 1. Thedifference of pre-edge

peak which is attributed to properties of electron density
of the catalysts reflects the characteristic surface structure
of molybdenum o.xide onTi02(110).
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The difference in s-, p-, and in-plane polarization also
shows that the surface structure has less symmetry but is
not in an amorphous state. PTRF-EXAFS spectra for s-
and p-polarization weremeasured, but one of in-plane
polarization was not carried out in this study yet. At
present, it is difficult to determine the surface structure of
molybdenum oxide onTiO2(110) without its

information. Further study is now in progress.

19969 19998 20027

Photon energy/eV

Figl. Mo K-edge XANES spectra for molybdenum
o.xide on TiO-^Cl 10); (a) p-, (b) in-plane- and (c) s-

polarization.
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Introduction
Iodine doped and stretched poly \Tnylalcohol (PVA)

films have the property of polarizing visible light and
are utilized as polarizing films widely. Iodine in PVA is
supposed to form polyiodine and to align along the
stretching direction of PVA^\ Iodine doped PVA has
been studied by many methods, but the detailed structure
and the abundance ratio of the iodine species have not
been well understood. In this study, we investigate the
local structure of PVA-iodine polarizing films by means
of EXAFS, and try to estimate the abtmdance ratio of the
iodine species from thermal dependence of EXAFS.

Experimental
The samples were commercial polarizing films

containing about 2 wt% of iodine. The degree of
polarization of the films was 99% on the average of the
visible region. I K-edge EXAFS spectra were measured
at BL-14A with the electric vector of incident X-rays
parallel to the stretching direction of PVA at 77 K and
300 K. For comparison, the spectra of U vapor and
(C5H5)2Fel3 were recorded at several temperatures.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows Fourier transforms of the I K-edge
EXAFS k^(k) of the PVA-iodine films at 77 K and 300
K. As the result of analysis, the average I-I distance was
2.89 A and the effective coordination number was 1.55.

The I-I bond length of the PVA-iodine films is longer
than that of U by 0.22 A. This suggests that no U but
polyiodine exist in PVA, since the I-I bond length of
polyiodine is generally longer than that of From the
Raman spectra measurement, we obtained two bands at
109, and 157 cm'^ which can be assigned to 13" and Is",
respectively^^ From the visible-UV spectra measure
ment, a strong absorption of T was observed at 210 nm.
We can recognize that iodine species are only T, I3' and
Is", and try to estimate their abundance ratios. From the
EXAFS data analysis, the difference of the Debye-
Waller factor between 77 K and 300 K was 0.447 x 10'^

h?. The difference in thePVA-iodine films is larger than
that of EXAFS data of U vapor or (C5H5)2Fel3, and this
suggests that the PVA-iodine films contain I5". The
Debye-Waller factor of the linear monatomic molecule
constituting of N atoms is expressed as.

N-l

= I Z
i=i 2(N - Dmoo, •(ein -ein+i)^coth1^2kB' y
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where T is the temperature, co is the frequency of normal
vibrations, e is the eigenvector, and m is the mass of the
atom. We assume that 13" and Is' are linear and
symmetric molecules, and from the Etebye-Waller factor
of EAXFS and the Raman frequency we calculated that
atomic ratio of I3' and I5' was 3 : 2. With the electric
vector of incident X-rays perpendicular to the stretching
direction of PVA, the EXAFS oscillation is absent^^
This shows that the I-I bond is highly oriented along the
stretching direction of PVA. If iodine is perfectly
oriented, we can conclude from the effective coordi

nation number that the abundance ratio of I', I3' and I5"
is 9 : 3 : 2. This result demonstrates another use of the

EXAFS spectroscopy.

1)

2)

3)

4)
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at 77 K and 300 K.
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Introduction

To know why thecrystalstructureof (l-x)Ta20j.xW03is
able to adapt continuously across the composition range 0 < x
< 0.267 it is necessary to have very accurately determined
structural models which include both TaAV ordering and
oxygen vacancy distribution. Using conventional X-raysources
and 5 X lO' |im'-sized irregular crystals such accuracy and
information is unattainable due to high absorption (67C)cm '
for MoXa), problems with secondary extinction, poor count
ing statistics on weak satellite reOeclions, dominance of
scattering by the heavy metal atoms and negligible scattering
contrast between Ta and W.

In December 1992 we collected data on a microcrystal of
Ta^^W^Og? (x=0.267) using the4-circle diffractometer onthe
vertical wiggler BL14A at the Photon Factory to overcome
most of these problems. The details of data collection on this
fust composition together with preliminary results were re
ported in the Photon Factory Activity Report, 10,329 (1992).
To complete this project (92-096) we have now collected
equivalentdatasetsonamicrocrystal ofTa^^WgO^^j (x=0.14).

Experimental
Single crystals of Ta^^WgO^^ were grown by heating a

stoichiometric mixture of the oxides at 1600°C in sealed Pt
tubing for 24 hrs. A microcrystal of Ta^^WgO^Q, with dimen
sions (10 X 10 X 12.5 pjTi) was selected and mounted on a
tapered quartz fibre with end diameter -20 p.m. With the use
of such a small crystal the problems with absorption and
extinction were minimised.

Prior to data collection an EX AFS spectrum was recorded
for a 10 |im Ta foil to locate accurately the Ta edge. Data
were collected at three wavelengths, 7687 data at A, = 1.2563
Aoutto 138° 20,2283dataatX= 1.2741 Aoutto 110° 29and
2244 data atX= 1.2571 Aoutto70° 20. Thethree wavelengths
are8,146and 14eV,respectively,belowtheTaL,,,absorption
edge. For selected reflections intensities were measured for
10wavelengths below,at andabove theTa L,,, edge. Prior to
refinement of the sUaictures the data were corrected for ring
current decay and absorption.

Results

The crystal structures of both members of the solid-
solution, Ta^^WPg, {M^ = 5788.19, a = 6.1485(5), b =
47.6205(12), c = 3.8559(3) A,y = 90.04(1)°, space group =
CII2lm (non-standard setting), Z = 1, = 8.513 g cm ', F
(000) = 2438] andTa^AV^O^,!^ = 17741.06, a =6.1664(5),
b=29.2717(14), c=3.8731(2) A, space group = Pbam (no.
55),Z= 0.2, D^ = 8.428g cm-', F (000)= 1494], wererefined
using the comprehensive least squares refinement program
RAELS (Research School of Chemistry, ANU, Australia).
For both structures the damsets immediately belowtheTaL^,^
edge enabled resolution of Ta and W of up to 8 elecuons at -8
eV which assisted in the refinement of Ta/W ordering for both

structures. Bond valence arguments were used to locate oxy
gen vacancies required by the formulae. From the largest data
set for Ta^jWPg, (X = 1.2741 A) a final value of0.0496 for

= Sh II/'oJh)l- / S, IF ^(h)l was obtained for 3113
unmerged datawith I (h)> hoU(h))andforTa^^WgO^g, (X =
1.2563 A) afinal value of0.0570 for /?, was obtained for 5671
unmerged data.

As the two structures can be considered as composite
modulated structures they were refined as such, that is, in
terms of modulation waves rather than using a conventional
atom-based refinement. The most sUiking feature of these
refinements was that the structures were essentially the same
when described using modulation wave parameters and are
thus representative of the whole solid solution range.

a)

0.05^

-0.05-

-0.1

b)
0.05-T— —

,jFX7^
-0.05

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
The (a)x and (b) y displacements of the M atoms in fractional
coordinates of the parent substructure axes and plotted as
a function ofoXt^) -t-7t/2. Stars correspond toTa^^W^Og^. Filled
circles correspond toTa^^OgW^gj. Note that, expressed in these
terms, tlie two structures are effectively identical.

This comparative study isbelieved tobe the fust of itskind
involving composite modulated structures which display large
displacements (~0.7 A) from the average structure positions.
This work was presented in an preliminary form by Professor
A. David Rae at the 16th lUCr Congress in Beijing in late
August 1993 and has subsequently been submitted for publi
cation in two parts in Acta Crystallographica Section B.

Financial support of the Australian National Beamline
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Introduction

Optical anisotropy in crystals originates in direction-
dependence of the response of bound electrons to the
electric vibration of a light wave. Our ultimate objective is
to understand this variation of refractive index (n) with
direction, including its variation with the cation in the
structure. The small differences in the degree of anisotropy
for the mineral carbonates do correlate with the mean
refractive index (<n>), although that mean refractive index
does not correlate simply with unit cell volume or,
assuming the hexagonal form for the unit cell, with the da
ratio. We seek an atomic scale explanation for this apparent
anomaly. It is possible that refractive index may vary
somewhat more slowly than the mean of the total electron
density, because of the low polarizability of the inner
elecu-ons for atoms with high atomic number. The
immediate aim in this investigation is to study the
deformation electron densities, or Ap maps, for iso-
structural rhombohedral carbonate crystals, focussing on
the influence of the cation on the density near the CO3
group.

Results

Diffraction images of the Ap density for small, naturally-
faced single crystals of synthetic calcite (CaC03),
magnesite (MgC03) and for the mineral rhodochrosite
(MnC03) were measured with focused X= 0.7 and 0.9 A
synchrotron X-radiation (SR) (1). The Ap maps and
vibration amplitudes for SR data sets and previous Mo Ka
tube experiments are consistent (2-4). Noise in the SR Ap
maps is very low. Taking calcite as a benchmark
compound, the mean electron densities in the unit cells for
CaC03, MgC03, and MnC03 of 0.815, 0.904 and 1.070
eA"^ have ratios relative to calcite of 1.0: 1.108: 1.311
respectively. The corresponding </i>^-l ratios of 1.0,
1.066, 1.294 for CaC03, MgC03 and MnC03
respectively correlate strongly with the mean electron
densities - a result consistent with a cause and effect
relationship between electron density and refractive index.
The topography of the Ap maps (Fig 1 a,b,c) near the CO3

group shows the influence of the cation, progresses
uniformly from CaC03, MgC03 to MnC03. This
ordering is not that of the cell volumes, with which the
CO3 group vibration amplitudes were correlated, since
magnesite has a smaller cell than calcite. However the Ap
map topography does vary systematically with the mean
electron density and with the related variation in the
refractive indices. The marked change in the nature and
degree of the polarisation of the CO3 group on progressing
from CaC03, MgC03 to MnC03 'S consistent with the
hypothesis that the degree of static polarisation reflects the
polarizabilities expected from the refractive indices.
Polarisation is strongest for MnC03, which has the
highest refractive index of all three compounds. The strong
antisymmetric component in the Ap map maximises in the
(0001) plane through the CO3 group, as expected because
the refractive index maximises for radiation with its electric
vector aligned in that plane. Locally antisymmetric
components in the Ap map are far less prominent for
directions parallel to the c axis, as expected given the
relatively low values of the index.

Conclusion

The Ap maps obtained by synchrotron radiation diffraction
are consistent with the hypothesis that the Ap topography
should reflect the variation in the refractive indices. The
refractive index would be largest when the locally
antisymmetric components of the electron density are
strong and small for directions such that locally symmetric
components in the density dominate.
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Fig. 1. Ap in the plane through the CO3 group for (a) CaC03, (b) MgC03 and (c) MnC03. Contour interval 0.1 eA'̂
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Introduction

The authors have already studied microstructure
and lattice distortion of porous silicon (PS)
layers produced on p-type Si substrates, and

demonstrated that the PS layer was a monolithic
single crystal showing a slightly larger lattice
spacing than the Si substrate, and that the

lattice expansion increased with increasing the
forming current density, depending on wafer

resistivity. It was also shown that the PS layer

produced with forming current densities larger
than 200raA/cm^ possessed degrading crystallinity
with visible photoluminescence under illumination
of a He-Cd laser'""^'. The mechanism of visible
light emission has not been understood yet. In
order to elucidate the mechanism, the relationship
between microstructure and luminescent nature must

be studied in more detail. In this study we
examined crystallographic natures including micro-
structure and lattice distortion for PS layers
formed on n-type Si substrates, which are able to

emit a visible light at room temperature.

Experimental

PS layers were formed on n-type As-doped Si
(001) wafers less than 0.02Qcm under nearly the
same preparation conditions as in our previous

studies'"^^ , but anodization was carried out under
illumination of a lOOW halogen lamp. The reaction

time was 1 sec to 15 min. The 004 reflection

curves from the lattice plane parallel to the Si
(001) surface were measured using X-ray multi-
crystal diffractoraetry of a (004,220,004) setting
with CuK a 1 radiation. The surface roughness was
also examined by an X-ray multicrystal diffracto-

metry of a (111, 004, 004, 004) setting, with the
specimen as the third crystal and the analyzer as

the fourth crystal, using Syncrotron Radiation.

Results and Discussion

All the PS layers formed on n-type Si substrates
also showed slightly larger lattice spacings than

Si substrates, being similar to the case of the
p-type PS layers. The PS layers exhibited visible

light emission when excited by a He-Cd laser.
Figure 1 reproduces X-ray rocking curves for PS
layers formed with various forming current
densities with a reaction time of 900 sec.

Several broad peaks appear around the angular
positions corresponding to the PS layers,

indicating that individual peaks are ascribed to
the parts having different lattice spacings. The

lattice expansion is associated with the amount of

absorbed and/or diffused hydrogen atoms, which has
been already confirmed by IR spectroscopy'.
High resolution scanning electron microscopy
observations showed that such peaks were ascribed
to the layers showing different pore strucutres
which were formed in PS layers: sponge-like
structure near the top surface, fir tree-like one
in the middle part, and rod-like one around the
interface bewteen PS and Si substrate. Each
peak-width reflects the crystallinity of
remaining Si parts in the PS layer. It was also
found that the lattice expansion was not strongly
dependent on the current density, being different
from the results of the p-type PS. Measurements
of visible photoluminescence showed that the
sponge-like structure near the top surface was
strongly associated with visible light emission.
In this connection, the surface was too rough to
be measured by X-ray glancing Incidence technique.
This is probably because of the sponge-like PS
being consisted of many fine Si crystallites,
which provide broad scattering intensity in a
lower angle side than the main PS peaks. These
fine Si particles are thought to be formed by a
secondary anodization. Further investigations
are now in progress to understand the relationship
between silicon particle size in the sponge-like
structure and visible photoluminescence spectra.
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Introduction

Silver haUdes which are classified as ionic

bonded compounds actually exibit the interme
diate properties between ionic and fully covalent
bonded materials. It is interesting to study the
properties in the melts of such Ag halides. We
have investigated the structure, electronic and
thermodynamic properties of molten Ag halides
and Ag halide mixtures by neutron diffraction,
magnetic susceptibility, and ultrasonic velocity
and attenuation.In this study, we have mea
sured XAFS spectra of molten Ag halides and
those mixtures to obtain the information on par
tial structures.

Experimental

XAFS measurements were carried out about

Ag- and I-K absorption edges by a transmis
sion method using the spectrometer installed at
BL14A. Sample cells made of fused quartz were
used for the measurements. The sample thickness
was adjusted to the values from 50/im to 180/zm
which give the edge jump of about 1. The cell
was positioned in a cylindrical furnace with X-ray
windows. The sample was melted under He atmo
sphere to eliminate bubbles from the melt.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows normalized XAFS oscilla
tions, x(k), of molten AgCl at 490°C, molten
AgBr at 470°C, molten Agl at 590°C and molten
Ag(Bro.5lo.5) at 430°C around Ag-K edge. Clear
oscillations are observed for molten AgCl and Agl
and the amplitude of oscillations is large in low k
region, which corresponds to the k-dependence of
the back scattering amplitude of C1 and I atoms.
On the other hand, the x(k) spectrum of molten
AgBr does not only have good signal-to-noise ratio
but the amplitude of the oscillations is small com
pared with those of molten AgCl and Agl . This
result suggests large fluctuations in Ag-Br ionic
distance. The oscillations of molten Ag(Bro.5lo.5)
is observable in low k region. However it consid-
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l-AgBr 470°C
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Fig. 1. XAFS oscHlation, x(k), of molten
AgCl, AgBr, Agl and Ag(Bro.5lo.5) near
the melting temperatures around Ag-K
edge.

erably damps in middle and high k region. This
rapid damping may arise from the interference ef
fect of Ag-Br and Ag-I correlations in the molten
Ag habde mixture. The analysis of the local struc
ture in these molten salts are in progress now.
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Introduction

It was reported that glasses containing small particles
of semiconductors such as CdSe and PbS , or metals of
Au, Ag, and Cu have large values of the third-order sus

ceptibility, These glasses have many industrial ap
plications as nonlinear optical materials.

Tlie nonlinear optical properties generally become
more conspicuous as the glass contain more particles.
Silver is the most important and traditional additive for
glasses. However, poor solubility of silver for silicate
glasses hamper the improvement of their qualities. The
solubility dqjends mainly on the composition of glasses,
oxygen pressure on forming and melting temperature. For
example, more silver can be soluble in borate and halide
glasses than silica ones. A question then arise, that is,
how the solubility is determined from a structural point of
view.

The present study aimed at revealing a local structure
of silver in soda-borate-silica glasses by EAXFS spec-
troscopy. It will serve for understanding the relationship
between the solubility of silver and the host structure.

Experimental
The starting materials were Si02, H3BO3, Na2C03

and AgN03. Target compositions of glasses are
{33.3NaOo.5(66.7-x)Si02"xBOi.5-zAg20, x=0, 16.7,
33.3, 50.0, 66.7, z=0.33~3.5}. Every batch eliminating
the AgN03 component was melted for 2 hours in a plat
inum crucible at temperatures SOO-ISOO'C. The melt was
casted and crashed into powder. The powder of glasses and
AgN03 were mixed in ethanol, melted for 1 hour in alu
mina crucible, casted on the graphite board and immedi
ately pressedwith another graphite one to avoid reduction
and crystallization of the silver. A piece of the glass was
ground into plates with the thickness of 1mm for the
EXAFS measurement.

The EXAFS spectra were measured at BL14A by the
transmission mode. Intensities of lo and I were measured
with the ion chambers with an Ar-N2 gas flow. The in
cident beam was monochromatized by Si (553). The slit
size of the diffactometer was 2 mm in horizontal and 4
mm vertical directions. The scanning range was 25316.5-
26516.5 eV (K-edge of Ag is 25516.5 eV). The measuring
time was 3 sec for each point. The EXAFS spectra of sil
ver oxide, Ag20, was also measured as the standard sub
stance.

Results

Radial distribution function (RDF) curves were calcu
lated by the Fourier transform of x(k) (3.5<k<8). The
range 0.9<r<2.3 of RDF curve were used for the inverse
Fourier transform. The relation between the Ag-0 dis
tance and the borate/silica ratio in the 33.3NaOo.5

•66.7(BOi.5,Si02)'0.33AgOo,5 glass is shown in
Fig.1(a). The relations between the Ag-0 distance and the
silver concentration in the 33.3NaOo.5'16.7Si02'
50.0BOi.5-xAgOo.5 and 33.3NaOo.5"66.7BOi.5*
xAgOo.5 glass are shown in Fig.1(b). It is suggested that
the Ag-0 bond distance increases with the contents of
B2O3 and/or Ag20 in the specimen.
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Recently much interest has been paid to semiconductor
nanoparticles because of their interesting physicochemical,
photocatalytic and nonlinear optical properties. The
quantum confinement effect of excitons in these quantum-
sized particles has been observed as large blue shifts in
absorption spectra. It is important to understand how these
properties are dependent on particle size and local structure
of the particles.

Preliminary studies were carried out for the production
of ultrafine CdS particles and the measurements of EXAFS
spectra for standard references. First, CdS ultrafine particles
from powder (99.999% in purity) were generated with the
aerosol process (gas evaporation technique) in helium gas
(99.995%). The particles were isolated in hexane by making
cationic surfactant film on the surface. Figure 1 shows the
TEM micrograph of the produced CdS ultrafine particles.
The geometric mean diameter and standard deviation of the
particles were 3.0nm and 1.5, respectively. Individual CdS
particles are separated from each other by surfactant thin
layer and do not contact directly any other particles even
after the concentration process as in the case of Ag par
ticles^^. Several kinds of particle sizes were obtained by
changing the helium gas pressure or the heater temperature.
CuCl and ZnTe ultrafine particles can be easily produced by
the same method and production of the particles is currently
under way.

For comparison with the EXAFS spectra of nanophase
CdS particles, Cd K-edge EXAFS spectrum of the bulk
compound (CdS pellet) was taken in the transmission mode
at the beam line BL-14A of KEK. The EXAFS signals are
shown in Fig. 2. EXAFS measurements were also per
formed for CuCl thin film (23/mi thick), ZnTe thin film
(12^ thick) and ZnTe pellet as standard references. The
former two films were prepared on cover glasses by vacuum
evaporation.

Figure 3 shows examples of Zn K-edge transmission
EXAFS spectrum of the ZnTe thin film. Further experi
ments relating to the EXAFS measurements of ultrafine
semiconductor particles are in progress.

1)S. Tohno and M. Itoh, J. Aerosol ScL, 24, 339 (1993).
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Fig. 1 TEM micrograph of CdS ultrafine particles generat
ed with aerosol process.
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Fig. 2 Cd K-edge transmission EXAFS spectrum of CdS
pellet.
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Fig. 3 Zn K-edge transmission EXAFS spectrum of l^wm
thick ZnTe film.
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Introduction

Crystals of R3Ta07, where R denotes Y, Ho, and Yb,
are known as oxygen ion conductors. Past studies assumed
a defect fluorite structure for these compounds, in which R
and Ta atoms randomly occupy the Ca sites of the fluorite
(CaF2), and oxygen atoms and vacancies occupy the F
sites. Recently, however, a diffuse scattering was observed
by the electron diffraction nearthe reciprocal lattice points
foibidden for the space group of Fm3m of the ideal fluo
rite^). In addition, it was revealed by the EXAFS spec-
troscopy that the Ta-O bond length is shorter by about
O.2A than that of R-O in R3Ta07 crystals, although they
should be equal in the fluorite-type structure^). These
studies suggest that the true structure of R3Ta07 is more
complicated than what was supposed before. The present
study was carried out to determine a precise structure of
Yb3Ta07 through the single crystal diffraction experiment
using SR. Since the Yb and Ta atoms have similar atomic
numbers of 70 and 73, respectively, it is usually difficult
to distinguish these atoms by the conventional diffraction
experiment. In the present study, a technique to make use
of the anomalous dispersion effect at an energy near the
Yb Lni absorption edge was employed to identify the Yb
and Ta atoms, in addhion to the conventional d^ collec
tion at a wavelength where such effect is mostly negligi
ble.

Experimental
Single crystals of Yb3Ta07 were synthesized by

means of the melt-quench method using a YAG laser heat
ing device^). The sample was formed into a sphere of
0.038mm in diameter. The space group was confirmed to
be Fm3m with the cell dimension of a=5.1833(3) A. Two
sets of reflection data at wavelengths of 0.80157 and
1.3869 A, respectively, were collected by the horizontal-
type four-circle difffactometer at the BL14A. The former
wavelength was selected to collect data as many as possible
with a small dispersion effect and a strong incident beam
intensity. The latter wavelength was selected to make a
contrast between the scattering powers of Yb and Ta. The
energy of the wavelength of 1.3869 A is lower by 4.5 eV
than that of the Yb LIIl absorption edge. In both measure
ments, Si(lll) monochromator and a toroidal mirror were
used. The wavelength of 1.3869 A was calibrated by mea
suring the EXAFS spectra of the Yb203 powder. The
wavelength of 0.80157 A was calibrated based on the cell
dimension of the substance determined with the Mo Kaj
radiation. Intensity variation of the incident beam was
monitored by the ion chamber placed between the specimen
and a pinhole of 0.4 mm in diameter in the incident slit
box of the difffactometer. Observed structure factors were

corrected based on the fluctuation of the monitor count. No

polarization correction was applied assuming a perfect po
larization along the vertical direction. In all, 1850 and 359
reflections were observed in the entire sphere of
sinOfk<l.n for the 0.80157 A data set and sind/X<0.61
for the 1.3869 A data set. The data were corrected for the
absorption and averaged into 71 and 19 symmetrically in
dependent ones for the 0.80157 A and 1.3869 A data sets,
respectively. The dispersion correction factors were taken
from the table published by Sasaki'̂ ).

Result

A trial least-squares refinement based on the ideal fluo
rite structure model, placing Yb and Ta atoms at the origin
and placing oxygen atoms and vacancies at 1/4,1/4,1/4,
gave the R/Rw values of 0.0211/0.0193, respectively, for
the 0.80157 A data set. On the difference Fourier maps,
however, excessive electron densities of about 3.5 e/A^
were found at distances of about 0.46 A from the metal
atom positions along the <111> directions. In addition,
those of 1.1 e/A^ were found at distances of about 0.64 A
from the oxygen atom position along <001>. In the
course of the structure refinement, it was revealed that
these two kinds of excessive residual electrons were ex

plained by a slight shift of Yb atoms along <111> and
that of oxygen atoms along <001 >. The refmement termi
nated with the final R/Rw values of 0.0052/0.0050 for 71
symmetrically independent reflections of the 0.80157 A
data set and 0.0040/0.0034 for 19 reflections of the 1.3869
A data set, employing the isotropic extinction correction
after Bekker and Coppens^). The bond length calculation
suggests that at most seven O atoms can coordinate to a
Yb atom, and eight O atoms to a Ta atom. The average
Yb-O bond length is 2.245(3) A and that of Ta-O is
2.009(4) A. These results agree with our previous EXAFS
study on this substance^).
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Introduction

X-ray resonant Raman scattering(XRRS) is the
inelastic scattering that the intensity in
creases rapidly as incident X-rays approach an
absorption edge of the element. Experimentally
this XRRS was first observed by Sparks'' After
then, Eisenberger et al.^' carried out the XRRS
experiment, for the first time, using synchro
tron radiation. Suortti^' applied a simple per
turbation treatment to obtain the cross section

of XRRS and compared the theoretical formulas
with fluorescent yields. In the present work, we
report the incident energy dependence of the
peak position, the profiles and the energy width
of the Ge K hole state.

Experimental
Experiments were carried out at BL-14B. The

experimental, arremgenvent consists of a monochro-
mator system, a specimen eind an analyzer system.
For high-resolution experiments, a Si(220)
grooved crystal weis set after the double Si(lll)
syrtinetrical monochrcmator of the beam line. Then
the resolution of leV was achieved for an inci

dent energy of ll.lKeV. A solar slit of ICQ mm
length with slit width of ICQ mm was set at the
angle of 45° to the specimen surface normal.
Through the solar slit, scattered X-rays from
the specimen were analyzed by 555 reflection of a
Ge single crystal. The energy resolution of the
analyzer system was about 6.5 eV.

Results

XRRS profiles are shown in Fig.l for various
incident energies". Fig.2 shows the relation be
tween incident energy cuid the peak energy of the
XRRS, near the absorption edge. The peak energy
decreases gradually from the value of the fluo
rescence, emd furthermore it decreases linearly
as decreasing of incident energy. This starting
point to decrease linearly can be newly defined
as eui absorption edge. Assuming the oscillator
density is a simple step function, we can esti
mate the K-hole energy width from the fitting of
the peak intensities to a Lorentzian. We ob
tained it to be 3. 5 eV approximately. Following
to the second order perturbation treatments, the
cross section of XRRS is expressed by the product,
of the oscillator density and a part of the
Lorentz function. Then we cein estimate the os

cillator density after deconvolutions of the
XRRS profiles euid will report elsewhere.
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Introduction

In this report. X-ray rocking curves of
high energy ion implanted Si(111) wafers
are investigated to determine strain pro
files using the X-ray dynamical diffraction
theory in distorted crystals^'. The strain
profile obtained by simulation are compared
with energy loss curves and stopping atom
distribution calculated with Aruga's pro
gram'

Experimental

Ion implantation of Cu, Au,Ni into
Si(Ill) wafers were carried out using the
tandem accelerator at JAERI with an energy
range from 80-230 MeV.The X-ray measure
ments performed at BL-14B .The optical sys
tem used in this experiment was as
follows;Vertically polarized synchrotron
radiations at BL-14B were monochromatized
first by a pair reflection of Si(lll) crys
tals with (+,-) setting and the X-rays were
more precisely monochromatized and paral
leled by a Si(220) groove crystal which was
set to the first monochromator crystals as
(-,-), i.e. the monochromator reflection
system was (+,-,-,+) setting. A sample
crystal was mounted on a precise
diffractmeter.An example of X-ray diffrac
tion pattern taken with X.= 1.0 A and the
simulation curves are shown in Fig.l.

Results and Discussion

Dotted curves in Figs . 1-a show the X-ray
rocking curves measured from Si(111) wafers
implanted by Cu ion. Abscissae of the fig
ures indicate deviation of diffraction
angle emd W=1 corresponds to A0=1.93" in the
present case. Rocking curve has a strong
Bragg peak at W=0 caused by a perfect region
as well as subsidiary peaks due to a strain
region. From computer simulation it can be
concluded that position and intensity of
the main subpeak are related to the magni
tude and the width of the strain region.
Furthermore, the oscillation of small peaks
between a Bragg and a main subpeak deter
mined shape of the strain profile. The best
fitting- simulation curves are shown in
Figs. 1-a as solid curves. The strain pro
files used for the calculations are shown in
Figs. 1-b as solid curves. To compare with
the strain profile, the energy loss per unit
length and the distribution of stopping
ions calculated by Aruga's program are also

shown. An appearance of the strain profile
are nearly equal to the distributions of
stopping ions except a region near the crys
tal surface,where magnitude of strain. Ad/
d, decreases. The decrease can be inter
preted that crystal atoms escape by the col
lision of implanted ions. The details of
simulation and annealing effect are now in
progress. ^
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Introduction

The ultrahigh vacuum chamber described in the
previous report [1] has been commissioned for
grazing-angle X-ray Standing-wave experiments at
the BL14B station. A base pressure as low as 4X
10'^ Pa has been achieved. The chamber receives
samples from a vessel transporting them under high
vacuum conditions from the molecular-beam

epitaxy (MBE) facility in our laboratory. The fa
cilities have been successfully applied to the deter
mination of the in-plane structure of arsenic ad
sorbed silicon (111) surfaces [2], and preliminary
results have been obtained from Si(100): As
surfaces.

Structure study of As/Si(lll)
Arsenic molecules were deposited on a clean
Si(lll) surface while the substrate was cooled
from 1073 K to 673 K in an MBE chamber. Sharp
1X1 RHEED spots were observed from the sample
at room temperature. It was kept in a vacuum bet
ter than 10'̂ Pa before X-ray data collection started
at the BL14B station 123 h after the preparation at
TIT. Arsenic K emission signals were observed
while the sample was rocked through the Bragg po
sition of the silicon 220 reflection for fixed grazing
incidence angles (i)o close to (|)j.=1.85 mrad, the crit
ical angle for total external reflection at 16.84 keV
photon energy. The average emission count rate
was ~10 photons/s.

The observed As emission profiles at (t)^ <
were found quite different from those from the
samples exposed to air [1]. The data were ana
lyzed on the basis of the structure model indicating
arsenic atoms substituting for the top-layer silicon
atoms on the (111) surface. We have not yet suc
ceeded in profile fits, but the experimental profiles
for both <J)o ^ (j)^ and (j)o were in close agree
ment with the theoretical ones assuming As atoms
occupying the threefold high-symmetry positions
with a coherent fraction higher than 0.8 in the in-
plane direction (Fig. 1). This information is
thought to be more accurate than the ion-scattering
results because the X-ray standing-wave technique
selectively measures the As atoms. The whole
study has been published in Ref. 2.

Observation of arsenic emission signals
from Si(lOO): As surface

313

The same instrumentation has been applied to the
Si(lOO): As surfaces. Here the intriguing issue is
the accurate determination of the in-plane positions
of dimmer As atoms and their order parameter.
Surface X-ray diffractions indicate symmetric dim
mer atoms. The first experiment on 18-24 Novem
ber 1993 yielded the data in Fig. 2, which are
under investigation in terms of the 2X1 and 1X2
domain structures.
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Introduction

Kossel lines are known as X-rays excited
from atoms inside a crystal generating
interference patterns in the directions
satisfying the Bragg conditions for the lattice

planes of the crystal"!), as the reciprocity
theorem tells, the angular dependence of
Kossel lines is the same as the variation of

the wave field intensity at atoms in a crystal
as a function of the incident angle when X-
rays fulfill the dynamical diffraction
condition by the crystal. Therefore the
measurement of the Kossel line profile is
essentially the same as the X-ray standing

wave method^).

Theoretical

From the reciprocity theorem, the
intensity distribution of fluorescent X-rays
diffracted in the direction making an angle 6
with respect to the crystal surface is given
by3)

1 +

K{ffi 'X Z
+ 2PRe "(^exp(H24)|}

fi^(0) +/4,cosec(a)

under the assumption of no polarization
dependence of the outgoing fluorescent X-rays.
Here, a is the incident angle of X-rays
measured from the surface, and P is the

polarization factor. is the amplitude
ratio of the diffracted beam to the incident

beam, pd(^) is the dynamical absorption
coefficient for the wavelength of fluorescent
X-rays, and ps is the linear absorption
coefficient of incident X-rays, represents
the relative position of excited atoms
between the lattice planes.

Experimental and Result
In this study, the profile of Kossel line

from a Ge single crystal excited by
monochromatic X-rays was observed with a
high angular resolution using an analyzer
crystal in the double-crystal arrangement, as
shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the
experimental result when the incident angle

was set at 1 ° and the wavelength of I.10A.
The Kossel line satisfies the symmetric
diffraction condition of the Ge (400) planes.
The wavelength was set at 1.1 oA. The
observed intensities agree well with the
calculated result. The present method is
easily applied to cases where the samples are
prepared in vacuum, gases or liquids, since no
precise rotation is required for the samples.

D2

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement.
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Fig. 2. Kossel line profile for the incident
angle of 1 ° to the surface.
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WHITE-BEAM TOPOGRAPHY AND LAUE STUDIES ON

OPTOELECTRONIC AND OTHER MATERIALS

In Nov/Dec 1992 S.W. Wilkins, A.W. Stevenson and
D. Gao performed experiments at the Australian
beamline (BL-20B) at tlie Photon Factory syn
chrotron in Tsnkuba, Japan. These experiments
were among the first carried out on the beamline,
which was operating in white-beam mode. The sam
ples studied include semiconductors such as
HgCdTe epilayers on GaAs substrates, ion-
implanted Si, high-quality (100) GaAs crystal.
Results were collected using conventional X-ray
film, nuclear emulsion plates and imaging plates.

HgCdTe epilayers -
White-beam topographs have been recorded using
grazing incidence to emphasize near-surface
information. In one sample, because of a large
tilt between epilayer and substrate (~4° ), it
has been found that this technique allows clean
separation of the topographs resulting from the
epilayer and the substrate, and thus allows the

propagation of defects from substrate to epilayer
to be studied.

Ion-implanted Si -
Laue photos taken at 5° for ion-implanted and un-
implanted regions of the same Si sample showed no
discernible difference whereas, the grazing inci
dence technique (with incidence angles less than
0.5° in this case) was able to reveal diffuse

scattering and broadening of Bragg reflections
for the implanted case which is not visible in
the unimplanted case. From earlier X-ray studies
it is known that the implanted region of the Si
sample possesses depth-dependent damage and
strain to about 1000 A as a result of the im
plantation.

GaAs (100) sample -
Grazing incidence white-beam geometry was vased to
explore the possibility of obtaining information
on near-surface structure and in particular sur
face reconstruction. In certain cases it appears
that crystal truncation rod (CTR) scattering may
have been observed, for the first time using the
Laue method. If confirmed, this would open up
new possibilities for real-time studies of sur

face phenomena using this new X-ray scattering
technique.

The analysis of the results obtained at the
Photon Factory is continuing, and computer pro
grams to aid in the analysis of Laue photographs
are being developed. It is intended that the
programs be able to calculate intensities under
conditions where the sample has non-uniform
strain and under conditions of grazing incidence.
Such programs will open up new methods for
characterization of semiconductor samples.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL LATTICE DISTORTIONS IN ION-

IMPLANTED SILICON CRYSTALS RECONSTRUCTED

FROM X-RAY ROCKING-CURVE DATA

2D lattice distortions in shallow surface layers
of ion-implanted silicon crystals were mapped out
with submicron spatial resolutions in both in-
plane and depth directions.

Experiments were carried out using a triple-
crystal diffractometer at station BL14B. The
sample was implanted with 300 keV B* ions through
a ID oxide-strip pattern of a 5.8-yum repeat
period on the silicon (111) surface. Rocking
curves were recorded by rotating the sample for
121 distinct analyzer angles around the 111 Bragg
positions using 1.38-A X-rays, covering up to
the -9 and +9th satellite reflections due to the

oxide pattern in each curve.

The rocking-curve data were treated by an
algorithm developed for the ab-initio reconstruc
tion of 2D displacement fields which are periodic
in an in-plane direction. It applies the solu
tion of the ID inverse problem to Fourier com
ponents of the displacement field. The recon
structed maps show that the implanted ions pro
duce lattice distortions of several parts in 10''
in a very thin layer of 0.15-/^ m thickness at
1.05 m below the surface (Fig. 1). The peak
width and position is in agreement with a Monte-
Carlo calculation of the concentration of the

ions penetrated along the Si[lll] channel. The
sh<allow valleys between the sharp strain peaks
reveal appreciable lateral diffusions of the B*
ions by the 0.5 ju m-thick surface oxide film. The
ions penetrated into silicon through the oxide
film make peaks at ~0.3 m depth, which are re
solved with a lateral resolution of 0.65 ju m. The
observed distortion profiles were checked by back
computing rocking curves using the Takagi-Taupin
formula.

Fig. 1 Lattice distortions in an ion-implanted
silicon crystal. The vertical axis represents
A d/d where d is the (111) lattice spacing.
The locations of the mask oxide strips are
marked by thick lines on the surface axis.
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Grazing-angle X-ray reflectivities (GAXR) provide
useful information on the electron-density dis
tribution in near-surface layers. The technique
is here applied to the microroughness of highly
polished silicon wafers, which are used in the
contemporary semicond\Jctor industry.

The feasibility of the technique was studied
by evaluating the rms roughness of mechanochemi-
cally polished silicon (100) surfaces. The test sur
faces (samples A, B, C, and D) were prepared as
described in Ref. [1] and have been extensively
studied by Abe et al. [1] using various methods
including stylus profilers, light-interference
microscopes and atomic-force microscopes. They
thus present good bench marks.

X-ray data were collected at station BL14B
using a triple-axis reflectometer with 1.38 A ( =
X ) X-rays from the vertical-wiggler source. Si
111 reflection was used both in the monochromator

and the reflected-beam analyzer. We traced rock
ing curves by rotating the sample for fixed ana
lyzer angles. A plot of integrated intensities ver
sus analyzer angle displayed accurate reflectivity
profiles as a function of X-ray scattering angle

even from curved surfaces [3]. The range of
our intensity measurement covered six decades,
which was made possible by the low background
(~2 cps) at large 2 9^ angles. The reflectivi
ties observed from the four samples show quite
different decay features (Fig. 1).

Log-reflectivies are least-squares fitted to
a model bilayer structure with an SiOz overlayer
on top of bulk silicon crystal. Parratt's for
mulae [2] were used to calculate theoretical ref
lectivities including damping terms exp(-92(y V2),
where Q - (47rsin0)/A and (T is rms roughness.
Least-squares fits varied three parameters in
addition to a scale factor: t, overlayer thickness,
(j 1, rms roughness at the overlayer surface, and
(T 2, rms rovighness at the SiOz/Si interface. No

20 40
Scattering z\ngle 2({)

60
(mrad)

Fig. 1 Grazing-angle reflectivities observed
from mechanochameically polished silicon
(100) surfaces with 1.38-A X-rays. Solid
lines show least-squares fits.

account was taken of possible density distribu
tions in the overlayer and the silicon sub
strates.

SiOz overlayers of 10~30 A thickness were
found on all the silicon surfaces. Table 1 lists

the cr 1 values determined for the overlayer sur
faces of samples A, B, C and D, with those from
other measurements. Each method sampled a dif
ferent surface area (or length) and has its own
lateral resolution, which may explain the dis
crepant (T 1 values in Tab. 1. The XSASN techni
que is only sensitive to crystalline components
and thus probably measures o" z rather than CT i.
A complication also exists with the WYKO results
where 653.6-nm light used in the interferometer
may have reached the SiOz/Si interface through
the thin SiOz overlayer. The GAXR results accom
pany rather large standard deviations and need to
be refined before a quantitative discussion can
be made. It is interesting, however, to note a
general agreement between the values obtained
with the various methods.

We are thankful to J. Bennett, Naval Air Warfare
Center, China Lake, U.S.A., for the stylus data.

[11 T. Abe, E.F. Steigmeier et al.: Jpn. J. Appl.
Phys. 31, 721 (1992).

[2] L.G. Parratt: Phys. Rev. 95, 359 (1954).
[3] 0. Sakata, A. Nikulin and H. Hashizume: Jpn.

J. Appl. Phys. 32, L616 (1993).

Table 1. rms roughness (T i (in A) observed from
mechanochemically polished silicon (100) surfaces,
e.s.d. in parentheses in units of least-signifi
cant digit.

Methods Samples
A B C D

GAXR 14.76(1) 6.97(10) 3.89(19) 3.33(193)
XSASN 11.31(1) 9.59(1) 5.79(1) 4.83(10)
Stylus 19.53 6.06 2.90 2.55

WYKO 11.77 6.65 2.65 4.95

GAXR: Grazing-angle X-ray reflectivity (this
study)

XSASN: X-ray scattering along surface normal
(near Bragg reflection 400)

Stylus: Talystep stylus profiler (stylus dia
meter: 0.7 /zm)

WYKO: WYKO TOPO system light-interference
microscope (~lXl /z m pixel).
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Introduction

Dynamic theory of x-ray diffraction shows that
nearly perfect crystals such as Si, Ge, LiF and
diamond work as x-ray phase retarders (XPR's)
under/near Bragg diffraction condition due to
diffractive birefringence effect.U Using this
principle, a transmission type XPR in Bragg
diffraction geometry was developed^) using thin Si
crystal plate and successfully adapted to SR^) not
only to produce circularly polarized x-rays but also
to analyze polarization state of radiation emitted
from EMPW. Recently, it was pointed out that
performance of the XPR is greatly improved by
using diamond crystal instead of Si crystal.') Since
polarization conversion property of the XPR depends
on the quality of the crystal, we have estimated the
quality of artificial diamond crystals.

Calculations

Figure 1 shows calculated transmissivities of a
and K polarizations together with phase retardation,
5, for 004 reflection of 1 mm thick diamond crystal
at E=8 KeV. Phase retardation of ±71/2 are produced
at A9= ±60" where transmissivities of both o and k
components are 0.21. Since angular acceptance being
a quarter wave plate is relatively wide, horizontally
polarized monochromatic SR would be converted to
circular polarization by a single diamond crystal with
high throughput if diamond crystal of fairly good
quality is obtained.

.i 0.6

E
0.4

-200

200 «

AO (sec)

Fig.l Calculated transmissivities of a (solid line) and n

(dotted line) polarization together with phase retardation, 5,
for transmission relevant to 004 diffraction of 1 mm thick
diamond at E=8 KeV.

Experimental and Re.sult.s

Two 4x4x1 mm^ (lOO)-oriented diamond
crystal slabs were offered from Sumitomo Electric
Industry. Estimation of diamond crystals was carried
out at BL-14B. Incident beam wavelength was
adjusted at 0.78A with a Si(lll) double crystal
monochromator. Si(440) crystal and diamond (004)
crystal was arranged in (+, -) setting and rocking
curves of diamond 004 reflection were measured as
shown in Fig.2. Since FWHM of each crystal is 1.9"
and 1.4", both crystals are found to be perfect and
can be used for XPR.

Reference.s

1) K. Hirano et al., Nucl. Instrum. & Methods Phys. Res. A,
336 (1993) 343.

2) K. Hirano et al., Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 30 ( 1991) L407.
3) T. Ishikawa et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum., 63 (1992) 1098.

> 0.6

A0 (sec)

Fig.2 Rockingcurves of diamond 004 reflection.
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Introduction

After grazing incidence anti-

reflection (GIAR) film was proposed for

monochromatization of synchrotron

radiation to bandwidth 10"®-10~® eV by
nuclear resonance scattering, theoreti

cal and experimental investigations

have been performed. Suppression of

enormous background scattering due to

electron is the most important problem
in the study.

The purpose of this study is to

make existence of harmonics of 14.4 KeV

clear and to suppress the harmonics

using reflection effects in asymmetric

10 64 reflection and symmetric 10 64
reflection from grooved surfaces of a

silicon single crystal.

Experimental

Energy spectra of the synchrotron

radiations monochromatized by the Si

111 double symmetric reflection and the
double 1064 reflection from a grooved

Si single crystal were observed using a
pure Ge solid state detector and a
multichannel analyser as shown in

Fig.l, Energy and beam current were
2.5 GeV and about 300mA, respectively.
The beam flux was lowered enough to

protect the detector using a slit

system.

Result

Figure 2 shows an energy spectrum
of the beam monochromatized by the
double symmetric 10 64 reflection. We

can see the third, the fourth and the

fifth intense harmonics of 14.4 KeV

radiation.

Figure 3 shows an energy spectrum
of the beam monochromatized by the
asymmetric 10 64 reflection and the

symmetric 10 64 consecutive reflection.

A satisfactory suppression of the
harmonics can be seen from the figure.

SidU) SI

Fig.l. Instrumental arrangement.
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Fig.2. Observed energy spectrum in the
case of double symmetric 10 64

reflection.

14,4k9V
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Energy (kev)

Fig.3. Observed energy spectrum in the
case of asymmetric and symmetric 10 64

consecutive reflections.
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We have measured X-ray anomalous scattering (XAS) in AlysPdigRe? icosahedral single quasiciystal to study

tiie stmctureof the quasicrystal. In the present study, XAS is quite useful to obtainPd environmental informations.

The quasicrystal that is identified by the symmetry

and quasiperiodicity of their diffraction pattern was

first reported as a metastable phase in a rapidly

solidified AJ-Mn alloy[l]. Since then many

experimental studies have been devoted to clarify

atomic arrangements of quasicrystals. Recently,

thermodynamically stable icosaliedral (I-phase) and

decagonal (D-phase) quasicrystalline phases have been

discovered. With diese discoveries, a great progress in

the understanding of quasicrystals is going to be made.

The essense of the icosahedral quasicrystal stmcture

can be described on the basis of tlie quasiperiodic

three-dimensional Penrose tiling(3D-PT), which can be

described periodic six-dimensional hypercubic lattice.

A type of icosahedral quasicrystal can be classed as P-

type and F-type quasicrystal from six dimensional

symmetry [2].

A master alloy of nominal compositions of

AlysPdipRes was prepared by arc melting the pure

elements. After casting, the alloy was slow

cooled(2K/h) from 1373K during 20hours in a BN

cmcible. Obtained single-quasicrystal specimen has

Regular dodecahedra shape. Size of larger specimen

was about 2mm diameter. Figure 1 shows

dodecahedron facet of the single-quasicrystal. A

0.3mm diameter spherical single-quasicrystal specimen

was used for the data collection. At BL-14C the

diffraction intensity was measured witli a conventional

four-circle dififractometer for the incident beams of

23.948keVand 24.298keV.

796 independent orbits have been measured in tire

120 elementary sectors of the reciprocal space. Six-

dimensional Patterson function related with atomic

density in the three-dimensional physical space was

given by Fourie transformation of diffraction intensites.

Figure 2-(a) is one-dimensional section of total

• Figure1:Growdi morphology
of the F-type AlTaPdtgReg

quasicrystal.

Patterson function along two

fold axis in perpenducular space.

Shape of occupied domains of even and odd vertex,

and body center(BC) sites in hyper space were revealed.

Figure 2-(b) is Pd-environmental Patterson function for

the same orientation. It was strongly suggersted that

almost Pd atoms occupy BC sites.

[IJD.Schectman, I.Blech, D.Gratias and J.W.Cahn,

Phys.Rev.Lett,, 53(1984)1951.

[2]S.Ebalard and F.Spaepen, J.Mater.Res., 4(1989)39.
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Figure 2 ; ID Patterson function in hyper space.
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iTODUCTIQN
Microdefects in as-grown Czochralski silicon (GZ-Si)

crystals are too snail in size and low in density to detect
by conventional Lang X-ray topography. Such microdefects can
be characterized by means of high energy X-ray topography.
This method has the following two advantages over the L^g

method' 1) high order reflections, which are very sensitive
to minute lattice strain, can be used; 2) as a sample, a
thick crystal can be used.

In previous papers^ we reported the observation of
microdefects in a crystal grown at the rate of 0.4 irm/min!
the defect density was (6~11)X10^ /cm^ and the defect
strength was (2~40)X10~2^ m^. In refs. 1 and 2, the defect
strength was analyzed from the irrage height of microdefects
using the kinetnatical diffraction theory. In this report,
we describe the defect strength obtained from a detailed com
parison between the experimental section topographs and com
puter simulated ones based on the dynamical diffraction theo
ry. These results are more precise and quantitative than the
previous ones^ From these results, we inferred the
microdefect size.

The sample was a quarter of an as-grown (0 0 1) CZ-Si
wafer with a diameter of about 130 mn and a thickness of 3.42

imi cut from a boule grown at the rate of 0.4 irm/min.
High energy X-ray topography experiments were performed

using synchrotron radiation from the vertical wiggler at the
beam line 140. A silicon (2 2 0) monochronHtor with the a-
syimetry factor of 12 was tuned to deliver 60 keV X-rays.
Section topographs were taken at intervals of 300 Mm in the
central area of the sample using 8 0 0 ~ 20 0 0 reflections.

OQMPirrATlONAL

Computer simulations were carried out using the
Takagi-Taupin equations. In this study, a lattice displace
ment field u(r) was assumed to be spherical and expressed as
u(r) = c/r^, where c is called defect strength and represents
both the magnitude and sense of lattice strain.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows experimental section topographs taken at
the same area of the sample using 8 0 0, 12 0 0 and 16 0 0
reflections. In these topographs, a number of microdefect
inages having the shape like comets can be seen. We can also
see that higher order reflections give larger inage height of
microdefects.

The images of a microdefect indicated by arrows in Fig.
1, which are relatively large in these topographs, were com
pared with computer simulated images. When c was ±1X10"^^
m^, a good agreement was obtained between the experimental
and computer simulated images (Fig. 2). The images of the
microdefect in the experimental topographs taken at an inter
val of 300 wm were also in a good agreement with the comput
er simulated ones using the same value of c (not shown).
When c was changed to half of and double of this value, that
is, ±5X10"^® m^ and ±2X10"^' m^ respectively, the com
puter simulated images were very different from the experi

mental ones (not shown). On the other hand, no change was
observed when the sign of c was changed.

The misfit volume caused by a microdefect, i.e.,
can be considered as the volume of the microdefect. From the

above results, we inferred that the relatively large micro-
defect in this crystal was 1.3 wm in diameter.

1) Y. Sugita et al., PF Activity Report, HIO. 340 (1992).
2) Y. Sugita etal., Jpn. J. AppI. Phys., 32, L971 (1993).

Fig. 1. Experimental section topographs taken at the same
area of the sample. The images indicated by arrows were
compared with computer simulated ones (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental and computer simulated images of a microdefect. Computer simulations were carried out as
suming that a lattice displacement field was expressed as u(r) = c/r^. When c was ±1X10"^® m^, a good agreement was obtained.
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Introduction

A scanning type of K-edge energy subtraction coronary

angiographic system using synchrotron radiation(SR) was

constructed, and human studies were actually performed in

USA and Germany[l-4]. Two-dimensional intravenous

coronary angiographic system with an iodine filter method

are being developed in Japan, and the coronary arteries of

animals (rabbits and dogs) were revealed [5-10].

The diagnostic ability of coronary artery overlapping

opacified structure such as left ventricle is a key point for

clinical practise of this method. Then in this experiment, the

improvement of image contrast was examined by parallel

grid.

Methods and materials

A cine K-edge subtraction angiographic system was

reconstructed using the vertical wiggler beam line of

BL14C at the Photon Factory in Tsukuba. This system

consists of an iodine filter for energy exchange, a movable

silicon (311) monocrystal with an asymmetric cut, and

image intensifier(Il)-TV, and a digital memory system (144

MB). X-ray TV images are digitized on a 1024 x 1024

pixel matrix with a 12-bit depth using a 12-bit AD converter

(Fig. I). X-ray parallel grid is used to decrease the scatter

radiation from object. X-ray flux is 1.2 x 10^

photons/mm^/sec ( 3 pole wiggler 5T, 2.5 GeV 300 mA).
Si (311) monocrystals produce two monochromatic X-

ray beams with a difference. The energy of the beams is

precisely adjusted to be both higher and lower than the K-

edge energy. When the iodine filter is not inserted in the SR

beam path, a mixed-energy X-ray image is taken. When the

filter is inserted, the high energy component of the X ray is

blocked, and a lower-energy X-ray image is obtained.

The images of coronary arteries were obtained

sequentially by this SR angiographic system. The beam

size was 40 x 70 mm. The speed of contrast material was

7.5 ml/sec (total dose / injection ; 7.5 ml/kg). Using the

parallel grid, the image of the circumferential coronary

artery overlapping on left ventricle were demonstrated

much clearly comparing to the image without grid (Fig.l).

The image quality is insufficient due to poor X-ray flux and

the overlapping scatter radiation from the monochromator

(>40%). But parallel grid was useful tool to improve the

image contrast of coronary artery in two-dimensional SR

angiography.

1)RubensieinE, Hughes EB, Campbell LE, et al: SPIE 314(1981)42.

2)Thompson AC, Rubenstein E, ZemanHD, el a): Rev.Sci. Instrum.

60(1989)1674

3)Thomlinson W, Gmur N, Chapman D, et.al.;Rev. Sci. Instrum.

63(1992)625

4)Dix WR, Engelke K, Graeff W, el.al.Medical and Biological

Engineeringand Computing.29(supplement)(l991)862

5)Akisada M, Ando M, Hyodo K, et al: Nucl. Instr. and Melh. in

Phys. Research A246(1986)713

6)Ueda K. Umetani K, Takeda T, et al: Rev. Sci. Instrum.

60(1989)2272.

7)Takeda T, Akisada M, Nakajima T, et al: J. Cardiovascular

Technology 9(1990)203

8)Umetani K, Ueda K. Takeda T, et al: Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in

Phys. ResearchA301(1991)579

9)Umetani K, Ueda K. Takeda T, et al.:Rev. Sci. Instrum.

63(1992)629

10) Umetani K, Ueda K, Takeda T, et al; Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in

Phys. Research A335(1993)569

Fig.l The image of circumferential coronary

artery
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Introduction

The question of what is the mineral host of
potassium in deep mantle has been under debate.
Strong candidates are the wadeite-structured
K2Si409 and hollandite-structured KAlSi308. In
this paper, we report the phase relations of
KAlSi308 up to 11 GPa and 1800°C, which are
determined by in situ X-ray diffraction method
using synchrotron radiation.

Experiments
High pressure experiments are carried out by

using MAX90 with the sintered diamond anvil
installed at BL14C in PP. The starting material is
the pure sanidine synthesized at 4 GPa and
1400°C. X-ray diffraction experiments are
conducted by the energy dispersive method with
white beam (40~120keV). Diffracted X-ray is

detected by the SSD fixed at 20=4.5°.

Results and Discussion

The volume data of hollandite-type KAlSi308
at 9.5 GPa and 11.3 GPa is shown in Figure 1.
The average thermal expansion coefficient is

2.5 X 10"'.
Figure 2 shows the phase diagram of

KAlSi308 with data points. KAlSi308 is
transforms with increasing pressure as follows;
sanidine (KAlSisOs) -ca. 6 GPa- wadeite-type
K2Si409 + kyanite (Al2Si05) -i- coesite (Si02)
-ca. 9GPa- hollandite-type KAlSi308. Melting
relations of sanidine are consistent with the
Lindsley's data up to 4 GPa (1). The breakdown
of sanidine into three phases reduces melting
temperature of potassic phase. Melting point of
hollandite-type KAlSi308 is between 1700°C and
1800°C at 11 GPa. If these potassic phases are
mineral host for potassium in the earth's mantle,
the true m2mtle solidus temperature will be much
lower than the reported dry solidus temperature
of peridotite (2).

References
(1) Lindsley, D. H. (1966). Am. Mineral. 51,
1793-1799.

(2) Takahashi, E. (1986). J. Geophys. Res. 91,
9367-9382.

(3) Somerville, M. & Ahrens, T. J. (1980). J.
Geophys. Res., 85, 7016-7024.
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Figure 1. Thermal expansion of hollandite-type
KAlSi308. Solid symbols are the unit cell
volumes calculated by Birch-Murnaghan
equation of state combined with Vo(latm)=236.7
A3, Ko=170 GPa and K'=4.1 (3).
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Figure 2. Phase diagram of KAlSi308 with data
points. Circle is sanidine, square is three phase
coexisting field, and triangle is hollandite. Open
symbol is solid and closed symbol is liquid.
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Introduction

The CCD for X-ray use has generally two different points
from those for optical use. One is that the CCD for X-ray
use has thicker depletion region'^ and the other is that it has
lower readout noise level^\ In the photon counting mode,
the incident X-ray flux is restricted so that each pixel ab
sorbs at most one X-ray photon. Since the CCD is an inte
gration type X-ray detector, we have to select the isolated
event to confirm statistically that it is originated from one
X-ray photon. The primary charge-cloud produced in the
silicon spreads to some extent. In some cases, the charge is
collected in one pixel while in others the charge splits into
several pixels (split event).

The photoelectrons are mainly ejected to the direc
tion parallel to the electric vector of the incident X-ray.
While the single-pixel event has nothing to do with the in
formation of the charge cloud, the split event can have. We
have demonstrated*^ that the CCD is sensitive to the X-ray
polarization using the synchrotron radiation facility. After
that experiment, we performed more detailed experiment
and tested the CCD thoroughly^\

Experiment and Results

We used the CCD system in a beam line, BL14C. This
beam line is equipped with a double silicon crystal spec
trometer that covers an energy range between 10 and 40
keV. Since we can rotate the two crystals independently of
each other, we can adjust the beam intensity as we want.
The second crystal is set to the Bragg angle while the first
one is slightly offset from the Bragg condition so that we
can reduce the intensity for the CCD system.

Fig. 1 The X-ray beam profile obtained with the CCD
at the X-ray energy of 30 keV. 12X llmni is shown.

Fig. 1 shows the X-ray beam profile obtained with our
CCD. We can notice that there are complicated intensity
structures in the beam, particularly there were several
bright spots. Furthermore, these structures slightly changed
according to the incident X-ray energy. These might be due
to the surface condition of the crystal as well as the change
of the incident X-ray position on the crystal according to
the rotation angle of the spectrometer.

We employed the split threshold level to 250 eV in
our analysis. We picked up single-event to measure the
energy spectrum while two-pixel-event to measure the po
larization. The polarization degree can be determined by
the number ratio between the horizontally-split two-pixel
event and the vertically-split two-pixel event. When we
calculate the pulse-height distribution of the X-ray events,
we sum up the all pixel outputs including the event to get
the pulse height of the event.

If we want to apply the CCD as an X-ray polarimeter
with the idea shown in ref. (4), we need to observe the beam
with rotating the CCD chip. Then we will obtain the X-ray
energy as well as the amplitude of the intensity ratio be
tween the two types of two-pixel events. We can get the po
larization degree with this information. If we can measure
the charge cloud in detail with much smaller pixel size
CCD, we will not need to rotate the CCD chip aroimd the
beam. If we can use the CCD with much smaller pixel size,
it will work as an X-ray polarimeter at lower X-ray energy
region. When the X-ray energy goes down, it increases the
detection efficiency at the depletion region. Therefore, the
CCD with much smaller pixel size will work much more ef
ficiently at low energy region as an X-ray polarimeter.

References
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Fig. 2 The amplitude of the variation of the intensity ratio
between the two types of two-pixel events. The amplitude
is determined by the sinusoidal curvefit.
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Introduction

A Xe-filled gas proportional counter covers the energy
range up to several tens of keV where it has enough detec
tion efficiency. In the spjectroscopic analysis, it is impor
tant for detectors to have good linearity between the inci
dent X-ray energy and the outpnit pulse height. So far, the
non-linearities at some edge energies are measured: 30 eV
for the Ar-L edge", 92 eV for the Xe-L edge^'. Recently we
measured the non-linearity of the Xe-K edge (34.5 keV)''
using the synchrotron radiation facility.

Experiment and Results

We have carried out an experiment to measure the non-lin
earity effect at the Xe-K edge in a Xe-filled gas propor
tional counter. The detector we used is a backup counter*'
for the ASM experiment installed on the Ginga satellite.
The beam line we used in the PF is BL-14C that is equipjped
with a double crystal monochrometer that can cover the
energy range between 10 and 40 keV with linearly polar
ized X-rays.

The maximum intensity from the monochrometer
was too strong to be measured in our system. Therefore, we
rotated the two crystals indepondently to obtain a moderate
intensity. We fixed the second crystal at the Bragg condi
tion while the first one at slightly off the Bragg condition.
In this way, we controlled the intensity to around
1000-2000 counts/s. The relative energy scale could be
controlled with a precision better than a few eV by referring
to the relative rotation angle of the second crystal. The
absolute energy calibration was done at several absorption
edges by using foils made of various metals.

Fig. 1 shows a typical pulse height distribution ob
tained at an energy of 40 keV. The main peak around 1500
channel can be well fitted with two Gaussians. They repre
sent the main p)eak at 40 keV and the Xe-L escape p)eak 35.9
keV. Xe-Ka and Kp escap)e pjeaks are also seen around 400
and 250 channel, respectively. In the analysis, we em
ployed a model function to fit the main peak that contains
two Gaussian functions. One of the Gaussians rcpjresents

Fig.l An example of the pulse height distribution obtained
with the Xe-filled gas proportional counter at 40 keV.
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the main peak while the other one represents the Xe-L es
cape peak whose center pesition is lower by about 4.1 keV
than that of the main peak.

Fig. 2 shows a linearity around the Xe-K edge (34.5
keV). Data peints show that there is a clear gap at the Xe-K
edge energy. We fitted the above and below data peints
with straight lines and obtained the gap 170±10 eV.

Discussion

In the photo absorption of X-rays, a photoelectron with
some kinetic energy is produced while the Xe atom is left
with a vacancy in some shell. Then, an Auger electron or a
fluorescence X-ray will be produced from the photo ab
sorbed Xe atom. It will evolve from the excited state to a

stable state. In this way, the photo absorbed Xe atom will
pass through various ionization states ejecting several elec
trons. The original photoelectron will produce electrons
through collisions which will become singly ionized.

Therefore, the ionized Xe atoms can be divided into
two groups. One is the group of singly ionized atoms.
Most of the primary electrons are produced in this process.
Therefore, the mean ionization energy through this pjrocess
is almost equal to that of the mean energy pjer ion pair. The
other is that of multiply ionized atoms each of which pro
duces several electrons through photo absorption. We as
sume the mean energy required to pjroduce one electron to
be independent of the kinetic energy of electrons. Whereas,
that from the photo absorbed atom depends on the final
charge state of the atom. More energy is required to further
ionize atoms of initially higher ionization states.

Some future satellite using Xe-filled gas propor
tional counters with bigger effective area and a wider en
ergy range will need to take into account this effect
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Fig2 The relation between the incident X-ray energy
of33.5-35.5 keV and the main peak position.
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Rise Time Polarimeter
In X-ray astronomy, polarimetry has been unexploited field

so far; linear piolarizauon was positively detected only for a
few sources in satellite experiments in 1970's^). Bragg
crystal polarimeter used in those experiments attains nearly
unity modulation contrast, while its energy bandwidth is
limited. Alternative techniques with wide energy band, e.g.
Thomson scattering polarimeter, photo-emission
polarimeter^) and CCD polarimeter^), have thus been
developed. In this paper, we describe one other type of
polarimeters. It employs information of signal rise time in a
gas proportional counter.

Action principle of the rise time polarimeter is similar to
that of the CCD polarimeter; photo electrons are
pHeferentially emitted toward a direction parallel to the electric
vector of the incident photons. Primary electron cloud is
elongated along the emission direction of the photo electron,
and its directionality will affect the rise time of the signal in
a gas proportional counter, i.e. the rise time should be longer
on average when the electric vector is perpendicular to the
anode wire direction. Basic idea of the rise time polarimeter
was previously proposed^), but little practical use has been
made so far. We thus have examined dependency of the signal
rise time of a gas proportional counter on polarization
drection of the incident X-rays through an experiment at a
synchrotron facility.

Experiment and Results
Experiment was performed at a beam line, BL14C, in the

Photon Factory(PF) of the High Energy Physics
lnstitute(KEK). The beam line has a vertical wiggler as its
insertion device and is equipped with a double crystal
spectrometer. First, we measured the polarization degree of
the incident X-ray beam using a Thomson scattering
polarimeter we constructed. It was 0.7-0.85 at 10-40 keV
range. Second, we irradiated the polarized monochromatic X-
rays to a Xe filled gas proportional counter. The counter (a
backup model of the All Sky Monitor experiment on board
Ginga) was set on a stage which rotates around the beam
axis. Output signal from a built-in charge sensitive pre
amplifier was sampled with a 100 MHz digital oscilloscope.

Fig.l Average rise time measured for
34 keV x-rays E = 34 koV
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The sampled signal was transferred to a personal computer
and saved in a hard disk unit

Data were sampled for 10 - 40 keV X-rays with several sets
of 0, where 0 is the rotation angle of the counter from the
vertical line(// electric vector of the incident beam). When
0=0* the anode wire is parallel to the electric vector.
Although flexible analysis is possible for the sampled
signal., we reduced those into two quantities;pulse height and
rise time. The rise time was determined as an interval
between the time when the signal exceeds 20 % and 80% of
the pulse height. Eventsof higherharmonics of the objective
X-rays and escape events were rejected by checking their
pulse height. Fig.l shows the average rise time of the
signals for 34 keV X-rays with various 0 values. We find the
average rise time is longer when €>=±90* than 0=0* or 180*
as we expected. We note that there was not significant
difference in the average rise time between €>=0* and 0=90*
when we irradiatedunpolarized beam(= fluorescent X-rays).

Discussion
Modulation contrast for this rise time polarimeter should be

denoted as M=(Ate=9o* - Ate=o*) / 2aAt. where a^t is a
standard deviation of the rise time measured with a given
setup. As shown in Fig.2 the modulation contrast exceed 0.1
in 20-40 keV range. If we have 2 sets of gas proportional
counters each having effective area of 2000 cm^ and set
orthogonally, 10^ seconds exposure will enable us to detect
about 1% polarization degree for 0.1 Crab sources or 10 %
polarization for 1 mCrab sources with 99% confidence.
Although the rise time polarimeter we examined has lower
modulation contrast than crystal polarimeter or Thomson
polarimeter, its capability of simultaneous spectral and
temporal measurement would be a great advantage for
astronomical use.
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Introduction
Synchrotron radiation has the potential to reveal
the structure of molten salt, such as alkali halide,
under high pressures. Here we report the results
of X-ray diffraction experiments on molten KCl
up to 3 GPa. Solid KCl has a relatively high
compressibility and it transforms into CsCl
structure from NaCl structure around 2 GPa
(Figure 1). Thus it is expected that the structure
of molten KCl will also be changed by
increasing pressure. The Monte Carlo calculation
showed that the coordination number of nearest
neighbors of molten KCl increased from 4 at 1
atm to about 5 at 4 CPa (1).

Experiments
Experiments has been conducted at BL-14C in
PF by the energy dispersive method with white

beam (30~120keV). SSD is fixed at 20=4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20 and 25° to cover the Q range
from 1 A"^ to 15 A-f High pressure is generated
by using the cubic-type apparatus MAX90. Data
is collected at 3 points up to 3 CPa and 1400°C
as shown in Figure 1. The analysis method of
obtained data is identical to that described in
reference (2).

Results and Discussion

Structure factor S(Q) for KCl is shown in Figure
2. Principal feature of S(Q) curve is identical
among three data. Two peaks are detected at
Q=2.3 A-^ and 4.5 A'̂ , and a subpeak is
observed at high Q side of first peak. However,
the first peak becomes sharp and high with
increasing pressure. Molecular dynamics
simulation will give the information of structure
change of molten KCl corresponding to
observed S(Q).

(1) Ross, M. & Wolf, C. (1986). Phys. Rev.
Lett., 57, 214-217.
(2) Tuji, K., Yaoita, K., Imai, M., Shimomura,
O. & iCikegawa, T. (1989), Rev. Sci. lustrum.,
60, 2425-2428.
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INTRODUCTION

X-ray diffraction measurements for liquid Se and Te
indicated that there was a drastic change in the struc
ture factor under high pressure[l). Recently, Brazhkin
et al. [2] found another transition (L-L' transition) in
liquid Te under high pressure. They detected abrupt
volume contraction when a sample was being heated
at constant pressure. To understand these structural
changes, the pressure dependence of the density will pro
vide valuable information. We have developed a new X-
ray absorption method for density measurements using
MAX80 installed in ARNE5C and observed discontin

uous variation of density uppon melting for Te under
pressure[3]. However, the data was not good enough to
detect the L-I/ transition, at which the reported vol
ume change was about 1%. Since a major reason of
the error was an instability of monochromatized x-ray
beam due to frequent injection in AR, we carried out the
present experiment at the Photon factory. The density
of crystalline Te was measured up to 5 GPa at room
temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were carried out using MAX90, a cubic-
anvil apparatus installed in the BL14C station on a su
perconducting vertical wiggler line. The energy of the x-
ray passed through a Si(220) double-crystal monochro-
mator was 60 keV. The intensities of incident beam (/q)
and transmitted beam (7) were measured by an ioniza-
tion chamber(lC) filled with Xe gas and a scintillation
detector, respectively. The size of the incident x-ray
beam at sample position was 0.1 x 0.1 mm^. The spec
imen was placed in a 2-mm-o.d. and 1-mm-i.d. BN
capsule together with a sapphire ball 0.5 mm in diam
eter. By moving the press, / was measured at various
sample positions without changing the beam position.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the logarithm of I / Iq at 4 GPa as
a function of the press height, x. The curvature of the
sapphire ball is clearly observed. The solid line in Fig. 1
represents the result of the parameter fitting. The sim
ulation well reproduced the experimental values.

Figure 2 shows the density of Te at 24''C as a function
of pressure. The solid ilne represents the result of an x-
ray diffraction measurement[4) for reference, 'fhe jump
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of the density at the Tel-Tell transition was clearly ob
served. The error estimated from a variation of data is

about ±1.0%, which is two third of that of prior exper
iments. The measurements for liquid is currently under
way.
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Figure 1. Example of log(//7o) for crystalline Te at
5 GPa and at 24°C as a function of press height.
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Figure 2. Density of Te at 24°C as a function of pressure.
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Introduction

The 400 km seismic discontinuity is believed to correspond to the a-P

transition in (Mg^yPe^ j)2Si04 olivine, which is the first major
component in the upper mantle. Therefore, combined with seismic

observation, detailed and precise knowledge of the phase transition in the

system Mg2Si04-Fe2Si04 is indispensable toelucidate state and structure
ofthe earth's interior. After 1980's, synchrotron radiation X-ray source had

been introduced to the hi^ pressure X-ray experiments, and it has greatly

improved precision and efficiencyof the in-situ method. Intense incident

X-ray beam has shortened an acquisition time of the diflfraction profile, so

that we could make pressure measuremerrt and phase identification,

including kinetic behavior of the transition, virtually at the same time.

Moreover, utilization of the sintered diamond compact has extended the

limh of hi^ pressure generation of the cubic anvil apparatus such as

MAX80/90 up to 18 GPa. These improvements make it possible to

determine the phase boundary between a- and p-Mg2Si04 directly using
in-situ X-ray experimental techniques. We have carried out the

experiments over the pressure range 11 to 15 GPa and the temperature

range 800 to 1600 t.

Experimental method

Hi^ pressure experiments have been made by using MAX80 and MAX90

systems. These are single-stage cubic type apparatus. The sintered

diamond anvils with a truncation length of 3 mm were used in the present

experiments. White X-ray available at AR-NE5C and PF-BL-14C was

used as an incident X-ray beam The beam passed through the slits just

before the high pressure apparatus so that the size of the incident beam was

less than 0.3 mm in width and 0.1 mm in height. The diflracted X-ray was

collimated by the receiving slits (less than 0.3 mm in width and 0.2 mm in

hi^) and the 0.2 mm collimator, and was measured by solid state detector

(SSD) in the energy range 20-80 KeV. The temperature reading was

made without any correction of pressure effect on EMF. NaCl was used as

a pressure marker. Pressure values were determined fi-om unit cell volume

of NaCl measured at each experimental conditions on the basis of Decker's

equation of state for NaCl. The unit cell volume was calculated fiom at

least two dififraction lines or, in most cases, more than three diflraction

lines. Upon experiment, pressure was applied fu^ by loading at room

temperature. Next, heating was made until the sample, single phase of a or

P, was partly transformed to make a mixture of a and P phases. On this

two phase mixture, in-srtu X-ray measurements were made at desired

pressure (P) and temperature (T) conditions. We observed the change of

relative intensity of the two phases with time, without any delay resulting

fix)m nucleation kinetics. Thus stable phase at the PT condition can be

clearly identified. Figure 1 shows an example of such observation.

Intensity of diflraction lines of p phase is getting weaker than those of a

phase with time and it indicates that the transition fi-om p to a phase has

being progressed. Then P phase was found to be not stable. From these

observations, we can conclude that a phase is stable at 13.9 GPa and

1600 t . To comparerelative intensity, five diflraction lines (021), (101),

(111 +• 120), (121 + 002) and (130) were chosenfor a phase, whereassix

diffraction lines (211), (040), (310 + 112), (112), (400) and (042) were

chosen for p phase; these peaks did not overlap with any peaks which

belonged to the other phase in the experimental PT conditions.

Result and discussion

The experimental results plottedin Figure2 showsthat the transformation

pressure inMg2Si04 isapproximated by

P{GPa) - (9.3 ±o.i) +(0.0036 ±0.0002)r(t:).
This equationindicates that the transitionpressure is relativelylower than

that believedpreviously.Accordingly,the models of thermal structure and

constitution of the mantle, have to be reevaluated. It is presumed that

relativelyhi^ geothermaldistribution is required to account for the 400

km seismic discontinuity by the a-P transition in olivine.
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Introduction

In order to study the internal structure of the earth,
we have to determine the phase boundaries and
equation of states of geophysically important
minerals in the conditions of the Earth's interior.

We have developed a double-stage multi-anvil
system with a sintered diamond anvil X-ray
window, taking advantages of intense X-ray from
synchrotron radiation source (Ohtani et al., 1989;
Kato et al., 1992). Using the system which we
have developed, we have studied the phase
transition behaviors of MgSiOs, which is the major
constituent of the Earth's mantle, and the thermal
expansion of MgSi03 perovskite at high pressure.

Experimental
Double-stage multianvil system consists of the

outer MA6 and inner MA8 assemblies. We used

"MAX80 and MAX90" cubic anvil systems
(Shimomura et al., 1984) with a truncated edge
length of 20 mm for the guide block at the National
Laboratory for High Energy Physics for the first
stage compression. Eight cubic anvil blocks with a
edge length of 10 mm are used for the second stage
compression. We used either tungsten carbide or
sintered diamond (SYNDIE, processed by DeBeers
Diamond Co. Ltd.).

The white X-ray beam from Accumulation Ring
of Tristan (operating conditions of 6.5 GeV and 30
mA) is introduced through the anvil gap. The X-ray
was collimated by slits to a thin beam (0.1-0.2mm
in height and 0.3mm in width). The diffracted X-
ray passed through a sintered diamond anvil, which
works as a window (Kato et al., 1992). The
diffracted X-ray from the sample was collected at

20 angle of 4.0-7.0 degree using a pure germanium
solid state detector.

Several heating assemblies are tried to look for a
better performance of heating stability. Pressure
medium is powdered boron bounded with epoxy
resin. Temperature was measured by a W3%Re-

W25%Re thermocouple. We have used the heating
materials such as graphite and composite material of
titanium carbide and diamond. Using the present
system we could obtain a temperature exceeding
1200°C in the pressure range up to 28 GPa.

The starting material is a single phase of powdered
enstatite MgSi03 synthesized by hot pressing at

500MPa and 1500°C for 5 hours for determination

of the phase boundaries, whereas a small pieces of
sintered blocks of MgSi03 perovskite synthesized
separately at 23GPa and 1600°C was used for
determination of the thermal expansion of the
perovskite.

Results and Discussion

We could observe the phase transitions of MgSi03
into the high pressure polymorphs, such as
spinel+stishovite, ilmenite, perovskite by the
present system. The phase boundary of the
ilmenite-perovskite phase transition determined
previously by the quenching method is consistent
with the present result of the in-situ measurement.
We made a preliminary measurement of the thermal
expansion of MgSi03 perovskite at 20.5 GPa, and

obtained the values a=0.8xl0*^K'^ at 20.5 GPa

and room temperature.

u

MgSiO

19 21 23 25

Pressure, GPa

Fig. 1. Results of high pressure X-ray
experiments and phase diagram
of MgSi03.
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The distribution of exposure due to
linear polarized synchrotron radiation
within experimental hutch was measured
using BL-14C beam line and the
measurement was analyzed.

The arrangement of experimental setup
is illustrated in Fig.l. White beam was

collimated in a size of 4.5x4.5mm^. The
absolute intensity of photons was
monitored with beam current, calibrated
with a calorimeter developed for the beam

line experiment'*^'. Si disk of 152.4mm in
diameter is a scatterer and was set two

ways. One is perpendicular to the X-Z

plane with inclination of 30° against the
X-axis, the other is to the Y-Z plane

with inclination of 60° against the Y-
axis. Another geometry is with no Si
scatterer. The LiF TL dosimeters are used

and setup on the concentric circules with
radii 5cm, 10cm, 15cm, 20cm, 40cra and
50cm on the plane at Z=225,725,1225,1725
and 2225.

The measured results of exposure on
the concentric circle with radius 400mm

at Z=1725mm plane are given in Fig.2.
The calculated results using shielding

design code for beam line STAC-8'^' are
also involved. The horizontal axis in the

figure corresponds to the X-axis and to

the azimuthal angles of 90° in the
positive direction and 270° in the
negative respectively. Similarly the
vertical axis corresponds to the Y-axis

and to 0° and 180°. The exposure at each
point in mR/s per ImW of incident photons
is indicated by the distance from the
graph center to the data point.
Asymmetric distribution on the Si(X), as
shown in Fig.2, are observed because of a
shadow effect by the Si scatterer and its
holder. On the right hand side
distribution of Si(X) where no shadow
effect is there, the calculations are
fairly good agreement with the observed
distribution. The exposure distributions
on the X-axis (horizontal axis) at
Z=1725mm are shown in Fig.3. The
remarkable feasures of this figure are
that the Si(Y) distribution is under the
distribution without the scatterer and

that very low exposure rate is found near
the center region of Si(X) distribution
because of a shadow effect. The STAC-8

calculations show close agreement with
the Si(X) distribution in the region
without shadow effect.
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1 Introduction

We ha.ve studied grown-in microdcfects in Czochral-
ski(CZ) silicon crystals by using high energy synchrotron
radiation topography with high-order reflections. The size
and the density of the microdefccts and their distributions
in the crystals were determined[l] - [3]. In this report, to-
pographs obtained by using the scattering vectors parallel
and perpendicular to the growth direction are compared,
and the symmetry of the microdcfects is discussed.

2 Experimental

Synchrotron radiation topography experiments were per
formed at the vertical wiggler beam line, BL-14C, with
60 keV high energy x-rays [l] - [3]. High-order reflections
were used to enhance the detection sensitivity of the to
pography to the lattice strain of the defects. Observed
specimen was an as-grown CZ-siHcon plate, about 5 mm
in thickness, with the [100] surface orientation perpendic
ular to the growth direction [001], cut from a boule pulled
at a growth rate, 0.4 mm/min.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure (a) is an 0 0 8 traverse topograph showing microdc
fects together with growth striations. An 0 8 0 traverse
topograph taken with the scattering vector perpendicular
to the one used in Fig. (a) is given in Fig. (b), which shows
only microdefect images. From the experimental result
that the defects have the same image height in Figs, (a)
and (b), it may be concluded that the strain field of the
microdcfects has the spherical symmetry. From the im
age height of microdcfects, the dimensions of the strained
volume of the microdcfects were estimated to be 400-3000
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growth direction

Fig. Traverse topographs of the (100) specimen grown
at the rate of 0.4 mm/min: (a) 0 0 8 topograph, showing
grown-in microdcfects and growth striations, (b) 0 8 0
topograph, showing only microdcfects.
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Introduction

FeRh alloy in the ordered CsCl-type structure exhibits a
first-order phase transition from the antiferromagnetic (AF)
to ferromagnetic (FM) state upon heating above room
temperature. The transition accompanies the volume
expansion of about 1 %, but the CsQ-type structure remains
unchanged. The AF-FM transition temperature increases
under the influence of high pressures,whereas the
ferromagnetic Curie temperature 0^ decreases. In thep-T
phase diagram among AF, FM and paramagnetic (PM)
phases, there appears a triple point at the critical pressure

above which the AF-PM transition occurs with

temperature. It is not clear whether the AF-PM transition
is first-order one or not'" because of difficulties in
performing experiments under high pressures. In this study,
the temperature variation of the lattice constant of bcc
FeRh^pjIrgf^ was investigated under high pressures up to
6.2 GPa by means of high-resolution X-ray diffractometry
using synchrotron radiation, and the volume change at the
AF-PM transition was carefully examined so as to confinn
whether or not the transition is a first-order one.

Experimental
X-ray diffraction measurements at high pressures were
carried out by a transmission-energy-dispersed method
using synchrotron radiation from the bending magnet (beam
line No. BL-14C) installed at the Photon Factory at KEK.
The details of the experimental configuration and the
procedure are described in ref. 4. The FeRh^^Irgp, and
NaCl powders were pressurized in silicon oil, the pressure-
transmitting medium. High pressures up to 6.2 GPa were
generated by a cubic-type multi-anvil press. The strength
of the applied pressure was calibrated using the state
equation for NaCl. X-ray diffraction measurements were
carried out at pressures of 3.4 GPa and 6.2 GPa. The
FeRhp^jIrgp, system was expected to undergo transition
from the AF to PM state above the critical pressure p^ of
2.2 GPa. The temperature and pressure dependences of
the lattice constant were measured from 350 K to 670 K.

The actual pressure applied to the specimen was measured
at each temperature, and the precise lattice constant was
determined by eliminating the influence of pressure change
during the measurements.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows the temperature variation of the lattice constant

a at p = 3.4 GPa. An increase in the lattice constant by
0.10% at the AF-PM transition (T, = 570 K) was observed.
In the temperature range from 540 K to 600 K, a mixed
state of AF and PM phases is realized since the diffraction
peaks are broadened in this range. The gradual transition
observed at high pressures is due to the inhomogeneous
distribution of the internal strain stored in the specimen.
These results suggest that the AF-PM transition is a first-
order transition accompanied by a volume expansion of
0.3 %. When the pressure is increased further up to 6.2
GPa, an increase in the lattice constant by 0.09 % at T, =
590 K is also observed, and mixed state appears in the
temperature range from 550 K to 620 K. Thus, the same is
also true for the AF-PM transition at p = 6.2 GPa. The
transition temperature T, determined in the present work
is about 30 K lower than that determined by Vinokurova
et The discrepancy may be due to unavoidable
temperature difference between the specimen and the
thermocouple. In the present experimental configuration,"''
the temperature detected by the thermocouple is usually a
few tens Kelvins lower than that of the specimen.
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Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of the lattice constant a
of bcc FeRhp^jIrppj atp = 3.4 GPa.
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Introduction

Our studies of human collagen, from skin,
tendon, breast ducts, arteries, and heart valves
both diseased and normal, using synchrotron
radiation and imaging plate detectors, have
provided us with exciting new information about
the molecular packing of these collagen hybrids.

Experimental

All samples used in these experiments were
obtained either during routine surgery or from
post-mortems, placed immediately into
physiological saline and stored at -20°C until
required. They were then placed in specially
designed cells to maintain 100% humidity
throughout the experiment. The samples were
stretched slightly during exposure in order to
remove the natural crimp. All samples were
examined using synchrotron radiation on the
low-angle, B115A source at the Photon Factory.
Tsukuba. Japan. All samples were investigated at
sample to detector distances of 600 mm and 2400
mm. Exposure times of 3 to 60 seconds enabled
us to handle the full dynamic range of intensities
in the patterns. Data was recorded on imaging
plates, and later extracted by electronic scan.
Calibration was achieved by exposing moist rat-
tall tendon, which is known to have a constant
repeat distance of 67 nm.

Data Analysis

A high precision analysis of the two dimensional
data was carried out using the astronomy
computer packages.(IRAF, 1986) and SAO Image,
(1991) to display and smoothe the image, to
remove background, and to determine the
positions and intensities of the reflections. Four
different methods were used to identify the
equatorial reflection peaks viz (i) directly from
SAO; (ii) directly from an intensity plot ; (iii)
manual traversing by a mouse; (Iv) Peak location
using a "second order derivative".

Results and Discussion

Almost all tissues, other than mature tendon,
revealed discrete equatorial peaks at very low
angle. (Fig a), similar to those reported by
Eikenberry, E.F., et al.(1982) These reflections
were all fitted to cylindrical arrays using a Bessel
Function analysis of scattering from cylindrical
fibres arranged in an hexagonal lattice, similar to
that of Eikenberry et al. Cylinder radii between 20
and 60 nm were recorded. These results agree
with those of electron microscopy which suggest
that mature tendon does not have fibrils of

uniform diameter, but other tissues give a range
of diameters similar to our results.
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Perhaps the most Interesting samples exhibiting
these reflections were those of human fetal
tendon which in early weeks demonstrated two
arrays of uniform fibrils which gradually become
aligned at approximately the time at which strong
fetal movement becomes evident. Such order then
decreased so that 3 weeks after birth the
reflections were absent.

14 weeks

Fig(a)
Whilst locating the peaks for the cylindrical array,
we became aware of another set of reflections

superimposed on the above set. This set indexed
onto a spacing of 350 nm. a common value for all
tissues studied. The intensities for these

reflections were very small, the peaks being
approximately 2 pixels wide.

The familiar 1.5 nm reflection from the hexagonal
packing was able to be measured from these
pictures. The intensity plots also revealed a
further set of peaks which had appeared as
ripples on the original pictures.

Evaluation of these positions confirm the
possibility of a second set of cylinders of radius
8.6 nm approx. Fig (b) This indicates that the
triple helices pack together into a cylinder and
these cylinders in turn pack together into an
array, giving cylinders within cylinders?
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Introduction

The initial step of the visual process is the absorption
of light by the visual pigment. The squid visual pigment
is located in microvilli which are cylindrical extensions of
the cell membrane, arranged hexagonally within the
rhabdomes. Untill now, only a few papers have been
published on the structural study of invertebrate rhabdomes
by x-ray diffraction. In those papers, however, the retina
fixed by glutaraldehyde was used, because this tissue
disintegrated within 1 hour of dissection. Previously, we
have reported that we could succeed in recording the x-ray
diffraction pattern from unfixed retina by the use of the
synchrotron radiation and a storage phosphor screen, the
imaging plate. Also, we have reported the some change of
diffraction pattern induced in response to the liglit
stimulationIn the present study, we have repeated x-ray
experiments with samples in the artificial seawater
containing other ionic components than the previously used
one, in order to disclose the relation between the light-
induced structural changes observed previously and the
visual excitation of photoreceptors.

Experimental

Living, active specimens of the squid, Watasenia
scifitillans were captured at Toyama Bay of the Japan sea
and brought to Tsukuba within several hours. The squids
were decapitated and their retinas dissected in dim red
light. For the x-ray experiment, a 1-mm thick slice of
retina was kept in an artificial seawater chamber with
Mylar windows at 4 °C. Schematic diagram of a slice of
squid retina was shown in the previous reportThe
artificial seawater containing D-glucose was oxygenated
and gently circulated through the sample chamber during
the experiment. A 100 W halogen lamp in conjunction
with an interference filter and a heat filter, was used for
light stimulation (about 500 mu in wavelength).

X-ray experiments have been performed with a
mirror-monochromator optics (the Muscle Diffractometer)
at BL-15Al'\ The wavelength of the radiation was 0.150
nm. The sample-to-detector distance was 1965 mm. X-
ray diffraction intensity was recorded on the imaging plate
and stored on magnetic tape after converting to the digital
signals with the image reader and the image processor''̂
X-ray diffraction data were successively taken with the
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same sample in the dark and light, respectively. The
exposure time was 3 minutes and each recording finished
within 40 minutes after decapitation.

Results

The x-ray diffraction patterns due to the 60 nm two-
dimensional hexagonal lattice of microvilli were observed
from unfixed squid retinas in both kinds of artificial
seawater. Unexpectedly, however, the symmetry of
diffraction intensities differed between them; that is, the
mirror symmetries on both vertical axis (b-axis) and
horizontal axis (a*-axis) which were observed with the
retina in the previously used artificial seawater, were lost
with the retina in the newly adopted one. This result
suggests that the mirror symmetries of the microvillar
cross-section are lost by changing the ionic composition
of artificial seawater, but the lattice arrangements of
microvilli are kept nevertheless. At present, we cannot
account for which component of the artificial seawater
causes this change.
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Introduction

We have developed an X-ray diffraction technique
to record two-dimensional diffraction patterns
from an isolated fibers of skeletal muscle. Such

biological specimens are mostly composed of light
atoms (H, 0, C, N) with relatively poor structural
regularity. Therefore, the diffraction pattern is
made of diffused weak scattering rather than sharp
intense peaks of Bragg reflections. For this
reason, conventional X-ray diffraction studies on
muscles has been performed using larger specimens
such as whole muscles. In physiological and
biochemical studies, on the other hand, minute
specimens such as isolated fibers are preferred.
This is because thin specimens reduces uncertainty
due to the poor diffusion of solutes across the
fiber. The developed technique for obtaining
diffraction patterns from isolated fibers enables
direct assignment of molecular structure to its
physiological and biochemical state.

Materials

Thin bundles (1,2 mm in diameter) of fresh fibers
were dissected out of the semintendinosus muscles

of Bull frogs. Single fibers (60-110 pm in diame
ter) were isolated from the bundles in relaxing
solution (3.5mM MgATP, 1.5 mM Mg^*, 10 mM creatine
phosphate, 10 mM EGTA; all the solutions used in
the present study had 0.15 M ionic strength ad
justed with potassium methanesulfonate, and pH
value of 7.0 buffered by 20 mM PIPES at 5'C). A
segment of the fiber (14 mm long) was mounted in a
thermoregulated (5_6 'C) specimen chamber filled
with relaxing solution. Both ends of the fiber
was tied with single threads of silk to the tung
sten hooks. One of the hooks was connected to the

extension of the tension transducer {UL-2, NMB,
Tokyo) and the other was directly fixed on the
chamber. Prior to the experiments, the fibers
were perfused with 0.5% triton-XlOO for 15 min to
disrupt cell membrane and subcellular membrane
systems such as sarcoplasmic reticulum. Sarcomere
length of the fiber was adjusted to 2.5 pm with a
help of He-Ne laser diffraction technique.

X-ray technique

X-ray experiments were made at BL15A using the
small-angle X-ray camera (1). Most of the beam
path of the camera was evacuated. The specimen
chamber was placed in the air next to the last
slit of the camera. The X-ray beam pass through
the Kapton (6 pm thick) windows on the chamber in
which the specimen was set horizontally. The gap
between the window was 500 pm. The size of the
beam at the sample position was about 8 mm in
width and 1 mm in height. Two-dimensional dif
fraction patterns were recorded on Fuji imaging

plates. In some cases, the imaging plate exchang
er was used to obtain high time resolution (2) .
The plates were scanned by a scanner (BAS2000,
Fuji Film, Tokyo).

Transition from Relax to Rigor

In the relaxing solution, fibers take relaxed
state where no active tension was developed. When
MgATP of the solution is removed, skinned fibers
fall into the rigor state which is characterized
by specific complex formation between constituent
proteins, actin and myosin (rigor-complex forma
tion) . As an application of the technique devel
oped in the present proposal, time course of the
conformation changes during transition from the
relaxed state to the rigor state was examined. To
induce rigor state rapidly, the following protocol
was employed. First the fiber was perfused with
low-MgATP solution (0.3 mM MgATP buffered by 4 mM
EDTA in the presence of 1 mM ATP). In this solu
tion, no tension change was observed and the
difffraction patterns were not significantly
different from those in the relaxing solution.
Then the perfusing solution was switched to EDTA-
rigor solution (20 mM EDTA with no Mg, 1 mM ATP).
EDTA in high concentration rapidly chelates Mg
remained in the fiber, and thus diminishes MgATP
in the fiber. When tension (rigor tension) devel
oped to a peak level, almost all the characteris
tic conformation changes for the transition from
the relaxed state to the rigor state were complet
ed .

60 100 ISO aoo Ito 900
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Introduction

A quick length change is known to affect the time
course of relaxation of rigor muscle fibers after the
photolysis of caged-ATP, an inert, photolabile
precursor of ATP, When applied in the early phase of
relaxation, a release decelerates the later phase of
relaxation while a stretch accelerates itl).
Simultaneous recordings of X-ray equatorial
reflection intensities were made for the case of
releases2). Here we report the effect of quick stretch
on the intensities of equatorial reflection during the
relaxation initiated by the photolysis of caged ATP.

Materials and Methods
Thin bundles of chemically skinned rabbit psoas

fibers were mounted on the experimental apparatus.
The whole apparatus was cooled to by
circulating cold water. At this temperature the overall
time course of relaxation was slow enough to allow
time-resolved intensity measurements with a time
resolution of 20 ms and the signal-to-noise ratio of
intensity profiles was much improved (previously 5
ms at 25°C). The bundle was exposed to air before the
photolysis of caged-ATP by a flash with a xenon
short-arc lamp. A stretch (-0.5% fiber length) was
applied at 120 ms after the flash.

Results and Discussion

The stretch (0.5%) applied at 120 ms after the flash
caused a transient rise of tension, and the following
relaxation was greatly accelerated. The 1,0 reflection
intensity (Ii^o) monotonically decreasedafter flash as
reported previously2). In spite of the large difference
in the rate of relaxation in the cases of isometric and
stretch, the time courses of the Ij j changes were
remarkably similar (Fig. 1). This could mean that the
myosin heads forcibly detached from actin by the
stretch stay in the vicinity of actin or reattach to it in a
low-force form. The 1,0 reflection intensity (Ii,o)
rose after the flash, but its low signal-to-noise ratio
did not allow comparison of the time courses for
isometric and stretch cases.
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applied 120 ms after flash (arrow). From 4 bundles.
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Introduction

Several problems arise during the growth of
III-V semiconductors on silicon, such as

antiphase domains and large amount of
dislocations due to the lattice mismatch and the

difference of thermal expansion coefficients
between the epilayer and the substrate. Other
kinds of defect are sometime observed such as

microcracks and amorphous patches at the
interface. In this report, the origin of the SAXS
signal is discussed.

Experiments
The GaAs layers have been grown on Si(001)

substrates with few degree misorientation from
the (001). The thin layers (100 nra) of GaAs grown
by Atomic Layer Epitaxy (ALE) and thick layers
(3;^m) grown by Metal-Organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) on a 100 nm prelayer of GaAs
grown by ALE have been prepared. The experiments
were performed at the BL-15A in transmission
mode.

results and discussions

The SAXS patterns present two features: (i)
a diffuse halo around the direct beam and (ii)
two streaks parallel to the [110] and [110] of
the sample when the X-ray beam is to the normal
of the specimen surface. The first one will be
mainly discussed here.

The contour map of the intensity for a GaAs/Si
sample grown by ALE is shown in Fig.l. The
and qy are in the plane perpendicular to the X-
ray beam, q^ is parallel to the axis of the
rotation . The profile is isotropic for ^ = 0'
(Fig.l.a) When B increase, the pattern is
elongated in the direction perpendicular to the
axis of rotation. Thus, the fluctuation of the
electronic density responsible for the SAXS
signal is more extended in the plane of the
interface than in the direction of the normal to
the surface. Since the intensity is of the same
order of magnitude for both kinds of sample, the
number of scatterers does not increase when the
thick layer grown by MOCVD is deposited on the
ALE grown prelayer, therefore, the origin of the
scattering should be situated at the
interface. The SAS profile is not strongly
affected by the misorientation of the silicon
substrate (then the density of steps at the
interface). The crystallographic defects, namely
antiphase boundary, stacking faults and
dislocation can't be accountable for such a
scattering, two candidates may be considered. The

first possibility is some amorphous or
misoriented patches observed by HRTEM at the
interface by Koch et al (1) and Hull et al (2).
The nature of these defects is not clear but

there geometrical characteristics (i.e. flat lens
or platelet) are compatible with the SAXS signal
described above. The second possibility is
diffusion at the interface. This possibility is
supported by several observations (3), using
Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy, of clusters of
silicon in GaAs layers grown by MOCVD on Si.
Further investigations are necessary to determine
with certitude which explanation is correct.
However this part of the SAXS pattern promises to
be a useful tool for the study of the epitaxial
deposition of GaAs on Si.

Concluding remarks
Before to start a quantitative study of the

heteroepitaxial growth of GaAs/Si it is necessary
to elucidate some questions about the origin of
the scattered intensity. However, two main
features have been observed. One is a signal
distributed all around the direct beam which is
due to interfacial defects. This point deserves
to be further investigated since there are few
other techniques adapted for the characterization
of these defects. The other point is a pair of
streaks in [110] and [110] directions when the X-
ray beam is perpendicular to the surface of the
sample. It is now difficult to say which outcome
can be expected from it for the study of the
growth of GaAs/Si, but, from experimental point
of view, it is interesting to carry on with the
investigation of this profile.
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IntroductIon

Determining the size distribution in
polydispersed systems is one of the important
classical problems in the analysis of small-angle
scattering intensity. Recent progress in the
phase decomposition theory as well as the
developments in the in-situ small-angle
scattering experiments gives us more detailed
view about how the phase decomposition proceeds
in real alloys. The evolution of the size
distribution is one of the key information to
examine the process.

In order to examine the change in the shape of
the size distribution, a new scaling analysis of
sraall-angle scattering is proposed.

Scaling formulation
In the present analysis, the shape of the
precipitates are assumed to be the same. When the
form factor of a precipitate whose radius is Ri,
the scattering intensity from this precipitate is
given by
I(k) = AR^ OikRi)^ (I)
where A is a constant. Then the intensity from
polydispersed system with the size distribution
of f(R) is given by

I(k) = J KkR) f(R) dR (2)

When the scattering intensity is normalized as

G(kR) = k'̂ Rp l(k)/ Q (3)
then equation (2) is expressed in terms of
normalized particle radius, x=R/Rp, and the
normalized scattering vector, y=kRp, as

G(kR) =(2/3;r iy'̂ f x^d) (kRj^f(x)dx
/ J x'̂ f(x) dx (4)

This scaling function, G(kR), is proportional to
the integrand for the equation used in the
calculation of the size distribution by Schmidt
et al.

1 -
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Fig.l Scaled function, G(kR), for
AI-15%Zn during dissolution.

Results and discussion

The change of the scaled functions, G(kR), during
isothermal dissolution of GP zones Al-15at%Zn
binary alloy and 5' precipitates in AI-7.9at%Li
binary alloy are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The
initial Guinier radius for Al-Zn alloys was about
4nm, and that for d' precipitates was 7nm. In
spite that both processes are the ones where the
metastable precipitates dissolve into matrix,
there is a significant difference in the temporal
evolution of the scaled function. As seen in

Fig.l, the peak height around kR =3 increase
monotonically during the dissolution. On the
contrary, the peak height decrease monotonically
for AI-Li binary alloys. The first peak height in
the scaled function is a measure of the relative
broadness of the size distribution. From equation
(4), the scaled function is affected by two main
factors, that is, the form factor of the
precipitates and the shape of size distribution.
When the shape of the precipitates remained
unchanged during dissolution, G(kR) reflects the
shape of the size distribution. The first peak
height decreases monotonically as the size
distribution broadens. The experimental results
shown here shows that the size distribution
becomes narrower in Al-Zn and broadens in AI-Li
during dissolution. This result is reasonable
when one consider the shape of the phase diagram
of Al-Zn and AI-Li alloys and possible
dissolution process. The present new scaling
analysis suggests that this is a useful tool to
examine the evolution of the size distribution
from small-angle scattering data when the they
are good enough to detect Porod's region, but not
enough for accurate size distribution
calculation.

Reference

H.Okuda,K.Osaraura and Y.Amemiya:
JIM. 34(1993),758.
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INTRODUCTION

Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is a photoreceptor
pixrtein which exists in the purple membrane of
Halobacterium halobium. The purple membrane is
a hexagonal lattice structure composed of a
trlmer of bR. On absorbing light, bR undergoes
photoreactlon cycle. BR uses absorbed photo-
energy for transporting a proton from inside to
outside of the celL This function couples with
•the formation and tlie decay of the M-intermedi-
ate in the cycle. In order to understand the
molecular mechanism of the function, the struc
ture of the M-intermediate should be elucidated.

We focused on the decay of M-intermediate,
during which we carried out the kinetical analy
ses of the structural changes and spectral
changes. The spectral changes mean the reprot-
onation of the Schiff base. We compared with
the kinetics of these changes.

We used two kinds of mutant bR's. One was

substituted at single amino acid residue, Asp-96
to Asn (D96N), and the other, doubly substitu
tion of Asp-96 to Asn and Asp-212 to Asn
(D96N/D212N). These mutants are very useful to
analyze the structure of the M-intermediate
because they accumulate the M-intermediate
stably at high pH at room temprature, and have
tbe same photoreaction cycle and the same lat
tice structure as wild type bR.

EXPERIMENTAL

The purple membrane was isolated from
H.halobium. The M-intermediate was produced by
irradiating tlie mutant bRs (D96N, D96N/D212N)
with yellow light (A>510nm) at eOkaline pH.

X-ray diffractlDn experiments were performed
with the MUSCLE diffractometer installed at BL-

15A. The sample was mounted on a sheet of
myler with its plane normal to the incident X-
ray beam.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The structure of the M-intermedia'te has

been already elucidated by utilizing the argi-
nine-treatment which is a quite practical method
for stabilizing the M-intermediate of the wild
type bRb. According to the experiment, small
but significant changes of the diffraction pat
tern between M- and the initial state are ov-

served. The changes indicate that the helices
B, F and G slightly move or tilt at M-state^'.
In the present study, the diffraction of the
mutant bR's, D96N and D96N/D212N at pH 9.0
showed the same changes between M- and the
initial state as the arginine-treated wild type
bR, indicating that the structure of the M-
intermediate of these mutants are identical with

the wild type.
The decay of the M-intermediate was investi

gated by the time-resolved X-ray diffraction
measurements. The experiments were cauried
out in the dark after the sufficient accumulatiDn

of the M-intermediate by illumination of the
mutant bR, D96N at pH 9.0, 10.0 and 11.0. Neither
a crystalline structural change nor distortion
were observed. The changes in diffraction inten
sities suggest that the decay of M is two-state
transition, that is, M to the initial state (Fig.l).
We can obtain the reactiDn rate constant from the

time-resolved diffraction, which was the same
value as that obtained spectroscopicalLy at pH
9.0. This fact indicates that both the reprotona-
tion of the Schiff base and the restoration
proceed simultaneously at pH 9.0. At pH 10.0 and
11.0, the reaction rate constants of the structural
changes during M-decay was smaller than that of
the spectral changes. So it was indicated that
the reprotonation of the Schiff base occurs more
quickly than the structural change during M-
decay at pH 10.0 and 11.0.

Now we are investigating the causes of the
difference structurally and kinetically between at
pH 9.0 and pH 10.0 and 11.0.

REFERENCES

1) Nakasako, M., Kataoka, M. & Tokunaga, F.
(1989) FEES Lett, 254, 211-214

2) Nakasako, M., Kataoka, M., Amemiya, Y. &
Tokunaga, F. (1991) FEES Lett, 292, 73-75
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Fig.l The changes of the (11) and (20) Bragg
intensities from time-resolved X-ray diffraction
profiles recorded during the decay of the M-
intermediate. The sample was the mutant bR, D96N
at pH 9.0. This figure was obtained by the addi
tion of 11 data. In each data, the samples were
exposed to X-ray after the sufficient accumulation
of the M-intermediate. The illumination light was
turned off(l) and on(2) at suitable time (Indicat
ed by arrows). The change of the first ten
frames after the light off was analyzed kinetical
ly, then the reaction rate constant during M-
decay was obtained.
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Since the proposition of the sliding-fila-
ment model of contraction in vertebrate striated
muscle^\ it has been continuously questioned
whether the thin and thick filaments are rigid as
assumed in that model, or extend during contrac
tion for a part of the origin of the series
elastic component of the muscle fiber. If
spacing changes occur as a result of elongations
of the thin and thick filaments, the amounts of
the spacing changes are as small as almost equal
to, or below the limit of accuracy of measurement
by small angle X-ray diffraction^. The change
in the diffraction angle ^(.26) for a change rate
of the spacing 6=.id/d, however, increases with
increase in the diffraction angle 20. For a very
small spacing change tld, A(29) =-2(tan0' Thus,
the 4(20) can be measured more accurately by the
medium-angle diffraction than by the small angle-
difraction.

The anterior byssus retractor muscle of
Mytilus edulis (ABRM) shows the strong meridional
reflections from the thin and thick filaments in

the medium-angle region, the 3rd order reflection
(9.2 A) of the axial period of actin (27.7 A),
and the 14th order reflection (10.4 A) of the
axial subunit-repeat (145 A) of the paramyosin
core of the thick filament. For measuring the
spacing changes of these reflections. X-ray pat
terns of the ABRM in the resting, active, and
catch states were recorded from the same part of
a muscle bundle at a fixed specimen-to-detector

Fig. 1
Resting Active

9.2 A

10.4 A

Equator

distance, using point-focusing camera at BL-15A
and Fuji imaging plates

The X-ray patterns clearly show spacing
changes of the 9.2 A, and 10.4 A reflections in
the contracting ABRM (Fig. 1). The muscle bundle
was tilted 4.6° so that the reflection condition
of the 9.2 A layer line was fullfilled in the
close proximity of the meridian. The axial dis
tances of the 9.2 A, and 10.4 A reflections from
the origin in the resting, active, and catch
states were accurately measured by analysis of the
digital intensity data read from the imaging
plates, and spacing changes of the reflections in
the active, and catch states were calculated from
the changes in the axial distances with the speci
men-to-detector distance, 603 mm (Tables 1 and 2).

The spacings of both the 9.2 A, and 10.4 A
reflections increase in the active state, and
partially recover in the catch state toward the
values in the resting state. The 0.48 % elon
gation of the thin filament in the active state
agrees with the value that was assumed by White
and Thorson to estimate the lower limit of the
thin filament stiffness K

1) A. F. Huxley, Prog. Biophys. Biophys. Chem.
7, 255(1957).

2) D. C. S. White and J. Thorson, Prog. Biophys.
Mol. Biol. 17, 175(1973).

3) Y. Tajima et al., Photon Factory Report #10,
362(1993).

Table 1. Spacing changes of the 9.2 A
reflection from the thin filaments

Spacing
d

Elongation rate
4d/d^^^^

Resting 9.224 A

Active 9.263 0.48 %

Catch 9.253 0.32

Table 2. Spacing changes of the 10.4 A
reflection from the thick filaments

State Spacing
d

Elongation rate

^d/drest

Resting 10.38o* A

Active IO.4I4 0.33 %

Catch IO.4O9 0.28

*The spacing obtained from the known structural
period. Other spacings in Tables 1 and 2 were
obtained by referring to this spacing.
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Introduction

The L^ phase, first found by Finegold et al. using
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), is the new
phase appearing between the ripple phase (P^.) and the
liquid crystalline phase (LJ in ftjily hydrated dilauroyl-
phosphatidylcholine (DLPC) with hydrocarbon chains of
12 carbons. In the previous report we proved that the
Lx phase has multibilayer structure and its X-ray wide
angle diffraction profile due to the interchain spacing
exhibits a broad peak, that is, the L^ phase is a liquid
crystalline phase. The wide angle peak width in the Lx
is narrower than that in the L„ suggesting that the
melting of the hydrocarbon chain is hindered in the Lx
phase. In this report we discuss the bilayer structure of
DLPC in the Lx phase using electron density profile of a
bilayer.

Experimental
Fully hydrated multibilayers of DLPC were prepared

by the conventional methods. DLPC was obtained from
Avanti Polar Lipid Inc. (Birmingham, AL, USA). For
hydration of these samples distilled water without buffer
was used. X-ray diffraction measurements were
carried out at the BL-15A station. Electron density
profiles of bilayers were obtained from the integrated
intensities of the lamellar reflections. X-ray diffraction
profiles were recorded on imaging plates.

Results and Discussion

Fig.1 displays electron density profiles of bilayers for
DLPC multibilayers. DLPCs in cooling at 15.7°C, 4.1°C
and -2.1 °C, are in the L^ phase, at the midpoint of the
Lg-to-Lx phase transition and in the Lx phase, respec
tively. The maximum in electron density corresponds to
the polar head group of DLPC, while at the minimum the
terminal methyl groups of the hydrocarbon chains exist.
In the Lx (-2.1 °C) there is the flat region in electron

density near ±1.0 nm (see arrows in Fig.1c). These
correspond to the middle parts of the hydrocarbon
chains. At higher temperatures the flat region is not
clear (see Fig.1a and Fig.1b) suggesting that the hydro
carbon chains do not fully extended in the L^ phase.
The feature of the flat region in the Lx phase resembles
to those of the P^. and the L^.. This indicates that the
hydrocarbon chains extend in the Lx as in the P^. and
the L^.. However, the wide angle diffraction due to the
interchain spacing exhibits a broad peak in the Lx phase
as in the L^ phase. This suggests that hexagonal array
of the hydrocarbon chains is disordered but the hydro
carbon chains itself extend towards the direction of

bilayer normal in the Lx phase.

References

(1)L.Finegold, W.A.Shaw and M.A.Singer Chem. Phys.
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Fig. 1 : Electron density profiles of a bilayer for DLPC
multibilayers in cooling at a)15.7°C, b)4.rc and
c)-2.1°C, which correspond to the profiles in the L^
phase, at the midpoint of the L^^-to-Lx phase transition
and the Lx phase, respectively. The middle parts of the
hydrocarbon chains are located near the arrows. The
values represent the lipid thickness. The interbilayer
water thicknesses are 2.35 nm, 2.45 nm and 2.52 nm at
15.7°C, 4.1°C and -2.1 "C, respectively.
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Introduction

When the length of a muscle is suddenly reduced
during the falling phase of a twitch contraction, its
tension does not recover to the isometric level. The
later during the course of a twitch the release is
applied, the smaller is the following tension
recovery 1). This phenomenon has been interpreted to
indicate that the "active state" of a muscle decays
faster than the isometric tension. However, the time
course of the "active state" decay was shown to depend
on the amplitude of the release2). This raises a
possibility that the activity of the myosin heads, or the
crossbridges, is affected by the length step. In fact, a
restretch of the released muscle does not restore the

original isometric tension, suggesting that the number
of the force-generating crossbridges has been reduced
by the preceding release3). To investigate theeffectof
a release on the crossbridge activity during the falling
phase of a twitch contraction. We m.easured the time
course of the intensities of the two innermost

equatorial reflections (1,0 and 1,1).

Materials and Methods

X-ray diffraction measurements were done on
whole sartorius muscles of a frog, Rana japonica as
described^). A 1.5% release (complete within 5 ms)
was applied at 100 (rising phase of a twitch), 150
(peak) or 200 ms (falling phase) after the stimulus.

Results and Discussion

A release applied at 100 ms after stimulus was
followed by a substantial recovery of tension, while
releases applied later (150 and 200 ms) resulted in
only a partial recovery of tension. Upon release at 100
ms, the 1,0 reflection intensity (Ii,o) showed a
temporal increase and the 1,1 reflection intensity
(II j) showed a slight decrease. On the other hand, the
releases applied later (150 and 200 ms) had prominent
effects on the reflection intensities. The intensities
changed toward their resting levels, i.e., the
increased and the Ij i decreased. These results
suggest that, in the later phase of twitch contraction
when the intracellular calcium concentration has

fallen to a low level5), a release accelerates the
movement of the myosin heads from the thin filament
to the thick filament backbone. Possibly, the myosin
heads can stay attached for a while at a low level of
calcium, but they cannot reattach to the thin filament,
once they detach.

References
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168.
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Fig. 1. Effect of a release (1.5%) applied at 150 ms
after stimulus on the time courses of intensity
changes, a, Ij Qi b, Ii j. Thin lines represent tension.
The intensities are expressed as the fraction of the
maximal changes. From 4 muscles. The hatched or
broken line indicates isometric control.
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Introduction
In the dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine

(DPPC) - water system, four multilamellar
phases appear when the temperature is varied;
in order of increasing temperature they are the
crystalline phase Lq, the non-rippled gel phase
Lp', the rippled gel phase Pp' and the liquid
crystalline phase La- There are three phase
transitions; the subtransition at Tg (18°C), the
pretransition at Tp (34°C) and the main-
transition at Tm (42°C). This system has a
temperature hysteresis. On cooling, the
metastable rippled gel phase P|5'(mst) appears
below Tm and the structure appears below
28°C. The relaxation time for ordering of the
Lp' structure is about 100 min.

In order to study the effect of salt on the
structural phase transition in the DPPC-water
system, we have carried out small angle X-ray
scattering experiments in the DPPC - water
sysytem at various concentrations of Mg2+ ions
and at various temperatures.

Experimental
Samples were DPPC (30wt%) dispersed

in aqueous solutions with various MgCU
concentrations.The small angle X-ray scattering
experiments were performed using BL-15A in
Photon Factory, KFK.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the X-ray small angle

scattering profile from the DPPC-water system
with Mg2+ ions of 0, 30, ICQ and 500 mM.
The X-ray scattering intensity is displayed as a
function of the scattering vector q at various
temperature covering the gel phase (25°C)
below the rippled gel phase (37°C)
between and Tm, the liquid crystalline phase
(55°C) above Tm and the metastable rippled gel
phase between Tp and Tm- The scattering
pattern changes witn the concentrations of ions
and with the temperature. For 30, lOOmM, the
metastable rippled phase appear on cooling
process between Tp and Tm and the peak for
rippled structure at q=0.05A-k For 500mM,
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diffraction peaks change little on the heating
process and widen below Tm on the cooling
process. Figure 2 shows the temperature
dependence of the lamellar repeat distance d
obtained from X-ray diffraction peaks. For
30mM, d varies little below Tm and decreases
above Tm- For 500mM, d varies little with the
temperature, d are greatly affected by the
electrostatic interaction of ions in DPPC-water
system. We found that the rippled structure
appears even when d increases up to 180A,
where the thickness of water between the lipid
bilayers is about 130A. This result shows that
the rippled structure originates mainly in the
intra-layer interaction.
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction pattern from the
DPPC-water system Mg2+ ions of 0, 30, 100
and 500mM at typical temperatures.
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Introduction

E. coli aspartate transcarbamoylase (ATCase) is a
hallmark example of an allosteric protein and has been
the subject of intensive structural and functional
studies because of its intriguing regulatory properties
[1,2] ATCase is a relatively large protein (molec. wt.
~300kDa), and is comprised of two 100-kDa catalytic
(C) trimers and three 34-kDa regulatory (R) dimers.
Although a substantial number of x-ray
crystallography and small-angle scattering studies have
been performed on the holoenzyme form of ATCase,
structural studies of the isolated C trimers have been

limited. In addition, little is known about the rates of
interconversion between the T and R quaternary states
of the holoenzyme. We are utilizing small-angle x-ray
solution scattering experiments in order to address the
following questions: 1) What is the solution structure
of the isolated C trimers of ATCase? 2) What is the
relationship between ligand binding and
conformational changes in the C trimer? 3) What are
the rates of interconversion between the two
quaternary states of the ATCase holoenzyme? Both
static and time-resolved x-ray scattering experiments
employing synchrotron radiation have proven to be
powerful methods for answering such questions.

Experirnental

The experiments have been performed on beamline
15-A at the Photon Factory or SSRL beamline 4-2.
Protein solutions are irradiated with 1.5 A x-rays for
5-10 minutes in plastic cuvettes equipped with 20-50
^M thickness mica windows. The sample-to-detector
distance is typically 2.0-3.Om, which yields scattering
patterns which range from 20-600 A in Bragg spacing.
Some static experiments have been performed at
higher protein concentrations and utilize a sample-to-
detector distance of < 1.0 meter in order to obtain
scattering at higher angles. For time resolved
experiments, we use the stopped-flow apparatus
developed by H. Kihara's group [3, 4].

Results and Discussion

The radius ofgyration (Rp of the unliganded C trimer
extrapolated to zero concentration was 34.8 A, while
R^ decreased to 32.4 A in the presence of the
bisubstrate analog, N-(phosphonacetyl)-L-aspartate
(PALA). The 2.4 A decrease in R^ is significantly
greater than the 0.6 A decrease expected from the

holoenzyme crystal structure. The combination of the
substrate carbamoyl phosphate (CbmP) and the
substrate analog, succinate, promotes a similar
decrease in R^. In contrast, the C trimer exhibits little
to no change in R^ in the presence of CbmP or
succinate alone. By concentrating the trimer to 50-90
mg/ml, we were able to observe scattering in a
higher-angle range (s=(2sine)/A < 0.056 A"'). By
comparing these scattering patterns to the scattering
behavior expected from the crystal structure of the
holoenzyme, we conclude that the unliganded C trimer
is significantly more expanded in solution than
expected from the crystal model. The PALA-liganded
trimer, however, appears to be in excellent agreement
with the crystal structure of the PALA-liganded
holoenzyme. We are currently using the crystal data
to model the structure of the isolated unliganded
trimers at low resolution.

In yet another series of experiments we are utilizing a
stopped-flow mixing apparatus to study the kinetics of
the conformational changes in the intact holoenzyme.
In this study we are probing the structure of a mutant
ATCase holoenzyme in which lysine at position 143 in
the regulatory chains has been replaced with alanine
(rLysl43Ala). Unlike the wild-type enzyme, this
mutant exhibits a quaternary structure which is highly
dependent on pH. By adjusting the pH only 0.5 units,
the transition between T and R quaternary states can
be studied in the absence of ligand binding events. A
series of time-resolved pH-jump experiments have also
been performed in which we follow R in time steps
as small as 50 msec after the pH change. A
preliminary data analysis of the experiment indicates
that we can estimate a lower limit for the rates of the

allosteric transition in the forward and reverse

direction.
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introduction
With improvements in X-ray sources and cameras, the

photon flux in diffraction and scattering experiments has
increased considerably and is expected to increase more in
the future. This creates demand for detectors which can

handle a high flux of photons at high timer resolution. An
X-ray image-intensifier coupled with a CCD video-camera
has beentested by Amemiya.'̂ ' Although this detector
is useful in experiments with a moderate
time-resolution, its time resolution (up to 1/60 sec) is not
high enough for studies on muscle and enzyme kinetics.

A linear detector, named charge-integrating
position-sensitive chamber (CIPSPC), which can cope
with a high flux has been designed and tested
Hasegawa & Mochiki We have improved this
detector and tested its usability as a high-flux detector.

Detector
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the detector and

its associated electronics. It consists of a gas-flow
detector, capacitors, multichannel analog multiplexers and
a signal processor with a memory. The detector has a
20 ^ m O anode wire in a sensitive volume of 120 mm
X 5 mm x 10 mm. The cathode consists of 240 stacked

thin brass strips of a center-to-center spacing of 0.5mm.
Each electrode is connected to a capacitor, Ca, which

accumulates charges brought into the detector by ion
current. The accumulated positive charges are transferred
to a charge-sensitive amplifier through the associated
multiplexer channels. Tlie detector produces a built-in
background pattern due to the switching noise charges and
leakage currents of the multiplexer ICs. This can be
measured before X-ray irradiation and subtracted from a
measured X-ray pattern to obtain a wide dynamic range.
The background depends on the characteristics of the
multiplexer ICs. We use 15 channels out of 16 contained
in the multiplexer IC, MX1606(DETEL), because the
channel located near the power supply pin has a large
leakage current. To reduce the switching noise, the
digital signals for switching the ICs are cut except the IC
with a selected channel.

Results and Discussion
A test of the detector was madeatBL15A

A dried rat tail collagen was used as a specimen since this
is widely used as a standard specimen and one of the most
strongly diffracting biological samples. Figure 2 shows
the output of the detector and the diffraction pattern taken
on a Polaroid film. Several peaks are observed which can
be indexed on the primary repeat of the collagen fibril,
65iun. The integrated intensity of the largest peak is
1-3x10^ cps. Although the dynamic range of the detector
is limited by the 12 bit A/D converter, the gain can be
varied by changing the anode voltage. This result
demonstrates that the detector is capable of handling
a one-dimensional diffraction pattern with total intensity

in the range of 1-5x10^ cps. Itis desirable that this type
of detector becomes available in diffraction experiments
at synchrotron sites.

We would like to thank Dr. Araemiya of the Photon
Factory for his valuable discussion.
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Introduction
Collagen is the collective name for the

heterogeneous set of proteins that provide the
structural support for almost every tissue of the
body. This support is achieved by the unique
molecular structure and cross-linking. The
collagen at any site is not static, however, but is
being replaced continually and, as a result,
changes in collagen are intimately connected with
a number of tissue disorders. One such disease is

breast cancer. Prior to the cancer growth, the
dermal collagen becomes so dense that a
hypodermic needle cannot penetrate it. The
proliferation of the cancer cells in the epithelial
layer starts inside this altered dermal layer. Our X-
ray diffraction study of these changes has revealed
that the packing of the collagen and the collagen
content of the dermal layer are dramatically
changed and that this change is brought about by
the bonding of an extraneous molecule to the
tissue.

Experimental
The samples used for this investigation included
(i) infiltrative intraductal carcinoma, (ii) Benign
tumour (iii) Normal tissue from the same breast if
possible, (iv) Normal tissue from people who have
died from trauma. Most of the 50 samples
examined revealed elastotic sections around ducts

with infiltrating carcinomas. These samples were
obtained either during routine surgery or from
post-mortems, placed immediately into
physiological saline and stored at -20°C until
required. They were placed in specially designed
cells to maintain 100% humidity throughout the
experiment. The samples were stretched slightly
during exposure in order to remove the natur^
crimp. All samples were examined using
synchrotron radiation on the low-angle, B115A
source at the Photon Factory, Tsukuba, Japam. All
samples were investigated at sample to detector
distances of 600 and 2400 mm. Exposure times of
5 to 60 seconds enabled us to handle the full

dynamic range of intensities in the patterns. Data
was recorded on imaging plates, and later
extracted by electronic scan. Calibration was
achieved by exposing moist rat-tail tendon, which
is known to have a constant repeat distance of 67

Data Analysis
A high precision analysis of the two dimensional
data was carried out using the astronomy
computer packages, IRAF (1986) and SAO Image,
(1991) to display and smoothe the image, to
remove background, and to determine the
positions and intensities of the reflections. Four
different methods were used to identify the
reflections (i) directly from SAO; (ii)directly from an
intensity plot; (iii) use of a mouse; (iv) Peak location
using a second derative method". All equatorial
reflections were fitted to cylindrical arrays using a
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Bessel Function analysis of scattering from a
lattice of cylindrical fibres, similar to the study of
embryonic tissue by Eikenberry et al.(1982).

Results and Discussion

Most of the samples revealed very clear low-angle
equatorial reflections. (Fig la) An analysis of this
data revealed large cylinder radii of approximately

28 ±2 nm, smaller radii of 15.7 ± ±0.5 nm. The
centre-to centre distance of the fibrils is

approximately 68 nm. It appears that the first two
of the irmer cylinders coincide with the second cind
fourth peaks of the outer cylinders. This order in
the packing deteriorates in the case of grossly
elastotic samples. (Fig. 1 b)

(a) (b)
Fig. 1

The most exciting result however is a series of
rings which appear on many of the films. In the
case of samples showing gross elastosis, these
rings have been shown to coincide with those of
Ccirtilaginous tissue (Fig. 2). This would indicate
that the tissue has calcium phosphate, maybe in
the form of apatite, bonded to it. Other samples
reveal a second set of rings This is being
investigated further. There is a possibility that this
could be calcium oxalate which has also been
identified in ductal tissue. Attempts are being
made to culture collagen in vitro to verify these
assumptions.

JLy Q± .

Flg.2.
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Introduction

We have developed an X-ray diffraction technique
to record two-dimensional diffraction patterns
from an isolated muscle fiber of skeletal muscle.

This technique enables direct assignment of molec
ular structure to its physiological and biochemi
cal state. As an application of the technique, we
studied the effects of low concentrations of MgATP
on the molecular structure of skinned skeletal

muscle.

Materials and Methods

Thin bundles (1,2 mm in diameter) of fresh fibers
were dissected out of the semitendinosus muscles
of Bull frogs. Single fibers (60-110 pm in diame
ter) were isolated from the bundle in relaxing
solution (3.5mM MgATP, 1.5 mM Mg^^, 10 mM creatine
phosphate, 10 mM EGTA, 20 mM PIPES, ionic strength
0.15 M adjusted with potassium methanesulfonate,
pH 7.0 adjusted with KOH at 5'C). A segment of
the fiber (14 mm long) was mounted in a thermo-
regulated (5^6'C) specimen chamber filled with
relaxing solution. Prior to the experiments, the
fibers were perfused with 0.5% triton-XlOO for 15
min to disrupt cell membrane and subcellular
membrane systems such as sarcoplasmic reticulum.
Sarcomere length of the fiber was adjusted to 2.5
pm. X-ray experiments were made at BL15A using
the small-angle X-ray camera (1). The exposure
time was 30 s. Two-dimensional diffraction pat
terns were recorded on Fuji imaging plates and
scanned by a scanner (BAS2000, Fuji Film, Tokyo).

RESULTS

When MgATP concentration of the incubating solu
tion is lowered below a certain level, skeletal
muscle develops active tension even in the absence
of Ca'\ Weber (2) inferred that actomyosin com
plex with no bound nucleotide would desuppress the
regulatory system so as to allow adjacent actin
monomers to interact with myosin hydrolyzing
available MgATP. Molecular structure of the
muscle during this contraction is of interest
because biochemical state would be different from
physiological contraction induced by Ca^* in the
presence of sufficient MgATP.

Experimental protocol was as follows. The
perfusing solution of the experimental chamber was
switched from relaxing solution to a solution
containing no MgATP (rigor solution). After the
developed tension (rigor tension) reached a steady
level, the perfusing solution was switched to a
solution containing low concentration of MgATP
(low-MgATP solutions; MgATP = 10"'-° - lO"^-' M) . At
10"®-^ M MgATP, fibers developed maximum tension

that reached 60% of the maximum Ca^* activated
tension. Finally the fiber was perfused with
relaxing solution.

Rigor

\

! [UgATP] - 10•

[•gATP] = 10 •

Relax

tigAir] = 10*®-® I

Diffraction patterns during tension development
at low MgATP concentrations were analyzed focusing
on several features of the pattern that have been
documented to distinguish rigor muscle from con
tracting muscle. (a) Intensities of the 7.0-nm
and first actin layer-lines were similar (80% at
10-®-2 M MgATP) to those at rigor. (b) The intensi
ty of the 5.9 nm actin layer line was distributed
away from the meridian. This has been reported to
be a characteristic feature of contracting muscle,
(c) The intensity of the 3rd meridional reflection
is slightly (by 10% at 10*®-' M MgATP) larger than
that at rigor, as is also the case with Ca^^-acti-
vated contraction.

DISCUSSION

The diffraction pattern at low MgATP is found to
be not a simple mixture of ordinary rigor and
relax patterns. Therefore, it is necessary to
introduce a new molecular configuration to explain
the present result. Out next step is to search
for the condition at which this new configuration
dominates the fiber. A possible candidate is the
rigor state bearing large tension, which is ob
tained by rapidly depleting MgATP from contracting
fibers in the presence of Ca^^.

1)
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We have developed a real-time imaging sys
tem for observation of X-ray diffraction patterns
from biological materials (Amemiya et al., in
preparation). The system consists of an X-ray
image intensifier (V5445P, Hamamatsu Photon
ics) and a CCD video camera (C4347,
Hamamatsu Photonics). An X-ray diffraction
pattern from bull-frog sartorius muscle was
intensified and de-magnified by the image inten
sifier and monitored by the CCD video camera
through a 1:1 lens coupling. The output of the
camera at a video rate of 30 frames per sec was
digitized in 8 bits and stored in a video memory
(NEXUS Corp.). The images were transferred to
and analyzed on a workstation (Sparc Station
10). The gain of the system was such that the
signal created by each X-ray photon of 8 keV
was converted to approximately 1 count in the
digitized image. The experiment was made at
the beam line 15A.

First, we studied intensity changes of the
third meridional reflection from the thick fila

ment at 1/14.3 nm"^ and the layer-line from the
thin filament at 1/5.9 nm*^ at high time resolu
tion. The intensities of these reflections can be

measured in a single contraction experiment at a
time resolution of 1/30 sec. At 5° C, as has been
reported in previous studies, the integrated
intensity of the 14.3-nm myosin reflection
decreased transiently at the beginning of an
isometric tetsinus and then increased to and

maintained at the level 10% higher than that in
a resting state. The intensity of the 5.9-nm actin
layer-line increased by 20-30% during isometric
contraction.

Then we studied effects of temperature
changes on the intensities of these and the 5.1-
nm actin layer-line during isometric contraction
at low time resolution : frames were summed to

get reliable estimates of intensities. At higher
temperatures, muscles were stimulated with a

train of electrical pulses of higher frequency to
invoke a fused tetanus. The size of tetanic ten

sion was similctr at 5, 13 and 21" C while it
tended to decrease slightly at 29" C. The inten
sity of the 14.3-nm reflection was found to
increase above the resting level only at 5''C : at
higher temperatures, it was 80-90% of the resting
intensity (Fig.l). The increase in the intensity
of the 5.9-nm actin layer-line was not signifi-
cemtly affected, while that of the 5.1-nm layer-
line Wcis foimd smcJler at temperatures higher
than 5" C. These results suggest that changes in
temperature may affect the structure of myosin
heads during isometric contraction.

Temperature

Fig.l Integrated intensity of the 14.3-nm
meridional reflection from the thick filament

during isometric contraction at different
temperatures. The intensity was normal
ized by that at 5" C.
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Methods

We recorded X-ray diffraction patterns from a con
tracting frog skeletal muscle with a time-resolution of
30 frames/sec. The system was : X-II —♦ Optic Lens
^ CCD Video camera NEXUS ^ IBM-PC ^

SparcStationlO. The output of the X-ray image
intensifier (V5445P, Hamamatsu Photonics) was
monitored by a CCD video camera {C4347,
Hamamatsu Photonics) through a 1:1 lens coupling.
The video output of the camera was digitized by an
image-processor (NEXUS, NEXUS Corp.) in 8 bits.
63 successive images (512x480 pixels, 30 frames/sec)
were recorded and sent to a workstation via a per
sonal computer and Ethernet. The experiment was
carried out at the beam line 15A.

Experimental Results

Four major reflections were observed (Fig.l) : (1,0)
and (1,1) reflections from the hexagonal lattice of the
thick filaments, and meridional reflections at
1/14.3nm'̂ and 1/21.5nm"^ which arise from the
axial arrangement of myosin heads along the thick
filament. An layer-line at 43nm'̂ was also seen in
the relaxed pattern.

The muscle was electrically stimulated for 1 sec.
During contraction, the intensities of the equatorial
reflections reversed : the (1,0) reflection was stronger
than the (1,1) in a resting state while the (1,1) reflec
tion was stronger than the (1,0) during contraction.
The meridional reflection at 1/21.bnm"'" almost
disappeared while that at 1/14.3nm'̂ was intensified
(Fig.2), and .the 14.3-nm reflection broadened
laterally during contraction.

After the tension reached a plateau, the muscle
was released at a constant speed (4% muscle length)
for 0.2 sec. The tension declined during this period
and the integrated intensity of the 14.3-nm meri
dional reflection decrease (Fig.2). The intensity
recovered quickly after the release as the tension
recovered. The intensity of the 14.3-nm reflection
underwent a transient intensity decrease during the
fall of tension.

Conclusion

The major advantage of this system is that the inten
sities, spacings and shapes of reflections can be meas
ured simultaneously. The high sensitivity makes it
possible to measure these values of four major reflec
tion from a skeletal muscle in a single contraction
experiment. Although the time resolution is limited

to 30 frames/sec (this can be 60 frames/sec with a
loss of spatial resolution), the high quality of the
image and the high counting efficiency makes this
detector system very useful for time resolved studies
with a moderate time resolution.

In this experiment, the number of photons in the
whole area was more than 10 million. The present
result proves that this detector system can handle
such a high counting rate.

Fig.l: An X-ray diffraction pattern from a rest
ing frog sartorius muscle recorded by an X-ray
image-intensifler and a CCD video camera. The
fiber axis is vertical.

Fig.2: Intensity of the 3rd order meridional
reflection from the thick filament. Each data

point represents the intensity measured in a
1/30 frame. Means of results from 6 specimens
are plotted. One unit in the intensity
corresponds to approximately one photon
count.
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Introduction

a 2~"Macroglobulin (02^) is a high molecular mass
protein of the plasma that inhibits proteinases. The
inhibitory reaction involves a physical folding of a 2
M around the proteinase molecule to "trap" it in the
folds of an a 2M "cage", which is called "trap
mechanism"(l). We have already studied the kinetics
of the trapping conformational change of human a 2
M observed with time resolved small angle X-ray

scattering (SAXS)^2)
This year we observed the kinetics of the con

formational change of a2M found in the plasma of
the horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphemus, reacting
with trypsin. The reaction of Limulus a 2M (LAM)
with proteinases shows interesting similarities and
differences with the reactivity of human a 2M. The
basic trapping mechanism of both macroglobulins
seems to be quite similar, including "bait—region"
cleavage, reaction of intra—molecular thiolester and
large conformational change. LAM was reported to
be a homo-dimer of 185-kDa subunits^^) while
human 112^ homo —tetramer. LAM traps one
trypsin molecule while human a 2M traps two

trypsin molecules. These facts encouraged us to
investigate LAM, which is likely to prove useful in
elucidating essential features of the protein structure
and function.

Experimental

X-ray solution scattering experiments were
performed at BL 15-A small-angle installation.
The mixing ratio (vol.ivol.) of stopped-flow apparatus
was 1:1. The temperature of the apparatus was kept
at 15' C. Data of 115 shots were accumulated.

Excess amount of trypsin was reacted with LAM to
make a second order reaction to pseudo—first order
reaction. Iqs (scattering intensity at 0 angle) and
RgS (radius of gyration) of each time slice were
calculated from Guinier plot.

Results and Discussion

The results of time resolved SAXS of LAM reacting

with trypsin are shown in Fig.l and Fig.2. Ig value
of LAM was estimated to decrease 15% with rate

constant 0.59 sec~l and Rg seemed to change from
6.4 nm to 5.6 nm with rate constant 0.62 sec~l.
Both rate constants were smaller than that of human

a 2^ reacting with trypsin (0.8 ± 0.2 sec~l) but
similar to that of human a 2M reacting with

chymotrypsin (0.5 ± 0.1 sec~l) though human a 2M
dose not change Ig value significantly but changes
only its Rg. The change of Ig value suggested
dissociation during the reaction. We are now
collecting data by gel-electrophoresis and
sedimentation analysis that support the hypothesis of
tetramer to dimer dissociation. This hypothesis is
that the LAM which is a mixture of tetramer and

dimer comes to dimer after reacting with trypsin.
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Introduction

In order to study the structure of a complex of mono-
meric eurtin and myosin head, it is necessary to prepare
non-poljrmerizable or polymerization-resistant G-actin.
The prepfiration has been obtained from the reaction of
G-actin with m-maleimidobenzoic acid N-hydroxysuccinic
ester (MBS). The solution structure of MBS-G-actin was
studied by small-angle X-ray scattering and compared
with the native G-actin. The structures of MBS-G-actin

and Gr-actin in solution were also compared with the crys
tal structure of G-ew:tin in the DN«ise I complex.

Experimental

The polymerization-resistant G-actin was prepared by
the reaction of G-actin of rabbit source with m-maleimido

benzoicacid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (MBS)''^^ They
were column- chromatographied just before X-ray exper
iments to remove aggregates. X-ray scattering was per
formed by using the diffractometer at BL-15A. Meeisure-
ments on MBS-G-actin and native G-actin samples were
made using a ID-PSD in an exposme time of 5 min at
8°C. The protein concentration was varied between 1.5
and 9 mg/ml. The specimen-detector distance was 122
cm.

Results and Discussion

The Guinier plots of the net scattering curves from
the two actin samples gave straight lines in the range of
2.0 X10~® < S' < 2.4 X10~^A ' where S= 2sin0/A. The
values of the radius of gyration (Rg), when extraporated
to zero protein concentration, were foimd to be 23.7 A
for the MBS-G-«ictin and 23.SA for the native G-actin.
These vjilues are greater by ~1 A than a value (22.0 A)
calculated from the crystal structure of G-actin in the
DNase I complex'^ Fig.l shows the Guinier plots of the
net scattering data in infinite dilution from the MBS-G-
actin, compared with those from the native G-actin and
the crystal structure of G-actm.

Fig.2 shows the pair distance distribution fimctions
(p(r)) calculated from the data in Fig.l. The profile of
the MBS-G-actin was quite similar to that of the native
G-Jictin but both profiles differed from the crystal pro
file. The maximum chord lengths were comparable to
the crystal strucure. The results indicate that the solu
tion structure of the MBS-G-actin is almost the same as

that of the native G-actin and the crystal structure might
be somewhat deformed by binding of DNase I.

Monomeric MBS-G-actin could be chemically cross-
linked by MBS to the myosin head (SI) in the presence

or absence of ATP. We have started an X-ray scattering
study on the monomeric MBS-actin-Sl complex in solu
tion.
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Fig.l The Guinier plots of scttering data in infinite dilu
tion from the MBS-G-actin and the native G-actin, com
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Introduction

In order to imderstand the nature of intensification of

the thin filament-based layer lines during isometric con
traction of skeletal muscles, we examined the intensity
ch«mges of the layer lines when the slow length perturba
tions were applied to an isometriceiUy contracting muscle.
In this report, we describe the changes of the 5.1 nm and
5.9 nm actin layer lines during the length changes.

Experimental

The experiments were done at beam line 15A, using
a small-angle X-ray diffractometer. Slow length change
experiments were meide; a frog saxtorius muscle at full-
overlap length was first kept isometric, 2ind when the iso
metric tension reached its plateau, slow constaint-velocity
stretches or releases (~ 3% of the initial muscle length/s)
were applied using a vibrator controlled with a feed-back
circuit. The muscles were stimulated with trains of 3

ms current pulses for 3 s at 8°C. Slow length changes
were applied 10-11 times for each muscle at mterveils of
1 min. The two-dimensional diffraction patterns were
recorded with the imaging plate excheinger^^ The X-ray
shutter w^ls opened for 0.8 s at four different pheises with
0.2 s intervals; in the resting state, during the isometric
plateau, dinring length change and during the pheise af
ter the length cheinge. The diffraction patterns during
repetitive stimtilations were summed on the same imag
ing plates. The specimen-to-detector distance was ~ 150
cm. Note that the intensity changes observed represent
the average change of each phase.

Results and Discussion

When a tetanized muscle was slowly stretched by ~
3% from sarcomere lengths of ~ 2.3 ^m, the force rose to a
peak 50-60% above the isometric level during stretch and
then decregised to a steady level 10-15% higher than that
before stretch. If a tetanized muscle Wcis slowly released
by a similar amoxmt, the stejidy force attained after the
completion of releeise was lower than that before release.

During isometric contraction the intensities of the 5.1
nm and 5.9 run layer lines increased by > 50% «ind 20-
40% respectively without any movement of their cen-
troids. The integrated intensity of the 5.1 run layer line
increased by ~ 3% diuing stretch and decreased in the
phase after stretch to the level ~ 1% lower than the iso
metric level. That of the 5.9 run layer line decreased by
~ 3% dvuing stretch and further decreeised in the after-
stretch phjise to the level ~ 2% lower than the isometric
one. On the other hand, the 5.9 run layer-fine profile

edong the equator showed a characteristic chainge during
stretch (Fig.l); an intensity decre«ise in the irmer region
of the peedc and a incresise in the outerward region. That
of the 5.1 nm layer fine did not show such a change.

Q

0.0 100.0 200.0 800.0 400.0

Radial Coordinate

Fig.l A difference (stretch —isometric) layer line profile
of the 5.9 run actin reflection.

During relesise the integrated intensity of the 5.1 nm
layer fine increased by 18% and that of the 5.9 run one
decreased by ~ 5% . The intensities of the two layer fines
remained mostly at the same level after release.

The results indicate that the number of myosin heads
associated to actin might remain mostly unchanged diu
ing stretch and tends to increase during release.
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Introduction

The chaperonin GroEL from E.coli has shov/n
recently to facilitate de novo and in vitro folding of
many proteins. The GroEL consists of 14 equal
subunits whose molecular mass is 57.3 kDa as

calculated from the amino acid sequence. Electron
microscopic studies have shown that the molecular
structure of GroEL is of 7-fold symmetry and
consists of 14 subunits which are arranged in two
stacked heptameric rings. The central space of the
ring structure which is hole or channel has a
diameter of approximately 60 A under the electron
microscope.

In this report, we show the oligomeric structure of
GroEL by using the solution X-ray scattering.

Materials
A plasmid pKY206 containing the wild type GroE operon

from E.coli v^as kindly supplied by Professor K. Ito. Institute for
Virus Research, Kyoto University [1],

The GroEL was purified by overexpressing E.coli (TGI)
bearing the plasmid according to the published procedure [2].
Solution X-ray scattering of native GroEL was measured in 60

mM Tris-HCI buffer containing 0.1 MKCI at pH 7.5 and ZS'C.

Results and Discussion

The scattering curve displays two major minima at
h = 0.06 and 0.105 A"'̂ and one faint minimum at h=
0.15 A"^(Fig. 1). None of the valleys was very sharp.
Maximum peaks are found at h =0. 0,07 and 0.13A"^.
The last peak is not so distinct but probably present.
The radius of gyration, Rg, and the zero-angle
intensity, Iq, of GroEL were estimated from the
Guinier plots of the normalized scattering curve
extrapolated to zero protein concentration in a region
of hRg < 1. The Rg value of native GroEL was
calculated to be 66 A. The pattern of pair distance
distribution function, P(r) shows a nearly symmetrical
peak (data not shown). The maximum dimension
and distance were estimated to be 90 and 170 A,
respectively.

We used the multi-sphere model analysis with a
radius of a consistent sphere of 6 A to obtain the
structure best fitted to the scattering curve of native

GroEL [3]. The structure was first based on the
GroEL electron micrographs reported by Langer et al.
[4] and refined by a model analysis. Subunits of

GroEL are arranged to form a 7-fold rotational
symmetry consisting of two layers. Two heptamers
are stacked on top of each other. Seven grooves
around the GroEL model structure show a wedge
shape. The length of outside of the wedge (the base
of the wedge) is 17 A and the height of the wedge is
76 A. The seven grooves are parallel to the 7-foid
symmetry axis. The side-view shows a height of 76
A from one layer and the overall height of 152 A.
Each layer has two semicircles with a radius of 38 A
at both sides like a track form. According to our
model, there is no central hole through the 7-fold
symmetry axis of the GroEL molecule. However, a
cavity like a cylinder (radius =30A, depth =30A), is
set on each heptamer. The Rg of this model was
calculated to be 66 A like the native GroEL. The
broken line in Fig. 1 shows the scattering pattern of
this model. It appears that the first and second peaks
are good fitted but the third peak is not good fitted.
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Fig 1 The X-ray scattering curve of GroEL (solid line)
compared with the simulated curve calculated from the
two-layer model (dotted line).
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Introduction

There are many kinds of self assembly and
cooperative phenomena in nature, and some of them are
thought to play important roles in living body. However,
in cases of lipid moleculCvS, only microscopic self
assembly and cooperative phenomena have been reported
so far.

We have already clarified that, only in cases of the
presence of some specific glycerophospholipids dispersed
in pure water, and in such cases always, macroscopic self
assembly occurs spontaneously only with the driving
force of heat and cool. And it has been shown that the

aggregate exhibits very highly cooperative phase
transition, especially during the cooling process from
liquid crystalline phase to gel phase[ I-41.

However, in order to understand this phenomenon
precisely and fundamentally in more detail, in is
necessary to make clear the dynamic rearranging process
with temperature in molecular levels. In this paper,
results of the small angle x-ray diffraction patterns of
gigantic lipid aggregates with temperature will be
reported.

Experimental
Pure one or two kinds of lipids were added in pure

water (molar ratio of lipid:water=I:500), and the mixture
was ultrasonicated at 79'C for 30 min. Then heat and

cool were repeated. Only in cases of the presence of
specific lipid(DPPA or DPPS), and in such cases always,
macroscopic self assembly occurred, and only one'
gigantic lipid aggregate, including all the lipid moecules
present in the system, was obtained and pure water was
remained.

Self assembled lipid aggregate was picked up and
sealed in an aluminum vessel, and small angle x-ray
diffraction patterns were examined at the beam line 15-A
of the photon factory. KEK, Japan. Monoclinic 0.15 nm
x-ray beam was used as x-ray source.

As x-ray ditectors, one dimensional position sensitive
photon counter, imaging plate, or high resolution photon-
counter typ>e Television camera was used.

Results and Discussion

In case of a sample of a gigantic aggregate of pure
DPPA, temperature dependence of the diffraction strength
corresponding to the distance of lipid bilayer, 3.5 nm. Is
exemplified in Fig. 1. In this case, healing and cooling
rate was 0.5DC min"^ During the heating process, very

strong diffraction line di.sappeared gradualy at about 60°C,
corresponding to the tnain pha.se transition from gel state
to liquid crystalline state. On the other hand, during the
cooling proce.ss, after several degrees of super-cooling,
very strong diffraction line appeared suddenly and
reached the maximum value immediately. During the
heating process, the rate of disappearance depended upon
the heating rate. However, during the cooling process,
independent of the cooling rale, the diffraction line always
appeared all of a sudden, after several degrees of super
cooling. _

Cooling process A

Heating process

Fig. I Small angle diffraction patterns of DPPA.

In case of pure DPPS, or mixtures of DPPA or DPPS
with other ordinary lipids, resembling re.sults were always
obtained. These results, highly cooperative molecular
level phase transition with temperature, obtained for the
first time by using strong radiation x-ray beam, are
fundamentally the same as the results obtained by DSC or
photo-microscope observations.

However, when results obtained here are compared
with those obtained by DSC, the sharpness of phase
transition is much srnaller. This is mainly because the
amount of the sample .sealed in the aluminum cell is too
much to cooperate all at one time at the phase transition
temperature. So a new type small volume quartz cell is
now under preparation for more precise high cooperative,
molecule ordered phase transition experiments.
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Introduction

Caged-ATP is a powerful tool to study the kinetics
of actin-myosin interaction in striated muscle cells.
When ATP is photoreleased, the muscle contracts
transiently in the absence of Ca^"*". This Ca-free con
traction is thought to be due to a cooperative
interaction between myosin heads and the regulatory
system in the thin filament (1). However, its exact
mechanism is still unknown. We studied changes in
the X-ray diffraction pattern induced by photolysis of
caged ATP using a new detector system.

Materials and Methods

The detector system consisted of an X-ray image
intensifier with a 15-cm beryllium window (V5445P,
Hamamatsu Photonics) and a CCD video camera
(XC-77RR, Sony) which viewed the output of the
image intensifier through a 1:1 lens system. The
camera was used in a 2:1 interlaced field-

accumulation mode. Since the digitizing system
(NEXUS, NEXUS Corp.) was not available on the
day of the experiment, the output of the video cam
era was recorded in an U-matic tape recorder. When
NEXUS became available, the recordings in the tape
were digitized and transferred to Sparc Station 10.
The odd and even scanning lines were separated to
obtain a time resolution of 1/60 sec.

The specimen was a bundle of about 10 skinned
fibres from rat psoas muscle. The photolysis solution
contained 5.0 mM caged-ATP, 10 mM MgCl2 and
0.6 mM ADP. The caged-ATP was photolysed by
the UV light from a xenon flash lamp (200J; Eagle
Corp.) to produce about 1.3 mM ATP. The experi
ment was carried out at the beam line 15A.

Results and Discussion

Fig.l is the image of the diffraction pattern observed
by the detector system. The (1,0) and (1,1) equa
torial reflections are seen on both sides of the back

stop in a 1/60-sec frame. Fig.2 shows the intensity
changes of the (1,0) and (1,1) reflections which were
obtained by averaging over data from 14 experi
ments. The intensity changes are clearly observed
after the release of ATP. The statistics of the inten

sity signal are similar to that observed using a con
ventional linear detector (2). However, this is mostly
due to the noise from the U-matic video tape. Thus,
if NEXUS or a 12-bit A/D converter is directly con-

nected to the video camera, the S/N ratio is expected
to be improved considerably. The use of the new
detector makes it possible to study the whole area of
the 2D-diffraction pattern in caged-ATP experi
ments.

References
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Fig.l: X-ray diffraction pattern from a 400/rm-
bundle of fibres from a rat psoas muscle
recorded by an X-ray image intensifier and a
CCD video camera. An odd field from a frame
before photolysis of caged-ATP.
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Fig.2: Intensity changes of the (1,0) and (1,1)
equatorial reflections. The diamonds represent
(1.0) reflection intensity, and the crosses the
(1.1) intensity. The timing of the photolysis is
shown by a vertical arrow. Each frame
corresponds to either odd or even field of 1/60
sec. One unit in the intensity approximately
corresponds to one incident X-ray photon.
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In the study of phase transitions, it is of
important to consider correlation of the thermal
behavior with microscopic structure. Differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) is one of powerful
tools to observe phase transitions. However,
from the calorimetric research we cannot get an
evidence for the structure. Then, beside the
calorimetric study we need to carry out X-ray
diffraction study in each phase. Furthermore, it is
worthwhile to point out that, generally,
calorimetry is highly sensitive in comparison with
X-ray diffraction, i.e., using calorimetry we can
detect minute change at phase transitions. From
this point of view, it is desirable to develop a
method for simultaneous X-ray diffraction and
differential scanning calorimetry. With the advent
of sycnchotron radiation and development of time-
resolved x-ray diffraction technique, it is possible
to carry out X-ray diffraction study simultaneously
with DSC.

For this purpose, a DSC apparatus
(model FP84, Mettler Instrument Corp.) was
used. The calorimeter has originally been
designed for simultaneous calorimetry and optical
microscopy. Then, it has a window, through
which a X-ray beam was transmitted suitably. A
cell was made of aluminum, which has the
advantage of both high thermal conductance and
low absorption of X-ray. We prepared the cell
with 100 micrometer thickness at the bottom and
12.5 micrometer thickness at the lid. Using the
cell, we could obtain sufficiently intensive X-ray
since the X-ray beam of wavelength of 0.15 nm
decreases by 80%.

The present method was applied to the
study of phase transitions in water suspension of
dipalmitoyl-phaosphatidylcholine (DPPC). For
the phase transitions, a variety of .studies has been
performed so far. In the present study, we paid
attention to the phase transitions in the case of low
water concentration (35 wt% water/65 wt%
DPPC), because complex behavior at the main
transition has been reported^). Figure 1 shows the
DSC result obtained in this measurement with the
temperature scan rate of 0.5°C/min. In addition to
the normal main transition temperature denoted by
Tml, we can clearly see the other main transition
temperature denoted by Tm2 higher than Tmi. The
results of the contour map of the small-angle X-ray
diffraction profile obtained simultaneously are
shown in Figs.2(a) and (b): In the former clear

ripple phase appears up to Tmi and in the latter, a
lamellar peak characterizing the gel phase
continues until Tni2- Therefore, it is concluded
that the system is composed of two portions: One
undergoes normal phase transition from the ripple
phase to the liquid crystalline phase at Tmi and the
other undergoes phase transition from the gel
phase to the liquid crystalline phase.

THERMOGRAM

^m1 ^m2

TEMPERATURE ("C)

Fig.l Thermogram of 35 wt% water/65 wt%
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine system obtained
simultaneously with X-ray diffraction in Fig. 2.

RiPPLE PEAK

0.06 0.1 0.14 0-18 0.22

2sin9A (nm"')

Fig.2 (a) Small-angle diffraction profiles specially
with attention to a ripple peak, (b) small-angle
diffraction profile specially with attention to a
lamellar peak.
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Introduction Figure 1 are the ones corresponding to the first-or-
A fascinating research problem in the complex der maximum from the(110) planes of the bcclat-
fluids concerns the dynamical structure of mes- tices. With increasing N, number of sinusoidal
oscopic systems of block copolymers out of equi- strain cycles, the pattern became four-spot-like
librium, in particular under the influence of a pattern , which indicates that the shear deforma-
shear field. Previous scattering studies have been tion induced a preferential orientation of the (110)
extensive but were limited to the observation of the latticeplanesparallel to Oxyplane. We also found
averaged patterns of change over many cycles of it induced elastic deformation of thebcc lattice un-
excitation, or the pattems after the cessation of ex- der this particular (110) lattice plane orientation,
citation. In this study, we made it possible, for Here Oy is parallel to the direction of shear dis-
the first time, to detect the dynamic and transient placement vector, Oyz is the plane in which the
changes of the pattems in-situ at particular cycles sliear strain exists, andOxis thedirection in which
and phases of sinusoidal shear excitation. These the X-ray was shinned. In a simultaneous rheol-
measurements were made in real time with the use of ogical experiment, the stress decay with N was ob-
synchrotron radiation. We explored a relation- seived and found to be closely related to the prcf-
ship between the ordered structure in the block erential orientation of the (110) lattice plane and to
copolymer and the rheological behavior by meas- 1
uring simultaneously small-angle X-ray scatter- lice with N.
ing and rheology (Rheo-optical studies).

Experimental
Rheo-optical studies were conducted on a , .
polystyrene-^j/oc/:-poly(ethylene-fl/r-propyIene) 2) Shigeru Okamoto, Kenji Saijo and Takeji
copolymer (number-average molecular weight Hashimoto Macromolecules, submitted

= 3.4x1 CH, heterogeneity index M= 1.3
where is weight-average molecular weight,
and PS volume fraction in the copolymer is 0.1)
having spherical microdomains composed of
polystyrene block chains (PS) in the matrix com
posed of poly(ethylene-a/r-propylene) block
chains (PEP). Small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) was detected with a 2D detector simulta
neously with stress measurements on the speci
mens subjected to a large amplitude oscillatory
shear deformation with strain amplitude of 50%
and zero static strain at frequency of 0.0936 rad/s
and at room temperature, with a purpose toeluci
date a relationship between a macroscopic prop
ertyof the systems and theirmesoscopic structure
as revealed by SAXS.

Results and Discussion
The SAXS results indicated that the spheres are
packed in body-centered-cubic (bcc) lattice. The
first-order maximum in the SAXS patterns arising
^m the (110) planes of thebcclattices was isotropic
in the undeformed state, i.e., there was no preferential
orientation of the (110) planes. The four pattems in

excitation, or the pattems after the cessation of ex-

the decay in the elastic strain amplitude on the lat-

References
1) Stiigeru Okamoto, Kenji Saijo and Takeji
Hashimoto Polym. Prepr. Jpn., Soc. Polym. Sci.
Jpn, vol. 42, No. 4 1562 (1993).

(a) N= (b) N=2

(c) N=6 (d) N=32
Figure 1. SAXS pattems of the N-th cycle meas
ured for a paticular strain phase near the minimum
srain amplitude.
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While the angular-resolution of X-ray topography is higher than
that of electron microscopy, the spatial-resolution is lower. The
angular-resolution of X-ray topography has been dramatically
improved by constructing a stable goniometer system for multiple-
crystal methods such as ultra-plane wave topography.') The
spatial resolution, however, has not improved until now in spite of
the increasing requirements for high spatial resolution in materials
science. It has remained constant at several micrometers over the

last 30 years. The factors which determine the value of spatial
resolution are related to X-ray diffraction-optics and detector
systems. For an atomic nuclear plate,widely used as an example,
the highest resolution is a few micrometers after developing process.
In X-ray optic systems the resolution reachedonly about 0.7 pim.
Two different methods are proposed and develop>ed to improve the
spatial resolution in SPring-8 working group for Topiography.^)
The first method is a two-dimensional magnifier with crossed
asymmetric reflection of Si cryslals.^.-^) The other is an X-ray
scattering topiography in which a microbeam and two-dimensional
scanning of the specimen are employed. Although the diameter of
the microbeam determines substantially the spatial resolution of the
topograph, the lower limit on the size of the microbeam is restricted
because of the limited photon flux. In an apparatus using a normal
sealed-off tube, the photon flux problem has been a serious obstacle
to improvement. The resolution has never been beyond 20
This note reports the highly resolved X-ray scattering topography
using synchrotron radiation microbeam. We have for the first time
obtained a resolution as high as approximately 2 pim in the new
apparatus. The results demonstrated observation of hyper-fine
structures which have never hitherto been observed.

Though the system of X-ray scattering topography have been
described in previous publications.^•5) In the present experiment,
we adopted pinhole slit with smaller than 10 pmiji, and used
synchrotron radiation to obtain a signal with sufficient intensity.
In addition, we used a finely scanning X-Z stagewith a l-pm step-
scanning at minimum. The scattered X-rays from the specimen
are detected in a certain direction by a scintillation counter, and
recorded point-by-point.
The specimen used for Fig. 1 (a) is a bamboo which was cut
perpendicularto the growing direction. The red particles represent
fibers formed parallel to the growing direction. Figure 1 (a)
indicates that there are more cellulose crystal (1) in the outside
region than that in the inside one, because greater intensity in the
outside region. The topograph was obtained with one-step of 100
)im-scanning. Figure 1 (b) shows a topograph obtained with one-
step of 20 pm-scanning, and the observed area is the same as the
square ofFig. 1 (a) shown by solid line.
Though we can observe fine structures, it is difficult to observe
small oblique lines. Moreover, we obtaineda topographwith one-
step of 2-pm scanning, as shown in Fig. 1 (c), which is the same as
the square of Fig. 1 (b) shown by solid line. It is possible to say
that cell structures can be clearly observed in Fig. 1 (c). It is noted
that the hyper-fine structures could not be observed by using the
conventional X-ray scattering topography with a sealed-off tube,
In summary, combined X-ray scattering topography using X-Y
scanning method and Synchrotron X-radiation we obtained white
X-ray scattering topographs of bamboo involvingcellulose crystals
with pm-order spatial resolution.

We wish to thank the PF staff. Dr. H. Kawata, for helping with tlie
experiments. This work has been performed under the approval of the
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (Accepted Proposal No. 91-
262).

300 pm

(b)

X-ray scattering topographs of a bamboo.
(a) With one-stepof 100 pm-scanning.
(b) With one-stepof 20 pm-scanning.
(c) With one-step of 2 pm-scanning.
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Introduction

So far, we have studied the behavior of

lattice defects during the cooling proc
ess of nearly perfect aluminum single

crystals by synchrotron X-ray topography.
In these crystals, vacancy-type disloca

tion loops appear at temperatures above

200 ° C even during slow cooling from 300
°C. This is due to a deficiency of va

cancy sinks such as dislocations. Howev

er, the formation mechanism of such dis

location loops is not clear at present.

Therefore, in order to clarify the prob

lem, we have examined their distribution

in more detail.

Experimental

The specimen used in this study was
a single crystal of aluminum (99.9999 %

purity) with low dislocation density.
This specimen was first heated up to 285
°C, kept at that temperature and again

heated up to 300°C. This procedure was

useful to prevent the appearance of in

terstitial-type dislocation loops. Then

the cooling and heating processes of the

specimen were repeated several times be

tween 230 and 300 °C (Fig.l). The behav

ior of lattice defects were studied at

various stages in the experimental proc

ess by synchrotron X-ray topography.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows a series of topographs by

(111) reflection taken at stages A, B and
C, indicated in Fig. 1. A large number

of dislocation loops (10''~10^^/m^) are

formed during aging at 230° C by the

excess vacancy condensation (Figs. 2(A)
and 2(C)). These loops shrink by emit
ting vacancies after the temperature

raise to supply the thermal equilibrium

concentration of vacancies at 300 ° C

(Fig. 2(B)). A salient feature of the

results is that almost all the disloca

tion loops in Fig. 2(A) correspond re

spectively to those in Fig. 2(C). Be
sides, some of the loops are formed along
the dislocation lines observed in the

preceding stage. These features suggest
the heterogeneous nucleation of the dis

location loops observed.

We are now trying to identify the
preferential nucleation site of the dis

location loops.

Fig. 1 Specimen temperature versus time.

*•

Fig. 2 A series of X-ray topographs
taken at stages A, B and C, indicated in

Fig. 1.
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Introduction

The purpose of the present study is to develop a new
method to investigate the distribution of air-hydrate crystals
in ice cores using X-ray diffractometry. Microscopic
observations of the distribution of the crystal have shown the
close relation between the distribution and global climate
changeO. Therefore the analysis of the crystal is important to
investigate palaeo-environment. Advantages of using X-ray
instead of a microscope are following. 1) Easy quantitative
measurements of the distribution of air-hydrates. 2) High
position resolution of measurements of the distribution of
air-hydrates. 3) Crystallographic analyses of air-hydrates
and surrounding ice. This paper is a report of the analysis
system and the preliminary expteriments.

Exixrimental
The ice cores recovered from Vostok, Antarctica

were used for the present study. A specimen chamber
mounted on a goniometer is cooled by cold nitrogen gas
evaporatedfrom liquid nitrogen. Figure 1shows a schematic
layout of experimental setup. The synchrotron radiation
source of the wavelength 0.6A monochromated by a Si
(111) channel cut monochromater was employed. Diffraction
pattern of a specimen was recorded on a fixed Imaging Plate.
In order for many crystallographic planes to satisfy
diffraction condition, a specimen was rotate. In order to
examine the depth profile of the distribution of air-hydrates
several photograph were taken with changing specimen
height

Results

Figure 2 is a example of diffraction pattern of Vostok
2151m core. Large and small spots distributed as concentric
circles. Large sp>ots were indexed in terms of ice crystal. In a
region between ice (1011) and (1012) reflection, no spots
wereexpected from icecrystals butonly from air-hydrates^).
Then, small spots which distributed in the region were
thought to be reflections from air-hydrates.

Figure 3 shows the depth profile of the number of
spots of air-hydrates. The number of spots changes from 29
to 207 among 6 points. The shape of spots from ice crystals
also varied according to position. There were distorted shape
spots due to deformation of ice crystal. As described above,
the new method can detect the distribution of air-hydrates in
ice and deformation of ice crystals at the resolution of several
millimeters.

Reference
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Figure 2 Diffraction pattern ofVostok 2151m core.
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Our previous works have shown that some organic
molecular crystals, such as benzophenone and urea, are
sufficiently stable even under synchrotron radiation (SR)
[T3]. Thus, white radiation topography using SR is
available for direct observations of dislocation motion

not only in inorganic crystals but also in organic crys
tals. However, the dislocation motion in organic crystals
has not yet been observed, since it is difficult to grow
organic crystals with low dislocation density.

2,3-dimethylnaphthaIene {2,3-DMN) crystals belong
to crystal structure with P2i/a (0=7.916 A, 6=6.052 A,
c=10.017 A, ^=105.43° at 300 K) [4], which have cleav
age plane (001). These features are similar to those
in naphthalene and anthracene crystals, which have de
formed by slip in (001) plane [5]. Thus, 2,3-DMN crys
tals can also occur plastic deformation by slip under
stress. In this work, as the first step in the observation of
dislocation motion in organic crystals, high quality 2,3-
DMN crystals are grown and the dislocations on (001)
plane in the grown crystals are characterized.

Single crystals of 2,3-DMN were grown as cylindri
cal shape of 7 mm in diameter by Bridgman method.
In almost all of the grown crystals, the cleavage plane
(001) was parallel to the growth direction. The perfec
tion of the grown crystals were examined by SR topogra
phy of Laue method. For SR topographic experiments,
the grown crystals were cleaved along (001) into thin
specimens of ~0.3 mm in thickness. The Laue spots
of the specimens showed quite sharp and the disloca
tion images in the spots (topographs) were individually
resolved, as shown in Fig. 1. This implies that the qual
ity of the grown crystals was much higher than those
of other organic crystals grown by Bridgman method,
which usually show diffuse Laue patterns so that dislo
cations in their topographs cannot be observed. Thus,
2,3-DMN crystal is one of useful organic materials for
the observation of dislocation motion.

Many dislocations on (001) plane are emitted from
various stress centers and densely accumulated in par
allel half-loops, as shown in Fig. 1. The kinematical
contrast of these dislocations obeys the g'b criterion [6],
as shown in Fig. 1, despite their mainly mixed character
and the low crystal symmetry, where g and b are diffrac
tion vector and Burgers vector, respectively. Thus, from
these extinction experiments and dislocation theory [7],
the Burgers vector of predominant dislocations was de
termined as [010].

The slip plane is always the cleavage plane (001),

which has the largest lattice spacing. Therefore, it seems
that the dislocations with Burgers vector [010] on the
(001) plane are main slip dislocations.

Further observation of the motion of dislocations with

Burgers vector [010] under stress will be carried out.

(a)

1 mm

^ c#

Figure 1. SR topographs of a cleaved and polished (001)
specimen of typical 2,3-DMN crystal grown by Bridgman
method, (a) 110 reflection and (b) 200 reflection.
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Introduction
Magnetic X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES)
using circularly polarized X-rays gives on the spin-polarized
unoccupied electron states . RecenUy, the study for ferro- or
ferri-magnetic materials by using this experimental method have
been rapidly developed. In a case of ferri-magnetic materials,
however, there are two different sites for magnetic atoms; for
example in the case of Y3Fe2(Fe04)3 (YIG), the magnetic ions
Fe3+ have two different sites. One is an octahedral site and
another is a tetrahedral site. The directions of magnetic
moments on these sites are opposite to each other. It is naturally
expected that the magnetic XANES spectra of Fe K-edge for
Fe3+ ion at the octahedral site is different from that for the
tetrahedral site, because of the different chemical bonding and
the different direction of the magnetic moment. Therefore, it is
necessary to identify the site-specific magnetic XANES in order
to study these materials. A part of authors (H.K., and T.I.)
already successfully has got the site-specific magnetic XANES
by measuring the magnetic XANES under a standing wave
field[l]. Here we demonstrate another methodology to get the
site-specific magnetic XANES of YIG by means of the resonant
magnetic Bragg scattering.

Experimental and Result
RecenUy, Stragier et al. presented the site-specific normal
XANES by mean of DAFS[2]. The resonant magnetic Bragg
scattering, however, corresponds to the magnetic DAFS.
Therefore, the resonant magnetic Bragg scattering from the
different dilTraction indexes also should bring us the site-specific
magnetic XANES. The experiment was carried out at the
beamline 15B. The experimental arrangement is schematically
shown in Fig. 1. We used a Si (331) cannel-cut crystal for the
monochromator. The Bragg angle of the Si (331) around Fe-K
edge is about 45 degree, and then the monochromator works as a
good polarizer. The sample crystal was placed in a electric
magnet, and the direction of the magnetic field is vertical.
Resonant magnetic Bragg scattering corresponds to the flipping
ratio of the Bragg intensity; (1+ - l')/(l''" + 1"). Figure 2(a) and
(b) show the results from (444) and (864) diffraction. The
structure factor of these indexes are as follows;

F(444)=-24fY+l 6fFe^-24fFc'̂ ,
F(864)=-16fY-16lFe'̂ .

Here, fY, fFe^* fpe^ are atomic form factors of Y, Feat the
octahedral site, and Fe at the tetrahedral site, respectively. In
the case of 864 diffraction, Fe at the tetrahedral site only
contributes to the structure factor, and the spectrum of Fig. 2(b)
should be correspond to the site-specific magnetic XANES for
tetrahedral site. Figure 3 shows the previous experimental
results of the site-specific magnetic XANES at Fe K-absorption
edge by using a standing wave field. The black dots and open
circles in this figure are these of the tetrahedral site and
octahedral site, respectively. The spectrum of Fig. 2(b) is well
explained by the magnetic XANES of the tetrahedral site in Fig.
3. The more detail of the experiment will be published at
elsewhere.
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A New Theory Fitting to Semiconductor
Detector Signals

(I)Three-dimensional analyses of X-ray
produced carriers in a silicon field-free
substrate of a single-channel detector

Using the minority carrier diffusion length

L{ = (D/Z)^^^), the three dimensional diffusion
equation is described as

1 d ^2 d(p{r)

Fr' dr dr D
(1)

where 0 is a charge flux created in a substrate by

X-rays; and L and D are the charge-
recombination coefficient and the charge
diffusion coefficient, respectively. Here, the
relation between a flow density of the charge J{r)
and the source charges is described as

J = -D^ =
dr 47rr^

where

f £\
s = f —\ppc\p(-ppd), (3)

\£ J
where Iq is the X-ray intensities on the upper

surface of the substrate. The value of £ stands for

the energy required to create an electron-hole

pair. The values of fj. and p denote the silicon
mass absorption coefficient and the mass density,
respectively.

The total charge Cdift^) from the point at a
depth of d from the surface to the depletion layer
surface is described as

r

- + \
L

Gdif(z)= f 27tyJ{r)^y
Jy =0 f

_ '0

2

We then integrate over z
thickness of the substrate ds', this integration Qdif
corresponds to a scan of the source point P in the
substrate along the X-ray path in the z direction,

=j''Q6^i^)dz
I, E L

= ——fip
2 e ppL + 1

1- exp

exp --I, (2)

/ip + -

rom 0 to the

^ n
PP + T

L

.(4)

(5)

Furthermore, eq. (5) describes the
contribution of physically "pure" diffusion events
in a field-free substrate to an output signal. When
we connect the detector to the external bias
circuit, the boundary condition for charge at the
surface between the depletion layer and the field-
free substrate region is modified, and the
diffusing charge is canceled by the charge
coming through the external bias circuit. This
effect is described by a factor 2 multiplication to
the "pure" diffusion effect written by eq. (5).

Thus, the "overall" diffusion effect along
with an external bias circuit application is totally
described as

aif. = /o-pp—7-—
£ ppL 1

1- exp -lPP+-|;K
(6)

under a usually employed assumption of an ideal
surface recombination velocity for SSB
detectors. Here, the suffix -i- means the external
circuit application.

The summation of the formula (6) and the
conventional result from the depletion layer
predicts the total signal output from a
semiconductor X-ray detector; the data obtained
at BL15C [1j are well fitted by our theoretical
prediction.

(II) Signal profiles for a multichannel
detector array due to the three-
dimensional thermal diffusion effect

The exiention of the results in the previous
section provides the prediction for the
contribution of diffusing charges to multichannel
detector outputs.[2] The signal profile t/difCv)
from the field-free substrate is written for a unit

area along the y direction;

(iiAy) = -—pp
4;r £

X iS"' exp[-^-ppV^^^]
r

r+i
L

dr (7)
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Introduction

Double crystal rocking curves from a highly perfect
silicon crystal were taken in extremely asymmetric schemes,
in which the glancing angles of the incident X-rays were
very close to the critical angle of total external reflection.
The experimental rocking curves were compared with
theoretical calculations based on both an ordinary dynamical
theory of diffraction and also an extended dynamical theory,
which uses a more exact solution of the fundamental

equation of the dynamical theory and takes tlie effect of
sp>ecular reflection into account.'' It is demonstrated from
such a comparison that in the case of an extremely
asymmetric diffraction, the ordinary treatment of the
dynamical theory of diffraction is not valid, instead the
extended theory explains the rocking curve very well.

Experimental

The experimental arrangement is set up on Beam Line
15C." The X-rays monochromatized by a double crystal
monocromator are collimated by a Si(lll) crystal using a
555 symmetric reflection. A Si(OOl) crystal sample is
aligned to give a 555 asymmetric reflection with a = 54.74
degrees. This is an (n, -n) nondispcrsive setting. A highly
perfect Si wafer with a thickness of about 8 mm was used
for the sample.

Double crystal rocking curves were taken with 0.2.
step size at three wavelength values. Measurement times
were 5 seconds for each point while the storage ring was
operating at an energy of 2.5 GeV with an average positron
beam current of 300 niA.

Results

Figures l(a)-(c) show the experimental rocking curves,
which were obtained around the glancing angles of (a) 10'
43.7", (b) 9' 43.2" and (c) 9' 18.3", respectively, and Aco
represents the offset angle from the diffraction peak angle.
The FWHMs of these rocking curves are (a) 7.6", (b) 7.4"
and (c) 7.0", respectively. In these figures, solid curves
represent theoretical rocking curves calculated using the
extended theory and dotted curves represent those calculated
using the ordinary dynamical theory for absorbing crystals.
The calculations based on the extended theory show very
good agreement with the experiment, while that based on
the ordinary treatment is clearly incorrect. In the case of (c)
the disagreement between the two treatments is especially
large. The ordinary treatment fails completely to give a peak
diffraction pattern due to the fact that the refraction of the
incident beam is improperly taken into account. These
results clearly show that in the case of extremely
asymmetric diffraction conditions, the ordinary treatment is
not valid while the extended theory explains the rocking
curves very well.
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Figure 1 The measured and calculated rocking curves, where Aco
represents the offset angle from the diffraction peak angle.
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Introduction

Using synchrotron plane wave x-ray
topography, local lattice distortion due to growth
striations in Si crystals was quantitatively deter
mined at a sensitivity of 10~®.^^ Since x-ray
topographs were taken on photographic plates,
with local variations in the diffracted x-ray
intensity being indirectly obtained by microphoto-
meter measurements of variations in the plate's
optical density, x-ray exposure and development
processing had to be carefully controlled to obtain
linearity between the optical density andsample
rotation angle. To overcome this disadvantage, an
imaging-plate (IP) x-ray topography analysis
system has been developed and applied to a
quantitative analysis of local lattice distortion due
to oxygen striations in magnetic Czochralski
(MCZ) Si crystals.

Experimental
The experimental arrangement for plane

wave x-ray topography was set up on beam-line
15C at the Photon Factory. Using the double-
crystal monochromator and the asymmetric-
reflection coUimator, a large-size (50 X 50 mm)
incident x-ray beam (k ~ 0.1126 nm) was real
ized with an angular divergence of ~ 0.1 arcsec
and a wavelength spread of-'^SX 10~^. The
sample crystal, which was a 10 mm-thick un-
doped MCZ Si plate with [100] surface orienta
tion perpendicular to the growth axis [001], was
aligned to give a symmetric 800 reflection in the
Bragg geometry; thereby constructing a non-dis
persive (+n, -n) setting between the collimator
and the sample crystal. A series of x-ray topogra
phs were taken at 0.05- arcsec-intervals at the
slope of the rocking curve's low-angle side in
two sample configurations where the sample
crystal was rotated 180° around the surface
normal. High-resolution IP's (Fuji DL UR-III)
were used to record the x-ray topographs.

Results

A PIXsysTEM was used in its high-
resolution mode as an IP-reader, with signals
being logarithmically amplified, digitized into 12-

bit data,^^ and then transferred to a data process
ing system that was constructed on a 32-bit
UNIX engineering work station (Sony NEWS).
Calculations for lattice distortion measurements
were performed using the method proposed by
Kikuta et al.^^ to separate the lattice spacing
variation Ad/d from the orientation variation Aa.
The resultant one-dimensional profiles and two-
dimensional images of Ad/d and Aa variations
were printed out by a laser beam printer and with
a grey scale by a full-color printer, respectively.
Examples of two-dimensional images are shown
in Fig. 1, where enhanced contrast gives a
increase in variation. This newly developed
analysis system, having excellent features such as
high speed data process, easy operation and
availability of large amount of data, has offered
more quantitatively reliable characterization of
growth striations in as-grown Si crystals.
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional images showing Ad/d
and Aa variations in an MCZ Si crystal.
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Introduction

Recent development of x-ray phase retarders (XPR's)
has opened up a new possibility to control and analyze
polarization of SR. In the hard x-ray energy region, XPR's are
obtained using diffractive birefringence effect which appears
in nearly perfect crystal under/near Bragg diffraction
condition.!) Such crystal XPR was, at first, realized using a
edge-shaped Si crystal in Laue-diffraction geometry.2) Later,
Bragg-transmission type XPR was developed^) and adapted to
SR.'!) Recently it was pointed out that performance of Bragg-
transmission type XPR is greatly enhanced if diamond crystal
is employed instead of Si crystal.') Since angular acceptance
of the diamond XPR is several tens arc seconds and absorption
in the diamond is relatively small, it would be possible to
directly convert monochromatized horizontally polarized SR
to any polarization (from a practical point of view, circular
polarization is important) by a single diamond XPR with high
throughput. We have tested polarization conversion property
of the diamond XPR in Bragg-transmission geometry at BL-
15C.

Exnerimental

A plane view of the experimental setup is
schematically shown in Fig.1. Horizontally polarized while SR
is monochromatized (A, = 1.48A) by a Si(lll) double crystal
monochromator. A, and slitted down to l.Sxl.Smm^ by slits,
B and D, between which an ionization chamber, C, for beam
intensity monitor was placed. The monochromatic light is
incident on a 4x4x1 mm^ (001)-oriented diamond slab, E. The
diamond is mounted on a precise goniometer, rotation axis of
which is normal to the incident beam and inclined by 45° from
the horizontal plane. Angular position of the diamond was
deviated by ±35", ±60", ±95", ±180" and ±360" from 004
Bragg diffraction condition. At each deviation angle,
polarization state of a transmitted beam was measured with a
Si(333) analyzer crystal, E, mounted on a 4-circle goniometer.
For polarization analyses, X'^ngle dependence of the

integrated intensities (x-I curves) was measured.

Fig.I A plane view of the experimental arrangement setup at
BL-15C to test polarization conversion property of the
diamond crystal in Bragg-transmission geometry. The electric
polarization vector of the incident beam to the
monochromator. A, is normal to the sheet.

Re.sults and Discussion

Obtained %-! curves are shown in Fig.2. A clear change
of the polarization state with the deviation angle is observed.

In particular, rather uniform integrated intensities for varying x
are observed at ±60" which means production of circularly
polarized x-rays. Although the rotation direction of the
polarization vector can not be determined from the present
experiment, it should be left-handed rotation at -60" and right-
handed at -t-60" according to theoretical consideration.
Transmission ratio at these deviation angles was 25%.

Tunability of the polarization state through the
deviation angle of the XPR leads to possibilities of (a) fast
switching of polarization state and (b) energy scanning with a
fixed polarization, which are difficult to attain with special
insertion devices like EMPW.

The present results show that in the x-ray energy
region polarization of SR is easily controlled by a quite simple
optics composed of a monochromator and an XPR with high
efficiency. It is worthy to note that the XPR described here is
adaptable to almost all existing x-ray beamlines (preferably to
undulator beamlines) of SR facilities
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Transmission Type X-ray Phase Retarder Using
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Introduction

Circularly polarized photons with definite
angular momentum are important probe for
materials science. Even in the hard x-ray energy
region, circularly polarized light has been used to
investigate magnetic property of materials. One of
the easiest way to produce intense circularly
polarized x-rays (CPX) is to convert horizontally
polarized SR to CPX with phase retarder^- 2.) v/e
have developed a transmission type x-ray phase
retarder in Laue diffraction geometry and tested its
polarization conversion property.

Experimental

The experimental arrangement which was
setup at BL-15C is schematically shown in Fig.l.
Horizontally polarized white SR is
monochromatized by a Si(in) double crystal
monochromator, A, and-slitted down to l.Sxlmm^
by slits, B and D, between which an ionization
chamber, C, for beam intensity monitor was
placed. The monochromatic light is incident on a
180 fim thick Ge(lll) crystal plate, E. Angular
position _of the_Ge crystal was adjusted so as to
satisfy 022 or 220 Laue diffraction condition and
balance the amplitudes^f transmission between a
and % state. The 022 (220) Laue diffraction was
monitored with a scintillation counter, I (H).
Polarization of the transmitted beam was measured

by an analyzer crystal, E, mounted on a 4-circle
goniometer. Reflected intensities were counted
with a scintillation counter, G.

Fig.l Experimental setup.

Polarization analyses were carried out
between 0.62A and 0.96A with 0.02A step. At each
wavelength, analyzer crystal was chosen to make
Bragg angle close to 45°.

Results

Estimated values of T', which is regarded as
a good approximation to the degree of circular
polarization, is shown in Fig.2 where open circles
correspond to transmission rdevant to 022 Laue
diffraction while black to 220 diffraction. At
wavelengths of 0.70A and 0.90A CPX was
produced. On the other hand, vertical polarization
was produced at O.SOA. Calculations show that the
phase retardation produced in the Ge crystal at
0.70A, 0.80A and 0.90A is 90°, 180° and 270°
respectively. AxX = 0.90A, helicity switching was
performed by alternately satisfying 022 and 220
Laue diffraction condition with frequency of 0.22
Hz.
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Interaction of Large Ions with Phospholipid Monolayers
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Introduction

The electron-dense compounds phosphotungstic acid (PTA)
and uranyl acetate (UAc) are used as "stains" in the prepa
ration ofbiological samples for viewing in the electron mi
croscope. There is a danger that the use of such stains may
alter the structure of the sample, leading to misleading in
formation in the images produced. Monolayers of phos-
pholipids are commonly used as simplified model systems
for biological membranes, and a great deal of effort has been
put into understanding their phase behavior, most recently
using synchrotron X-ray scattering methods'-^ In this study,
the effect of PTA and UAc on a monolayer of
dimyristoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DMPE) was studied
by measurement of II-A isotherms and grazing incidence
X-ray diffraction.

Experimental
Figure 1 shows isotherms of DMPE at 25°C and a range of
pH values' on buffer solution alone, and with the addition
ofPTA and UAc (10' M). PTA, which is most likely in the
form WPijC'̂ Q in solution, has a large effect on the iso
therm at low pH values, and little effect at high pH. Most
notable is the increase in the surface pressure of the ex
panded to condensed phase transition, p^, caused by the
bulky, highly-charged anion. These changes can be ex
plained by penetration of one PTA per three monolayer
molecules when the phosphate group is protonated at low
pH.

Figure 1: Isotherms of DMPE on buffer and with
the addition of PTA or UAc

The situation with uranyl acetate is more complex, where
the species in solution undergoes changes with pH, but the
positively-charged ions can be seen to lead to a contraction
of the monolayer at low and intermediate pH values.

Results and Discussion

Grazing Incidence Diffraction Study, GID measurements

were made at the Photon Factory, Tsukuba, Japan, on DMPE
at pH 2 with a range of temperatures and surface pressures.

2200-

1800-

1000

400-

200-

DMPE on buffer

DMPE on buffer ♦ PTA

19 20

Scatlering angle 20 / degrees

Figure 2; GID pattern of DMPE at pH 2 before and
after addition of PTA, 25°C, 25 mN m"'

A single diffraction peak was observed for DMPE on buffer
at pressures above p^ (Figure 2)and a Q^-resolved scanshows
that the maximum intensity occurs at = O. The chains
are therefore hexagonally packed and vertically oriented,
as has been found for similar phospholipids'. When the
diffraction pattern was measured under the same conditions
with PTA added to the subphase, the peak disappeared in
each case. This result is taken to indicate the addition of

PTA has caused a shift from the condensed phase to the
expanded phase, in accordance with the predictions from
the isotherms. Regulations prevented the use of UAc in
this experiment. More work needs to be done to look for
more subtle structural changes which may accompany PTA
addition under conditions where the monolayer remains in
the condensed phase both with and without the anions.
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Time-resolved x-ray diffraction measurement of puised-laser-induced silicon
surface deformation using the skew diffraction arrangement
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Introduction

Laser annealing has been one of the
interesting subjects in semiconductor
technology with several advantages and
considerable potential. It is important to
estimate the temperature rise of the thin
surface layers if laser annealing is to be
applied to semiconductor fabrication
processes. In our previous work^l, we used
the ordinary asymmetry Bragg reflection
arrangement and measured the time
dependence of the x-ray diffraction intensity
from the thick surface layer (about 0.8 pm).

Under grazing incidence conditions using
the net plane normal to the surface, no peak
shift was observed by the time-resolved
measurement.^) The result showed the lateral
thermal expansion due to pulsed-laser firing
was negligible.
We report here the result of the time-

resolved measurement using the skew
diffraction arrangement and also estimate the
temperature rise in the thin surface layer (less
than 75nm).

Experimental
The time-resolved measurement was

carried out by the TAG technique^) using a
synchrotron x-ray source at the BL-16
(MPW-beamline). The sample we used
was a non-doped (110) FZ silicon crystal
and its thickness was 10 mm. Under grazing
incidence conditions, the sample geometry
was that of the skew diffraction arrangement.
We selected the 422 reflection plane which
was inclined to the surface. In order to make
the extinction distance shallow, a glancing
angle of 2.3 mrad was selected. TTiis is close
to the critical angle for an x-ray wavelength
used (0.9A). ANd:YAG laser with SHG
unit (X=0.53 pm) was used to perform the
annealing. The laser intensity was 160
mJ/pulse/cm^ at a 20 Hz repetition rate and
the laser beam diameter on the sample
surface was about 6 mm. It took about 8
hours to measure the time-resolved rocking
curve.

Result and Discussion
As shown in Fig. 1, an increase in the

diffraction intensity on the lower angle side
of the Bragg peak, a broad FWHM and a
decrease of the peak intensity were observed
25 ns after laser firing. The Bragg peak
shift and the broad FWHM were observed
on the time-resolved rocking curve 50 ns
after laser firing. The temperature of the
measured layer 100 ns after laser firing did
not yet returned to room temperature because
a peak shift was still observed. The
calculated extinction distance of x-rays for a
silicon crystal with the skew diffraction
arrangement was about 75 nm. The change
of the extinction distance by the sample
rotation was small whether the diffraction
condition was satisfied or not, because the
energy flow to the diffraction direction was
very small. Therefore, we could estimate the
temperature rise on the silicon surface
(within 75 nm in thickness) to be 210°C from
the peak shift (70 arcsec). In more detailed
discussion, we must compare the measured
result with the calculated one obtained by the
dynamical theory of x-ray for surface
diffraction which can be applied to slightly
distorted crystals.
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Structure Determination of Ultrathin Epitaxial NbSe^ andTaSe^ Films byGrazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction
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3) Department of Synchrotron Radiation Science, Graduate School of Advanced Studies, Oho, Tsukuba 305
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the Debye-type factor. Except the NbSe^ film on HOPG
substrate which was identified as 2Hb-type, in-plane do
main mixtures of several polytypes were taken into account
because no single polytype agreed with the experiment.
The simulations which made good fits are indicated in Fig
2-4 as solid lines. Although we are now searching a model
to explain the mechanism, it can be concluded that the
polytypes of the grown films were controlled by the sub
strate materials and growth temperature. This result indi
cates that the migration and crystallization processes are de
pendent on these conditions. GID analysis will be useful to
elucidate the mechanism of VDWE and to obtain ultrathin
films with characteristic physical properties.

Introduction
Layered metalsNbSe^ and TaSe are known for theiraniso-
tropic superconductivity and charge density wave transi
tions but the effects of thickness and hetero-interface for
mation to these properties have not been clarified. By mo
lecular beam epitaxy of layered materials, which is called
van der Waals epitaxy (VDWE) it has become possible to
fabricate ultrathin films of these materials layer-by-layer on
various substrates. Since the properties of NbSe^ and TaSe^
are strongly dependent on different stacking structures
called 'polytypes' (Fig. 1), it has been desired to determine
the stacking structures of ultrathin films grown by VDWE.
We here applied the grazing incidence x-ray diffraction
(GID) to study the structure of NbSe^ and TaSe^ films with
nm order thickness grown under various conditions.

Experimental
The VDWE growth was carried out in a ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) chamber with a base pressure of 3 x 10 Pa. Nio
bium and Tantalum were evaporated from electron bom
bardment sources while selenium beam was emitted from a
Knudsen cell. The substrate materials were highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and Se-terminated GaAs(lll)
(Se-GaAs). The substrate temperature for the growth
ranged between 410 to 590°C. The thickness of the films
was 4-16 monolayers (ML), which was estimated by a
quartz oscillator thickness monitor. GID measurement was
performed under ambient atmosphere at a 53-pole perma
nent magnet wiggler beam line (BL-16X) at the Photon Fac
tory with diffractometer set up described elsewhere The
wavelength of the x-ray was 0.902 ±0.(X)3A and the glanc
ing angle of the incident beam to the surface of the specimen
was 1.8 mrad. The overall nominal instrumental resolution
was 0.17° in the layer plane and angular range along c-axis
was -3.7° to 13.4°, which corresponds to the range of
-0.45A ' to 1.65 A' in the reciprocal space. The measured
width of the direct beam corresponded to 9.2 ±0.1 x 10"'
A"'.

Results and Discussions
10 and 11 diffraction peaks from the grown materials were
observed. The diffraction patterns from the films on HOPG
did not change by rotating the samples around the surface
normal, which reflects the fact that the HOPG substrate con
sists of in-plane powder crystals. By assuming Gaussian-
type intensity distribution for the cross section of a Bragg
rod, the profile along the surface normal is calculated from
the intensity data. The obtained Bragg rod profile for 10
reflection is shown in Fig. 2 as dots. As for the films on Se-
GaAs substrates, the diffraction pattern had six-fold sym
metry. Since a van derWaals layer of NbSe^ and TaSe^ has
three-fold symmetry, this observation indicates the films are
made of 60° rotated twins. 10 Bragg rod profiles from a
NbSe^ and TaSe^ films grownon Se-GaAs areshown in Fig.
3 and 4 as dots. In order to determine the polytypes, we
have calculated Bragg rod profiles for all of the polytypes of
NbSOj and TaSe^ found in the literature by using a kinemati-
cal method. In the calculation, the thickness was changed
around the grown thickness and the effects of thermal vibra
tion and surface roughness were taken into account through
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Effects of Metal Ions on Phospholipid Monolayers studied by
Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction
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Introduction

The presence of the divalent metal ions
results in the condensation of
dimyristoylphosphatidic acid (DMPA) monolayer
at the air-water interface. However, the degree of
the condensation is different between Mg^"*" and
Ca^"^ ions(Fig. 1). Structural properties of the
DMPA monolayers on water surface in the
presence of Mg^""" and Ca^"*" ions were examined
using a grazing incidence x-ray diffraction
(GID).

Exoerimental

The x-ray diffraction measurements were
carried out at the BL-16A2 station of PF.') A
sodium salt of DMPA was purchased from Sigma
Chemical Co., and it was used without further
purification. The DMPA was spread from a
chloroform/methanol (4:1) mixed solvent. The
subphase was twice distilled water (pH5.5)
including lO'̂ ^M MgCl2 or CaCl2. The surface
pressure was measured with a Wilhelmy balance.
The temperature of the subphase was controlled at
2o.o±o.i r.

Results and Discussion

The surface pressure vs. area isotherm for
DMPA in the presence of Mg^""" and Ca2+ ions is
shown in Fig. 1. The area for Mg^"^ is smaller
than that for Ca^"^ in the surface pressure range
from 10 to 20 mN/m.

The single diffraction peak,
corresponding to the hydrocarbon chain packing
of DMPA, was observed around Qx=1.5A-i for
both Mg2+ and Ca^"^. Analysis of the Bragg rod
profiles by a cylinder model indicates that the
hydrocarbon chains of DMPA are untilted. The
single peak means that the chain of DMPA are
arranged into hexagonal lattice, i.e. (l.-l), (1,0),
and (0,1) reflections overlap each other at the
peak. Therefore, from the lattice spacing d in Fig.
2, the area per a molecule can be calculated as
A={2H3)d^ (Fig. 3.). The difference between the
areas of Mg^"^ and Ca^"^ estimated from the data
of GID agrees with the result of the surface
pressure vs. area measurements. This difference
of the areas may be related to the effective radii
of hydrated metal ions, i.e. it is due to the fact that
the hydrated Mg^"*" ions are bigger than the
hydrated Ca^"'" ions.

Q) 20
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Fig. 1. Isotherm (surface pressure vs. area
diagram) for dimyristoylphosphatidic acid
(DMPA) monol^ers in the presence of 0.1 mM
solutions of Mg^"^ ( ) and Ca^"*" ( ) ions.

7T s for Mg2"'",7r s for Ca^+ is the surface
pressure where a transition to a positionally
ordered phase occurs.
Fig. 2. The lattice spacing as a function of
surface pressure for DMPA. The broken lines are
guides for eye (see references 2) and 3)).
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Fig. 3. Isotherm together with areas obtained
from the lattice spacing.

Mg^"^, —*— Ca^"^ ions.
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Observations of Gold Electrode Surfaces by Grazing Incident
Surface X-ray Diffraction Technique Using SOR Light
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Photon Factory, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, 1-1, 0-ho, Tkukuba 305

Introduction

Grazing incident surface X-ray diffraction
(GISXRD) has been used for in-situ structural
studies of electrode/electrolyte interfaces by
employing the synchrotron radiation (SOR)
source (1,2). In this report, we observed the
diffraction patterns from the gold
electrode/electrolyte solution interfaces and
discussed the surface structural change due to the
oxide formation by in-situ GISXRD
measurements.

Experimental
The gold electrodes were prepared on the glass

substrates by vacuum deposition (UL\AC, CBH-
60) at 300°C. The GISXRD experiments were
performed on the 53-p)ole permanent magnet
wiggler beamline 16A at the Photon Factory. The
X-ray beam is monochromated at a wavelength
of 1.488 A- The glancing angle of the X-ray
beam on the surface of the gold electrode is made
to be 0.126° which is little smaller than the critical
angle for total external reflection of X-rays. The
specially designed electrochemical cell is
mounted on the co-axis of a two-circle
difffactometer. The diffracted intensity was
measured by a one dimensional gas proportional
counter in front of which a Soller collimator is

placed. The intensity of X-rays diffracted by a
gold surface structure was measured as a
function of a diffraction angle, 20, and which
is the vertical component of the momentum
transfer, Q, which is the difference between an
incident X-ray vector and a diffracted beam
vector.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the equal intensity contours of
X-rays as a function of 20 and for the
surfaces of gold electrodes at open circuit voltage
(a) and at +1.5V vs. SSCE (b). Although no
peaks were observed at open circuit voltage over
the range of 24° < 20 < 34°, two diffraction
peaks were observed at +1.5V in the regions

24°<20<25° and 3r<20<34°. The diffraction
angles of these peaks are in good agreement with
the values of the crystalline gold oxide observed
by conventional X-ray diffraction as
Au203=24.62°, 31.16°, 31.42° and AuO=24.69°,
31.43°, 32.48° (3,4). Thus, it is found that these
peaks which grew during electrochemical
oxidation at +1.5V are due to the two forms of

gold oxide (AU2O3 and AuO). The diffraction
pattems corresponding to the gold oxides in Fig.
1 b were drawn in the direction of Q^, i.e.
normal to the electrode surface, suggesting that
the gold oxide formation occurs at only first gold
atom layer on the electrode surface.

20/degree

Fig. 1 Equal intensity in 20-Q^ space of X-rays
diffracted by gold electrode surface at a) open
circuit voltage and b) +1.5V.
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Proposal No. 92-G305

BK X-ray Emission Spectra of Hexagonal (h-), Wrutz (w-), and
Cubic (c-) Boron Nitrides Excited by Undulator Radiation
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NTT Personnel Department, Hyogo Prefectural Institute of Industrial Research ^, The University of

Tokyo^, Kyoto University'^, Photon Factory and NTT Interdisciplinary Research Laboratories ^

INTRODUCTION

We previously showed that the high-energy
satellites in BK x-ray emission spectra of boron
oxide (B2O3) and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN)
are caused by resonant x-ray Raman scattering
[1,2]. Luck et al.[3] demonstrated that the high-
energy satellite intensity of several boron oxide
compounds correlates with the coordination
number of boron atoms. To clarify the
correlation between the coordination number and

the resonant x-ray emission of BN, we measured
the BK x-ray emission spectra of h-, w-, and c-
BN by using undulator radiation. The
coordination number of boron is three for h- and

w-BN, and four for c-BN.

EXPERIMENTAL

The crystal structure of powder h-, w-, and
c-BN samples was identified by x-ray
diffraction. Spectroscopic measurements were
done with a grating x-ray spectrometer installed
on the beamline, BL-16U[2j.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 (a), (b), and (c) show the BK x-ray
emission spectra for h-, w-, and c-BN,

1 • T

(b) w-BN

BKa wWssion

a h-BN

BKa efTtsston

absorption

respectively. The peak energy of the incident
quasimonochromatic first harmonics was varied
from below the BK threshold to the continuum by
varying the undulator magnetic gap from 92 to
100 mm. High-energy satellites are clearly
observed in h- and w-BN when the photon
energy of the incident beam coincides with that
of the high-energy satellites. These satellites
are identified as the resonant x-ray Raman
scattering. Since no high-energy satellites are
observed in the c-BN, this confirms that

resonant x-ray emission is observed in UI-
coordination-number systems and no resonance
is observed in IV-coordination systems.

Although no profile difference is seen
between the h- and w-BN in the main BK

fluorescence peak due to B2p-Bls"^, a
remarkable difference in the profiles of the
resonance peaks (high-energy satellites) is
observed. The resonance peak profiles can thus
be regarded as an available index for not only
the coordinatin number, but also the crystal
structure of h-BN.

[1] Y. Muramatsu et al.; Phys. Rev. Lett., 71, 448 (1993).
[2] Y. Muramatsu et al.; Physica Scripta (in press).
[3] S. Luck et al.; Physica Scripta, 41, 970 (1990).
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Fig. I BK x-ray emission spectra of (a) h-, (b) w-, and (c) c-BN. Spectral profile of the incident first
harmonics (broken line) and the absorption spectrum (solid line) are also shown.
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Resonant X-ray Emission of Mechanically Milled Hexagonal Boron
Nitride (h-BN) in BK Excitation

Y. Muramatsu^ H. Kouzuki^, M. Motoyama^, A. Agui^, S. Shin^, J. Kawai'̂ , H. Kato^, and M. Oshima^
NTT Personnel Department^ Hyogo Prefectural Institute of Industrial Research^, The University of

Tokyo^, Kyoto University^, Photon Factory^, and ATr Interdisciplinary Research Laboratories ^

INTRODUCTION

We previously showed that the high-energy
satellites in BK x-ray emission spectra of
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) are caused by
the resonant x-ray Raman scattering due to Bls-
(;r *, (T *)-B 1s'̂ transition[ 1,21. The resonant x-
ray emission reflects the electronic structure
of the unoccupied anti-bonding orbitals. To
determine how this structure affects the

resonance, we measured the BK x-ray emission
spectra of mechanically milled h-BN by using
undulator radiation.

EXPERIMENTAL

The commercially obtained h-BN powder was
mechanically milled for 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 hours
in argon atmosphere to prevent oxidation. The
crystal structure and average particle size of
the samples were identified by x-ray
diffraction. Spectroscopic measurements were
done with a grating x-ray spectrometer installed
on the undulator beamline, BL-16U. A

quasimonochromatic undulator first harmonic
beam, incident to the sample, was used for BK
excitation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The average particle size can be estimated
from the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the x-ray diffraction peak. The estimated
average particle sizes are 1000, 140, 50, 20, and
less than 20 A for the 0-h, 0.5-h, 1-h, 5-h, and
10-h milled samples, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the BK x-ray emission spectra
of the unmilled and milled samples excited by
quasimonochromatic undulator first harmonics.
The peak energy of the harmonics was tuned to
the n- ""-resonance energy by using a 94-mm gap
of the undulator. The peak intensity of the tt*-
resonance drastically increased as the milling
time becames longer. In the unmilled sample,
the peak intensity ratio of the ;r ""-resonance to
the main BK fluorescence was 0.35. In the

milled samples, the ratio increased up to 5.2 for
the 10-h milled sample.

The TT ""-resonance intensity is inversely
proportional to the average particle size. Fine
particle formation means that the layered
hexagonal structure and B-N bonds are

destroyed, so that dangling bonds apparently
form on the BN cluster particles. Therefore, it
is reasonable to suppose that ;r ""-resonance
depends on dangling bond formation, and that

TT ""-orbitals are more strongly localized by
dangling bond formation. Theoretical analysis of
this using DV-Xo methods is in progress[3].
[1] Y. Muramatsu et al.; Phys. Rev. Lett., 71, 448 (1993).
[2] Y. Muramatsu et al.; Physica Scripta (in press).
[3] J. Kawai et a!.; (private communication).
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with a peak energy of about 193 eV.
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Core electron excitation of siiane and disiiane

using muitiiayer mirror monochromator

Mjshihisa Iba, YosWhiro Sugita, and Yasuo Nara

Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd.
10-1 Morinosato-Wakamiya, Atsugi 243-01, Japan

Introduction

Low temperature silicon epitaxial growth by SR excited
method has been demonstrated. SR can effectively excite
the inner core electron of source gas and generate highly-
reactive ions and these species seem to be effective for low
temperature growth. The effect of core electron excitaion
was already investigated by time-of-flight method.'̂ ^
have installed bright multilayer mirror monochromator
and measured gas phase ions,

Exneriment

Experiments were performed at BL-17B at the Photon
Factory. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of an
experimental set up. The monochromator is composed of
one multilayer mirror and two plane Ft mirrors. We used a
M0/B4C 41 layer multilayer mirror, which has high
reflectivity at arotmd L absorption edge of Si (about 100
eV). By controling the incident angle of the three mirrors,
we can get quasi-monochromatic light without changing
the exit beam position. Filters were installed to cut low
energy photons.

5% SiH4 or Si2H6 gas diluted by H2 was introduced to
the reaction chamber Total pressure was kept at 1.0x10 *
Toit. Photo generated gas-phase ions were detected using
the photoionization quadrupole mass analyzer.

Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows calculated photon intensity after passing
through a monochromator. By changing the incident angle
of the multilayer mirror from 55® to 65®, the peak photon
energy can be varied from 91eV to 121 eV. This shows
that this method is useful for investigating the L-core
electron (l(X)eV) excitation in Si-based material.

Figures 3 and 4 show the mass spectrum of SR excited
decomposion of SiH4 and SiiHe gas, respectively. For
SiH4, mainly observed species are singly charged ions
such as SiHz*, SiHa'. On the other hand, at 121 eV,

highly decomposed ions such as Si' and SiH* were
dominantly detected. Doubly charged ions were also
observed. This is due to an effect of the core electron

excitation of Si and Auger decay process. In the same way,
SizFfc was decomposed to highly fragmented ions at 121
cV than at 91 eV.

The core electron excitation of Si will be promising for
decreasing the epitaxial growth temperature because highly
fragmented ions were observed if the photon energy is
higher than L absorption edge of Si.

Reference

ly.lhkahashi etal., Appl. Phys. Lett. 58, 2776 (1991)

2)Y.Nara eLal., Appl. Phy. Lett 61, 93 (1992)
3)K.Ueda et.al.. Journal of JSR. 2, 1 (1988)
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THIN TiSiz FILMS

BY GRAZING INCIDENT X-RAY DIFFRACTION

Yoshimasa HORII, Hirofumi TOMITA, Tomoji NAKAMURA and Satoshi KOMIYA

FUJITSU LABORATORIES Ltd.

10-1, Morinosato-Wakamiya Atsugi, Kanagawa JAPAN

Introduction

TiSi2 is one of the most important
contacts on Si large scale integrated circuits. It
has already known that TiSi2 has two phase,
one is called C49 phase and the other is C54
phase.l) The phase is determined by annealing
conditions.The former is higher resistivity
than the later. From the requirement of high
performance of micro devices, it is obligatory to
fabricate uniformed low resistivity contacts with
C54 TiSi2.

Experimental
Three specimens were prepared for this

experiment. Ti was deposited on (100) p-type Si
wafer. The initial thickness was 30 nm. Two of

them were annealed for 30 seconds at the
temperature 675°C and 800°C, respectively.

The GIXD experiment was curried out
on the beamline 17C of Photon Factory (PF).
The wavelength of incident X-ray was set at
1.00 A with a Si (111) double crystal
monochromator. The sample was set
horizontally and the X-ray diffraction profile

was measured by 6-26 scanning around the

vertical axes. The incident X-ray angle (i//) was
0.2°.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction
profiles of three samples. The diffraction
profiles can be obtained from the lattice planes
perpendicular to the sample surface. In as-
deposited Ti sample (Fig. 1 (a)), several peaks
of Ti, (100), (110) and etc. are observed.
Flowever some c-axis related peaks, (101),
(102) and (002), are observed, their intensity is
weaker than one of other peaks. It means that
the c-axis is preferentially oriented to the
normal to Si surface. After annealing at 650°C
((b) in Fig. 1), all of Ti diffraction peaks
disappears and the peaks of only the C49
structure of TiSi2 are observed. These peaks,
their indices are (060), (131), (200) and etc., do
not show remarkably preferential orientations.
The C49 of TiSi2 grows as poly-crystal on the
substrate of Si (001). In Fig. 1 (c), the

diffraction profile shows after 800°C annealing.
The C54 structure is only observed. This
structure also grows as poly-crystal. Then, we
can clearly identify two phase of the TiSi2 with
the highly sensitive GIXD experiment.

Furthermore, our results is smaller than
the C49 of the standard powder date and larger
than one of the C54. Therefore, the C49
structure is compressed and the C54 structure is
expanded on Si (001).

(c)800°C

(b)675°C

gii-Hex
(a)as-depo.

FIG. 1. GIXD profiles of Ti deposited on Si.
The wavelength of incident X-ray was 1.00 A.

Table 1. A comparison our results with the
ASTM card.

C49 our results
(060) 2.269
(131) 2.210
(200) 1.786

C54

(311)
(004)
(022)
(313)

our results

2.391

2.147

2.105
1.842

reported( 10-225)
2.29

2.23
1.81

reported(2-l 120)
2.29

2.13

2.08
1.82

References

1)R.Beyers and R. Sinclair, J. Appl. Phys., 57.
5240(1985).
2)H. Jeon, C.A. Sukow, J.W. Honeycutt, T.P.
Humphreys, R.J. Nemanich and G.A.
Rozgonyi, Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc., 181.
559(1990).
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Introduction

Since the work in 1971 by Yoneda and
Hoiiuchi^^ Total reflection X-ray fluorescence
analysis lowers its detection limits from 10"^g
to 10"or lO'^atoms/cm^^ offering new
applications in trace analysis especially for
the detection of metallic impurities in and on
the silicon wafers in the semiconductor
industry.

A problem of the analysis is in detecting the
impurities with its atomic number close to the
substrate due to the finite resolution of the SSD
as in the case of phosphorous or aluminum on
the silicon wafer.

The depth profiling of elements have also
been investigated based on the angular resolved
data.^'^'"^' The major difficulty of these
approach is the necessity of high quality input
data, usually unattainable for the low
concentration impurities, due to the high
sensitivity of profiles on the experimental
errors .

E^zperimental and Analysis
In this experiment, we coated a silicon wafer

with a photoresist for the evaluation of cross
contamination in an ion implantation to
surpress the strong substrate signal. (100)
silicon wafer coated with a^ positive
photoresist of the thickness lOOOA was ion
implanted the arsenic with the dose of 10^®
/cm^ at 40kV without pre-cleaning the ion
implantation equipment after the high dose
implantation process for the evaluation of
cross contamination. The sample was analyzed
in the vacuum chamber equipped with a Si(Li)
SSD placed at beam line 17-C. The X-ray wave
length of 1.2A was selected with a silicon
double monochrometer.

On the depth profile of contamination, we
propose to apply the exponential function for
the impurity profile which yields unique
solution due to its simplified parametrization.
usually enough for the quantitative estimation
of depth profiling of the impurities, enables to
treat the surface impurities through the
homogeneous impurities in a unified way.

Results

Figure. 1 shows the TXFIF spectra at the

incident angle 0.1° for the sample. A silicon
peak is remarkably suppressed by the resist
and the K-shell excited sulfur and cross
contaminated phosphorous in addition to the
L-shell excited arsenic are clearly seen. The

strong sulfur peak is originated from the photo
active compound distributed homogeneously in
the resist. Solid line represents the gaussian
peak fit to the data.

Incident angle dependence of the cross
contaminated phosphorous intensities are
normalized by the sulfur signal for the
cancellation of several experimental errors as
shown in figure.2. The solid line represents the
exponential flt which results the exponential
slope of 140A that may be the drive in effect of
the re-sputtered phosphorous.

In conclusion, cross contaminated
phosphorous signal was successfully observed
by coating the silicon wafer with the
photoresist and its depth is also evaluated as
an exponential form.
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TRXRF data

18.91 (cps)
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Fig.2
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Angle-resolved photoemission study of Nii/3TiS2
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Department of Material Physics, Faculty of Engineering Science, Osaka University, Machikaneyama, Toyonaka,

Osaka 560

^Department of Physics, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea

**Tsukuba Branch of Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, Institute for Solid State Physics, The University of Tokyo, KEK,

Tukuba, Ibaraki 305

**Department of Materials Science, Faculty of Science, Hiroshima University, Higashi Hiroshima 724

Transition metal intercalated lT-TiS2 shows various ^ ' ' '
electrical, optical and magnetic properties depending on Ep
the guest atom. In order to investigate the electronic struc-

tures of TM intercalated TiS2 , we have done angle resolved

photoemission spectroscopy (ARUPS) and compared these

electronic structures of the mother crystal iT-TiSs .

The measurements were performed using the syn- __

set to about SOOmeV and angular resolution was about ±1" ||||tt|̂ |̂|MgH
in the present measurement. The samples were cleaved in •

a ultra high vacuum preparation chamber to obtain a clean

surface. The cleanliness of the surface was checked by O ® V
Is XPS signals just before and after the ARUPS measure-

ment. Crystal orientation was determined by the LEED

pattern. In ARUPS measurement, the angular dependent . , , , , ,

spectra using the photon energy of hv =28eV in the P-M , , . , m i ts w • --m
. . . Fig.1 The band mapping of IT-T1S2 m the P-M axis. The

or P-K axis and the normal emission spectra with changing
dark area is corresponding to the bands.

photon energy hf were measured. In all cases,the light was

incident onto the sample surface at 45° from the surface { 1• r'T"

Ep U a'
Figure 1and 2are band mapping pictures of lT-TiS2 ^ ^

and Nii/3TiS2 respectively. In these figures the dark at-

eas correspond to the bands. These figures were made by

mapping the brightness which correspond to the intensity

of the secondary difference of ARUPS spectra. -

The electronic structure Eb =3.5-8eV hardly change by

the intercalation and there is no rigid band shift. From this ^
fact the rigid band model is inapplicable to this case. j|||Kj|^

But there is the remarkable difference in the region of -

Eb =0-3.5eV. The remarkable additional bands indicated

by a, /3 and 7 in Fig.2 have appeared. According to the ® V
resonance photoemission measurements, it was already re-

vealed that the a band (Eb ~ 0) mainly originate from Ti V

3d state. Since the /? band shows small dispersion, the P I' l'V'i'- . • • • 1 1
band mainly originate from Ni 3d tjg state. Since 7 band
, , j. . L. iL . XL • • f *1, Fig.2 The band mapping of Nij/gTiSa in the P-M axis,

shows large dispersion, it is thought that the origin of the ° '

7 band is Ni 3d Cg bonding state.

These results indicates the hybridization between Ni 3d

states and TiS2 layer is important in the Nii/3TiS2 •

4

Fig.2 The band mapping of Nij/gTiSa in the P-M axis.
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Polarization measurement in soft x-ray region at BL-18A
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^Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 106 Japan
^Dept. Physics, Faculty of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai-shi, Miyagi 980 Japan

^Photon Factory, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki 305, Japan

We have carried out the polarization measurements using
the soft x-ray multilayer polarizer at BL-llA.^' Using the same
measuring system, we carried out three kinds of measurement at
BL-18A. We performed the measurement for light with 12.8-nm
wavelength by means of RAE (Rotating-Analyzer
Ellipsometry).'' By thismethod, we measure thedegree of linear
polarization (PJ and the azimuth of the major axis of the polar
ization ellipse ((5) of the light. The whole optical arrangement of
BL-18A is illustrated in Figure 1. The beam intensity l^^^ was
monitored through total photoelectron yield on Mf.

1. Dependence on the vertical observation angle (0) varied by
moving the diaphragm

We studied dependence of the polarization state on 6
varied by moving the diaphragm with 1-mm gap. The gap
corresponds to O.lmrad, namely, O.Sy"'. Figure 2 shows the
measured and d as a function of the central position of the
diaphragm. Pl is found to take the maximum value when the
position was at 0.5mm. Under this condition, the beam from the
monochromator is most horizontally linearly polarized. Both Pl
and d depend on 0 with respect to the plane of the positron orbit.

2. Dependence on the acceptance of the vertical observation
angle(0J

We have studied dependence of the polarization state on
0, by changing the gap of the diaphragm. Figure 3 shows Pl
and as a function of 0,^. Pl kept a value higher than 94%
when 0„ was smaller than O.lmrad, and decrea.sed gradually
down to 90% until it reaches to 1.2mrad. d did not change
within the experimental error. I^oo increased rapidly until 0„
reaches to 0.2mrad, and incTeased slightly over 0.2mrad.

3. Dependence on a portion of the beam cross section
confined

The horizontal and the vertical sizes of beam cross

section at the upstream pinhole of the measuring system are
2.0mm, 0.7mm, respectively. We have studied the ununiformity
of the polarization state dependent on a portion of the beam cross
section. The central and right and left portions of the cross
section were confined by 4)1-mm pinhole. We found that both Pl
and d did not change within the experimental error by this
measurement.
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Photoemission Study of the Si(lll)3xl-K Surface
K.Sakamoto, T.Okuda, H.Nishimoto, H.Daimon, S.Suga

T.Kinoshita* and A.Kakizaki'

Department of Material Physics, Faculty of Engineering Science, Osaka University

' Institute for Solid State Physics, The University of Tokyo

The studies of adsorption of alkali metal on semicon
ductor surfaces are very interesting subjects with respect
to the changes of the geometrical and electronic structures.
Among these systems, Daimon et al. [1] found a 3x1 struc
ture when the Si(l 11) substrate is kept at high temperature
(~500°C) during the adsorption. Some structure models
have been proposed [2,3], but the precise geometric struc
ture hcLS not been confirmed yet.

The experiments were performed at BL-18A of the Pho
ton Factory. The overall instrumental angular and en
ergy resolutions were ~1° and ~150meV, respectively, at
hi/=21.2eV. The clean surface was obtained by direct-current
heating up to ~1250''C. The K atoms were deposited using
an alkali metal dispenser (SAES Getters).

We measured the angle-resolved ultraviolet photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (ARUPS) spectra of the Si(lll)3xl-K
surface along the [112] and [101] directions. No spectrum
shows appreciable intensity at the Fermi level. Therefore, it
is concluded that this surface is no longer metallic but semi
conducting, and there are no Si adatom dangling bonds on
this surface. The surface Brillouin zone of the Si(lll)3xl-
K surface is shown in the inset of Fig.l. The symbols A,
B, C, D, E, F, G and H are used tentatively in this report
for describing the symmetry points shown in Fig.l. Fig.l
shows the dispersion of the surface states, which are es
timated from the ARUPS spectra, along the boundary of
the 3x1 surface Brillouin zone. Considering the similarity
in the width of the dispersion which reflects the overlap of
the involved wave functions, as well as in the behavior of
the dispersion along the equivalent directions of the 3x1
and 2x1 surface Brillouin zones, the SF state is assigned
to a part of the surface state derived from the 7r-bonded
chains [4], It is not unrealistic that the Si(lll)3xl-K sur
face contains reconstructed rr-bonded chains.

Table 1 summarized the results of X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). From this table, the saturation cov
erage of Si(lll)3xl-K is determined to be 0.33 times of
the saturation coverage of Si(lll)<57x7-K, which is consid
ered to be less than orre monolayer. Then we think that
the saturation coverage of the Si(lll)3xl-K surface is 1/3
ML. This result is consistent with the recent ISS result of

Hashizume et al. [5].
According to the present results, we propose a new struc

ture model for the Si(lll)3xl-K surface as shown in Fig.2.
However, the total energy calculation predicts that this
model is not the most stable one [6], and we have to do
some other studies to decide the structure of this surface.

[1] H.Daimon and S.Ino: Surf. Sci. 164, 320 (19S5).
[2] T.Hashizume, Y.Hasegawa, I.Sumita and T.Sakurai:

Surf. Sci. 246, 189 (1991).

[3] K.J.Wan, X.F.Lin and J.Nogami; Phys. Rev; B46,
13635 (1992).

[4] K.C.Pandey: Phys. Rev. Lett. 47, 1913 (1981).
[5] T.Hashizume, M.Katayama, D.Jeon, M.Aono and

T.Sakurai: Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 32, L1263 (1993).
[6] D.Knab, Y.Morikawa, Y.Sakamoto and K.Terakura,

private communication.

[112] [101]

r G HAFBE DCr

Fig.l Dispersion along the boundary of the 3x1 surface
Brillouin zone. The inset shows the surface Brillouin zone

of the Si(lll)3xl-K surface.

Table 1.

(57x7 3x1

Si LVV Auger 1470 1640

K 2p 158.6 59

K/Si 0.1079 0.036

o' e"

Fig.2 New structural model for the Si(lll)3xl-K surface.
The dotted circles represent the positions of the Si atoms
of the Si(lll)lxl ideal surface. The shaded circles
represent the Si atoms which constitute the ir-bonded
chains and the large filled circles represent the K atoms.
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Surface and Bulk core level shifts of the Si(lll)3xl-Na
T.Okuda,H.Daimon,H.Shigeoka,S.Suga,T.Kinoshita* and A.Kakizaki*

Dept.Material Phys.,Fac. of Eng. Sci., Osaka University,

Institute for Solid State Physics, The University of Tokyo*

Recently, studies of Si surfaces adsorbed with alkali
metals have been performed intensively^^"''^ In the caseof
the Si(lll)3x 1-Na surface, the electronic structure, precise
geometric structure and even the coverage of the sodium
has not been clarified yet.

In order to understand the true nature of the Si(lll)3x 1-
Na surface, we have performed surface sensitive (SS) high
resolution photoelectron spectroscopy of Si 2p core levels of
the surface. We have also made similer measurements on

the Si(lll)67x7-Na and the Si(lll)7x7 surfaces for com
parison.

The experiment was done at BL-18A of the Photon Fac
tory. The samples were cleaned by direct current heating
up to about 1250 °C . Sodium was evaporated from a com
mercial getter source(SAES Getters,Japan) to the Si(lll)
wafer which was kept at 500 ®C. The base pressure in the
measurement chamber was in the order of IO~^'mbar range.
The overall energy resolution(electrons and photons) was
0.28eV in SS rtieasurement.

Figure.! shows the SS spectra of Si 2p core level for
(a)the clean Si(l 11)7x7 surface, (b)the Si(lll)3x 1-Na and
(c)the Si(lll)57x7-Nasurfaces, recorded at hi/=130eV. The
spectra were fitted with a nonlinear least-square method us
ing 3 doublet components convoluted by Gaussian (exper
imental resolution) and Lorentzian (life-time broadening)
functions. Every spectrum is normalized at the highest
peak and a linear secondary-electron-background is sub
tracted. The doted line shows the raw data and the solid

line shows the fitted data. The fitted data is in very good
agreement with the raw data. Each spectrum consists of
bulk component (labeled B) and surface components (la
beled S\ and 52), which are split due to the spin-orbit
interaction in the final state. The fitting parameters are
tabulated in Table 1 as well as the surface and bulk core

level shifts and their intensity ratios.
The values of bulk core level shifts of the Si(lll)3xl-Na

and the Si(lll)(57x7-Na were —0.13IeV and +0.007eV. So
the valence band maximum of the Si(l 11)3x 1-Na was bend
ing about 0.13 eV toward Ef compared with Si(lll)7x7
surface. But on the Si(l 1l)(57x7-Na, the band bending is
not conspicuously.

From the deconvoluted spectra of the surface compo
nents, we can get several hints about the Si(lll)3x 1-Na
as follows. The number of the surface components and the
intensity ratio between these surface components infer that
there are more than two kinds of surface Si atoms in the

Si(lll)3x 1-Na, and the amount of these two kinds of the
surface atoms are comparable. From the relative intensity
ratio of the surface components and bulk component, we
also estimated that the number of the surface Si atoms hav

ing different electronic states from bulk Si atoms, is about
4 ( ~ 1.405 X 3, see Table.1) in the surface unit cell of the
Si(lll)3xl-Na. The intensity of the S\ and S2 , relative to
that of the bulk component B, and the amount of the core
level shifts of the surface components from the bulk compo
nent are larger in the Si(lll)3x 1-Na than the Si(lll)(57x7-
Na. Therefore the Na atoms on the Si(l 1l)3x 1-Na surface
may be connected with more surface Si atoms, and the dis
tance between Na and Si atoms on the Si(lll)3xl-Na is
thought to be smaller than that on the Si(lIl)<57x7-Na
surface. From these results we think that the surface struc

ture of the Si(l ll)3x 1-Na has more complex structure than
the model which was proposed by D.Jeon et al. from the
STM study .
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Fig.l Surface sensitive (SS) Si 2p core level spectra of
(a) Si(lll)7x7, (b) Si(lll)3xl-Na and (c) Si(lll)57x7-Na surfaces
measured at room temperature.

Table.1. Fitting parameters used for the lineshape ainalysis and the
values of the bulk core level shJft8(those are from that of the 7x7
clean surface) and surface core level shIfts(those are from the bulk
component of each surface) as well as the intensity ratio of the sur
face component compared with the bulk component. The estimated
number of surface atoms in 1x1 unit cell (fl,) are tdso shown. The
positive value of shift represents the shift to larger binding energies.

(») (b) (c)
7x7 3xl-Na 57 X 7-Na

Spin-orbit splitting (eV) 0.608 0.608 0.608

Branchingratio {"iflPvzll) 0.600 0.586 0.541

Lorentzian width (eV) 0.18 0.18 0.18

Gaussian width (eV) 0.28 0.28 0.28

Bulk componentfB)
Bulk core level shift (eV) — -0.131 0.007

Siuface componentf5i j
Core level shift (eV) 0.314 0.267 0.197

Intensity ratio 0.488 0.446 0.318

Svuface componentfSj )
Core level shift (eV) -0.716 -0.437 -0.341

Intensity ratio 0.055 0.425 0.332

Number of surface atoms (0,) 1.062 1.405 1.189
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Introduction

The superconductor Bai-xK^BiOs (BKBO) has
the highest critical temperature Tc (30 K at x =
0.4) among the noncuprate-oxide superconductors.^
Many experimental results suggest that BKBO is a
superconductor in which the electron-phonon interac
tion plays an important role in the mechanism of its
superconductivity.^

The electronic structure of BKBO has been inves
tigated with x-ray photoelectron and bremsstrahlung
isochromat spectroscopies. Obtained results are in
rough accordance with the theoretical calculations.
However, clean surfaces in those measurements were
obtained by fracturing polycrystalline samples, which
will give only information averaged over various direc
tions in the Brillouin zone.

Experimental Procedure
Photoemission measurements were performed at

the beamline 18 A of a storage ring at the Photon Fac
tory, Photoelectrons were collected with both angle-
integrated and angle-resolved modes. The base pres
sure in the analyzer chamber was about 10~® Pa during
measurements.

Thin films of single-crystalline BKBO (x = 0.4)
were epitaxially grown onto SrTi03(llG) wafers by a
rf-magnetron sputtering method described in ref. 3.
Tc's of these films were 25-28 K. X-ray and elec
tron diffractions showed that these specimens are sin
gle crystals oriented along a [110] axis. Surfaces for
photoemission measurements were prepared by anneal
ing at 200°C in ultrahigh vacuum. Contact resistivity
was less than 10~® Ocm^ between the annealed films
and palladium deposited onto them after photoemis
sion measurements.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows angle-integrated energy distribution
curves (EDO's) of the [llOj-oriented BKBO thin film.
According to the calculations,'^'® the main band A at
—3 eV is mainly ascribed to O 2p nonbonding states.
Shoulders B at —5 eV and C at —6.5 eV correspond to
the O 2p-Bi 6p bonding states. A dip around —7.5 eV
corresponds to the band gap in the calculated density
of states (DOS). Features D and E are attributed to
the bonding states of Bi 6s and O 2p orbitals. Peaks
F, G, and H correspond to the shallow core levels of
Ba 5p3/2, Ba 5pi/25 K 3p, respectively.

We recognize that the intensity ratio of the peak
B to the peak A increases with increasing photon en-
ergy {hu) from 20 to about 30 eV and then gradually
decreases beyond 40 eV. Furthermore, we notice that
peaks A-C are enhanced at hu—22 and 32 eV.

-20 -10 Ef=0

ENERGY RELATIVE TO Ef (eV)

Fig. 1. EDO's of the (110) surface of a Bao.6Ko.4Bi03
thin film measured at photon energies between 20 and
70 eV. The excitation photon energies are indicated
on the right-hand side of each curve.

Enhancement at hu=22 eV may correspond to the
O 2s threshold. Enhancement around hu=32 eV can

be attributed to the Bi 5^5/2 threshold, because the
Bi 5^5/2 state locates at —24.8 eV and the calculation
predicts that the empty Bi 6p state has large DOS
between 5 and 7 eV above the Fermi level (Ff).

In conclusion, the energy positions of peaks and
dips in the EDO's in the valence-band region are in
good agreement with the calculated DOS.®
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Recently, the Si(I]l)4xl-In surface, one of the ordered
phases of In/Si(lll), has been attracting much attention [1-5].
The STM image of 4x1 surface, reported by Nogami and co-
workers [1,2], revealed that the 4x1 structure consists of ridges
running along <TlO> directions and takes three equivalent
orientation on the threefold symmetric Si(lll) substrate. A

structural model with IML In coverage was proposed by p-probe
AED [3]. Later another structural model with 1/2ML coverage
was profwsed by ICISS [4], Thus, general consensus has not
been achieved about the atomic structure of 4x1 surface yet. As
for the electronic structure of the 4x1 surface, semiconducting
nature of the surface is tentatively proposed [4,5].

In order to investigate the electronic structure of the 4xl-In
surface more closely, we have performed angle-resolved
photoelectron spcctroscopy (ARPES) measurements on a single-
domain 4x1 surface using synchrotron radiation at KEK, BL-
I8A

A gray-scale image of the dispersion along j-Tj direction is
shown in Fig.l, where each of second derivative of EDC (energy
distribution curve) with respect to the binding energy is displayed
as a gray-scale bar, which then forms the dispersion, i.e. Er-I^/
diagram as a whole. The second derivation of EDC's emphasizes
peaks in actual EDC's and we can easily recognizeband dLspersions
as bright bands in the gray-scale Eg-k//diagram. Three metallic
bands, m,, 012 and 7113, are observed in Fig.l. These three band
commonly have minima at X point, i.e. at the boundary of SBZ,
and disperse upward from theX" point toT" point. This suggests
that the threebands are due to partially-filled p^-states.

- f^(M) (K)

The positions in the SBZ where the mj, and nij bands
cross the Ep are plotted in Fig.2, the result of which display
2-dimensional Fermi surfaces. The left side of each Fermi surface

in Fig.2 is the unoccupied part. The percentages of electron-
occupation of each band can be estimated from the occupied area
in SBZ. They are 10,40 and 50% for m,, and nij, respectively.
Therefore, it is concluded that two electrons per unit cell occupy
the three metallic states as a whole, leading to an even number of
valence electron to be expected for the Si(lll)4xl-In surface.
Other surface states, and d2 are also observed at Eg-leV in
Fig.l. As the dispersions of dj and d2 are similar to those of a
fully-occupied danglng-bond states of unreconstructed Si(111)1x1
surface [6], they may be ascribed to bonding states between the
otherwise danglingbond of substrate and the valence electron of
In. As In is a sp-metal and hasSs^Sp configuration as valence
electrons, the seemingly p-like metallic bands, m,, m2 and m3,
may be ascribed to the metallic bonds among In atoms of
Si(lll)4xl-In surface. If these metallic bonds are indeed due to

bonds among In atoms, the IML model proposed by |i-probe
AED [3] may be plausible because the near-neighbor In-In distance
in the IML model is almost the same as the bond length of
indium metal. On the other hand, the near-neighbor In-In distance
in the 1/2ML model [4] is 18% larger than that of bulk indium
metal, thus, it may be impossible to form metallic bond among In
atoms. However, this argument is just a conjecture and theoretical
study of electronic structures to be compared with presently found
dispersions is highly desired.

^M2

xrb<)
r m3 rn2 ^

Fig.2 Fermi .surfaces of the .Si(in)4xl-In surface.

k//(A-i)
Fig.l Gray-scale image of the EB-k// diagram along T^3-X3

direction of the Si(l 11 )4x 1-In surface. Inset shows schematics
of surface Brillouin zones for 4x1 (solid) and 1x1 (dashed).
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Very recently, a lot of quantum-Monte-
Carlo calculations! of Hubbard model have been
carried out. By these calculations, the changes of
the density of states(DOS) of 3d band due to the
Mott-type metal-insulator transition are obtained.
The calculated results are similar each other,
irrespective of the subtly different calculated
method. But their results are quite striking. A
quasiparticle peak as Kondo-type resonance peak
appears at co=0 eV in the metallic phase as well as
the broad lower-Hubbard band. The width of the

quasiparticle peak becomes narrow with a peak
height as the Coulomb energy of the 3d
electrons(U) becomes larger. And finally in the
insulating phase, a quasiparticle peak disappears
and only the lower-Hubbard band is observed.
These calculated results means that the effective

mass(m*) of the carrier diverges having the Fermi-
liquid character in the metallic phase as the U
increases.

Single crystals of V2O3 were grown by a
halogen-arc-image fumace.2 Photoemission
experiments were performed at beam line BL-18A
installed at Photon Factory. The base pressure of
the system is below 3x10"!! torr. The total
resolution of the photoemission system is about 60,
70, and 80 meV at the excitation energy of hv=30,
38, and 48 eV. The conductivity in the insulating
phase is very low by about seven or eight orders
compared with tlie metallic phase, so that the
sample is easy to be charged up by the
photoemission process. Thus, the intensity of
light is set to be so weak that tlie sample is not
charged up. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio of
the spectra in the insulating phase is worse than
that in the metallic phase.

Figure 1 shows the photoemission spectra of
V2O3 at the excitation energy of hv=30 eV.
They are energy distribution curve(EDC) spectra
of the metallic phase measured at 300 K and 200
K and EDC spectrum of insulating phase measured

384

at 100 K.

The spectra of metallic phase show the
clear Fermi edge and lower Hubbard band is
located at around 1.2~1.3 eV. Furthermore, a
slight dip is found around 0.4 eV. And this dip
seems to become clear in the spectra at 200 K
rather than the spectra at 300 K. Thus
quasiparticle peak can be found at a)=0 in metallic
V2O3 by means of high resolution photoemission,
though its line shape is broad and ambiguous.

In the insulating spectra, the Fermi edge
disappears and the band gap appears. The band
gap between the top of valence band and the Fermi
edge is found to be about 0.2 eV. This value is
well consistent with the activation energy of the
electric conductivity^ and result of the infrared
reflectivity measurement.^
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Fig.1 Photoemission spectra of V2O3 at the
excitation energy of 30 eV at 300, 200, and 100 K.
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Intr oduction

a -Amylase is an enzyme that catalyzes the
hydrolysis of a-1,4-glucoside linkage of
polysaccharides. For the analysis of catalytic
mechanism and thermostability, we go on
with X-ray crystal analysis of a
thermotolerant bacterial a-amylase from
Bacillus licheniformis. Using the tetragonal
crystals^ obtained at pH 10.5, we proceeded
crystallographic analysis by the isomorphous
replacement method. But, no available
derivatives were found because of high pH
condition. Recently, we obtained new
orthorhombic crystals at neutral pH. Here
we report the crystallographic study of these
cr ystals.

Experimental and Result

Crystallization were performed at 18°C by
the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method
from a solution containing 0.6% protein,
O.IM Tris-HCl buffer (pH7.5), 1.3M
ammonium sulfate, 8mM EDTA, 0.3M NaCl,
and 1% ethanol. Crystals belong to the
space group of P2l2l2l with the cell
dimensions of a =118.2A, b =119.4A, and

c =84.6A, containing two molecules in an
asymmetric unit. Heavy-atom derivatives
were prepared by the soaking technique.
From the precession photographs, significant
changes of intensity were detected for the
crystals soaked in solution containing Hg,
Au, Tl, or Sm regent. X-ray diffraction data
from these all potential derivatives and a
native crystal were collected at BL-18B
beam line of the Photon Factory with

Sakabe's screenless Weissenberg camera .
Diffraction intensities were recorded on

imaging plate. The experimental conditions
are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Experimental conditions

Wavelength
Camera radius

Oscillation angle
Coupling constant

l.OOA
286.5mm

4° /IP

1.5deg./mm

No. of imaging plate 26
Exposure time 80sec.

The crystallographic c axis was parallel to
the oscillation axis. A total range of
oscillation is about 90° . The diffraction

images on imaging plates were digitized
using a Fuji BAS-2000 scanner, and
processed to intensity data with the program

WEIS^. Film to film scaling were performed
on the OXFORD program system. The data
processing results for the native crystal
were summarized in Table 2. The data

processing of derivatives are now being
carried out.

Table 2 A summary of data processing
( native crystal )

Resolution 2.4A

No. of measured reflections 88962

No. of unique reflections 32390
Rmerge 9.12%
Completeness 67.6%

We thank Prof. N. Sakabe and Drs. A.

Nakagawa and N. Watanabe at PF for
providing help in data collection.
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Proteins are macromolecular machines that

regulate wide range of biological functions. A major
goal of biological research has been to understand
how energy is both stored and utilized within their
structures for the porpose of biological function.
Despite the remarkable success of structural biologists
and biochemists in determining the equilibrium
structures and the functional properties of many
proteins, this problem has not been answered on a
microscopic level. A major deficiency of this ap
proach is the absence of information on how
structural dynamics relates to reactivity.

Although elements of these structural dynamics
have been inferred through time-resolved spectro-
scopy, what is needed is spatial resolution of atomic
level that currently only crystallography can provide.
Although technically challenging, time-resolved
Laue crystallography has possibilities of revealing
structural basis of specific functions.

Myoglobin (Mb), which contains one molecule of
heme (Fe-porphyrin) and stores molecular oxygen for
use in muscles, is relatively small protein molecule
(M.W. = 17,000) and has been utilized as a model
system for biophysical studies of the relation between
molecular structure and biologial function. Small
ligands such as O2, CO, and NO can be reversibly
bound to Mb at its heme iron. Excitation of

absorption band of heme in the UV-visible region by
laser or flash lamp can cause the ligand to dissociate
from the iron, and the subsequent rebinding reaction
may be followed. X-ray crystallographic studies on
equilibrium structure of Mb have shown that O2
could not enter or leave the binding site without
significant change in protein structure [1]. We are
planning time-resolved Laue crystallography to
measure the change in protein structure that take
place during the course of ligand rebinding after the
CO bond is broken by a laser flash. Our current
activities are as follows:

1. Measurement of Laue diffraction of MbCO

crystal by using time-resolved Laue camera installed
at BL-18B station:

Figure 1 shows the Laue diffraction pattern of
sperm whale MbCO crystal at 293 K. A Fuji Imaging
Plate (IP) was used as a two-dimansional detector, and
the diffraction image stored in the IP was digitized
and picturized with a Fuji BAS2000 readout and
analysis system. We can obtain the pattern by 10
millisecond exposure of white x-ray (0.5 - 2.5 A)
which is radiated from a bending magnet (B18) and
horizontally and vertically focused by using bent-
cylinder mirror. Preliminary analysis of the data

shows that the crystal diffracts to better than 2.0 A.
We are planing simultaneous use of white x-ray and
Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) for excitation experiment,
and measurement of difraction patterns soon after
Fe-CO bond cleavage is underway at BL-18B station.

2. Determination of high-resolution reference
structure of MbCO and deoxy Mb by using
monochromatic X-ray and Weissenberg method:

The diffraction data were collected up to 1.4 A
resolution using the Weissenberg camera for
macromolecules [2] which was installed at BL-18B
station. Data analysis is underway.
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Figure 1: Laue photograph of sperm whale MbCO crystal. This
diffraction pattern was taken at BL-18B station of the Photon
Factory opx;rated at 2.5 GeV and 311 mA. Time of exposure was 10
millisecond.
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Introduction

Fl-ATPase (F1) is the soluble and catalytic portion
of ATP synthase ( Fo-Fl complex ): ATP synthase
catalyses the conversion of the proton gradient
across membranes into ATP, thus playing a crucial
role in oxidative phosphorylation.

Fl from a thermophilic bacterium PS3 ( TFl ) is a
very stable molecule and has a molecular weight of
385,000, with a subunit composition of
a3P3Y6e(a,55,000; p,52,000; y, 32,000; 6, 20,000;
£,14,000). Extensive physicochemical and
biochemical studies of TFl have been done since its
isolation. It is generally assumed that the p subunit
is the catalytic one and the a subunit the regulatory
one, the rest serving for attachment to the Fo
portion or for some other unidentified function.

The primary structures of all the subunits of TFl
were determined from the DNA sequence, and an
overproducing system for the a,p and y subunits
was established. A site-directed mutagenesis study
of the TFl was also conducted.

Recently, a core part of Fl, 03P3 complex was
successfully reconstituted using over-expressed
subunit preparations. The 03P3 complex show
20 % of the ATPase activity of TFl, with similar
kinetics features. However its ATPase activity
lacks sensitivity to metal ions and azide. Thus the
a3P3 complex can be assumed to be a catalytic core
of Fl-ATPase.

We have crystallized TFl, but at the moment,
crystals give low resolution (ca 9 A) diffraction
pattern(l). In contrast, the 03P3 complex gave
diffraction patterns to 4 A resolution using sealed
tube x-ray source. In the experiment described
here, we dealt with the crystals of the 03P3
complex.

Crystallization
Crystals of the 03P3 complex were grown by
hanging drop method. The 10/^1 drop contained 10-
15 mg a3P3 complex /ml ( 200 mM sodium sulfate,
50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0)) and 14-19 %
polyethylene glycol 6000. The 4 ml reservoir
contained PEG 6000, with concentration higher by

2 % than the concentration in the drop, and was set
at 5°C. Plate crystals with 12 faces and with typical
dimensions 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm x 0.3 mm grew in 2
weeks. The crystals are cubic, with cell dimensions
a=160 A. Assuming a third of 03^3 complex in an
asymmetric unit, a value of Vm= 3.2 A^ / dalton is
obtained, which is consistent with values for other
protein crystals.

Data collection at Photon Factory
The mounted crystals were not quite stable, because
transport of the mounted crystals damaged the
crystals badly. We then carried the crystals in
pseudo mother liquor and mounted the crystals at
PF.

Native data sets to 3.0 A resolution were collected at
BL18B and using Sakabe camera with 430 mm film
casette. Data were collected in a usual oscillation
mode, because the cell was too large for
Weisenberg mode.

Data Analysis
The program WEIS for analysis of Weisenberg data
was modified to work on HP/Apollo 9000/720
workstation, based on an Iris version of Tokushima
University ( K. Morimoto, unpublished). The
modification included code changes for some of the
system calls, but most importantly, allowing
automatic processing of the whole batches of image(
typically 20 images). This reduced the processing
time to 30 min, from the previous 2 days when
human intervention was necessary. The crucial
improvement for this was an automatic location of
the fiducial marks.

Also the program AUTO for determining the crystal
orientation from stills, due to Dr T. Higashi, was
adapted for HP/Apollo 9000/720 workstation. This
allowed us to do data collection without any
rigorous crystal alinement.
The data analysis is in progress.
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Introduction

Both prokaryotes and eukaryotes have multiple
species of DNA polymerases. Among eukaryotic
enzymes, DNA polymerase p works for DNA
repair. DNA polymerase p carries out the following
steps for its repair function, (a) binds to template,
(b) recognizes the 3'-OH of a primer, (c) binds to
dNTP which carries a base complementary to the
template, and (d) forms a phosphodiester bond
between the 3'-OH of the primer and the 5'-a
phosphate of the dNTP. These reaction steps are
common in other DNA polymerases.

DNA polymerase p is the smallest DNA polymerase
consisting of a single polypeptide chain with
molecular weight of about 39,000. From simplicity
in molecular architecture and reaction mechanism,
the enzyme is suited for mechanistic study of
nucleotidyltransferase reaction in DNA synthesis.

Recombinant DNA polymerase p was over
produced in E.coli, and was extensively purified
in an active form. Proteolytic analysis of the
recombinant enzyme has shown that rat DNA
polymerase p consists of two protease-resistant
segments, a small N-terminal domain (1- 87, 8k
domain) and a large C-terminal domain (88-335,
31k domain). The 8 k fragment retains single-
strand DNA binding property while the 31 k
fragment doesn't bind to DNA. Neither
fragments show appreciable DNA polymerase
activity. Site-directed mutagenesis study has
demonstrated that the residues contained in 31 k
fragment are involved in primer recognition.

Our extensive search of crystallization conditions
of the intact DNA polymerase p was only
partially successful. However, the 31 k C-
terminal fragment formed X-ray grade
crystals(l). In the experiment described here,
we dealt with the crystals of the 31 k fragment of
the DNA polymerase p.

Crystallization
Crystals of the 31k protein were grown by
microdialysis. The 25 pi\ well in a button
microdialysis cell contained 4 -5 mg 31k fragment
/ml (in PC buffer containing 0.5 M KCl ) and 1 %

polyethylene glycol 6000. The 3 ml reservoir
contained 3 to 4 % PEG 6000, 60-120 mM KCl,
50 mM Na-PIPES (pH 6.0), ImM EDTA, 1 mM
DTT, and was set at 5°C. Block crystals with
typical dimensions 0.5 mm x 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm
grew in 2 weeks.
The crystals are orthorhombic, space group P2l2l2,
with cell dimensions a= 120.3 A , b= 64.2 A, c=
39.4 A. Assuming one 31k fragment in an
asymmetric unit, a value of Vm= 2.37 A^ / dalton
is obtained, which is consistent with values for
other protein crystals.

Data collection at Photon Factrory
Native data sets to 2.0 A resolution were collected at
BL18B and BL6A using Sakabe camera with 430
mm film casette. Derivative data sets were collected
to a slightly lower resolution of 2.8 A for the two
candidates ( mercury and platinum). Data were
collected utilizing feature of Sakabe camera when
the crystal was mounted along c-axis, otherwise
data were collected in a usual oscillation mode.

Data Analysis
The program WEIS for analysis of Weisenberg data
was modified to work on HP/Apollo 9000/720
workstation, based on an Iris version of Tokushima
University ( K. Morimoto, unpublished). The
modification included code changes for some of the
system calls, but most importantly, allowing
automatic processing of the whole batches of image(
typically 20 images). This reduced the processing
time to 30 min, from the previous 2 days when
human intervention was necessary. The crucial
improvement for this was an automatic location of
the fiducial marks.

Also the program AUTO for determining the crystal
orientation from stills, due to Dr T. Higashi, was
adapted for HP/Apollo 9000/720 workstation. This
allowed us to do data collection without any
rigorous crystal alinement.
The data analysis is in progress.

Reference

l)Shirakihara, Y., Matsukage, A., Nishimoto, Y.
«& Date, T. (1994) J Mol. Biol. 235, 1342-1344.
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Introduction

X-ray crystallography using monochromatic x-
ray radiation has been successful in
determining three-dimensional structures of
enzymes and their complexes with inhibitors
or substrate analogs. However, three-
dimensional structures obtained by the
method are time-averaged ones, because the
time required for collection of x-ray
diffraction data is very long compared with
the rate of enzymatic reactions or the speed
of dynamical motion of proteins.

Recently, Laue method using very intense
white x-ray radiation from SR has been
revalued!) The method enables one to collect
x-ray diffraction data from protein crystals in
milliseconds, and consequently, structural
changes accompanied by enzymatic reactions
in crystals might be clarified. In this paper,
we describe the result of the structure
analysis of the inhibitor complex crystal of the
zinc protease (SON?) produced by
Streptomyces caespitosus"^^ using x-ray
diffraction data collected by Laue method.

Experimental
A complex crystal of SCNP with the inhibitor

(N-CBZ-Gly-Tyr) was prepared by
cocrystallization method using acetone as a
precipitant. X-ray diffraction experiments
were performed using the white x-ray beam
(X=0.5~2.oA) produced by the storage ring in
PF (KEK).A Laue camera located on the beam-
line station 18B was used for data collection.
The crystal mounted on the Laue camera was
exposed to the white x-ray beam in 10
milliseconds on every 10 degrees of the
spindle axis in a range of O'-llOL Diffraction
patterns were recorded on 11 imaging plates
and they were processed using Program
LPPF93. The crystal was stable for x-ray
irradiation.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows statistics of the diffraction data

collected by Laue method. It also includes
those of diffraction data collected by a
Weissenberg camera (A.= 1.00A),

Table 1. Dififaction data statistics

Complex with Complex with
Crystal N-CBZ-Glu-Tyr N-CBZ-Gly-Tyr

Wave length
Resolution

Completeness
Rsym

Rmerge
AF(2.5A)

I.OOA
I.SA
80%

0.08
0.08

0.5~2.oA
2.5A
62%

0.18
0.21

0.29

The quality of the Laue diffraction data is
worse than the Weissenberg data as reflected
by the large Rsym and Rmerge values.
Moreover, the completeness of the Laue data
is only 62%. Difference Fourier maps were
calculated using (F(complex)-F(native)) as
coefficients for Weissenberg and Laue data.
F(native) were measured using a four-circle
diffractometer. As shown in Fig. 1. electron
density corresponding to inhibitors are
observed in the active site of SCNP. Thus, in
spite of low quality and low completeness of
the diffraction data collected by Laue method,
the quality of the Laue data is enough to find
out the position of inhibitor in the complex
crystal.

I I (b]
Figure 1. Electron density map

around the active site
Complex data was collected by

(a) Weissenberg camera (b) Laue camera

Reference
1) Emil F.Pai (1992) Current Opinion in

Structural Biology 2 821-827
2) S.Harada et al., (1991) J.Biochem. 110
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The nitrile hydratase (NHase) is an enzyme
which hydrates various nitriles to the corresponding
amides^. The NHase from bacteria Rhodococcus sp.
N-771 can be obtained in two forms, active and
inactive. Inactive NHase can be readily converted to
active form by light irradiation^. This photosensitive
NHase consists of 2 subunits ap with a total
molecular weight of =46,200 (from DNA sequence),
and has 2 iron atoms per molecule as cofactor^. The
goal of this research is to understand its enzymatic
mechanism and ultimately the photoactivation
mechanism.

The inactive form of NHase, which is more
stable, was purified, crystallized, and preliminary
data taken as described previously^. The
crystallographic parameters were determined as
follows: orthorhombic P2i2i2 with a=117.4 A,
b=145.7 A, c=52.iA and Vm=2.4 A^/Da with 2
molecules per asymmetric unit.

The intensity data was collected using
Weissenberg camera and Imaging Plate'̂ at
beamline 6A2 (X=1.0 A, 310-320 mA, camera
radius=430 mm, temperature=10°C) in the Photon
Factory. The data of up to 2.2 A resolution was
collected from one crystal (0.3 x 0.3 x 0.2 mm) in a
total exposure time of 52 minutes. A total of 155,481
observed and 33,167 independent reflections were
processed using WEIS^ which is 72% of the total
reflections measurable at this resolution. The data

gave an overall Rmerge (2^II-<I> I/ L I) of 6.8%. The
rotation function was calculated which indicated a

presence of a non-crystallographic 2-fold axis
parallel to the a-b planeat ^45° from a-axis^.

A survey of heavy-atom derivatives has been
performed using heavy-atom reagents shown in
Table 1. From preliminary analysis, a PCMB
derivative seemed most promising and thus data
was collected using one PCMB-soaked crystal (0.1 x
0.1 X0.1 mm) at beamline 18Band the data of up to
2.5A resolution was collected in a total exposure
time of 51 minutes and processed using WEIS. A
total of 68,392 observed and 20,149 independent
reflections, which is 63% of the total reflections
measurable at this resolution, were obtained with an
overall Rmerge of 7.0%. Using nativeand derivative
data, difference Patterson map was calculated using
(IFpH I-1Fp I)2 as coefficients. The map however,
did not give any discernible heavy-atom peak.

indicating that the PCMB derivative was in fact not
an isomorphous heavy-atom derivative. At the
moment, a low crystal quality is the limiting factor
in the progress of this research, especially that
caused by large mosaic spread around the c-axis
direction. This may be partially due to an impurity
component that can not be removed in the final
NHase sample. A survey of crystallization
conditions including an improvement in
purification procedures for better crystals is under
consideration.

The authors are grateful to Prof. N. Sakabe, Dr.
A. Nakagawa, Dr. N. Watanabe (KEK) and Dr. Y.
Sugawara (RIKEN) for their continuing support.

1) Y. Asano et al: Agric. Biol. Chem.44 (1980) 2251
2) T. Nagamune et al.: Biochem. Biophys. Res.

Commun. 168 (1990) 437

3) T. Nagamune et al.:}. Mol. Biol. 220 (1991) 221
4) N. Sakabe: Nuclear Instr. Methods Phys. Res. A303

(1991)448

5) T. Higashi: /. Appl. Crystallogr. 22 (1989)9
6) J. Honda et al.: Photon Factory Activity Report #10

(1992)105

Compounds
surveyed
(1 mM)

Diffraction recorded

(O-yes, X-no*) and
soaking time [days)

Observable change in
diffraction pattern

(O-yes, X-no)
l.K2PtCU X -

2. K2Pt(CN)4.3H20 X -

3. K2Ptl6 X -

4. K2HgU.2H20 0[8] X

5. Hg(CH3COO)2 0[5] 0

6. p-chloromercuri Ol4] O"

benzoale (PCMB)
7. Mersalyl acid 0117] 0

8. Elhylmercury X -

Ihiosalicylalc
9. NaAuCU.2H20 OI9]

Q...

lO.Samarium acetate O[10] X

11. AgNOs 0112] X

12. LaCl3.7H20 X -

13. La(N03)3-6H20 01181 X

14. Sm{NO3)3.6H20 X -

15. SmCl3.6H20 0(18) X

Table 1: Result of the survey of heavy-atom
derivatives. Diffraction photographs were taken by
oscillation photography using Ni-filtered X-rays
from a Rigaku rotating-anode X-ray generator (60
mA, 50 kV, 8 h exposure).
*Data not recorded because either the crystals
cracked or gave no pattern ^^Diffraction data that
seemed most promising as a heavy-atom derivative
***Weak high angle data
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Introduction

The bonding nature in diamond(C) is considered
to be an archetype of covalent bonding. Since
Brill (1939)1) reported the structure factors of
diamond obtained by the powder diffraction, a
great number of experimental and theoretical
studies for the electron density in diamond have
been carried out to examine this important
bonding nature. So far, the various models
have been presented. The purpose of this study
is to reveal the accurate electron density in
diamond by the newly developed method, the
Maximum Entropy Metho(i(MEM)2). Recently, Takaraa
et al. have measured the nine low order struc

ture factors ((sIn 0/A )<0.8A"1) using the
Pendellosung method^). But, for the present
purpose, it is desirable to measure the far more
extensive data set including the data of the
'forbidden' 222 reflection. In this study, the
Synchrotron Radiation powder diffractometry was
done to get precise data set up to (sin0/A)
<1.34A-1.

Expcriaent
The X-ray powder data of diamond was collected
by the large Debye-Scherrer camera (radius
572mm) using Imaging Plates at the Photon Facto
ry BL-6A2 and BL-18B. The comparison of the
resolution for these two sets of data are shown

in Fig.l in terms of the full width of half
maximum (FWUM) obtained from the powder pro
files. Since the resolution of BL-18B is two

times higher than that of BL-6A, the data meas
ured at BL-18B were adopted. The wavelength of
the incident X-ray was 0.7A. Other experimental
arrangements were described elsewhere in
the present study the sample were prepared
without using the capillary to diminish the
background intensity due to the glass capillary
and the 24 Bragg integrated intensities were
obtained with inclusion of the 222. The results

of the profile fits are shown for the 111 and
the 222 reflections in Fig.2.

Electron Density in Diaaond
The details of the procedure to obtain MEM
density distributions from powder data are given
in the previous work^). For the MEM analysis,
the observed value of the 222 structure factor,
0.97(1), were included. In Fig.3 the MEM elec
tron density map are shown for the lower-
electron-density region of (110) plane. The
atomic sites are sharp maxima of electron densi
ty with a peak value of 205.1e/A^. Fig.3 shows
the typical feature of the covalent bonding. It
was found that the value of the density at the
saddle point at the bond midpoint, 1.6e/A^, is
in excellent agreement with theoretical values,
l.Sle/A^, which was the result of the pseudopo-
tential calculations^).

The authors thank Prof. N.Sakabe and Drs.

A.Nakagawa and N.Watanabe of Photon Factory for
their kind help and suggestions in data collec
tion.
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Fig.l The FWHMs of BL-6A and BL-18B.
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Introduction

In the region of photon energy above, e.g., 25

eV the superexcited states with the ion cores of

inner-valence hole states or satellites are

importemt, i.e., inner-valence excited states or

doubly excited states. These highly-lying super

excited states are quite unstable because of a

large number of decay chemnels into autoionization

emd dissociation. In this region a photoabsorption

or photoionization spectrum involves a large con

tribution from direct ionization. This makes one

believe it difficult to observe spectroscopically

these highly-lying superexcited states. This is

why much is not known on these superexcited states

until present. However, although the probabilities

of yielding neutral fragments are very small in

this energy region, fluorescences from fragments

produced in the neutral dissociation of super

excited states initially induced are free from

ionization. This can provide the sensitive spec-

troscopy for the highly-lying superexcited states.

We present here some of the new observation of

highly-lying superexcited states of simple molecu

les, which is now in progress by measuring the

yield spectra of fluorescence radiation from

neutral fragments (fluorescence excitation spectra:

FES's).

Experiment

A monochromatized SR from a 3 m normal inci

dence monochromator at BL-20A intersected a sample

gas in a cell. The vuv-fluorescences from photo-

dissociation fragents transmitted through a LiF or

MgFa window were detected using a microchannel

plate coated with Csl.^~^ The FES's of vuv-fluo-
rescence were obtained by continuously changing

the wavelength of SR.

Results and discussion

We present the FES's of undispersed vuv-fluo-

rescence for CO, Nz, COz, and NzO in Fig.l. In the

FES's two kinds of structures are shown; well-

defined vibrational structures are presented in

the region of lower photon energy near the onsets

of the vuv-fluorescence, whereas in the higher

energy region fluorescences are enhanced with

broad peaks. The well-defined vibrational struc

tures for COz and NzO are originated from the

neutral dissociation of Rydberg states converging

onto the excited ions with one hole configuration

from neutral molecules in ground states. Vibra

tional structures for Nz emd CO are not explained

by this type of superexcited states but attributed

to the doubly excited states or the Rydberg states

converging onto satellite ions, some of which are

newly observed. The well-defined structures in

FES's indicate the vibrationally bound superex

cited states in the Franck-Condon region, which

could be explained by the character of the ion-

core mixed with bound ionic state configurations.

Because of smaller photon energies than the

energy required to produce vuv-fluorescent frag

ments in dissociative ionization excitation, it is

clear that broad enhancements in the higher photon

energy region in the FES's for Nz and CO are also

ascribed to the doubly excited states or super

excited states with inner valence hole. Careful

comparison with the yield spectra for dissociative

ionization also shows that most of these enheuice-

ment in the FES's for Nz and CO are also due to

the highly-lying superexcited states. These new

observations entailes the advantage of FES's mea

surement as an "ionization free" spectroscopy of

highly-lying superexcited states.

'M.Ukai et al. Phys.Rev.A 46,7019(1992).
^M.Ukai et al. J.Chem.Phys. ^,2835(1992).
^M.Ukai et al. Chem.Phys.Lett. 195,298(1992).
'̂ M.Ukai et al. J.Chem.Phys. In press.
^M.Ukai et al. J.Chem.Phys. 95,4142(1991).

Fig.l vuv-FES's for Nz, CO, COz, and NzO.
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Introduction

Neutral dissociation of excited molecules in

the energy region well beyond their ionization
potentials is one of the unrevealed mysteries.
Strong demeinds arise for revealing the potential
curves and presenting "how", "to what extent", or
"with what selectivity or preference" neutral dis
sociation occurs.

We show here a "bird-eye's view" of the fea
ture of neutral dissociation by measuring the two
dimensional (2D) yield spectrum of fluorescence
(FES) emitted from excited 0* atoms as a function
of both excitation photon wavelength Xex and fluo
rescence wavelength Af, i.e.,

O2 + hV(Ae,<) 02**(superexcited state)
-^0 + 0'*'

0 + hV(Af).

Experiment

The experiment was performed at BL-20A. Syn
chrotron radiation from a 3 m normal incidence
monochromator was intersected with O2 gas in a
cell. The fluorescence emitted from the gas was
dispersed using a holographic 1200flines/nTn grating
with a curvature radius 20 cm at 64°. A dispersed
image of fluorescence spectrum was obtained using
a continuous resistive-anode type position sensi
tive detector behind a microchannel plate (MCP)
coated with Csl (ref.2).

Result

Figure 1 shows the 2D FES emitted from disso-
ciatively excited neutral 0 atoms as a function of
Aex for SOSA^SeO nm. In this region of A©>< atomic
ions are not energetically accessible as the part
ners of the dissociative-ionization-excitation for

the 0* atoms. Each of the horizontal line struc
tures in Fig.l present the partial Ol fluorescence

yields from individual 0* atoms produced in the
neutral dissociation of O2**. It is also shown
that the molecular fluorescence from parent ion is
absent. The smooth variation of the fluorescence

yields shows the dissociation of repulsive O2'*"*'.
However, the potential curves for these repulsive
O2** have not been obtained.

As well as the smooth variation, the discrete
structures of fluorescence yields are also observ
ed at Aex to excite well-defined vibronic levels
of nsCTa and nd7T« (n23) Rydberg series converging
onto 02*(c'^Z~u,v=0,1) ions. Although some Ol lines
overlap with others due to the limited resolution
of about 2 nm, yet there are observed well-identi
fied resonance structures of certain Ol lines
among the overlapping manifolds. However, the
behavior of enhanced fluorescence yields is dif
ferent at Aex to excite v'=0 and v'=l levels. The
yields of several Ol lines at Ae>c for v'=0 are en
hanced simultaneously, which is ascribed to the
partitioning in a multi-channel predissociation.
By contrast, at Aex for v'=l levels of each n
(principal quantum number) states of O2 , the
production of O(ns^S) (n23) atoms is emphasized
selectively, where n is conserved. This striking
behavior is an evidence of the state-to-state

selective neutral dissociation, which is ascribed
to the tunneling through the barrier on the 02**
(c'*Zu""nsCTa) potential curve followed by a fast
dissociation into the converging limit of 0(ns S)+
0('d), i.e.,

Oa**{c Zu ns£7« or ndn^) 0(nB S) + 0( D).
Similar discussion is possible for ndn^ Rydberg
states.

^M.Ukai et al. Phys.Rev.Lett, submitted.
^M.Ukai et al. Chem.Phys.Lett. 195.298(1992).
^K.Tanaka i M.Yoshlmine J.Chem.Phys.70,1626(1979).
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Introduction

The dynaiics and spectroscopy of superexcited
states of lolecules have recently been studied extensive
ly.^'^' in the decay of superexcited states, auto-
ionlzatlon and neutral dissociation often compete with
each other. For H2 most of neutral dissociation from a

one-electron excited state, (iscTg)(nSlX), is predissocia-
tion. Thus the photodissoclation of H2 is a good example
for the investigation of nonadiabatic coupling which Is
responsible for predissociation. in this work we have
extensively measured the anguiar-iomentufli population of
H(3ll) produced through the photodissociation of H2 in
the region of the incident photon wavelength between 72
and 75ni, where % is the anguiar-fflomentum quantum
number.^' The same measurements have been carried out

for D2 to examine the isotope effect on predissociation.

Experimental

The present method is based on the difference in
the lifetimes of 3s, 3p and 3d states of atomic hydrogen
and deuterium. The time-dependent Baimer-a intensity
was observed through a delayed coincidence method be
tween a Baimer-a photon and a 1/312 divided RF pick-up
pulse, which is synchronized with an incident spchro-
tron radiation (SR) pulse under the single bunch opera
tion. The monochromatized SR beam (bandwidth: O.OBnm)
from a 3 m normal incidence monochromator at the BL-20A

was Introduced to a gas cell filled with H2 or D2 gas of
which pressure ranged from 4 mTorr to 46 iTorr. The
obtained time-dependent Balmer-a intensity was fitted to
a triple-exponential function. The fitted results were
analyzed taking account of effects of a collision
between an H(3)l) or D(3!t) atom and an H2 or D2 molecule
because the sample gas pressure is not quite low.

Results and Discussion

The investigation for H2 has been described in
detail in our article.^' Thus we summarize it briefly.

The angular-momentum population of H(3!l) shows a
strong dependence on the incident photon wavelength in
the longer wavelength region and a weak dependence in
the shorter wavelength region. The population seems to
converge to the equal partition as the incident photon
wavelength becomes shorter. It Is shown that the Rosen-
Zener type transition between the three states, not two
states, at a large internuclear distance plays an
important role in the dissociation dynamics.

A D2 molecule dissociates more slowly than an H2
molecule. Thus the adiabaticity in dissociation in
creases on going to D2 from H2. From this viewpoint we
have measured the population of D(3!l) produced through
the photodissociation of D2. The preliminary result of
the population is shown in fig. 1. The precise analysis
has been in progress.

Balmer- a excitation spectrum

angular-momentum population

O : D(3s)

• : D(3p)
A : D(3d)

72 73 74 75

Wavelength j nm
fig.l (a) Obtained excitation spectrum of the Balmer-a
radiation produced through the photodissociation of D2.
The deuterium gas pressure was 24 mTorr. The vertical
arrow denotes the dissociation limit of D(3Sl) + D(ls).
(b) Obtained angular-momentum populations of D(3!l)
produced through the photodissociation of D2 as a
function of the incident photon wavelength; O D(3s),
• D(3p), A D(3d). The bandwidth of the incident photon
was 0.08 ni for both (a) and (b).
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In the present work two new Rydberg states

of O2 have been found in a high resolution
photoionization study of O2 performed on the

BL20A in the Photon Factory of KEK.

Two vibrational progressions were observed
in the spectra of total ionCFig.1). electron
(Fig.2) and 0^-electron coincidence (Fig. 3).
By comparing the vibrational spacings of the
two progressions with that of the B^ITu ionic
state observed by Baltzer et al'. and by ana
lyzing the value of the quantum defect (5. the
vibrational quantum number v of these two

progressions were determined such that the

minimum deviation of the value of the effect

ive quantum number n*=n-c5 were obtained. By
the values of (5(~0. 99) the two progressions

were determined to associate with the transi

tions from BpTTu orbital to 4s a t and 5s a ,

orbitals converging to the 3^ fl u ionic state. Fig. I photoionization efficiency curve.
Thus, both states have an electron configura
tion of (3^nM)nscr, with a symmetry of ^11^.
where (3^11 u) represents the electron config
uration of the 3^nu ionic core.

The molecular constants of these two Rydberg
states are determined by fitting the observed
data to a second-degree polynomial:

E(v)-Te+a) .(v4I/2)-a;. .(v+1/2)' (2)
We obtained the following constants for the

4s a t state: a;,= II3meV. <d . =1. 24meV. Te =

I9.75IeV. and for 5s<7, state: (D. = lIOraeV.

CO , X ' =1-ISmeV. Te=20. 429eV. The dissociation

limits for the 4s a ^ and 5s a i states are est

imated to be 22.316eV and 22.978eY respectiv
ely. they might correspond to the dissociation

limit of: 0(2pU'P)) +0(2p'nd"('P. 'D. "P. 'D))
with n=3 and 4 at the energy of 22.2IeV and

22.88eV respectively, where nd" represents
Rydberg states of the atomic oxygen convergi
ng to the 0"(2p''(^P)) limit.

The diffuseness of the bands shown in the

photoionization efficiency curve implies the

presence of predissociation of these Rydberg
states. Fig. 3 showed the electron-O"" coincid

ence spectrum (lower curve) and the electron-

07 coincidence spectrum(upper curve) obtained
in this work, we can see that two vibrational

progressions are observed clearly in the spe-

ctrum of 0^ but not in the spectrum of O2''.
The disappearance of the structure in the Oz"

spectrum showed that these Rydberg states are

strongly dissociated.

'P. Baltzer et al Phys. Rev. A 45. 4374(1991).
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Fig. 3 Spectra of C-electron coincidence(lower)
and Oz^-electron coincidence(upper).
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INTRODUCTION

Photodesorption in accelerators is strongly affected by
materials, and surface treatments. OFC shows lower

photodesorption yield[eg. 1-2]. The object of this experi
ment is to study the effect of irradiation of synchrotron ra
diation on OFC, particularly, photoelectron production, sur
face changes, and photodesorption. Pre-treated OFC
samples have been irradiated by synchrotron radiation , then
photoelectron and photodesorption have been measured.
The irradiated surfaces also have been analyzed by AES.

EXPERIMENT

The test samples of machined oxygen free copper(OFC)
were exposed to synchrotron radiation from the BL21 white
light beamline of PF storage ring for which the critical en
ergy is 4 keV. In the experiment we measured the photo
electron yields and the photodesorption yields due to syn
chrotron radiation. Irradiated surfaces were also analyzed
by AES. The experimental set up in this experiment was
reported in Reference[3].

RESULTS

All samples are made of high purity oxygen free
copper(ASTM-F68 Class-1). Table 1 shows some of the
tested samples with pre-treatment and irradiated beam dose.
Acetone has been used for degreasing with ultrasonic agita
tion for 30 min. HNO3 of concentration 45% by
volume(from HNO^ of concentration 65% by weight) has
been used for acid cleaning, then rinsed with deionized wa
ter, and followed by drying with methanol and dry nitrogen.
There are two series of experiments. In each experiment
series which are shown as "samplel-" and "sample2-", the
samples were irradiated continuously.

Figure 1 shows photoelectron yields of some samples in
the first experiment series and in the second experiment se
ries. All samples are machine finished. The horizontal axis
in Fig. 1 is an incident photons. The value of photoelectron
yields of the Sample1-3 and the Sample2-2 have same ten
dencies of decreasing. The decreasing tendencies between
the degreased samples and the cleaned samples by acid are
different. Photoelectron yields of the samples treated by
acid are higher than those of degreased samples.

The difference between photoelectron yields is attrib
uted to the difference between surface conditions. The de

creasing ratio of the Sample2-3 and 2-4 becomes small. The
yield of the Sample2-4 is almost constant and keeps high
value. It is presumed that these behavior of photoelectron
yields for samples treated with HNO^ is due to oxide layer
produced in acid cleaning. This oxide layer probably make
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Tablet. OFC samples

Sample # Roughness(Ra: m) Treatment Dose(mA*h)

1-3 12.5(machining) degreasing 1,020

1-4 12.5(machining) degreasing 4,880

2-2 0.1 (machining) degreasing 12,590

2-3 0.1(machining) acid cleaning 27,340

2-4 12.5(machining) acid cleaning 49,390

0.025

0.020

0.015

0.010

Sample 1-3
Sample 1-4

Sample2-2
Sample2-3

Sample2-4

10'° 10" 10'" 10
Direct photon dose (photons)

Fig.1 Photoelectron yields of the test samples as a
function of direct photon dose.

photoelectron yields higher. The difference of the yields
between the Sample2-3 and the Sample2-4 in higher pho
ton dose than 10^' photons means that surface roughness
affects on oxide layer production in acid cleaning.

Due to the surface analysis by AES, carbon ratio is de
creased in a small dose, but it is increasing according to the
increase of photon dose. The decrease of photoelectron
yield with increase of photon dose is probably caused by
this carbon ratio increase in the surface. The carbon in

crease ratio and the decrease ratio of photoelectron yields
are almost same.

CONCLUSION

Irradiation of synchrotron radiation to OFC increases
carbon concentration on irradiated surface. Photoelectron

yield which affects on photodesorption is changed by pho
ton dose and surface treatment, particularly surface with
acid cleaning keeps photoelectron yield higher.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, we had developed a new detection method for the
instability of nuclear DNA on acid hydrolysis by staining
with acridine orange (AO) to delect of DNA damage induced
by monochromatic X-rays. We e.xamined to obtain the yield
of X-ray-induced-single-strand-breaks (SSB) of DNA

measured by the alikaline elution method""- '̂. Furthermore,
the detection of active oxygen species by ESR with trappin
agents.

EXPERIMENTAL AND METHODS

(1) Human melanoma cells were treated with 10 pg/ml of
BrdU for 6 hr before harvesting. (2) At 30 min before the
havesting, various porphyrins (conc. .30 pg/ml:Photofrin-Il.
hematoporphyrin oligomer^HpO and a pheophorbide
derivative = PH-1126) were administered to the cell
suspension. (3) The cells were washed with medium
RPMII640 and were irradiated with different doses (0-10
kR(=2.58 C/kg) at 0 XI by X-ray of 0.918 A (corresponded
to the energy level of the K-shell electron of the Br atom) and
5.763 A (corresponded to the K-chell of the P atom),
respectively. (4) SSB and double-strand-brcaks (DSB) of
DNA were determined by the alkaline elution method at pH

12.1 and the neutral elution method at pH 9.6, respectively

(5) The cells irradiated was immediatly freezcd at 77 "K.
(6) The ESR spectra of the oxygen radical adducts with
trapping agents, DMPO (for HO") and TMPD (for singlet
oxygen), were measured by a ESR spectrometer (JEOL,
RE3XR type).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(I) It was found that the native DNA retained on filter

decreased expornentialy with the elution time by the alkaline
elution method as shown in Fig. 1. The slope increased with
the dose of the X-ray irradiated. (II) The slope was plotted
against the dose of the irradiation with the parameters (yo,
k2) obtained by the kinetic analysis of the AO hydrolysis
curves in the same condition of radiation as shown in Fig.
2. Each curve was linear against the do.scs of the X-ray. It
was found that each parameter depended on the radiation
doses. The slope of yo was the largest in the three curves.
Accordingly, it was the vest detection method of the DNA
damage for the nuclear DNA in a cell to delermin the yo
value by the microfluorornetric measurement. (Ill) A typical
ESR spectra of DMPO-OH was obtained as shown in Fig.
3. From the result it was considered that HQ: radical

produced in the cell by photosensitization effect escaped to
the out side of the cell. Because the distribution of the

photosensitizer was known to be the fraction of mitochondria
in the cell, it was considered that the HO" ladical was

produced in the cell and moved the outside (d tho cell, and
then the HO" was trapped by DMPO. It was estimatetl that
HO" radical was predominant species in the cell system.
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In troduc t i on

The Auger decay processes after the

inner-shell resonant excitation show the

characteristic phenomena different from
those after the ionization, because an
excited electron is in the unoccupied
orbital. These have been studied mainly
for atoms, molecules and adsorbate sys
tems. In this work we selected three

Kinds of the 4d transition-metal oxides

(Y203,Zr02 and Nb205) as solid systems
and studied the resonant Auger processes
after the metal 2P3/2 excitations.

Experimental

The samples were prepared by oxidizing
metal foils (pur i ty!> 99 .9% ) in air at
about 5 00®C . The experiments were
carried out at BL-27A station. X-ray

absorption near edge structure (XANES)
spectra were recorded using a partial
electron yield mode. The Auger spectra
were measured at several photon energies
around the absorption edge with a VSW
hemispherical electron energy analyzer.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows Y(L3M4^5M4^5) Auger
spectra of Y2O3 around Y '2P3/2 absorp
tion edge. Four peak structure is seen
,marked as A,A',B and B'. Any other
phot0e1ectr0n peak cannot be located
near this area. Peak A is assigned as
the normal Auger peak, because it ap
pears only for the excitation above the

2P3/2 ionization threshold (2083.2eV)
and its kinetic energy (E)^) is almost
independent of the photon energy. Peak
A' is assigned as the peak of the spec
tator Auger transition where the excited
electron stays in the unoccupied orbi
tal. The latter peak appears at a
rising point of the absorption peak.
The most striking result is that it
shifts to higher energy side almost
linearly with the photon energy. From a
theoretical treatment^^, the peak A
corresponds to the final state term ^G,
and the peak B to the convolution of the
other terms (^P.^D and ^F). Thus A' and
B' are considered to correspond those of
the spectator Auger peak.

The photon energy dependences of the
peak A and A" are shown in Fig.2. As
has been noted, E}^ of the spectator
Auger peak shifts almost in proportion
to the photon energy, while that of the
normal Auger one is almost independent
of the photon energy. Silimar results

have been obtained also in Zr02 and
Nb205. This may be explained as fol
lows. The excited electron drops into
the bottom of the conduction band during
the spectator Auger transition, and the
relaxation energy is transferred to the
outgoing Auger electron. This explana
tion is supported by the fact that the
width of the Ej^ shift is almost equal to
that of the absorption peak in all

References
1)G.G.K1e i man,R.Landers,P.A.P.Nascente

and S.G.C.de Castro.Phys.Rev.B46.1970

(1992)
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Introduction

Resonantly excited electron can either remain as a

spectator, or it can participate into the recombination

process. The participator Auger transition manifests it

self as enhanced intensity of the corresponding photo line,

whereas the spectator Auger transition produces a spectrum

which is roughly similar to the corresponding normal Auger

spectrum. Decay mode of the resonantly excited state is

very important for unraveling the mechanism of photodis-

sociation or photon-induced desorption of gaseous

molecules on material surface. In this paper dominant

channels in the decay process from the Mo2p3/2 Mo4d
resonant excitation are searched for the molybdenum com

pounds having different electronic structures.

Experimental

The radiation was monochromatized by a double crystal

monochromator using InSb(lll) plane providing energy

resolution better than 1.5 eV at the photon energy of 2500

eV. The electron spectra were measured with a VSW Class-

100 employing a hemispherical electron energy analyzer

fitted in ARlES-50 spectrometer. XANES spectra were re

corded with a constant-final-state(CFS) mode, i.e. record-
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Fig.1 Mo(L3M4 5M4^5(^0)) energy as a function of photon
energy for Li2Mo04(a), Ho03(b) and MoS2(c).

ing emission intensity of the secondary electrons by scan

ning the photon energy. Li2Ho04 sample was prepared by

cooling its melt at 850'C. M0O3 sample was prepared by

oxidizing metallic Mo disc(99.95%) of 10 mm<^ x 1 mm at

400'C for 1 hour in air. M0S2 sample was foil of molib-

denite.

Results and discussion

Following phenomena were observed for the resonant

Auger decay of the deep core-hole:

1) Mo(L3M4^5M4^5) Auger-lines split into those of the
spectator and normal Auger processes.

2) Mo(L3M4^5M4^5(^0)) spectator Auger-line shifts to high
er kinetic energy with photon energy of the excitation, as

shown in Fig. 1. The energy shifts, ~8 eV for Li2Mo04
and M0O3, and ~4.5 eV for M0S2. are considered to be

caused by transition within unoccupied orbitals of band

like structure.

3) Enhancements of the photo lines of Mo3p and Mo3d, shown

in Fig.2 are attributed to the non-radiative decay of the

Mo2p3/2 core-hole, where the hole recombines directly with
the excited electron.

4) Photoemission branching ratio of Mo3d5/2 to Mo3d3/2
levels changes drastically (1.25 - 2.45) around the

Mo2p3/2 threshold.

5) Higher-excited states in the resonant region are pre
dominantly lead to the participator Auger transitions

while lower-excited states to the spectator Auger transi

tions.

2520 2540

Photon energy (eV)
2550

Fig. 2 Core-line intensities as a function of photon

energy for Li2Ho04 (a) and Mo03(b).
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Introduction

The resonant excitation from core to unoc

cupied valence orbitals is followed by an Auger
decay process different from normal Auger decay
after core ionization. Such difference have been
investigated for isolated atoms and molecules in
gas phase.

The objective of the present work is to
elucidate the resonant Auger decay process in
solid phase. Four kinds of silicon compounds
(Si, SiC, Si02. Si3N4), whose electrical
properties are significantly different, were
chosen as examples in the present work.

Experiiental
The experiments were performed at the BL-27A

station. The X-ray absorption near edge struc
ture (XANES) at the Si-K edge was measured by a
partial electron yield mode. The Auger electron
spectra were measured with a hemispherical
electron energy analyzer. The polar angle of the
electric vector of the incident X-rays was 45° ,
and the takeoff direction of Auger electrons was
surface normal.

Results and discussion
Fig.l shows the XANES spectra around the Si-K

edge. Sharp resonances below 1850 eV (peaks
A,B,C,D) are attributed to the resonances from
Sils to Si3p-dominant unoccupied a * orbitals.

The SiKL2,3L2,3 Auger decay spectra of Si02
taken at various photon energies around the Si-K
edge are presented in fig.2. The lowest spectrum
represents the normal Auger decay after Sils
ionization.

Two Auger peaks (A and B) are observed around
the Si-K edge excitation. The peak A virtually
originates from the normal Auger decay. The
similarity of the photon-energy dependences be
tween the intensity of the peak B and the XANES
(fig.1(c)) suggests that the peak B corresponds
to the resonant Auger decay.

If the excited electron participates in the
Auger process, the kinetic energy (E|^) of the
Si(KLL) Auger electrons is equal to that of the
Si2p photoelectron. Thus the peak B is assigned
to the spectator Auger transition, in which the
excited electron remains in the unoccupied
valence orbitals.

The remarkable finding in peak B is the
gradual energy gain nearly in proportion to the
incident photon energy. At present we explain
this phenomenon as follows. The electron excited
into the unoccupied valence orbitals decays into
the bottom of the conduction band in the course
of the Auger transition, and its decay energy is
transferred to the emitting Auger electron. This
means that the Auger decay cannot be treated as
an independent process.

The similar energy shift of the Si(KL2,3L2 3)
resonant Auger peaks was also observed in Si3N4,
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but not in Si and SiC. It is considered that the
core holes in Si and SiC are screened by the con
duction electrons due to their high mobility, and
the charge is delocalized before the core hole
decay happens. The present results show that the
resonant Auger decay process in solid strongly
depends on the electronic structure of the solid.

|0) SlllOOl

b SiC

(c) SiO,

(d) Si,N

1840 1850 I860 1870

Pholon energy (eV)

Fig.l XANES spectra for solid silicon
compounds around the Si-K edge.
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Fig.2 Si(KL2,3L2,3) Auger decay spectra of
Si02 excited by various photon energies.
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Introduction

DNA strand breaks are one of the most important primary

lesions closely linked to a variety of cellular damage induced
by ionizing radiation. Monochromatic X-rays provide a fine
probe for the microdissection of the early processes in
radiation actions in cells, because of their unique feature that

they produce in an irradiated cell only low-energy
photoelectrons with short tracks and thus the clustered
ionization. Employing the single cell gel electrophoresis
(SCGE)assay, we initiated a project to analyse the capability
of synchrotron-produced monoenergetic X-rays to induce DNA
strand breaks within cells. The SCXjE assay, also known as

the comet assay, is a rapid, simple, visual and sensitive
technique for measuring and analysing DNAstrand breaks in
individual mammalian cellsi).

Chinese hamster V79 cells were cultured as monolayer at the

central part with 25-mm square in 35 mm plastic dishes. Cells
attached to the surface of dishes were irradiated with

monochromatic X-rays produced by the electron storage ring
atKEK-PFat 27.6 C, using the beam line 27B. The energies
selected for irradiation were 12.40 keV (0.10 nm) and 6.89

keV (0.18 nm). After irradiation, cells were dispersed by
trypsin, embedded in agarose plates on slide glasses, lysed,
subjected to electrophoresis in neutral buffer, stained with
acridine orange, and viewed under a fluorescence microscope.

10 -

0.1 nm

0.18 nm

5 10

Dose (Gy)

Fig.l. Induction of DNA breaks by monochromatic X-rays.
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The lengths of tails of "comets" were measured on

microphotographs.

Results and Discussion

Irradiated cells displayed "comets", exhibiting brightly
fluorescent heads (nuclei) and less fluorscent tails aligned in
the direction to the anode, while no DNA migration was

observed in the majority of the non-irradiated control cells.
The extended length of the tail was used as a quantitative
indices of the amount of DNA double-strand breaks. A

preliminary result indicated that monochromatic X-rays with
either energies could induce double- strand breaks of DNAs

within mammalian cells in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 1).
The effectiveness seemed to be slightly higher in 0.10 nm

than in 0.18 nm. The distribution pattern of the tail lengths,

thus the amount of DNA double strand breaks among cells

showed that monochromatic X-ray induced DNA double strand

breaks randomly among cells (Fig. 2). It was shown that the
SCGE assay is useful for analysing DNA strand breaks induced
by monochromatic X-rays. Further studies is needed to

compare the efficeincy of monochromatic X-rays with wider
range of energies for the induction of DNA strand breaks.
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The biological effectiveness and its underlying
mechanisms of the action of low-energy photons still
remains to be solved. The major concerns on the biological
effectiveness of low-energy photons in mammalian cells
are two folds; (1) low-energy photons are the ideal source
for the generation of monoenergetic photoelectrons and
provide a new means for the understanding of the action of
low-energy electrons which are the major component of
the biological effects of any types of radiations, (2) low-
energy photons also call attention in the radiation protection
standards in view of the possible health hazards of the
scattered photons. The development of the synchrotron
orbit radiations made it possible to make an experimental
insight into those yet unsolved area. For the fist problem,
our experiments using synchrotron-produced soft X-rays
have been focused on the relationship of the energy and
range of photoelectrons and the biological effectiveness as
measured by the induction of chromosome aberrations in
human lymphocytes (1992 report). Now new additional data
are available for 8.05 keV and 10.33 keV X-rays, and all
the experimental data have been analyzed in connection of
the radiation weighting factors for the low-energy photons.

Since there are no experimental data available on
the biological effectiveness or radiation weighting factors
for low-energy X-rays, the recent publication of ICRP
(International Commission for Radiation Protection)
proposed a temporally factors which have been deduced
from the LET-RBE relationship of heavy charged particles
(ICRP Publication 60, 1991, Drexler e( al. 1990). In this
experiment, human peripheral blood lymphocytes were
exposed to synchrotron-produced monochromatic X-rays
with energy ranging from 1.91 keV and 14.59 keV, and the
induced chromosome aberrations were studied in relation to

the energy dependence of the effectiveness.

Table 1. Dose-response relationship of chromosome aberrations
induced by monochromatic soft X-rays.

Experiment I-ray Photoelcctron Regression coefficients
energytkeV) EnergyOceV) Range(/iiii) a(!0-'Gy-') /9(IO-'Cy-')

[Al 14. 59 14. 06 4.51 4.32±1. 19 8.72+1.22
[B] 13- 79 13.24 4. 06 7.66±3. 90 11.7312. 59

to 12-40 11.87 3. 35 5. 44 ±2. 98 14. 0412.54

[D1 10. 33 9.80 2.42 9. 81 ±2.36 12.12 + 2.65

[E] 8. 05 7. 52 1-54 18-01+4- 25 11.05 + 4, 03

[F] 6. 89 6. 36 1-15 20.95 ±4. 22 15.8913. 94

[C] 6. 89 6. 36 1-15 19,17±6.21 16.07 + 5. 50

[H] 4. 77 4. 24 0-58 15.48±4. 74 18.55 + 5. 75

[11 3. to 2. 55 0.25 5-05 + 0-45 11.92 + 0, 23

[J] 2. 14 1.60 0.11 0.78 + 0. 50 12.5310. 23
[K] 1.91 1.36 0- 087 7.12 + 0. 69 16.71+0. 69

Table 1 summarizes some physical characteristics
and dose-response relationship of chromosome aberrations
(in this case, dicentric chromosomes). Photoelectrons arc

those from the photoabsorption of oxygen atoms. The
frequencies of dicentric chromosomes have been fitted to the
linear-quadratic dependency on dose in Gy, Y=aD+PD^, by
iteratively re-weighted least square method.

The radiation weighting factor has been calculated as
the relative value of dose-linear term against that for 200
kV X-rays, Le., cc^a^ioo. The weighting factors thus
obtained are shown in Fig. 1. As seen in the figure, the
weighting factors do not fit to those predicted by Drexler
(1990) which slight increase in the energy range between 10
keV and 100 keV with a maximum at around 50 keV. The

major reason for the difference is that the radiation dose
used in this experiment is ambient dose (d'(0)) while that of
Drexler (1990) is absorbed dose in the ICRU sphere at the
depth of 10mm from thesurface (d"(10)). The difference can
be explained if we assume that the low-energy X-rays are
highly attenuated and can not reach to the depth. The 10mm
equivalent dose is the dose which is operationally used in
the radiation protection standard. However, weighting factor
based on the ambient dose is also important in the
understanding of the potential effectiveness of low-energy
photons.

This is the first report which experimentally
determined the radiation weighting factors of low-energy
X-rays. Since the X-rays used are monoenergetic, the data
provide the experimental basis for the more realistic standard
of the radiation weighting factor in the regions of interest
whether they are in the depth of the body or at the surface.

4.0 r I I I I ihll i i I I 111II
-I UEICHTINj FQCTCR I [Reference radist ion: X-ra^l

1.0 L 1—o---

D

h-(10)/dMI0) bv Qrexler (1990)|

Photon energy. EttteU)

Fig. 1. Radiation weighting factors of low-energy X-rays as determined
by the biological effectiveness of monoenergetic soft X-rays (open
circles). Radiation weighting factors in ICRU sphere predicted by
Drexler (1990) and ICRP 60 (1991) are shown by curved line for
comparison. The radiation weighting factor is normalized against the
biological effectiveness of 200 kV X-rays.
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Introduction

The precise biological mechanism throughout
the fixation of the radiation induced primarily
physical lesion to the cellular injuries, e.g.
chromosome aberrations or cell inactivations, is
yet unknown. It have been conventionally assumed
that a exchange-type chromosome aberration is
produced by the interaction of the lesion pair in
the limited distance. Therefore the aberration

freguency is closely subjected to the geometrical
distribution of the energy deposition along a
charged particle pathway through the target bio-
molecules. Monochromatic soft X-rays can generate
the photoelectrons with the restricted initial
energy and range and make the spatially regulated
energy depositions. In the present experiment,
the induction of the chromosome aberration and

the cell inactivation was studied by synchrotron-
produced monoenergetic X-rays with various
energies.

Experimental and Result
Density inhibited culture of mouse near-

diploid cell line, m5S-lM, was irradiated with
monochromatic X-rays of guantum energy in range
between 2.1 and 14.6 keV. The irradiated cells

were dispersed by trypsin and replated and fixed
after 36 hours for chromosome analysis (1), or
replate in appropriate cell number and fixed
after 8 days for survival assay.

The results are shown in Fig 1 and 2. The
efficiency of both chromosome aberration indue
tion and cell killing slightly increased with
decreasing photon energy and reached a maximum at
around 3.9-4.8 keV, where LET corresponds with
La-. oo =6 .0-7 . 5( keV/(jm). Data were pooled to con
struct dose response curves and the best fitting
parameters for two dose-response eguations,
1inear-guadratic eguation Y=aD+pD' for chromosome
aberration induction and single-hit multi-target
eguation S=l-[1-e'" for cell inactivation,
were computed (Table 1). The difference in the
efficiency of chromosome aberration induction was
mainly due to the increase in a-term, having
maximum value at around 3.9-4.8 keV and rather

decreased with further decrease of photon energy.
The same trend holds for the efficiency of cell
killing, having the maximum n-value at same
energy range.

The energy dependence of the chromosome aber
ration induction and cell killing observed in
this study consists with that of the chromosome
aberration induction in human peripheral blood
lymphocytes (2). It represents the limitation in

Table 1. Physical characteristics and rec
relationship for chromosome aberration anc

the pathlength of the photoelectron to form cell
damages, suggesting that a pairwise interaction
of sublesions in the limited distance is neces
sary to lead to the radiation biological damages.

References

1) S. Saigusa et al.: Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 61,
785 (1992)

2) M.S. Sasaki et al.: Int. J. Radiat. Biol.-, 56,
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Fig 1. Dicentric yields in m5S-lM cells
irradiated with monochromatic X-rays with
photon energies from 2.1 to 14.6keV.
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Fig 2. The survival curve of m5S-lM cells
irradiated with monochromatic X-rays with
photon energies from 2.1 to 14.6keV.

ression coefficients of the dose-response
I cell killing.

Photon energy
(keV)

Wavelength
(nm)

Photoelectron
Energy(keV)

from oxygen atom
LET(keV/Mm)

a(xlO-'')
(cGy-M

n Do
(cGy)

2.1 0.57 1.6 13.1 6.1 2.0 224
3.1 0.40 2.6 9.3 5.2 3.7 118
3.9 0.32 3.3 7.5 8.8 6.2 111
4.8 0.26 4.2 6.0 8.0 6.5 110
6.9 0.18 6.4 4.2 5.8 5.1 131

14.6 0.085 14.1 2.0 4.7 1.9 170
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Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the important
macromolecule which control heredity in living things.
Main chain of the DNA is constituted of sugar and
phosphate. In aqueous solution whh calcium ion, Ca ions
are supposed to bind to DNA at phosphate moiety
making Ca-DNA complex. Some measurements of
melting temperature, uv difference spectra and circular
dichroism suggested that Ca ion bind to the phosphate
moiety preferentially but not to the base moiety in DNA
1). 2), 3)_ iri this study Ca-DNA complex in buffered
aqueous solution was irradiated with monochromatic X-
rays around the K-shell absorption edge of calcium. The
aim of this study is to observe the strand break
enhancement in DNA induced by K-shell ionization of
calcium atom and to clarify the physical meaning of the
enhancement.

Col El plasmid DNA purchased from Takara Co.Ltd.
was irradiated in buffered aqueous solution. In the
solution (pH 8.0), DNA concentration was 0.94 mg/ml
(2.7 mmol/dm^ as conc. of nucleotides) and the
concentration of calcium chloride (CaCl2) was 6

mmol/dm^. 10 mmol/dm^ tris-hydroxy methyl-
aminomethane (Trizma base) and 1 mmol/dm^
ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid (EDTA) were also
added to the solution. Synchrotron radiation (KEK-PF,
beamline 27-B) was used as the source of soft-X-rays.
The energies selected for irradiation were 4.030 keV and
4.071 keV. These energies are correspondent to slightly
below and above the K-shell absorption edge of caicium,
judging from the measurement of CaCl2 absorbance
spectrum. The exposure rate was 2.6 C/kg per min. The
three forms of DNA, which were supercoiled (form I),
open circular (form II) and linear (form III) forms, formed
well-separated bands in agarose gel on electrophoretic
analysis. Using the fractions of the amounts of form I
and form III to the total amount of DNA, the numbers of
double strand breaks (DSB) and single-strand breaks
(SSB) per one molecule of Col El DNA were calculated
with Povirk's equation

Fig. 1 shows the exposure dependences of the
numbers of SSB (N^) and DSB (N2) per one molecule of
Col El plasmid DNA, when the DNA solutions were
irradiated with 4.030 keV X-rays (lower energy). In the
case of irradiation on the solution with 6 mmol/dm^
CaCl2, the exposure dependence was designated by
closed circles ( ), but in the case without CaCl2 it was
designated by open circles ( -o- ). In these figures no
differences between the yields of strand breaks in DNA
irradiated in the solutions with CaCl2 and without CaCl2
were observed. On the other hand, in the case of
irradiation with 4.071 keV (higher energy), the
differences were clearly observed as shown in Fig.2. The
yield of SSB in the solution with CaCl2 was 1.25 times
higher than that without CaCl2. and further the yield of
DSB in the solution with CaCl2 was 2.08 times higher
than that without CaCl2. From these results it was
suggested that the K-shell ionization of calcium atom
induced effectively the strand breaks in DNA. The Auger
electron emitted following the K-shell ionization may
induce the high density water radicals at local space and
lead the effective strand breaks in DNA.
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Fig.1 Exposure dependences of the numbers of SSB
(Ni) and DSB (N2) per one molecule of Col El plasmid
DNA, when DNA solutions were irradiated with 4.030 keV
(lower energy) X-rays. (-•-): with 6 mmol/dm^ CaCl2. (-
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Fig.2 Exposure dependences of the numbers of SSB
(Ni) and DSB (N2) per one molecule of Col El plasmid
DNA, when DNA solutions were irradiated with 4.071 keV
(higher energy) X-rays. ( ):with 6 mmol/dm^ CaCl2, (-
o-): without CaCl2.
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The magneto-optical properties of (Fe, Co)/(Pt, Pd)
multilayers have recently attracted much attention, because
these systems are promising candidates for next-generation
high-density magneto-optical recording media. Core-level
magnetic-circular-dichroism (MCD) measurements would be
most suited for studies of these systems, since the MCD
signal at each core edge allows one to independently
determine the magnetic ordering for each specific atom. We
present here a core-level MCD study of two Co/Pt
multilayers.

A Co( 1.4nm)/Pt( 1.56nm) 40 layered sample and a
Co(0.6nm)/Pt(l .4nm) 40 layered sample were prepared on a
glass substrate by an rf sputtering method. The top layer was
a Pt one in order to avoid oxidation. The MCD experiments
were made using directly characterized circularly polarized
undulator radiation on bcamline BL-28A. Since the degree of
circular polarization of the undulator radiation depends
strongly on energy, the spectra were taken separately for the
energy regionsaround the Co M2.3 (and Pt O3) and the Pt Ne.?
(and Pt O2) edges. The photon helicity was fixed and the
magnetic field direction was switched. The measurements
were done with a bulk-sensitive reflection method with a
Faraday configuration.

Figure 1(a) shows the reflectivity and reflection MCD
spectra of a multilayer with a thicker Co layer in the region
around the Co M2.3 and Pt O3 edges. Figure 1(b) displays the
result for a multilayer with a thinner Co layer over the same
energy range. The MCD spectrum in Fig. 1(a) exhibits both a
stronger negative peak and a weaker positive signal at the Co
M2,3 edge, although the positive signal overlaps the low-
energy tail of a positive MCD at the Pt O2 edge. This MCD
pattern is similar to that observed for an MBE-grown Co
single crystal film (not shown here). This indicates that the
3d state in the thicker-Co-layer multilayer is similar to that in
bulk Co. In contrast, in Fig. 1(b) only a negative MCD peak
can be seen with almost no positive signal at the Co M2,3
edge. This enhanced asymmetry in the MCD pattern indicates
that the Co 3d orbital moment relative to the total moment is
enhanced as compared with that in bulk Co and in the thicker-
Co-layer multilayer. A negative MCD signal was also
observed at the Pt O3 edge (-54 eV).

Figure 2 shows the spectra taken around the Pt Ne, N?
and O2 edges. Strong MCD signals were observed at the Ne
and N? edges for both samples; this indicates the induced
magnetic moment on the 5d electrons in Pt. The MCD
spectrum in Fig. 2(a) exhibits a single positive peak at the
lower N? edge and a single negative peak at the higher Ne
edge. The magnitude of the positive and negative MCD
signals is nearly equal, showing that the Pt 5d orbital moment
is almost zero. In contrast, remarkable differences can be
seen in the MCD spectrum in Fig. 2(b). First, a new negative
and a positive MCD peak appear on the low and high energy
side, respectively, of the N? MCD peak. Second, the
magnitude of the positive MCD signal is larger than that of the
negative one; this shows that the Pt 5d orbital moment
remains to a large extent in this sample.

The remarkable difference in the MCD at the Co M2.3 and
Pt N6.7 edges between two multilayers could reflect the Co-
layer-thickness dependence ofthe electronic structure near the
Fermi level.
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Fig. 1 Reflectivity and reflection MCD spectra around the
Co M2.3 edge, (a) Co(l .4nm)/Pt(l .56nm) multilayer,
(b) Co(6.6nm)/Pt(l .4nm) multilayer.
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Fig. 2 Reflectivity and reflection MCD spectra around the
Pt N6.7 edges, (a) Co(L4nm)/Pt(l .56nm) multilayer,
(b) Co(0.6nm)/Pt(l .4nm) multilayer.
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A helical undulator is now in operation on beamline BL-
28A, which is intended for the exclusive use of circularly
polarized synchrotron radiation (CPSR) in the VUV and soft
X-ray regions. For a quantitative analysis of the experimental
results obtained using the helical undulator radiation, a
correction will be indispensable for the expected energy-
dependent degree of circular polarization (Pc). We present
here the results of polarization analyses" for the CPSR,
carried out using an improved reflection polarimeter. A
comparison was also madewith numerical calucations."

The polarimeter used is schematically shown in Fig. 1. It
mainly comprises two triple-reflection polarizers (TRPl and
TRP2) and a GaAsP photodiode detector (D). The
monochromator on BL-28A had a problem in that the
emerging beam was vertically deflected as the wavelength was
scanned. This necessitated a polarimeter-axis adjustment with
monochromatized light, not with zeroth-order light. In order
to cope with this serious problem we improved the previous
polarimeter^' regarding two essential aspects. First, the
present polarimeter was designed so as to incorporate two
pinhole slits (PHSl and PHS2) in its vacuum chamber. A
mechanism similar to that used for monochromator slits
allowed PHSl and PHS2 to be opened and closed; pinholes
are formed at the closed position. The entire polarimeter
vacuum chamber can be adjusted in the horizontal and vertical
translations as well as in the horizontal and vertical tiltings.
Second, a sliding mechanism was employed for the prisms of
TRPl and TRP2. This made it possible to choose a straight-
through position (i.e., no prisms). This combination of two
new mechanisms allowed an adjustment of the polarimeter
axis to the monochromatized beam under a vacuum.

The theory and analytical procedure of a polarization
analysis involving a reflection polarimeter were previously
described in detail.^' The measurements were carried out at
50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75 and 80 eV with the helical undulator
set at a right-handed CP mode, and with its first harmonic
energy (hv,) kept at ~ 75 eV.

Figure 2(a) shows the result for the degree of circular
polarization (Pc = S3/S0), compared with those obtained from
numerical calculations. The measured and calculated
undulator spectra are displayed in Fig. 2(b) for a comparison.

The measured Pc exhibited high values (> 90%) at -hv]
and at lower energies within ~I0 eV of hv|. This indicates
that only a small correction for Pc is necessary in order to
analyze the experimental results, such as MCD studies, as far
as this narrow energy region is concerned. However, the
measured Pc rapidly decreased in regions higher than hv, and
lower than -65 eV. A correction for Pc would have a
considerably important affect on the results of energy-
scanning experiments in these regions.

The calculated Pc only based on the undulator-radiation
characteristics (calc. 1) was found to be higher than the
measured Pc over the entire energy range. The Pc calculated
by taking into account the effect of the beamline optics on the
polarization (calc. 2) shows a better agreement with the
measured Pc- However, a discrepancy still remains in
regions of low-intensity undulator radiation. The main origin
of the remaining discrepancy could be a mixing of bending-
magnet radiation into undulator radiation. We now represent
the intensities of the undulator radiation and of the bending-
magnet radiation by Sq""'' and respectively, and let r =
Spbcnd/s^und Calculations were carried out for 50, 60 and 80
eV with r being a parameter. The results (calc. 3) are shown

for r=0.35 (50 eV), r=0.13 (60 eV) and r=0.30 (80 eV) in
Fig. 2(a). It can be seen that a much better agreement with the
experimental results was achieved in the calculation.

1) T. Koide et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods A336 (1993) 368.
2) T. Koide et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods A308 (1991) 635.
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the present reflection
polarimeter. TRPl and TRP2: triple-reflection polarizers; D:
GaAsP photodiode detector; PHSl and PHS2: pinhole slits;
GBP: cylindrical base pipe; M: mirror; P: prisms; VP: view
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Introduction

CeRh3B2 shows an anomalously high Curie temperature
(Tc =115K) for a Ce compounds with nonmagnetic

constituents and strong anisotropy for magnetic susceptibility.

One explanation for the anomalous magnetism may be that the

strong Ce 4f-5d hybridization and the intra-atomic 4f-5d

exchange interaction can lead to the strong ferromagnetic

coupling between the Ce 4f local moment and the strong

magnetic arusotropy. The large Ce 4f-5d hybridization lowers

the fo state from the other 4f states and act as a strong axial

crystal field Ac- Already, we have reported the existence of

the large axial crystal field which was estimated to be about

0.2eVbythe result of linear dichroism (LD)^\ Eriksson et al.
have concluded that the crystal field is strong enough that the

orbital moment of Ce 4f is almost quenched and that the

magnetic moment is mainly due to the spin magnetic

momeni^\ We have measured magnetic circular dichroism
(MCD) in the Ce 4d core-level x-ray absorption spectra for

understanding the electronic structure.

Experiment

MCD was measured at a helical undulator beam line; BL-

28 of Photon Factory. The single crystalline CeRhsBi

samples were cut elongated along the c-axis. They were

cleaved in a preparation chamber with vacuum of 5 x 10"'®
Torr, transferred to the measurement chamber, and were

mounted on a liquid-He cryostaL The samples were cooled to

about 135 K for measurement just above the Curie

temperature, i.e. in the paramagnetic region, because the

magnetization along the c-axis which is necessary to

determine Ac is almost absent below Currie temperature. A

magnetic field of 3 T was applied using a superconducting

magnet MCD was measured by measuring the total yield with

reversible field direction. The reproducibility of spectral

features have been checked for several cleavings, and only

reproducible features will be mentioned below.

Results

We observed a small but reproducible difference in the

multiplet structure of Ce 4d XAS between the right and left

circularly polarized light (RCP and LCP respectively). Figure

1(a) shows the experimental difference spectrum normalized

to the integrated intensity of averaged spectrum [LCP-t-RCP]/2

and the degree of circular polarization which is dependent on
the photon energy of the incident undulator beam. In Fig. 1,

theexperimental difference is compared with thetheoretical 4d
XAS dichroism spectra calculated by Jo et al.^^ for the axial
crystal field of Ac=0 and Ac=0.2 eV with the intensity
expected for the magnetization of 0.03 |IB/Ce. One can find

that theexperimental spectrum is closer to thecalculated Ac=0
eV spectrum than the Ac=0.2 eV spectrum. This fact does not

necessarily contradict the result of linear dichroism (Ac=0.2

eV), since according to theoretical calculations, if the crystal

field is less than Ac=0.14 eV with the f electron occupancy nf

-0.9, the line shape of the dichroism spectrum is
fundamentally the same as the spectrum for Ac=0 eV,

however the magnitude of MOD doesn't strongly depend on

Ac- This means that the 4f orbital moment is larger than the

spin moment and the reduction of the orbital moment by the

crystal field is less than that predicted in the band structure

calculation of Eriksson et al.^\
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Fig. 1 Difference spectrum for magnetic circular dichroism in

the prethreshold region and calculated difference spectra for

Ac = 0 eV and Ac = 0.2 eV, respectively
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Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) in the absorp

tion (XAS) of VUV light has been expected to be a useful

tool in the investigation of ferromagnetic materials. The

main information it yields is the local electronic state at

the magnetic atom.

In ferrimagnetic oxides as ferrites, magnetism has

been explained by the super-exchange interaction be

tween magnetic ions via oxygen ions. Another micro

scopic field which determines the electronic state of the

magnetic ions is the crystal field caused by the surround

ing oxigen ions. MCD in XAS is expected to be a good

probe for the effect of these fields on the electronic state

of the magnetic ions.

We measured the MCD in 3p —» 3d XAS of Mn and

Fe in a Mn-Zn ferrite (~ Mn2/3Zni/3Fe204) at the heli
cal undulator beam-line BL 28A in PF. The sample was

cleaned in situ using a diamond filer. The magnetic field

applied to the sample was 1.1 T and was parallel or an-

tiparallel to the k-vector of the circularly polarized inci

dent light.

We show the results in Figs. 1 and 2. 3p XAS of Fe

appears in the energy region higher than 54 eV (see Fig.

1), and below 54 eV, that of Mn (see Fig. 2). 1+ (/_)

shows the total yield for magnetization parallel (antipar-

allel) to the k-vector of the incident light. In the main

band region of Fe 3p XAS located at about 59 eV, MCD

is positive in the lower energy part and negative in the

higher energy part. On the other hand, in the main band

of the Mn 3p XAS located at about 52.5 eV show the

opposite sign.

It hcis been reported that Mn^"^ and ZiF"*" mainly

occupy the tetrahedral site (A-site) and Fe'"*" occupies the
octahedral site (B-site) in Mn-Zn ferrites. Since magnetic

moments of A-site and B-site are opposite to each other,

3d spin of Mn and Fe are opposite to each other. This

explains the above mentioned trend of MCD in the main

band.

Fig. 1. MCD in Mn and Fe 3p XAS of a Mn-Zn

ferrite (~ Mn2/3 Zni/3Fe2 04). Fe 3p absorption appears
in the energy region higher than 54 eV, and that of Mn,

lower than 54 eV. 7+ (/_) shows the total yield for magne

tization parallel (antiparallel) to the circularly polarized

incident light.

S

2[3
's^

3
2

Mn-Zn ferrite
Mn M2,3 edge

(U-I_) xlO

46 48 50 52

photon energy (eV)
54

O

0^

Fig. 2. Detailed measurement of MCD in Mn 3p

XAS.
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Several Mn-based alloys show various interest
ing magnetic properties in terms of the magnetic
phase transition and magnetic anisotropy. These
phenomena are thought to have close relation to the
existence of the orbital angular momentum as well
as the spin momentum. Magnetic circular dicliroism
of the core absorption spectrum is a powerful tool
to distinguish the contribution of the orbital angu
lar momentum from that of the sjiin momentum of
the valence electron state.

We have observed the magnetic circular dicliro
ism (MCD) of the Mn 3p core absorjition spectrum
on Mn2Sb, MnAlGe, which have the same Cu2Sb
type crystal structure. In addition, MnSb which has
the NiAs type structure was measured. The experi
ment was performed using the helical undulator and
the grazing incidence monochromator at nL-28A of
the Photon Factory. In order to cover the photon
energy in the Mn 3/> core excitation region, we used
a grating with the groove density of 1200//m and
the radii of curvature of 2m, respectively. The to
tal photoelectron was collected to obtain the XAS
spectrum. The magnetic field of 1.1 Tesla, which
was produced by a permanent magnet made of Nd-
FeB alloy, was applied to the sam|)le. The clean
surface was in .situ obtained by scraping the sample
surface in the UllV chamber. The cleanliness was
checked by the disaj)|)earancG of the characteristic
pre-peak structure of the manganese oxide.

In the MCD siiectrum of Mn2Sb, the MCD sig
nal shows the negativo(positive) sign on the lower
Hiigher) photon energy side as shown in Fig.1(a).
On the other hand, tlie MCD of MnAlCe indicates
the almost negative sign over the whole energy re-
gion.

In Mn2Sl), there are two iiuHpiivalent Mn sites,
(Mn(I), Mn(II)). The magnetic moment of Mn(II)
is approximately twice as large as that of Mn(I)
and the magnetic moments of these sites are mutu
ally antiparallel. Therefore the ine(piivalent contri
bution should be considered in understanding the
MCD spectrum of Mn2Sb.(see Fig.l (a)) On the
other hand, the Mn atoms occupy only the Mn(l)
and the nonmagnetic A1 atoms occupy the 11 site
in MnAlGe. Therefore, once the quantization axis
is defined along the Mn(ll) 3f/ majority spin for
Mn2Sb, the axis will be aligned automatically along
the Mn(I) 3f/ majority spin direction in MnAlGe.
Assuming that the Mn(l) 3r/ states are not much dif
ferent between Mn2Sb and MnAlGe, it is considered
that the MCD signal of t he Mn(l) is almost positive

over the whole energy range in Mn2Sb. Taking this
assumption into account, the observed large posi
tive MCD signal located on the higher energy side
may be explained by the contribution of the Mn(I).

We also carried out the MCD experiment in the
Mn 2p core excitation region of MnAlGe at AR-
NEIB, where the MCD shows the negative(positive)
sign at the Mn 2p2/3{2pi/2) component b. Such a
different behavior of MCD depending on the Mn 3p
and 2p core excitation may be due to the different
final states.

1) S.vSuga et al, Proc. 9th Int. Covf. Ternary and Multi-
7iary Compounds Yokohama, 1993, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.,
Suppl.(in press)
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Fig.l The absorption (solid line) and the MCD (dot)
spectra in the Mn 3p core excitation region of (a)Mn2Sb,
(b)MnAlGe and (c)MuSb. G(I_) indicates the absorp
tion intensity with the directions between the majority
spin and the photon wave vector parallel(antiparallel).
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Introduction

Circular Magnetic X-ray Dichroism (CMXD) is a
powerful method to study local magnetism of ferro(i)-
magunetic materials. Recentry a variety of the CMXD
measurment at K-, L-edge in metallic compounds, alloy,
and multilayers has been performed. '̂̂ ^ Since the
intensity of the CMXD at the L^^-edge of rare earth
metals is proportional to the average magnetic moment
on absorbing atoms,we can get the information
about the magnetic properties of the interface in the
multilayer from systematic studies.^^

In this paper, we report the CMXD spectra at the Fe
K-edge and Ho Lj^-edge in Fe(40A)/Ho(XA) {X=2.5~
80} multilayer filmes and discuss about the magnetic
structure of the interface in the Fe/Ho multilayer.

Experimental

Fe/Ho multilayed filmes were prepared by an
alternative rf sputtering method onto 15pm aluminium
foiles. The thickness of each layer was controlled by
the deposition time and confirmed by X-ray analysis.
The thickness of Fe layers was kept constant (40A) and
the thickness of Ho layers was changed from 2.5A to
SOA. The magnetization was measured with a vibrating
sample magnetometer.
The CMXD spectra at the Fe K-edge and Ho L23-

edge were measured by using circularly polarized X-
rays emitted from the elliptical multipole wigglar at
BL-28B station. The measurements were done by a
transmission method at room temperature. The magnetic
field of 6kOe was applied parallel to the sample plane.

Results and discussion

Fig.l shows the CMXD spectra (Apt) at (a) the Fe K-
edge and (b) the Ho Lj-edge of Fe(40A)/Ho(2.5A)
multilayer film at room tempareture. For comparision,
the CMXD spectra of pure Fe and pure Ho are showen
together. The absorption edge energy Eq was determined
from the first inflection point of the X-ray absorption.
It can be seen that the Fe K-edge spectrum of the
multilayer is almost the same as that of pure Fe, while
the Ho Lj-edge spectrum of the multilayer changes its
sign in companion with that of pure Ho. This means
that Fe(Ho) moment are aligned parallel(anti-parallel) to
the magnetic field at room temperature.
Fig.2 shows the peak intensity in tlie Apt at Ho L23-

edge and the magnetic moments of Ho atom (M) that
have been deduced from magnetization measurments as
a function of inverse of the Ho tliickness, assuming
that the magnetic moments of Fe are constant. These
quantities are approximated by two linear lines which

cross at about 8A of the Ho thickness. This means the
thickness of 8A of Ho layers is effectively magnetized
in the Fe(40A)/Ho(XA) multilayer. We conclude that
the interface of Ho layers is about 8A where the
magnetic moments of Ho is anti-parallel to the
magnetic moments of Fe.
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Introduction

The alloys of 3d transition-metal impurities

in Pd have been attracted by many invesigators.
The unusual giant magnetic moment has been mea

sured in these alloys. The electronic band str
uctures have been calculated in order to inves

tigate the origin of the occurrence of the
giant moments.''However, detailed experimental
investigations about the density of states

in those alloys have not been reported.
It is important to know the distribution of

the transition-metal impurity states dissolve

in Pd I especially the difference between the
minority and majority spin states.

Recently there have been much the spin*
dependent absorption experiments ( Magnetic
Circular Dichroism)providing the direct imfor-
mation of the spin-states. In this study we
investigated about the dependence of Pe conce-
ncentration on the MOD spectra in the alloys ,

PdxFe(,-x)•

Experimental

Experiments were carried out at BL 28U.
The polycrystalline alloys PdxFed-x) were

prepared by arc melting (x=0.54,and 0.77). The
base pressure was about 5x10"'° Torr during
measurement and the samples were cooled to the
liquid nitrogen temperature. The samples were
cleaned by scraping in situ before each measu-
rment. MOD spectra were obtained by means of
total yield measurement.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the MOD spectrum at the Mg.g
edge of Fe in pure Fe and in Pd54Fe4a alloy.

In pure Fe the MCD showed the large negative
signal at the Mg.g absorption edge. In both

sides of the edge the MOD signal has not been

appeared. In the alloy,Pd54Fe4e» at the Ma. a
edge the large MOD signals were also measured

as seen in pure Fe spectrum,and the positive
MCD signal were observed in the low energy
side of the Ma.3 edge. In the above region of

the edge the weak signal were seen contrary
to the pure Fe MCD spectrum.

At the Ma.3 edge the integrated value of the nega
tive signal in the alloy became small according to
the Fe concentration.

By theoretical calculation®'the spin and orbital
magnetic moments in 3d systems can be separated.
According the above treatments the orbital moments

should be appeared in the region above the Ma.3.
In this experiment the contribution of the orbital
moment of Fe to the total magnetic momements were

enhanced in the alloy Pd-Fe.

55

Fe 3p

u

A5 50 55 60
PHOTON ENERGY(eV)

Fig.l Ma.3 MCD spectra of pure Fe and Pd54Fe4e
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Rapidly increasing demands for intense circularly
polarized x-rays (CPX) have stimulated both proposals and
construction of new insertion devices all over the world.
Recently an elliptical muitipole wiggler (EMPW) has come
into operation on BL-28X, which is intended to use CPX
(exactly speaking, elliptically polarized x-rays) for 1-10
KeV. To check the polarization state of the incident beam, we
have set up an x-ray polarimeter at BL-28X.

The x-ray polarimeter is composed of an x-ray phase
retarder (XPR), A, and a linear polarization analyzer, B, as
schematically shown in Fig.l.'- Polarization of a
transmitted beam from the XPR is measured with the
analyzer for some values of deviation angle from the Bragg

condition, A0, for the XPR. Angular collimation necessary for
a well-defined phase retardation in the XPR is performed by a
double crystal monochromator, using a non-disper.sive
arrangement between monochromator and XPR. This method
gives complete information of polarization state including the
proportion of unpolarized radiation.

Polarization analyses were performed at wavelengths
of I.49A (near Ni K-edge), I.6IA (near Co K-edge) and
I.90A (near Mn K-edge). A beamline double-crystal
monochromator (symmetric Si 220 reflection) was used to
select the wavelength as well as to restrict angular
divergence. At each wavelength, polarization measurements
were made for two operation modes of the wiggler (EWP
mode and EWN mode) with a fixed Kx parameter (Kx=1.0).
At EWP mode and the wavelength of 1.90A, polarization
analyses were carried out for Kx parameters of 0.005, 0.25,

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 and 1.50. A 63 |J.m thick phase retarder was
prepared from a Si (220) wafer and set at angles near Bragg
angle for 220 reflection. For analyzer crystal, symmetric 333,
422 and 400 reflections of Si were used for 1.49A, 1.61A and
I.90A, respectively, because the Bragg angles are close to
45°. A four-circle goniometer was used for analyzer crystal.

At each angle of x from 0° tol20°, integrated intensity with <{)
rotation was measured.

Fig.I A schematic view of the x-ray polarimeter. A: x-ray
phase retarder crystal; B: x-ray linear polarization analyzer
crystal. C: Nal detector for monitoring angular position of the
retarder crystal; D: Nal detector for measuring the integrated
intensities from the polarization analyzer crystal.

Results of polarization analyses of the incident beam
to the experimental station are shown in Table 1 using Stokes
parameters. So, Si, S2, and S3. Since So is normalized to unity
in Table 1, S3 is equivalent to the degree of circular
polarization. Remarkable points are that (a) ISsI are less than
0.5 for every measured condition, (b) iS3i becomes smaller for
the longer wavelength due to depolarization at the
monochromator and (c) IS3i becomes larger with the increase
of Kx parameter.

Table 2 shows the polarization state of the radiation
from the insertion device. Calculations are made assuming
that (a) depolarization at mirrors is negligible and (b) double
crystals of monochromator are perfect. The values of IS3i are
about 0.85 when Kx is 1.00. The proportion of the
unpolarized radiation is calculated to be less than 2% from
Table 2.

1) T. Ishikawa et al., Nucl. Instrum. Method.? A 308 (1991)
356.
2) T. Ishikawa et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum., 63 (1992) 1098.

Table 1 Stokes parameters of the incident beam to the
experimental station. So is normalized to unity.

Table 2 Stokes parameters of the radiation from the insertion
device. So is normalized to unity.
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Magnetic Compton profile (MCP) measurements
inform momentum density of magnetic electrons. In
this study, we report the MCP of Fe-Ni single crystals
and discuss the anisotropy of MCP in comparison with
a theoretical model.

The single crystal of Fe,oo.xNi,j alloys (x=31, 35,
50, 75) with fee structure were made by the Bridgman
method.

The MCP of Fe-Ni alloys were measured on the
beamline AR-NEl where we can use circularly
polarized X-ray of 59.38 keV and a 13-segmented Ge
solid state detector. All measurements were carried out

with a scattering angle 160 degree at room
temperature.

Compton profile of the majority electron and
the minority electron are defined as follows.

Jm.j(P^=(JnoXPj+Jn,ag(PJ)/2 (D
(2).

Here, and denote the normal Compton profile
of valence band and the magnetic Compton profile,
respectively.

Anisotropic profile is defined as follows.

^h)d-Jh)d"Jiver»ge 0)-
Here, hkl(=100, 110, 111) show the Miller indexes and

J«verage~(3J 1 1ll)/^̂ (^)•
Figure 1(a) shows the Ally's of majority electron

and minority electron in Fe-Ni alloys. A theoretical

model for profiles of majority and minority electrons
is calculated based upon an atomic model in which the
3d wave functions are described by the radial part of
Hartree-Fock free atom and the angular parts with
linear combinations of dy and de symmetry. In the
case of pure Fe, the ratio of de to dy states, R, has
been obtained from the band calculation by Wakoh

and Yamashita", the results of which are shown in
Fig. 1(b). Experimental trend is reproduced by the
model. This suggests that anisotropic characters of pure
Fe come from the symmetry of 3d electrons. This also
suggests in Fe-Ni alloy system that anisotropic
character reflects the symmetry of d electron. However
the oscillating behavior is not well reproduced by this
model and suggests that the umklapp effects are
important.

In conclusion, the anisotropy of Compton profile
in Fe-Ni single crystals reflects the symmetry of 3d
electrons. However, the oscillating behavior do not
indicates the atomic character of valence electrons in

Fe-Ni alloy system, and it should be reproduced by
band calculation. Theoretical analysis are desired for
the quantitative understanding.
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Introduction
In the study of the electronic structure of metals

and alloys(MA), it is the most essential to know tlie
Fermi surface or the momentum distribution of
conduction electrons because almost all the physical
properties of MA are dominated by the behaviors of
conduction electrons. The Compton scattering is well
known to be a good technique to get the Fermi surface.

Pressure is also a good tool to investigate the
electronic structure of MA since we can observe a lot
of electronic (phase) transition by applying pressure.
However there have been a few reports to study the
Fermi surface under high pressure. The reason for that
is mainly the technical difficulty and, for Compton
scattering, the lack of X(Y)-ray source intensity.

Recently we can obtain the high intense X-ray by
using synchrotron radiation(SR). Thus it is very
interesting to apply the Compton scattering techniques
to the investigation of electronic structure of MA under
high pressure by using SR.

Experimental
Metallic Li was used as a sample because the

contribution from core electron to Compton profile is
small. High pressure was generated by means of a
clamp-type apparatus with Bridgman anvils(incident
side anvil[D in Fig. 1] is sintered diamond and other
one is WC anvil[B]) having a face of 3 mm in
diameter. The scattering angle was 90°.

The overall view of the apparatus is shown in
Fig. 1. A 65:35 mixture of amorphous boron and
epoxy resin was used as a pressure-transmitting
medium. The sample was pressed into a small hole of
0.5 mm in diameter in a disk of pressure medium.

Compton scattering measurement was carried out
by using 59.34 keV X-ray (Tm-K edge) from SR (AR-
NEl station). The scattered X-ray was detected by

1 c m

A E

c

B

X-ray

Fig. 1 The overall view of the
high pressure apparatus used
in the present work.
A; pressure transmitting rod,
B: WC Bridgman anvil,
C: clamp body, D: sintered
diamond Bridgman anvil,
E: locking screw, F: high
pressure boron epoxy cell,
G; SSD detector.
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means of solid state detector.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the intensity of scattered X-ray by

Compton effect of Li at ambient pressure. The
intensity of peak near 2200 channel is 19100 counts in
accumulating time of 6239 sec. The accumulating time
to get the profile in the present work is extremely
shorter than that reported previously[l]. The peak
intensity (= L^) includes the contribution not only
from metallic Li but also from pressure medium, anvils
etc. To obtain the contribution only from Li (= /j^j), we
observed the scattered X-ray intensity from the
"dummy gasket" (= fjummy) which tliere was no Li
specimen in the high pressure cell. Then we get a
signal from Li, 7^ =

O

P=1bar

JVj .
Channel 3325

Fig. 2 The intensity of scattered X-ray of Li at ambient pressure.

E]

-6 0
0(a.u.)

Fig. 3 The Compton profile of Li at ambient pressure.

Figure 3 shows the Compton profile J(Q)
corresponding as a function of electron momentum
Q. This profile seems to be similar to tliat of Li metal.
Thus it is confirmed that the Compton profile is able
to detect at high pressure.

Reference
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Introduction

Magnetic Compton scattering by usingcircularly polarized X-raysgives
information on thespin dependent electron density in momentum space
in a ferro-magnetic material. In a case of fcrri-magnetic material,
however, there are two positions for magnetic atoms, and directions of
the spin are opposite to each other. The deferenceof the amplitudes
brings a total magnetization. An usual magnetic Compton scattering
only gives information of this total magnetization. If a standing wave
field is applied in a crystal by usinga Braggdiffraction, it is possible to
get a so called off-diagonal momentum density for magnetic electrons.
In the present experiment, we measured the magnetic effect for the
integrated intensity of Compton scattering (not magnetic Compton
profile) from Y3Fe2(Fc04)3single crystal under a standing wave field.

Theoretical back ground
According to SchClIke and Mourikis(l), the integrated intensity of the
normal Compton scattering under a standing wave field is expressed as
following equations at a simplified case;

(5a/5f3)o=(ti)'/tj3o)ro^ 11, (la)

1\=IDoi2so {[Cl-t-R(9)2)Fo-H2R(e)cos(T{9))Fg]/v}V(0). (lb)

^(9)=(Vsin0B)(l/()iD(6>+PC/cos(p)], (Ic)

= R(0) exp(-iT(9)). (Id)

In Eq.(Ia), co' and COQ are the energies of the scattered and the incident X-
rays, respectively, and tq is the classical electron radius. Dq and Dg are
the complex amplitudes for the incident and the Bragg diffractedX-rays,
respectively, and R(9) is the real part of the ratio of them and T(6) is the
mutual phase shift, where 0 is the glancing angle of the incident X-rays
with respect to the crystal surface around the Bragg condition. In
Eq.(lb), Fq and Fg are the structure factors for 0 and g diffraction,
respectively, thus Fq corresponds to the total electron number in a unit
cell. The beam size is expressed by jq, and v is the volume of the unit
cell. V(0) is the effective volumeunder a Bragg condition,where tiD(9)
is the dynamical absorption coefficient along the surface normal of a
crystal, p.c is the linear absorption coefficient for Compton scattered X-
rays, 0b is the Bragg angle, and j is the angle of Compton scattered X-
rays with respect to the surface normal. R(9), T(0) and 110(9) are
obtained from the dynamical theory.
When the circularly polarized X-rays arc used, the contribution of the
magnetic Compton scattering comes into the total cross section as;

(5a/5n)=(6<T/5n)o±(6a/5f2)mag, (2a)

where (5cT/6n)niag 'S the cross section for the magnetic Compton
scattering. The sign choice depends on the directions of the total
magnetization of the sample crystal with respect to the direction of the
wave vector of the incident X-rays. In the case of usual (without a
standing wave field) magnetic Compton scattering, (8a/8Q)niag's
proportional to the degree of circular polarization, Pg, the number of the

magnetic electrons, Fq'"^®, the intensity of the incident X-rays, IDqI^.
and the geometrical coefficient, G. Under a standing wave field,
however, we consider an effective magnetic electron number and an
effective intensity of X-rays on the analogy of Eq.(lb), and then
(5a/8Q)mag isexpressed as;

(5o/Sn)rjjag=(co/(0())ro^ Imag (2b)

Imag=Pc G sq
{[(l-t-R(0)2)Fo'̂ 3g-»-2R(0)cos(T(0))Fgf"ag]/v} V(0) (2c)

where Fg"^^® is the magnetic structure factor. Then, the magnetic effect
(AI/I) under a standing wave field is expected to be;

Al/I = 2(8o/8f2)fnag/(5cr/8C2)o. (3)

Experimental and Result
The experiment was carried out at the AR-NEl beamline. Figure 1

shows the experimental arrangement. Circularly polarized X-rays of
26.02 keV were pre-monochromatized and sagitiallyfocusedby a double
crystal monochromator and vertically focused by a bent mirror. Then
the X-rays were led to a Si(220) main-monochromator in order to realize
approximately (-i-,-) parallel setting between the monochromator and the
sample reflection (YIG(444)) to get an almost non-dispersive condition.
The sample crystal was mounted between the pole pieces of an
electromagnet so that the magnetizauon of the sample could be reversed.
The intensity of the Bragg diffracted X-rays was measured by an ion
chamber, and that of Compton scattered X-rays was measured by a Ge
solid-state detector.

Figure 2 shows the experimentallyobtained rockingcurve of the (444)
diffraction (closed circles) and the angular dependence of the magnetic
effect for the integrated intensity of Compton scattering (open circles).
The solid lines in this figure are calculated one by using eq. (3). In this
calculation, we also consider the convolution function to represent the
imperfection the sample crystal, the obtained data have a good
agreement with the calculated one. The more detail of the result will be
published elsewhere.

Circularly
polarized
X-ray «

Curved X-ray
mirror

Magnelic field.

YIC (444)^

Siflll)
Sagiiial focusingdouble
crystal monochromator

Si (220) ^
Main monochromator

4- Fig-2

I . 1

l.U

Angle (arcsec)

Radiation shield
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It is well known^ that the LiMg-alloys form a system unique
in the nature due to the very wide Mg concentration range
(0 to 70 percent) without changing the bcc-lithium struc
ture and due to the very little change (0.7 percent) of the
lattice constant within this concentration range. According
to the simple free electron model, it is expected that the
almost spherical Fermi surface of Li will expand with the
increasing Mg concentration and will make contact with the
Brillouin zone boundary at a certain Mg concentration. It is
<iim of this study to obtain the electron momentum density
distribution and the Fermi surface of LiMg-alloys in order
to follow their behavior with increasing Mg concentration.
The measurement of directional Compton profiles provides
information about the projection of the electron momentum
density on the scattering vector. Measuring a set of directio
nal profiles and using a suitable reconstruction algorithm it
is possible to determine the 3-D momentum density of the
valence electrons.

Twelve directional Compton profiles were measured for
each of three LiMg alloys with Mg concentration 13, 28
and 40 percent. The measurements were made with the
Compton spectrometer at the beamline NEl of the accu
mulation ring AR of KEK. The spectrometer has four arms,
each with a Cauchois-type analyzer crystal and an imaging
plate as position sensitive detector. More details about the
spectrometer ate described elsewhere^. The incident beam
was monochromatized to 59.38 keV using a Si(lll) doub
ly bent crystal monochromator. The X-rays scattered by
the sample into an angle of 160® were energy analyzed by
Si(422) Cauchois-type cylindrically bent crystals.
The raw Compton spectra were corrected for background
noise, absorption in the sample, energy-dependent analyzer
reflectivity and imaging plate efficiency and multiple scat
tering.
The behavior of the Fermi surface near the first Brillouin zo

ne boundary can be best studied by reconstructing the oc
cupation number function of the Bloch wave number space.
This can be obtained from directional Compton profiles by
means of their one-dimensional Fourier-transform (recipro
cal form factor) at lattice translation vectors^. The 3-D
reciprocal form factor is obtained by means of the double
Fourier-transform reconstruction method*, which can also
be used to reconstruct the momentum density distribution.
A section of the Bloch wave occupation number function on

a plane perpendicular to the [110] direction is shown in Fig.
1 for the three alloys. The contact of the experimentally re
constructed Fermi surface defined by the 0.5 contour line
with the Brillouin zone boundary along the [110] direction
can be observed.

I

0.0 0.x 0.4 o.a o.a i.o o.o o.x 0.4 o.e o.s r.o
[0.U.I [no] [no]

0.0 o.x 0.4 0.$ 0.8 t.o
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Fig. 1. Contour lines of the Bloch space occupation number
function of LieoMgio (a), LirzMgss (b) and LigrMgia (c).
The dashed line denotes the Brillouin zone boundary.

^F. Herbstein and B. Averbach, Acta Met. 4, 407 (1956).
^Y. Sakurai, M. Ito, Y. Tanaka, N. Sakai, T. Iwazumi, H.
Kawata, M. Ando and N. Shiotani, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63,
1190 (1992).
^W. Schulke, Phys. Status Solidi B82, 229 (1977).
*N. Hansen, HMI-Report (Berlin), 342 (1980).
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Introduction

Although the electronic structure of 2>d-
transition metals have been widely studied by
various experimental methods, the details of the
band structure and effect of electron correlation

are remained to be studied further. The

Compton scattering takes advantage of an
obvious relationship between the observable
(Compton profile, J(pz)) and the physical
quantity (electron momentum density, p(p)) to
investigate the subject. The comparison of the
band theory and experiment is a critical test of
the validity of basic approximations on which the
band theory is founded.

Experiments

We measured sixteen directional Compton
profiles of copper with a momentum resolution
of 0.13 a.u. using 59.38 keV x-rays at the AR-
NEl beamline. The details of the spectrometer
and data-processing are described in ref. 1 and 2,
respectively.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the experimental valence
Compton profile along the [110] direction
together with those calculated by the fully
charge self-consistent KKR methodology^. The
comparison shows that the experiments is lower
at pz=0 and higher in the tail region, which is a
common feature in all directional profiles. It is
also found that the KKR calculation over

emphasize the fine structures. This disagreement
is mostly due to the inadequate potential in the
calculation.

Figure 2 shows the contour map of
reconstructed momentum density in the (110)
plane. The contact with the Brillouin zone are
clearly observed at the center of the face along
the [111] direction. From the map, the Fermi
surface anisotropy kf(100]/kf[110] is estimated

to be 1.06.
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INTRODUCTION

Artificial multilayer system Fe/Si has an
interesting magnetic properties; the saturation
magnetic moment of Fe(40A)/Si(xA) shows a
maximum at the thickness of Si, x=15A, but the
coercive force exihibits a minimum at the same

thickness of Si layers (Fig.l).
Circular Magnetic X-ray Dichroism (CMXD)

is a powerful method to probe local magnetism of
ferro- and ferri- magnerism in the multilayered
films^'^'^l

In this paper, we report the CMXD
measurements at Fe K-edge in Fe(40A)/Si(xA) to
understand the origin of the magnetic behavior
against the Si layer thickness.

EXPERIMENTAL

Fe(40A)/Si(xA) multilayered films (x=3, 5,
10, 15, 20, 40, 80A) were prepared on A1 and
Si02 substrates by alternative rf sputtering method.
The artificial periods of the films were determined
by X-ray diffraction.

The CMXD spectra of the Fe K-edge were
measured using circular polarized X-rays emitted
from the elliptical multipole wiggler at AR NE-1
station. The measurements were done by a
transmission mode at room temperature at the
magnetic field of IkOe.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

All the spectra at the Fe K-edge of
Fe(40A)/Si(xA) multilayered films were essentially
similar to the spectrum of pure Fe. This shows
that the magnetic moments of Fe layers are
coupled ferromagnetically in contrast to the
antiferromagnetic coupling suggested in the
previous paper^^l

Fig.2(a) shows the first and second peak
intensities in the Fe K-edge spectra (A ^ t) of
Fe(40A)/Si(xA) multilayered films as a function of
x. We can see a peak around x=15A in according
with the peak in Fig.l. Fig.2(b) shows the first
peak intensities in the A ^ t and the magnetic
moment in FeSi alloys. These two quantities are
found to have a close relationship. This means
that the CMXD spectra of K-edge in the Fe/Si
multilayered films reflect qualitatively the 3d

moments of these films. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the saturation magnetization curve
of Fig.l comes from the strength of ferromagnetic
coupling between Fe layers in multilayered film.
A maximum around x=15A in Fig.l and 2 is due
to existance of FeSi alloy in Fe(40A)/Si(15A) and
possbly due to existance of the so-called RKKY
interaction.
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spectra and magnetic moment of FeSi alloys.
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Recently, many magnetic scattering and absorption

experiments have been carried out using circularly

polarized synchrotron x-rays, fe are constructing a

pulsed high magnetic field generator for these

measurements at the AR NE-1 beam line.

The pulse magnet is a so-called Bitter type magnet.

The cut view of the magnet with size is shown in fig. 1.

The solenoid is made of a spiral of about 100 copper

disks isolated by insulator disks in between the copper

disks. The heat induced by the ohraic loss in the

solenoid is cooled by a water flow through holes

penetrating the disks. The same type of the magnet has

already been used in neutron diffraction and |iSR

measurements.

As a power supply for this magnet, a capacitor bank

was set up neighboring the AR facility. The distance

from power supply to the solenoid is less than 20 ra.

The capacitance is 1.2 mF and the maximum energy stored

is 60 kJ. The wave form of output current is a half-

sinusoidal wave. The pulse duration x and the period

T are 1 m sec and 1 sec, respectively. The magnetic

field is about 16 T. The polarization of the pulses

can be changed by reversing the current direction. The

current dependence of the magnetic flux density is

shown in fig. 2.
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Circularly polarised synchrotron radiation

has been used to separate the diffuse moment and

the spin moments of the rare earth materials DyFe,

and ErFej within the temperature range of 50 to

360K. The experiments were performed with 47.1keV

photons at the KEK ARNE-1 station of the

Accumulation Ring during December 1993.

The sample was placed in a cryostat situated

between the poles of an electromagnet. The field
in the gap was 0.5 Tesla which saturated the

samples at 300K and gave approximately 80 to 90%

saturation at 20K. The degree of circular

polarisation was around 0.6 [hkl] and the
scattering angle was 160°.

The data were normalised by equating the
intensities of the elastic scattering for both
field directions, since no magnetic effect occurs

here. A multi element germanium detector was used

for data collection. Each detector element had its

own power supply and counting chain and these were

adjusted to the give identical energy calibration.
The analysis of magnetic Compton scattering

data is similar to that described elsewhere [ez2).
The sum and difference spectra were corrected for

the energy dependence of the scattering cross-

section for charge and magnetic scattering,
respectively, using formulae derived in (rrl) and
[fll]. The spectra were also corrected for the

energy dependence of absorption in the sample.

The magnetic compton profile is obtained by

the subtraction of two total compton profiles of

opposing magnetic field direction.

The analysis was performed using Compton

profiles derived from Hartree-Fock wavefunctions,

tabulated in [fbl]. The diffuse component is

modelled by a free electron profile of similar

width to the 5d Compton profile.

The free parameters are the scaling factors

for each of the characteristic partial Compton

profiles used as basis functions. The areas under

each fitted partial profile is equal to the spin
moment.

The magnetic Compton profiles were analyzed

in terms of the contributions from 4f, 3d and

diffuse electrons. An example of such a profile,

for DyFej at 360K, is shown in the figure. The

temperature dependence of the spin moment was

found to be associated primarily with the increase

with temperature of the Rare Earth 4f moment. An

analysis of the data using a diffuse density
centred at the Rare Earth site, modeled by Lu 5d

electrons, rather than a truly delocalised free

electron contribution used here, gave, within the

limits of the experiment, the same result.

Clearly the identification of individual

spin moments, that is possible in compounds of
this kind is of interest. We can also deduce

additionally information about orbital moments by
comparison with bulk magnetisation data. A fuller
account of this work, in particular the

temperature dependence of the spin moments, will
be published elsewhere.
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Plots of magnetic effect against Pz(au) for the
magnetic Compton profiles of DyFej at 360K, showing
3d, 4f and free electron contributions derived
from experimental data (solid circles)
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The orbital angular momentum of an electron is the
most essential idea of quantum mechanics. In the present
study[l], we could confirm the correspondence between the
classical rotational motion of the electrons and the quantum
mechanical ideas of angular momentum by observing the cir
cular dichroism of the 2-dimensional photoelectron diffrac
tion patterns composed of the forward focusing peaks.

The experiment was performed at the NEl-B beamline
of AR. Circularly polarized light was incident perpendicular
to the Si(OOl) surface. The Si(OOl) surface has no chirality
or magnetism.

The 2-dimensional patterns of the Si 2p core photoelec
tron were measured using a display-type spherical mirror
analyzer[2]. The emitted direction of the energy-selected
photoelectrons can be directly observed on the screen of the
detector. The effective acceptance cone is about ± 45 ' in
this experiment.

Figure 1 shows the original Si(2p) photoelectron diffrac
tion patterns from the Si(OOl) surface excited by left and
right helicity light; (a): kinetic energy of 2p photoelectron
Ek = ISOeV", ccw helicity light; (b): 450eF, cw; (c): 25QeV,
ccw; and (d); 25061^, cw. The azimuthal rotation is seen
in these patterns. The peaks rotate in the same direction
as the rotational direction of the electric field of light, i.e.,
ccw direction when the light has left (ccw) helicity, and vice
versa. The amount of rotation increases when the kinetic

energy decreases.
The peaks in these patterns are well recognized as the

forward focusing (0-th order diffraction) peaks in the prop
agation of photoelectrons by near-neighbour atoms around
the emitting atom. The peaks correspond to the directions
of emitter-scatterer pairs aligned in [112], [113], and [115]
axes. If the photoelectron propagates concentrically, these
forward focusing peaks must appear on the ordinate and
abscissa passing through the center of the screen in Fig. 1.

In order to explain these rotations, we developed a quan
tum mechanical formula[l] of the propagating direction of
the wavefunction of photoelectrons, which is excited by cir
cularly polarized light. Even when the spin-orbit interaction
is considered, the results are the same. The propagating
curve is defined as the connection of the velocity vectors of
the wavefunction of the photoelectrons. Although the curves
exist continuously in three dimensional space, some of the
propagating curves passing through the surrounding atoms,
such as A, are shown by solid lines in Fig.3.

The mechanism of the peak rotation is explained as fol
lows. When this wave scatters by the atom A, the forward
direction Is not the direction OA but along this propagating
curve. The analysis showed that when the scattering atom
exists at (R,9,<f)) from the emitting atom, the forward fo
cusing peak appears in the direction (9,<f)+ ^r). Here
m IS the effective magnetic quantum number of the photo
electrons.

The small crosses in Fig. 1 represent the calculated po
sitions of the forward focusing peaks using this formula for
[112], [113], [115], and [lOlj (the white crosses outside the
pattern in Figs.1(b) and (dj). The [101] peaks are weak in
Figs. 1(a) and (c), and the peak at the upper-left corner
in (c) is not a peak but the discharge of the mlcrochannel
plates.

The amounts of the predicted azimuthal displacement
are in good agreement with the observed ones for most di

rections of forward scattering for various kinetic energies
and for both 2p and 2s core levels (not shown here). This
agreement strongly indicates that this analysis is reasonable.
Because these peak rotation is also expected by the classi
cal idea of the rotational motion of photoelectrons around
the nuclei and the rotational amount is almost the same as
that in this quantum mechanical analysis, this observation
corresponds to the observation of the rotational motion of
electrons.

|1] H. Daimon, et al.: Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 32 L1480 (1993).
(2) H. Daimon and S. Ino: Rev. Sci. Instrum. 61 (1990) 57.

Fig. 1, The Si(2p) photoelectron diffraction patterns from
the Si(OQl) surface excited by cw or ccw helicity light.

Fig. 2. The propagating curves of photoelectrons passing
through above four atoms. Left: side view, right: top view.
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Introduction

In an optical system using a zone plate, its strong chro
matic aberration is one of the most serious problem unless
the illumination is relatively monochromatic.' Therefore, in a
zone plate soft x-ray microscope, the combination of the zone
plate with an appropriate monochromator is indispensable for
a high resolution microscope. In this report an outline of a
zone plate soft x-ray microscope using monochromatized un
dulator radiation (UR) is briefly described. Some experimen
tal results are also presented.

Optical arrangement

The microscope has been recently constructed at the soft
x-ray undulator beamline NEIB of the TRISTAN
Accumulation Ring (AR). The beamline is equipped with a
10 m vertical-dispersion grazing incidence grating
monochromator and a post focusing mirror.- The microscope
is installed behind the post focusing mirror. The spectral
resolution of the monochromator is roughly around 500.
Since it meets the monochromaticity requirement of the zone
plate we used, the chromatic aberration can be neglected.
Figure 1 shows a schematic x-ray optical arrangement of the
NEIB and the microscope. A 500 pmit) pre-pinhole is located
at the focus of the post focusing mirror and used as a
monochromatic secondary source. A condenser zone plate
(CZP; ri=15.8 pm, N=1000) generates a reduced image of
the pre-pinhole on a 20 pmiji pinhole and illuminates a speci
men just behind the pinhole. An objective zone plate (OZP;
ri = 1.41 pm, N=200) generates an enlarged image of the
specimen on an image plane. The x-ray magnification is ap
proximately 1020. An x-ray image can be recorded by photo
graphic films directly or converted into a visible image by an
MCP and observed on a TV monitor by using a SIT camera.

Apparatus of the microscope

The apparatus of the microscope, as shown in Fig. 2, is
composed of three vacuum chambers connecting by welded
flexible bellows and partitioned by valves. The upstream
chamber is for the pre-pinholes which are mounted on their
holder connected to an x-y-z manipulator. The following one,
main chamber, is for the zone plates and the specimens. The
last one is for the MCP and the camera. The CZP is mounted

on its holder connected to another manipulator. The pinhole,
the specimen, and the OZP are mounted on each high
precision vacuum x-y-z stage, respectively. Each axis of the
stages can be driven manually from the outside of the
chamber by using a linear motion drive. Three x-y-z stages
are mounted on a baseplate which is a stack of three stainless-
steel plates with Viton 0-rings as dampers in between for the
vibration isolation. In order to find a correct focal distance of
the OZP and to collimate the specimen and the optical
elements easily, a visible optical prefocus unit consisting of
two microscope objectives has been developed and
introduced into the x-ray microscope. One of the objectives is
perpendicular to the x-ray axis and used for a coarse
adjustment and the other objective is on the x-ray axis and

used for a fine adjustment. There is a 2 nimiji hole on its
center to make the UR pass through. The prefocus unit pro
vides a quick, ease and precise adjustment.

Experimental results

Our microscope has been applied to a test pattern and
some dry biological specimens at a wavelength of 2.37 nni.
The test pattern is a zone plate with the same parameters as
the CZP. Its outermost zones with a 250 nm width can be
observed clearly as shown in the Fig. 3 (a). An enlarged x-
ray image of dry diatoms is shown in Fig. 3 (b). These im
ages were barely observable in real time in spite of poor
monochromatized photon flux. Therefore, our system will
provide high resolution real time observation when combined
with sources of higher brilliance.
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The possible existence of extremely weakly inter
acting neutral bosons (denoted here as X°) is con
ceivable under many recent particle physics theories
that extend the Standard Model. Although strin
gent limits exist on bosons due to astrophysi-
cal and cosmological considerations, such limits de
pend on models of stellar evolution, supernovae, the
early Universe, etc.

In order to perform a direct search for the
electron-coupling bosons, we devised an entirely
new experimental method, i.e., a synchrotron light
source is used as the source: electrons moving

in a magnetic field not only emit 7-quanta but also
bosons. We employed the undulator-NE3 since

it has the largest brilliance in the world. This novel
method enabled us to search for X^ bosons with a
sensitivity thus far unreached.

Figure 1 shows a simple diagram of the exper
imental setup. The 7-quanta are stopped in the
shield, while the X° bosons pass through it. Some
of the X° bosons can be detected with the Ge de

tector by a process similar to the photoelectric ef
fect [1], This photoelectric-like effect is enhanced at
low energies for high-Z materials, e.g. Ge (Z=32),
because its cross section is proportional to and

where Ex is the energy of the X° bosons.
We used a low-background Ge detector which

was shielded by lead and oxygen-free copper, Data
acquisition is triggered by an energy deposition in
the Ge detector greater than 0.6 keV. One output
is fed into a peak-hold ADC to precisely measure
the energy. Another Is used for recording the pulse
shape via a flash ADC at a recording rate of 100
megasamples/s.

To exclude electronic noise events, various cuts
are applied on the event's pulse shape, e.g., an event
whose maximum pulse height is below the average
noise amplitude is rejected. We estimate the effi
ciency of these cuts to be greater than 80% above
1.0 keV based on Compton scattering data of 22.2-
keV 7-quanta from ^°®Cd.

Events which synchronize with the e~ beams are
denoted as "on" and those which do not are denoted

as "off." Since X° events are included in only the
on events, good time resolution is required. Us
ing the pulse shape information, a time resolution
of 134 ns FWHM is achieved at energies as low
as 1.3 keV. Subtracting the off spectrum from the
on spectrum gives the "observed" X° spectrum in

Ge detector

Undulator ^
Shield

Fig. 1. Diagram of the experimental setup.
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Fig. 2. The resultant upper limit on axee a-t l^ke
90%-confidence level in comparison to the other up
per limits from direct searches [2].

which background events cancel out.
We fit the "observed" X^ spectrum with the ex

pected one by freely varying the electron-coupling
constant of the bosons axee, which is found
to be statistically consistent with zero. The re
sultant upper limit on axee a-t the 90%-confidence
level is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the mass
of X° bosons Mx, where the results clearly rule
out the existence of light bosons with axee larger
than 9.2 X 10"^®. Notice our upper limit is 10000
times more stringent than the other upper limits
from direct searches [2].
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Introduction

The nuclear resonant scattering process under fast

magnetic purturbation is an interesting subject to
study. Nanosecond moduration of Mossbauer y-

rays have been realized and applied to the study of

dynamic-process of nuclesr resonant scattering.
Here the observation of time evolution of nuclear

resonant Bragg scattering from a FeB03 ctystal is
reported when the magnetic field applied to the

sample was switched off rapidly. This experiment

had been made by using the X-ray undulator

installed at the NE-3 beam line in the TRISTAN

Accumulation Ring(AR).

57
Experimental and Results

FeBOo single crystal enriched to 95% in the
cy

resonant isotope of Fe was grown by the flux

method. The crystal has fairly perfection. The form

of sample is a thin platelet about 44.3// m thick.

The crystal surface is parallel to the (111) plane.

A high-quality FeB03 crystals can undergo a change
in magnetization state in a time of 2~5ns inpulse

magnetic fields of ~5 Oe in the (ill) plane. The

magnetic field was produced by small Helmholtz

coils 10mm in diameter. The radio frequency from

the cavity of the storage ring was divided into one

sixth and used as the trigger for timraing of the

pulse generator (fp=794.657kHz). The strength of

magnetic field is about 11 Oe which is sufficient

for the magnetic saturation of a FeB03 crystal. The
fall time of pulse is about 25ns. In this study the

fall-side of the pulse was used for switch-off of

the magnetic field. The magnetic field was switched

off at a time after incident time of a SR pulse. In

the time evolution of nuclear Bragg scattering from

a FeB03 crystal, the change of polarization state
was observed when a fast magnetic switching was

applied to the crystal. When the pulsed magnetic

field is applied to the crystal normal to the

scattering plane, the nuclear scattering beam from

FeB03(777) is related to the transitions of Am=±l
and K -polarized. Behind the FeB03 crystal the

polarization analyzer of Si 840 reflection was

arranged, by which only the beam of a -component of

polarization can be diffracted. The switch off time

of magnetic field was selected as 25ns after the

incidence of a SR pulse(t=0). Time evolusion of

this case is shown in Fig. 1. In this spectra, The

a-component begins to appear at t~45ns. It can be

considered that it takes about 20ns until the

strength of magnetic field decreases less than that

of saturation field of the sample. After this time

lag the magnetic structure begins to change from a

single-domain state to a multi-domain state. As is

also seen in Fig. 1, it seems likely that it takes

about 10ns or less to reach the most random

magnetic state.

- 10'

200

Time(ns)

Fig. 1. The time-spectrum of nuclear Bragg diffraction
from '̂FeB03(777). The switch off time was delayed
for 25ns after the nuclear exitation by X-rays.
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Introduction

The coronary circulatorysystem is characterized by

transmural variations in susceptibility to myocardial

1schemia under various pathophysiological conditions (1).

Penetrating transmural arteries with a diameter of 50- 200

|im which traverse from the epicardium to the endocardium

are believed to be critically involved in transmural variations

in blood flow (2). However, currentcoronary angiography

is not oriented to the evaluation of penetrating transmural

arteries. We describe here a micro-coronary angiographic

system for visualizing penetrating transmural arteries with

super-selectively infused contrast materials.

Methods

Synchrotron radiation was derived from the accumulation

ring (AR) of accelerated electrons with an accelerated

energy of 6.5 GeV and an average beam current of 25 mA

(Beamline ARNE5). In order to visualize transmural

penetrating arteries in their full length, we set a relatively

wide visual field (60 mm x 25 mm). The synchrotron

radiation was monochromatizedand magnifiedalong the

vertical direction by means of an asymmetrically cut silicon

crystal (311), which were placed in front of the objects.

The spatial resolution of the image-intensifier and TV

system was 170 |j.m (3 line pairs/mm).

We used a 7 inch image intensifier (Toshiba RTP921IG)

as an X-ray detector. The images which formed on the

fluorescent screen of the the image intensifier were fed to

the TV camera (SONY XC77) and stored on video cas.sette

(SONY KCA60K) by a video cassette recorder (SONY

VBO-7600).

We anesthetized one mongrel dog with a weight of 14

kg by intravenous injection of pentobarbital (30 mg/kg)

and controlled ventilation by an artificial respirator via an

endothoracheal tube. We placed a bypass circuit made of

silicon tube between the left subclavian artery and the

proximal portion of the left anterior descending artery, and

monitored coronary arterial flow by an electromagnetic

flowmeter, of which a probe was set in the bypass. We
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infused three to five ml of non-ionic iodinated contrast

mediawith 37 % iodine in weight concentration into the

bypass circuit viaa three-way stopcock by means of an
auto-injector while irradiating monochromatic synchrotron
radiation to thedog. Theenergy level of monochromatic
X-ray was .set at the level justabove the K-absorption
edge of iodine (33.17 KeV).

Results and Discussion

The present study demonstrates that a micro-coronary
angiogram using monochromatic synchrotron radiation
can visualize the transmural penetrating coronary arteries
in theirfull length, and is predicted to visualize even their

smaller daughter arteries bymeans of the magnified view
in the near future. This system will be useful for precise

evaluation ofcoronary circulation both in the clinical setting
and in physiologic animal experiments. Possible clinical

benefits from the visualization oftransmural penetrating
arteries and theirdaughter arteriesare as follows: detection

of organic and/or functional involvement in the small

coronary arteries in atherosclerotic heart disease, so called

"syndrome X", severe aortic valvular di.sease, hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy, diabetic heart disease, transplanted hearts
undergoing rejection, and soon. Furthenmore, the system
can be applied to clinical evaluation of the small arteries in

other organs.
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As a monochromatic X-ray source for an X-ray
CT, fluorescent X-rays have several advantages
over the monochromatic X-ray derived from a
monochromator. First, a large monochromatic
beam area is easily obtained. Second, energy can
be quickly interchanged by switching targets
using a rotating system. Third, from 20 to 100
keV monochromatic X-rays can be obtained discon-
tinuously, as required for both quantitative CT
and quantitative projection imaging(Fig.1).
Fourth, there are no higher order harmonics
present, which is inevitable when using a Bragg
reflection monochromator. And finaflly,
fluorescent X-rays are extracted transversely,
therefore a rapid shutter system for the incident
beam is not necessary.

Method

To utilize the fluorescent X-ray as a mono
chromatic X-ray source, the following must be
established:

1. Monochromaticity When a metal target is
exposed to an SR beam, Ka and Kb X-rays are
simultaneously radiated from the target metal.
High monochromaticity of fluorescent X-ray may be
obtained by preferentially absorbing the Kb X-
ray component with a filter whose K absorption
edge lies between the Ka and Kb energies of the
target. This exprimental result was reported
last year 1).
2. Dependable target angle from the incident
beam.

3. Dependable irradiation angle from the target.
X-ray quantities depending on both the target

and radiation angles were measured by an ioniza-
tion chamber and a high purity germanium detec
tor, while several metal targets were placed in
the target position.

Result and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the yield of gadolinium K X-ray
measured by the ionization chamber. The target
angle to the incident SR was fixed. The detector
angle varied from 70 to 105 degrees. At this
incident angle, the yield was almost constant at
the recorded angle interval.

Figure 3 also demonstrates the yield of gado
linium K X-ray. The detector angle was fixed
while the incident SR angle varied from 0 to 130
degrees. The maximum yield was recorded at an
incident angle of about 30 to 40 degrees when the
detector angle varied between 45 and 112.5 de
grees .

We also found that the photon quantity was
sufficient for clinical application when an
undulator was added.
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1. Introduction

In Japan, two-dimensional image acquisition techniques
have been developed to perform the intravenous coronary
arteriography [1-5]. For human study, we are planning to
perform the experiment with multi-pole wiggler beam line
(BLNEl) of Tristan accumulation ring (AR). Using this
beam line, sufficient X-ray flux for human study will be
obtained. Preliminary experiment was performed to image the
coronary artery in bending magnet beam line (BL NE5A).
And the basic research to analyze the coronary flow was
done[6]. Then present results of experiment are introduced in
this paper.

2.Methods and Materials

Above K-edge intravenous coronary angiographic system
has been constructed at the beam line of BLNE-5A of the

Tristan AR in Tsukuba, Japan. This system consisted of a
movable silicon (311) monocrystal, an image intensifier (II)
(9 inch super metal II), charged coupled device camera, X-
ray shutter, computer and a memory system. SR beam size in
front of monochromator was 150 x 10 mm. This beam was

expanded 10 times in vertical direction by the asymmetric
reflection at the silicon planes as a 150 x 100 mm
monochromatic X-ray beam. The beam energy with above
iodine K-edge was adjusted 150 eV above the iodine K-edge
(33.32 keV).

For digital processing. X-ray TV images were digitized in
a 512 X512 pixel matrix with a 12-bit depth using a 12-bit
analog-to-digital converter. All images were recorded by
videorecorder. A micro-computer VAX was used for image
processing and control of the system. The output signal from
an 11 was imaged on CCD camera for 2 msec controlled by
PLZT electro-optical shutter.

The AR was operated at 5.8 GeV with a typical current of
approximately 20-40 mA. The incident monochromatized

flux ahead objects was about 10^ photons /mm^ /second.
Basic study to measure the coronary flow was done.

Coronary flow was analyzed by measuring the coronary
diameter and flow speed between the 2 points on the LAD.

Dogs (average weight, 12 kg) were anesthetized, and a 5F
catheter was inserted into the inferior vena cava. Contrast

material (Urografin 76%, 0.75 ml/kg) was injected by the
injector.

3.Results

As the beam size in this system was 150 x 100 mm, all
structures of the left ventricle and coronary arteries were
imaged simultaneously. The coronaries without overlapping

ventricle and aorta could be clearly observed (Fig.l). The
images of the coronary arteries did not show significant

blurring due to cardiac wall motion. Furthermore, cinematic
images helped to detail the coronary structures by
demonstrating the movement and rotation of the coronary
arteries within a cardiac cycle.

The left main coronary artery and circumferential coronary
artery superimposed over the aorta and left ventricle, could
slightly be delineated at contrast washout phase from the
aorta and ventricle.

In this experiment, the image quality was insufficient for
detail diagnosis of coronary arterial structure, probably
because of insufficient X-ray flux (in front of sensor: 4.0 x

10^ photons/mm^/frame), random Compton scatter produced
by the object (50 %), and inadequate dynamic ranges of
television system (about 800). This problem will be
improved by increasing 10 times higher X-ray flux from
multipole wiggler, decrease of random Compton scatter from
the object ( < 3 %) by air-gap distance, and finally use of
television system with wide dynamic range (about 4000).

The LAD blood flow was 11.9 ml/min. This value was a

close correlated with that measured electromagnetic
flowmeter (r=0.88) [6].
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1. Introduction

Monochromatic X-ray CT with synchrotron radiation (SR)
is being used to analyze the materia]s[l, 2]. And biological
experiments with SR-CT has been also started in USA and

Germany [3-5]. From 1990, we are developing a biomedical

SR-CT to detect tracer material up to a few pg iodine/ml for
functional evaluations of regional blood flow and metabolism
corresponding to the anatomical structures[6-9]. From the

preliminary experiment, the feasibility of biomedical SR-CT
is confirmed on phantoms and rats.

However the quality of the image is not enough for our
purpose. So in this year, several factors suspected to have
strong correspondence on signal-to-noise ratio of the image
are investigated and a new system is designed. Here, multi-
scattering of the incident X-ray is a origin of noise. To
conquer this factor, optical geometry and protection system
for scattering ray are improved. The heat effect for the

monochromator of SR X-ray was also suspected and
examined.

2.Methods and material

The experimental system consists of our SR-CT system
with a rotating X-ray shutter, a silicon (111) channel-cut

monochromator. X-ray slits and a pin photodiode detector
located on the imaging sensor( usually IP is used). Energy
spectrum of monochromatic X-rays is set at 33.76 keV. Data

acquisition time for X-ray intensity at the imaging sensor is
adjusted at 6 s. The heat effect of mirror was examined by
the X-ray intensity at the imaging sensor. The output of pin

photodiode was amplified by Keithley 427 current amplifier,
digitized by A/D converter (TSK T98-0212ADM), and fed to

the micro-computer NEC PC9801NS/T.

Experiment is performed at the beam line BL NE5A of

Tristan Accumulation Ring in Tsukuba. The incident beam

was collimated with 2 x 1 mm2 area. Photon flux of the

incident X-ray is 109 photons/mm2/s from the 1 tesla

bending magnet beam line (6.5 GeV, 20-40 mA).

The experiment was done using the channel cut
monochromator with and without water cooling.

3. Results and discussions

TTie intensity of monochromatic X-ray and the temperature

of mirror was monitored simultaneously. Without water

cooling, the X-ray intensity decreased mildly until the

temperature of the mirror close to the steady state and

thereafter increased again gradually as shown in Fig.l. Here,

the temperature of the mirror risen from 29.3 ®C to 64.8 ^C

with electron current of 37.1 mA. And it takes about 25 min

to be steady temperature after white X-ray exposure started.
When water cooling system was introduced, the X-ray

intensity still increased gradually after mirror temperature

almost close to steady state(Fig.2). The temperature of mirror

increase from 23.6 "^C to 30.2 °C in 5 min. with electron

current of 36.6 mA.

The cooling system is useful to bring the system rapidly to
the steady state, so we adopt to use mirror cooling system for

the next system.
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Introdii^ction
In our previousworks the degree of gas
amplification in a gas-filled position-sensitive
proportional counter (PSPC) was studied in the
region of limitedproportionality(RLP).
The results show striking dependency of the gas
amplification factor G on the radial distance r,
which is defined as the distance between the
position of primary ionization and the anode wire.
This finding indicates that the generally-accepted
characteristic that G is independent of r breaks
down in RLP, and moreover provides an
experimental evidence for the effect of structural
change of primary-electron cloud caused by the
diffusion effect. In this report, we show further
characteristic counter response of PSPC, that is,
the splitting of position peak, which can be
observed when high-pressure counting gases are
used to detect high-energy X rays.

Experimental
We have developed a PSPC, which is a one-
dimensional position-sensitivetype with a single
anode wire and a backgammon pattern for position
readout from the charge induced by an electron
avalanche at the anode wire. The inner structure of
the PSPC is cylindrical with a 30-mm diameter.
Entrance window of 1-mmthickberyllium plate has
an effective area of 97 X4.5 mm^. The PSPC is
designed to be capable ofbeing pressurized up to
about ten atmospheric pressure. The detailed
structure of our PSPC is described in ref. 4. Two
signals, A and 5, taken from the backgammon
pattern were recorded event-by-event in the list
mode with 13-bit ADCs and two-dim. spectrum of
position vs. degree of gas

CHANNEL NUMBER

POSITION X

amplification was constructed in off-line
analysis. The experiments were carried out at NE5
and ULHAfor 8 - 60-keVX rays with 3 - 10-atm.
Ar, Kr, and Xe + several kinds of quenchers.

Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 gives an example of two-dim. display of X vs.
G, showingclearly that the events in high G region

spread in both sides of the position of X-ray incidence
and thus result in the splitting and/or broadening of
position peak. Position resolution of 122pm (fwhm)
is obtained when the events within a white rectangular
window, excluding the splitting events, are projected
onto X axis. It is confirmed for the cause of the
splitting that, because of long range of energetic
pnotoelectrons, the primary electrons produced by
these electrons are less influenced by the space-charge
effect andthen result in highergas amplification,
although giving wrong indication of incident X-ray
position. The results of detailed analysis will be
presented elsewhere.
We express sincere thanks to Drs. H. Kawata, T.
Iwazumi, and K. Hyodo of KEK Photon Factory.
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Fig. 1.
Two dim. display of position X vs.
degree of gas amplification G
obtainedfor 20.3-keVX rays.
7 atm. Xe + 10% CH4 was used.
The X rays were incident
perpendicularly to the PSPC with 5-
mm spacing. The PSPC was fully
operated in the region of limited
proportionality.
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Images of vascular injected contrast material
(iodine) are produced by subsequent X-ray flux ir
radiation of dual monochromatic photon energy, at
very short intervals to perform image subtraction
processing [1][2]. The system were renewed in
order to improve output image quality -— vertical
resolution and signal to noise ratio.

SYSTEM

The new K-edge subtraction X-ray imaging
system consists of a high speed X-ray photon en
ergy switching monochromator utilizing piezo
electric driver, two CCD cameras (PJLG-70, Omron
Co.) with full-frame type electronic shutter, two
laser video disk recorders (LVR) and an off line
image processing system, as shown in Fig.l.

The electronic shutter of new camera opens
once a frame, so that 480 scanning lines are
included in every picture (twice as much as
ordinary cameras). A piezoelectric driving system
of the monochromator ensures the synchronization
of the X-ray energy change with TV frame. The
pattern of the motion of the Si crystal (diffrac
tion grating) is shown in Fig.2.

In order to improve the image quality of the
subtraction system, the image processing technique
were performed as follows:

(1) Median filtering,
(2) Edge preserving smoothing,
(3) High frequency emphasized filtering (after

noise reduction, above mentioned),

(4) Addition of the original image taken by high
photon energy X-ray to emphasize thin blood
vessels.

The resultant images were recorded in the LVR
to show the motion of the vessels in real TV frame

rate.

Results

This system has been used to display a coronary

( Off LineProcessing System-
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Fig.l Schematic diagram of the K-edge
subtraction Imaging system.
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Fig.2 Timing chart the system

(A)Image taken by higher
photon energy X-ray

r :

(B)Subtraction image
Fig.3 Resulting image of

animal experiment

artery of an anesthetized
dog, and the obtained
images are shown in Fig.3.
During the experiments,
the SR svstem was running
at 5.8 GeV. of electron
energy, and 30inA of ring
current.
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Introduction
Metal disilicldes have received much atten

tion because of a large number of potential
application in Si LSI technology. Alkallne-earth
metal disilicldes, MflESi2 (MflE=Ca, Sr and Ba),
have characteristic Si atom configurations,
although their Si-Si distances are very close to
that of crystalline Si. BaSi? has an orthorhombic
structure at atmospheric pressure in which the Si
atoms form tetrahedra" '•'2). it is reported that
BaSig has two polymorphs, a trigonal structure'3'
and a cubic structure'^' . The trigonal and cubic
phases are obtained when BaSiz is heated up to 600
and 1000'C at 4 GPa, respectively. However, since
the crystal structure were determined for the
quenched samples at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure, a relationship in the
structures between three phase is ambiguous.
Therefor, we carried out in-situ X-ray diffraction
measurements for BaSI? at pressures up to 5.1 GPa
and temperatures from room temperature up to about
1000' C.

Experimental
X-ray diffraction measurements were carried

out by a transmitting energy-dispersive method
using synchrotron radiation in AR-NE-5. Powdered
sample and pressure marker, NaCI, in solid
pressure transmitting medium were compressed using
a multi-anvil apparatus, MAX80. Pressure was
measured using the NaCI equation-of-state scale.
Crystal structure of quenched samples using a
belt-type apparatus was also determined to compare
with the in-situ experiment.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows some X-ray diffraction
patterns of the sample at various pressure-temper
ature conditions. Hollow circles and triangles in
the figure represent the diffraction peaks from
the pressure vessel. At 1 GPa, BaSi? has the
orthorhombic structure mentioned above
(Fig. 1(a)). With increasing pressure at room
temperature, no phase transition was observed up
to 5.1 GPa (Fig. 1(b)). With increasing
temperature at 5.1 GPa, two phase transition were
observed. The first one began at 500*C. Solid
arrows represent the diffraction peaks from the
new phase (Fig. 1(c)). When the sample was heated
to higher temperatures at 5.1GPa, the second phase

transition occurred at 640'C (Fig. 1(d)). The
diffraction peaks from the second high-pressure
phase are shown by dotted arrows. We call the
first and the second high-pressure phases
BaSi2(II) and BaSi2(III), respectively. The phase
transition from BaSl2(II) to BaSi2(III) completed
at lOOO'C (Fig. 1(f)). BaSi2(III) phase was found
to be quenchable when temperature was decreased
down to room temperature and pressure is lowered
to atmospheric pressure. Fig.2 compares the
diffraction pattern from BaSl2(ITI) at 0 GPa and
28'C together with simulated patterns of the
trigonal structure and the cubic structure.
Fig. 2(b) is the diffraction pattern from the
quenched sample compressed and heated using a

belt-type apparatus, showing the trigonal
structure. However, the diffraction pattern from
BaSi2(lll) is clearly different from those from
the trigonal BaSi2 and the cubic BaSi2. The
structure of BaSi2(lll) is now under
investigation.
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Introduction

The p\ phases of AuCuZn2 alloys undergo the 18R
type martensitic transformation by cooling. According to
our previous examinations under high pressure up to
6.5GPa, the stacking pjeriods of the martensitic phase of
AuCuZn2 alloys were eighteen layers'^ No 6R type
martensitic phases appear neither in cooling nor pressing
process. On the other hand, we have found lattice
deformation waves that make 6R type stacking period^-^^
besides 18R type one. The purpose of the present study is
to determine the stacking period of AuCuZn2 martensitic
phase under pressure higher than 6.5GPa. Additionally, we
tried to phase diagram on the temperature-pressure space.

Experimental

Specimen was powdered Au-26at.%Cu-48at.%Zn alloy.
It was quenched into ice water after annealing at 773K for
10 minutes. Fig. 1(a) shows the sample assembly for
higher pressure at room temperature and Fig. 1(b) that at
elevated temperature. High pressures were generated by
MAX80 installed on AR-NE-5C. X-ray experiments were
carried out by means of an energy dispersive method. The
energy range of incident x-rays was 40 to 120 keV.

(a)

Piston

(AbOs)

(b)

End plug
(Pyrophyllite)

Ceramic tut»

7
Thermo couple

Sleave / S; Sample
(Pyrophyllite) p. prggsure marker

(NaCI+BN)

Pressure medium
(Boron+Epoxy resin)

Sample

Pressure marker
(NaCi+BN)

Electrode (Au)

Electrode (Mo)

Sample capsule (BN)

Pressure medium
(Boron+Epoxy resin)

Tube heater

(Graphite)

Fig.l Sample assembly (cross section)

Results

1) At room temperature
Fig.2(a) shows a diffraction profile of the /3l-phase at 1

atm (detector being set at 20=8 degree). When the pressure
became 20MPa, the martensitic transformation occurred.

Fig.2(b) shows martensitic phase at 2 GPa (detector being
set at 20=6 degree). Analyzing this pattern, the stacking
period is found to be 18 layers. Succesive application of

pressure caused new peaks at 1IGPa as shown in Fig.2(c)
indicating 6R type period. This change means that
martensite to martensite transformation has occurred.

2) At elevated temperatures
After heating the 18R type martensitic phase under the

2.5GPa pressure from room temperature, the x-ray
diffraction pattern indicates the Heusler type order at
530K. Then brought back to room temperature at constant
load, the phase did not return to martensitic one. That is,
the transformation is irreversible against temperature
change. By pressing the last phase at room temperature,
the martensitic transformation was induced at 4 GPa and

completed at 5.2GPa. General phase diagram on the
temperature-pressure space was achieved.
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H

• —1 IGPa
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( C ) i'

New type M
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(/3,-phase)
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Au abs. edge

2.5 2 1.5

d-VALUE (xlOnm)

Fig.2 X-ray diffraction profile of Au-26at.%Cu-48at.%
Zn alloy under pressure, (a) P=0.2MPa (=1 atm),
(b) P=2GPa, and (c) P= I IGPa.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, with a thermobaroanalysis(TBA) method,
Brazhkin and coworkers detected the first order phase
transition in liquid Te[I]. We have measured X-ray
diffraction across the proposed phase boundary to in
vestigate the structural information[2],

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were carried out using a cubic-
type high-pressure apparatus, named MAX80, in
stalled on AR-NE5C. To obtain the structure factor

of liquid, S(Q), measurements at diffraction angles
20=2,2.5,3,3.5,4,5,6,8.11 and 15° were carried out for
each experimental point. Details of the experiments and
data analysis are given elsewhere[3].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of S(Q) obtained for liquid tellurium are
shown in fig.l. There is no drastic change of the struc
ture factor, S(Q), across the proposed phase boundary
of liquid tellurium. A subpeak on the higher-Q side of
the first peak, which is also seen at the lower pressures,
remains in S(Q) at all three experimental points (curve
A, B and C in fig.l).

liquid Te

5.36 GPa, 580°C

CO

4.43GPa. 610°C

4.29 GPa, 510°C

10

Fig.l. Structure factor S(Q) of liquid Te. The sharp
peaks are the diffraction peaks from the sample capsule.
A: below the proposed phase boundary and B,C: above
the boundary.
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To investigate the temperature change of the first-
peak position, measurements at 20=3° were made at
small temperature intervals across the boundary along
heating and cooling paths, because the first peak ap
pears most significantly in the pattern at 20=3°. The
first peak positions are plotted against temperature in
fig.2. The dashed lines show the slope calculated from
the estimated thermal expansion coefficient a, 1.3x10"''
K~U These lines are drawn with arbitrary offset as a
guide for the eye. The peak shifts toward anomalous
directions both along heating and cooling paths at tem
peratures 555-570°C. There is an anomalous jump of
the peak position from 2.194±0.005A"' to 2.203±0.005
A~U Assuming a uniform volume change, the vol
ume contraction with temperature can be calculated
as AV/V=-0.012. This value agrees with the volume
change reported by Brazhkin et al.[l], AV/V=-1±0.3
% near the melting point.

6 2.20

(L 2.19-

2.18

heating
• •^ccx3ling

500 600

Temperature/°C

700

Fig.2 Temperature dependence of the first peak posi
tion of the diffraction pattern of liquid Te at 4.2 GPa.
Dashed lines show the slope calculated from the esti
mated thermal expansion coefficient.
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Introduction

It is necessary to predict the chemical and
physical properties of magmas in nature. X-
ray structure analysis is the most useful means
for understanding the structure of silicate
melts under high temperature and pressure.
Structure analyses of melts under high tem
perature and pressure, however, have been
rarely performed, because of the difficulties of
its measurements and structure analyses. We
have performed in-situ x-ray measurements for
K20-3Si02 melts under high temperature and
pressure using the synchrotron radiation and
the multi-anvil apparatus, MAX80.

Experimental

X-ray diffraction measurements were carried
out using MAX80 at AR-NE5C station and
the energy dispersive method. In order to
extend S-value range(~16y4~'), a Ge-SSD de
tector was set at various angles(2^=5~15deg).
The brief description of the experimental pro
cedure is in the literature^b

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows raw x-ray diffraction patterns
of the melts of several angles at 4GPa and
1200°C. A corrected x-ray diffraction pattern
of silicate melt could be obtained by means
of combining patterns at several angles. For
precise analyses with energy dispersive method
using SR, it is necessary to estimate "the cor
rection pattern" as a function of energy, which
includes the source intensity, absorptions, the
effeciency of the detector, Compton scattering,
etc. We obtained the correction pattern using
Monte Carlo technique(MC). Figure 2 shows
the corrected x-ray intensity patterns by means
of the MC. We are doing further development
of the MC technique including complex factors,
which depend on the angle and energy.
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An interesting superconductivity of ZrRuP
has already been reported. This phosphide crys
tallizes in two modifications; the Fe^P-type
hexagonal structure(C22) has the Tc of
13K(1,2) and the Co^P-type orthorhombic
form(C23) has the Tc of 3.5K(2,3). The hex
agonal ZrRuP(h-ZrRuP) is a layer compound.
Each layer in the hexagonal lattice is occupied
by either Zr and P atoms or Ru and P
atoms(l).The two dimensional trianglar clus
ters of RUj are formed and linked with each
other through the Ru-P bonds in the basal plane.
In contrast the orthorhombic ZrRuP(o-ZrRuP)
has layers which are filled with Zr and Ru at
oms, and these layers are all equivalent(3). We
have studied X-ray diffraction of o-ZrRuP at
high temperatures and high pressures, and have
found that the orthorhombic phase was trans
formed to the hexagonal one above 11()()°C and
3.5 GPa.

o-ZrRuP was prepared by reaction of
stoichometric amounts of Zr, Ru and red phos
phorus powders at 1()()0°C and 2 GPa (2). The
cubic-anvil type high pressure apparatus called
Max 80 was used for the X-ray study at high
temperatures and pressures. Tlie diffraction pat
terns of ZrRuP were recorded at 20=4° with an
energy dispersive method.

Figure 1 shows the energy dispersive X-ray
diffraction profiles of o-ZrRuP. A single phase
pattern of o-ZrRuP was observed at 6()()°C and
3.5GPa. TTiis phosphide transformed from the
orthorhombic structure to the hexagonal one at
around 11()0°C and 3.5 GPa. The single phase
of h-ZrRuP was found at 13()()°C and 3.5GPa.

h-ZrRuP was quenched. The pattern of the hex
agonal phase was found when the temperature
and pressure were decreased to room tempera
ture and atomospheric pressure. h-ZrRuP is
very stable at the normal condition.

1) H.Barz, H.C.ku, G.P. Meisner, Z. Fisk, B.T.
Mattias, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 77,
3132(1980).
2) I. Shirotani, N. Ichihashi, K.Nozawa, M.
Kinoshita, T.Yagi, K. Suzuki and T. Enoki, Jpn.
J. Appy. Phys., Suppl., 32-3, 695(1993).
3) R. Muller, R.N. Shelton, J.W., Richardson
and R.A.Jacobson, J. Less Common Met., 92,
177(1983)
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Figure 1 X-ray diffraction profiles of
ZrRuP ; a) o-ZrRuP at room temperature and
3.5 GPa, b)The orthorhombic phase began to be
transformed into the hexagonal one at around
110()°C and 3.5 GPa. The both phases coexisted
under these conditions, c) A single phase of h-
ZrRuP was observed at 1300°C and 3.5 GPa. d)
h-ZrRuP was quenched. The pattern of the hex
agonal phase was found at room temperature

and atmospheric pressure.
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Introduction

A C70 molecule with Dsh symmetry (1) has a
ellipsoidal shape like a rugby ball.The phase
transition due to freezing out of molecular rotation
is consequently expected to be more complicated in
solid C70 than in solid Cso with an almost
spherical shape of the molecule. We have previously
demonstrated ttie phase transition from a metastable
fee form to a simple rhombohedral structure of solid
Cto under pressure (2). From a model calculation,
it was concluded that the freezing out of the
molecular rotation about the short axis was
responsible for the phase transition (3). Since
solid Cto is a van der Waals-bonded molecular
crystal, the molecular separation, which controls
the molecular motion through varying the strength
of rotational barriers, is strongly dependent on
the application of pressure. In this study, we
present the pressure-temperature phase diagram for
Cto from in situ x-ray diffraction experiment under
high pressure-high temperature.

Experimental Procedure
C70 powder was washed by THE and heated at 573 K
for 6 h under vacuum to remove the solvent. It was
then sublimated at 810 K for 16 h in a dynamically
pumped quartz tube. After sublimation, crystal
structure of C70 specimen at normal conditions was
a simple rhombohedral one and the concentration of
other fullerenes in the sample checked by Mass
spectroscopy was less than 0.1 The x-ray
observation under high pressure-high temperature
was carried out using MAX 80 (anvil size: 6x6 ram ' )
at AR-NE5 station. A cubic boron-epoxy cell of 8 ram
edge was used as a pressure medium. Cto specimen
and NaCl for pressure marker, which were encased in
a BN capsule sepalately. were placed in a hole of a
boron-epoxy cell. A pair of graphite disk heater was
inserted in the cell. Temperature was measured by a
Pt/Pt-13X Rh thermocouple set in a cell. An energy
dispersive x-ray technique was employed.

Results
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of x-ray
diffraction spectra at 0.9 GPa. Symbols, r and f.
denote the diffraction lines from a rhombohedral
and an fee phase, respectively and star are from
pressure medium of BN and boron-epoxy. Solid Cto
was transformed from the rhombohedral-phase into
the fcc-phase with increasing temperature. The two
phases coexist in wide temperature range (Fig. 1-b)
and at 867 K it converted entirely into the fcc-
phase. With further increasing temperature, x-ray
diffraction peaks from the specimen suddenly
disappeared and only those from pressure medium
were recognized (Fig.1-d). X-ray diffraction peaks
from the rhombohedral-phase and/or the fcc-phase
were not recovered in a temperature decreasing
cycle.
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Fig.1 Temperature dependence of x-ray diffraction
profile of solid C70 at 0.9 GPa.
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Introduction

The experimental measurement of bulk physical properties of
geologically relavent materials across a range of pressure and
temperature conditions is important for the understanding of
large scale geological processes. This is particularly true for
viscosity and density determination of magmas at mantle
conditions, where there will never be any field data.
Carbonate magmas have extremely low viscosities {«!
PaS) and densities similar to silicate magmas and so
traditional quenching experiments are insufficiently accurate
for viscosity measurement. Following the success of Fujii
et. al. (activity report, 1985) in measuring these properties in
a range of silicate melts, the falling sphere technique was
used for in situ measurement of density and viscosity of
carbonate melts at 3 and 5.5 GPa.

Ext^erimental

In situ measurement of viscosity relies on the
contrast in X-ray absorption between dense sinking spheres
and less dense sample material. This means that the spheres
cause an X-ray shadow, which can bedetected by a camera
system. Experiments at 3 GPa were performed in MAX 80
with 12mm pressure medium similar to that shown below,
while those at 5 GPa were performed on MAX 90 in 8mm
pressure medium shown in fig. 1, These higher pressure
experiments utilised sintered diamond anvils in order to
maximise the width of X-ray apperture.

Gold and Platinum spheres were used whereby
spheredensity and radiusare linkedto settling velocity, melt
viscosity and melt density by Stoke's Law. Spheres of

KEY:

1 Boron Epoxy
2 B-WatEi Glass

3 Sample
4 Graphite
5 Gold

6 Ceraniic(A1203)

7 Ft-Thermocouple

Fig.l. Cubic cell assembly used for 5.5 GPa experiments.
The cube edge length is 8mm.

between 30 and 150 microns were used, with the smaller
spheres giving highest accuracy, but also being near the
limits of detection of the camera system (Saticon-type).

Results

Figure 2 shows distance-time profile for spheres in
one experiment. It can be seen that there is a good linetir
region for the two smaller spheres, indicating that tenninal
velocity has been reached. This allows accuratecalculation

Time (S)

Fig.2. Plot of distancefallen against time foroneexperiment
using gold spheres. The non-linear ends of the plots
represent acceleration and deceleration. The deceleration is
mainly due to spheres settling onto a crystal pile at the cooler
end of the furnace.

of melt viscosity, although thermal gradient across the large
fall distance necessary for carbonate melts does introduce
some errors. For accurate detennination of density, there
must be a higher density difference between the two sphere
types.

Viscosities calculated from these results are
extremely low (0.1 PaS or less) and one order of magnitude
or more lower than previous results (Sykes et al 1992, EOS
73, Spring meeting suppliment). This is probably because
in previous, quenching experiments, spheres were falling
through a mixture of melt and crystals. The results obtained
in these experiments were sufficiently precise to show effect
of varying temperature, pressure and composition on the
viscosity of carbonate melts.
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Introduction

Mullite(3Ai203 • 2Si02) is used for structural

applications at high temperature. Its mechanical
strengths and creep resistance are expected to be
unchanged at high temperature. However,
chemical decomposition is predicted under a
static high pressure environment. Once
decomposed, its mechanical property should
change. This study represents the observation
of the decomposition of mullite under high
pressures and temperatures by sychrotron x-ray

diffraction measurements. Preliminary data are

presented in this report.

Experimental
The pressure was applied to the samples using

the cubic anvil high pressure apparatus(MAX80)

at AR-A2. The truncation size of the anvil top is

6mm and the pressure medium is a pyrophyllite

cube with an edge length of 8mm. High purity

mullite powder and sodium chloride, which is

used as a pressure marker, were embedded in the

BN lined graphite furnace separately. Sample

temperature was monitored by a B-type

thermocouple and was increased stepwise under

fixed pressure. X-ray diffraction pattern was

collected at every constant temperature and

pressure condition.

Results

At 4.5GPa and 5.7GPa, the chemical

decomposition of mullite was observed at

1240° C. Only the results for the pressure

condition around 4.5GPa will be presented here.

Figure 1 is the X-ray diffraction pattern of the

mullite sample at 1130* C and 4.3GPa. The
pattern exhibits the diffraction peaks of mullite

and the sample container. No other aluminum

containing compounds are observed. Figure 2

is the X-ray diffraction pattern obtained at

1240° C and 4.6GPa. The pattern contains the
diffraction peaks of alumina, kyanite and the
sample container. The decrease in intensity of
the mullite peaks shows that most of the mullite
has decomposed into alumina and kyanite. A
reversal reaction of the decomposed sample was
attempted under 4.6GPa pressure by lowering
the sample temperature to 1100* C and 1000' C.
No reversal reaction was not observed.
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Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of mullite taken
at 1130* C and 4.3GPa.
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Fig.2. Typical x-ray diffraction pattern of the
decomposites taken at 1240* C. The press load
was kept at the condition of Figure 1.
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Introduction

One of the objectives of high-pressure studies of

metal-hydrogen systems is to extend the range of

temperature and/or hydrogen concentrations to higher

values otherwise unattainable under ordinary conditions.

Under these extreme conditions, many interesting

features show up : In Ni and Pd, for example, a gradual

lattice contraction was found to occur in several hours

when specimens were held at 8(X)°C under a hydrogen

pressure of 5GFa, and was ascribed to the formation of

copious vacancies amounting to x=|H]/[M]~0.2 (1).

Concomitant enhancement of metal-atom diffusion was

also observed in some Pd alloys (2).

In this project, emphasis is placed on the identification

of new high-pressure phases that occur in V-H and Ti-H

systems at high temperatures and/or high hydrogen

concentrations.

Experimental

The X-ray diffraction was observed by using a

cubic-anvil press MAX80 installed at the Accumulation

Ring of KEK. The sample (lmm<^ X 0.2mm) was

encapsulated in a NaCl container (a hydrogen sealant ),

and was placed at the center of a 8mm-cube amorphous

boron-epoxy resin composite, together with a graphite

tube healer assembly. In some cases, an internal

hydrogen source (LiAlH^), which supphes hydrogen on

thermal decomposition at 400°C , was also

encapsulated. Owing to the high luminosity of the

X-rays, a measuring time for each diffraction pattern is

rather short (~60s), which makes in situ investigation of

hydrogenation prcx;ess possible.

Results

Dihydrides having a CaFj structure occur rather

frequently in metal-hydrogen systems, and are in fact the

hydrides of highest hydrogen concentration so far

identified in Ti-, Zr-, V-, and Nb-H systems.

In an attempt to synthesize higher hydrides of Ti, a

sample of TiH, g was placed in an atmosphere of 5GPa

hydrogen (by using LiAlH^), and examined by X-ray

diffraction in the course of temperature excursions. A

typical result is shown in Fig. 1 (3). The structure
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remained fee throughout the measurement, but the

gradual (and reversible) change in volume between 400

°C ~6(X)°C suggests that a new higher hydride having a
smaller volume was formed. An irreversible lattice

contraction observed in the courseof prolonged heating
at 900°C suggests that copious vacancies are formed, at

metal-atom sites, just as in Ni-H and Pd-H systems.

Possible relation of these hydride phases to those

produced in the near-surface resion by ion implantation

(but structurally unidentified), i.e. TiH^ gto 4 ZrHs
0g, remains to be explored.

Several new hydride phases were also observed in the

V-H system, and the conditions of their occurrence in

terms of temperature, hydrogen pressure and holding

time were examined.

There are increasing pieces of evidence that the

formation of copious vacancies has profound

implications for the phase diagram of metal-hydrogen
systems, especially at high temperatures where

metal-atom vacancies become mobile.
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Introduction

One of leading aims of the Test Linac Facility of the
PF 2.5-GeV Linac is the acceleration of a high-luminosity
beam. The normalized luminosity of the cathode is given
by 4.1xlO^J A/m^^\ where J is the current density of the
cathode in units of A/cm^and islOA/cm^as a typical case.
This is almost comparable to the luminosity of the
storage ring. On the other hand, the empirical luminosity
of an accelerated beam is given by 4xlO^A/m^ and is
independent of the current.^^^ The luminosity of the
cathode has degradedempiricallyby an orderof 10^ during
acceleration. The radial comjKJnent of the accelerating
field, the space-charge force and the beam-induced field are
considered to be major causes of luminosity degradation. It
has recently been pointed out that the combination of the
space-charge force with the radial component of the
accelerating field is important.However, luminosity
degradation is expected to be avoided by employing some
improved acceleration methods. '̂*^ Measurements of the
luminosity degradation through the linac with high
accuracy are crucial for confirmations of these ideas. The
main purpose of this research is to develop an accurate
measurement system and to compare the beam dynamics
predicted by computer codes with those measured as a first
step in the generation of very high-luminosity
synchrotron radiation using the linac.

Development of an Electron Gun

In order to carry out experiments concerning
emittance growth, an electron gun having accurately
measured parameters is necessary. A measurement system
using a pepper-pot method has been developed, and was
described elsewhere.^^^ The design parameters of the gun
are listed in table 1.

We first designed the diode-gun using the EGUN
code. The beam characteristics from the gun were then
measured using a newly developed measurement system.
The measured emittance and beam envelope were much
different from the calculated values. The experimental
results apparently showed that the configuration near to
the cathode-edge considerably affected the beam dynamics
of the electron gun. When the gun was designed, the
space between the cathode and a Wehnelt electrode for
thermal insulation was made as small as possible; a space
of 0.1 mm was adopted. In a calculation using the EGUN
code, the very small space was neglected, because, if such
a small mesh size was used the permitted mesh number in
the program would not be sufficient to calculate the whole
electron gun. We have subsequently developed a new
cathode holder in which the cathode is surrounded by a
carbon heater. Thus, a space for thermal insulation is
provided between the carbon heater and the Wehnelt
electrode by realizing a flat surface near to the cathode
edge. The obtained results, after improvements of the

cathode holder, are also given in table 1. The predicted
emittance is almost the same as the measured value.

Emittance and Cathode materials

Only thermionic cathodes are candidates in our
facility, considering the cost of the gun system as well as
the required reliability in our linac complex. Three types
of thermionic cathodes (a dispenser cathode, single-crystal
LaB6 and poly-crystal LaB6) while using the same gun
geometry were compared. The initial velocity distribution
of electrons from the cathode can be measured based on the
shape of a pepper-pot image. The typical shape of the
image is shown in fig.l, the diameter of which
corresponds to the initial velocity of electrons from the
cathode. If the initial velocity of these electrons is
determined based on the cathode temperature, the pepper-
pot image should be a real circle. The important fact is
that the initial velocity distribution of electrons from the
cathode is not necessarily Gaussian in our operation
region. For example, almost all images for the dispenser
cathode are either oval or distorted oval; images for poly-
crystal LaB6 are two to three times as large as the
expected size based on the temperature of the cathode.
Only pepper-pot images of single-crystal LaB6 are real
circles. Detailed measurements of the emittance for these

cathodes are now being carried out.

References
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Designed Measured

Cathode Dia. 1mm 1mm

Anode Vol. 150kV 150kV

Current 290mA 280mA

Emittance 1.47T:mmmrad 1.37tmmmrad

Table. 1. Designed and measured values of the electron
gun.

Fig. 1. An example of a pepper-pot image.
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Introduction

Recently a new surface characterization
technique with a lateral spatial resolution was
developed for non-destructive surface analysis using
a synchrotron X-ray microbeaml). The grazing exit
condition for fluorescent X-ray detection was
utilized to attain the surface sensitivity. In the
scanning mode, in which the exit angle is fixed
while the sample is being scanned, the two-
dimensional intensity distribution reflects depth
information in addition to the lateral elemental
distribution. In this report, the intensity
modulation near to the surface step of the pattern
edge of the layered thin film sample is discussed.

Results and Discussion

The experiment was carried out at BL-4A
using an X-ray microbeam system having a beam
size of about 6x6 pm. The detailed experimental
arrangement and analytical procedure of the micro
X-ray surface analysis technique was reported
elsewhere^.

A layered structure having an electrode
pattern at the surface was used for the sample (Fig.l).
Fig.2(a) and (b) show intensity distributions of Ni Ka
and Cr Ka fluorescent X-rays obtained at the grazing
exit-angle of 6 mrad when the sample was set such
that the narrow channel (5 pm wide) was set
horizontally and fluorescent X-rays were detected
from the right side. Fig.3(a) and (b) show similar
intensity distributions but the sample was rotated 90
degree around surface normal, i.e. the narrow
channel was set vertically. Fig.3 (a) and (b) are quite
different from Fig.2(a) and (b), though the exit angle
was almost the same for both experiments.

The edge effects can be explained by the
reflection, refraction and absorption effects of
fluorescent X-rays. Fig. 4 illustrates the
enhancement effect of the Ni Ka intensity seen at
the edge of the channel in Fig.3(a). At an exit-angle
of 6 mrad, though the Ni fluorescent X-rays cannot
be observed through the Cr top layer, due to a
refraction effect. X-rays produced in the shaded area
can be emitted through the side of the edge.

Although the scanning mode analysis is
effective, the interpretation of the intensity
modulation should be done carefully. The intensity
modulation itself, however, is useful for
characterizing the surface geometry.

-I PI R'J

Fig.l (a) Structure of the multilayer pattered sample,
(b) Cross-sectional views at A-A' and B-B'
Cr(50nm)/Ni(95nm)/Ti(5nm)/Si02

Fig.2 Ni Ka (a) and Cr Ka (b) intensity distributions
from the sample shown in Fig.l. A region of 300
pm(H) X 60 pm(V) was measured with a step of 3
pm.

W' ' : I .

_ fa) ^ • (b>
Fig.3 Ni Ka (a) and Cr Ka (b) intensity distributions
from the same sample as that used in Fig.2. The exit
angle was 6 mrad. A region of 300 pm(H) X 200
pm(V) was measured with a step of4 pm.

Fig.4 Paths of fluorescent X-rays emitted from the
side of the pattern edge at the small exit-angle.

1) T.Noma and A.Iida, PF Activity Report #10, p66
and to be published in Rev. Sci. Instrum.
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Calmodulin (CaM) is one of the typical
Ca2 + -binding proteins, which regulates
enzyme activity in many intracellular Ca2
+ -dependent processes. Small polypeptide
of melittin (ME), as well as mastoparan,
has been shown to inhibit CaM binding to
target enzymes in a Ca 2+ • dependent
manner. Structural changes of CaM and
ME through their interactions were also

recently shown. Thus the interaction
between CaM and the small peptide is to be
a good model for the physiologically

significant interaction of CaM and target
enzymes. However, little is known about
the kinetics the interaction with the

peptides in spite of its importance for
understanding the overall mechanism of the

Ca2 + -dependent regulationD mediated by
CaM. In this work, stopped flow
experiments on the Ca 2+ -dependent
interaction of CaM with ME was performed
with detections of fuluoresence changes of
ME and Quin2 and of small angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS). In the solution including
both of CaM and ME, the fluorescenceU

intensity of a tryptophan residue in ME
changed with the increase of Ca2 +
concentration indicating the CaM-ME
complex formation. The CaM-ME complex
was shown to be of 1:1 stoichiometry and

Higash i-IIirosh ima, Japan

of h i g h - a f f i n i ty with an apparent
dissociation constant in submicromolar

range. Kinetic experiments on the both of
association and dissociation processes ofD
the complex formation were performed.
ForlJ the association process, an
isomerization process of the ME in the
CaM-ME complex was observed in the
millisecond range with the fluorescence
detection and was elucidated to be the rate-

determining step of the overall reaction.
For the dissociation process induced by
removing bound Ca2+ by Quin2 or EGTA
from the CaM-Ca2 + -ME complex,
interesting kinetic processes were observed.
The time course of the dissociation induced

by the former chelator was composed of
four phases, their two slow processes were

in the same time ranges with those observed
for MEn dissociation induced by the latter
chelator. Further, by the kinetic
experiments with SAXS detection, two
phasic kinetic processes were observed
corresponding to the above two phases,
which indicate obvious change in the radius

of gyration of the complex. On the basis of
these experimental results using theD
variety of detection probes, the overall
regulation mechanism has been clarified.
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Introduction

The layer structure in thin surface stabilized
ferroelectric liquid crystal (SSFLC) cells is
characterized by the "chevron" structure. A zig-zag
defect is the local layer structure (LLS) defect
observed in SSFLC and corresponds to walls between
the two possible chevron directions. The zig-zag
defect consists of two boundaries: broad wall

(hairpin) and narrow wall (lightening). Though the
LLS models at both boundaries were presentedL2)^
there has been no direct evidence of the LLS. In this

report, the LLS of the zig-zag defect boundary is
studied using synchrotron X-ray micro-diffraction.

Experimental

The experiments were done on the BL-4A. An
X-ray microprobe system was developed using a
multilayer monochromator in combination with X-
ray focusing mirrors (Kirkpatrick-Baez type).3) The
X-ray energy used was 8 keV . The beam size at the

sample was about 5x5 jim and the angular
divergence was about 0.5 mrad in both vertical and
horizontal directions. The experimental
arrangement is schematically shown in Fig.l.

The sample used was CS-1014 (Chisso) which

was sandwiched between two glass plates of 80 pm
thick. Both of the inner surfaces of the glass plates
were coated with polyvinylalchol and were
unidirectionally rubbed. The sample cells ranged
from 1.5 pm to 10 pm in thickness.

SR Multilayer Monochromator

Focusing Mirror
Sample

Fig.l Schematic representation of a synchrotron X-ray
microbeam system for the micro-diffraction
experiment.

Results and Discussion

Fig.2 shows a series of the rocking curves (6-
scan) obtained by changing the analyzing position
across the broad wall (the width was about 12 pm).

Two sharp peaks appeared at around 0=± 18
correspond to the chevron structure. At the broad
wall, new peaks, though weak, appear at around 0=0
indicating that the layer normal in the broad wall is
parallel to the rubbing direction. Those peaks were
explained by the previous model which predicted the
pseudo-book shelf structure at the wall defect.L2)
Central peaks, however, sometimes split into
multiple peaks and their angular position was
dependent on the position across the wall. These
detailed observations suggest that the local layer
structure has small kinks within the broad wall.

From these measurement, it is shown that the
X-ray micro-diffraction technique is effective to
reveal the local layer structure in SSFLC cells.

1)N.Clark and T.P.Rieker, Phys. Rev. A37 (1988) 1053
2)Y.Ouchi et al., Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 27 (1988) 1
3)A.Iida and T.Noma, Nucl. Instrum. and Methods
B82(1993)129

0 Angle (degree)

Fig.2 X-ray rocking curves obtained across the broad

wall defect in the SSFLC cell. 4 pm step size. An inset
shows the possible broad wall local layer structure.
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It was observed that the boron

reemission x-ray scattering intensity
changed when the h-BN was mechanically
milled as shown in Fig. 1. The h-BN
spectra were measured with a fluorescent
x-ray spectrometer on an undulator
beamline (BL-16U). The experimental
details were described elsewhereO.
Experiment shows that a relative intensity
of 192 eV peak to 197 eV is gradually
stronger as the milling time increases.
These peaks are considered to be due to the
reemission due to an electron transition
between B Is and 2/771*. Since we have
assumed that the x-ray intensity
represented the B 2p density of states, we
calculated the electronic structure of a
small cluster molecule using the DV-Xa
method, and compared it with experiment.
The minimum size h-BN model cluster that
represents crystal character is BsNs, in
which boron atoms are classified into two
types; the first one is coordinated by three
nitrogen atoms (CN3), and the second by
two (CN2). CN3 means B inside crystal,
and CN2 on the crystalline surface.

The calculated B 2p densities of
states are shown in Fig. 2. The
experimental reemission levels correspond
to the calculated energy levels ranging
from 0 to 10 eV in Fig. 2. CN2 has a
dangling bond, of which energy levels
appear near the fermi level. By
mechanical milling, h-BN crystals are
getting small. The effect of the number of
dangling bond on the intensity of x-ray
reemission lines has been clarified from

the present study.
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Fig.l Change in the B Ka x-ray spectra by
mechanical milling.
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Introduction

Electron transfer reaction of transition metal ions
and rare earth ions in organic solvents is a key
step of photo-catalytic reactions and photo-func
tional materials. We have been studying ohoto-
induced electron transfer reaction of Eu^"^. In
the cource of the studies, we found that the elec
tron transfer rate constant (kq) and the reduction
potential (Erej) of Eu^"*" strongly depend upon
the counter anion and upon addition of a crown
ether, which efficiently removes counter anions
by complexation. These results suggest that the
quantitative estimation of the coordination envi
ronment is necessary for the application of the
electron transfer reaction of metal ions. We have
trying EXAFS measurement of Eu^"^ in an or
ganic solvent by use of a series of salts and crown
ethers.

Ru(bpy)3

•Ru(bpy)3'

hv

*Ru(bpy)3^

V kq ^
Ru(bpy)3'*

Results and Discussion
Complexation ofEu '̂'" by acrown ether partially
remove the cq^unter anions, which strongly coor
dinate to Eu^"*" in organic solvents, resulting
change of the electron donation from the ligands
to Eu^"*". The effect is supposed to induce
change of the quenching efficiency. EXAFS
measurement is expected to observe the interac
tion between ligands and Eu^"^. The radial struc
ture function (RSF) for MeCN solution of
Eu(CI04)3 has a peak at 0.25 nm (Fig. I). Addi
tion of I8-crown-6 produced another peak at
0.35 nm, and the intensity depended upon the
molar ratio (Fig. 2). Similar peak formation was
observed for 15-crown-5 (Fig. 2). The RSF for
Eu(N03)3 has a main peak at 0.25 nm and small
peaks at 0.35 and 0.42 nm. The 0.35 nm peak
was enhanced upon addition of crown ethers;
however, the intensities were weaker than that
for Eu(CI04)3.

The present results are summarized as follows.
i) Even in MeCN, Eu- '̂'" is strongly coordinated

by the counter anions.
ii) The counter anions are efficiently removed

upon complexation by a crown ether.
iii) The coordination of the counter anions

depends upon the property of the counter
anion, and NO3" gives a tight complex.

EXAFS measurement of other salts and precise
analysis for structural change of the I5-crown-5
complexes at the molar ratio of 2 are in progress.
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Fig. I. RSF of Eu(CI04)3 in the absence and in
the presence of a crown ether.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the peak intensities (1st,
0.35 nm; 2nd, 0.42 nm) upon molar ratio of
crown ether and Eu(C104)3.
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Introduction

For the characterization of a synthetic
multilayer structure. X-ray reflectormetry and the X-
ray standing wave (XSW) method are widely used.
Since the practical multilayer has a large 4-spacing, it
is difficult to attain the lateral spatial resolution.
Based on the reciprocity theorem^), the XSW due to
the interference of the fluorescent X-rays2'3)
(reciprocity-XSW) is expected to give the same
information as the conventional XSW. Since the

reciprocity-XSW experiment allows the normal
incidence geometry, it can achieve the spatial
resolution with a focused X-rays. In this report, a new
technique for the characterization of the multilayer is
described.

Experimental

The experiment was carried out at BL-4A. An
inset in Fig.l shows the experimental arrangement
around a sample. Incident X-rays were
monochromatized by a synthetic multilayer to
enhance the incident intensity. Monochromatized X-
rays inpinged on the sample nearly normal to the
sample surface either directly or after focusing optics
(Kirkpatrick-Baez configuration).3) The spatial
resolutions were a few hundred mm and about 5 |im
for the former and latter cases, respectively. The
sample was mounted on translation and rotation
stages. The fluorescent X-ray intensity was measured
as a function of the exit angle.

Results and Discussion

A synthetic multilayer (W/Si, d=30.6 A) was
characterized. Fig.l (a) shows W La fluorescent
intensity as a function of the exit-angle. A dip
corresponds to the X-ray intensity modulation at the
Bragg condition and is due to the XSW of fluorescent
X-rays themselves generated in the multilayer. The
relative angular position of dips in W La and LP
fluorescent curves gives the absolute rf-spacing and the
dip profile itself reflects the perfection of the layered
structure. Fig.1(b) shows the conventional XSW profile
which corresponds quite well to Fig.l(a), providing
that the interference is due to incident X-rays in this
case.

Some applications were also made. The d-
spacing variation over a small region, even in the same
sample, was observed. The irradiation effect by the
pulsed lasers was also studied. Fig.2 shows a series of

the reciprocity XSW curves near the irradiation area.
The XSW profile changes near the irradiation area.
The reduction of the dip and the appearance of the
hump show the severe degradation of the multilayer
structure.

1) R.S.Becker et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 50 (1983) 153
2)T.Takahashiand M.Takahashi, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.
3) T.Noma, A.Iida and K.Sakurai, Phys. Rev. B48
(1993) 17524

Si(Li) Dejfctfvf

Glancing Angle (

Fig.l (a) W La fluorescent intensity from the W/Si
multilayer as a function of the exit-angle. An inset
shows the experimental arrangement around the
sample, (b) Reflectivity and W La fluorescence
intensity as a function of the glancing angle
(conventional X-raystanding wave).

Exit Angle (mrad)

Fig.2 W La fluorescence intesity curves from a laser
irradiated multilayer as a function of the position(
1mm interval).
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INTRODUCTION

A soft-x-ray multilayer polarizer of good
performance [1] enables us to perform ellipsometry
in the soft-x-ray region. By ellipsometry, we are
able to measure the relative amplitude attenuation p
= fyRg = tani(rexp(iA), representing detailed optical
response in respect to the amplitude and the phase
upon reflection.

We have studied a Mo single layer sample
in two respects. One as a model experiment to
criticize the current theory of reflection and refraction
of material in the soft-x-ray region and the other as
a new method to measure the optical constants of
an ultra-thin layer sample. For these, we have
preformed elllpsometric measurements at various
angles of incidence G and also s-reflectance \Rf
vs. 6 measurements with the same sample.

EXPERIMENT

The Mo layer was deposited onto a Si wafer
by magnetron sputtering to a thickness of 40.9nm as
measured later by X-ray diffractometry. The
experiment was carried at BL28 with use of a
beamline ellipsometer developed by Kimura et al. at
the Photon Factory[2].

At a photon energy of 97eV, in the linear
undulator mode, the polarized beam from the
beamline was found to be slightly off the ideal linear
polarization as measured by rotating analyzer
analysis. Thus we set a transmission polarizer as a
pre-polarizer, which improved the polarization in
terms of the contrast factor

from 0.977 to 0.996.

The beamline ellipsometer was then set at
the azimuthal angle so as to have 45° azimuth
linear polarization incident upon the sample surface
with equal p- and s-amplitude component. In this
configuration, polarization ellipse of the reflected
beam as measured by the rotating analyzer analysis
directly gives tamir and cosA. The handedness of the
ellipse thereby the sign of A was measured
separately by using a transmission phase shifter.

Rgure 1 shows measured data points of t
and A by squares and triangles, respectively. At 0's
of 54° , 62° , and 68° , characteristic resonance
like structures are evident which correspond to the
observed minima of the \Rf vs. B curve. Solid
curves and dashed curves show theoretical variation
calculated with two sets of data shown above the
figure.

These data sets were obtained as the best
fit to the \Rf vs. 6 curve. With the respective
optical constants of the Si substrate being assumed
as listed, each data set of the Mo refractive index n,
extinction coefficient k, thickness of the film d, rms
roughness values of surface and that of the

substrate-film interface were obtained.

Within the frame work of a single layer
model with rough boundary and surface, the
following discrepancies are still to be explained.
1. Below 68° , experimental A falls always in the
negative region whereas the theoretical A appears in
the positive region.
2. At above 70° , in the total reflection region,
where the penetration depth of the beam is smaller
than the layer thickness, there remains large
difference between observed and calculated.

These suggest that ellipsometry is much
sensitive to the optical system including the
substrate-film boundary as compared to the IR/-0
method. It is well expected that the discrepancy 1 is
caused by the natural oxidation layer on the Si
substrate and the 2 is caused by the oxidation of
the Mo layer surface. To confirm this, extended
model analysis and also further experiments with
other samples are under way.

Si 1.001 2.7x10"'

Mo ©.goo 8.2 * 10"'

ISTi 0.997 5.0 X10"'

I Mo 0.935 6.7X 10"

o.tnni)

40.9 1.25 0.72

40.4 1.29 0.95

Incident Anglc(dcgrecs)

Rg.1 Bllpsometric results ol a Mo layer deposited on Si measured al 97eV. Cirves
show result of Vieoretlcal calculation with the Rs-d data analysis shown above.

REFERENCES

[1] M. Yamamoto,"Polarim8try with use of soft x-ray
multilayers". Proc. SPIE 2010, pp.152-159 (1993).
[2] H. Kimura,"Polarization measurement of
synchrotron radiation with use of multilayers in the
soft x-ray region," doctoral dissertation; Department
of Synchrotron Radiation Science, School of
Mathematical and Physical Science, The Graduate
University for Advanced Studies, Pf-KEK, 1992.
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